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PREFACE
TO THE FIRST EDITION.

The present volume of notes was undertaken at the

suggestion of Prof. Driver, and is mainly intended for

students beginning the Hebrew language. The notes are

taken chiefly from the best German commentaries, and do

not aim at originality. The Versions have also been used,

and references are given to various grammars, the writer's

object being to adapt the book to the wants of students using

different grammars. The Commentaries used are those by

Tuch 1

, Delitzsch 2
, and Dillmann 3

, to whom the writer is

chiefly indebted ; reference is also made to Mr. Wright's 4

Notes on Genesis, and (occasionally) to the commentary by

the late Dr. Kalisch 5
. The Versions are quoted partly from

the London Polyglot, and partly from separate editions.

1 The 2nd edition, by Arnold and Merx, Halle, 1871.

2 The 4th edition, Leipzig, 1872.

3 The references to Dillmann are to the 4th edition of his Genesis, in

the Kurzgefassies Exeg. Handbuch zum alten Test., Leipzig, 1882.

A 5th edition appeared in 18S6, but as some of the sheets had already

been printed off, the references to the 4th edition have been kept, and

any changes in the 5th edition noted on the margin.
4 The Jiook of Genesis in Hebrew, by C. II. H. Wright, London, ] 859.
5 Historical and Critical Commentary on the Old Test., Genesis,

London, 1858.
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For the LXX, Lagarde's text has been used 1

,
reference

being occasionally made to the text contained in the London

Polyglot, and to Tischendorf's edition. The Targum of

Onqelos, or Babylonian Targum, has been taken from the

edition by Dr. Berliner 2
, the text in the London Polyglot

being compared, while the Targum of Pseudo-Jonathan

and the Jerusalem Targum are quoted from the London

Polyglot 3
. For the Peshitta (Syriac) version the Polyglot

and the edition by Lee 4
, which is based on the text in the

London Polyglot, have been used, while the Vulgate has been

taken from a Paris edition 5 and the Polyglot. The other

Greek versions (Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion) are

usually cited second-hand, reference being also made to

Field's edition of Origen's Hexapla 6
. The Arabic version of

Saadiah has been quoted from the Polyglot: the Hebrew-

Samaritan text and the Samaritan version are also cited

from the same source 7
. The Grammars to which reference

has been made are those of Gesenius, Davidson, Stade,

1 Genesis Graece, edidit P. A. de Lagarde, Leipzig, 1868.
a In two parts, Berlin, 1884. The first part containing the text after

the 'editio Sabioneta ' of 1557, an(i tne second part, the notes, introduc-

tion, and indices.

3 The Targum of Pseudo-Jonathan and the Jerusalem Targum (which

only exists in a fragmentary form) are really two recensions of one and

the same Targum, the Jerusalem Targum; see Bleek's Einleitnng, ed.

Wellhausen, p. 606 f. ; Eng. trans., ed. Venables, vol. ii. p. 439 f.

4 London, 1823.
5 Published by Gamier Brothers, without date.

6 Oxford, 1875.
7 The reader should consult the various • Introductions ' to the Old

Testament on these versions (especially that of Wellhausen-Bleek, 1878

or 1886), or read the articles in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible.
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Ewald, Olshausen, Bcittcher (occasionally), Miiller (for the

Syntax only), and the treatise on the Tenses by Prof. Driver \

The text of Genesis that has been followed in compiling

the notes is that of Baer (with a preface by Delitzsch), and

the same text has been used in quoting passages from other

books, the edition of Theile 2 being only cited in those

portions of the Old Testament that have not yet been edited

by Baer 3
.

Two appendices have been added to the book: one on

the structure of Genesis, as it was deemed necessary that

the student should have some information about the modern

views as to the criticism of the Pentateuch ; and the other on

the names of God, which could not be adequately discussed

within the limits of a note.

The writer has to acknowledge the great obligations he is

under to Prof. Driver for the valuable help he has rendered

1 Gesenius' Grammar, translated by Davies, and edited by Mitchell,

London, 1880 (since reprinted). Davidson's Grammar, Edinburgh, 8th

edition, 1887. Stade, Lehrbuch der hebrdischen Grammatik, Leipzig,

1879. Ewald, Lehrbuch der hebrdischen Sprache, 8te Ausgabe, G6t-

tingen, 1870: the Syntax (the third part of the Lehrbuch) has been

translated by Kennedy, Edinburgh, 1879. Olshausen, Lehrbuch der

hebrdisch. Sprache, Braunschweig, 1861. Bottcher, Lehrbuch der he-

brdisch. Sprache, Leipzig, 1868. Aug. Miiller, Outlines of Hebrew

Syntax, translated by Robertson (being a translation of the third part of

Midler's LLebrdische Schulgrammatik, Halle, 1878), 1st edition, 1882;

2nd edition, 1887. Driver, LLebrew Tenses, 2nd edition, Oxford, 1881.

2 3rd edition, Leipzig, 1867.

3 The following portions of the Bible have been published by Baer

:

Genesis, Leipzig, 1869; Lsaiah, ib., 1872 ; Job, ib., 1875; Minor Pro-

phets, ib., 1878; The Psalms, ib., 1880; Proverbs, ib., 1880; Daniel,

Ezra, Nehcmiah, ib., 1882; Ezekiel, ib., 1884; ancl Canticles, Ruth,

Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther, ib., 1886.
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him in preparing these notes, and for kindly revising the

proof-sheets. His thanks are also due to the Delegates of

the Clarendon Press for their assistance in publishing the

book, and to Mr. Pembrey, their Oriental reader, for the

care which he has taken in passing the sheets through

the press.

G. J.
SPURRELL.

Oxford, July, 1887.



PREFACE
TO THE SECOND EDITION.

In the present edition of the ' Notes on Genesis ' a large

amount of new matter has been incorporated into the book.

An Introduction has been substituted for Appendix I, and

the new edition has been enlarged by the addition of about

forty new pages. Many of the notes have been recast and

expanded, and many new notes have been added on different

matters, generally points which were not commented on in

the first edition, or inadequately treated. This will be seen

in the fuller accounts of the different foreign nations men-

tioned in Genesis, cf. chaps. 10, 25. 36, 8, etc. More attention

has also been given to the geography of Genesis. The sites

of the different places mentioned and other matters apper-

taining to geography are generally quoted from Dillmann's

Genesis 6
, Smith's Historical Geography, and Badeker's Pales-

tine, 2nd English edition, 1894; so that the information on

these points is as far as possible up to date.

The Grammars to which reference has been made are the

same as in the former edition, with the addition of references

to Davidson's Hebrew Syntax, and occasionally to Konig's
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Lehrgeb&udt) I
l
. The 25th (German) edition of Gesenius-

Kautzsc h's Grammar lias been used. As a translation of this

work is in preparation, the references given in the notes will

serve for the English edition 2
. The extracts from the different

Versions are the same as in the first edition, with the excep-

tion of the LXX, which is now quoted from Swete's

(Cambridge) edition.

The Introduction, which is a new feature in the book,

has been compiled mainly from the writings of Dillmann,

Wellhausen, Kuenen, Cornill, Driver, and more especially

from the excellent Einleitiing in den Hexateuch, by

Dr. Holzinger 3
.

The writer desires to acknowledge the valuable assistance

he has received from his friend Mr.
J.

F. Stenning, Hebrew

Lecturer at Wadham College, who kindly revised the proof-

sheets and made several useful suggestions. He is also

indebted to Mr. Pembrey, the Oriental reader at the

University Press, for the skill and care with which he has

prepared the sheets for press. <

G. J.
SPURRELL.

London, Dec. 14, 1895.

1 Part II of Konig's Lehrgebdude was not published in time to be

used for the notes.

a This Grammar, which is very badly and clumsily arranged, is now

superseded, as far as the Syntax is concerned, by Davidson's Hebrew

Syntax.
3 See the references in the notes appended to the Introduction.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED 1

.

A.V. =TheAuthorizedVersion,i6n.

Aq. = Aquila's Greek Version.

Aram. «= Aramaic 3
.

B. and D. = Baer and Delitzsch.

B. Jubil. = The Book ofJubilees, ed.

R. Charles, Clarendon Press, 1894.

Badeker, Pal. or Palest. = Palestine

and Syria, 2nd (English edition),

1894.

Barth, N.B. = Die Nominalbildung

in den Semitischen Sprachen,

Leipzig, 1894.

Baumg. = Baumgarten.

Ber. Rab. = Bereshilh Rabba.

Bernst. = Bernstein.

Boch. = Bochart.

Boh. = von Bohlen.

Bott. = Bottcher.

Bottcher, Neue Aehr. = Neue He-

brdische Aehrenlese (in 3 vols.),

Leipzig, 1849-65.

Budde, Urgesch. = Die Biblische

Urgeschichte, Giessen, 1883.

C. I. S. = Corpus Inscrip. Semiti-

carum, Paris, 1881 et seq.

C. P. Ges. = Hebrew and English

Lexicon, etc., Clarendon Press,

1892 et seq.

Dav. = Davidson, Introductory He-

brew Grammar, various years.

Dav., S. = Hebrew Syntax, 1894.

Del. 4and Del.5 = The 4th and 5th edd.

of the Commentary on Genesis.

Del., Par.= Wo lag das Paradies /

Leipzig, 1 88 1.

Del., Proleg. = Prolegomena,Leipzig,

1886.

Di. = Dillmann.

Di., N. D.J. = Commentary on Num.,

Deut., and Josh.

Driver or Dr. = Hebrew Tenses, 3rd

ed., 1892.

Driver, Introd. = Introduction to the

Lit. of the 0. T, 5th ed., 1894.

Driver, Sam. = Notes on the H. T. of

the Books of Samuel, 1890.

Ecclus. => Ecclesiasticus.

Ewald,y. B. = Jahrbikhcr der bib-

lischen Wissenschaft, Gottingen,

1848 et seq.

Frankel, Einfluss or Einfl. = Ueber

den Einjiuss derpaldstin. Exegcsc

1 Most of the abbreviations, with which the student will be familiar, are not

given here.

2 It should be pointed out that the languages usually called Chaldee, Syriac,

and Samaritan are really three dialects of the Aramaic, and should be embraced

under the term Aramaic.
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auf die Alexandr. Hermeneutik,

Leipzig, 1 85 1.

Frankel, Vorstudien = Vorstudien zu

der Septuaginta, Leipzig, 1841.

Ges. = Gesenius, Hebr. Grammatik,

ed. Kautzsch, 25th ed., Leipzig,

1889.

Ges., Th. or Thes. = Thesaurus,

Leipzig, 1829-58.

Glaser, Skizze — Skizze der Geschichte

und Geographie Arabiens, 2 vols.,

1890.

Gr. Ven. = Versio Veneta, see Bleek's

Introduction (Eng. trans.), vol. ii.

P- 43°.

H. W. B. = Ges., Handworterbuch

iiber das A. T, 12th ed., 1894.

Halevy, Mel. = Melanges.

Halevy,.#.2?. = Recherches Bibliques.

Halevy, R. E.J. = Revue des Etudes

Juives.

Hier. or Hieron. = Hieronymus,

Jerome.

Hier., Quaest. = Hieronymus' Quaes-

tiones Hebraicae in libro Geneseos,

at the end of Lagarde's Gen.

Graece, Leipzig, 1868.

Holz. or Holzinger — Einleitung in

den Hexateuch, Freiburg i. B.,

and Leipzig, 1893.

J. A. —Journal Asiatique.

J. B. L. =Journal of Biblical Lite-

rature and Exegesis.

Jos. = Joseph us.

Ke. = Keil.

Kn. = Knobel.

Konig, Lehrg. = Histor. Krit. Lehr-

gebdude der Heb. Sprache, 1 part,

Leipzig, 1881.

Lagarde or Lag., B. N. = Bildung

der A Tomina.

Lagarde or Lag., Symm. = Symmicta.

Lenor. =Lenormant.

Levy, Chald. W. B.^Chald. Wbr-

terbuch, Leipzig, 188 1.

M. B. A. W. = Monatsberichte der

Berliner Akademie der Wissen-

sc/iaften, various years.

M. R. == Outlines ofHebrew Syntax,

by A. Miiller, translated by

Robertson, 3rd ed., 1888.

Mid. Bern. = Midrash Bemidbar, on

the book of Numbers.

N61d. = N61deke.

Nold., Unters.= Untersuchungen zur

Kritik des alten Test., Kiel, 1869.

Ols. = Olshausen.

Onom. = Onomasticon.

Onq. = Onqelos.

Pesh. =^ Peshitta (Syriac) Version.

Proleg. or ProI. Crit. — Prolegomena

Critica in Vet. Test. Hebr., by

H. L. Strack, Leipzig, 1873.

R. V. = Authorized Version revised,

1885.

Riehm, H. W. B. = Handworterbuch

des Bibl. Alterthums, 1875 and

following years.

Rob., Pal. = Palestine, 1st ed., Lon-

don, 1841.

S. B.A.W. = Sitzungsberichte der

Berliner Akademie der Wissen-

schaften.

Saad. = Saadiah's Arabic Version.

Sam. -- The Samaritan Version, and

the Hebrew Text in Sam. charac-

ters, when both agree ; the former

is quoted as Sam. Ver., and the

latter as Heb.-Sam.

Schrader(alsoSch.andSchr.),A'.6:.ir.

= Keilinschriften und Geschichts-

forschung.

Schrader, C. 0. T. = Die Keilin-

schriften und das alle Test., 2nd
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ed., 1883; translated into English

by Whitehouse, 2 vols., London,

1SS5 and iSSS.

ShM G. = The Historical Geography

of the Holy Land, by G. A. Smith,

London, 1894.

Synim. = Symmachus' Greek Ver-

sion.

Targ. Jer. — Jerusalem Targura.

Targ. Ps.-Jon. or Jon. = The Targum

of Pseudo-Jonathan.

Targg. = Targums, when the three

Targums agree.

Th. or Theod. = Theodotion's Greek

Version.

Th. S. W. = Theolog. Sttidien am
Wiirtemberg.

Well., Comp. = Wellhausen, Die

Composition des HexateucKs, re-

printed with an Appendix, 1889.

Well., Sam. -Her Text der Biicher

Sam iielis unto suiht, 1S72.

Winer, R. ll\ />'. - Biblisch. Peal-

IVorterlntch, 1847-48, 3rd ed.

Wright, Comp. Gram. = Lectures on

the Comparative Grammar of the

Semitic languages, iSyo.

Z. A. — Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie.

Z. A.S. A. — Zeitschrift fur aegyp-

tische Sprache und Altcrthiimer.

Z.A. T. W. = Zeitschrift fur die

A litest. Wissenschaft.

Z. D. M. G. = Zeitschrift der Deut-

schen Morgenldtidischen Gesell-

schaft.

Z. D. P. V. = Zeitschrift des Dent-

schen Paliistina - Vereins.

Z. K. S. F. = Zeitschrift fiir Keil-

schriftforschung.

"•m = ini:n et caetera.



INTRODUCTION.

The book of Genesis, like the other books of the Hexa-

teuch, was not the production of one author. A definite plan

may be traced in the book, but the structure of the work forbids

us to consider it as the production of one writer. This is

clear, not only from the (apparently needless) repetitions that

occur (e.g. 21, 1 a and 1 b; 4, 25 f., and 5, 1-6; 47, 291!.,

and 49, 29 ff.), but also from the different accounts of one

and the same event which we meet with, not merely such as

may be explained on the supposition that the author is really

describing different events, or reproducing different traditions

(e.g. the narratives contained in 12, 10 ff.; 20, 1 ff., and 26,

7 ff.; the story of Hagar and Ishmael, in 16, 1 ff., and 21,

12 ff.; the double covenant with Abram, chaps. 15 and 17;

the double blessing of Jacob by Isaac, 27, 1 ff., and 28, 1 ff.

;

the double promise of a son to Sarah, 17, 17, and 18,

1 o ff. ; the three explanations of the name Isaac, 17,17; 18,12;

2i
f 6; the two explanations of the names, Edom in 25, 25.

30; of Issachar, Zebulun, and Joseph, in 30, 16-18. 20. 23^;
of Mahanaim, in 32, 3. 8; cf. also for Ishmael, 16, 11 f., and

21, 17; for Peniel, 32, 31, and the allusion in 33, 10), but

such as mutually exclude one another, because the event

narrated can only have happened once (e.g. the two accounts
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i)t" the creation, in chaps, i and 2 ; the number of the animals

that went into the ark and the time the flood continued on

the earth, in chap. 6 f. ; the dispersion of the nations, in

chaps. 10 and 11, 1 ff., cf. 10, 25; the varying explanations

of the names, Beersheba, in 21,31. 26, 33; Israel, in 32, 29.

35, 10; Bethel and the pillar of Bethel, 28, 18 f. 35, 14 f.;

the different accounts of the relations between Jacob and the

Shechemites, in chaps. 34 and 48, 22; and the variations in

the narrative in 37, 19-36,—the sale of Joseph by his

brethren). Many other notices in Genesis also militate

against the unity of authorship (e.g. that the limit of human

life was reduced to 120 years, 6, 3 against 5, n 1

; that

Abraham begat many sons after the death of Sarah, 25, 1 ff

.

against 18, 11 f. 17, 17; that Esau had already settled in Seir

when Jacob returned from Mesopotamia, 32, 4 ff. against

36, 6 ; that Rebekah's nurse came with Jacob from Meso-

potamia, 35, 8 against 24, 59 ; that all Jacob's sons were

born in Paddan Aram, 35, 26 against ver. 16 ff.; the different

names of Esau's wives, 26, 34. 28, 9 against 36, 2 f.; the

two accounts of Joseph's master, 37, 36 and 39, 1-40, 4 ;

and the two narratives in 42, 27. 35 and 43, 21. Statements

like 4, 14 f. 17 seem out of place in their present context;

the differences in chronology, e.g. in the age of Sarah, in

17, 17, c f. 12, 4, and in 12, 11. 20, 2 ff.; in the case of

Ishmael, 17, 24. 21, 5. 8 and 21, i5f.; as to Isaac's approach-

ing death, in 27, 1 f. 7. 10. 41 and in 35, 28 and 26, 34; in

the account of Rachel's death in 35, 19, while in 37, 10

she is represented as still living); also 30, 25 f. does not

agree with 31, 38. 41 (cf. Di., p. 345 f.) ; further, the

ages of Jacob's sons which are given, or presupposed in

chaps. 32-37 and chaps. 39-45, do not agree with 46, 8-27

(cf. Di., p. 380 f. and p. 478); even narratives are found in

which some parts do not agree with the remainder of the

1 Cf. the note, however, on 6, 3.
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narrative (e.g. 31, 48-50, and 24, 62-67 and the beginning

of the chapter) *.

These discrepancies and difficulties in the book of Genesis,

and similar ones in the other books of the Pentateuch, were

not really discovered until the time of Ibn Ezra (twelfth

century). The prevalent opinion among both Jews and

Christians, was that Moses was the author of the Pentateuch.

The same view was held by Philo, Josephus, and in the

Talmud; and the only opposition it met with in the first

centuries of our era, was from unimportant, heretical sects in

the Church, especially the Gnostics.

Ibn Ezra—in criticising the views of Rabbi Isaac ben

Salomo Israeli, of Kairoan in N. Africa 840-950 2
,

that

Gen. 36, 31 could not have been written before the time

of King Jehoshaphat—himself inclined to the opinion that

portions of the Pentateuch could not have been written by

Moses; cf. his Comm. on Gen. 12, 6. 22, 14. Deut. 1,1. 3, 11.

chap. 34. He did not deny the Mosaic authorship entirely. The

views of other scholars up to the time of Astruc (1 684-1 766),

the real founder of Pent. Criticism, must be omitted here 3
.

Astruc, a Paris physician, published anonymously, in 1753,

a work on the authorship and structure of the book of Genesis 4
.

He first drew attention to the two different names of God, and

inferred from this fact, the existence of two different documents,

A Elohistic, and B Jehovistic. These proving insufficient, he

assigned the narrative of the Flood, in which neither Jehovah

nor Elohim occurred, to a third document C ; and all the other

passages, where neither name occurred, were apportioned

to nine other documents of non-Hebrew origin. A and B

1 Cf. Di., Genesis*, p. ix f. ; Holzinger, Einleitung, p. 15 t, and the

authorities cited by him ; and Driver, Introd?, p. 6 ff.

a Bleek-Well. 4
, Einleilung, p. 16 ; cf. Holz., I.e., p. 28.

3 They will be found in Bleek-Well., I.e., p. 18 ff. ; Holz., I.e., p. 29 f.

4 Conjectures sur les memoires originaux dont il paroit que Moyse

s'est servi pour composer le livre de la Gcnese, Brussels, 1753.

b
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alone were held to be real documents, the others fragments

;

and Moses was regarded as the author 1

. Eichorn arrived

independently at practically the same conclusions as Astruc
;

but he examined the documents more thoroughly and com-

pletely, apportioning the different parts of Genesis and

Exodus i and 2 to the Elohist and Jehovist. He also

pointed out that the language of the two documents differed,

and criticised the style and contents of the two sources. Ilgen

made the next advance 2
. After he had examined the book

of Genesis, he came to the conclusion that it was composed

of seventeen documents to be referred to three authors ; two

Elohists and one Jehovist. These he called respectively

1 The Sopher Eliel harischon,' 'the Sopher Eliel hascheni/ and

the Jehovist. The three documents were independent, com-

plete in themselves, and each exhibiting characteristic marks 3
.

The next development was the hypothesis, that the Pen-

tateuch was composed from fragments partly by different

authors, and arranged by a collector or Redactor. This view

was adopted, with various modifications, by several scholars
;

e. g. Vater, Hartmann, (and at first) De Wette, &c.4

The third stage in the history of the criticism of the

Pentateuch was the theory that one of the documents was

composed to complete and supplement the other. This

opinion was accepted by Von Bohlen, Stahelin, Bleek,

De Wette, Von Lengerke, and Delitzsch*. The question

1 Cf. Holz., 1. c, p. 40, and authorities cited by him. The view adopted

by Astruc and his followers is called by German scholars Die Urkun-

denhypothese.
3 Die Urkunden des jerus. Tempelarchivs, etc., Halle, 1798. Only

vol. i, Genesis, was issued.

8 Ilgen's division of the sources attracted little attention at first, but

was revived in 1853, by Hupfeld.

* Full details in Holz., I.e., p. 43 f. ; Cornill, Einleitung, p. 20 f. This

hypothesis is called by German scholars Die Fragmentenhypothest',

cf. Holz., I.e., p. 54 f.; Corn., I.e., p. 22 f.
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was most thoroughly discussed by Tuch in his Comm. iiber

die Gen., 1838. He maintained that there were only two

authors, one of whom supplemented or ' filled in ' the work

of the other
;

(i) the ' Grundschrift ' or the Elohist, and

(ii) the ' Supplementer ' or Jehovist \ The first document

was composed by a priest in the time of Saul, the second

must be referred to the reign of Solomon. Stahelin extended

the theory to the other books of the Pentateuch, to the

books of Samuel and Kings, and to the other historical

writings. He discovered in these two systems of legislation
;

the first or Elohim source, c. 1300 B.C., and the second or

Jehovah source, in the time of Samuel. Stahelin's Jehovist

contains the Jehovist, the Jehovistic Redactor, the Deutero-

nomist and the Deuteronomic Redactor, merged into one

person. The other scholars, however, regarded the Jehovist

as the author of Genesis, Numbers, and of Joshua in the

original form, and believed that his work was again ' filled

in ' by the Deuteronomist.

The great objection to this hypothesis was the fact that it

under-estimated the Jehovist. The Jehovist when carefully

compared with the ' Grundschrift ' was found to contain

much that agreed with that document, and much that was in

direct contradiction to it (e. g. the two accounts of the

creation). And it became clear that the theory of a supple-

mental document was quite untenable. The two documents

were therefore to be regarded as two distinct and independent

works. Out of this change of view the present system of

Pentateuch criticism was gradually evolved.

Among the scholars who were the first to adopt the new

hypothesis were Gramberg 2 and Stahelin 3
, who were both of

1 The name adopted for this hypothesis by German scholars is the

vpothese.

2 Liber (kneseos secundum fonles rite dignoscendos adumbratio nova,

1828.

h'rit. Unlersuch. iiber die Genesis, 1H30.

b 2
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opinion that Genesis was composed of two documents, the

Elohist and Jehovist, and a compiler who is responsible for

the present book of Genesis. Ewald held that the Pentateuch

was composed of five documents, which were revised by the

author of the fifth document. A sixth document (Deuteronomy)

was added, and finally edited by a seventh hand who added

Deut. 33
!

.

The new hypothesis was further developed by Hupfeld".

He considers that three separate documents may be traced

in Genesis—the ' Urschrift,' the first document, the younger

Elohist, and the Jehovist. Each source is a coherent and

complete narrative, and all three were composed inde-

pendently. The three documents were worked up into the

present text of Genesis by a later Redactor. Other scholars

followed in Hupfeld's footsteps. Bohmer s differentiated the

sources— printing them in different types—and drew atten-

tion to additions made by the Redactor. Knobel 4 divides

the Pentateuch into the ' Grundschrift ' = P (in the time of

Saul), which was supplemented by the Jehovist, probably in

the last years of Hezekiah, by extracts from the IVfri) isd

(cf. Josh. 10, 13. 2 Sam. 1, 8), which was edited in the

Assyrian period, and partly corresponds to E, and from the

nVP mcn?D ~>DD (Num. 21, 14), which was composed in the

time of Jehoshaphat, and partly corresponds to J. He also

added many Jehovistic passages of his own. Finally, in the

reign of Josiah, Deuteronomy was added, and Joshua, after

revision, and thus the present Hexateuch was produced.

Knobel's "i^M "1SD is really Hupfeld's second Elohist, while

Hupfeld's Jehovist is divided by Knobel into the nsD

1 For details, see Holz., I.e., p. 59 f. ; Cornill, I.e., p. 24 f.

a Die Quellen der Genesis und die Art Hirer Zusamtnensetziuig, 1853.
8 Liber Geneseos Pentateuchicus, i860; Das erste Buck der Thora,

1862.

* Knrzgef. Handbuch, Num., Deut., Josh., 1S61.
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"" ITlErpD, and the Jehovist. Knobel also considers that the

prae-deuteronomic Redactor was the Jehovist. Kuenen's views

(1861) 1— (i) Book of Origins, (ii) Ihvhist, (iii) Younger

Elohist—are similar. He does not admit a prae-deuteronomic

Redactor, but considers that the whole Pentateuch was edited

after the time of Deuteronomy, by one of the priests of

Jerusalem, shortly before the beginning of the Babylonian

captivity. Schrader's 2 three documents are (P) ' The Annalist/

who wrote when David was king of Judah
;
(E) ' The Theo-

cratic Narrator/ a native of the northern kingdom, who

flourished about 975-950, after the division of the kingdom.

The ' Prophetic Narrator ' (J), also belonging to the northern

kingdom, in the time of Jeroboam, combined these two docu-

ments and augmented and expanded them with Jahvistic por-

tions. The Deuteronomist in the time of Josiah, c. 622 b. c,

wrote the greater part of Deuteronomy (chaps. 4, 44-28, 69),

and later, after the destruction of Jerusalem, added Deut. 1-4,

43 and 29-31, 13, and combined the whole with the rest of the

Pentateuch, and also revised the book of Joshua. Schrader

agrees with Knobel that the Jehovist was the Redactor of the

prae-deuteronomic Pentateuch.

Noldeke 3
treats the ' Grundschrift ' in a masterly manner.

He emphasises the fact that the Redactor of the Pentateuch

had the second Elohist and the Jehovist before him, not as two

distinct sources, but already combined into one document.

The results obtained by the researches of these scholars

were as follows :—The Pentateuch is composed of four

documents, P or PC, The Priests' Code ; E, the Second or

Younger Elohist;
J, the Jehovist; and D, Deuteronomy.

E was usually regarded as earlier than J, and it was assumed

that P, J, P2 were worked up into one whole, before D was

added. Some (Knobel and Schrader) held that J was the

1 Onderzoek'. 2 De Wcttc's liinl.\ 1869.
3 Untersuchungen zur Kritik dcs A.T., 1869.
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.k-utorononiii Redactor, others thought that the Redactor

i different person. Some maintained that D was the

Redactor of the Pentateuch, others that the Redactor was

a distinct person. This view of the origin of the Pentateuch

was, however, combated by Graf 1

, who, following the

opinion that had already been put forth by Reuss, George,

and Vatke 2
, independently of each other, propounded the

view that the so-called ' Grundschrift ' was not the oldest

of the three documents, but the youngest. This was not,

however, the original form of Grafs hypothesis. He first

divided the 'Grundschrift' into two parts, and proceeded

to show that the priestly or ritual laws, i.e. Ex. chaps. 25-31

and 35-40, all Leviticus, and the greater part of Numbers

were post-deuteronomic ; while the remainder of the ' Grund-

schrift ' was prae-deuteronomic and antecedent to the Jehovist,

i.e. the Jehovistic laws in Ex. chaps. 20-23. 13, 1-16. 34,

10-27, and the Jehovistic narratives, are prae-deuteronomic.

Ezekiel is older than the ritual code and the laws in P. The

order of the documents, according to Graf, was, the Grund-

schrift (the prae-deuteronomic portion), the Jehovist, and the

Deuteronomistjthe latter being the Redactor of the whole work.

After the Babylonian exile the Pentateuch was completed by

the addition of the post-deuteronomic portions by Ezra 3
.

Graf apparently ignored Hupfeld's second Elohist. When,

however, Riehm 4 and Noldeke 5 had shown that this division

of the 'Grundschrift' was, on philological grounds, impossible,

1 Die geschichtlichcn Biicher des Alien Test. (1866).
2 Reuss, in a lecture in 1834, and afterwards in the article Jaden-

thum, in Ersch and Gruber, Encyc, 1850; Vatke, in Die Religion des

A. T. nach den Kanon. Biichern entzvickelt, i. 1835 ; and George,

Die alteren jiidischen Feste mil einer Kritik der Gesetzgebung des

Pent., 1835.
3 Cf. Holz., I.e., p. 65.
4 Studien und Krit., 1868, pp. 350-379.
5 Untersiuhungen ztir Kritik des A.T., Kiel, 1869.
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Graf modified his view, and assigned the whole of the

' Grundschrift ' to the post-exilic period *. The reasons

alleged by Graf and his followers in support of this view

are, that the history contained in the books of Judges, and

Samuel, and to some extent in the books of Kings, is in

contradiction to the laws usually regarded as Mosaic ; and

that these laws themselves were quite unknown at the period

to which they are supposed to belong. Further, that the

prophets of the eighth and seventh centuries are unacquainted

with the Mosaic code.

Graf's views are accepted by Kuenen, Wellhausen, Budde,

Cornill, and many other scholars 2
. Further researches and

investigations have led to a practical agreement among most

scholars that the Pentateuch consists of four documents,

J, E, D, and P 3
. J is the earliest document and E slightly

later. These two sources were united by a Jehovistic Redactor

into JE 4
. This work contains mostly historical matter and

a few laws (Ex. chaps. 20-23. 24). It is the opinion of many

scholars that J and E, before they were combined into one

whole, went through several editions, being revised and

modified. These are distinguished as J *, J
2
, J

3
, and E *, E 2

.

D, at the time of Josiah, contained Deut. 12-26, it passed

through several editions, and was finally combined with JE
by the Deuteronomist, who also revised JE himself. This

revision affected Genesis least ; it is more evident in Exodus

and Numbers, and most clearly seen in Joshua. Entirely

distinct from this combination of JE and D, after Ezekiel,

1 In Merx, Archivfiir Wissensch. Erforschung des A.T., i. 466-477.
3 Cf. Holz.,l.c, p. 66 f.

3 The group of laws in Lev. chaps. 17-26 are usually designated 'the

Law of Holiness' (H) ; cf. Dr., Introd., p. 43 f., and the authorities

cited there, and Holz., I.e., p. 406 f.

* The document J is called the Jahwist, and the document E, the

Elohist. The work formed by the combination of the two is designated

the Jehovist ; cf. Holz., I.e., p. 71 f.; Dr., Introd., p. 12.
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during and after the exile, another work was composed,

containing some historical matter, but chiefly legislation.

This w;is the Priests' Code (P or P C), which seems to have

been composed gradually (P ', P 2
, etc.) in the school of the

priests. This was combined, probably by Ezra, w'.th J, E, and

D; and became, about 444 b. c, the recognised law book of

the community l
.

Kuenen, in 1885 2
,
published the results of his investigation

of the structure of the Hexateuch. J and E, according to

Kuenen, were both written in the northern kingdom, J about

the end of the ninth or beginning of the eighth century b. c;

E in the middle of the eighth century. J and E were

subjected to several revisions, and in the process were consi-

derably augmented and modified, and c. 600 b.c (after Deute-

ronomy) were united into one document JE. In this work,

Ex. chaps. 20-23 occupied the place now taken by Deute-

ronomy. The original Deuteronomy (D 1

), i. e. Deut. chaps.

5-26. 28. 31, 9-13, was written in Josiah's reign, c. 622 b.c.

and later, in the beginning of the Babylonian exile, Deut. 1-4,

40. chaps. 29 f. and 31, 1-8 (D 2
) were added to D 1

. During

the exile, the Deuteronomist (D 3
) worked up D 2 and JE

into one document, and revised the whole work, especially

Joshua. The priestly and ritual portions of the Pentateuch

(P) were all composed after Deuteronomy. Firstly P l
, i. e.

a collection of laws—a large portion of which is preserved in

Lev. chaps. 17-26, and in numerous fragments in the rest of the

Pentateuch 3
. This part of P was revised and arranged with re-

ference to Ezekiel and shortly before the end of the Babylonian

exile. All the other portions of the so-called ' Grundschrift/

from Gen. chap. 1—Josh. chap. 21, belong to P 2
, which was

gradually completed between 500-475 b. c. in Babylon. This

P 2 had already been welded together with P *, and in 444 b.c

1 Cf. Di., N.D.J., p. 598.
2 Onderzoek 2 = Hexateuch.

3 Kuenen's P^H (Law of Holiness), see p. xxiii.
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(in the assembly described in Neh. chaps. 8-10) was brought

into use by Ezra as the recognised law book of the com-

munity. Later, this law book was augmented by all sorts of

new laws, which were not known to Ezra (e.g. Ex. 29, 38-42.

Lev. 6, 1-6. Num. 28, 1-6. Ex. 30, 11-16. Lev. 27, 32 f.),

and c. 400 b. c. P 1 + P 2 were welded together with JE + D.

This composite work was probably subjected to a continuous

criticism at the hands of the scribes until the third century B.C.

The Dates of the Codes.

The dates of the codes J and E are variously assigned by

different scholars, and on this depends the question whether

E is younger than J, or vice versa. Those who assign the

priority to E are Schrader, E, 975-950 b.c, J, 825-800 b.c ;

Reuss, J, 850-800 b.c, E, perhaps a little earlier ; Dillmann,

E, 900-850 b.c, so Kittel and Riehm; Dillmann,
J, about

750 b.c, Kittel, 830-800 b.c, Riehm, c. 850 b.c; Well-

hausen, Kuenen, and Stade put J first, 850-800 b.c, and

E about 750 b. c 1

The Three Documents J, E, and P.

The three codes J, E, and P are distinguished one from

the other, not only by a difference, more or less distinctly

marked, in their contents, but also by a peculiar usage of

language. P, which has been largely employed in the com-

position of Genesis, can be more clearly separated from

J and E, than these from one another, the points of de-

marcation between them being less clearly defined than in

the case of P.

The Document J.

This document J—the supplemental document of the

Erganzungshypothese (cf. p. xix)— may be designated, as

1 Cf. Holz., I.e., pp. 165 f. and 215 f.; Dr., Introd., p. 116.
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distinguished from P, the Prophetic Narrative. In the

account of the family of Noah, the deluge, and in the table

of nations, it is in substance closely akin to P, also in the

portion of Genesis containing the history of Abraham it has

several narratives in common with P (e.g. the separation of

Lot and Abraham ; the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrha

;

the story of Dinah; also cf. 47, 1-11. 29 ff. and 49, 29 fT.),

but elsewhere in the history of the patriarchs, and in that

of Joseph and Jacob, it is more closely connected with E,

so much so, that from chap. 27 onwards, most of the

narratives in J have their complete parallels in E.

In the sections in J which have their corresponding passages

in E, the difference in style and contents is often clearly

marked, e.g. in the two reports of the Abimelech story in

chap. 20 and chap. 26, and of Hagar and Ishmael etc.; in

other parallel passages the two narratives are practically alike,

so that R could easily weld together the two accounts. On
the other hand there is much that occurs in J with no corre-

sponding account in E, e. g. the visit of the angels to Lot and

Abraham ; the origin of the nations of Moab and Ammon

;

the list of Nahor's descendants; Isaac in Philistia; the

story of Dinah, of Judah and Tamar, etc. J and E are both

independent documents, but the striking similarity between

a great portion of their contents, would seem to indicate

that J and E were closely connected with one another 1
.

The main difference, however, between J and E, is that

the narratives in J are marked by a peculiar literary style.

E is full of details, often of no importance
; J is distinguished

by a fondness for picturesque description, by breadth and

variety of ideas, and by the polished and artistic finish of his

1 The question as to which document is dependent on the other, is

discussed in Holz., 1. c, p. 215 ff. Up to the time of Wellhausen, the

general opinion was that E was the older document ; so Schrader and

Noldeke. But Wellhausen and the followers of Graf regard J as older

than E; cf. p. xxv.
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narratives. Many passages of J, which we possess in their

full form (chap. 2 f. 11, 1-9; cf. 18 f. 24. 43 f.), are master-

pieces of narrative art, with which only a few out of E can

be compared (chap. 22). 'His touch is singularly light, with

a few strokes he paints a scene which, before he has finished,

is impressed indelibly upon his reader's memory. In ease

and grace his narratives are unsurpassed ; everything is told

with the precise amount of detail that is required; the

narrative never lingers and the reader's interest is sustained

to the end 1
.' The dialogues, which are frequent in

J, are

another noticeable feature of the document (Gen. chaps.

18 f. 24. 43 f.).

The standpoint of J is prophetical. Many of his longer

narratives abound in acute and instructive reflections, and in

moral and religious truths. ' He deals with the problem

of the origin of sin and evil in the world, and follows its

growth (Gen. 2-4. 6, 1-8); he notices the evil condition

of man's heart even after the Flood (8, 21); traces the develop-

ment of heathen feeling and heathen manners (11, 1 ff. 9, 22 ff.

19, 1 ff. 31 ff.), and emphasises strongly the want of faith

and disobedience visible even in the Israel of Moses' days

(Ex. 16, 4-5. 25-30. 17, 2-7. 14, 11 f. chaps. 32-34. Num.

11. 14. 25, 1 ff. Deut. 31, 16-22). He shows, in opposition to

this, how God works for the purpose of counteracting the ruin

incident to man, partly by punishing, partly by choosing and

educating, first Israel's forefathers to live as godlike men,

and finally Israel itself to become the holy people of God.

He represents Abraham's migration into Canaan as the result

of a divine call and promise (Gen. 12, 1-3. 24, 7, contrast

20, 13 and Josh. 24, 3 in E); expresses clearly the aim and

object of this call (18, 18 f.); exhibits in strong contrast

to human sin the divine mercy, long-suffering and faithfulness

(Gen. 6, 8. 8, 21 f. 18, 24 ff. Ex. 32-34); recognises the

1 Driver, Introd., p. 112.
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universal significance of Israel in the midst of the nations

of the world (Gen. 12, 2 f. 27, 29. Ex. 4, 22 f. 19, 5 f. Num.

24, 9) ; declares in classical words the final end of Israel's

education (Num. 11, 29, cf. Ex. 19, 5 f.); and formulates

under the term belief the spirit in which man should respond

to the revealing work of God (Gen. 15, 6. Ex. 4, 1. 5. 8 f. 31.

14, 31. 19, 9, cf. Num. 14, 1 1. 20, 12, and Deut. 1, 32. 9, 23).

And in order to illustrate the divine purposes of grace, as

manifested in history, he introduces at points (fixed by

tradition), prophetic glances into the future (Gen. 3, 15. 5, 29.

8, 21. 9, 25-27. 12, 2 f. 18, 18 f. 28, 14. Num. 24, 17 f.),

as he also loves to point to the character of the nations or

tribes as foreshadowed in their beginnings (Gen. 9, 22 ff.

16, 12. 19, 31 ff. 25, 25 ff. 34, 25 ff. 35, 22, cf. 49, off.)V

Other characteristic features of J are, that he often in his

narratives describes certain events as due to human and

natural causes, whereas E assigns similar events to super-

natural causes (e.g. Gen. 30, 14-16, contrast 30, 17 f.

;

30, 28-43, contrast 31, 4 ff. Ex. 10, 13. 19. and 14, 21, etc.).

J, too, in his representations of the Deity is more anthropo-

morphic than E ; God appears in visible form to Abraham

(Gen. chap. 18 f.), meets Moses (Ex. 4, 24, cf. Gen. 16, 7),

comes down (Gen. n, 5. 7. Ex. 3, 8. 19, n, etc.), is jealous

of men (Gen. 6, 3. ir, 6), repents (Gen. 6, 6), grieves (Gen.

6, 6), swears (Gen. 24, 7. Num. 11, 12, etc.), it angry

(Ex. 4, 14. 32, 10. 12), shuts the door of the Ark (Gen. 7, 16),

smells the sweet savour (Gen. 8, 21). Like E, J is fond of

describing the consecration of the various sanctuaries in

Palestine (Bethel, Gen. 12, 8. 28, 13-16; Shechem, 12, 6 f
.

;

Beer-lahai-roi, 16, 14; Beersheba, 21, 33. 26, 23. 28, 10;

Mamre-Hebron, 13, 18. 18, 1, etc.)
2
, but he expressly states

1 Di., N.D.f., p. 629 ff., as translated in Dr., Inirod., p. 113.
2
J (like E) explains the origin of the names Beer-lahai-roi, Beersheba,

Bethel, Penuel, 32, 30 ; Succoth, 33, 17 ; and Abel-Mizraim, 50, 17.
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that the patriarchs, when worshipping at the sanctuaries,

1 called upon the name of Jehovah' (Gen. 12, 7 f. 13, 18.

21, 33. 26, 5), to avoid any suspicion that the Holy places

were used for the purposes of idolatry.

The Language of J.

Proper Names.

J uses niiT as the name of God; DTvX is also used

in special cases, e.g. when he reflects upon the contrast

between the divine and human character (Gen. 32, 29. 31.

33, io), also when a heathen is addressing an Israelite

(Judg. 1, 7. Gen. 43, 29), or an Israelite a heathen (Gen.

20, 13. 40,8. 41, 16. 25. 28. 32). The serpent in Gen. 3, 2

also uses DTvK, and Abimelech ffliT in Gen. 26, 28 f.

J has for Mesopotamia Dnn: D"W ; P has DiX pa. btCVP

is the name of the third Patriarch, after Gen. 32, 29

(generally). The Mount of ' the Law-giving ' is TD in

J and P, 3in in E and D. In J the original inhabitants

of Palestine are 'oyaa (Gen. 10, 18 b. 12, 6. 24, 3. 37, etc.),

cf. J vyn m:n (Gen. 24, 3. 37) = P jyja nm (Gen. 28,

1. 6. 8).

Words and Phrases characteristic of J.

"a UK connecting the different members of a genealogical

table, Gen. 4, 20. 21. 10, 21. 11, 29.

FltFTM 'surface cf the earth] or as land suitable for cultivation.

px in its ordinary sense also occurs.

Vnx = the second son, after the first has been mentioned, in

the formula vnK DK>, Gen. 4, 21. 10, 25; cf. 22, 21

(in appos.).

lriBM ^N, only in Gen. 7,2. P has H3^ "OT,

T]?H = oa/h, Gen. 24, 21. 26, 28. In other sources in

a different sense.

d^::j mtf, Gen. 18, n.
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px, in the phrase pN3 HM = ' to exist' Gen. 2, 5. 6, 4.

So in J, Gen. 19, 31 p«3 p« j^K, and Gen. 6, 6 n'py

pfc<3 /fl ^z//w /0 exist.

111N, in curses, frequently.

npx 1^ np?, common in family tables, Gen. 4, 19. 6, 2.

"srta K3, a constant euphemism in
J.

TOfeC = ' up to a placeJ Gen. 10, 19. 30. 13, 10. 25, 18 (all).

0*W *3, common in J.

TODD runs*, Gen. 16, 2. 30, 3 b (all).

rW "jinn, Gen. 24, 31. 26, 29, and "D3 *p23 '/# £to

oneself through any one,' Gen. 12, 3. 28, 14.

"Q1, in the phrase rpNH 0^213, Gen. 24, 28. 39, 17. 19, etc.,

and "Ql with suffixes, as in "p313, Gen. 30, 34.

44, 10, etc.

PPM 'to become something] which is expressed by a subs, or

equivalent, Gen. 4, 2. 17. 20. 21. 10, 9.

D^lpT with \>\, Gen. 21, 2 a; cf. 24, 36, and l£j Gen. 44, 20,

of children born when the parents are old.

njn with the obj. yiT, Gen. 7, 3. 19, 32. 34 (all).

fn, in jn N¥D, common in the phrase f^yi \V\ WXQ WDK
(M^JD), Gen. 18, 3. 30, 27, etc., the expression }n N¥E>

"Q *0*JD also occurs frequently in
J, e.g. Gen. 6, 8.

19, 19. 32, 6, etc.

"[DPI nspy, frequently in the phrases DK or Dy ion nfetf, Gen.

19, 19. 24, 12. 14, etc. ; Dy nDNI IDPI nfety, Gen. 24, 49.

32, 11. 47, 29, etc.

T\T}, in the story of the Flood, Gen. 8, 13 b, and H?}!?,

Gen. 7, 22.

D1T = 'portions,' Gen. 43, 34. 47, 24 (all).

yT, euphemistic = '
to know. Gen. 4, 1. 19, 5. 24, 16.

38, 26, etc.

nin, from 3TP as interj., Gen. 11, 3. 4. 7. 38, 16. In E it

also = ' to give'

-]y=:'to beget', Gen. 4, 18. 10, 8. 13. 22, 23.
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:y, the Hif'il rsn only occurs in Gen. in J, 30, 38. 33, 15.

43, 9- 41, 2.

D1p\ Gen. 7, 4. 23. In Deut. 11, 6 the meaning is different.

2W, in the phrase 'a 2~\p2 2W\ of foreigners dwelling in a land

not their own, Gen. 24, 3. Josh. 6, 25, etc.

123, verb and adj. used in J
=

' sore;' (of famine) Gen. 43, 1.

47, 4; (of plagues) Ex. 9, 3. 18. 24 b; (of mourning)

Gen. 50, 10. n ; = ' grievous' (of sin) Gen. 18, 20; =
rich? Gen. 13, 2;= 'numerous,' Gen. 50, 9. Ex. 8, 20;

= (
to harden' (the heart), Ex. 9, 7. 8, 11 a, etc.

i? n?3, frequently in J, Gen. 24, 15. 19. 45. 27, 30. 43, 2, etc.,

also occurs in D and P.

lb, in the different phrases uWn HCN, Gen. 8, 21; 13^3 "JDK,

Gen. 27, 41; •qW'N 131, Gen. 24, 45; )lb bit 3¥ynn,

Gen. 6, 6; and (?)ui>3 n»B>, Ex. 4, 14.

J^, frequently in J, Gen. 19, 2. 24, 23. 25. 54. 32, 14 a.

Ex. 34, 25.

p?D is only found in J, Gen. 42, 27. 43, 21. Ex. 4, 24.

Josh. 4, 3. 8.

nononn, only in J, Gen. 19, 16. 43, 10. J in 34, 19 has "H**,

E, 46, ? 1W
mTlD = relatives in J, Gen. 12, 1. 24, 4. 31, 3. 43, 7. In P

=posterity, Gen. 48, 6.

WDDD, Gen. 24, 25. 32. 42, 2. 7. 43, 24 (all). E has pTD,

Gen. 45, 23.

rupD, in the phrases JXV rttpD, 1p3 "D, nom "D, Gen. 26, 14.

47, 17. 18.

niDiNn ninaBte-i>3, Gen. 12, 3. 28, 14.

DHiyjo, only in J, Gen. 8, 21. 46, 34.

D"n n££>J, only in J, Gen. 2, 7. 7, 22. In Gen. 6, 3 J uses rm
= spirit (of Jehovah). P uses D"n nn, Gen. 6, 1 7. 7, 1 5.

nSD = * sweep away,' Gen. 18, 23 f. 19, 15. 17.

12]) with suffix = J, addressed to God, or a person of rank,

common in J, Gen. 18, 3. 5. 19, 2. 19. 32, 11, etc.

jE 112]} — ' to cease? Gen. 29, 35. 30, 9.
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2?V in Nif\, Gen. 45, 5 a, and Hithpael, Gen. 6, 6. 34, 7,

and 3VJ; Gen. 3, 16, and ;my Gen. 3, 16. 17. 5, 29.

"iny in Oal, Nif., and Hif'., only in J. Qal in Gen. 25, 21.

Ex. 8, 26. 10, 18, and Nif. in Gen. 25, 21; Hif . in

Ex. 8, 4. 5. 9, 28.

rpsn = ' A? separate, distinguish,' Ex. 8, 18. 9, 4. 11, 7.

Cyan, Gen. 18, 32. 29, 34. 35, etc.; Dysn nw, Gen. 2, 23; and

also nstn oyan, Ex. 8, 28. D has Ninn DyS3, Ex. 9, 19.

10, 10.

"22 "TCB, only in J, Gen. 19, 3. 9. 33, 11 b.

"fi nwr?J) bzi, only in J, Gen. 33, 4. 45, 14. 46, 29, in the

last two passages together with "Q "S "y rDX

JT^TI, seven times in
J, Gen. 24, 21. 40. 42. 56. 39, 2. 3. 23.

"Vytf and m*yx = /<fo younger of two brothers or sisters, Gen.

i9> 3 1 - 34- 35- 3 8 - 25, 23. 29, 26. 43, 33. 48, 14.

1 The first-born' is 7HJ, Gen. 27, 1. 15, or 3"», Gen. 25,

23, or 1133, Gen. 38, 7. 43, 33. pp=youngest also

occurs in J, Gen. 43, 29. 44, 2. 23. 26.

npyv = '<z« evil report/ Gen. 18, 21. 19, 13.

&Op, in the phrase "b D&> {Op ]2~?V frequent in
J, Gen. 11, 9.

16, 14. 19, 22. 25, 30, etc. The phrase mrp D20 fcOp

only occurs in J, Gen. 4, 26. 12,8. 13,4. 21,33. 26,25.

mp in Hif'., only in J, Gen. 24, 12. 27, 20. nN"ip7, in the

phrase "d ntfipp pi, only found in J, Gen. 18, 2. 19, 1.

24, 17. 29, 13. 33, 4. "p7 alone is common in J, but

is also found in the other sources.

ITU? in J is generally regarded as pasture land,' opposed to

nJ?l? arable land, Gen. 25, 27. 30, 16. 34, 7.

m'vn zib>y, Gen. 2, 5. 3, 18. Ex. 9, 25 in J = pxn n'cy

in E, Ex. 10, 12. 15.

nab> =' language,' only in J, Gen. 11, 1. 6. 7. 9. P uses

JIBv, Gen. 10, 5. 20. 31.

rinSE*, J never uses iiDtf (E), Gen. 16, 1. 5. 6. 24, 35. 30, 7.

9. 10. 12, etc. P also uses "tf.

fpp$H, found in
J, Gen. 18, 1 6. 19, 28. 26, 8. Ex. 14, 24.
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The Grammar of J.

There are no special peculiarities in the formation of

words. The ending P—which Di. cites—in the third and

second pers. masc. pi. imperf. is found in E, and frequently

in D.

J exhibits a preference for verbal suffixes, instead of using

JIN with suffixes. So Gen. 24, verbal suffixes fourteen times
;

nx with suffix three times; Judg. 1, verbal suffixes ten times

;

riK with suffixes twice.

Peculiar constructions of verbs P?n and P?>J, construed

with an ace, while E uses 7 with these verbs (in Pi'el) ; cf. Gen.

33, 4 with 29, 13. 31, 28. 32, 1. 45, 15. 48, 10. *yT = to call

any one, make him come, is construed with 7 not HX in J, but

this is also found in E, D, and P.

The genitive expressed by 7 1BW is found in J, Gen. 29,

9. 40, 5. 47, 6b; but also in E, Gen. 31, 19. In J
ByD is

used with the genitive following, so Gen. 18, 4. 24, 17. 43, 2.

11. 44, 25, while D puts the cstr. state before ®V£>, Deut. 26, 5.

28, 62. J is fond of using proper names of nations in the

sing., so btTW (but E btriW ^2)= tke Israelites, XFV$Q=the

Egyptians, also the different tribes of Israel; cf. Judg. chap. 1.

We find too SfO^ B*K, Josh. 9, 6, and in Josh. 17, 14 f.

the tribes speak of themselves in the sing. Lastly may be

noted, the use of sing, gentilic nouns, ^S^??, ""P^l1
, etc., cf.

Judg. 1, 1. 21. 27. 28. 29. 30. 32. 36.

In his syntax, J often employs periods with main and

dependent clauses. He not only uses the ordinary means of

connecting a verbal and nominal sentence, but is fond of

employing the formulae *3 Wl, Gen. 6, 1. 26, 8. 27, 1. 43,

21. 44, 24. Josh. 17, 13, and "^? *•?£, Gen. 12, 11. 24, 22.

52. 27, 30. 30, 35. 37, 23. 43, 2. Disjunctive interrogative

sentences are frequent in J, Gen. 18, 21. 24, 21. Ex. 16, 4.

17, 7. J is fond of using HKT and HJ, for emphasis, in JlNrnp,

c
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Gen. 3, 13. 12, 18. 26, 10. 42, 28; nrnn
}
Gen. 27, 20;

n
)
nW, Gen. 18, 13. 25, 22. 33, 15.

He also makes use of particles and conjunctions with

great freedom, imparting to his style a certain vivacity, and

expressing the various shades of meaning with more effect.

So vIK in Gen. 16, 2. 18, 24. 28. 24, 5. 39. 43, 12.

1}$, Gen. 28, 16.

?2}3, Gen. 12, 13. 30, 27. 39, 5.

"nzrys. Gen. 3, 17. 8, 21. 12, 13. 16.

DITDI, Gen. 24, 25. 43, 8. 44, 16. 46, 34. 47, 3. 50, 9.

frV''?, Gen. 18, 5. 19, 8. 38, 26. Num. 10, 31.

**y^, Gen. 3, 11. 4, 15. 19, 21. 38, 9. Ex. 8, 18. 25. 9, 17.

naip, Gen. 25, 21. 30, 38 (P uses npi alone, Ex. 14, 2.

26, 35).

tND (infrequent), Gen. 39, 5. Ex. 9, 24 b.

J is also fond of using the precative NJ, instances in

Gen. chaps. 19 and 24. J has NJ about forty times in Gen.,

E about six times, nriyi also occurs frequently in J, Gen.

3, 22. 4, 11. 11, 6. 12, 19. 24, 49. 30, 30, etc. J has nriyi

seventeen times, E eight times, Gen. 20, 7. 21, 23. 31, 30. 44.

41, 33. 50, 17. 21. Ex. 33, 5. fS is also frequently used, in J

fourteen times, in E seven times, and fourteen times in D.

J also employs &*}0 usually, Gen. 2, 5. 19, 4. 24, 15. 45. Ex.

9, 30. 10, 7. Josh. 2, 8. 3,1, and once DT19?, Gen. 45, 28. Lastly

the uses of prep. 7 may be noted as particle of time = about

such and such a time, Gen. 8, 11. 24, 1 1. 49, 27. Ex. 34, 2; also

= about such and such a time reckonedfrom to-day, Gen. 7, 4 ;

and = after the lapse of a fixed period of time, Gen. 7, 10,

and the use of liV with a suffix representing the subject,

Gen. 18, 22. 43, 27. 28. 46, 30. Ex. 4, 18. 9, 2. 17. Num.

22, 30 \

1 Cf. Holz., I.e., p. 93 f., from whom the above examples and rules

are mainly taken.
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The following portions of Genesis are usually assigned

to J: 2, 4b-3, 24. 4, 1-26. 5, 29. 6, 1-4. 5-8. 7, 1-5.

7-10 (mainly). 12. 160-17. 22. 23. 8, 2 b-3 a. 6-12. 13 b.

20-22. 9, 18-27. 10, 8-19. 21. 24-30. 11, 1-9. 28-30.

12, 1-4 a. 6-20. 13, 1-5. 7-1 1 a (to East). 12 b (from a«^

moved)-iS. 16, 1b-2.4-14.l8, i-19, 28.30-38. 21, 1 a. 2 a. 33.

22, 15-18. 20-24. chap. 24. 25, 1-6. 11b. 18. 21-26 a. 27-

34. 26, i-i4.(i5R)-i6-i7.(i8R). 19-33. 27, i-45- 28, 10.

13-16. 19. 29,2-14.31-35. 30, 30-5. 7. 9-16. 20 b (now-

sons). 24-31, 1. 3. 46. 48-50. 32, 3-i3a. 22. 24-32. 33, 1-17.

34, 2 b-3. 5. 7. 11-12. 19. 25 (partly). 26. 30-31. 35, 14.

21-22 a. 37, 12-21. 25-27. 28 b (to silver). 31-35. chap. 38.

chap. 39. 42, 38-44, 34
1
. 46, 28-47, 4. 6 b (LXX). 13-26.

27 a (to Goshen). 29-31. 49, ib-28 a (incorporated from an

older document). 50, 1-11. 14.

The Home of J.

The writer of J is commonly supposed to have been

a native of the southern kingdom. This is the opinion

of Ewald, Di., Well., Stade, Budde, Meyer, Kittel, and

Cornill. The evidence they bring forward in favour of this

view is as follows : Abraham and possibly Jacob are repre-

sented as living at Hebron, and not at Beersheba. In the

history of Joseph, Judah appears as leader of the brethren,

not Reuben. Aaron, the north Israelite, is not mentioned

in J,
and Joshua is not the prominent figure he is in E.

It is also difficult to assume that Gen. 38, which contains

traditions relating to the family history of Judah, could be of

any particular interest to any one who was not a member
of that tribe. Schrader, Reuss, and Kuenen hold that J

as well as E belonged to the northern kingdom. The
evidence in the case of J is not so convincing as in that of E.

That the author of J was a native of the southern kingdom,

1 \\ ith traces of E; cf. IIolz., Hex., Table I. p. 5.

C 2
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is the opinion of a majority of scholars, and therefore may

be provisionally accepted 1
.

The Document E.

This document is called by Dillmann (Gen. 6
, p. xi) the

Traditional History of Israel. It is probably based on older

written sources, cf. p. xlv, but in the main it derives its

information from oral tradition, and preserves unchanged

both the colouring and tone of tradition as current among the

people 2
.

' The standpoint of E is the prophetical, though it

is not brought so prominently forward as in
J, and in general

the narrative is more " objective," less consciously tinged by

ethical and theological reflexion than that of J V E, as com-

pared with J and P, is fond of stating details and particulars.

He has the best information on Egyptian matters. Proper

names, such asEliezer, Deborah, Potiphar,Phicol,Zaphenath-

Paaneach, Asenath, Pithom, Raamses, etc., are only known to

us from E. It has numerous chronological notices, e.g. the

number of years Joseph and Joshua lived (Gen. 50, 22. 26.

and Josh. 24, 29), and the time that Jacob sojourned with

Laban, cf. also 40, 12-19. 42, 17. Ex. 3, 18. and 45, 6 with

41, 26. E supplies much important information as to the

Aramaic origin of the Teraphim cultus, and the polytheism of

Laban's family (31, I9f. 35, 2ff.), and contains many peculiar

notices and brief statements which bear the impress of the

highest antiquity (15, 2 ? 20, 16. 31, 42. 21, 27 ff. Abraham's

covenant with Abimelech). Angels are frequently mentioned

by E : as guides and guardians of Israel (Ex. 14, 9. 33, 2),

and as the channel of divine revelation between God and

man, especially the patriarchs (21, 17. 22, 11. 28, 12). In

1 Cf. Holz., p. 160 f. ; Kuenen, Hex., p. 230 f. ; Driver, Introd.,

p. 1
1 5 f

.
; Cornill, p. 51.

2 Cf. the narratives 22, 1-14. chap. 31. 32, 24-32. Ex. chaps. 1-3, etc.

3 Driver, Introd., p. in
;

cf. Di., N. D.J., p. 619.
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many of his narratives reference is made to the antiquities or

localities in the Holy Land, and the local traditions attaching

to them are recounted, so the altars on Moriah, 22, 9;

at Bethel, 35, 1. 3. 7 ; at Shechem, 33, 19; the pillars at Bethel,

28, 18 f. and at Rachel's grave near Bethel, 35, 20; the

pillar set up by Jacob and Laban in Gilead, 31, 45; and

the Terebinth at Shechem, 35, 4; Jacob also sacrifices at

Beersheba. E also mentions the burial-places of Deborah

and Rachel, 35, 8. 19 f. ; and Joshua and Eleazar, Josh. 24,

30. 33. E (like J) explains the origin of the names of places

in Palestine, e.g. Beersheba, 21, 31; Mahanaim, 32, 2;

Jabboq, 32, 23; and Allon-Bachuth, 35, 8. Other points

characteristic of E are : Abraham dwells chiefly in the Negeb

(Gerar, Beersheba), chap. 20 f., not Hebron
; Jacob is chiefly

associated with Bethel, 28, 11 f., and Shechem, 33, 19 f.;

Joseph is honoured above his brethren by a special blessing,

48, 8 ff., and in the history of Joseph Reuben is the leader

of the brethren and intercedes for Joseph. E is fond of de-

scribing how God reveals Himself to man. He appears in

a dream to Abimelech, Laban, Pharaoh, 20, 6. 31, 24.

chap. 40 f.; to Abram 21, 12. 22, 1; and to Jacob and Joseph

28, n f. 37, 6 f. Abraham bears the title of ' Prophet/ 20, 7,

with the power of effectual intercession, and Moses is expressly

represented as a prophet (though he does not receive the title,

as in Hos. 12, 14), 'entrusted by God with a prophet's

mission (Ex. 3), and holding exceptionally intimate communion

with Him (Ex. 33, 1 1. Num.12, 6-8, cf. Deut. 34, io)V In the

narrative of Joseph, which has been preserved by E in the most

complete form, the whole tenor of the account is prophetic. It

is clear from 50, 20 that the writer's object is to show how the

divine plan of salvation, already communicated to Abraham and

his descendants, would be gradually realized through human

means, even though it be accomplished without the knowledge,

Driver, Introd., p. 112.
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contrary to the wishes, and in spite of the errors of the human
agents who actually carry into effect the divine purposes l

.

The Language of E.

Proper Names in E.

God is DVvN, '•nN also occurs (Gen. 20, 4), and 7K (Gen.

33) 20- 35> 7- 46, 3). In E the name IW is first revealed

through Moses, but E continues to use DTI^K, or CiM^n freely,

side by side with HVfc D\*vK is also used as an appellative

noun in the formulae : "ON \~6tf, faK^k, V3N "K (Gen. 31,5.

29. 42. 46, 1. 3. Ex. 18, 4). E uses H8N as the name of the

original inhabitants of Palestine (Gen. 48, 22. Num. 13, 29.

21, 21. 31, etc.). The Mount of Law-giving in E is ain

(Ex. 3, 1. 17, 6. 33, 6), it is also called mrP in in Num. 10,

33 a, and DVPK "in in Ex. 3. 1. 18, 5. 24, 13. E uses apy\

not 7^~»b^'» (generally) after Gen. 32. Moses' father-in-law is

VVP or TTIJ (Ex. 3, 1. 4, 18. chap. 18). nWD B^KH is only found

in E (Ex. 11, 3. Num. 12, 3); cf. B*Kn nwn n? (Ex. 32, 1. 23).

Words and Phrases characteristic of E.

nmtf by, frequently in E, Gen. 21, 11. 25. Ex. 18, 8.

Num. 12, 1.

nCN, never nnfiB* (J), Gen. 20, 17. 21, 10. 12. 13. 30, 3.

31, 33, etc.; also found in D.

n^Na with DE> = where, Gen. 21, 17.

nta, common in E, Gen. 48, 9 a. Ex. 24, 14. Num. 22, 19.

DiDa, Gen. 27, 4 b. 33 a. 41, 50. Ex. 1, 19. E never

uses DID.

Hy?a with suffix, Gen. 41, 16. 44 (all). In 41, 16 "a is used

as in Gen. 14, 24 ; cf. 14, 24.

"Vya, only in E, Gen. 45, 17. Num. 20, 4. 8. 11; cf. Ex. 22, 4.

1 Cf. Di., N. D. J., p. 619 ff., from whom most of the above

particulars are derived.
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bv^, in all its meanings, is only found in the Hex. in E,

Gen. 20, 3. 37, 19. Ex. 24, 14. Num. 21, 28, etc.;

"2 in E also =

'

husband] Ex. 21, 3. 22, cf. Gen. 20, 3.

In J (and P) the 'husband' is B^N, Gen. 3, 6. 16. 29, 34.

30, 15. 18. 20. J once has JHN =' husband,' Gen. 18, 22.

"D 'O'Q"^, in the phrase '
to bear in the lap of another'

Gen. 30, 3.

^VM and s
$2\>-= elder and younger, Gen. 29, 16. 18. 42, 13.

15. 20. 32. 34. In Gen. 41, 51 f. "o^n stands instead

of \)ttpn.

"B3 "Ql */0 /#/<£ against any one,' Num. 12, 1. 8. 21, 5. 7.

"Ol = dispute which is to be settled in a court of justice,

Ex. 18, 16-19. 26. 22, 8. 24, 14 ; also in Deut. 17, 8.

Tfl "vn, Ex. 3, 15. 17, 16. In Deut. 32, 7 1H1 "VH occurs.

&W2 TV7, Gen. 31, 35; cf. p. xxix.

TIT, Ex. 18, 11, and TTH, Ex. 21, 14 = 10 act presumptuously.

2? ptn = (

to harden the heart' Ex. 4, 21. 10, 20. 27; also

ptnnn, Gen. 48, 2. Num. 13, 20.

B^n, only in E, Ex. 17, 13. 32, 18; cf. mU3 ==

'

victory]

and ilBh?n 'defeat,' in Ex. 32, 18.

2in, in the phrase YD^pni "P"ira, Gen. 48, 22. Josh. 24, 12.

"3 ^J?n mn, Gen. 31, 35. 45, 5. E has also b mn without

P|N, Gen. 31, 36, and "fi pjn mn, Gen. 30, 2. Ex. 32, 19.

Num. 11, 10. 33.

sninn, Gen. 45, 1.

ITOin and rD1J, Hif\= '/<? rtf// to account,' Gen. 21, 25, and
1
to decide a matter by arbitration', Gen. 31, 37. 42.

Nif'.= '

justified] Gen. 20, 16. J has rV3in twice =
'destine] or 'intend] Gen. 24, 14. 44.

1JJ is common in E, Gen. 21, 8. 14. 15. 33, 5 b. 37, 30, etc.

It also occurs in J, instead of the more usual word iyj,

Gen. 32, 23. 33, 1. 2. 6. 44, 20.

nN-i» fltfl ")Kn-W, and with fern, adj., Gen. 29, 17. 39, 6.

41, 18 (plural DD S
). J uses "d n^D, Gen. 24, 16. 26, 7.
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Sin nna 3VJ, only in E, Ex. 33, 8. Num. 16, 27.

.13 in E is a local particle, Gen. 22, 5. 31, 37. Ex. 2, 12.

In J .~D is a temporal particle.

bb, only in E, Gen. 45, 11. 47, 12. 50, 21.

337, in E, Gen. 20, 5. 6. 31, 26. Ex. 14, 5. 37 in
J.

ps*n mrv, characteristic of E, Ex. 24, 12. 31, 18 b. J and

D have D^3N niri7 W, Ex. 34, 1. Deut. 4, 13. 5, 19.

P uses nnyn mn?, Ex. 31, 18 a. 32, 15 a. 34, 29.

r\mn, as a name of the camp which the Israelites moved from

place to place as they journeyed, Ex. 32, 17. 19 a.

33, 7. n. Num. 12, 14 f.; also occurs in D and P.

J uses ronD, in the sense 'company', Gen. 32, 8. 9. 11.

33, 8. 50, 9.

NVD ' to meet any one, to befall,' Ex. 18, 8. Num. 20, 14. Deut.

31, 17. Josh. 2, 23.

msb'D, only in E, Gen. 29, 15. 31, 7. 41.

^133, Gen. 31, 15. Ex. 2, 22. 18, 3. 21, 8; also occurs in D.

7¥J =' to destroy,' only occurs in E ; ~Pie\='plunder,' Ex. 3, 22.

12, 36; Hif
c

.= ' to take away', Gen. 31, 9. 16; Hithpa*.

= ' to strip off' (ornaments), Ex. 33, 6.

ywsb Kfett, only in E, Gen. 50, 17. Ex. 23, 21. Josh. 24, 19.

\r\) = ' to permit,' with ace. of pers. and inf. cstr. with 7, Gen.

20, 6. Ex. 3, 19. Num. 20, 21. 21, 23 (both inf.

without 7). 22, 13.

77Dnn 'to pray,' with 7K 'to,' and T£3 'for', Gen. 20, 7. 17.

Num. 11, 2. 21, 7.

ms, characteristic of E, Gen. 42, 25. 45, 21. Josh. 9, 11.

7K PVV, in the phrase TtSTf1 7N pjflf, very frequent in E,

Gen. 41, 55. Ex. 5, 15. 14, 15 a. 17, 4. 22, 22. Num.

11, 2. 20, 16. Josh. 24, 7.

y)p = ' & ^z>£ horror ' of anything, Ex. 1, 12. Num. 22, 3 b.

J uses 113, Num. 22, 3a; in P y)p is used in a weaker

sense, 'tofeel disgust,' Lev. 20, 23, so in E, Num. 21, 5.

mp, Nif\ in E, Num. 23, 3. 4. 15. 16.
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D^n instead of CDJJD, Num. 22, 28. 32. 33, and Ex. 23, 14.

D^rttD, Gen. 42, 9. 11. 14. 16. 31. 34, E.

K2TI, used of God, Gen. 20, 17. Ex. 15, 26. Num. 12, 13.

0"D1 rn'P, Num. 16, 14. 20, 17. 21, 22; also D13 IN mb>
;

Ex. 22, 4.

•"1:6 DH^, Gen. 21, 13. 18. 46, 3. J uses ^ nfe>]?, Gen. 12, 2,

and P "»i;6 |n:, Gen. 17, 20.

"HP occurs frequently in E, Gen. 21, 22. 37, 36. chap. 40. 41,

9. 10. 12, etc. It is also found in the other documents.

DSPD1 pn D^, Ex. 15, 25. Josh. 24, 25.

n$D JTtBto, of Joshua, Ex. 24, 13. 33, 11.

s:n d\-6k nnnn, Gen. 30, 2. 50, 19.

nb6n, only in E, Ex. 18, 8. Num. 20, 14, in the phrase

' the trouble which has befallen us ' (nXD).

DB&P hon, frequent in E, Ex. 5, 8, without a prep, "w "J13

is also found in E, Gen. 31, 2. 5. Ex. 5, 7. 14.

"B>0 DJ "no occurs once in E, Ex. 4, 10.

List of rare and archaic Words and Phrases in E.

P?N, in Nif. = to wrestle, only in Gen. 32, 25 f.

HJDK, Gen. 20, 12. Josh. 7, 20 (all).

2? 2N
}
only in Gen. 31, 20. 26. 27.

nj"^T = /<9 multiply, only in Gen. 48, 16.

Hpn, in Hif. /0 silence, Num. 13, 30; only again in Pfel,

Neh. 8, 11.

1?J /# dower, and *nj doivry, only Gen. 30, 20.

&?££'?, Ex. 1, 10 ; once again in Eccl. 7, 16.

nDn skinfor water, Gen. a I, 14. 15. 19 (all).

nnt? in DJ>p *VJBD, only Gen. 21, 16.

I? /&r/ or position, Gen. 40, 13. 41, 13; also Dan. 11, 7

(LXX). 20. 21. 38 (all).

|3, as &<.]}. = Jionesf, Gen. 42, 11. 19. 31-34.

~^fo price, Num. 20, 19; again in Neh. 13, 16. Prov. 31, 10.

D'
,3iO = times, only Gen. 31, 7. 41.
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"!«??.} P)| Gen. 21, 23 ; only again, Is. 14, 22. Job 18, 19.

Dvinw struggles, once, Gen. 30, 8.

IVJ53, Gen. 20, 5f.; only again, Hos. 8, 5. Amos 4, 6. Pss.

26, 6. 73, 13.

run Di>rny HiyD, only Gen. 48, 15. Num. 22, 30.

"Ipy /a bind, Gen. 22, 9 ; and *1py striped, Gen. 30, 35. 39.

40. 31, 8. 10. 12 (all).

7?B = /o believe, only Gen. 48, 11.

"ins /a interpret dreams, Gen. 40, 8 f. 41, 8 f.; and P"^?
inkrprelation, Gen. 40, 5 f. 41, 11 (all).

p 1PV3 /c> #//tf<r^ oneself (to Baal Peor), Num. 25, 3. 5 =
Ps. 106, 28; cf. 2 Sam. 20, 8 (Pu'al), and Ps. 50, 19 (Hif\

with obj. nrno), (all).

D^X </ry, unfruitful, only Gen. 41, 23.

np^jp # money weight, Gen. 33, 19. Josh. 24, 32. Job 42,

1 1 (all).'

ne>£ nnn (Mass. Text n£& nni), Gen. 21, 20.

Dillmann, G^w.6
, mentions, as characteristic of E :

—

nniK";>y, see above, p. xxxviii.

jiDK ' harm or misfortune] Gen. 42, 4 b. 38. 44, 29.

Ex. 21, 22 f.

pnjp TfB, as a name of God, Gen. 31, 42. 53.

The Grammar of E.

Special Forms characteristic of E.

Peculiar forms of the Infinitives. E writes, but not exclu-

sively :

—

T]vH instead of fw* Ex. 3, 19. Num. 22, 13. 14. 16.

nyi instead of n$n, Ex. 2, 4.

HT] instead of ITT}, Gen. 46, 3.

nb>j?, Gen. 50, 20; also V^y, Gen. 31, 28.

nkn, Gen. 48, 11.

wy, Ex. 18, 18.
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In Num. 20, 21, pn3 stands for Hfi, but J also has this in

Gen. 38, 9.

Unusual full forms of the Suffixes are attached to Nouns.

so:

—

,

"
15?1p, Gen. 41, 21.

n^.> 42, 36.

nfipp, 2i
9 29; also naax, 31, 6.

E (contrast J) is fond of using the verbal suffixes with the

ace. sign ntf, instead of attaching them to the verb. In Josh,

chap. 24, E uses two verbal suffixes, and the suffix with DN

fourteen times; cf. also Gen. 40, 3 f. 6. 8. 11. 15. 17. 19.

48, 10-12. 15-17. 21.

Construction of Verbs :

—

P?n and ptfJ take the obj. with ?, Gen. 29, 13. 31, 28.

32, 1. 45, 15. 48, 10.

1^5 with 3, Gen. 28, II. 32,2; and with UN or ace, Ex. 5,

3. 20. 23, 4.

VOW with bip3 occurs, Gen. 21, 12. 27, 13. 30, 6. Ex. 18,

19, and several times in D.

"U?K with P or "vK ' to say in reference to any one,' Gen. 20,

2. 13.

The construction of DwK= < God' with a plural verb is

found in E, Gen. 20, 13. 35, 7; cf. Josh. 24, 19. The use

of the Ethic dat. (not connected with the Imper.) may also

be noted, Gen. 21, 6. Ex. 18, 27 (all).

In E, the connection between the different portions of the

sentence, or the different events in a narrative, is looser and

more superficial than in J. The formulae N\in njn W,
Gen. 21, 22, and especially rh^ Dnznn (nqg) "^ W,
Gen. 22, 1. 40, 1. 48, 1. Josh. 24, 29 are obviously used

to bridge the gap between two narratives.

Characteristic of E is the unnecessary prolixity employed

in addressing persons to whom an important communication
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has to be made ! 'He called M. or N. (and the name of the

person is frequently repeated by E), and lie answered, Here

am /, or I hear,' e.g. Gen. 22, 11. 46, 2. Ex. 3, 4 ; similarly,

Gen. 22, 1. 7. 27, 1 b. 18. 31, 11. He commences his

narrative of the dreams in Gen. 40, 9. 16. 41, 17. 22, with

the superfluous formula nzj}) Vppna. These two artifices

may have been borrowed from the colloquial language,

which was actually used by the people \

The Code E in Genesis.

E is first found in the history of Abraham, chap. 15 or 20.

Chap. 15 (analysis uncertain"2

), vers. 6-1 1 and 17-18 are

possibly J. 20, 1-17 (18 R). 21, 6-32 a (32 b R). (34 R)

22, 1-14. 19. 28, 11-12. 17-18. 20-22. 29, 1. 15-23

25-28. 30. 30, 1-3 (to knees). 6. 8. 17-20 a. 20C-23. 31, 2

4-i8a. 19-45. 47. 51-32, 2. 13D-21. 23. 33, i8b-20. 35

1-8. 16-20. 37, 2D-11. 22-24. 28a (topi/). 28 c-30. 36

chap. 40 (with traces of J)
3

. 41, 1-45 (with traces of J)
3

47-57. 42, 1-37. 45, i-46, 5 (with traces of J)
3

. 12. 48
1-2. 8-22 (in the main) 3

. 50, 15-26.

The Home of E.

The generally accepted opinion of critics is, that the author

of E was a native of the northern kingdom, an Ephraimite.

The reason for this opinion is based on the following facts.

The narrative bears a distinct Ephraimitic tinge. Joseph is

the king among his brethren, and his father's favourite.

Reuben, next to Joseph, is leader of his brethren, and not

Judah. The sanctuaries of Bethel, Shechem, and Beersheba,

1 For a full discussion of E, cf. Holz., I.e., p. 181 ff. See also

Driver, Introd., p. in f.

2 Cf. Holz., I.e., Table I. p. 2, for the views of the different critics,

Driver, Introd., p. 14.

8 Cf. Holz., I.e., Table I. pp. 4, 5 ; Driver, Introd., p. 15 f.
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as a place whither pilgrims journeyed, are especially promi-

nent in E. Abraham also lives at Gerar and Beersheba,

Jacob at Beersheba and Shechem. Ephraim is to receive

the promises and privileges of Joseph. Joshua, the Ephrai-

mite, is the servant and companion of Moses. The graves

of Deborah, Rachel, Joseph, Joshua, Eliezer are mentioned

by him as being in Ephraimite territory; Gen. 35, 8. igf.

Josh. 24, 30. 32. 33 \

Did J and E employ earlier sources in writing

their narratives ?

It is not impossible that J and E in composing their

narratives made use of other sources. In E we find two

of these quoted : the Book of the Wars ofJehovah, Hfonpip "1BD

"*, Num. 21, 1-4: and the Book ofJashar, "lE'jn "IDD, Josh.

10, i2f. 2 Sam. 1, 18 (David's lament over Saul's death\

and an extract is quoted from each. The first of these two

books was apparently a collection of songs, celebrating the

victories of Israel over their enemies. The second was

probably of a similar character : a collection of songs in

praise of the noble deeds of the heroes of Israel 2
. At what

date the collection was formed is quite uncertain 3
. We also

1 Cf. Driver, Introd., p. 115; Holz., 1. c, p. 212 f.; Corn., I.e., p. 47 f.;

Kuenen, Hex., p. 228 f.

2 What the name ^lr , means is uncertain. It has been variously
T T -

rendered Book of the Upright, Book of the Worshippers of Yahweh and

their deeds. Kuenen offers two interpretations, The book of that which

is right (in Yahweh's sight), or of him who is right (in Yahweh's

sight). Cf. Hex., p. 35 ; Holz., I.e., p. 228.

3 Reuss, Di., Kittel assign both books to the period of David or

Solomon. Wellhausen thinks the "nbo TDD contained an account of

the Exodus, the Wandering in the Wilderness, and the Conquest

of Canaan. Kuenen, Meyer, and Stade consider that both works were

completed at a much later date ; cf. Holz., 1. c. Driver, Introd., p. 114,

calls attention to the fact that the Book of Jashar 'at least was not

completed before the time of David' (cf. 1 Sam. 1, 18), 'though the

nucleus of the collection may obviously have been formed earlier.'
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have no information as to the contents or authors of the

hooks. Other quotations in E are the poems or fragments

:

Ex. 15 (The Song 0/Moses), Num. 21, 17-18 (The Song of the

WtU), and vers. 27-30 {The So?ig of triumph over the defeat

of Sihon). Possibly, these were contained in one of the two

sources, and not improbably Judg. chap. 5 (The Song of

Deborah). Other poetical passages are : (J) Gen. chap. 49
'

;

Balaam's 'Parables' in Num. 23, 7-10. 18-24. 2 4> 3~9-

15-24; The Song of Moses, Deut. 32, and The Blessing of

Moses, Deut. 33. From what sources these extracts were

derived it is impossible to ascertain 2
. It is also pointed out

by Driver 3 that the command in Ex. 17, 14 ' to write " in

a book " the threat to extirpate Amalek, makes it probable

that some written statement existed of the combat of Israel

with Amalek, and of the oath sworn then by Jehovah to

exterminate His people's foes/ The Ten Commandments

in Ex. 20 must have existed in a written form before E
incorporated them into his work, and the ordinances and pre-

cepts upon which the Greater Book of the Covenant,' Ex. 20,

22-chap. 23 E, and the 'Little Book of the Covenant,''Ex.

34, 11-26
J, are based 4

, doubtless existed in a written shape

before they were worked up into the narratives of E and J

respectively. 'The existence of written laws c. 750 b. c. is

implied by Hos. 8, 12V Lastly, one other extract may

be mentioned, Gen. chap. 14, a fragment usually assigned

to R, of uncertain date, and of doubtful origin 6
.

1 For the analysis of Gen. chap. 49, cf. Holz., I.e., Table I. p. 5.

2
Cf., for a full discussion, Holz., I.e., p. 230 f., and Cornill, I.e.,

p. 88 f.

3 Introd., p. 115. * Cf. Holz., p. 242.
5 Driver, Introd., p. 115.

6 Cf. Cornill, I.e., p. 72 ; Kuenen, Hex., pp. 143, 324 ; Well., Comp.,

pp. 26, 310.
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The Document P.

P chiefly contains legislation, setting before us the various

precepts and ordinances that were to be observed by Israel,

and explaining their origin. The history contained in it is

merely the framework in which to arrange the legislative

matter. The thread of the narrative is very thin, and often

only serves to carry on the chronology. Important events,

however, are treated more in detail (e.g. the story of the

creation, the deluge, the covenants with Noah and Abraham,

the migration of the patriarchs into Egypt), especially such

events as are narrated to explain the origin of various laws

(e.g. 17, 23. 48, 3-8), in which case the narrative is generally

full and detailed. Other events of less importance are only

briefly described, partly in the form of genealogies (e. g.

chap. 5. 11, 10 ff. 35, 22 ff.), and partly in the form of short

summaries (e.g. chap. 10. 25, 12 fT. chap. 36). A strongly-

marked characteristic of P is the careful and uniform attention

he pays to chronology. In the whole period covered by his

narrative the dates of the various events are stated in their

proper chronological order (cf. the geneological tables, chaps.

5, 11, and 35), and even the month and day, in the case

of important events, are duly stated (Gen. chaps. 7 f. and the

History of Moses).

' The history advances along a well-defined line, marked

by a gradually-diminishing length of human life, by the

revelation of God under three distinct names, Elohim, El
Shaddai, and Jehovah, by the blessing of Adam and its

characteristic conditions, and by the subsequent covenants

with Noah, Abraham, and Israel, each with its special " sign,"

the rainbow, the rite of circumcision, and the Sabbath (Gen.

9, i2f. 17, 11. Ex. 31, 13) V In the legal portions of P

1 Driver, Introd.
} p. 119 ; cf. Di., N. D.J., p. 649.
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a description is given of the development of the theocracy

which is evidently intended to serve as a model. God is

described as the Lord and Protector of Israel, whom they

must serve and obey. A full and detailed account is given

of the Tabernacle, and its services, of the Priests, and of the

duties and obligations of the people towards God. The

organisation of the people is minutely described, the division

into Tribes, and these again divided into Families, each with

the firstborn as Leader (Gen. 35, 23. 46, 8. 49, 28, etc.),

and the welding together of these separate units into one

organised community (my), which was the final court of

appeal in all matters relating to the people (Num. 35, 24 f.).

The representations of the Deity in P are not so anthropo-

morphic as those in J and E. Angels and visions in dreams

are nowhere mentioned. ' Certainly he speaks of God as

"appearing" to men, and as "going up" from them (Gen.

17, 1. 22 f. 35, 9. 13. 48, 3. Ex. 6, 3), at important moments

of history, but he gives no further description of His

appearance : usually the revelation of God to men takes with

him the form of simple speaking to them (Gen. 1, 29. 6, 13.

7, 1. 8, 15. 9, 1. Ex. 6, 2. 13 at.); only in the supreme

revelation on Sinai (Ex. 24, 16 f., cf. 34, 29 b), and when he

is in the Tent of Meeting (Ex. 40, 34 f.), does he describe

Him as manifesting Himself in a form of light and fire

(1U3 glory), and as speaking there with Moses (Num. 7, 89

Ex. 25, 22), as man to man, or in order that the people maj

recognise Him (Ex. 16, 10. Lev. 9, 6. 23 f. Num. 14, 10

16, 19. 42. 20, 6). Wrath also proceeds from Him (Num

16, 46), or destroying fire and death (Lev. 10, 2. Num. 14, 37

*6, 35. 45 f. 25, 8 f.). But anthropopathic expressions of

God he avoids scrupulously ; even anthropomorphic expres-

sions are rare (Gen. 2, 2 f., cf. Ex. 31, 17b), so that a purpose

is here unmistakable. It may be that as a priest he was

accustomed to think and speak of God more strictly and
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circumspectly than other writers, even those who were

prophets. On the other hand, he nowhere touches on the

deeper problems of theology. On such subjects as the justice

of the Divine government of the world, the origin of sin and

evil, the insufficiency of human righteousness (see, on the

contrary, Gen. 5, 24. 6, 9), he does not pause to reflect;

the free Divine choice, though not unknown to him (Num.

3, 12 f. 8, 16. 17, 5 ff. 18, 6), is at least not so designedly

opposed to human claims as in J. His work contains no

Messianic outlook into the future : his ideal lies in the

theocracy as he conceives it realized by Moses and Joshua l
.

In his method of representation P is stereotyped, detailed,

and circumstantial. He everywhere aims at strict accuracy,

especially in all legal matters, and exhibits a marked fondness

for recurrent formulae. His language is formal and precise
;

technical words and phrases, and certain turns of expression

not found elsewhere, frequently recur. The manner in which

the author handles his materials gives evidence of research

and reflection, and a capacity for justly weighing and estimat-

ing the sources of information at his disposal (e.g. chaps. 1. 5.

10 f. 36. 46), while in describing the events of the past, and

in accounts of foreign peoples, remarkable accuracy is dis-

played (e. g. 25, 1 6. 36, 15). Some of the peculiarities of the

language of P may be noted.

The Language of P.

Proper Names in P.

P uses D\"6fc* not m.T, excepting in 17, 1. 21, 1 b, until

Ex. 6, 2. God reveals Himself to the patriarchs Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob as HB> 7K. He communicates the name

iTUT first to Moses, and through him to the people, Ex. 6, 2fT.,

1 Di., N. D.J., p. 653, as translated by Driver, Introd., p. 121.

d
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but in all the passages in P in Gen. when God appears

to the patriarchs or they address Him, the name used is

"HP bn, Gen. 17, 1. 28, 3. 35, 11. 48, 3. P speaks of God,

before Ex. 6, 2 as D\"6tf, Gen. chap. 1, and in the story of

the Flood, and uniformly throughout the book.

The people of Israel are always 7iOb» *33; Abraham, until

17, 5, is called D"ON. P never used ^&ob* as a name for

Jacob. The months are numbered, not named, Ex. 12, 2.

18. 40, 2. 17. Lev. 23, 5. Num. 9, 1. 5. 20, 1. Josh. 4, 19.

The Hittites are always called in P nn 'OS, Gen. 23, 3. 5. 7.

10. 16. 25, 10. 27, 46 (nn nm). 49, 32. J, E, and D use

DTin, never nn *A3, which only occurs in P. For the sing.

P has Tin, Gen. 15, 20. 23, 10. 25, 9. 26, 34-36, 2. He
also makes the Hittites into a Canaanitish tribe, when they

were really settled in the district of Lebanon.

Special geographical names occur in P. pK is always

prefixed to jyJD, Gen. 11, 31. 12, 5. 16, 3. 23, 2, etc.; it is

only omitted in the phrase jyja J1U3, Gen. 28, 1. 36, 2;

and in the same way DHVD pK, Ex. 16, 1. 3. 6. 19, 1.

Num. 3, 13. 8, 17.

The following geographical names are characteristic

ofP:—

J01K JTnp for Hebron, Gen. 23, 2. 35, 27. Josh. 15, 13.

20, 7, etc.

n^B3», Gen. 23, 9. 17. 19, 25, 9, etc.

D"W pa, Gen. 25, 20. 28, 2. 5. 6. 7. 31, 18. 33, 18.

46, 15.

j¥ 121D, Num. 13, 21. 20, 1 a. 27,14. Deut. 32, 51. Josh.

15, 1. In Num. 34, 4. Josh. 15, 3 f¥ alone.

skio mmy, Num. 22, 1. 26, 3. 63. 31, 12. 35, 1, etc.

The Mount of the Lawgiving is always ^D. Moses died

on Mt. U3, Num. 32, 38. Deut. 32, 49, Aaron on Mt. Iin,

Num. 20, 22 f.
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Words and Phrases characteristic of P.

m?K and y-\Kn
/r
N, Ex. 12, 19. Lev. 16, 29. 17, 15.

18, 26, etc.

mto, Gen. 34, 10. 47, 27. Num. 32, 30, Josh. 22, 9. 19.

nmK, Gen. 17, 8. 23, 4. 36, 43. 47, n. 49, 30, etc.

rbltib, Gen. 1, 29 f. 6, 21. Ex. 16, 15. Lev. 11, 39, etc.

nilON, as special name for an Arab tribe or family, Gen. 25, 16.

Num. 25, 15 (all).

"ON, 130 times in P; ^N, once, Gen. 23, 4.

VlDjrta *|DM, Gen. 25, 8. 17. 35, 29. 49, 29, Num. 20, 24, etc.

In Num. 20, 26. 27, 13, without voy.

n$N, a technical term of the sacrificial lang., sixty times in P.

inx and iioy, pleonastic in enumerations, Gen. 6, 18. 7, 7. 13.

8, 16. 18. 9, 8. 28, 4.

3, in enumerations, Gen. 7, 21. 8, 17. 9, 10. 10, 5. Ex. 12, 19.

Lev. 17, 15, etc.

ni3N rV3, Ex. 6, 14. 12, 3. Num. chaps. 1-4; also "k ^N"»

with nU omitted, Ex. 6, 25. Num. 31, 26. 32, 28, etc.

iW p, Gen. 5, 32. 7, 6, etc., and VUS? p, Lev. 12, 6. 23, 12.

Num. 6, 12. 14.

K~Q '/# create] Gen. chap. 1 often, 2, 3. 4. 5, 2.

rV"U, in the phrases JVD D^pn and n s"»3 |W, Gen. 6, 18. 9, 9.

17, 2. Ex. 6, 4. Num. 25, 12.

lfea'73, Gen. 6, 12 f. 7, 15 f. 8, 17. 9, 11. 15-17.

yu, Gen. 6, 17. 7, 21. 25, 8. 35, 29. Num. 17, 27, etc.

rbhl, in enumerations, Ex. 16, 16. Num. 1, 2. 18. 20. 3, 47.

rQI, Gen. 37, 2. Num. 13, 32. 14, 36.

?n, Num. 1, 52. chap. 2. 10, 14. 18. 22. 25; also Cant. 2, 4.

H, Ex. 36, 5. 7. Lev. 5, 7. 12, 8, etc.

mm, Gen. 1, 26. 5, 1. 3 (all),

nvrn, Gen. 6, 9. 9, 12; in formulae Drmni? or D3YIY1H7,

Gen. 17, 7. 9. 12. Ex. 12, 14. 17. 16, 32 f. 27, 21. 30, 10.

d 2
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"OJ, of God remembering the covenant with the Patriarch,

Gen. 8, i. 19, 29. Ex. 2, 24. 6, g.

13J, Gen. 17, 10. 12. 23. 34, 15. 22. Ex. 12, 5. 48, and

in n3p31 "IDT, Gen. 1, 27. 5, 2. 6, 19. 7, 3, etc.

jnr, in phrases like -priN imn nns, Gen. 9, 9. 17, 7. 35, 12.

48, 4, and iriN Wir^l, 46, 6 ; nn« 1JPT71, Ex. 28, 43.

Num. 25, 13.

pnt, frequent in P, Ex. 9, 10. 29, 16. Lev. 1, 5. n. 3, 2. 7, 2, etc.

pin, in the phrases pro*) 1V3D, Gen. 6, 14. Ex. 25, 11, and

7 pro, Lev. 10, 4. 24, 3, etc.

JTn, Gen. 7, 21. 8, 1. Lev. 5, 2, etc.= ' wild beasts' as opp.

to roro ' tame beasts' also used in P in the ordinary

sense
'

beast' Gen. 1, 28. 8,17. 9, 5. Lev. 11, 27, etc.;

pKH JTTI, Gen. 1, 24. 25. 30. 9, 2, only found in P in

Genesis.

"fi T3 with HW, Ex. 35, 29. Lev. 8, 36 ; with ipa, Num. 4, 49 ;

with "Dl, Lev. 10, 11. Num. 17, 5; with mm jn:,

Lev. 26, 46, and in the formula "B 1*3 "« ^"py, Num.

4, 37- 9> 2 3- Jo, 13- Josh. 22, 9.

JTnnn, 'confess,' Lev. 5, 5. 16, 21. 26, 40. Num. 5, 7.

*^7in= *!?*, Gen. 5, 3-32 and often.

niiT 1133 = generally in P, ' the presence of God manifest to the

whole people' Ex. 16, 10. 24, 17. 29, 43. Lev. 9, 6, etc.

V;22 ' to subdue,' Gen. 1, 28. Num. 32, 22. 29. Josh. 18, 1 (all).

ji"D = ' to perform the duties of a priest,' only in P, occurs

frequently; also POna = ' priesthood' is only found in P,

Ex. 29, 9. 40, 15. Num. 3, 10. 18, 1, etc.

73, frequently in P, with 7, a generalizing formula, Gen. g,

10 b. 23, 10 b. Ex. 14, 28. Lev. 5, 3. 11, 26. 16, 16.

Num. 4, 27.

DD3, D3E, and nD3£, Ex. 12, 4. Lev. 27, 23. Num. 31, 28.

37-41 (all).

D'HISS, only in P in O.T., Ex. 29, 36. 30, 10. 16. Lev. 23, 27.

28. 25, 9. Num. 5, 8. 29, 11 (all).
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ma, in the phrase (i?N"^D) TOJJD N\"in fiFajn nn""03, only in P,

Gen. 17, 14. Ex. 12, 15. Lev. 7, 20. 21. 18, 29. Num.

9, 13, etc.; cf. y»yD m3J1, Ex. 30, 33. 38, ^NH niDJI

ioy inpD Sinn, Lev. 17, 4-9, and (efc:n = ) nnN vram
noy mpD, Lev. 17, 10. 20, 3. 5. 6.

pi> = 70 murmurJ only in P, Hif\, Ex. 16, 2. Num. 14, 27, etc.;

in Nif'., Ex. 15, 24. Num. 14, 2, etc.

1NO HMD, and with 3, Gen. 7, 19. 17, 2. Ex. 1, 7. Num. 14, 7.

PlSHOn, with "Wyni, Num. 17, 13. 15. naaio occurs elsewhere

in P, Num. 14, 37. 17, 14. 25, 9. 19.

D'nUO, only in P, Gen. 17, 8. 28, 4. 36, 7. 47, 9. Ex. 6, 4.

EhjD, only in P, Lev. 25, 34. Num. 35, 2-5. 7.

bl», in the phrase "Or^3 "D^ ^En, Gen. 17, 10. 12. 34, 15. 22.

Ex. 12, 48.

nehD, in the phrase D3'»nilK'1)D"i?33, Ex. 12, 20. 35, 3. Lev.

3, 17. Num. 35, 29; cf. Gen. 36, 43.

ilBID (rarely ME*), Ex. 31, 2. 6. 35, 30. 34. Lev. 24, 11. Num.

1, 4. 21. 23, etc.

pD, frequent in Gen. chaps. 1. 6. 7. Lev. chap. 11.

rDtfta, in the phrase "d nB>y
l

to work,' frequently with $b=
1
to keep holiday' Ex. 12, 16. 31, 5. Lev. 7, 24. Num. 4,

3. 29, 7; and in miny rDKPD, Ex. 35, 24. 36, 1. Lev.

23, 7 f. Num. 28, 18, etc.

?5JB < to trespass^ and ?yp, Lev. 5, 15. 21. 26, 40. Num. 5, 6.

31, 16. Deut. 32, 51. Josh. 7, 1, etc.

npyiDI, with ages (20 years and upwards), Ex. 30, 14. 38, 26.

Lev. 27, 7. Num. 1, 20, etc.

mpD, Gen. 1, 10. Ex. 7, 19. Lev. 11, 36.

MpE, Num. 35, 6. 11-15. 25-28. Josh. 20, 2. 21, 13. 32. 36.

rWpD, Gen. 17, 12 f. 23, 18. Lev. 25, 16, etc.; also PJD3 nJpD,

Ex. 12, 44. Lev. 25, 51.

EHp N"ip», Ex. 12, 16. Lev. 23, 2-4. Num. 28, 25, etc.; only

in Hex. in P.

pK'lcn = ' M* Tabernacle' and "* "o and similar additions,

very common in Ex., Lev., and Num.
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mDC ;£, with two meanings in P, (i) Ex. 12,6. 16, 23. Num.

17, 25, etc.='/0 keep a thing! in the place of an inf.;

(2) =' what is to be observed, * the commandment! with

special reference to the service of the Levites, and often

occurring in the phrase "12 1D£>, Lev. 8, 35. Num. 1,

53, chap. 3. 4,27, and often.

Drvnins^E7, and with other sullixes, Gen. 8, 19. 10, 5. 20.

31. Ex. 6, 17. 25, and elsewhere with extreme frequency.

:
155, Ex. 12, 13. 30, 12. Num. 8, 19. 17, 11 f., etc.

7m without obj., very common in P, Num. 18, 20. 26, 55.

32, 19; the Hithpa'el, Lev. 25, 46. Num. 32, 18, etc.;

and the Pi'el, Josh. 13, 32. 14, 1 are peculiar to P.

cpn, a technical term in the language of the sacrifice, Ex.

29, 24. 26. Lev. 7, 30. 8, 27. 29, etc.

|"DJ without 7 (J E always !"D:7), Ex. 14, 2. 26, 35. Josh. 15,

7 ; cf. r*DJ 7N, Num. 19, 4= motion towards.

"D3~p, Gen. 17, 12. 27. Ex. 12, 43. Lev. 22, 25.

C*D3 =' person,' when the number of a family is stated, also=

slaves, as opposed to other property, and in the phrases

"j H3D and KVTPI "Jil nrVTM. All these uses of £>DJ are

extremely common in P.

mpj, alone, Lev. 4, 28. 32. 5, 6. Num. 31, 15. ":1 "DT, see

"Of above.

DW&W= 7lOk* ypT, in E, Gen. 17, 20. 25, 16. 34, 2. Ex. 16,

22. 34, 31. Num. 1, 16, etc. Synonyms are myn Wlp
and IjttD Wlp, Num. 1, 16. 16, 2.

rbTl, in the phrase "a I s tfbn 'to stretch out one's hand towards

something,' so ' to payfor anything! or ' be able to procure

anything;' without obj., Lev. 14, 21. 25, 26. 27, 8, etc.;

with 7, Lev. 5, 11; with ace, 14, 22. 30-32, once again

Ez. 46, 7.

*\h jro, Gen. 17, 20; cf. 48, 4.

D'DD, in O.T., only in P, Ex. 25, 6. 30, 7. 31, 11. 35, 8.

39, 38, etc., and in Chronicles.
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T "JDD, technical term of language of sacrifice, Ex. 29, 10.

15. 19. Lev. 1, 4, chaps. 3. 4. 8.

nny, myrrfe, btrw rnjH>a, cf. miT my, Num. 27, 17, about

100 times in the Hex.

nnyn = ' the tables of the law] P, Ex. 25, 16. 21. 27, 21.

30, 6, etc.; so nnyn |n», nnyn i?nx, "yn pKto, all

peculiar to P.

^iy, Ex. 16, 18. 23. 26, 12. Lev. 25, 27. Num. 3, 46-49.

DTiy combined with nni, Gen. 9, 16. 17, 7. Ex. 31, 16. Lev.

24, 8, etc.; with rbl2 nni, Num. 18, 19 ; with pn, Ex.

29, 28. 30, 21. Lev. 6, 11. 7, 34, etc.; npn, Ex. 12,

14.17. 27,21. Lev. 3, 17. 7, 36, etc. ; ntriK, Gen. 17, 8.

Lev. 25, 24; nJi"D, Ex. 40, 15. Num. 25, 13; and with

nbw, Lev. 25, 32.

oan ny, Gen. 13, 12. 19, 29.

\smm Dnyn, Josh. 13, 28. 15, 32. 18, 24. 19, 6.

?y = ' in addition to,' ' together with,' frequent in sacrificial

rules, Lev. 2, 16. 3, 4. 4, 9, etc.

"a sEy =' kinsfolk' see on f]DN and n~D, Gen. 17, 14. 25, 8. 17.

35, 29. Ex. 30, 33. Lev. 7, 20. 2i, etc.

nDyi>, Ex. 25, 27. 28, 27. 38, 18. Lev. 3, 9.

5?2J nay, Lev. 16, 29. 31. 23, 27. 32. Num. 29, 7. 30, 14.

D¥y = the phrase nm DVn DVy, Gen. 7, 13. 17, 23. 26. Ex.

12, 17. Lev. 23, 14. 21. 28.

D"Onyn pi, Ex. 12, 6. 16, 12. 29, 39. 41. 30, 8. Lev. 23, 5.

Num. 9, 3. 5. 11. 28, 4. 8 (all).

"py = (1) 'preparation,' 'setting in order,' Ex. 40, 4. 23; = (2)

* estimation,' ' value,' Lev. 5, 15. 18. 25. 27, 2. 3-8, etc.

Num. 18, 16.

f'nb'y, Ex. 29, 40. Lev. 14, 10. 21. 23, 13. 17. Num. 15, 4, etc.

•^27, frequent, Ex. 12, 4. 16, 16. Lev. 25, 16. 51, etc. *D3,

only in P, Ex. 16, 21. Lev. 25, 52. Num. 6, 21. 35, 8;

both = ' according to,' *2>~?)) in P = ' according to com-

mand of,' Ex. 17, 1. Lev. 24, 12. Num. chaps. 3. 4. 9, etc.
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Dm 1DD occurs in the Decalogue in Ex. 34, 19. P has the

longer formula Dm ntDD "03 ?32, Ex. 13, 2. Num. 3, 12.

N^Q, in the phrases "HJ N?9, Lev. 22, 21. Num. 15, 3. 8, and

"j N^an, Lev. 27, 2. Num. 6, 2.

rD~n ma, Gen. 12, 2. 28. 8, 17. 9, 1. 7. 17, 20, etc.

pfi, Ex. 1, 13 f. Lev. 25, 43. 46, 53, once in Ez. 34, 4 (all).

nitf2¥, of Israelites, not in a military sense, Ex. 6, 26. 7, 4.

12, 17. Num. 1, 3. 52. chaps. 33, 1. 2. and 10. 33, 1.

yn¥, for the usual JHSD, Lev. 13, 44 f. 14, 3. 22, 4. Num. 5, 2.

D'Wpn C'lp, technical term, = the most hoty place in the

Tabernacle, Ex. 26, 33 f. Num. 4, 4. 19; = the incense

altar, Ex. 30, 10; = the altar of burnt offering, Ex. 29,

37. 40, 10;— the utensils of the Tabernacle in general,

Ex. 30, 29 ; = the Tabernacle as a whole, Num. 18, 10

;

= the definite portions of the sacrifices, Lev. 21, 22.

Occurs 25 times.

pp, Gen. 31, 18. 34, 23. 36, 6. Lev. 22, n. Josh. 14, 4.

cjvp, Num. 1, 53. 17, 11. 18, 5. Josh. 9, 20. 22, 20.

\1~\\>, about 78 times in Hex., only in P.

DD, Lev. 20, 2. 27. 24, 14. 16. 23. Num. 14, 10. 15, 35. 36.

Josh. 7, 25. JE and D use ?pp instead.

mrVJ m, once in J, Gen. 8, 21, elsewhere only in P. About

40 times, see Lev. chaps. 1. 2. 3.

B>tti, Gen. 12, 5. 13, 6. 31, 8. 36, 7, etc. EOT den. verb,

Gen. 31, 18. 36, 6.

to"} and to"}, frequent in P, Gen. chaps. 1. 6. 7. 8. 9, etc.

finatf, Ex. 16, 23. 31, 15. 35, 2. Lev. 16, 31, etc.

nutfj Lev. 4, 2. 22. 27. 5, 15. 18. Num. 15, 24-29, etc.

"W, in the phrases "Vyn "W wi>3 and "yn "p *WP"^3,

Gen. 23, 10. 18. 34, 24 (all).

nn£>B>, Gen. 16, 1. 29. 24, 29. Lev. 19, 20.

D*BBB>, Ex. 6, 6. 7, 4. 12, 12. Num. 33, 4.

H?, Gen. 1, 20. 21. 7, 21. 8, 17. 9, 7. Ex. 1, 7, etc.

Y^JP, Gen. 1, 20. 7, 21. Lev. 5, 2, and chap. 11.
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nni>in, 27 times in P, and nowhere else in Hex. It occurs

9 times in formula "in !"6k, Gen. 2, 4 a. 5, 1, etc. In

Num. chap. 1 it is found 12 times,

lin ' to spy] Num. chaps. 13 and 14. In JE and D Tin ' to

select or seek out' Num. 10, 33. Deut. 1, 33.

2V)T\, Gen. 23, 4. Ex. 12, 45. Lev. 22, 10. 25, 6. 23. 35. 40.

45. 47. Num. 35, 15.

nDnn, Ex. 25, 2. 29, 28. 30, 13, etc. About 40 times in

Hex.

Instances of recurring Formulae.

When Divine commands are communicated to Moses or

Joshua, it is narrated that ' God spake to Moses' (or to Moses and

Aaron,or toJoshua): S>N-fB» »J3 h$ "01, or ywSw pnN-i>N "Q1,

or D"n*D ^D nyna^N 131, and the like. Examples of the first

formula occur in Ex. 14, 2. 15. 31, 13. Lev. 1, 2. 4, 2. 18, 2.

Num. 5, 6. 12, etc., and the same formula with different

persons, Ex. 6, 11. 29. 11, 2. Lev. 6, 18. 16, 2. Num. 6,

23, etc. The formula nirv» iTO "W "Qin M? is frequently

employed by Moses when he communicates to the people the

Divine commands, see Ex. 16, 16. 32. 35, 4. Lev. 8, 5. 9, 6.

17, 2. Num. 30, 2. 36, 6.

P, in introducing the various Laws, uses two types of

conditional sentence. When he states the law generally,

without going into details, or without any reference to special

cases, he uses a conditional sentence introduced by *3. This

sentence is a compound nominal sentence, which always

begins with >D (n^N) B^N, or *3 ^QJ, cf. Lev. 2, 1. 4, 2. 5, 1.

4. 15. 17. 21. Num. 5, 12. 9, 10. 27, 8. 30, 4, also -»ew t?2J,

Lev. 5, 1 and l£W B^JC, Num. 5, 30. When he introduces

any special cases of any law, or when he wishes to insert

modifications of the law described, or to supplement it, he

makes use of a conditional sentence which is a verbal
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sentence of the type, conjunction, verb, subject or sometimes

conjunction, subject, verb. The conjunctions used are DK and

DX1, cf. Lev. 4, 3. 13. 27. 5, 7. 11. 17. Num. 27, 9. 10. 11.

30, 6. 7. 9, etc. ; i^N*, Lev. 4, 22: *3 and *31, Lev. 2, 4.

13, 42. 14, 34. 15, 13. 25.

P, when stating that a Divine command has been performed

by the person or persons concerned, frequently uses such

formulae as p m.T (DJiN) IDN fltt (ie>ND) IBfc-^M (lb>jn) W1
(V^y) ntry, Gen. 6, 22. Ex. 7, 6. 12, 28. 50. 25, 9. Lev. 4, 20.

Num. 1, 54. 2, 34. 5, 4. 6, 21. 8, 20, etc.

The constantly recurring superscriptions and subscriptions

beginning with nta, HT, HKt are also characteristic of P :

—

nn^in PI7K, Gen. 2, 4a. 6, 9, etc.

"a *Bl5>K n^K, Gen. 36, 19. 43.

"a »J3 (on) r6s*, Gen. 10, 20. 31. 25, 16. 36, 19. 20.

D^DH !"6n, Gen. 36, 31.

"U1 *VDE rfo\\ Num. 33, 1.

''a (1:2) nns^D r6tf, Gen. 10, 32. Ex. 6, 19.

nitron rbx, Josh. 19, 51.

nnpan ,-&«, Num. 1, 44.

"a nna^D npa r6x, Num. 4, 37. 41. 45.

"a nns (nu) ""Eton .-6k, Ex. 6, 14. 25 b.

"a no? n!>K, Gen. 25, 13. 16. 46, 8. Ex. 1, 1. 6, 16.

Num. 1, 5, etc.

"a *n W r6tf, Gen. 25, 17; also

"IPN n!>K, Josh. 13, 32. 14, 1.

To these may be added :

—

b)2l nr, Josh. 15, 12.

"a pip nt, Num. 7, 17. 23, etc.

"a n^m nsr, Josh. 13, 23. 28. 15, 20. 16,8. 18, 20. 28, etc.

"iai "on nnst?D may nsr, Num. 4, 28. 33.
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The Grammar of P.

The Grammar is characterized by its simplicity and

consistent adherence to rules. P, like D, occasionally uses

fem. nouns for infinitives, cf. mntt, Lev. 13, 7; rmp,

Lev. 16, 1; niD^D, Ex. 12, 6. 16, 23. 32. Num. 17,

25. 18, 8.

Syntax. P generally uses nXE instead of JIND. Even when

HKD would be expected by rule, cf. Gen. 5, 3. 6. 18. 25. 28.

7, 24. 8, 3, and often. In compound numbers P rarely puts

the smaller number after the larger, Gen. 17, 1. 24, as a rule

the smaller number precedes, Gen. 5, 15. 17. 21.

Sometimes the substantive is without the article, while

its qualifying adj. has it, so ntoin iTn, Gen. 1,28; wn OV,

1, 31 i wim dv, 2, 3.

P prefers the use of HK with the suffixes to verbal suffixes.

In Gen. chap. 1—Lev. chap. 6, DN with suffix occurs 136 times,

and the verbal suffix 73 times. In verbal constructions

P exhibits no special peculiarities. In JE (

to walk be/ore

God' is "" *}zb "jS>nnn (J, Gen. 24, 40. 48, 15). Puses this

construction in 17, 1, but elsewhere he has D\-l7Nn~nN *pnnn,

Gen. 5, 22. 24. 6, 9. P uses S>K and not 7 or 3 with yDt?=
' to listen to any one' Gen. 23, 16. Ex. 7, 13. 22. 8, 15. 9, 12.

The Priests' Code in Genesis.

1, i-2, 4 a. 5, 1-28. 30-32. 6, 9-22. 7, 6. 7-9 (in parts).

11. I3~i6a. 18-21. 24. 8, i-2a. 30-5. 13a. 14-19. 9, 1-17.

28-29. 10, 1-7. 20. 22-23. 3 I_3 2 - Hj 10-27. 3 I_3 2 - 12,

4D-5. 13, 6. 11 b-12 a. 16, 1 a. 3. 15-16. chap. 17. 19, 29.

21, 1 b. 2 b-5. chap. 23. 25, 7-1 1 a. 12-17. 19-20. 26 b.

26, 34-35. 27, 46-28, 9. 29, 24. 29. 31, 18 b. 33, 18 a.

34 ]

,
1-2 a. 4. 6. 8-10. 13-18. 20-24. 25 (partly). 27-29.

1 So Di. and Driver. Well., Kucnen, and Cornill assign none of

chap. 34 to P ; cf. JIolz., Hex., Table 1. p. 4.
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35, 9-13. 15. 22 b-29. chap. 36 (mainly) \ 37, 1-2 a. 41, 46.

46, 6-27. 47, 5-6 a (LXX). 7-11. 27 b-28. 48, 3-6.

7 (if not P? R). 49, 1 a. 28 b-33. 50, 12-13 2
.

How was Genesis compiled out of J, E, and P ?

The following remarks may perhaps give a general idea of

how Genesis arose out of the three documents, J, E, and P.

It has been already remarked that a definite plan can be

traced throughout the whole book. To put it as briefly as

possible, the object of the book is to give an account of the

history of Israel from the earliest times until the death of

Joseph, to show how God created the world and mankind,

preserved Noah from the deluge and made a covenant with

him, chose Abram the descendant of Noah through Shem,

and made a covenant with him, promising to him and his

descendants the land of Canaan, and taking him under his

especial protection, and imposing upon him the observance

of several precepts. The history is carried on in the person

of Isaac, to whom the promises made to Abraham are

renewed; some account is given of Ishmael, who then dis-

appears from the narrative, which employs itself with the

fortunes of Jacob and Esau, the latter being dismissed after

a short account of the relations between him and Jacob, and

the course of the narrative confined to Jacob. We are next

told of the birth of Jacob's sons and the sale of Joseph into

Egypt, Joseph now becoming the prominent figure in the

narrative. After some account of the journeys of Joseph's

brethren into Egypt, and their meeting with Joseph who was

regarded as dead, the history tells us of Jacob's migration

1 Cf. Holz., I.e.

2 Cf. Holz., I.e., p. 349 f. and pp. 332-475 for a full discussion of

this document ; see also Driver, Introd., p. 118 f.
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into Egypt, and finally relates Joseph's death, after he had

removed his father's remains to Canaan and buried them

in the Cave of Machpelah.

In compiling this history from the materials at his disposal

the Redactor chose from his sources what was most suited

to the plan of his work. Sometimes he merely makes small

extracts from one document (e.g. 4, 17-24. 6, 1-4. 30, 32-

42, merely small portions of fuller accounts), or notices

individual points (e.g. 11, 29, Jiska mentioned; 20, 12, the

relationship between Abram and Sarai, cf. 28, 22 (see 35, 7);

48, 22). At other times the portions taken from the docu-

ments are quoted in full, and for the most part are verbally

transferred from the original (e. g. the narratives in P up to

11, 26), and sometimes again, wrhole passages from one

document are omitted, possibly because they were at variance

with the accounts given by the others (see in P the brief

accounts in 11, 27-32; the omission of the introduction to

the history of Abram, previous to chap. 12; of the Divine

manifestation to Isaac, see 35, 12 ; of the sojourn of Jacob

in Paddan Aram ; of all the history of Joseph prior to Jacob's

arrival in Egypt). Frequently extracts from J are given in

an abridged form, in order that P may be reported more

fully (cf. 2, 5 f. 4, 25 f., the Story of Creation, and the Table

of Nations, J) and 16, 15 f. 2i,2ff. 25, 7 ff. 32,4. 35, 28f. P.

Elsewhere, however, in the story of the Patriarchs the extracts

from J are abridged in favour of E. With the exception

of the history of Joseph, E contains (from chap. 20 onwards)

fewer passages which are verbally reported. Usually the

portions in E are expanded by notices from J, or anything

worth recording in E is incorporated into the narrative

of J.
When combining his sources the compiler, as far

as possible, or as far as he deemed necessary, appears

to have taken the narrative verbally from each and inserted

both in his work (cf. chap. 2 f. side by side with chap. 1,
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chap, 27 side by side with 26, 34 f. and 28, 1-9; 48, 3-7

side by side with 48, 9-22). Elsewhere, as for example,

where the event need only be quoted from one document

(e. g. the birth or death of any person), he selects his account

from one source, even though the same event be recorded

in more than one document. In other cases the compiler

found two accounts in the documents before him, a2reein<r

in the main but differing in details, he would then weave one

account into the other, omitting from each what could not

be reconciled, and choosing from both what best suited the

plan of his work (cf. chaps. 7 f. 10. 16. 25. 27-37. 39
-5°)-

It was not always possible, without further revision, to place

side by side, or to weld together the individual extracts from

two or three sources. So it was necessary to eliminate what

was contradictory from one or other of the documents (e. g.

21, 17 ff. explanation of Ishmael's name, 32, 8 of Mahanaim,

33, 10 of Peniel, cf. 31, 25), or to insert here and there

small additions or remarks in order to fill up gaps and

remove contradictions. So 4, 25. 10, 24. 21, 14. 26, 1 a.

15- 18. 35, 9, 37, 5b. 8b. 39, 1. 20. 43, 14. 46, 1. To the

desire to produce a readable whole may be attributed the

accommodation necessary to preserve consistency in the use

of the names Abram and Sarai, in all passages previous to

chap. 1 7, of the double name Yahweh Elohim in chaps. 2-3
;

also the change of Elohim into Yahweh in 17, 1. 21, 1.

Another expedient was frequently employed with the same

object in view, viz. transposing entire portions of the narra-

tive (so 11, 1-9. 12, 10-20. 25, 5 f. 11 b. 25, 21 ff. 47, 12 ff.),

or of brief notices (so 2, 4 a. 31, 45-50. 37, 26, etc.),

consequently R was obliged to insert all kinds of small

additions; cf. 1, 1. 9, 18. 13, 1. 3 f. 24, 62. In other

passages the sources are loosely combined (e.g. 7, 7-9. 22.

I 5) 7 f- 3 1
? 45 ff- chap. 36. 46, 8-27), the compiler now and

then making additions of his own to bring the documents
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into harmony (e.g. 21, 34. 27, 46. 35, 5. 46, 12-20). Ex-

planatory glosses are also found (e.g. 20, 18. 31, 47. 35, 6.

and chap. 14 (where they are numerous), some of which may

be due to a later corrector. All kinds of little additions

occur, which are probably not derived from the sources

themselves, but were inserted, either when the sources were

welded together into one work, or some time after this. These

insertions were added partly to explain the object of the

narrative (15, 12-16. 22, 15-18. 26, 3 b-5); partly to make

it harmonize with statements occurring elsewhere (25, 18 b.

35, 22 a, perhaps 4, 15 a), and partly to introduce new

notices, or new phases of tradition which were not mentioned

in the three chief documents (10, 9. 32, 33; perhaps 2, 10-

14, and in io, 14; n, 28 b. 31b. 15,7. 22, 2, etc.). Some-

times possibly use was also made of materials taken from

other sources than J, E, and P (e.g. perhaps in chap. 14)

\

1 Cf. Di.6
, p. xvi. For full details of the various works bearing on

the criticism of the Pentateuch, see Driver, Introd., p. 1 f., and cf. Di.,

Gen.*, p. xx.





NOTES ON GENESIS.

1.

I. JTlTfc$T2. ' In the beginning' as h dpxfj, in John i, i

;

not iv rfi apxrj. NW$r\2 is without the article, like ^n^?»
Prov. 29, 11 ; TJ3, Is. 28, 2; ^pa, Lev. 26, 27.

The Vss. and most commentators render, 'In the beginning

God created] etc. : the same rendering is perhaps indicated by

the accents, rWK"n being marked off by Tifcha from what

follows l
. If this rendering be adopted, )VBk03 must not be

taken relatively, i.e. 'first of allI in opposition to a second or

third, which might follow ; for this is against the sense, as

heaven and earth include all; and we should rather expect

njBfc*]3
; but it must be taken absolutely,

' at first' (' uran-

fdnglich'): hence the choice of the expression ri^&OS, which

does not occur elsewhere.

rVlTN"} = the beginning of a series, always relative to a

genitive either expressed or (as here, Deut. 33, 21. Is. 46, 10)

understood. As n s^S"i everywhere else (except in these two

passages) is followed by a genitive, Ewald, Bunsen, and

others follow Rashi and Ibn Ezra, and render, ' At first, when

1 In 3, i
b and 5''. Deut. 28, 47

b (ibip :no). 6i a (rninrr idds).

Ex. 9, 24b (:
,;>3b nj^'ri 1g9), we find Tifcha, the word so accented

being closely connected in sense with the next following word. From

these and similar passages it seems that the argument from the accents

ought not to be pressed in this verse.

B
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God created, etc. . . . (ver. 3) then God said, Let there be tiglit"

A similar construction to Ex. 6, 28 HIPP 13"! DV3, where

DV in the construct state is followed by a sentence as its

genitive; so in Gen. 39, 20a . Num. 3, 1. Deut. 4, 15. Hos. 1, 2.

Ps. 90, 15, etc.; see Ewald, § 332 d; Dav., S., § 25. "1DKV), in

ver. 3, would then be the imperfect with waw conv. in answer

toWN"Q; cf. 19, 15 (IKD precedes). 27, 34 PJJ3TO . . . '\W$ VW?;
Is. 6, 1 n*OKJ . . , !$Bn nto t\*f3 ; and see Ewald, § 344 b

;

Driver, § 127 /3. (Boettcher {Neue Aehr. 1. 2-9) and others

prefer to read ^2 as in 5, 1, which would be the more

common construction ; but this is not necessary.) According

to this interpretation verse 2 becomes a parenthesis, which is

unnatural, as a long and heavy sentence at the beginning of the

book would hardly be expected ; cf. also Ryssel, De Elohistae

Pentateuchi sermone (Lipsiae, 1878), p. 76. On the reading of

the LXX, cf. Geiger, Urschrift, etc., pp. 344, 439, 444, who, fol-

lowing the tradition that this was one of the thirteen places that

were altered for Ptolemy, considers that Rashi's construction

was the traditional one, that of the LXX being an innovation.

NH2 ' created' the common word in P in this connection,

is restricted to the divine workmanship, and always implies

the production of something new (in matter or form, as

ver. 21), being used literally and metaphorically (e.g. Ps.

51, 12). It is never followed by an accusative of the material

used, and thus implies the unconditioned operation (absolute

causality) of the agent. Its original meaning is generally

given as ' to cuf (cf. the Pi'el in Josh. 17, 15. 18, and Ges. in

Thes. ; and C. P. Ges. sub voce), then '
to shape? 'form' and

so ' create? but it does not in itself express the idea of creation

out of nothing ; cf. the Arabic (jJu*., prop, 'to smooth? 'polish?

then ' to create? the word used by Saadiah here. In the Pi'el

it is used of man, 'to cut with effort:
1

contrast the intensive
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stem with Qal, the simple stem, used of the free-creating of

God without any effort; cf. Ew., § 126 a. The Samaritan

renders frTD by -j^Z^, which Del. explains as equivalent

to efle/xeXiwo-e ; see Heidenheim, Bib. Sam., Heft i. p. 70, who

mentions other explanations that have been suggested.

^H ,N, plural of 9vjf. The derivation of TOK is dis-

puted ; see Appendix. DWN pluralis excellentiae, with a

singular verb; see Ges., § 124. 1 c ; M. R., § 135. 2. So we

find Dvys and tW**H§, used in a similar way, of human

superiors; and in Is. 19, 4 ntJJp D^IN, singular and plural

as here. DTvK is only joined with a plural verb in special

cases; cf. the note on 20, 13, and Ewald, § 318 a; Dav., S.,

§ 116. R. 4.

D^CttSn Jit*. ™* or "fitf, the sign of the ace. when

defined (Ges., § 117. 1; M. R., § 32; Dav., S., § 72). It corre-

sponds to the Phoenician n*K, which was probably the original

form of nx (a noun substantive from iTiK ; cf. Schroder Phoen.

Gram., § 123); cf. the Arabic 131, Aramaic JV, Syriac 1^1

(found twelve times in the Pesh. O. T.). It is usually explained

as = 'essence
1

, or 'existence,' but according to usage has so

little emphasis, that it is merely inserted to mark the definite

object; cf. Ges., Thes., p. 169 a, where its etymology is dis-

cussed, Ges., 1. c. 1, foot-note 3, and Ols., Gramm., p. 432.

D^?2ttj, only occurs in the plural in Hebrew. The singular

form would probably be V?^*, cf. *B, the assumed sing, of

D?P, a trace of which perhaps survives in the pr. n. WIN,

1 Chr. 4, 2, and see Wright, Comp. Gram., p. 150.

2. "irGI inn. ^^ = i wasteness* or 'bareness.' Some-

times the word is used metaphorically, e. g. of idols, as vain,

unrewarding, 1 Sam. 12, 21. Is. 44, 9. In Hebrew the root

nnn is not found.

B 2
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.<

1PQ =

'

emptinessl ' desolation' This word is always found

in immediate or parallel connection with inn ; it only occurs

twice again, viz. Jer. 4, 23. Is. 34, 1 1 (possibly borrowed from

this passage). A root nm is not found in Hebrew. In

Arabic we find "^ = ' vacua et inanisfuit' domus.

inn = ^n and ^2 = inn, like &p from (fh$, are both

segholates, from verbs it"?, properly t">. On the segholates

(so called from the helping vowel seghol, which replaces the

shewa under the second consonant), see Ges., § 93 ; on "inn

and 1H3 in particular, § 84 a, 1 b, and 93. Rem. 6 ; Stade,

§ 198 a; also Dav., §§ 29 and 45.

The ) before irn has a pretonic qamec, joining together

the two nouns, which are closely connected, so 2, 9. 8, 22

ST7v} DV ; see Ges., § 104. 2. Rem. e; Dav., § 15 d; cf.

especially Rem. with Ges., 1. c.

DVT^N nW ' The Spirit of God; the life-giving and

life-preserving power (Pss. 33, 6. 104, 29), not a 'wind sent

by God! as apparently Onqelos, ^ D
,

J5 I

|B N™"1

]* and others

(e.g. Ephrem and Saadiah), for nsrpD does not suit this

rendering, and the dividing of the waters in ver. 7, which

separated the earth from the water, forbids us to think of

a wind sent by God to dry up the earth.

ncmft. The usual fem. form with the participle, cf.

Ges., § 94. 1 and 2. Observe that this fem. form is accented,

like the segholates, on the penult. The word occurs again

in Deut. 32, 11, of an eagle brooding over its young. The

original meaning of the root is ' to be loose ' or ' slack,' and so

1
to hover with loose wingl the figure here being that of a bird

hovering over its young. The root is more widely used in

Syriac, the Pa'el &JLl being equivalent to the Heb. root in

Deut. 1. c, which the Pesh. renders as here with &*^Ltt ; cf.
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Bernstein, Syr. Chrest., p. 173. 4, and Lex., p. 480, the Syriac

word having also the notion of fructifying and fertilizing.

The Talmud, Trad. Chag., c. 2, fol. 15, refers thus to this

passage, njttlJ i"Wl ITJ2 ?y nsrTO r0V3 ' as a dove hovering

over its young without touching them;' cf. also Matt. 3, 16,

and the paraphrase of Milton, Par. Lost, Bk. 7, 235 :
—

' His brooding wings the Spirit of God outspread,

And vital virtue infused, and vital warmth

Throughout the fluid mass.'

3. Tf% imperf. apoc. from ilJPP, for W weakened from VC

(like '•"IS from ?"]3, weakened from ^3, Ges., § 24, 1 b; so

099^ thinned from BJ*?!, see Ges., § 27. 3. Rem. 3 b), cf.

Ges., § 75. Rem. 3 e and § 93. Rem. 6 ; Dav., § 45. On
the thinning of ! into ), see Wright, Arab. Gram., i. § 90.

Rem. ad fin.

<,iT,V The Grave Metheg (see Ges., § 16. 2. 2; Stade,

§ 54 c; cf. also Dav., § 10, foot-note) is not found with

pathach followed by \ except in *nj and Wl, z^« M^/ jto^

^^/W Maqqeph, or with the accent Pashta.

4. fcO^V Imperf. with waw conv. On the apocopated

form K"£ out of »"
1 ?")^, see Ges., § 75. Rem. 3 c ; Dav., § 45.

The so-called waw conversive or consecutive is confined to

the language of the ancient Hebrews and their neighbours

the Moabites, whose language, as we now know, was so

closely allied to their own. Besides the O. T. it occurs on

the Siloam inscription, first deciphered by Prof. Sayce, and is

frequent on the inscription of Mesha, commonly called the

Moabite stone : it is also found in later Hebrew writings

composed in imitation of Biblical Hebrew. If we remember

that the tenses in Hebrew do not indicate the date, but the

stale of an action, i.e. whether it be complete or incomplete,

the explanation of this peculiar Hebrew construction will
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not be far to seek. The imperf. denotes an action as entering

on completion. When we have a series of events, each

single event need not necessarily be regarded as completed

and independent, but each may be regarded as related to

the preceding one, one event stepping into its place after

the other, the date at which each successive event comes in

being determined by the 1, which connects the new event

with a point previously marked in the narrative. Thus here

K"Q, ver. i, is the starting-point in the narrative, to which

IBN^ first and then \T1 are related: and the narrative

developes itself, each fresh event stepping into the place pre-

pared for it by its predecessor. This construction begins to fall

into disuse in later Hebrew. It should be remembered that an

imperf. with waw conv. never refers to the future unless its

preceding perfect to which it is related is the so-called pro-

phetic perfect, which describes future events which are certain

to take place as already accomplished, and so regarded as past,

e.g. Is. 9, 5. See further, Driver, Heb. Tenses, c. vi, 3rd ed. ; also

Ges., §§ 49, 1 1 1 ; M. R., § 16 f. ; Dav., S., § 47 f. Ewald aptly

terms this construction the relatively-progressive imperfect.

21 ID s3m 1 fr$"^1. Hebrew says, ' And He saw the

light, that it was good: ' English more tersely, ' He saw that

the light ivas good;' so 6, 2. 12, 14. 49, 15. See Ewald,

§ 336 a, 2 ; and cf. Ges., § 117. 1. Rem. 6 ; Dav., S., § 146.

}

n2 . . t
n2 , in ver. 6 b . pn : the former scheme

(P3 . . . pn) is by far the most common, the latter (b . . pn)

only occurs twice again in the Pentateuch, viz. Lev. 20, 25.

2 7> 33> being rare, and generally confined to late writers;

cf. however 2 Sam. 19, 36 y~6 21D p2

.

5. Tl;w fc^p, the tone is here thrown back to avoid

the concurrence of two tone syllables; so 3, 19 Dn^ xSNh,
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4, 17 "Vy nj'a, and often; see Ges., § 29. 3b, and the note

on 4, 17.

"NIK DV. *0»* <%,' so R. V., not as the A. V., 'the

first day! *intf has not, strictly speaking, a corresponding

ordinal, though it is possible to use ptP&O as such. Here

"intf may stand, as at the head of a series the ordinal is

not needed; seeEwald, § 269 a. So 2, n. 4,19. 2 Sam. 4,2.

6. Vfl for Wlj by Ges., § 24. ia; Dav., § 15 d. Rem.

Cf. also Ges., § 104. 2 d.

7"HDtt ^PPT . Render, ' and let it be (permanently) divi-

ding! When any special stress is laid upon the continuance

of the action, the participle with rPfl is used by the best

writers, but is more frequently affected by later writers

(e.g. 2 Kings 17 it occurs nine times), and is exceedingly

common in the Mishna. As Driver, p. 170, points out, two

cases of this use of ITf! are to be distinguished. Here and

in Deut. 9, 7. 28, 29. Is. 30, 20, etc., the state described by

the particip. and rffll stands upon an independent footing.

In the instances quoted in the note on 4, 17, the state thus

described is regarded as implicitly related to another event.

Cf. also Ges., § 116. 5. Rem. 2 ; M. R., § 14. 2 a; Dav., S.,

§ 100. R. 2 ; Ryssel, De Elohistae Pentateuchi sermone, p. 58.

For the Mishna usage, see Lehrb. der Neuhebraisch. Sprache,

§ 96 b, by Strack and Siegfried.

CftS O^tt p2. ? with pretonic qamec ; so JE©?, nr6,

NtaJ, etc.; cf. Ges., § 102. 2 c; Dav., § 14. 1 d.

3Tp^ from ])\)"\, Qal = '/<? strike,'
l stamp,' 'make firm;'

Pi'el,
'

to spread out by striking:' according to LXX, Aq.,

Symm., Theod. arepe'co/ia, Vulg. 'firmamentum!
< .

7. EJJ^I. The form is (1) H^jJ., then (2) by apocopation
. < <

wy.l like a segholate, e. g. "JS[2, then (3) with a helping vowel
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(here pathach on account of the guttural y) &T- (like "W3), the

y preserving the original pathach with the prefix s
, as in the

Arabic ; cf. JoJo (the regular form = the Heb. /®P)), see

Wright, Arab. Gram., i. p. 62 : cf. further, Ges., § 75. Rem.

3 d; Da v., § 45; Driver, p. 52, foot-note 1.

7
b

. At the end of ver. 6 the LXX read km iyivrro ovt<os

instead of at the end of ver. 7, which suits ver. 6b better

than ver. 7
b

; as elsewhere, e.g. vers. 9. 11. 15. 24. 30,

p \"W immediately follows what God says. Possibly it has

been misplaced in the Mass. text, and the LXX preserve

it in the original position.

8a . D^EEJ. After this word the LXX have in their

text /ecu titv 6 Qebs on koKov, which is wanting in the Mass.

text, but would be expected here (as in vers. 3. 10) at the

end of the second day's work. In the account of the third

day's work it occurs twice, in LXX and Mass. text, ver. 10

and ver. 12. Possibly the addition in the LXX text is, as

Frankel, Einfluss, p. 60, points out, due to a reviser who

wished to make 8a parallel with 3. 10. 12. The Mass. text

again may have omitted the formula of divine approval here,

as the complete division of the waters was not made until

the third day.

9. n^m, jussive, although the shortened form is not

used; cf. 41, 34. Ruth 1, 8 Ktb. Job 3, 9. In the regular

verb, with the exception of the Hif'il stem, the ordinary

imperfect must serve as jussive, there being only one form

for both tenses; see Ges., § 48, especially 2 and 4; Dav.,

§ 23. On the syntax of the jussive, see Driver, c. iv; Ges.,

§109; M.R., §8; Dav., &9 § 61 f.

11. WEI = ' grass 'or ' grasslike plantsI the first verdure

that covered the earth young and fresh, appearing after rain,
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2 Sam. 23, 4. Job 38, 27, or after the old grass had gone,

Prov. 27, 25.

nft?y. A wider term including herbs useful for men,

Ps. 104, 14. Gen. 3, 18.

NttHJjl (the metheg under H is inserted to secure the

proper pronunciation of 1 before W) is Hifil denominative

from N£H =:
' to make or produce ' NKH ; so "lt?» ' rain,' "VW?)

' to make rain,' Bnfc> 'a root,' Vfry&i} 'to send out roots! Hifil

the causative stem, expressing with denominatives the idea

of producing or putting forth that of which the original noun

is the name, Ges., § 53. 2. So jpt yntlD.

The construction of a verb with a cognate accusative

•is common in Hebrew, so in 27, 34 npy^ PJNP1, Zech. 1, 14

nfrOp , , TlWp, and often; see Ges., § 117. 2, and Rem. a

and b; M. R., § 36; Dav., S., § 67 b and R. 2; the same

construction occurs again in ver. 20.

Render, ' Let the earth bringforthyoung grass, herbsyield-

ing seed' with the accents, 2&y being in apposition to NEH

;

see Ges., § 131. 2 a; M. R., § 71. 2 ; Dav., S., § 29 b; not

as the LXX, fioravrjv x°ptov (also Aq. and Th.), Vulg. ' herbam

virentem,' connecting KUh in the cstr. state with nb>y. But

N£H is never used thus in the O. T., it may be preceded by

PJJ 'greenness,' ' viror,' 2 Kings 19, 26. Ps. 37, 2. Is. 37, 27,

but cannot be followed by 3B>y as genitive.

"HD yi? '_/rw// /raj,' py being used collectively, lit. ' trees

offruit! The use of words in the singular to denote collective

ideas is especially frequent in Hebrew; cf. DIN, coll. 'man-

kind ' (without a plural), iTIN = ' enemies] B>SJ ' living beings!

Often the fern, ending is employed to express a collective

idea, so njJ]J

'

clouds', nmx ' caravan] n^U 'exiles;' see Ges.,

§ 123b; M. R., §61; Dav.,5.,§ 17.
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Ij^O^ ' after its kind! Emphasis is laid on the fact that

each was adapted for continuance ; the 2W)) flowered and so

produced its seed ; the yy bore fruit containing seed or stones

necessary for reproduction. pD is a common word in P.

"Q 1JHt 112JN ' in which (fruit) is its seed', i. e. for

propagation (Di.).

12. N!£W1. Hifil, imperf. apoc. with waw conv. from

WP, a verb *"a, properly i"d. The form is «*#*=: *!£,
cf. ^pip:.

in^D? for frpp, The suffix VI— for S—except in words

that are derived from verbs H"?, such as rvjfc, ri&Vp

,

!

"
,?i?P, etc.—outside this word (where it is found fourteen

times), only occurs in Vnto for WK, Job 25, 3; VflE^B for

W^tt, Judg. 19, 24; VQto for toto, Nah. 1, 13; see Ges.,

§91.1. Rem. b ; Ewald, § 247 d ; Stade, § 345 c, who remarks

that the e of these forms is to be explained as an extension of

a short e>—which has arisen out of short a (cf. § 84. 4),

—

which is still preserved before the suffix of the second pers.

masc. sing, in pause, e. g. y®&, ^?5.

14. JTHND VP. On the construction here, see Ges.,

§ 145. 7 a; M. R., § 133; Dav., S., § 113 b.

IIKQ. Nouns formed by prefixing O denote often instru-

ments or places, e. g. DPiSiD < a key,' &p ' a fork,' '"ijntt ' a

pasture' ^1^J5
i a lurking-place ; ' see further, Ges., § 85, 48 ;

Ewald, § 1 60b; and Stade, § 268 ff. Render, 'luminaries.'

ViTh The perf. with waw conv. in continuation of the

voluntative W, so in 28, 3 rVNTl . . ."Jl™ TO\ 31, 44 OTGJ

rrm . . . rVO, Ex. 5, 7 ; cf. Ges., § 112. 3, c, 0; M. R., § 24.

1 a; Driver, § 113. 2 a; Dav., S., § 55 a.

*)Tl rfirnfrO may be rendered in three different ways

:

I. As a ev dia Bvoiu, 'for signs of seasons, andfor days andfor
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years;' see Ges., Lehrgeb., p. 854, and cf. 3, 16. II.
( For

signs andfor set limes, andfor days and years.' III. ' For

signs, as wellfor times, as also for days andyears' (Tuch).

Against III. Del. 4 remarks that the correlatives ' as well,' ' as

also ' are not sufficiently clearly expressed by 1 ... 1 , as, for

example, in Ps. 76, 7; nor is this rendering suitable to the

simplicity of the narrative. On I. it may be remarked that

though the hendiadys may be possible in 3, 16, it is byno means

necessary there, and Job 10, 17. 2 Chron. 16, 14 (cited by Ges.

1. c.) are not parallel. II. is the simplest and best rendering,

and is adopted by the Vss., Kn., Del., Di., and others.

millS. 'The luminaries were to be mniK, i.e. signs,

partly in an ordinary way as marks of the different regions

of heaven, of the weather, and partly in an extraordinary

way, e. g. through eclipses of the sun and moon, the

appearances of comets, etc., which were regarded by the

ancients as foreshadowing extraordinary events (Joel 3, 3 f.

Jer. 10, 2. Matt. 24, 29).' Knobel in Di.

LD"H}n£. nyiro from ny (nyi), 'to fix', denotes any
'
stated place', as in the phrase "TjnD 7I1K

'

tent of meeting'

or as here, l any fixed, stated time ;' cf. 17, 21. The D*HyiD

here mean set times or seasons, in particular, stated annual

feasts, also periods in animal (cf. Jer. 8, 7, of the stork)

and vegetable life, and the seasons suitable to the various

occupations and employments of man.

Mtfl DVyh). On the pointing *, cf. Ges., § 104.

2 c; Dav., § 15. 1 c. ' For days andfor years] i.e. for dis-

tinguishing and counting the days, some being short, others

long, according to the season of the year : the years also

being long and short, according as they are reckoned by

the sun or moon. The nvriND had a threefold aim: (1) to
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divide the day and night; (2) to fix the calendar; (3) to

give light on the earth.

16. The lights more exactly defined. W; on the various

in which the numerals may be connected with substan-

tives, see Ges., § 134 ; M. R., § 96 ff.; Dav., S., § 35 ff. On

the article with D^lTl, see Ges., § 126. 5 ; M. R., § 85 ; Dav.,

S-, § 3°-

T'll^n ll^n JIN. On this method of expressing the

comparative, cf. Ges., § 133. 2 ; M. R., § 86.

n^mm . . . TIN?2n n«1. 'And the lesser light with

the stars to govern the night! MDtan nsi is closely attached

to Ittpn "nxEn DX; see 2, 9. 12, 17. 43, 18; Dr., Sam., p. 292.

18. v^lDTr?*!, the 7 is pointed with — by Ges., § 10. 2.

Rem.; see also Stade, § 105; and Konig, Lehrg., p. 73.

20. PPn tTCJ ' living beings,' an explanatory apposition

to Y~}&; so the Pesh. : not as the LXX, Vulg., etc., as

a genitive after Y~$; see on ver. 11 nb>J> KEH. YH? and

¥"}& are frequently found in P.

Ppl^*1
. Pilel from spy, a denom. from spy; on this form

of the intensive stem, cf. Ges., §72.7; Dav., § 40. 6. Pilel,

because a great number of birds is meant ; at the same time

expressing the idea of ' up and down,' ' to and fro
;

' cf.

Di. in loc.

y^p*^ ^2D ;V ' in front ofI on the side turned towards

the earth, i. e. in the air, for which Hebrew has no special

expression (Del., Di.).

21. L^TOn. LXX,*}^; Pesh. J&jlT; Vulg.' ceUl From

pD 'to stretch out] and used Ex. 7, 9. Deut. 32, 33, for

a serpent, but more frequently for the crocodile, see Is.

27, 1. 51, 9 ; and also for other marine animals, Job. 7, 12.

Ps. 148, 7. Render, i

sea monsters!
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n^nn tiJDj >C n^l. rVn is an adj., not a substantive

(its use as a substantive is only poetical, being then equivalent

to the prose D^n). K'DJ is practically limited and determined

by bl , hence the adj. has the article, though it is absent with

the noun: cf. 9, 10; Dav., S., §§ 32, R. 2. 99, R. 1. This

usage is rare, but is met with occasionally at all periods of

the language; see Ges., §§ 117. 1. R. 2, and 126. 5. R. 1 a

;

M. R., § 85. R. c; Driver, § 209. 1 ; and Journal of Phil., xi.

229 (where nearly all the examples are collected). Ewald,

§ 335 a, explains "nn $M as = ' the soul that lives,' regarding

the adj. with the article as virtually = to a participle and

article as in ver. 28.

D^EPF 12ntf ""ItTN ' wherewith the waters swarm! ")&$

is the ace. after p"iK>. Verbs of abounding in, and wanting,

govern the ace; see Ges., § 117. 4. Rem. 4 b; M. R., § 35;

Dav., S., § 73 c; and 9, 2.

DITTO? scriptio defectiva, for 0«W»b; cf. 4, 4 fn^n.

P)2D Ffiy ' &r<fj (coll.) ofwing! On the construction of

a subs., where in English an adj. is used, see Ges., § 128. 2 i
;

M. R., §79; Dav., S., § 24.

in^ftb. See on ver. 12.

22. *p2vl. On the position of the tone, cf. Ges., § 64. 3.

Rem. 2.

24. ijTm. IJVn with the old, so-called case ending i.

Probably the ending i was that of the nominative ; compare

the Arabic nominative ending u, but in Hebrew its distinctive

use as a mark of the nom. was lost. These terminations i or

}, also the ending \, have no meaning in Hebrew, and are

retained as mere binding vowels in particular phrases (\

especially in participles before a preposition) as archaisms,

or in imitation of archaisms; see Ges., § 90. 3 b; Dav., § 17 ;
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Static, § 344 ; Driver, p. 237 f
.

; and cf. "ty3 ^3 in Num. 24,

3. 15, and Djpfcjfl? in Ps. 114, H.

yiNi"! n^n is one of the characteristic expressions of P.

26. ntoD ' Id us makeJ Verbs rw hardly ever take the

il— of the cohortative, and verbs n"? only very rarely ; cf.

Ges., §§ 75. 6 and 108, foot-note ; M. R., § 9 ; Dav., S., § 62
j

and Driver, c. iv, esp. § 47.

We have the plural again in n, 7 and Is. 6, 8, and it has

been explained in various ways.

I. The Fathers here see a reference to the Trinity, and

many moderns have followed them ; but as Del. (Comm.,

4th ed., p. 101) and Oehl. (Theol. of O. T., § 36) remark, the

mysterium Trinitatis is not sufficiently manifest in the O. T.

to warrant this interpretation. II. Tuch and others account

for the plural on the ground that in a case of reflection or

self-consultation, the subject stands as the object, in anti-

thesis to itself, the speaker conceiving himself as addressing

himself; cf. Hitzig and Del. on Is. 6, 8 ; Tuch, Comm., 2nd

ed., p. 23. But as Del. and Di. point out, there is no proof

of the existence of such a plural. III. Kn. and others

explain the plural from the custom which monarchs have of

using the first person plural in decrees, etc. ; but though this

occurs continually in the Qoran, and is found in the Bible,

Ezr. 4, 18. 1 Mace. 10, 19. n, 31. 15, 9 (of Persian and

Greek rulers), it was never used in this way by the Hebrews.

IV. Di., Comm., p. 31, proposes a new explanation; his

words are, ' We should rather remember that the Hebrew

who speaks of God as D\"vK in the plural, regarded Him as

the living, personal conception of a fullness of power and

might; God could thus, differently from men, speak of

Himself in the plural.' A plausible explanation, but perhaps

hardly so natural as the one Del. adopts. V. Del. and others
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may possibly be right when they refer the plural, as in Is.

6, 8, to the angels. God announces to them His resolve to

create man, without however allowing them to participate in

His creation: cf. Del. here, and for the idea 1 Kings 22,

19-22. Dan. 4, 14. 7, 10. Job 1. Luke 2, 9. This is an old

interpretation, and is the one adopted by Philo (diaXeyeTu

6 reov oXcov naTi)p rais iavTov Bwdfieaiv, quoted by Del. 5
, p. 64),

Targ. Jon., which has "1H >Srt? f^ffftfl KJ??^ * "^
('V. spake to His angels who minister be/ore Him,' etc.), Rashi,

Ibn Ezra. Is. 40, 13. 14 and 44, 24 are cited against this

view, but are not conclusive : for as Del.4 (substantially

repeated in 5th ed.) remarks on this passage, ' A co-ordinate

sharing in the act of creation He does not grant them, any

more than in Is. 6, 8 in the act of sending : but He invites their

participation or interest in what He is doing, as the creating

of a being, who although of the earth, yet stands in a close

relation to them and to Him, is the point now in question.'

IN ' mankind,' collective, as the pi. VP'' shows.

D"TN. The word is found in Hebrew and Phoenician, and

is preserved in Sabaean (C. I. S., iv. 1. lin. 4) ; but in Syriac

and Arabic it only occurs as a proper name. In the Hebrew

text here, the name EHK is clearly connected with MD1K
1

earth,' as though = ' the earth-born] yrjywrjs, yrj'iuos. This,

however, cannot be, as a derivation, philologically defended.

Another derivation is from D^N 'to be red; ' cf. Joseph., Ant.,

i. I. 2 y Adagios arjfjLciivei nvppos €7reiS^7Tfp otto rfjs nvppas yrjs

(pvpaddo-rjs tyeyova) ; so many moderns, e. g. Ges., Tuch.

niOTN would then = (

the (red) earth' possibly alluding to the

colour of the soil in Palestine ! But as Di. points out, the

two words cannot be regarded as limited to Palestine only,

nor is the term red ' characteristic of all men. Another

explanation is based on the meaning of the root preserved
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in Arabic, ' to attach oneself toI so DIN = ' animal sociabile.'

This, however, is not very probable. The comparison with

the Assyr. admit,
lyoung' (of a bird), Del., Proleg., 103 f.

and Assyr. Worterbuch, is also doubtful. Any certain etymo-

logy for DiK has not as yet been found, see further Di.,

p. 53, and Del. 5 on 2, 6.

"*\X) 1^721 . D& = 'figure! * image,' *Ik4>p. m»l is

more abstract = ' likeness,' 6/zotWiy.
( The Greek and Latin

Fathers make a distinction between D7¥ and r\)Dl, referring

a?¥ to the physical or inborn, niEl to the ethical or receptive

side of the Divine image (Ebenbild)/ Di. But the absence

of l between the two words (only the LXX have /cat), and

a comparison of ver. 27 and 9, 6, where only the one, with

5, 1, where only the other occurs, do not favour this view.

The two words are almost synonymous, the second being

added to emphasize the first (Di.).

J"01, collective, 'fishes' = D\n V!, 9, 2. Ps. 8, 9.

27. InN N"0 ' made He him,' i.e. mankind. £HN con-

ceived as collective, mankind in general being spoken of.

HN N"0 i""Gp}1 IDT ' male andfemale made He them!

the two sexes are mentioned, hence the plural DAK.

28. *n*n WD. ma joined with nni is characteristic of P.

ilt!?Dnn. The art. supplies the place of the relative in

English; see Dav. S., § 99 and R. 1 ; M. R., § 92. Rem. a;

Ewald, § 335 a, and cf. Ges., § 138. 3. Rem. b. On the article

with n'Wi, after a subs, defined by bz, see Driver, § 209. 2
;

and cf. 7, 21. Lev. 11. 46.

29. ''ATlD for •njJlJ; see Ges., § 66. 2. Rem. 3. ' I give,'

the prophetic perf., ' the event being regarded as so certain,

it is already conceived of as actually come to pass ;
' cf. Ges.,
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§ 106. 3; M.R. 3. 1 ; Dav., S., § 41; more fully, Driver, §§ 13,

14. See 9, 13. 15, 18. 17, 20. 23, 11. 13. 41, 41.

^ ItTJN , lit. ' which is in it' i. e. ' wherein] see Ges.,

§ 138. 1. and Rem. 2 ; Dav., S., §90, and R. 1.

30. "CI p"V TO i"lN. The verb WO here seems to have

dropped out. To make the ace. dependent on the TlDJ in

ver. 29 is difficult, as TOK? iTiT Dsi? intervenes, and these

words can hardly be, as Di. suggests, a parenthesis. The

Vulg. paraphrases ' ut habeant ad vescendum'. The Arab,

adds jjJLi*. ' / have appointed it ' or ' set it.

ltoy pV h^ = ' all verdure of herbs;' cf. Ex. 10, 15 t6)

pyn pi1 bz nnta.

2&I* = ' ^r£,' in its widest sense, the green of it being

emphasized as that which animals commonly live on.

31. ^tl/VT DY\ Common words like DI* are sometimes

treated as definite in themselves, and may then dispense

with the article; cf. 2, 3 '•y'a^n DV (also Ex. 20, 10). 1 Kings

7, 12 rbwm "ivn, also ver. 8 mnNn nxn, Ez. 40, 28. 31.

2 Chron. 23, 20 \vbyn "W, Neh. 3, 6 TUWn "W, also

Journ. Phil., xi. 229 f.; Ges., § 126. 5. R. 1 a; Ew., § 293 a;

Dav., S., § 32. R. 2; and Dr., § 209. 1. On the relation in

which the Cosmogony of Genesis stands to modern science,

cf. Driver in the Expositor, Jan. 1886, pp. 23-45.

2.

1. DN12, applied zeugmatically to pxni D^Pn. The

phrase l

host of heaven' is common in the O. T., e.g. 1 Kings

22, 19 (= (

the angel hosts'). Josh. 5, 14 f. (=' army or host

of God'). Ps. 103, 21 (of the elements). The phrase 'host

of the earth', here due to the D^D^TJ N2V, is not common
elsewhere, we find instead pKH N^D, Is. 34, 1.

c
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2. TO n
"l. 'And God ended', not as a pluperfect as some

render. It is very doubtful whether an imperf. with waw

conv. can stand for a pluperfect, if no perfect in a pluperfect

sense precedes, and it is scarcely consistent with the meaning

of the idiom; cf. on i, 4. When a writer wishes to mark

that a pluperfect sense is necessary, he usually separates the

1 from the verb, which then naturally passes over into the

perfect (n?2 D\1PN1). For a full discussion of the question

and an examination of the instances in which waw conv.

with the imperfect has been supposed to be equivalent to a

pluperfect, see Driver, § 76. Obs.

1173= here 'to bring to an end,' 'to leave off;' cf. Ex. 34, 33.

1 Sam. 10, 13. Ez. 43, 23 (where i"v3 occurs with \6). This

' leaving off or resting ' fills up the seventh day, just as the

work of creation the six preceding days. ' God did not create

anything on the seventh day,' Kn. The Sam., LXX, Pesh.,

Ber. Rab. read ""W for 'JPMJj an intentional alteration to

avoid the idea that God created anything on the seventh day.

faOfcOQ from nasfe, which has arisen out of n3K^D,

the weak letter N surrendering its vowel to the preceding

vowelless consonant, and the pathach under the prefix D

disappearing and its place being taken by shewa vocal; cf.

Stade, § no c and § 112 b; Ges., § 23. 2 and § 95. 3. In

the form with the suffix ), the pathach under the ? is due to

the syllable being short and unaccented.

<

3. "niv !. If the penult, is an open syllable waw conv.

frequently draws back the tone on to it, leaving the last

syllable a short unaccented syllable; see Daw, § 23. 3 b;

Driver, § 69; Ges., § 49. 2 b. Cf. 1, n. 22, and often.

TOftl DV r>N. Cf. on 1, 31.
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mfc^S D^nStf Nil Ittfr*. Two renderings are pos-

sible, (I) ' which God had created in respect of making! quae

creaverat Deus faciendo. The inf. cstr. being used to define

a preceding verb, as in Judg. 9, 56 y\rb . . . nfety 1BW ;

2 Kings 19, 1 1 DEnnni? . . . ib>y ; Ps. 103, 20 ywh nai W

;

cf. Ges., § 45. 2 ; Ewald, § 280 d; M. R., § 113 ad fin. But

as K"Q in this construction would be followed by "1EW

(= n3K^iD), which is against the usage of the language, and for

which nasta TX&y would stand, Di. (II) prefers rendering with

Ewald, § 285 a, 'in making which he had created} i.e. 'which

he had made creatively ' (cf. Del.5
die er schopferisch ausgefiihri

hatte), ~\WX being ace. after TY&fb, and the latter word being

defined by k-o ; cf. nmfo bmn, -\iyrb nAsn, bbznrb nmn.

The LXX have hv fjpgaTo 6 Qeds noi^a-ai, a paraphrase. The

Pesh. >a.vv>\ )i^L^ )£*?, as the Hebrew, so Onq. WW
IZiypp

JJ. Vulg. 'quod creavit Deus utfaceret!

4. nil71n n7fr$ .
' These are the generations ofthe heavens

and the earth when they were created? HVlTin,—which only

occurs in the pi. cstr. state,—when it stands before a proper

name signifies 'generations," not as a nom. act.
f
but in the

sense 'those who are drought forth,' so=famity, 'the details

about those who springfrom any one ;' hence in the title of a

book or chapter, ' the history of the families springing from

any one! LXX, yeveo-is ; in this passage @i(3\os yeixfo-eco?. Here

m"6m= the 'creatures,' i.e. 'the things brought into existence

when heaven and earth were created! Elsewhere nn7in always

refers to what follows, e.g. 5, 1. 6, 9. 10, 1, but in this

chap, no history of the heavens and the earth follows, so

Schrader and others suppose that this half verse properly

ought to precede 1, 1, its present position being perhaps due

to the compiler of the book, who inserted it here in order to

form a transition to 2, 4 b, ff. The rpK (as it stands now)

c 2
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points backwards, and may be rendered, ' Such then are the

generations:
1

so Job 18, 21. Ps. 73, 12. Gen. 10, 20. 31.

32. Cf. further, Del., Comm. 6
, p. 72 f.; Di., p. 38 f.; Tuch,

p. 49 ; Driver, Introd., p. 5. The heading nn^n rbtt is

peculiar to P : so 5, 1. 6, 9. 10, 1, etc.; and as the remainder

of chap. 2 is not taken from this document, the formula as it

now stands must be regarded as a ' subscription ' to chap. 1.

In all the other cases, however, where these words occur in

P., they are always the ' superscription ' to the following

narrative.

O^Ht'N miT', the combined name 'Va/iiveA Elohim' is

only found once again in the Pent. (viz. Ex. 9, 30) outside

Genesis, but occurs in Joshua. On the Tetragrammaton,

m.T, cf. Appendix. P uses &rb$ till Ex. 6, 3.

^ttttT) Y"^N. Only once again, in Ps. 148, 13.

N"nrn. Inf. Nif\ with 3 prefixed, and the suff. of the

third pers. pi. masc, from N13. The n is written smaller than

the other letters, and is marked by the Massoretes N"^Vt
"n

,

i. e. He small. Tuch remarks on this :
' The n minusc. in

DK"Qrt3 (cf. 5, 2) has a critical significance, and points to a

variant reading, Qal (viz. DK'Oa), not Hof., as Rosenmtiller

thinks. Similarly Lev. 1, 1/ Cf. Di., p. 39, who apparently

endorses this view. Other instances of letters written smaller

or larger than the other letters will be found in Strack, Pro-

legomena critica, p. 92, e.g. litterae majusculae in Lev. 11, 42,

pna, with waw larger than the other three letters; in Num.

14, 17, Mn ?1JJ; in Deut. 34, 12, ? in ?*H^J and litterat

minusculae in Deut. 32, 18,
s in ^n ; Esth. 9, 9, & in Nrit?»"|3 •

see also Bleek (Introduction, § 357 f.) [Eng. transl.], or Keil

(Introduction, § 205) [Eng. transl.]. A list of the ^ litterae

majusculae el minusculae ' will be found in Ochla we Ochla (ed.
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FrensdorfT), Nos. 82-84 > Buxtorf, Tiberias (1665 ed.). They

are not expressly mentioned in the Talmud, and probably in

the course of time became more numerous. Buxtorf, I.e.,

enumerates thirty-one instances of the lit. majusc, and thirty-

two of the lit. minusc. The Jews give fanciful explanations.

The two following—viz. on this passage, and 23, 2—are cited

from the Tiberias, p. 147 ff. '"H in voce DK"Ui"Q "quando creaia

fuerant ilia" nempe, coelum et terra, Gen. 2,4. Ad indican-

dum, fore ut omnia creata minuantur et intereant : et ut lictera

n constat ex lineis dissolutis et ab invicem separatis, sic creata

cuncta dissolventur, sicut scriptum est: " Coeli velutfumus

evanescent, et terra ut pannus veterascet, et habitatores ejus

similiter morientur," Is. 51, 6. Hebraei litterarum mysteria

sectantes, notant innui transpositionem hujus litterae, ut ex

DN"Qm fiat DIVON2 "propter Abraham," i. e. propter fideles

creatum esse mundum : illi enim soli Deum propter admi-

randa creationis opera laudant/ And on the small 3 in

23, 2 (p. 152): 'ad indicandum, planctum et luctum propter

mortuos, viris minuendum esse, ne modum excedat, quod

et Abrahamum fecisse, externo litterae signo indicatum fuit.'

See another Jewish explanation of Gen. 2, 4, from the Tal-

mud, Tract. Menachoth, fol. 29, col. 2, in Hershon, The'

Pentateuch according to the Talmud, p. 92 (Eng. transl.).

Render, When they were created? lit. 'in their being created;'

a common use of the inf. cstr., like the Greek construction

cV to), with the inf.; see Ges., § 114. 2, 3 ; M. R., § 111 b.

4
]
>. The narrative begins here. 'In the day ofGod's making?

i.e.
i when God made,' etc. On the construction, see Ges.,

§ "5« 2
> 3; M - R., § in a, § 118; Dav., S., §§ 90 b, 91a.

CV3,= Ht. 'in the day 0/,' is freely used for
l

at the time of;'

so 3, 5 DI&3N DV3; Is. 11, 16 lrvty DVZl; Jer. 11, 7 DV3

vhyn. rife^j.ssirtain P.
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The apodosis to 4
b

, mby DV3, may be either ver. 7 or ver. 5.

If we take ver. 7 as the apodosis, then vers. 5, 6 will be a paren-

thesis descriptive of the earth's condition before God created

mankind, and we should have to render it as follows :

—

1 Winn Yahweh Elohim made earth and heaven {now no shrub

of the field wasyet on the earth, and no herb of thefield had yet

sprung up ; for Yahweh Elohim had not sent rain upon the

earth, and there was no man to till the ground ; and a mist

used to go up and water all the surface of the ground),

then Yahweh Elohim formed' etc. So Bunsen, Di., and

Schrader.

If we make ver. 5 the apodosis, then the rendering would

be, ' When Yahweh Elohim made earth and heaven, then there

was no shrub of the field',' etc. So Tuch and Kn.

Against the first rendering it may be urged that the con-

struction is too involved, and seems to identify a period (ver. 6),

with a point (ver. 7) of time. To make rPb> ?31 the apodosis

to 4
b is against the division of the verses and the syntax

(Del.) ; cf., however, on the latter point, Driver, §§123 and

124, who cites Lev. 7, i6b . Josh. 3, 3, and other instances of

the imperf. separated from 1, after a time determination, and

this passage may possibly be explained in the same way.

The argument, too, from the division of the verses is hardly

conclusive. Del. takes apparently 4
b and 4

a
, after the analogy

of 5, 1, as belonging together, and regards vers. 5 and 6 as

independent sentences introductory to ver. 7, which beginning

with "W ('so he formed') expresses the main point, viz. the

creation of man.

5. On the imperf. after 0*39, c^ Ges., § 107. 1. Rem. 1 ;

INI. R., § 6. 1 ; Ewald, § 337 c ; Driver, § 27 b ; Dav., S., § 45.

Ewald, 1. c, remarks that DID for the most part stands in

circumstantial clauses, preceded by the subject.
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TO indefinite, and with the negative= ' none* Germ, kein:

cf. Ges., § 152. 1 a; M. R., § 142 ; Ewald, § 323 b ; Dav., S.,

§11. R. 1 b. On px, see Ges., I.e. 1 c; Ewald, § 321 a;

M. R., § 1 40 ; Dav., £., § 127b.

On the position of px in the sentence, cf. Num. 20, 5

?X D^l, M. R., § 79. 6 b. Rem. a; Dav., &, 1. c.

6. n?y\ The imperf. used in a frequentative sense, and

followed by a perfect with waw conv. nptyrn . The companion

construction to the imperf. with waw conv. is that of the

perfect with waw conv. According to Ewald, § 234 a, b,

this construction was originally due to the opposite con-

struction of the perfect, followed by an imperfect with waw

conv.; just as the two tenses are in many aspects opposite

one to the other, so the peculiar idiomatic use of the one,

generated a corresponding idiomatic use of the other as its

counterpart. Ols., cited by Driver, remarks that this use of

the perfect rests originally on a ! play of the imagination/ in

virtue of which an action when brought into relation with a

preceding occurrence as its consequence, from the character of

inevitability it then assumes, is contemplated as actually com-

pleted. In this construction ' the nascent action (i. e. the

action of the imperf.) is conceived of as advancing to completion

(the action of the perfect with waw conv.), as no longer

remaining in suspension, but as being (so to say) precipitated.'

Driver, Tenses, p. 117. Compare c. viii, where a full dis-

cussion of this idiom will be found, and the rules concerning

the shifting of the tone one place forward with the waw conv.

are noted. When the waw and the verb are separated, the

imperf. reappears. Cf. also Ewald, §§ 136 c, 342 b, 1; M. R.,

§§ 2 3> 2 5 ) Ges., § 112.3 a. Other instances of the imperf.

as a frequentative, followed by a perf. with waw conv.,
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are 6, 4. 29, 2. 3 IT^.ll . . . Ip^iTi . , . 1^31 . . . 1DDNJ1 . . . 1pE» ;

1 Kings 14, 28 DWm . . . D1Kfe*j 2 Kings 3, 25 . , . wbw
niN^DI, etc. See also Dav., S., §§ 44 b, 54 b.

IN only occurs in this passage and Job 36, 27. The

LXX render here by ^7^, and in Job, 1. c, by ve<f)e\r]
}
which

is also Onqelos' rendering here (NJJS!). Pesh. and Vulg.

have respectively JL^cl^o and 'fons.' Saadiah agrees with

the ordinary rendering ' mistl ' vapour] *jjs?. . The word *1$

appears to be confined to Hebrew. Ges. in the Thesaurus,

p. 35, is in error when he says that the word ^N is used in

the Targ., Job 3, 5. Prov. 23, 33. He has accidentally

written ' Targum ' for ' the Commejitary of Rabbi Levi ben

Gerson' (of Provence, died 1370), cited by Buxtorf, Lexicon.

Chald. Talm. et Rabb., p. 69.

7. 12^1. On the form of this '•"d verb, see Ges., § 70. 1;

Dav,, § 39. 2.

OT^n. On the derivation of DIN, compare the note on

1, 26. The author connects DIN with i"lD*7N, as though he

would imply that man bore in his name a mark of his earthly

origin. On the article with DIN, cf. Ges., § 126. 2 d ; Ewald,

277 c; M. R., § 66. Rem. a; Dav., S., § 21 c.

"1DV is a second accusative, specifying or defining the

material used in the operation ; see Ges., § 1 17. 5 b. 8 ; Ewald,

§ 284 a. 1 ; M. R., § 45. 5; Driver, § 195. 1 (Tertiary predicate);

Dav., S., § 76. Cf. Ex. 20, 25.

D^PL The masc. plural used to form an abstract noun.

* The plural may serve to collect together the scattered items

into a higher idea, so as to form the signification of an ab-

stract/ Ewald, § 179, who gives as other instances D N*n3

'Jlittings,
7

Job 7, 4; D^yiy 'perverseness ;' D'HUD ' blindness
;'

cf. also Stade, § 324 b, who remarks 'that D"n is the only
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word of this sort in general use, the other instances that

occur being archaisms, and belonging to the conventional

language of the Law, or of Poets or Prophets.' See also

Ges., § 124. ib; Dav., S., § 16.

tiD2? . TP1. In the sense of ' become,' b ifn, cf. 17, 4.

18, 18, etc., is more frequent than iTTI, followed by the simple

subst., as in 4, 20. 21. 19, 26.

ITDjJ m Heb. = the breath of life that is in every indi-

vidual being. Man derives this breath of life from God

immediately (Job 27, 3. Is. 42, 5), animals from the earth

(1, 20. 24), and so only mediately from God, yet partici-

pating in God's spirit (Job 34, 14 f. Ps. 104, 30). In this

direct inspiration lies man's pre-eminence over the animal

world, stress being laid on the manner in which man ' be-

came a living soul.' He comes into existence as a personal

being in a personal relation with God. Cf. Oehl., § 70. Onq.

renders n sn V2) by fc&^p ™l • a talking spirit.'

8. \1V2 p. 'A garden in Eden' ]^V as an appellative

means 'loveliness,' 'delight,' but is here clearly the name of the

place where the garden was situated. The LXX render here

napaheicrov (v 'Ebe'p. ; ver. 1 5 (incorrectly) napabclcrod rrjs rpvcprjs,

so 3, 24, and Vulg. 'Paradisum voluplalis.' Pesh. has \ai+y&

\l±J> , Saadiah ^Is. ^ UlL*.. Schr., C. O.T., p. 26 f., says

'Eden, Heb. J"}.}), has originally nothing to do with J"jy, pi.

E^y "loveliness," but is a word that came over to the Hebrews

from the Babylonians, meaning properly "field',' "plain;" in

Assyrian i-di-nu.' ]~}V, pointed with^-^, to distinguish it

perhaps from HV with -^ , is a pr. n., the name of a district

in Mesopotamia, or Assyria, which, according to 2 Kings 19,

12. Is. 37, 1 2, came under the rule of Assyria. ]^V has not yet

been identified; cf. further, Di., pp. 55 and 6 iff.; Del. 5

, p. 79.
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Q"TpE is local, not temporal (for yDM is against this),=
' eastwards,' ' on the east of ' (a further definition of the position

of Eden; cf. 3, 24. 11, 2. 13, 11), i.e. from the standpoint

of the narrator in Palestine.

9. n£!n. The shortened form of the Hif. imperf.; see

Ges., § 65. 1 c. Rem. 3; Dav., § 37. 1, 2.

5TY1 niro Win pn = ' and the tree of knowledge of

(lit. of the knowing) good and evil ;' i.e. the tree, the partaking

of the fruit of which would cause persons to know good

and evil.

SHI nllO cannot be genitive after njn, as a word defined

by being in the construct state does not take the article, but

must be regarded as the accusative; cf. Jer. 22, 16 tfn tihn

TlK njnn ( was not that the knowing me ?' see Ewald, § 236 a

;

M. R., § no. Rem.; Ges., § 115. 1. Rem. 3; Dav., S., § 19.

The article prefixed to an inf. cstr. is very rare.

im HIE. On the pointing of 1 with — , see on 1, 2.

10. 'And a river was going out of Eden, to water the

garden; andfrom thence it separated itself, and became four

branches!

NTP. The part, denoting continuous, unintermittent

action; see Ges., § 107. 1. Rem. 2 ; Driver, § 21; M. R.,

§ 14. 2 a; cf. Dav., S., §97. R.

"US'1
. On the imperf. as a freq. in past time, see Driver,

§ 30 a; M. R., § 6. 2 a ; Dav., S., § 44 b.

rrm ; cf. on MpBfen, ver. 6.

11. ntt^S =, according to Gesenius, 'streaming! or

' stream,' from a root Bha ' to burst forth! It is not found

again in the Canonical books of the Old Testament, but is
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mentioned in Ecclesiasticus 24, 25, together with the Tigris.

The Arabic of Saadiah has J-*jJ I
' the Nile! The other

versions follow the Heb. text. Its position is more closely

defined by the mention of the land (nbin) round which it

flows. Joseph. {Ant., i. 1. 3), the Fathers (Euseb., Aug., Hier.),

and others identify it with the Ganges; Reland and others

consider it is the Phasis; Del. and the moderns, the Indus.

ilT'inn occurs only here with the art.; in 10, 7. 29, it is men-

tioned partly among the Cushites, and partly among the sons

of Joqtan, together with Ophir. It also occurs in the phrase

(25, 18) ~W ly rbwo ; cf. 1 Sam. 15, 7, and Dr., Sam., p. 94.

Havila in 25, 18 and 1 Sam. 15, 7 seems to have been the

eastern frontier of the Ishmaelites and Amalekites on the

Persian gulf. The moderns identify the Havila of this verse

with India ; according to their view p^S is the Indus. That

one of the rivers here mentioned was an Indian one, was the

view prevalent among the ancients ; and the identification of

fiT^n with India, and pg^a with the Indus, is strengthened by

the fact that the products of the land of nT'in, viz. rbll, 3rlT,

Di"i£>, are mentioned by ancient writers as being found in

India ; the gold of the Indus district being celebrated among

classical writers, as that of Ophir was among biblical : cf.

Her., iii. 106 ; Diod. Sic, ii. 36; Curt., viii. 9.18. Cf. 1 Kings 10,

11. Ps. 45, 10. Job 22, 24: see further, Del/', p. 82; Di., p. 60
1

.

n^in has the article by Ewald, § 277 c; cf. ver. 7. It seems

to indicate, as Di. remarks, that the Hebrews had not then

forgotten the original meaning of the word, ' the sand land'

par excellence. The HT'in mentioned in 10, 7 (cf. 1 Chron. 1, 9)

among the sons of Cush seems to denote a place distinct

1 The name may possibly — ' SandlandJ or ' Land of golden sand,

connected with 'nn 'sand.'
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from those intended here, and in 25, 18. 1 Sam. 15, 7.

It is perhaps to be identified with the modern Zeila on

the Abyssinian coast, south of Bab-el-Mandeb. Cf. the note

on 10, 7.

HDDn NirT = '/-to is the one encompassing Ihe whole land

ofHavila! The article with the predicate, cf. Driver, § 135. 7

;

see also Ges., §§ 116. 5. Rem. 1, 126. 2 i. Rem.; Dav., S.,

§ 19. R. 3. 35b without the article would='z'.y encompassing.'

The word 220 does not of necessity imply a complete

surrounding; cf. Num. 21, 4. Judg. 11, 18. Ps. 26, 6.

On the relative construction DE> "IBW, cf. Ges., § 138. 1.

and R. 2 ; M. R., § 156 d ; Dav., £, § 9. R. 1.

12. HiTF!. The 1 is pointed 1 by Ges., § 104. 2 c. On the

-srr- under the T, to emphasize the sibilant, see Ges., § 10. 2.

Rem. A; Stade, § 105. Cf. 3, 17 (najlDKfl). 25, 22. 27, 26.

2 9> 3- 8 P^§!)' * *s marked with metheg, as in Judg. 5, 12,

rQBfl
: see Ges., § 16. 2, 1 a; Stade, § 52 d.

fc^n in the Pent., with the exception of eleven places, is

of common gender. The punctuators, however, by pointing

it Nin
?
indicate that they meant it to be read as K^H, the usual

form of the fern. : cf. Ewald, § 184 c ; Ges., § 32. in. 6 ; Stade,

§ 171 c. 2. This has usually been explained as an archaism,

but Nold., Z. D.M. G., xx. (1866), p. 458, has pointed out

that this cannot be philologically sustained, if we compare the

other Semitic languages, all of which exhibit distinct forms

for the masc. and fern. He, shewing that the double form

must have existed before the different branches of the Semitic

race had parted from their common home, rejects the sup-

position that the fern. Wn was at an early date lost, and again

introduced into the language at a later period from the

Aramaic, but admits that he has no plausible solution of the
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anomaly to offer. Only he is convinced ' that it cannot be

explained as an archaism (dass es mit dem Archaismus nichts

ist) ; at the most it might be an artificial archaism.' Stade,

I.e., regards it as 'a mistake of tradition/ and adds, 'probably

the use of Kin for both genders arose from a MS., which both

for Nin and N^n wrote defectively Nn, as it is found on the

Moabite stone and Phoenician inscriptions. This Nn was

thoughtlessly always miswritten ton.' Del., in the ' Zeitschrift

fur Kirchliche Wissenschaft und Kirchliches Leben,' i. p. 393 ff.,

has accepted Noldeke's statement that it cannot be an archaism,

and accounts for the fem. as follows :
' Though through all

Hebrew, even in the post-biblical literature (cf. p. 395 of his

article), the distinction of gender was not sharply defined;

yet at the time of the revision of the text, the use of Nin

for the fem. was regarded as a mistake (for outside the

Pentateuch it is unheard of, and not found in the Hebrew-

Samaritan Pentateuch). In the recension of the text however

it was presupposed that in the language at the time of Moses,

although it possessed for the fem. the form N\n, the use of

Nin as of double gender prevailed, and the distinction of

gender was at the lowest stage of its development.'

Stade's view (cf. Ges., Gram., 1. c. 6 b. end), that N\n and

Nin were both originally written Nn, and that the last redactors

of the text have almost everywhere written this Nin without

regard to gender, is borne out by the Nn on the Moabite

stone, line 6, Nn D3 TDK^=KVrO| "WMta, and line 27 m
Nn Din »a nan= Nin win *| ntoa rva (cf. Mic. 5, 1, m
Dn?, masculine); and in Phoenician; see C. I. S., vol. i. p. 4

(Inscription of Yehawmelek, king of Gcbal), line 9, pl)£ "pD

Nn ; line 13, Nn nDNPO : p. 14 (Inscription of Esmunazar,

king of Sidon), line 10, Nn DIN; line 11, Nn rotao. Cf.

line 22, Nn na^DDn. This is .probably the best explanation
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of the anomaly 1
. See also C. P. Ges., p. 214 b. The art. is

pointed according to Ges., § 35. 2 A; Dav., § 1 1 b. WH is

here defined by the art. by Ges., § 126. 5; M. R., § 85;

Dav., § 1 3. Rule 1 ; S., § 6.

PITH-H .
' Bdellium* a transparent kind of gum, with a

pleasant smell, and of wax-like appearance; found, according

to Pliny, in India, Arabia, Media, and Babylonia : so Jos., Aq.,

Symm., Theod., and Vulg. In Greek the by-forms 0Se'XXa,

ndfeXKov occur. The LXX have av6pa£ here, but in Num.

11, 7 (the only other passage where the word occurs) KpvaraK-

Xor, regarding TV12 as a stone, but this would have required

J3K before it. The Pesh. has U^o^a (reading 1 for *i),

which apparently can be used of pearls or crystals. Saad.

and others render pearls (so also Ges. in T/i.), which meaning

would be suitable here—between nriT and Dnt? but hardly in

Num. 11, 7 (Del.), and according to Tuch was first derived

from this passage in order that some object of equal value

with an? and Dnc> might be mentioned; but cf. 1 Kings 10,

2. 10. The etymology is doubtful.

QnilTl. Probably the Prasius or Beryl. The art. as in

nntn, according to Ges., § 126. 3 b; M. R., § 68; Dav., S.,

§ 22 d. The LXX here give 6 \i60s 6 npdaiuos, perhaps

meaning the beryl, Vulg. ' lapis onychijius' Pesh. JJoj.r>, Onq.

KP"?I2. Elsewhere variously rendered, onyx, sardonyx, sardius,

which all belong to the same species (chalcedony), or beryl

(more correctly chrysopras) : cf. H. W. B., nth ed., Di. in

loco. The etymology is doubtful.

1 It is not certain that *on = NM is confined to the Pentateuch. It

seems to be found in the Codex Petropolitanus (916 A.D.), edited by

Dr. Strack, 1876. Delitzsch denies this (see p. 394 of his article), but

admits that the distinction between i and ' is slight. Cf. also on this

point, Baer, Ezech., p. 108 f.
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13. prPiL A similar formation to P^? . From JVa '

to burst

forthl This river flowed round the land of &^3, and is quite dis-

tinct from the prM mentioned in 1 Kings 1, 33. 38. 45. 2 Chron.

32, 30. 33, 14. The LXX have here Trjeov, Vulg. ' Ge/ion,' so

the other Vss. The LXX in Jer. 2, 18 translate the Heb.

"tirPB^ Nile, by T>ia>v; cf. Ecclesiasticus 24, 27. Josephus and

the Fathers also consider the Nile the river here meant, so

many moderns. B^3 is Ethiopia. Thus if fln*| is the Nile, we

have a river taking its source in Asia, flowing round the

African B^3 ! Others consider #SD as representing only the

Asiatic Cushites, and identify [irM with either the Ganges or

Oxus. Reland identifies it with the Araxes. Del. and Di.

(provisionally) decide for the Nile, explaining the anomaly

above noted, as having arisen through the ignorance of the

ancients of geography ; see their commentaries in loco.

14. /pin,= '//$<? Tigris] occurs again Dan. 10, 4. The

Heb. name agrees with the Sumerian Idigna, and the Bab.-

Assyr. Idiglat (Schr., C. 0. T., 32 f.; Del., Par., 170). In

Aramaic the name is ^W^ (so Onq. here); the Pesh. has

fcj&a?, Arab. iL^. 'The Aryan name (Old Persian Tigra,

Pahlawi n~UT, Greek Tiyprjs, Ttypi?), according to the express

tradition of the ancients (Strabo, xi. 14, 8; Pliny, vi. 31;

Curt., iv. 9), designates the river as " the arrow-swift" Old

Baktrian tighra= "pointed," tighri=. " arrow." Dillmann.

JH'Slp. Render, ' in front of Assyria] i.e. from the

standpoint of the narrator ; so LXX Kartvavn, Pesh. ^JlOcu^ .

Others (the Targg., Aq., Tuch) render ' east of thus includ-

ing Mesopotamia in the term "WK; but then the narrator

could not have spoken of the Tigris as being east of Assyria,

for he must have known that Assyria extended far east of the

Tigris. Mesopotamia, too, is called Dnru D"1K in 24, 10; for
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this meaning of ncnp, cf. 4, 16. 1 Sam. 13, 5. Ez. 39, 11 (all).

Cf. Di., p, 59-

mD. ' The Euphrates] not further defined, as being

familiar to every Hebrew reader. It is often mentioned in

O.T. as ' the great river] or ' the river ' nr' ($oxr)v. Together

with the Heb.-Aramaic name, we have now the Old Persian

i Ufrdlu] and the Babylonian-Assyrian ' Burattuv] ' Purdtu.'

A Semitic etymology is still unknown ; see Di. in loc., and

M. and V. in H. W. B., nth ed., p. 702 a.

15. inn^l. The Hif. imperf. with waw conv. from

ni3 : see Ges., § 72. Rem. 9 ; Dav., § 40, esp. Rem. c. N. B.

rr^n= ' / cause to rest] rvan ' to place] ' set] ' lay down.'

mOti&1 mnyb. The inf. cstr. with suffixes follows

the analogy of the segholate nouns : see Ges., § 61. 1; Dav.,

§ 31. 4. Possibly the suffixes should be pointed n, as [3 is

generally masc., cf. note on 9, 21.

16. ,V *\T**\ ' laid a command on him.' More usually ni¥,=

* to command] is followed by an ace, or the prep. 7 , or ?X

(cf. 28, 6. Is. 5, 6. Amos 2, 12), the words of the command

being introduced by 1DN?.

TCNn TON. ' Thou mayest indeed eat.' The inf. abs.

being prefixed to the verb. ' The inf. abs. expresses the idea

of the verb simply, without conditions of person, mood, etc.

;

hence, when it precedes the finite verb, there is first the idea

bare, and then the idea modified ; and the effect of the whole

is to express with some variety of emphasis the fact (not

the quality) of the action as now predicated in the finite

verb.' Dav., § 27, rule at end. See also Ewald, § 312 a; Ges.,

§ 113. 3 a; Dav., S., §§ 85, 86; M.R, § 37.

On the potential use of the imperf., see Driver, § 38 a; Ges.,

§ 107. 4 b ; M. R., § 7. 2 a; Dav., S., § 43 b.
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TON is one of the five verbs that form their imperf. with

holem in the first syllable : see Ges., § 68. 1 ; Dav., § 35.

17. ' But from the tree of knowledge ofgood and evil, thou

shall not eat of it! On the preposition with the suffix,

repeating the substantive (a use allied to that of the casus

pendens), see Ges., § 135. 1. Rem. 2, foot-note 1; Driver,

§ 197. Obs. 1; Ewald, § 309 a, ad fin.; Dav., S., § 106 b.

*"[TON is an instance of an inf. cstr. with the suffix de-

parting from the analogy of segholate nouns : cf. ver. 15, and

see Ges., § 61. 1. Rem. 2.

18. nVn lltt N7. The inf. cstr. as the subject of a

sentence : cf. Ges., § 1 14. 1 a ; M. R., § 1 12 b ; Dav., S., § 90.

17 nto^N . The 7 of V has a dag. forte conjunctivum

or euphonicum : see Ges., § 20. 2 ; Dav., § 7. 4, foot-note; cf.

ver. 28. The LXX and Vulg. here have read the plural, to

bring the text into conformity with 1, 26.

1"T3w3 "^V, lit. '# help as before him' i.e.
l a help corre-

sponding to him' ' meet for him,' A.V. LXX have here kot

avrov, in ver. 20 ofioios alrw; so the Pesh. and Vulg. In Rab-

binic, i:OD= ' corresponding to:' see Ges., Thes., p. 847. Ify

is used concretely, as in Ps. 70, 6 : cf. Nah. 3, 9.

19. "^!TH is written defectively for "Wl, which occurs in

ver. 7. The verb must not be rendered as a pluperfect. It

appears that the narrator conceived the formation of animals

as posterior to that of man. For the question of the use

of the imperf. with waw conv. as a pluperfect, cf. the note

on ver. 2.

rrrir>n rrn to j, p r\Kn rvn ^ (i, 25. 30; cf. 9, 10).

HO. On the punctuation of no, see Ges., §37. 1; Dav.,

§ 13. ' The punctuation is quite like that of the article.'

D
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Nlpn HO ' what he would call them ;' cf. Driver, § 39 /3

;

Dav., S.t § 43t>.

Nlp^ 1t!?S 7D1 . The imperf. according to Driver, § 38 y3

;

Dav., S.s § 44 b; 'all whatever he called them!

n^n \Z?D2. These words may perhaps be considered a

gloss on S? (cf. Ges., § 131. 2. Rem. c, foot-note 3). Such

a redundancy as we find in the text here is common in

Aramaic, which would say NH^n N^S3p rO ; and there are

genuine examples of it in the O.T., e.g. Ex. 2, 6. 1 Sam. 21,

14 (see Ges., I.e. Rem. 4 b; M. R., § 72. 3. Rem. a; Dav.,

S., § 29. R. 7), but none so harsh as this (note especially the

masc. 17). In late Hebrew this redundancy might be an

Aramaism, but that can hardly be the case in this passage.

iTTl SPED—' living creatures,' C>23 being collective. nTl is a

fern. adj. (flVl— ' life* is only poetical; see on 1, 21). As the

text stands we have 17 masc. followed by nTI £>D3 fern., which

is difficult. Del. supposes that n*n ^SJ (cf. E>QJ in 46, 27.

Num. 31, 28) was construed ad sensum as a masc; but these

passages are scarcely parallel.

20. D*TNTn, pointing the 7 with — . The word is not
T T T : * T

used as a proper name until 4, 25. In these three chapters

(1-3) it is, with the exception of this verse and 3, 17. 21,

always pointed with the article. But cf. M. R., § 66. Rem. a.

N!£ft ^7. I. Impersonally, ' One did not find for man-

kind! II.
l For himself (tiiab =)W2)b) he (man) did notfind!

III.
l For mankind (God) did not find! III. is not probable,

as we have Dixn already as subj. at the beginning of the

verse. If I. be adopted, K¥D would be impers. by Ges.,

§ 144. 3; M. R., § 123. 2, cf. on 11, 9, and D1K7 could stand

without the art., as in 1, 26. Tuch adopts II. Del. and Di.

propose a rendering that differs slightly from any of these

:
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1 He {man) did not findfor man,' i.e. 'for a human being, like

himself' etc.; almost the same as II, though they do not take

EftNP as directly equivalent to WQj?. Ols. reads BTKfl], which

would remove the difficulty as to the subject of N¥B tfb.

21. n2.nnn 'in its place;' the suffix is a verbal one, cf.

Ges., § 103. 1. Rem. 3 ; Stade, § 378 a. 1 : with the nominal

suffix it would be ^nriri.

23. 'This now is . . . this shall be called woman.' The con-

nection of n&K with K*tf is preserved by the Vulg., which

renders them by ' virago ' and ' vir,' respectively, probably

following Symm., who has avbpLs and dutjp ; so Luther,

Mdnnin. The two words, however, in Hebrew come from

different roots. Cf. C. P. Ges., sub voce.

TTnp;. The form is made more distinct by the fuller

shewa; see Ges.. § 10. 2 B, and § 52. 1. Rem. 2. The dag.

in the p has fallen away in accordance with the rule, that any

doubled letter pointed with shewa, may drop its doubling

;

hence the Raphe, see Dav., § 7. 4, foot-note a ; Ges., § 20. 3 b,

where the letters that commonly admit of this loss of the dag.

are mentioned. The aspirates, however, very rarely omit the

dag.; cf. note on 18, 5.

24. 'Therefore doth a man leave hisfather and his mother

and cleave unto his wife, and they become one flesh' The

imperf. as freq. followed by the perf. with waw cbnv., in

present time, as before (ver. 6) in past time; so Ps. 17, 14.

49, 11. 73, 10-11; Ges., § 112. 3b; Dr., § 113. 4a; Dav.,

.V., §§ 44 a, 54 a. These words are the narrator's comment,

as in 26, 33. 32, 33, as they would be unnatural if assigned

to the man, who had no knowledge of a father or mother.

The LXX, Pesh., Vulg., and Sam. insert Dfp# < and they

two become ;' and the text is quoted thus in the N. T., Matt.

d 2
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[9, g, Mark 10, 7 ; cf. 1 Cor. 6, 16. Eph. 5, 31. It may have

fallen out of the Heb. text through the Dnw of ver. 25.

25. O^^nV marked by the Massoretes, 8M13 '» 'mem

tvith dagesh! On the apparent anomaly of a long vowel in

a toneless syllable, see Dav., § 3. 2 ; Stade, § 327 a. This

word occurs again, with the same points, in Job 22, 6.

IttftinrV . Hithpolel of B>*U
;
only occurs in this passage;

see Ges., §72.7; Dav., § 26. 3 c. Render, ' were not ashamed

before one another ,' i. e.
i not in the habit of being ashamed]

etc. The Hithp. is reciprocal, cf. nxnnn in 42, 1. The

imperf. according to Driver, § 30 a ; Ewald, § 136 c.

3.

1. "W J-PH f?DB DTW mil ttfnm. 'Now the serpent

was more cunning than all the beasts of the field',' etc. On the

use of fQ in expressing the comparative, see Ges., § 133. 1
;

M. R, § 49. 2 ; Dav, S., § 33.

*0 F|N, lit.= c and that . . . f is placed first in the sentence

to denote astonishment, which may be expressed by a note

of interrogation. Render, 'And (is it really the case) that
?'

cf. Ewald, § 354 c; M. R, § 143 b. There is no necessity

to suppose that the n interrog. has fallen out.

v3 . , . *$0= 'not any;' see Ges, § 152. 1 a; M. R, § 142;

cf. 2, 5 and Dav, S., § 127 a.

3. tWlftn. This form of the plural of the imperfect in

p, which always in Hebrew has the tone, is the common

ending in the pi. imperf. 3rd pers. masc. and 2nd masc. in

classical Arabic (the abbreviated form being reserved for the

subj. and jussive moods), and in Aramaic, but is not found

in Ethiopic in the written language. It is tolerably common
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in Hebrew, and is probably not to be regarded as a mark

of antiquity, but as a weightier form, being especially frequent

in the elevated prose style and in poetry. 'I. It is found

in various cases of pause, as here, and Ex. 1, 22 jvnn. II. As

an emphatic form, e.g. in Deut. 1, 29 JUTTl i6) jinyn N7;

Josh. 4, 6 fWKB^ *0
: especially after particles or nouns,

which expect adverb after them, e.g. ro, 1EW 73, "\$K "Din,

nD7, N7, jyD7, fa. III. As a rhythmical form to ensure

a fuller sound for the word, Hab. 3, 7 fltXV, Ps. 4, 3 jnnNn.

IV. As an audible connecting link, similar to the -ev, -aiv

before a, a in Greek : so 32, 20 fvwn before )Vty 7K. Judg.

6, 31 fiyuhn before iriN : most commonly before N, but also

before y, n, 1, and D. Many common verbs, as "1DK, "121,

yT, 31B>, etc., have preserved the |1; while others, as T\\

jnj, 3B*, etc., do not receive it any longer. It is found in all

classes of verbs, with the single exception of verbs y"y, and

is very frequent in verbs n 7 and l"y. Qal, as a light form,

has it more frequently than the heavier reflexive forms. It

occurs more commonly in the 3rd pers. than the 2nd pers.

pi., as this form is far more frequent, but is by no means

uncommon in the 2nd pers. pi. in certain verbs, e. g. 121,

V12V, rivy, "HON, 1DE>. It is found in the oldest prose, e. g.

in Gen. (twelve times), Ex. (twenty-eight times), Num. (seven

times), Josh, (nine times), Judg. (eight times), 1 Sam. (eight

times) ; being especially frequent in Exodus, which contains

many old pieces; also in old poetry, e.g. Ex. 15. 2 Sam. 22

(once), and some Psalms and old prophets, e.g. Is., Mic,

Joel, Hos., Amos. In Job, Deut., Is. 24-27, 40 ff., Pss. 58,

89, 104, etc., it is more artificial (a revived archaism). In

the gnomic poetry (Prov.) it is rare, and does not occur in

the erotic and purely elegiac (Song of Songs, Lam.). Levi-

ticus has it very rarely, Ezekiel never. More modern prose
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writings (Ruth, Kings) have it only in colloquial passages.

The books of Chronicles have preserved it in some passages

from more ancient sources, while they reject it in others.

In Ezra, Neh., Esther, Dan. (Heb.), Eccles. there are no

examples of ]).' See further, Bottcher, Lehrbuch, ii. § 930

(from whom the above paragraph slightly abbreviated is

borrowed), where a full list of the passages, where the ending

p occurs, is given; and cf. Wright, Arab. Gram., i. p. 63;

Stade, § 521 a, a ; Ges., § 72. 7. Rem. 4, and § 47. 3. Rem. 4;

Dav., § 21. Rem. a. It may be observed that some of

Boucher's distinctions seem doubtful and arbitrary.

4. priori n^ &fr. The negative should stand between

the inf. and the verb; see Ges., § 113. 3. Rem. 3; Ewald,

§ 312 b. 1 ; who cite Amos 9, 8. Ps. 49, 8 as parallel to this

passage. Its unusual position here is probably due to a

desire to keep the formula iron TWO from 2, 17 unchanged.

Cf. Dav., S., § 86 b. Render, 'Ye shall by no means die'

5. X*T. The participle as a true present (the subject does

not precede, as a slight emphasis is laid on the verb, so 18, 17

"jx nDDDn; 19, 13 uro« owneto "o ; cf. Dr., § 135. 4 ; Dav.,

S., § 100 b), Dr., § 135. 2 and Obs.; cf. Ges., § 116. 5 a.

inpDDI . . . E3TON DVn. 'In the dayye eat . . , your

eyes shall be opened! The perf. with waw conv. after a time

determination; see Ges., § 112. 5c; Dr.,§i23/3; M.R.,§§26,

132 b; Dav., S., § 56. Waw in this usage is to be noticed.

It assumes a stronger demonstrative force than it has in the

ordinary cases of the perf. with waw conv. (cf. Driver, § 122),

when used to introduce the predicate or the apodosis ; so in

Ex. 16, 6 DnyTI 2~\y 'at evening, (then)ye shall know.' 1 Kings

13, 31 VlN DlVUpl Ti)D2 'when I die, [then) ye shall bury me.'

Ez. 24, 24 b DnyVI ilN33 'when it comes, {then)ye shall know!
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OVI^fc'O ' as gods! Targ. Onq. pinma ' as princes'

perhaps intentionally to avoid an anthropomorphic idea.

Targ. Jon. pt???^ P^l?^ P?¥r^?
' as mighty princes who

know,' connecting "•jnv with DTI7K, which is grammatically

possible. The Samaritan has 3CftTilfcZ^3£5
i
like angels.'

^T is perhaps best taken (so the accents) as second pre-

dicate to Dn^m

.

6. ^Dfer&l. The LXX, Pesh., Vulg., and some

moderns render, ' to look at,' or ' regard,' a meaning which

TOBM never has. Render, '
to become wise' lit. ' to gain

insight,' Di. 'um Einsicht zu gewinnen! Rashi's note here

is xni aita ">jnv n? 1EKKJ 1EO 'compare his saying to her, " know-

ing good and evil."

'

'?^*?« Pausal ^orm of <r^', cf. Ges., § 29. 4 c, note,

with § 68. 1. The LXX and Sam. read ta^l (plural), the

waw might have arisen out of the following waw in funpam.

The plural is not necessary.

7. DH QO^y "O. The pronoun stands here by M. R.,

§ 125 ; cf. ver. 11 ; and Ges., § 141. 4.

rCNH iIt'V, lit. 'leaf of a fig' i.e. fig-leaf, here collec-

tive, 'fig-leaves'.

PH IfcftPI 'and they made themselves! The personal

pronoun is used for the reflexive, as often with this verb ; cf.

Ges., § 135. 3 ; M. R., § 89 a ; Dav., S., § 11 b.

8. 71p, not ' the voice', but 'the sound! as in 2 Sam. 5, 24.

1 Kings 14, 6. Render, ' The sound ofY. {while) walking (ace.)

in the garden^ and cf. Driver, p. 204; Dav., S., § 70.

DW1 HVV?. '^&?«/ //fe ow/ tf/7/$<? day! so 8, n my nj^>

' about eventide /' 17, 21 riTH liMD? ' about this date;'' also Is. 7,

1 5 injn? 'about [the time of) his knowing ;
' cf. Ges., § 119. 3c;
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M. R., § 51. 2. In the East, towards evening a cool breeze

springs up (cf. Song of Songs 2, 17. 4, 6) and the Oriental

goes out ; so 24, 63 3"tyn nuzb. The LXX render well to

8ei\ii>6i>. In 18, 1 the noontide is called DIM Dn 'the heat of

the day' (LXX, excellently, fifarjfipplas); Abraham being

described as sitting in the door of his tent.

9. PO^St. The suffix (as it is pointed) is a verbal one;

cf. Ges.,

T

§ 100. 5 ; M. R., § 39; H3JK standing for r©3J£; cf.

Prov. 2, 11 nSHMFI, and with the nun, Jer. 22, 24 J3JJFIK
1

;

see Ges., § 58. 4 ; Dav., §31.5. Stade, § 355 b. 3, remarks

that 'It is due to false analogy if the Pausal suffix Jj_ is

transferred from the verb to a noun/ and cites with this

passage, Prov. 25, 16 JIJ1, and other instances. It is possible,

however, that the vowel points in these cases are not to be

trusted as they stand in our texts.

The n at the end of row is merely a scriptio plena (found

both in obj. and subj. suffixes),—as Prov. 2, 11 rwiwn ; cf.

ver. 12 nnro. Ex. 15, 11 rDM (twice). 1 Sam. 1, 26 H3IDV,

—

and in no way affects the sense.

10. "03N. The Mass. note here is W?D, i.e. the word is,

contrary to rule, accented on the penult.; cf. Ges., § 29. 4 c;

Dav., § 10. 5 b. As a rule the vowel in pause is lengthened,

this cannot take place here as the vowel is already long.

The accents :— , — , and (sometimes) — usually effect this

lengthening, when it is possible, in pause. Here the minor

distinctive accent —. (Tifchd) exercises a pausal influence,

1 On the forms of the Imperf. with the suffix and so-called nun
demonstrative or energetic, the reader may consult Wright, Comp. Gram.

p. 193 f. It should be remembered that the nun belongs not to the

suffix, but to the energetic form of the Imperf., which is still preserved

in Arabic.
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there being a sufficient break in the sense for the voice

naturally to rest; cf. Driver, § 103, and 15, 14 VlbjPl (the tone

drawn back and the vowel lengthened), which the Massoretes

have not noticed. nnN and nny, like 'OJK, transfer the

accent to the penult, in pause.

11. HfiN WVV *0 is really the object to Tan ••», see

M. R., § 161 b, where it is designated 'an object sentence;'

cf. i, 4 and Dav., S., § 146.

*TlTQ7. W3 is used regularly to negative the inf. cstr. after

7; cf. Ges., § 114. 3. R. 2 ; M. R., § 140. R. a; Dav., S., § 95.

]ton. On the pointing of n interrog., see Ges., § 100. 4,

s.p.; Dav., § 49. 2. Here n introduces a simple interrogative

sentence (cf. Ges., § 150. 2; M. R., § 143; Dav., -S*., § 122),

the answer being uncertain (affirmative or negative). K?n=
Latin nonne, the answer expected being in the affirmative.

12. "Hfty , , , ilt^Nn, a casus pendens. l The woman

which etc. . . . she gave me! ton is resumptive and is inserted

for emphasis ; see Ges., § 135. 1. Rem. 2; Driver, §§ 123. Obs.

199 ; cf. 15, 4 iBh" Nin T>VDID Ktf "\m DX ^ ; 24, 7 . , , m.T

TOW Nin nxtn. The r^^j pendens is often used to relieve

a long and unwieldy sentence. See also Dav., S., § 106.

vDNV The pausal form of the 1st person. In ver. 6

we have ?3Nrn and iEfcOl as the pausal forms of the 3rd pers.

fern. sing, and 3rd pers. masc. sing, respectively; see Ges.,

§ 68. 1.

13. JTtoy JIM HO: cf. 12, 18. With the verb nfcy,

DXT TO is generally employed, with other verbs HT ilD, e. g*

27, 20. nr and riKT are used, after the manner of an adverb,

to emphasize interrog. words, see Ges., § 136. R. 2; Dav., S.,

§ 7 c; M. R., § 93. Rem. c. Render, ' What then hast thou done?'
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The A. Y. and Pesh. rentier it as a relative sentence,' What

is this thou hast done?' Del. adopts the former rendering,

remarking (in edit. 4) that the corresponding question in

Arabic, whether the demonstrative belongs to the interroga-

tive, or whether it should be rendered as our Eng. Ver. does,

was a subject of dispute among the Arabic grammarians.

He points out that the Massoretic punctuation favours the

first rendering. LXX render slightly differently, W tuvto

enoirjaas; so Vulg. qitare hoc fecisti ? On the dag. in the

T of nw, see on 2, 18.

14. iJH s^T2 nj"lN ^Tlt^. LXX, imKarapaTOS av dno

7rdvra)v k.t.X. Vulg. maledictus es inter omnia, etc. Render

as the Vulg. ' Cursed art thou among all beasts,' i.e. ' marked

out by a curse from' etc. |0 as in Ex. 19, 5. Deut. 14, 2.

Judg. 5, 24. Amos 3, 2; cf. Ges., § 119. 3d. The other

renderings, ' cursed by all beasts,' i. e. ' these shall hate and

abhor the serpent] or ' more cursed than', as apparently A. V.,

are untenable : for, as Knobel points out, the curse comes

from God, not from the beasts, who had no reason to curse,

and is aimed at the serpent only, not at the other beasts,

as there is no ground assigned for cursing these.

yn^ hi, ace. of time; cf. Ges., § 118. 3b; M.R.,§ 4 2.

15. W ITNH "[Dlttr' frOH. wm and npy are accusatives

of nearer definition; cf. Ges., § 117. 5 d; M. R., § 44 and

Rem. a; Ewald, § 281 c; Dav., S., § 71; so 37, 21 c*tf 1333 t&;

Deut. 33, 11 WOp Q^riO ynn; Jer. 2, 16. Ps. 3, 8. Hebrew

in this respect is analogous to Greek ; cf. rvcpXbs rd t 2>ra rov re

vovv rd t ofifxar ei, ' blind both in ears and mind and eyes art

thou
;

' (Skene* koXoiov T&finaT €KK€KOjj.fi4vov
i

' / see a jackdaw

pecked out as to his eyes' SjlC' occurs again Job 9, 1 7. Ps. 139,

11. The only meaning which can be philologically defended
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is ' crush! This meaning suits Job 9, 17, but not Ps. 139, 11.

The alternative rendering is, Hie in waitfor;' a kindred form

with P)N$ 'to pant after! cf. Amos 8, 4 ; it suits Ps. 139, 11

(cf. Del. in loc.) better than 'crush,' but a word=* caver * is

required there : hence some read there *32flfe* , so Ew., Ges. in

Th. ?\)W=' to crush' is justified by the Aramaic usage of

5|itf and &L or a£, e.g. in Onq., Deut. 9, 21 iW rVD&h

and I crushed it,' i.e. the calf; Targ. on Job 14, 19 NJJ3K

WD ND^ 'the water crushes the stones! And in Ex. 32, 20

(Pesh.) JJl3cL*a ©ajlo (= Heb. jntt^) 'and crushed (better

scraped) it with a file! [It should be remarked that in Syriac

the roots .3 a*, and >°i°i», are confounded one with the other,

as Bernstein points out 1. c] Cf. Levy, Chald. Worterb.

;

Bernst., Lex. Syr. sub voce. Di. admits that the meaning

' crush ' suits the first part of the clause, i. e. the man's

crushing the serpent's head, but denies its application to the

serpent, and adopts the rendering Hie in waitfor,' which he

attempts to justify by appealing to *\W2} ; but this meaning is

not so certain as the meaning ' crush' and the double ace.

after the rendering Hie in waitfor' is difficult. v\W is applied

to the serpent in the second half of the verse by a kind of

zeugma, the same verb being used to express the mutual

nature of the enmity (Kal.); compare Del. 5
, and Tuch, 2nd

ed., who compares 'feriri a serpente,' Pliny, xxix. 4. 22. The

Vss. render variously. In the LXX the reading varies, both

Tijprja-ei . . . rr;pr}<T€is (Swete) and Taprjaa . . . Teipr)creis occurring.

The Vulg. has ipsa conterei caput tuum, et tu insidiaberis

calcaneo ejus;' but pyifcjj cannot have a different meaning in

each half of the sentence. Pesh. has fcojo «***»» ^,o*j oo»

01 ^ n 3o ^oioa-LsoI, using different words in the two parts of

the clause, but giving 5|-1£> a similar sense in each half. Onq.

paraphrases ^ *l*1 W1$Q w£ T9V\ "9 [$] T?1 N »-
SI,n
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.* KDIDp PI*J 1D3 ' he ivill remember against thee what thou hast

done to himfrom the beginning, and thou wilt guard against him

to the end! Targg. Jon. and Jer. paraphrase widely, but seem

to have rendered Ppp ' crush*

1 6. PQ^N i""Q"^n i with a multiplying, I ivill multiplyI

i.e. ' 1 ivill greatly multiply ;' cf. the rule on 2, 16. mn has

two forms for the inf. abs. Hifil : (i) rDVi (which would be

the regular form) used as an adverb; (2) n?"}?, see Ges.,

§ 75. iv. Rem. 15 : only here and 16, 10. 22, 17.

"WWll *p"n!&?. Not a hendiadys, l

the pain of thy con-

ception] but ' thy pain and {especially) thy conception
:

' waw

attaching the particular *pnn to the general *pDVV; cf. Ps. 18,

1. Is. 2, 1; and see Ges., § 154, foot-note b. flirt is an

abnormal formation, which occurs nowhere else in the O. T.

The abs. state is flyi (Hos. 9, 11. Ruth 4, 13). cstr. f^lQ]

with suffix ^Ijn^jn and shortened sp^Jj see Stade, § 296. 2.

"jnpltrn. The LXX here, and 4, 7, render with dno-

o-rpcxpf), possibly reading *jrQ1&TI ; cf. their rendering in 1 Sam.

7, 17. Frankel, Ei?ifluss> p. 10, suggests that the LXX render-

ing is a free euphemistic translation of the Heb. word. The

word nplETI is only found once again outside the book of

Genesis, viz. in the Song of Songs 7,11 inplETi ^yi Hr6 "ON ;

LXX, eyco T<a aSeA^uSo) /jlov, koi en e/xf rj emaTpocprj avrov.

17. D^NT). On the pointing 0*3^., adopted by some,

see the note on 2, 20.

T"YD3E1. The LXX (iv rols cpyois aov) and Vulg. (

l

in

opere luo') seem to have read "pny, which they apparently

took as ^jrnuy. Tuch considers the variant as perhaps due to

the parallel passage 4, 12. Cf. also Geiger, Urschrift, p. 456.

18. Trfh yip. Cf. Hos. 10, 8. Only in Isaiah do we
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find the phrase rm "rW, e. g. Is. 5, 6. vm occurs but

once again in Hos. 1. c.

rn^V Notice the place of the tone, which has been

thrown forward one place by waw conv. with the perfect ; see

for details, Driver, §§ 106, no : cf. also Ges., § 49. 3; M. R.,

§ 23; andDav., § 23. 3.

19. DPI/ VwfrSn. For position of tone, see note on

4, 17-

nttlNH 7N "pitt? IV. On the construction, see Ges.,

§ 114. 2. 3; M. R., § in b; Dav., S., §§ 91, 92; cf. on 2, 4.

Render, ' until thou return;' "\2W (as Arabic shews; see

Wright, Arab. Gram., i. p. 311) is to be regarded as a subst.

in the genitive case after iy. Cf. Ges., 1. c. 1 b.

POftO *0, Some render, 'from which thou wast taken'

lit.
l which from it thou wast taken;' ^ being regarded as

equivalent to the relative 1BW; so in 4, 25; for constr. cf.

Ges., § 138. 1 ; M. R., § 156 : so all the Vss. here and in 4,

25, except the Sam., which has A-Z^f here and TiJ in 4, 25.

But as the passages cited in defence of this are not conclusive,

it is better to render 'for' here and in 4, 25. ' Until thou

returnest unto the ground; for thou wast takenfrom it ' (pause,

this half of the verse being marked off from the second half

by Athnach [—], the second strongest prose accent) : 'for

dust thou art'
y

etc.

20. TV\'T\=i
i

Life' or 'Living' not ' LJfe-giver? njn=njn
}

the form used here is antiquated in Heb., but Nin= rpn

z'ixil, is preserved in Phoenician (Di.). LXX here ZohJ, in

the other passage where it occurs (4, 1) Eva. Zcorj is probably

intentionally used by the LXX, being occasioned by the ex-

planatory addition "ui nrvn Nin *3. Cf. also C.P. Ges., sub voc.
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22. 'And Yahweh Elohim said, Behold the man hath become

as one of us, so as to knozv . . . and now that he may not stretch

forth his hand and take' etc.

"OEO "HIND. On the construct state before the prepo-

sition, see Ges., § 130. 1; M. R., § 73. Rem. a; Dav., S., § 35.

R. 2. It is especially frequent with *iriK and JD, Lev. 13, 2.

Num. 16, 15. 1 Sam. 9, 3. 1 Kings 19, 2, etc.

W rxyi;= 'so as to know:' cf. 1 Sam. 12, 17 DD^ bxtib

"]i?D; Prov. 26, 2 Ppj& 11ina nwb IIBIO. On this gerundial

usage of the inf. with 7, see Driver, § 205 ; Dav., S., § 93.

7D is used here independently, as in Ex. 13, 17; cf. Ewald,

§ 337 b; M. R., § 164 b; 'without indicating that the sentence

which it introduces is dependent on another/ See also Ges.,

§ 152, 1 i. The formula, lFor he said . . . lest* occurs frequently,

and always implies that some precaution is taken by the

speaker to prevent what he fears happening; e.g. Ps. 38, 17

(compare Del., Die Psalmen 5
, ad loc); Gen. 38, 11. 42, 4.

Ex. 13, 17, etc. Cf. Dav., S., § 127 c.

r\ps*\. The perfect with waw conv. after the imperfect

with JB; so 19, 19 TlEl . ^pnn fa; Ex. 1, 10 n\Ti ran* JB.

Three times (Ps. 2, 12. Jer. 51, 46. Prov. 31, 5) we find the

imperf. repeated after |B, instead of a perf. with waw conv.; see

Driver, § 115 end, § 116; Ges., § 112. 3 c. a; Dav., *S'.,§53C.

*rn . Perf. with waw conv. pointed with pretonic qamec
;

<

so 19, 19 ^PJ (notice the tone; cf. the note there); 44, 22

riJOJ ; see on 1, 2.

^Jl is perf. from ^ : see Ges., § 76. 2 g; Dav., § 42.

24. D^lV^n TIN ' the cherubim! These appear in the

Old Testament always in connection with God's manifesting

himself to the world. In the tabernacle they hovered over
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the ark (Ex. 25, 18 ff.). In Solomon's temple they are repre-

sented as stationed on the floor of the Holy of Holies, spread-

ing out their wings from one side to the other (1 Kings 6, 23.

1 Chron. 28, 18). In Ez. 1 and 10 they form God's living

chariot, in which he appears to the prophet; and in Ps. 18,

11. 2 Sam. 22, 11 God is represented as riding on a cherub

to judgment : cf. Ps. 80, 2. 1 Sam. 4, 4. 2 Sam. 6, 2, where

God is described as "sn 3#1\ From 1 Kings, I.e., we find that

the cherub had an upright form, partly human, with one face

(Ex. 25, 20), two wings (1 Kings 6, 24), and possibly hands.

In Ez. 1 and 10 a somewhat fuller and different description of

the cherubim is given :
' with the similitude of a man, four

wings' (Ez. 1, 11. 23), two of which served to cover their

bodies, and with two of which they flew ; and under their

wings human hands (Ez. 1, 8. 10, 7. 8. 21), with four faces

(Ez. 1, 10. 10, 14), one human, one that of a lion, one that of

an ox, and one that of an eagle, and the soles of their feet

like those of a calf (Ez. 1, 7). Lastly (Ez. 1, 18. 10, 12 ; cf.

Rev. 4, 6), their whole body was studded with eyes. It is

uncertain whence the Hebrews derived their idea of the cheru-

bim
;
possibly the winged forms on the Assyrio-Babylonian and

Egyptian monuments exercised some influence on their con-

ception of the cherub, but it is doubtful whether they borrowed

the idea from either the Egyptians or Assyrians (cf. the author-

ities cited below).

The etymology of the word is uncertain, (i) Some con-

nect it with the Aramaic 0*0, 3"D aravit ; so 3VD= arafor,

bos: cf. Ez. 10, 14 with 1, 10. (ii) Another view is that

3AH3 is transposed for tt~)
:

= ' chariot,' i.e.
(

the divine chariot:'

cf. 1 Chron. 28, 18, where the D^VO are explained by rpjan

raamon ;
so Rddig. in Gcs., Thes.; M. and V., H. W.B., 1 ith

ed. (iii) \\y<]<: (quoted by Ges., Thes., p. 710) considers that
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3VO= DHp, i-e. 'he who is near God,' ' his servant! (iv) Maurer

on Is. 6, 2 explains 3VD as from :td= £3'0, Arab.
+J±

^nobilis

fuit! (v) Another view is that 3VO is to be connected with

the Arab. ^S ' adstringere,' so 3VO * a strong being ' (Rosen-

miiller); cf. viii. (vi) Ges. in the Thes. proposes a derivation

from 213= Din, Arab. ^p.
'prohibuit a communi usu! 3TO=

'custos,' 'safeties,' i.e. Dei, 'qui profanos arcet/ All these are

most precarious and improbable, (vii) Vatke, see Ges., Thes.,

711, assigned a Persian origin to the word, regarding it as the

same as the Greek ypty, ypvnos, 'quod a Pers. ^^i^greifen)

prehendere, fenere, derivabat Chr. Th. Tychsen (Heeren's

Ideen, i. p. 386), vel idem esse volunt atque ypu7ros naso adunco

nostrove praeditus! (viii) Del., Par., 154, connects it with

an Assyrian root ' kardbu ' (from which an adj. ' karilbu ' is

derived)= ' to be great, powerful ;' cf. Schr., C. 0. T., p. 39.

The word reads like a foreign one, but it seems that nothing can

be affirmed as to its meaning with certainty. See further, Di.

in Schenkefs Bibel Lex., 1. 509 ff.; Keil, Bib, Arch., 2nd ed.,

i. 92 ff.; Winer 3
, R. W.B.; Riehm, H. W.B., art. Cherubim;

Del. Comm. 5 and Di. Comm. on this passage ; also Cheyne, art.

Cherub, in Ency. Brit.

"\Tl linn ton7 HN1 'and the blade of the waving

sword!

2"^nn. The article (pointed according to Ges., § 35. 2 A;

Dav., § 11 b) is placed before the genitive, and not before the

cstr. state, cf. Ges., § 125. 1 ; M. R., § 76. II. a ; Dav., S., § 20.

rODiinftn , lit.= 'lhe one turning itselfabout :' cf. on 2,11

;

also M. R., § 92. Rem. a. The form is a participle fern. sing.

Hithpa'el of "]Qn, being formed as a segholate noun, and so

accented on the penult.: see Ges., § 95. Rem. 2. 3; Dav.,

add. notes to 3rd Dec.
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D^nn \y y\l n« 'the way to the tree of life:' so 16, 7

-tt$ T"n ''the way to Shur ;' 38, 14 nniDfl *]"n
c
/fo zfltf>> to

Timnah /' 48, 7 n")D^ *]112 '#« //fo z#tfy to Ephrath' Cf.

Ges., § 128. 2b; Dav., £., § 23. Hebrew uses the cstr. state

(implying belonging to) to denote ideas which are made clearer

in English by the use of a preposition.

4.

1. J7T1 'to get to knowI ''make the acquaintance ofI so

euphemistically

=

'concubuit cum ea;' used again in this sense

vers. 17. 25. 24, 16, and often. This meaning has passed

over into Hellenistic Greek ; cf. yiyva)o-kuv, often used by the

LXX for the Hebrew yT1

, e.g. here. Cf. also in the New
Testament, Luke 1, 34 eWi avbpa ov yiyvaxTKat. The Pesh.

has f£i~., which is again used in the same sense in their

version of Matt. I, 25 ovk eyivcoo-Kev avTT}V=o^A^L JJo.

]"1p ' Kain,' elsewhere a nom. app.= ' spearJ 2 Sam. 21,

16, or a nom. prop, of a people, Num. 24, 22. Judg. 4, 11.

The text here seems to connect ?p with the root i"0p 'to gain,'

'acquire;' but this explanation must not be regarded as an

etymology. The name was given, not because it was derived

from mp, but as recalling to mind this word: compare such

proper names as rtt, ?X1EE>, nE>E (not derived from, but

recalling to mind n^D). Gesenius derives pp here from pp=
' to forge' Arab. ^U, LrrJj, 'a smith', Syr. JJLLo ; and

supposes that |?P in this passage means ' spear ,' as in 2 Sam.

21, l6.

mm DM. lxx, a*a too eeoo. Pesh. H;v^, </or /^

Zor^/ Onq.
J] D"Ji? f»

c/rtfw before Yahweh! Vulg. */*r

Zfe«?ra.' The Targ. of Ps.-Jon. has *3 «r»«bp-n: &r03J> W3J5

/ Zwz/* gotten as man the angel of the Lord', possibly meaning

E
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the Messiah. The n« has been variously explained. I. Di.

and others render ' with Yahweh,' i. e. through his assistance,

with his help ; so LXX, though it is uncertain whether did is

a free rendering, or whether they had riND for HNI in their

text, and similarly the Vulg. and Onqelos. Elsewhere, to be

sure, we find Dy used in this sense, and not DK ; cf., for

example, i Sam. 14, 45 nbty DTI^N Dy *3 ; still HN may be

regarded as synonymous with Dy, as may be inferred from its

alternative usage with Dy in the phrase ' to be with one,' i. e.

help him; cf. 26, 3 *]Ey with 21, 20 lyjn 1"IK. 28, 15. 31, 3

Dy, but 26, 24. 39, 2 r\H. II. a. Others (Luther, etc.) render

'/ have gained a man, the Lord;' ITliT J"IK being a second

ace. of nearer definition, so 6, 10 Dt? ritf D^2 nK9B>; 26, 34;

Judg. 3, 15; Eve supposing she had given birth to the

Messiah; see Ps.-Jon., above, b. Or as Umbreit, 1 1 possess

as a man, Yahweh,' E^K ace. of the predicate. But against a

it may be urged that there is nothing in the text to justify the

idea that Eve thought she had given birth to the Messiah (cf.

also 3, 15); and against b that it gives no explanation of the

name of the child.

2. fi i?7 Ppm ' and she bare again ;' cf. ver. 12. The

finite verb in Hebrew corresponds to the adverb in our idiom.

We find other verbs used in Hebrew to express adverbs, e. g.

1HD 'to hasten ;' cf. Ges., § 120. 1 f. (cf. also § 114. 2. Rem.

3); M. R., §114 a; Dav., S., § 82.

YP*\ )N2 nm Snn Wl. ppi is placed before the verb

to which it belongs in order to slightly emphasize the con-

trast between the occupations of Kain and Abel. M. R., § 131.

1 b. Rem. c, compares fxev . . . de in Greek, bin has been

explained as meaning ' a breath,' ' nothing,' possibly with

reference to his short life ; but it is doubtful if the name can
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be brought into connection with this meaning. It has also

been suggested that bin might be a variation of by ver. 20.

See Ew., J. B. vi. 7 ff. Others connect the word with the

Assyr. ablu=son; cf. C.O.T. Gloss, s.v. bin.

niH is a participle in the cstr. state, ' a shepherd of;

'

nyi would be the abs. state, and JN2? would then be in the

ace. case. Both constructions are possible, cf. 22, 12 BwK fcTP

with Ex. 9, 20 njrp "QVnK fcTOl; see other examples in Ges.,

§ 116. 3; M. R., §121; Dav, S.
t §98.

3. "HDD. The prep. Jtt must be taken here in a partitive

sense, 'some of cf. 8, 20 nEmrr^D rip^i; 27, 28 DTlta ^ fm
telD ; Ex. 1 2 , 7 . Ges., § 1 1 9. 3 d. foot-note 1 ; Dav., S., § 1 o 1 . R. c.

nn2£. 1. 'a £7/?/ 2. '#« offering (to God),' but not to

be taken in this passage in its more restricted sense 'the meal

offering* as opposed to rut,
l
the meat offering' The LXX

render it here by Ovaiav.

4. 'And Abel too brought' D3 with the pronoun repeated

is emphatic; cf. ver. 26 Nin D3 nB&l.

]!"Q • Jlftl , scriptio defectiva, for |iT3?niD1 . The sing, form

of the word would be Jfi:An. Other instances of scriptio

defectiva are, 1, 21 Dm^. Job 42, 10 ttlJH for WJR. Ex.

33, 13 T3"n for T§"^; see Ges., § 91. 2. Rem. 1. 'The

singular would be permissible here (Lev. 8, 16. 25), but

would not express the plurality of animals so distinctly ' (Di.).

The plural here, as in Lev. 6, 5, = 'fat pieces! In the

Levitical service the offering of the first-born of the flock

and their fat portions is enjoined; cf. Num. 18, 17. Render,

'and {indeed) of their fat pieces! The waw is waw explica-

tivum, see Ges., § 154. foot-note b, and cf. Judg. 7, 22.

1 Sam. 17, 40. Is. 57, 11 ; Dav., S., § 136. R. c.

WW. Impf. Qal from -"W, apocopated from ny^,

E 2
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))p
;=Vy;

; cf. Ges., § 75. Rem. 1. 3 a, b, c ; so W from rnrp

in ver. 5. The verb nytf is rare in prose.

5. ]y? "VTV So 18, 30. 32. 31, 36, and often. I. Either

cjK may be understood, ' it (anger) was hotfor Rain,' or II.

mn may be taken impersonally, 'it was hot to Kat'n! On this

impersonal use of the 3rd perf. sing., cf. Ges., § 144. 2
;

M. R., § 124; Dav., S., § 109.

7. Render, l Is there not, if thou doest well, lifting up ? and

if thou doest not well, at the door sin croucheth ; and towards

thee is its desire, but thou oughtest to rule over it! rixb> (for

riXB> inf. cstr. of NKtt, cf. Ges., § 76. 2 a) must be explained

from the phrase D"02 NBO= {

/0 lift up (ones own) face, the

opposite of D'OS 1733 in verse 6 ; so Tuch, Ke., Del., and Di.

:

cf. also the usage of language in Job 10, 15. 11, 15. 22, 26.

Lifting up of the face= ' cheerfulness, joy ;' falling of the face,

' sadness or moroseness.' The Vss. render variously. LXX
has ovk iav opdcos npoaeveynfls, 6pd<os fie pi) die\rjs, rjpapres

;

rjavxao-ov, possibly connecting J"IN'^ with HNl^p 43, 34, and

reading nTO instead of nriS?, and perhaps p") riNtpn instead

of y^p nx^ri; cf. their rendering of f3l in Job n, 19. Pesh.

has, >*I2>* !©4~ Jlifr^sL Jk».K JJ yjo l^\aci +L*.K yl* )ot

1 Behold if thou doest well thou receivest ; and if thou doest not

well, at the door sin croucheth] taking nxb> in the sense of

receiving ; so Vulg. ' Nonne si bene egeris recipies, sin antem

male, statim in foribus pcccatum aderit] but this is not in

keeping with the context. Onq. has, S^ty yofcl-pK *On

• t • : t : • t ; 1 tt •• t • : 't ' •• : : •

s|b pnni^ amrraw avurn$-D« sjyo N^jsn^b ' if thou doest

thy work ivell thou wilt be pardoned ; but if thou doest not thy

work ivell, for the day ofjudgment the sin is laid up, ready to

lake vengeance upon thee, if thou dost not repent ; but if thou
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repentest thou shall beforgiven' paraphrasing, but taking riKB>

in the sense 'forgive
:

' this rendering of Onqelos' is also out

of harmony with the context.

yil riNEn nnD7. ' Sin is at the door (cf. Prov. 9, 14)

a lurker? Sin is compared to a ravenous beast lying in wait

for its prey : perhaps a lion is here intended (cf. the Arabic

name for the lion L^AJI
l

the tier in wait')', cf. 1 Pet. 5, 8.

As JiNDn is fern., yy\ must be taken as a substantive, on

the construction cf. M. R., § 135. 4a; Ewald, § 318 a;

Kalisch, Heb. Gram., I. § 77. 13; and Ges., § 145. 7 b. Rem. 3.

This is the ordinary explanation of the verse. It is possible,

however, that the text is corrupt. The mention of the

' house door ' is strange, and the lion can hardly be described

as lurking outside the door of a dwelling-place, nor are the

words npl^n and 13 7>WVT\ very suitable expressions in this

connection. Di. suggests as an emendation A^p or f*3"iri

and nnpBfa and H3 .
' Sin ' would then be figuratively de-

picted as a woman who tempts or leads astray. On the

trans, of the LXX here, see Del. 5 ad loc.

8. "tX1 ]y "TOWl. LXX, Itala, Pesh., Vulg., Sam.,

Targ. Jer. have given in their translations mfcn H373, which

does not stand in the Mass. text ; and it is not improbable

that these Versions have preserved the original text. Frankel,

Einfl., p. 55, certainly objects to n3?3 on the ground that a

Hebrew would say Nyp. , not H373 , and regards the addition

in the LXX as a gloss ; but though this is the more usual

phrase, yet we have 27, 5 7FWT\ ifeqj 1^1 J Ruth 2, 2 nj ro^K

rn'BM, cf. also Lagarde, Symm. i. 57. Some MSS. note a

lacuna here [NpDB] ; two expressly note no lacuna (n^3

NpDD, Wright) ; and according to Del.4
it is doubtful whether

the NpDQ is found in the best authorities. Del.6 renders,
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'And Kain said it to his brotherI etc., explaining (on the

analogy of 2 Chron. 1, 2 f. and 32, 24) that what Kain said

may be easily perceived from what follows. But in 2 Chron.

1, 2 f. "WDK^rwy, and the explanation is hardly so natural as

to suppose an omission of ' let us go into the field! Some

(Bott., Kn.) read "ilDBty, cf. 2 Sam. 11, 16 'he laid in wait

for.' Tuch, comparing Ex. 19, 25, where he takes iDfcOT

DiT^N (as HDtt is always followed by what is said) in the

sense ' Moses spake to the people what God had said to him/

ver. 7 (cf. Ewald, § 303 b, 2), renders, ''And Kain said it/

viz. what God had said to him. This is, according to Di.,

improbable. He also points out that "M3Nvl is not="^1H,

and that in Ex., 1. c, an extract from one document (J)

abruptly terminates (leaving iek without an object), in order

that the compiler may make use of another of his sources

(E); cf. Driver, Introd., p. 29.

131 DnVrQ, lit. 'In their being in the field,' i.e. 'when

they were in the field! LXX, Zv tw dvai avrovs k.t.X., cf. 2, 4

DN"Qi"Q and the note there, and see Dav., S., § 92.

10. iTtoy »1D. nD pointed with — before the guttural

with —, according to Ges., § 37. 1 ; Dav., § 13, 'no assumes

a pointing quite like the article/

*U1 71p . I. ' Hark, thy brother s blood crying I ' ~>)p is

used as an interjection, as in Is. 13, 4. Jer. 10, 22 ; cf. Ewald,

§ 317 c. Ges., § 146. 1. Rem. 1 : D^pyy being in apposition

to DW. II. M. R., § 135. 3 c, takes it apparently as an

instance of the predicate agreeing with the genitive instead

of the cstr. state, as is always the case, for example, with ?3

;

M. R. renders, ' The voice of thy brother s blood-drops cry!

The Sam. reads pyv. DW= blood violently shed.

11. nni^H p nnN "VPN. Cf. 3, 14. I. 'Cursed art
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thou awayfrom the ground, or II. ' Cursed art thoufrom' etc.,

i.e. the curse shall strike thee from the ground, cf. ver. 12.

I. is adopted by Tuch and Del., II. by Ibn Ezra, Kn., Keil.

The rendering ' Cursed art thou by ' is untenable, as curses

are represented in the Old Testament as coming from God

or man, never from the ground. The rendering

'

More cursed

art thou than'—though 3, 17. 8, 2 1 may be cited in its favour

—

does not suit the context here ; cf. ver. 14, which favours I,

more stress being laid in the narrative on Kain's banishment

than on the unfruitfulness of the soil, or on the difference

in the curses laid on Kain and the ground.

rfD nN nTOD iftN. Cf. Is. 5, 14 rraw bxw ra*mn pi>

pn bib n*s myai.

12. AH r|Dn N7. The jussive with N? is rare, cf. 24, 8.

Joel 2, 2. Ez. 48, 14; Driver, § 50 a. Obs.; Ges., § 109. 1.

Rem. 1 ; Dav., S., § 63. R. 3.

nro. Cf. Job 31, 39 *rfaa nro on.

121 $2. The LXX paraphrased to reproduce the paro-

nomasia, aT€V(ov Koi rpeficov; Hier., 'vagus et profugus.'

13. WtZJ^Q ^y)V 7l"73, lit. ' Greater is my punishment than

bearing/ i.e. ' my punishment is too great to bear! IP before

the inf. cstr., as in Ps. 40, 6 1DDE 1B¥y. 1 Kings 8, 64 JlBp

^3no. Cf. Ges., § 133. 1. Rem. 2 ; Dav., S., § 34. R. 2.

pJJss'jfV*/ including its consequence, punishment, which

is represented as a burden heavy to bear; cf. Is. 24, 20.

Ps. 38, 5.

NitEG , inf. cstr. with the 3 retained, Ges., § 76. 2 a ; cf.

Num. 20, 21 |ri3 and Gen. 38, 9 "fro, by the side of the

more usual form T\V\. The Vss. mostly render, 'My trans-

gression is greater thanforgivingI i.e.
1

too great to be forgiven]
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which is grammatically possible, but not so suitable here, as

in ver. 14, Kain speaks of his punishment, not with a view

to its removal through the forgiveness of his offence, but with

a desire that it should be mitigated.

14. "'fr^ft ;5= ' every one that findeth me' lit. 'my finder.'

The participle may either govern its case like the verb, or

may stand as a substantive in the cstr. state followed (as

here) by a suffix or a genitive; cf. Ges., § 116. 3 ; M. R.,

§ 121 ; cf. also § 80. 2 a and Gen. 32, 12 ink K"P < timens

eum,' 23, 10. 18 W5J "W *N3; Ex. 1, 4 npy "p 'W. Comp.

note on ver. 2.

15. V*p 2DT1 TO, casus absolutus, 'Every one that slayeth

Kain, he {Kain) shall be avenged* (cf. ver. 24); or impersonally

1 vengeance shall be taken,' cf. the Nif. in Ex. 21, 20, and the

Hof. in ver. 2 1 : and this is perhaps preferable, the change

of subject involved in the first way being a little harsh,

though perhaps supported by ver. 24. pp 3"\n b^— ( every

one, or any one, that killelh,' is virtually a hypothetical sentence,

'

if any one kills Kain ;' cf. ver. 14. 9, 6, and Driver, p. 147,

'

foot-note 2 ; Ges., 116. 5. Rem. 5; Ewald, § 341 e; Dav., S.,

§ i3 2
-
R

-
2 -

Vpnffyfi^' sevenfold,' so D*njD"iX, 2 Sam. 12, 6, 'four-

fold;' see Ges., § 97. Rem. 1. It may be interpreted, with

Tuch, as meaning, Kain's murder shall be avenged with a

vengeance seven times greater than the vengeance taken on

Abel's; sevenfold meaning, as in Prov. 24, 16, 'manifold'

' many times' Cf. also Dav., S., § 38. R. 5.

Dp*1 does not mean ' shall be punished, shall suffer punish-

ment,' SO perhaps LXX, (ttto. €icdiKOvfjLa>a napaXixrei, but ' shall

be avenged.'

nlN ppT> mrP Dto"n. The niK was given to Kain for
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his protection, and not as a token of the truth of what God

had said, for Kain did not express any doubt as to the truth

of what he had been told, and stress is rather laid in the

narrative on Kain's immunity from death in the event of any

one attacking him.

\^pb . . Ofcn. 'And F. gave Kain a sign" \^\h—'/or

Kain's protection' rather than ' on Kain' which would require

?)) or 3, cf. Ex. 1 o, 2. Is. 66, 19. What this nitf was, cannot be

determined; some have conjectured that Kain had a mark

set on his forehead, perhaps a horn ; others. (Haitsma quoted

by Di., p. 98) an inscription set somewhere on his person,

commencing with bl, and ending with Dp* ; but there is

nothing in the narrative to throw any light on the nature of

the niK given to Kain. The LXX have «A edero Ktpios

6 Qeos o-rj/xelov to) Kdtv; Pesh. *JJlO^ ]tV y^» > Onq. \x? " ^W)

"\X\ NnK.
T T

IJlN JYOn THl? , not iron *nW?, because that might

mean 'that he might not smite;' cf. Ges., § 117. 1. Rem. 3.

The usual order is here departed from, and the object

coming after the infinitive precedes the subject; cf. Ges.,

§ 1 15. 3 Rem. ; Ewald, § 307 b : see also Is. 20, 1 inN rb&2

pa-iD. Prov. 25, 8 iin -jriK ttlorn. !>3 . • , *nW>=* that m
one' just as bl tib='no one;' cf. 3, 1 yy bin ^3Nn xb 'thou

shalt eat of no tree! and see also Dav., S., §§ 95, 148.

16. T12 must be the name of a place, as we may infer

from 1W\ and its position after p« and before niDlp ; not

an apposition to the subject, as Hieron., Quacst. p. 9 aa\ev-

Sfupot, i.e. instabilis et jiuctuans . . . , the Vulg. ' profugus in

terra' connecting TO with "ij 'to wander', and Onq., who

render btopvm V?3 . The position of TO is as uncertain as

that of the garden of Eden. The narrative regards it as lying
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towards the east, perhaps (cf. py nmp) on the east of Eden.

J, however, always uses 'p D'JIJDss'fOf/ of,' cf. 2, 8. 3, 24.

ii, 2. 13, 11, so possibly py nenp here, is an addition by

the author of 2, 10-14 ; cf. Di., p. 98. 113= ' banishment!

17. *p2n = ' dedication' from *pn 'A? dedicate ,' prob. a

denom. from the root of fn ' £-«w ' (for SJjn), prop. ' to rub

the gums;' so in Arabic ; it being customary to rub the gums

of new-born children with date syrup, which was regarded as

an act of dedication or initiation into life; cf. Del.5
, p. 125,

Prov. 22, 6.

"VJJ n^H TPl 'and he was building a cityI i.e. at the time

when *pan was born, the city was not completed, otherwise the

narrator would have written HJ3 (pf.) or \^\ (impf. with waw

conver.). Other instances where the subst. verb iVn is added

to the participle to mark more prominently the duration of

the action (i.e. that it is incomplete) are to be found in 37, 2

njn iTn 'was shepherding ;'
39, 22 nfety JTn; see on 1, 6.

Ryssel, however, De Elohist. Pent, sermone, p. 59, takes this

passage differently, his words are ' Prorsus aliter res se habet

Gen. 4, 17, ubi participium loco nominis ponitur ["Stddte-

bauer"];' so Del. 5
, Di. The former rendering seems simpler.

For conjectures as to the city *]un, see Di., p. 99.
<

"Vy n^l. The retrogression of the tone in rU3 is due to

the following tone-syllable in "ry. Two tone-syllables usually

do not come together, either the first word is accented on the

penult., or deprived of all accent by being connected with the

second by Maqqef ; cf. Ges., § 29. 3 b ; Driver, § 100 : so 1, 5

nW?N-ip.
3) I9 nn^^sn. 21, 5 ^ ni>vn. 39, 14 m pn£>.

18. TW . "T/TV The passive verb is followed by

the ace. case, as in 17, 5. 21, 5. 27, 42. 40, 20, etc. ; cf. Ges.,

§121.1; Ewald, § 295b; M. R., § 47; Dav., S., §§ 79, 81. R. 3.
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The meanings of some of the nomina propria which follow

are very obscure
}

cf. Di. ad Ioc. and Budde, Urgesch., p. 1 24 f.

T^J? may mean ' he who flees,' or ' the one who flees,' from

Tty, Arab.^ 'to flee.' LXX give it by Tmddd, which is inter-

esting as throwing light on their pronunciation of the Heb. y;

cf. mi»y, Tofioppa ; nry, rdfc ; .TS>ny, ro&Aia ; iwyi, 'Payoi^x
5

^tfony, roflowijX ; StBJP, 'Pey/xd ; see Wright, Comp.Gram.,^.\2i.

bfcWITO, of which pwnD is another form, perhaps means

'blotted out by God; or 'stricken of God;= b$ ^HD. LXX,

Ma\(\erj\. 7NE*in£ Ges., 7fc. ' man that is of God; being

composed of VlB, i.e. HE with the old case ending *, which

is found again in nfeino and 7NUB; cf. Ges., § 90. 3 b; Stade,

§ 344 b, and esp. Driver, p. 238 : of p, the relative pronoun,

in Assyrian sha, and of ?K ' God.' niD is preserved in Ethiopic,

where it often has the meaning 'husband; as Is. 54, 1. Luke 2,

36. Gen. 2, 23, in the Ethiopic version ; see Di., Ethiop. Lex.^

p. 183. The relative w is not found in the Pentateuch, unless

we adopt the view of some interpreters who consider MBb in

6, 3 to consist of 2, W, and DJ ; and r\?W in 49, 10 to be

equivalent to n?B>, i.e. v "^. It is found in Judg. 5, 7. 6, 17,

where it may be due to a north Palestinian dialect, and in the

Song of Songs ; also in later writings, e. g. Eccles., Lam.,

late Pss.; while in Phoenician (see Schroder, Phon. Gram.,

pp. 162-166, and the inscriptions cited by him, note 2,

p. 162) cw is the common form, the form ibw being never

used. This explanation of the name 7Nt?inD is corroborated

by the Assyrian; cf. Hommel, Z.D.M.G., xxxii. 714, and

Lenor., Les Origines de I 'Jfistoire
2
, p. 262 f. It is, however,

against the analogy of compound proper names like ^NttQ,

PXVO^ etc., which have no &5\ If '£>=' man ofGod; we should

expect the form ^fiD, rather than ?NWift. A less probable
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planation is 'Man of Entreaty' from ?W$ and T\D. The

LXX have MadovaiiKa.

17^ "V^yi .
"6 s is generally used of the mother, and the

Hif\ tSi of the father ; cf. io, 8 ff. 22, 23.

TP37 cannot be explained from the Hebrew. In Arabic

eUJb= ' a strongyoung man ;
' possibly *]B? is to be connected

with this.

19. Lamech was the first to introduce polygamy, in opposi-

tion to the divine injunction in 2, 24.

The names of the wives are given here because it is

necessary for the understanding of the song.

TTiy = 'adornment;' H?¥ 'shade:' but these two meanings
T T

are not quite certain.

\PttZ? constr. of B?n?\ According to Ges., § 97. 1. foot-

note 1, the dag. lene after a vocal shewa is due to the fact

that the full form of word was £W?^£. According to Stade,

p. 2 1 6, ' &W is formed after the analogy of DS# from tflfltf'

20. The names in this verse are very obscure ; cf. Di. for

explanations that have been attempted.

HDp?2l 7J1N IttfV . jabal was the father of those who

dwelt (the sing, taken collectively) in tents, and had cattle,

i. e. the first to introduce nomad life. 3G?P is connected by

zeugma with rwpo; cf. Hos. 2, 20. Is. 42, 5. Josh. 4, 10.

2E" with the ace. or gen. of the place that is dwelt in, so

Ps. 22, 4 S>N"fB» rv6nn nW; cf. Is. 33, 14, where W is

construed with an ace. of the place dwelt in.

Hipto 'possession,' then 'possession of cattle,' a wider idea

than JK¥; it comprehends also (e.g. 26, 14. 47, 17) larger

cattle, sometimes camels and asses ; cf. Ex. 9, 3. Job 1, 3.

ax. "*tf1 "V03 ton bl "ON. ' Thefather of all those who
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handle harp and pipe.' LXX somewhat freely, 6 Karadeigas

•^akrrjpLov Ka\ KiQapav. ""^33, according to Ewald (Lehrbuch,

§ 79 d, §"ii8 a), who seeks to connect it with KiOdpa, is

abbreviated from Tfl33 or "^3. According to H. W. B.,

nth ed., it is a modified form of "133; cf. ^.33, Arab. T\2f,

Aramaic 8*133, N"}^?, IliS ; from "03 an assumed onomato-

poetic root 1
. Josephus, Arch., vii. 12. 3, describes it as being

ten-stringed, and says that it was touched with the plectrum,

but cf. 1 Sam. 16, 23. 18, 10. 19, 9. where David is said to

touch it with his hand.

"jy\y occurs only four times in the Old Testament ; here,

Job 21, 12. 30, 31 (see Baer in loco, p. 50). Ps. 150, 4;

and is taken by the LXX (KiOdpav) and Pesh. (Jiio) as

a string-instrument; it is better to take it with Targ. Jer.,

LXX in Ps. 150, and Rabb. 2S-= l
pipe', perhaps i a shepherds

pipe.' In the Hebrew translation of the Aramaic parts of

Daniel it is used in 3, 5. 10. 15 for rWiBDID.

22. ttTin vD tl?t£ a 'A sharpener (or hammerer) of every

kind of instrument of brass and iron? The A.V. takes Wu?

in a metaphorical sense ' a sharpener,' i. e. " instructor of every

worker in brass,' etc.; R. V. forger;' Marg. 'an instructor'

uhn=' an instrument' does not occur again in the O. T.

;

the passage (1 Kings 7, 14) cited in H. W. B., nth ed.,

being an instance of its ordinary meaning, ' workman?

The rendering above given is that of Tuch, Del., and

most moderns. Dillmann, however, in his note on the

passage remarks :
' This explanation, which since Tuch is

the one usually adopted, is hardly the meaning of the Mas-

soretes, who— judging from the accent on Wu? and the

pronunciation B^.n (where one would rather expect &1D)—

1 Barth., N.B., p. 65, is of opinion that "n:3 = Arab. ^L-S

.
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perhaps supplied (cf. Targ. ?) ^X from ver. 21, before ?3,

1 a hammerer, {father) of every brass and iron smith? The

falling out of "ON must have been very old, as the Vss. do

not give it. The LXX have ko.\ r/v (xcpvpoKonos xa^K*v* xa^K0 ^'

Ka\ aidrjpov, taking Bnn as a masculine, omitting 73, and

apparently reading \Ti for pp, unless we suppose that ml rju

is a corruption of natv. Similarly Vulg. ' malleator et faber

in cuncta opera aeris et ferri,' supporting to some extent

Dillmann s view. Onq. paraphrases riT^V "'JJT s^. ft^fl

N?!")-^ ^^C?j Dut apparently did not view tfhn as='an instru-

ment! Ps.-Jon. has much the same as Onq., SHJ'I fJ?W73p 2"}

riTSJD ' the master of every workman who understands the

working in* etc.; also taking Enn as a participle. If Khn

be taken as a subst. it is a participle neuter; cf. "W1 l that

which remains over,'' ' that which is gained', so ' an advantage,

benefit, gain', 733; in Isa. 28, 4 733 W¥ J
cf. Num. 24, 20,

Ps. 73, 10. Prov. 6, 24; and Ges., § 128. 2. Rem. 3. Budde,

Urgeschichte, p. 137 f., doubts the correctness of the text and

emends as follows. He omits the words 7H3 . . . fp, ver. 22,

and adds at the end of the ver. bxTR n^n^ Bhh TJttb W
"W ^i?J

"
l?^ >

! (
2 3)« Such a violent reconstruction of the

text, however, can scarcely be regarded as legitimate criticism.

niDyj.= ' die Liebliche, the amiable, lovely one?

23, 24. Lamech's Song. It consists of three verses, each

containing two lines. It may be rendered thus

:

23 (a). ' Ada and Zillah hear my voice;'

(/3).
' Ye wives ofLamech, give ear unto my speech :'

(a). ' Surely a man have I slainfor wounding me'

(<8).
' And ayoung ?nanfor bruising me:'

24 (a). ' If Kain shall be avenged sevenfold?

(/3).
' Then Lamech seven and seventyfold!

With ver. 23, cf. Isa. 28, 23. 32, 9.
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23. JJOP for njVPf ; cf. f«"]i?, Ex. 2, 20, and Ges., § 46.

Rem. 3; Stade, § 612 a. Possibly the text should in each

case be emended, ]V®P being punctuated TfVP^, and f?"]i?,

JKlp; cf. Ruth 1, 20.

*0 not 'for,' nor = the on recitativum, of the N. T., intro-

ducing the words of the speaker (as e.g. 21, 30); but =
'certainly, surely;' cf. Ex. 4, 25.

^rnnPl/ .

"
,V^Dt)

. The suffixes are objective; cf. Ges.,

§ 135. 4; M. R., § 78 ; Dav., S., § 23. Cf. LXX, els rpavfia

e/iot . . . els fia>\(07ra e/xoi. So Vulg.

7 = ' on account of;' cf. M. R., § 51. 4; Ges., § 119. 3 c;

see Num. 16, 34 nb)p?.

The perfects may best be taken, with the Vss., as real

perfects, and not as perfects of certainty. Lamech has killed

men and will not, should necessity occasion it, hesitate to kill

others. Jewish fancy narrates that Lamech killed Kain (B^K)

and Tubal Kain
(*1JJ).

But only one act is intended, the

repetition being due to the parallelism common in Hebrew

poetry.

The song is probably a triumphal song on the invention

of war weapons. Lamech boasts that if Kain would be

avenged sevenfold, surely he, with his instruments, would be

able to take a far greater vengeance (seventy-sevenfold). For

a mere wound inflicted on him, he has punished the inflicter

with death ; and in the possession of his weapons he feels

himself superior to his ancestors, and able to dispense with

divine protection. The poetical words pTKH and miOK and

the parallelism which is observed throughout the three verses

are noticeable.

25. Ptt) = Salz, Selzling, and then Ersatz,' substitute!

"yTltlJ ^3
. Qamec remains, notwithstanding the Maqqef,
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and 18 on this account marked with firm Metheg; see Ges.,

§ 16. 2 b; cf. § 9. 12. Rem. 1 d. |
s
p lain *5j cf. on 3, 19.

26. Nin Dn nt^Tl. The pronoun is repeated separately,

to emphasize the noun ; cf. Ges., § 135. 2 c ; Ewald, § 311a and

§ 314 a; M. R., § 72. 1. R. a; Dav., S., § 1, cf. 10, 21.

tT13N='/«0»,' from BON 'to be weak;" or from tMK = the

Arabic J~j]
' to attach oneself to,' so animal sociabile. Cf.

C. P. Ges., p. 60.

vrnn tN. The indeterminate 3rd pers. sing.; see Ges.,

§ 144. 3 e, and the note on ver. 5 : cf. Lam. 5, 5 )y? min nb.

The LXX have ovtos rfkirurev, perhaps reading ?nn and nj

;

cf. Frankel, Finfluss, p. 41, on their reading. Onq. has P?2

;n KDBte nN&ife KB>3K >:0 &n ^TfiCfcS 'thus in his days the

children ofmen ceased praying in the name of the Lord;' so

Ps.-Jon., taking pnin as = 'profanari] and paraphrasing to

avoid the idea of profaning Y.'s name, so that the com-

mencement of idolatry is here mentioned. This, however,

is not probable. Aq. has correctly totc fjpx&n, also Sym-

machus dpxrj iyevero. Di. remarks on this verse :
* It is,

moreover, quite possible that the original reading was *>nn

(nt=) r, i.e. " This one began" (so LXX, Vulg., B. Jubil.),

and ?ron TN (so, read as a passive, already in Aquila and

Symmachus, but with the meaning apxy) stood in connection

with the view taken by the Targum/

DtZQ, frOpA Not merely * to call with YahweKs name]

'to mention Him;' but ' to worship Him!

5.

A short notice of the generations from Adam to Noah,

connecting the history of the creation, the first chief event,
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with that of the flood, the second important event in the

narrative. The number of generations from Adam to Noah

is ten. In the accounts of the first nine generations, the

name of the first-born is always given, the age of the father

at the time of his birth, the number of years which the father

lived after the birth of his first-born, and the total length

of his life. In the case of each, mention is made that he

begat sons and daughters (null D"02 *6vi). In the notice

of Noah however, no mention is made of the number of

years he lived after the birth of his three sons, nor of the

total number of his years when he died, this being narrated,

chaps. 7, 11. 9, 28. On the deviations in the chronology

followed by the Hebrew text, the LXX, and the Samaritan,

cf. Di., p. no, and the authorities cited by him, p. 112
;

Del. 5
, Comm., p. 136, and more especially for the LXX

chronology; Frankel, Einfluss, p. 70. The following table,

taken from Di., p. no, gives the variations in the chronology

of the Hebrew, LXX, and Samaritan texts.

Adam

Heb. Text. Sam. Ver. Septuagint.

130 800 93o 130 800 93o 230 700 930
Seth 105 807 912 105 807 912 205 707 912

Enosh 90 815 9°5 90 815 9°5 190 715 9°5

Kenan 70 840 910 70 840 910 170 740 910

Mahalalel 65 830 895 65 830 895 165 730 895

Jared 162 800 962 62 785 847 162 800 962

Enoch 65 300 365 65 300 365 165 200 365

Methuselah 187 782 969 67 653 720 167 802 969
Lamech 182 595 777 53 600 653 188 565 753

Noah 500 ... 500 500 ...

Up to the flood . 100 (95o) 100 (95o) 100 (95°)

In each of the three tables marked Heb. Text, Sam. Ver.,

Septuagint, the first column gives the years each patriarch
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lived until he begat children; the second, the number of years

in < ich life after the birth of the first child ; and the third, the

total number of years each individual lived.

i. J"V1 iTIfi "1CD only here: elsewhere in P nnhn alone;

cf. 2, 4. 6, 9. Num. 3, 1.

3. "W Cir^lT DIN Tm. rut? ilKO is equally common

with mtynND; cf. Ges., § 134. 1. Rem.; M. R., § 98. The

ace. is ace. of time, in answer to the question ' how long ?
' cf.

M. R., § 42 a ; Ges., § 1 18. 3 b ; Dav., S., § 68.

"HV1 , viz. a son or child. Olshausen proposes to insert

|3 here, but unnecessarily, the object being contained in the

verb, as in 6, 4 nrb VT^l; 16, 1 )b m^ i&.

5. 131 D"TN ^TD"
1 vD. The predicate usually, after ?3,

agrees with the genitive, and not with the noun in the cstr.

state: cf. Ges., § 146. 1. R. 2 ; M. R., § 135. 3 a; Dav., S.,

§ 116. R. 2.

TOtf n^ttfl rCttf nNtt Vtin. The noun rotf repeated

with the ten ; cf. Ges., § 134. 3 ; M. R., § 97. Rem. c. Dav.,

S.j § 37. R. 3. '•n is perf. from "n, as in 3, 22.

6. mi" PN^I D^$ W&ll. The noun repeated with

the lesser number (from 3-9 inclusive) in the pi., and with

the greater in the singular. See reference to Grammars in

preceding note.

22. JIN "pOn "f7nn
,,

'l ; so Noah, 6, 9, walked with God
;

cf. a similar use of the Qal in Mic. 6, 8. Mai. 2, 6. DS* ^nnn

is used of confidential intercourse with God, a closer relation-

ship to God than is implied in '•walking before God' (17, 1),

or, 'walking after God' (Deut. 13. 5); cf. 1 Sam. 25, 15 of

the intercourse between David's followers and Nabal's ser-

vants. The LXX have here EvTjpeaTTjo-cv Se 'Evcbx T(? ©*£>

perhaps to avoid an anthropomorphic idea; cf. Ecclus. 44,
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16. 49, 14, and Heb. n
3 5 mfrret 'Ev^x- Onq. paraphrases

*J1
K^JPPTa 1]i:n Tpbrn '^^ walked in the fear of Yahweh!

The Pesh. renders as the LXX, Ich^LJJ *au* *a.*,o 'Enoch

pleased God!

24. IDS Jlp7 *D "I^NI. *^«rf he was noI, for Flohim

look him; 1

cf. the usage of fN in Is. 17, 14. Ps. 103, 16.

1 Kings 20, 40, of sudden disappearance. On its use in the

narrative style, cf. Ewald, § 321 a ; M. R., § 128, 2 a. np? *3

"K 1DK, that is, without dying, otherwise we should expect

T\t2^ ; cf. 2 Kings 2 (Elijah's removal from earth to heaven,

without tasting death). The reason for inx np? *0 is to be

found in the first half of the verse, viz. his piety ; cf. Heb.

11, 5, and Onq.; not, as some suppose, the danger of his

relapsing into sin: so Ber. Rabb. c. 24. Frankel, Einfluss,

p. 43, cites this passage as one of the places where the LXX
translators had the Haggada in view. LXX have koI o{>x

T)vpi<TK€TO dlOTL flCTtdrjKCV CiVTOV 6 GfOf. So Vulg. Onq. ^Hlllyl

J IW MS* (Kb) n« (cf. Frankel, p. 44, note d, who omits *6

so Berliner in his edition of Onqelos [ed. 1884, Berlin], p. 5

cf. part 2, p. ^)=^
lAnd he was not, for Yahweh did (not) slay

him! The Pesh. follows the Heb. text. In Ecclus. 44, 16

Enoch is called vnoSdyna ^eravoias ra'is yevfai?, and in the book

of Enoch (translated by R. H. Charles ]

) and the N. T. book

of Jude, 14 etseq., he is described as a seer and prophet, who

announced the coming of God, to punish the world for its sin.

29. 112 Ifttt? HN Nlp^l. m generally derived from ffl3

1
to rest,

'='
rest, but doubtfully as the word is always written

nb in the O. T.—as if from a root 113,—not Hfa. Ewald con-

nects this root na with 83= ' to be fresh,' or ' new,' and Haldvy

(R. E. f, xxii. p. 611) regards it as the verb from which

1 Sec Jewish Quarterly Review, Oct., 1893, et seq.

F 2
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nrP3 comes, assigning to it the meaning ' to be pleasant} and

seeing in the p, n. ni {agreement de sacrifice) an allusion to

8, 21. Cf. further, Di., p. 116. The explanation given in

the text, wn? nt, is not strictly an etymology at all, as ru

cannot be connected with Dm, which is an entirely different

stem ; but the similarity in sound led the narrator to connect

in thought m with D!"U, just as nBto is a reminiscence of

n$D 'to draw out,' yet cannot be etymologically connected

with that word. The LXX render Worn 1 as though they

read it WW (not tifVf*], which would rather mean ' to set,

place'). Rashi perceiving the etymological difficulty, fancifully

explains UDn^ as though it were=WDD ITO** 'make to rest

from us.' His words are Nl t&V ny 13*1* jmy DK HDD nr

hn^d p^n nnyn nni? pan Nim n^nno ^a oni> irn n^j mo

nw nyni priori din 5>b> in^pD D*Dn D*sn?Bb Dn-mi D^ip

HEn}'1 IHTI ni*l3 ' He will make the toil of our hands cease from

us : before Noah came they had no instruments to plough with,

but he made them some, and the earth used to bringforth thorns

and thistles when they sowed wheat, on account of the curse

of the first man, but in the days of Noah (the earth) had rest,

and this is the meaning ofWfcTW?

""Ul Jtoynl ^toDO. 'From our work and labour

{arising) from the ground;' better than nDlxrrfD ' because of

the ground} as A.V.; for the curse comes to man from the

ground, which brought forth "HTn y)p when it was tilled

(3, 1 8).

6.

i. in T> is inf. cstr. of 2T\ 'to be many} 'gross sein;' rm=
1
to become many} 'gross werden.' The apodosis of the sen-

tence begins with ver. 2 1Ni s
l

.

2. iTDtO is used in a physical sense here= ' comely;' cf.

24, 16. Ex. 2, 2.
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"PPD itfN TOtt. f? is used to particularise the idea

as in 7, 22. 9, 10; cf. Ewald, § 278 c; Dav., S., § 101. R. c.

D^n7^n "OH. This phrase, elsewhere in the O. T.,

always means ' the angels] with reference to their nature as

beings of a higher, diviner type (being called D'OKPD, with

regard to their office as messengers executing the divine

commands); so Job 1, 6. 2, 1. 38, 7. Dan. 3, 25 ('a son of

the gods'), but never miT *H. The same meaning is usually

assigned to it here by ancient interpreters, e. g. Philo,

Book of Enoch, etc.; cf. Jude 6. 2 Peter 2,-4; the moderns

also mostly explain it in the same way; so Tuch, Knobel,

Schrader, Del., Di., etc. As, however, the idea of a carnal

connection between the angels and daughters of men was

very repugnant to a refined mode of thought, and especiaUy

objectionable to the Christian mind (cf. Matt. 22, 30), many

attempts were made to explain these words in a way that

would not cause offence. Thus, Targg., Onq. and Ps.-Jon.

both render KJ5"£0 ^ ' sons of ?tod/es,
;

from the use of

D\"i7N in Ex. 21,6; 22, 7 (which, however, are very different

passages from this). Rashi has D^DCVTl D*lb>n ^2, ' the sons

of princes and judges ;' others explain D\-|7Nn "03 similarly

as the sons of those of higher rank, opposed to DlNn mJ2

the daughters of those of lower rank. In favour of this

interpretation, Pss. 82, 6. 49, 3 are quoted. But in the

first of these passages the expression is not the same, and

the application evidently different ; in the second, the

opposite to D1X is B^K, not D^N ; further Dltfrt, in vers. 1

and 4 (= ' the human race''), is against this view. Another

explanation is that adopted by the Fathers, e. g. Ephrem

Syrus, Theodoret (cf. Del/', p. 146), who interpret the sons

of God in a spiritual sense as the pious ones, those who

load the lives of angels; viewing these as the descendants
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of Seth, and regarding the DINH r\M2 as the daughters of

the wicked, the offspring of the line of Kain. But there

is nothing in either chap. 4 or 5 to bear out this view, and

the expression ' sons of God 1

as a name for pious men is

not usual in the O. T.; and it is scarcely conceivable that

DINH in ver. 2 b is to be taken in a different sense from

the DINH in ver. i a , which would be required if this view

were adopted. The Vss. render variously. The reading

of the LXX is uncertain, viol tov Q(oi> is found, and also

tiyycXot tov GeoO (Swete); cf. Lagarde, Genesis Graece, p. 20.

The Pesh. has here y^o»o^( Jt-> merely transliterating the

Heb. words; so in Job 1, 6. 2, 1 ; Aquila, viol t£>p e«a>»>,

on which Hieron., Quaes/, ed. Lagarde, p. n, says, ' Deos

intelligens sanctos sive angelos ;' Symm., ol viol t<ov dwaarevov-

tov (agreeing with the old Jewish view) ; Itala (from LXX),

' angeli Dei ;' Vulgate, l

filii Dei!

3. *TTn JIT N A TVO is rather the breath of life which

Yahweh Elohim (2, 7) breathed into man's nostrils when he

created him ('the principle of physical and spiritual life,'

Di.), than the Holy Spirit (as the Targg. of Ps.-Jon., Jer.;

Symm., etc.) working in man, and judging him; for the

determination on Yahweh's part to deprive man of His

spirit, as the latter half of the verse shows, really means

depriving him of life.

n4^ is not jussive, but (as in Nto} from Kfcl not &02) has

the intransitive punctuation of the imperf. ; cf. Ew., § 138 b;

Stade, § 490 c; Ges. § 72. Rem. 1. 2. The Vss. (LXX,

Pesh., Onq., Vulg.) either read "WlJ, or according to others

Jv} or p3? (HaleVy, Rev. Crit., 1883, p. 273), or guessed

at the meaning of the word, rendering it ' abide ' or ' remain!

It is now generally rendered either ' be abased! so Ges., In.,
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Ew., from the Arabic £\Z ; or '

rule', Del., Knobel, Budde;

pn being=H, Job 19, 29 Qri(?) and Zech. 3, 7 nn&TDJn

"TP3~riK pin. Del. also compares jfrN, which he takes to

be an elative form for adwan from pi, but cf. C. P. Ges.,

s. v. fViK. The rendering ' rule in' although uncertain, is

perhaps preferable to ' be abased] as the latter trans, ascribes

to the word a signification which it has ceased to have in

Hebrew. The rendering offered by the Vss. ' abide in
'

best suits the context, but it does not seem possible to get

it out of the present text. Cf. C. P. Ges., sub voce. The

Targg. (Ps.-Jon., Jer.) and others take it as synonymous

with pi, and render 'judge,' but this does not suit the con-

text so well as ' be abased' or ' rule? The A. V. renders

' my spirit shall not strive', so Joseph Kimchi and Rashi,

regarding pi as equivalent to pi , and giving it the meaning

of the Nifal pi: (cf. BS5W), a meaning which in Nifal

depends on the reciprocal signification of the conjugation,

and so cannot be assigned to Qal.

ifen N")n D38H. The best attested reading is that

adopted by Baer and Del. in their edit, of Genesis, Leipz.,

1869, 02^2 with pathach. The reading in the ordinary

editions is 03?>2l with qamec. The meaning of these words

is disputed. There are two general explanations. That

adopted by Delitzsch, i For that he too is flesh] or 'For that

he indeed is flesh,' 03^3 being treated as compounded of 3

the prep., the relative V x
(cf. on 4, 18), and the particle

1 It is now generally recognised (Wright, however, Comp. Gram.,

p. 119, still adheres to the old view) that the fragment \i? has nothing

to do with the rel. nrn, but that "0, "C , originally £j, is only another

form of the Aramaic relative conjunction 9 , 1. It has been supposed

that the rel. vi is characteristic of the dialect spoken in Northern Israel,

cf. Dr.,/«/ra/.,pp. 422, 563. Whether the Inscription as: ni'jcyjn,
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03 also; cf. "IBta, 39, 9. But against this it may be

d that (a) the relative K> never occurs in the Pentateuch,

though defended by some by an appeal to the pr. n. PNChriD,

4, itf ; ?NtJ»D, Ex. 6, 22. Lev. 10, 4; which are not, how-

ever, of any weight for prose usage, and both of which may

be explained otherwise: and that (b) 03 is here superfluous.

The second explanation is that adopted by Ges., Tuch, Ew.,

Budde, who read Oa^l, and take it as inf. cstr. from 32t?=

rut?, with the affix of the third pers. m. pi. (cf. Ges., § 67,

Rem. 3; Ewald, § 238 b), and renders, ' On account of their

error or transgression he (mankind) is flesh.' Against this it

may be urged (a) that K1H is masc. sing., while D3K> has the

third pi. m. affix; cf., however, Ewald, § 319 a, where other

instances of a similar Enallage numeri are to be found, or

the suffix in DaB>5l may refer to ' the sons of God ;

' cf. Budde,

Urgesch., p. 23^: (b) that WW is scarcely the word that

would be expected in this connection, and it is here hardly

general enough : (c) that the reading with qamec is not

so well attested as that with pathach ; cf. Del. 4

, p. 195. The

text is probably corrupt : but the emendations that have

been proposed are not satisfactory: e.g. 03 iBWa, or 0E>23,

' ihe foterth of a. fourth of a.?,' preserved on a weight discovered on the

site of Samaria and prob. dating from the eighth cent. B.C., confirms

this view or not is very doubtful. The real text of the Inscription has

not yet been accurately deciphered, and the reading b\r may be incor-

rect : see authorities in Driver, I.e., and cf. Robertson Smith in Academy,

Nov. 18, 1893. See also Z. D. M. G. xxxii. 711 ff., and a note in the

American Journal, Hebraica, April, 1885, p. 249, where a third view

of the relation between ttJ and -\\r?N is mentioned, which makes tt? the

original relative, and derives imjn from it by prefixing an independent

pronominal stem a, and affixing la (^which appears also in the Arabic

relative alladi (^JJI), 'j being then hardened to "i; cf. Sperling, Die

nota relationis im Hebraischen, Jena, 1876. See also C. P. Ges.,

sub voce 1SJ«, and Wright, I.e., p. 118 f.
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DJ CQa The Vss. give—LXX, 81a to eirai avrovs vdpKas

)

Pesh. 00, )I^? ^<^&; Onq. T̂
D5l |13W ^13; Vulg.

' £wz'tf <:#;-<? 6f// all expressing the sense ' For that.'

"l2l H^n W» Yffl. '£0 £« <%j ^0// &?,' or 'w /<?/

£& ^ayj &?/ etc., i. e. he shall have a respite of a hundred

and twenty years. This seems better than the other explana-

tion, that human life should be limited to a hundred and

twenty years; for many post-diluvian Patriarchs reached

a far higher age, e.g. Abraham, 25, 7; and it cannot be

regarded as a general statement to which there might be

exceptions, as the exceptions are too numerous (all the post-

diluvian Fathers, from Shem to Terach, reach a higher age

than the limit here assigned; cf. 11, 10 et seq.)
1
.

4. Q^D^n. According to the ancients (LXX, Pesh.,

Onq., Sam., Saad.), a name for giants; cf. Num. 13, 33 DD'1

pjy "03 D^BJn "Wi. No clear etymology can be found in

Hebrew
;
perhaps the word was derived from a Canaanitish

dialect. It has been connected with the root 7D3
l
to fall

:'

thus many of the Fathers consider these Dv s23 to have been

fallen angels ; but there is nothing in the narrative to justify

this, and the narrator appears to distinguish the Dv^Qj from

the DwKH *J3. Others render ' Robbers, Tyrants' lit. those

who fall upon others ; so Aq. of iirnrmrovTis ; Symm. ol pLaioi
;

but 7S: only means ' to fall upon,' ' attack ' in certain connec-

tions; cf. Josh. 11, 7. Job 1, 15. Gen. 43, 18. Others

(Tuch, Knobel) connect the word with a root S>DJ, supposed

to possess the sense of NPQ, and consider it to allude to their

1 Di., however, denies the force of this objection, pointing out that

the writer here (J) has composed his narrative without regard to P, the

document in which the ages of the Patriarchs down to Moses exceed

120 years. Cf. his Cowm., p. 123, but sec Del.8
, p. 151.
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extraordinary sice, but this is precarious. Other conjectures

will be found in Lenormant, Let Origines de t'histoire
2
, etc.

i. p. 344.

DTTil is always pointed with — , although _ would be

expected here; cf. ver. 19 "TO; and Ges., § 35. 2 A.

mh^ . . , INI 11 "HTN. Render, ' When the sons of God

went in . . . and they bare! "1BW, connecting the new sen-

tence with a preceding particle of time (p nnN)\ may be

rendered ' when ;' cf. 45, 6. 1 Sam. 20, 31. 2 Sam. 19, 25

after DV; Deut. 4, 10. Ps. 95, 9
a and b

. The imperf. as

a frequentative past, followed by the perf. with waw consec;

cf. Driver, § 113. 4/3: cf. 2, 6. 29, 2 f. Ex. 33, 7-1 1. The

subject to n?"1
! is the D1NH JT02 : cf. for the change of sub-

ject, 9, 27. 15, 13.

iTO!"! refers to the D^QJ in the first half of the verse,

not to an object to n^l, which has been left out, as this

would be very forced.

ti5n ^tlfaN is co-ordinate with D^yo "IBW. 'The men of

repute ;'
cf. Num. 16, 2 D£> '•BON. A word in the construct

state cannot take the article, so it is defined by the article

being attached to the following genitive, Ges., § 127 b.;

M. R., § 76. N. B. Whether such a combination as HMK

D^n means I. ' The men of'repute/ or II. 'iJ/<?« 0/"/^ reputeJ

or III. ' 7^£ wra of the repute', can only be decided by the

context. Hebrew has only one way of defining the first,

or the second, or both parts of a construct state, and follow-

ing genitive combination. Cf. also Dav., S., § 20. R. 2.

1 Well. {Comp., p. 308) and Budde (Urgesch., p. 34) regard oai

p •nnN as a later addition due to one who had Num. 13, 33

before him.
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5. J"Q1 is accented milrcC, and so is an adj., and not the

perfect fern., from 211, which would be milel.

TlS rVattTIE) 1!T 73. 'Every form of the thoughts of

his heart' IT, I. 'form, shape,' physically; II. tropically

applied to what is fashioned in the mind, imagination ; cf.

8, 21. Is. 26, 3. The LXX paraphrase nas ns Stavoelrai iv

rfj Kapbla, on which cf. Frankel, Einfluss, p. 10.

}H pi ' only evil,' i.e.
1 utterly, hopelessly, nothing but evil:'

cf. a similar use of p"i in Deut. 28, 33 pyn p)W$ pn ; Is. 28,

19 nyn P"» nvft.

6. 127 T'N 3SWT1. M«^f zm.r pained in his heart!

LXX, *ai Siei/0^77. Onq. nTO-

]? jinepn TsrreA f™?
1

*??] "^1
'«4#d? j^a^ 3y his Word, to break their strength according to

his will: Ps.-Jon. PnD*m p.T^ pjTKI. <^/*</ disputed with

his Word concerning them ;
' so Sam. and Targ. Jer. All

intentional, in order to avoid an anthropomorphic idea.

7. n^nil = usually ' tame' ' domestic animals;' here used

of ' lame and wild animals ,' as in ver. 20
; 7, 23. 8, 17.

9. rvnbin nSs. cf. on 2, 4.

O^DH p^Tl ttTN PO. Render, 'iYW/£ ze/aj #« upright

man, perfect among his contemporaries
;

' according to the

accents and the order of the words.

10. 0^2. ntE>7>tt\ Masc. nouns take the numeral in the

fern, form, and vice versa; see Ges., § 97 ; Dav., § 48. The

number 2 agrees in gender with the word which it enumerates,

and is an exception to this rule. The numerals from 2-10

are substantive, inx, fern. nriN, one is an adj., and agrees

with its noun.

11. Dttn pMPl N^m. Cf. ver. 13 DEn pan m6o
and see note on 1, 21.
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13. "OdS Nl Ito2 ^3 yp. T>k «*<* (i.e. the destruc-

tion) of all flesh (man and beast) has conic before me! Not
1 Tht end of all flesh has come to my knowledge',' which would

rather be "6k Nn (cf. 18, 21. Ex. 3, 9), but 'has come before

my mind, is determined on by me' (cf. Job 10, 13. 23, 14),

Kn.; or (Ez. 7, 6) 'has come before me ' (ver. 1 1), i. e. according

to my decision and resolve, Di.

nT2l~?3 is characteristic of P.
T T T

Di"P3DE 'from before them' i. e. ' because of them, through

their influence ;' cf. Ex. 8, 20 3"iyp| "obb p^n nnBTI. The

pi. suffix is used because nbo must be taken collectively.

•pNH J1S ' with the earth? So LXX, Onq., Vulg. Pesh.

has I^Jr^jL 'on the earth;' Sam. WSfr ^ 'from the

earth! perhaps reading (wrongly) nKD by repeating the final

D of DnTtt^D.

14. HDH **)£$ T\2T\, nnn only occurs in Gen., chaps. 6-9,

and Ex. 2, 3. 5; it is thought by some to be an Egyptian

word; see Gesenius, Th. sub voce, and M. V., H. W. B.,

p. 893. Others (cf. H ale*vy,y. A., viii. 12, p. 516 f. Jensen,

Z. A., iv. 273) regard it as a loan word from the Assyrio-

Babylonian. The Semitic etymologies given by Del. 5
,

Comm., p. 169 (from 3VI, a secondary formation of 3W

'to be hollow'), and Dietrich, Abhandl. zur Semit. Wortfor-

schung, p. 33 (who regards the word as Semitic, and as

standing ' in lebendigem zusammenhange ' (in actual con-

nection) with .fQM 'a reed;' comparing the derivation of

H3n from njK with those of ?5D,'^2»Ji, from hlX
j
Din, from

DNn; in all of which the X is suppressed), are untenable.

The LXX here have ki(3cot6v ; in Exodus 0i'(3iv ; the Vulg.

has ' arcam ' here, and in Exodus
'
fiscellam ;' Targg. NTOfl,

Pesh. J!a»)J5, which is the Greek Ki/3a>ro'r.
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HDH "^^ only occurs here, wxy =z'wood' when cut

down, 'logs' as opposed to J*y,
'trees' growing; so Htsn,

and B^n, sing, 'wheat' growing, and pi. 'wheat' when cut

down, 'grain;' ?|D3 ' silver' in general, E^DpS 'pieces of silver]

Ges., § 124. 1. R. 1 a; Stade, § 333; Dav., S., § 17. R. 1.

1D3 is probably a resinous coniferous tree (Nadelbaum),

perhaps the old name for the cypress, which was used by

the Phoenicians for shipbuilding, and is elsewhere called

BTQ. "ISJ only occurs here, and is a word of doubtful

derivation. Ges. in Thes. cfs. *1S3, Lagarde (Semitica^ i. 64,

Symm., ii. 93; i?. iV., 217 ff.) regards the word as inferred

from n*"]?^, or as a corruption for rp"3B§, cf. Di., p. 140.

The LXX, Itala, and Vulg. did not understand the meaning

of the word, and resorted to conjecture. The LXX have

gvXeov TtTpaycovaiv ; the Itala, ' ligna quadrata ;' the Vulg.

' ligna laevigata.' Onq. and Ps.-Jon. render 'cedar trees;'99
the Pesh. has )..o*_£? jmi, which Walton renders ' de ligno

viminis ;' but this is doubtful. Possibly it should be rendered
'juniper wood;' see Low, Aram. Pflanzennamen, s.v.

O^-p. i In cells shalt thou make the ark ;' D"Op being ace.

of manner or product, after a verb of making; cf. Ex. 38, 3

nBTti nfe>JJ 1v3 ?3 ' all its vessels he made brass,' i. e. so that

they consisted of brass; 27, 9. 1 Kings 18, 32. Is. 3, 7;

cf. Ewald, § 284. a. 1 ; Ges., § 1 17. 5 c ; J\I. R., § 45. 5 ; Dav.,

S.
f § 76. Possibly the text originally ran D*op D*Op, so Lag.,

Budde, etc.

n"^321 . , . ntry. The perf. with waw conv. in con-

tinuation of an imper. ; cf. Dr., § 112 ; Dav., S., § 55 ; Ges.,

§ 112. 3 c. y; M. R., § 24. 1 a; cf. 8, 17. 27, 43 f. Lev. 24,

14 1DDD1 , . , bbpnn DX Wflfl. 2 Sam. n, 15. mMl has the

tone thrown forward on to the last syllable, after the waw
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conv. ; cf. the note on 3, 18. nED is a denominative from

"iB3. See Ges., § 43. Rem. 2.

*^DDH — ' lemjft bitumen ' or ' asphalt! The word is found

in Aram, and Arabic, and also occurs in the Babylonian

story of the flood. The article is used here with a material

which was well known; cf. Ges., § 126. 3. Rem. b; M. R.,

§ 68 ; Dav., S., § 22 d ; and 11,3. 13, 2.

15. ntoVn Itftf iW, lit '&& « what thou shalt make

it

;

' i.e.' this is how thou shalt make it.'

16. ~\TYH, only here in the sing., prop.= ' light,' and then

1 an inlet for light,' so ' window! So all Vss. except the

LXX, and most moderns, "inv is regarded as a feminine,

so P?D, Ez. 41, 16. 26; cf. Ges., § 122. 3 b and d ; Ewald,

§ 174 c (y), who classes ITO?, as fern., among the nouns

denoting places in which man is wont to move, or things

which man uses, comparing "ivn 'a court' Ez. 10, 4. 5; runo
' camp', in Gen. 32, 9; Him '0 street] Dan. 9, 25. In 8, 6

(J), the ark has a single window {WW, i. e. 'a lattice-work

window/ which could be opened and shut at will. Trtf (P)=
merely ' an opening for light/ It is possible to render nnv

collectively (? Pesh.)= ' windows] so Ges., Thes., s. v.

rfoycblS rcSnn HON f?*n. Render, 'And up to

a cubit shalt thou complete it from above! Tuch supposed

that a single window, a cubit square, was meant, and that

it was probably intended for Noah's cell while the animals

were left in darkness. But there is nothing in the text

to warrant either of these opinions. Equally improbable

is the view adopted by Keil, Knobel, and Del.4
, viz. ' up

to a cubit from above] i. e. the covering or roof of the ark,

so that there would be the space of a cubit between the

roof and the in¥. According to this view the size of the
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window would be left undefined, and we would rather expect

npypprp to stand after HEX. Di. and Del. 5 consider the open-

ing to have been a cubit high, and to have run round the

four sides of the ark, a little below the roof, being interrupted

merely by the beams supporting the roof; there would then

be really a continuous row of windows. Di. appeals to

the Pesh. in favour of his view, and claims n?3 as suiting

this meaning, and one would naturally assume that the ark

would require more than one window ; whether the Hebrew

text, however, can bear the meaning Di. puts upon it, is

questionable.

17. fcOHD ^DH ^DNV The participle as future {futurum

instans), which it represents as already ' beginning
;

' fre-

quently with pun preceding it; cf. Ges., § 116. 5c; M. R..

§ 14. Rem. a; Driver, § 135. 3; Dav., S., § 100. R. 1.

D^tt TOtti! PN. Not ' the flood of waters' but in app.

1 the flood [even] waters .' So Ps. 60, 5 rvynn J", lit ' wine,

reeling!

D^tt. On the subst. in apposition, cf. M. R., § 76.

Rem. b; Ewald, § 287 h; Driver, § 188. 1. The emendation

BjO is unnecessary and unsuitable. More probable is the

suggestion that D^O here (and 7, 6) is a gloss on SflQD; see

Ges., § 131. 2 e. Rem. 4 foot-note. Di., however, p. 141,

denies this, regarding the words pNiVpy D^D as an explana-

tion, by the author, of the archaic word 713D ; cf. Dav., S.,

§ 29 b. In Is 54, 9 the flood is called nb *D.

I?"U in the Pent, and Josh, is peculiar to P.

1 8. Ttt^pm . ma D'pn and ma jm, 9, 1 2 are marks of P.

19. ^nn only punctuated so in this passage; cf. Is. 17, 8

and the note on ver. 4.
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i"T2pT) "'OT, characteristic of P.

20. in^tt^. See on 1, 12. C^E"?. and Ktol belong to the

language of P.

21. nEDNI i . « T? Up; cf. on ver. 14. rfax is another

characteristic of P.

22. ntTJJ p is rare outside P.

7.

1. *J.TP!2 TOI. Cf. the fuller description of Noah's family

in P, 6, 18. 7, 13. 8, 16. 18.

2. n^Ot£> nvntl\ 'Seven by seven' i.e. 'by sevens;' see

Ges., §134- 5; M -R-, §72- 2; Ewald, §313 a; Dav., S., § 29.

R. 8 ; cf. Zech. 4, 2. Num. 3, 47. 17, 17 HDD HDD 'rod, rod',

' a rod each ;' 2 Kings 17, 29 '•IJ ^ ' nation, nation', i. e. ' every

single nation:'' cf. also Mark 6, 39 avfinoata avfx-rroaia; 40

7rpacnai npaaial. The repetition of a noun indicates that the

action expressed in the sentence is performed on different

individuals of the class denoted by the noun ; thus the repe-

tition serves to express the distributive relation. Some think

that seven individuals of each kind were to be selected, the

seventh possibly being intended for sacrifice (Del.). But the

addition of inBW K^N seems to indicate that ' seven pairs
'

were intended. In the case of the unclean animals we have

DW once, i. e. ' one pairJ and we may reasonably presume

that had the narrator intended seven individual animals here,

we should have had njDB* once. This also suits ver. 9 better

(the animals went in tM$ D*JB> by twos). HJDB> nyns? in the

next verse is to be taken in the same way.

frOn , , , ^7 "*ltl-N; cf. 17, 12. 1 Kings 9, 20 etc. On
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the pers. pronoun after #? IBW, see Driver, § 198. Obs. 1
;

Ges., § 138. r ; Dav., S., § 9. R. 2.

4. nynm Tiy D^^ "O. </V a/fcr yet seven days!

For this use of the preposition b, cf. 2 Sam. 13, 23 VM
tm ewub6; Ex. 8, 19 run msn ,t.t "inoi?; M. R., § 51. 2.

DV D^ll^. Certain nouns are used after the numerals

in the sing. ; cf. Ges., § 134. 2 and R. 1 ; M. R., § 97 ; Dav.,

S, § 37- R. 1.

Tl^nm. P uses nn^ or nTi^ri; cf. 6, 13. 17.

Dlp^H TO. DIpNT, which always has the * without a

dagesh, is a subst. formed from the analogy of the imper-

fect. See, however, Barth., IV. B., p. 181, who denies this,

and explains Dip*1 from an original D^i? by transposition.

Render, ''Every existing thing!

6. rCtt? iTlNft EJttJ p. The adj. is expressed by joining

to a subst., denoting a reference or relationship, a genitive

expressing the attribute or thing; cf. Ges., § 128. 2. Rem.

2 c; M. R., § 79. 6 d; Dav., S., § 24. R. 3.

D^D (TIT 7*0?3m .
' When the flood was, waters,' etc.

CD, as the text stands, is an explanatory apposition to pUBn
;

cf. however, the note on 6, 17. irn = ' accidit,' 'earned

LXX, iytvtro, but Swete reads $». The second half of the

verse is a circ. clause; see Ewald, § 341 d; Driver, § 169:

cf. 19, 4. 24, 45 and Ges., § 164. 1 a. The R.V. keeps the

old rendering, ' the flood of waters' which is a paraphrase

adopted for the sake of English idiom.

7. V-3.1 n3 ^D,
,,,

l.
lAnd Noah came in and his sons,' etc.

When the predicate precedes a compound subj., it frequently

stands in the sing.; Ges., § 146. 2 b; M. R., § 138; Dav., S.,

G
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1 1 . ""ITI «?T3 . . • JTIN^ TO n3tf2 , lit.
%in theyear ofsix

hundred years to the life of N.] i. e. ' in the six hundredth year

of N.'s life.
1 The cardinals, for numbers beyond ten, are

used for the ordinals; cf. Ges., § 134. 4; M. R., § 100 a;

Ewald, § 287 k; Dav., S., §38 b.

T\1 *°n ,. The genitive is often expressed thus by ?,

when a writer wishes to avoid a string of construct states,

or—as here—when any word intervenes between the con-

struct state and the genitive. Cf. Ges., § 129. id; M. R.,

§ 83; Dav., S\ § 28. R. 5.

Pl2^S1= lit. ' the latticed windows] from TIN ' to inter-

twine? The LXX have ol KarapaKTm, Vulg. ' calaraclae,' Aq.

and Symm. al Bvpifcs: cf. DYTOD n3lN, Is. 24, 18; also Job

38, 16. Prov. 8, 28 on the whole verse.

13. PITH DVH Dlkm. 'On this very day;' see Ges.,

§ x 39- 3 > M. R-, § 90 ; Ewald, § 286 f ; and cf. 17, 23 ; Ex.

24, 10 D^CBtfl DSJJ3
' as the very heavens ;' Josh. 10, 27 *ry

rtiH DIM DVy ' until this very day? Cf. Dav., S., § 11 c.

fcO. It is not necessary to take this in a pluperfect sense,

the rendering ' came ' is quite suitable.

ntl^tT. Here the numeral very exceptionally agrees in

gender with its substantive; cf. Ges., § 97. 1, note; Ewald,

§ 267 c : other instances are Ez. 7, 2 Ktb.; Zech. 3, 9. 4, 2.

Job 1, 4. Cf. Dav., S., § 36. R. 3.

14. FpD TO T1D!£ /D. The same phrase occurs in

Ez. 17, 23; cf. also 39, 4. Ps. 148, 10. Lit. 'every bird of

every wing] i. e. ' all sorts of birds] l every species of birds?

"YISS is properly ' a small bird] so called from its twittering

or chirping. Di. and Del., however, regard the two phrases

as in apposition, and render every bird, every winged thing]

spa including insects.
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16. S^Nnn = ' those that came] lit. ' the ones coming:' see

Ewald, § 335; Dav., S., § 99. The article is equivalent to

the rel. pronoun: cf. Neh. 4, 12 D^nn '//te Ma/ built;
1

Ex. 1, 1 ncmD DW2n 'those who came to Egypt;' 10, 8

tropin.

19. "TNft TND (cf. 17, 2. 6. 20) is repeated to imply

intensity; cf. Ges., § 133. 3. Rem. 3 ; M. R., § 72. 1. IKD

"IND is peculiar to P ; so 17 I.e., Num. 14, 7.

20. n?DN rntl^ t2?Dn. nBK is ace. of measure, answer-

ing to the question ' how far ?' Ges., § 118. 2 c; M. R.,

§ 41 c; Dav., S., § 69 c.

21. rrcrQ^ FpJJD. 2 is used to specify the whole

according to its contents (a construction characteristic of P)

;

cf. M. R., § 52. 1 ; cf. 8, 17. 9, 10. 17, 23. Ex. 12, 19.

Render, ' And all flesh died . . . consisting offowl
1

etc.

22. ("D^n, with firm — under n, the noun being of the

form n»y.

23. n^l. The better-attested reading has no dag. in

the D j so the form would be apoc. impf. Qal from nno (see

Ges., § 75. Rem. 3 a), and would mean ' He (God), or it

(the flood) Molted out
1

the first rendering being the best. The

reading with dag. in the 12 would be imperf. apoc. Nif\,

for which we should rather expect nEM with — , but cf.

Ewald, § 224 c, and Ps. 109, 13. 14: the ace. might stand

after a passive, as in 4, 18; but a passive would hardly be

expected with *ni3*l following in the same verse. The accent

on the penult, points to the imperf. Qal : in the imperf. Nif.

it could not be drawn back, as the penult, would be a closed

syllable.

1PN "WtffcVl. l0Ms'ff qui] contains in itself the demons,

pronoun, Ges., § 138. 2 ; cf. M. R., § 158; Dav., *S'., § 10.

G 2
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8.

3. mirh ybn , . , n^nn initin. The inf. abs.^n is

added to 2)W to emphasize the continuance of the abating of

the waters, just as in vers. 5. 7 ; 12, 9 : cf. Ges., § 1 13. 3. R. 2
;

Ewald, § 280 b ; M. R., § 37 b ; Dav., S., § 86. c and R. 4.

4. POrn is impf. Qal with waw conv. from riti, like "1DJ1

from TO, -M from "lit, Vft from W c f. Ges., § 72. Rem. 4 ;

Stade, § 484 d.

13HN "HH ;V = ' on (one of) the mountains ofA! The

plural as in Judg. 12, 7 : see Ges., § 124. 1. R. 2 ; Dav., S.,

§ 17. R. 3. tma* is in the O. T., 2 Kings 19, 37= Is. 37, 38

and Jer. 51, 27 (together with "0D and TJ3BW), the name of

a land. In Isaiah I.e. the LXX translate D"HK by 'Appcpia, and

ace. to Schrader, C.O.T., p. 53, and Glossary (cf. Lagarde,

Armen. Studien, § 100); Armenia is called in Assyrian Urartu.

Hieron., on Is. 37, 38, describes Ararat more closely as the

fruitful plain lying at the foot of mount Taurus, through

which the Araxes flows; and Moses of Chorene calls this

part of Armenia Ajrarat. Kiepert (M. B. A. W., 1869,

228 A; Geogr. 75) connects the
y

A\ap6dioi of Herodotus,

iii. 94, vii. 79, with this name (Di.). Since the first cent. a. d.

the common opinion among Jews (cf. the Targums) and

Christians (Eph. Syr., Pesh. on Gen. 8, 4) in the East iden-

tified Ararat with the land of Qardu, i. e. the old Karduchia

on the left bank of the Upper Tigris ; and the mountain

where the ark landed with mount Gudi, SW. of the Van

lake. This identification, however, is not supported by the

usage of language in the Bible. From the time of Josephus

(Ant., i. 3, 5) it has been usual to consider Mount Massis,

the loftiest of the hills, in the land of Ararat, which rises
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to a considerable height, on the right bank of the Araxes,

and is always covered with snow, as the spot where the ark

landed. This mountain is situated twelve hours SW. of

the town of Eriwan. See Di. and Del.5 ad loc.

5. "flDm "pTTJ VPT. The more usual cstr. with Tfn to

emphasize the continuance of the action would be the

participle : cf. on 1, 6 ; see Ewald, § 280 b.

Wirh IJlfrO. DV is omitted by Ges., § 134. 4. Rem.;

M. R., § 100 a. Rem. a; Dav., S., § 38 c.

7. 2"W7. The article is generic. The individual as

representative of its species is distinguished from the animals

belonging to other species ; cf. Ges., § 126. 4 ; Ewald, § 277 a

;

M. R., § 68; Dav., -5"., § 22 c; 1 Sam. 17, 34 nsn NTi
;

1 Kings 20, 36. Others explain the article on the ground

that Noah had only one raven with him in the ark, which

is somewhat difficult to prove, or had merely a male raven

;

but aiy is used of both the male and female bird, and does

not admit of a distinction of gender: cf. fTJV used of both

sexes; so mm l

bee ;' cf. Ewald, § 175 b; Ges., § 122. 2 c.

DWy* is inf. cstr. with the fern, ending, like n?y, Num.

14, 16. This ending is usual only with verbs »"fi and j"s
;

cf. Ges., §§ 69. 2. R. 1, 83. 1 ; Stade, §§ 199 c. 2, 208 c,

619 g; Ewald, § 239. a (who classes these instances as

abstract formations with an inf. force).

8. 1 ,ptl. On the pointing of n interrog., see Ges., § 100.

4 ; Dav., § 49. 2. The indirect question is here identical in

form with the direct; cf. Ges., § 150. 2. Rem. 2 c; M. R.,

§ 146 ; Ewald, § 324 c (a) ; Dav., S., § 125.

9. m2D 'a resting-place! Cf. the note on 1, 14.

10. 7PP1 is, according to form, Qal or HiP. impcrf. (of
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7V1 or 7*H)j according to usage, Hif. Only one other

instance is cited in Ges., H. W. B., nth ed. (where the Hif'il

means 'to wait'), viz. Judg. 3, 25. Di. wishes to emend

after Ols. to 7m ; cf. ver. 12, as the meaning 'wait' else-

where is expressed by the Pi'el or Hifil of 7IT, or (ver. 12)

by the Nif\; but he apparently overlooks Judg. 3, 25.

Vh^i F|DVl. In the combination of a verb and inf. con-

struct, two constructions are possible : (a) The verb governs

the inf. cstr. as an ace, as here and ver. 1 2
; (0) 7 the prep,

is prefixed to the inf. cstr., as in 1 1, 8 ni:n7 I7im ; cf. M. R.,

§§ 112 a, 114; Ges., § 120. 1; Dav., S., §§ 82, 83.

n. FpE JTT i"!7y 'a fresh olive leaf! FpD, prop.=

' a plucked (leaf'), from spB ( carpere ;' cf. u-i^ 'to be fresh,

new' prop. ' to be freshly plucked!

'That the olive tree is found in Armenia, Strabo shows,

xi. 14. 4 : and that it also thrives under water is attested by

Theophr., Hist, pi iv. 8 ; Plin., N. H., xiii. 50/ Tuch in Di.

12. vlT^I is impf. Nif. from 7IT. In Ez. 19, 5 (the only

other example of a Nifal form of this verb) we have npniJ

,

if the text be correct. Ges., § 69. Rem. 5, explains it as

an instance of the Nifal of a verb s"q (orig. l"s), written with

"» instead of 1; cf. STjJJ, Ex. 19, 13. 1 Sam. 13, 8 7m Ktb.;

so Ewald, § 140 b. Stade is doubtless right in emending to

'TO ; see §§115 note, and 504 a.

13. plTfrTa. See on ver. 5 ("insi) ; cf. Ges., § 134. 4

and the note on 7, n.

16. Render, ' Go thou forth from the ark with thy wife'

etc. Notice the difference between the English and Hebrew-

idiom. English says, ' Go forth with,' Heb. ' Go forth, thou

and thy wife!
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17. FpiO. Cf. the note on 7, 21.

12"ltf1 . . NOT. Cf. the note on 6, 14. The Ktb.

KSin (cf. 19, 12) is the regular imper. Hif. from K2P, K?tfn

arising out of N^p; see Ges., § 24. 2b; Dav., § 9. Rem. b.

One fails to see why the Massoretes should prefer the

irregular Kri K2Tn to the regular Ktb. Other instances of

the HiPil of verbs '•"a retaining their "• as a consonant when

we should expect *— or 1, are Hos. 7, 12 ff?DJC; Prov.

4, 25 W: ;
1 Chr. 12, 2 tfWD; cf. Ges., § 70, 2 ; Konig,

Lehrg. p. 64 r. Stade, § 120, considers all the instances

cited (except 1 Chr. 12, 2) suspicious. Cf. Ps. 5, 9 where,

as here, for the Ktb. "MShn the Kri "1E*n is substituted.

21. nrr:n rm jhn "*« rrvn. rm is impf. Hif. from

nn, shortened from H^JJ, after the waw conv.; cf. Ges., § 7?.

Rem. 7 ; Stade, § 499 f.

nrn^n rP"H. 'The odour of satisfaction? nrYO is a similar

formation to P2F0, the only other instance of this formation

of nouns; Stade, § 233. Ewald, § 156. 2 b, forms niTJ from

the verbal stem nniJ, and cites as a third instance of the

same formation "til*?, Job 15, 24, which Stade has appar-

ently overlooked (see § 216, however). The niTJ rYH is

the pleasant odour which rose up from the sacrifice. In the

technical language of the sacrifice (Opfersprache) it is the

common expression used for the favourable acceptance of

an offering, or rather of the sentiments and wishes to which

the sacrifice gives expression (Di.).

"Q/ T>N— ' /o Himself1 thus a paraphrase for the reflexive

pronoun : for other methods of supplying the reflexive pr.

in Heb., see Ges., § 139. 2 ; M. R., § 89 b. The LXX para-

phrase here with bi<ii>or)6(is, Symm. has ttm Kvpios npos eavrov,

Onq. has «*t*93 *) "OO, 'F. spake by his Word; so Ps.-Jon.
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The Pesh. follows the Heb. text with o»^a. The same

idiom recurs 24, 45. 27, 41; cf. Dav., S., § 11 c.

22. The composite subject when foi/ozved by its predicate,

takes the latter in the plural; so in 18, 11. 2 Sam. 16, 15;

cf. Ges. § 146. 2 a; Dav., S., § 114 ; M. R., § 138.

"V^pl }HT are ' the seed time and harvest' dividing the year

into two halves, which are described as ' seed time and har-

vest' also
' cold and heat' which roughly correspond to the

JHT and T»¥p respectively. ' The summer and winter' again

correspond to the Dn and lp. The season or half-year,

which is called JHT, *pn, and Hp, began possibly with the

fifteenth of Tisri, and ended on the fifteenth of Nisan ; while

the other half of the year, called "V¥p, pp, and Dn, extended

from the fifteenth of Nisan to the fifteenth of Tisri. The

Jewish expositors, following Rashi, consider the seasons

mentioned here as six, each of two months' duration. The

punctuation is noticeable: Dnj "ip, epnj pp ?
rhh\ DV, in

pairs, the second member of each pair being connected by

1 with pretonic qamec.

9.

2. Q^nm MNTICI. Render, 'And the fear of you,

and the dread of you! The. suffixes are objective. The

genitive in Heb. may be either subjective or objective, the

latter embracing many different shades of meaning, often

being represented in English by a preposition, e.g. 3, 24

D*rBl yV T"n> see tne notes there and on 4, 23, and cf. 16, 5.

18, 20. 27, 13. 41. 29, 13. 42, 19. 44, 2. 50, 4; Ewald, § 286b.

Previous to the flood, the beasts lived at peace with man, and

without fear, now they must fear and dread him (Di.). b^2

"Ml
m
\VK= i with alt wherewith the ground swarms, and with
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all the fishes of the sea, i?ito your hand they are given! The

2 of ' concomitance,' as in Ex. 10, 9. 15, 19. 1 Kings 10, 2.

Jer. 11, 19, and often.

itfN (ace, see on 1, 21), as in Lev. 20, 25 ~\WK ?22)

MTQ. DJT out of CDT; cf. Ewald, § 255 c; Stade,

§ 81 b; Ges., § 27. Rem. 2 a. ' Intoyour power they are given!

a power even over their lives; cf. Lev. 26, 25. Deut. 1, 27, etc.

[misquoted 1, 57, Kn. in Di.].

3. ^n N*1il "tti?fc$, lit. 'which, it is alive! ton does not

take the place of the copula l

is,' but resumes the relative

~\VX. Compare ver. 18 UN ton nn; 2, 14. 19. Cf. Driver,

§ 199. Obs., with Ges., § 138. 1 ; M. R., § 156 a. n^K may

be described as the link connecting the two sentences, { every

creeping thing' and 'it is alive ;' so Num. 9, 13. 14, 8. 27.

35, 31. 1 Sam. 10, 19. See also Dav., S., § 9 a and R. 2.

PI 72^7. iTON always occurs in this particular phrase,

and always with another dative (except Jer. 12, 9). J173N

(as distinguished from 73N, '?£??> and n?*?*?) = 73N? gener-

alized; a thing that is given on a particular occasion 7pK7,

is given for a continuance rDDN?; see Driver, Journ. of Phil.,

No. 22, p. 217.

4. IE! 1ttfD33. 3=' with,' as in 32, 11 ^PP3 'zw'M wy

staff;' Ps. 42, 11 TllDVjn 1TTQ '«;//# crushing in my bones!

IDT is an explanatory app. to 1B*Q3, defining it more closely,

Ges. § 131. 2. Rem. 4; M. R.
5 § 71. 2 a. The LXX with

their nX^v Kpeas iv alfxan tyvxn* seem to have transposed the

words, and read B*S3 D*13. Frankel, Einjluss, p. 53 note,

explains it by the llalacha, which refers the command for-

bidding the ' Blulgenuss ' chiefly to the blood that flows out
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and causes death (Keriihoth, 20 b U TOW VZinv DT ' the

blood wherein the life goes out
7

). The blood is not actually

the life itself, but through the blood the life becomes apparent

to the senses, and the fact that it exists perceptible ; cf. Lev.

17, 11. 14. Deut. 1 2, 23.

5. aimirD: 1

? MD"T nX. 'But the blood ofyour lives

(i.e. belonging to) will I require; from the hand of every living

creature will I require it: and from the hand of man, from

the hand of each one's brother will I require the life of man.'

Tuch and others render, 'your blood for your lives,'' i.e.
lfor

their protection ;' MMiK'SH? being dat. commodi ; so Deut.

4, 15 DSTI^D^ "k\*D DmEEOI, and Josh. 23, 11; but this

is not suitable to the context : in 4 the Dl and E>D3 are

practically identical. Better DDTIB>BJ7 = ' belonging to your

souls ; SO the LXX, to Vfi€Tepov alfia tcov \j/vx^v v/jlcov, Vulg.

' sanguinem enim animarum vestrariwi' Pesh. »qjx^o? opo
ycT-okLiajj ; cf. Ges., § 129. 1. 2. Other renderings, which are

not so good, are ' according to your souls,' or ' whoever 's soul

it is, to whom it belongs ;' cf. ver. 10, defining distributively

the whole to which the part belongs, Del.; and 'your blood

as your souls' or 'your blood,' (that is to say) ^your souls,'

according to vers. 4. 5
b

, 7 as in Job 39, 16 (as though not

her own); Ewald, § 217 d and § 310 a. EJPI is thinned from

d9^j Ges., § 93. 2. Rem. 3.

rm TO Tft .
' From the hand of every beast.' According

to Ex. 21, 28 f., the ox that gored any one, so that he or she

died, was to be stoned to death (7pD* ?1pD).

VnfrS tPfrS Tto = from the hand of each one's brother.'

According to the ordinary explanation VnK B*K TO stands

instead of P*K l,nK TD, ^N, the noun which ought to be in

the genitive, after >nX
j
being prefixed for emphasis, and
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referred back to by the pronominal suffix in VnK ; so Di.

comparing Ewald, § 278 b. Kautzsch, however, offers two

other explanations of the phrase, (1) VJIK is to be regarded

as in apposition to BP'K, cf. 15, 10 and probably Num. 17, 17,

so Del.5
, who also compares 41, 12 and 42, 35; or (2) B^K

is prefixed as a sort of casus pendens, and is more closely

defined by the suffix in VT1K, so 42, 25. Ex. 28, 21. Cf.

further Ges., § 139, 1; M. R., § 94. Rem. a, and esp. Budde,

Urgesch., p. 283 ff., who explains the phrase on the analogy of

Zech. 7, 10 as inverted for the more usual rnx 1*D &*$; cf.

\llL in Aramaic, and aWfoov in Greek, and see Ewald, § 301 b

;

Dav., S., § 11 d. Pesh., Vulg., Sam. apparently read "Pnw E^N.

VTIN B^N T» is coordinate with D1X TO.

6. D~Ifr$2. The LXX cWi tov alfxaros avrov, either reading

D"jO or confusing in sound D*IN2 and D*n ; compare their

rendering of p? as though it were= p tib, viz. 4, 15. 30, 15.

D"Tfr$2. The 2 must be regarded as 2 of instrument ; cf.

Hos. 1,7. 1 Sam. 28, 6. Ps. 18,30, but this is not usual; passives

in Heb. are generally construed with JD of the agent, as in

ver. ri <DD« • • n~\y, or h, as in 14, 19 \rhv *?*& 7H2; cf.

Ges., § i9i. 3 ; M. R., §§ 49. 4, 51. 3. R. a; Dav., 6*., § 81.

DTHN •!£ is an expression characteristic of P.

9. D^p^ ^3n "Wl. When the pronoun precedes run,

^S is the form used : when it follows, \D3K is preferred ; see

Journ. of Phil., No. 22, p. 226.

rVQ Q^pn. nna, when used with D*pn, always has a

suffix ; the phrase JV"U CpH denotes the perpetuation of

a covenant already, at least in idea, existing, rather than the

formation of one altogether new, which is expressed by n"D

rv*Q; see Journ. of Phil., I.e.
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ODJHT J1N1 DDJIN ' with you and with your seed,' a

phrase characteristic of P.

10. rPnn tTD2 70 DN. The adj. alone defined, the noun

being regarded as sufficiently definite through the preceding

73 ; cf. on i, 21.

"'NITP TOto l
all whatever;' ]12 denoting the genus ex quo,

the general to which the particular partitively belongs, as in 6,

2. 7, 22; Ges., § 119. 3. R. d. foot-note, 7, as in 23, 10

W2 ?D?= ( with respect to' etc.; cf. Lev. 11, 42. 16, 21; Ewald,

§ 310 a (7 with a generalizing and particularizing force).

13. \PirO. ' I set' as in 1, 29 TIW r\:n ; cf. Driver, § 14 a
;

Ewald, § 135 c.

1 4- py "05jQ. Inf. Pi'el with the prep. 2, and suffix of

the 1 st pers. sing. : is pointed with —, as the doubling of the

letter has fallen away; cf. Ges., § 10. 2. Rem. a; the more

regular form of the inf. Pi'el would be ^3p.

]pV is a denom. of py. Render, ' when I cloud my clouds
;'

the apodosis begins with ver. 15, nnN"01 being a continuation

of the inf.; see Ges., § 114. 3. Rem. 1 ; Dr., § 118 ; Dav., S.,

§ 50 a.

18. tT^irn. Here the participle must be rendered as

past, ' those who went out' equivalent to 1N^ "1BW, but neater

;

cf. Ges., § 116. 2 and 5 b; M.R., § 14; so 27, 33 "ran, 35, 3

n#7> 43, 18 3#n,etc.

19. Y^Nri bl TOD3 PH^Sl. 'And out 0/ these was

the whole earth overspread' ntfSJ is a lightened form of the

3rd pers. fern, perf., Nif . sing, of p¥2= pa ; cf. i Sam. 13, 1 1.

I s - 33> 3 (NffiJ) ; Ewald, § 193 c (who compares H3D} from

220; PttpjM from DBp
; Hgag from \>?2) ; Ges., § 67, note 11.

20. yW\ . . , J"0 vf-Pl. Render,'And Noah the husband-

man began andplanted! So most moderns ; cf. Ges., § 120. 2 a
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and 26, 18 (-an>l . , . 2W\). Some, however (Tuch, Kn.),

appealing to Ewald, § 298 b (cf. M. R., § 43 a) and 1 Sam. 3, 2

hma vnn—which is scarcely parallel—render, 'And Noah

began to be a husbandman, andplanted; ' but this would require

nms B*N instead of ilDTKn B*K; cf. 25, 27 m'p B^K (for

M. R.'s explanation, § 76 b. Rem. a, is hardly satisfactory),

and what is noticeable in the narrative is, not that Noah

began to be a husbandman, but that he began the cultivation

of the vine. A slightly different expl. in Dav., S., § 83. R. 2.

21. HUT"). The imperf. apoc. Qal of nn$ without a help-

ing vowel ; see Ges., § 75. Rem. 3 c and § 28. 4 ; Stade, §§ 70 a.

2. 2, 101 c, 489 b.

n^nN for vJ}*J. n*

f°r ^ *s tne older and original form of

the suffix. The 6 arose by contraction from ahu, au, but

the n was retained in writing. The fl is also preserved in

Arabic, and on the Moabite stone, e.g. 1. 5 n2nN2=i2f"]«3

;

1. 7 r\r\22) rD=faV53*l3; other examples in lines 9. 10. 19.

25. rpilK always has a Kri, 17HK; cf. Ges., § 91. 1. Rem. 2
;

Stade, §§ 28 a, 345 b. "!" for V" occurs, however, elsewhere in

the O. T., and is by no means confined to the oldest books.

22. DPI may be called the father of Canaan here with

reference to ver. 25.

"Wl, sc. 'it;' see Ges., § 117. 1. Rem. 4; cf. note on
27, 14.

23. n^^iLTT. 'The upper garment', also used (e.g. by the

poor) as a covering by night ; cf. Ex. 22, 26. Deut. 24, 13.

24. I^Q 'from his wine,' i.e. his intoxication which the

wine had caused, as in 1 Sam. 1,14. 25, 37.

%

|t2pn 122, i.e. ' hisyoungest son,' cf. 1 Sam. 16, n. 17, 14.

If two were compared one with the other, fttpn might=
'younger ' or 'youngest' when more than two are compared,
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il= iyoungest,' cf. Del.
5
, ad loc. This rendering, however,

does not agree with 5, 32. 6, 10. 7, 13. 10, 1 (all P) and

9, 18 (J), in which verses the order of the sons is Shem,

Ham, Japhet. In 9, 18 R may have corrected J from P,

but failed to do so in this verse; Di., p. 160; cf. Budde,

Urgesch., p. 299 ff.

25. D*Hny "7HV= ' servant of servants' i.e. 'meanest ser-

vant;' cf. D^Tt^n "V£> 'song of songs' 'choicest song;' see

Ges., § 133. 3. R. 2; M. R., § 81 a; Dav., S., § 34. R. 4.

Canaan is made Shem and Japhet's servant. As Noah's

son Ham sinned against him, so shall he (Ham) be punished

through his own son Canaan, by the curse laid upon him

by Noah. The settlements of Canaan on the islands and

coasts of Asia Minor were at an early date overcome by the

Japhetic races. Cf. Di., ad loc.

26. I^D 7 is poetical for DHJ, as often ; cf. Stade, § 345 c,

note 1 ; Ges., § 103. 2, foot-note 2. Shem is not blessed

directly, but the God of Shem (Deut. 33, 20), i.e. Shem

is blessed through his God, the highest possible form of

blessing. If God is to be blessed for His goodness, which

is implied in blessing Him, how great must be the happiness

of those who are under His protection and enjoy His favour.

27. ' May God spread out faphet far, and may he dwell in

the tents ofShem! Onq., Baumg., etc. take God as the subject

to pc^l ; but God cannot be spoken of as dwelling in a tent,

and we should in this case rather expect p£" Niffl. Some

again (Ges., Schr.) take DK> as meaning 'repute;' cf. 6, 4

^ >wm ; but this is not suitable to the context, and Japhet

could not at that date have had any opportunity of acquiring

fame. Dwelling in the tents of Shem does not mean con-

quest, but points to the friendly relations that should exist
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between the Semitic and Japhetic races; the latter participating

in the honour paid the former, and sharing the religious privi-

leges enjoyed by them.

10.

In chapter 5 we had a list of the descendants of Adam,

containing ten generations, and ending with Noah. In

chapter 10 we have a continuation of the list found in

chapter 5, viz. a genealogical table of the sons of Noah, and

the various peoples that sprang from them. In the first verse

we" find the sons of Noah given in the same order as in 5, 32;

but in verse 2—in accordance with the custom observed in

the book of Genesis, to first notice the side branches of the

family tree, in order to prepare the way for mentioning the

chief line—we have the order, Japhet, Ham, Shem ; Ham
standing next to Shem, being, through Canaan, Mizraim, and

Cush, more closely allied to him than Japhet was. It should

be observed in these nfvin that the list of nations is by no

means complete. We find no mention made of nations of a

more modern origin, such as Moabites, Edomites, Ishmaelites,

Keturaeans, nor of some nations, such as the Rephaim and

Amalekites, who were of very ancient descent ; also we find

no allusion to the Chinese and the other Mongolian races of

Eastern Asia, to the Indians or Eranians, probably because

they were entirely unknown in Palestine at the time of the

narrator. ' In general the notice embraces the peoples who

were grouped round the basin of the Mediterranean and its

vicinity, the peoples of the so-called Caucasian race' (Di.).

The nations mentioned in this table are regarded as the

individuals of a large family, as sons, grandsons, and great-

grandsons, of a common father, e.g. just as Shem, Ham, and

Japhet are Noah's sons, so the Chittim and Dodanim in
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ver. 4 are the grandsons of Japhet; cf. ver. 6, Mizraim as

the son of Ham; ver. 13, Ludim as the son of Mizraim;

and (ver. 16) the similar use of the patronymics (the Amorite

and Jebusite being spoken of as the children of Canaan
;

compare vers. 17. 18).

The table falls into three chief divisions, viz. I. 2-5.

The Descendants of Japhet, the Northern Races. II. 6-20.

The Descendants of Ham, the Southern Races. III. 21-31.

The Descendants of Shem, the Central Races. The list is

repeated with some variations in 1 Chr. 1, 4-23. For a list

of works bearing on this chapter, see Dillmann's Conunentary,

p. 170. In the following notes—which are not intended to

form a complete commentary on the chapter—Dillmann has

been chiefly followed, and for fuller information his notes

and the works there cited should be consulted.

1. mT?in. Cf. the note on 2, 4.

.TlD^. 1 with pretonic qamec, see on 1, 2.

2-5. The Descendants of Japhet.

2. "1M. LXX, Tafie'p, mentioned again in Ez. 38, 6

(LXX, Tofxep), as an ally of Gog of Magog. Josephus, An/.,

i. 6. 1, considers that "iD3 = the Ta\aTai, who were formerly

called To/iapels, in Northern Phrygia. Bochart also decides

for Phrygia. 'Usually, since the time of Calmet, supposed

to be the Cimmerii (Kippeptoi, Horn. Od., xi. 14), who dwelt

north of the Pontus Euxinus and Lake Maeotis (Her. iv.

11 f.; Strabo, iii. 2, 12 etc.), were driven out in the eighth

century by the Scythians, journeyed through Thrace, and

reinforced by the T^s- and other tribes, at the beginning of

the seventh century crossed the Bosphorus and entered Asia

Minor/ Di. Others (Kiepert, Lagarde,etc.) consider that "1JD3 is
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Cappadocia, called by the Armenians Gami'r (PI-)* Saadiah

explains "\Di by d^Jl ' the Turks! The name is found in

the Assyrian inscriptions, ' Gimirrai= those who belong to the

people (Ass. land) of Gimir ;' i.e. the inhabitants of the dis-

trict between the north-western provinces of the Assyrians,

in the east, and of the Lydians in the west, i.e. of Cappadocia.

They are first mentioned in the time of Esarhaddon and

Assurbanipal. Whether the land was called after the Gwn'rrai,

earlier than this time, is uncertain. Cf. Schrader, C.O.T, i.

p. 62, ii. p. 123 ; Del., Par., 245, etc.

Zn^D. 'The second son of Japhet must be sought for

between Gomer and Media. In Ez. 38, 2. 6. 15. 39, 6

Magog appears as a remote and warlike people in the far

north, having Tubal and Meschek under them, and to whom

Gomer and the House of Togarma have attached themselves/

Josephus 1. c. and Hieron., Quaest. ed. Lagarde, p. 14, explain

213D as ' the Scythians^ the people of lake Maeotis and the

Caucasus, and this view is the one commonly adopted since

the time of Bochart. See further Di., ad loc, who mentions

some explanations of the name that have been suggested.

^172. * The Medes,' elsewhere mentioned in the O. T.,

viz. 2 Kings 17, 6. 18, 11. Jer. 25, 25. 51, 11. 28. Is. 13, i7f.

21, 2. The name is found on the Assyrian inscriptions,

' MadaP ('Ma-da-ai'); see Schrader, C.O.T., p. 62.

IV. ' The lom'ans' ('larger, 'lufov(s), in the whole of the

East, up to India, the name for the Greeks ; also found on

the Assyrian inscriptions of Sargon II 'Jav?iai' ('Ja-av-naai'),

Schrader, C.O.T, p. 63 ; and according to Sayce in the Tel-

el-Amarna Tablet, xlii. a. 16 ; see Academy , 1891, p. 341.

They are frequently mentioned in the O. T., e. g. Joel 4, 6.

Ez. 27, 13. Is. 66, 19. Dan. 8, 21. 10, 20. 11, 2.

H
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Jttfol Sun. 'Always (except Is. 66, 19, Mass. text,

and Ps. 120, 5) joined together. In Ez. 32, 26 they are

mentioned as having suffered severe reverses, in Ez. 27, 13

(together with Javan, possibly from Gen. 10, 2) as connected

by trade with the Tyrians, whom they supplied with slaves

and vessels of brass. In Ez. 38, 2 f. 39, 1 they are spoken

of as forming the flower of the army of the Scythian king

Gog, in Is. 66, 19, LXX, as distant peoples. They are

usually identified with the Tibareni and Moschi, who inhabited

the hill country on the south-east of the Black Sea, the

Moschi between the sources of the Phasis and Cyrus, the

Tibareni east of the Thermodon, in Pontus. In the Assyrian

inscriptions (see Schrader, C. O. T., p. 64 ff.) their territory

extended further south, the " Tabali" (" Tibareni") up to

Cilicia and the " Mush'" (" Moschi") north-eastwards of the

Tabali. Josephus, Ant., i. 6. 1, explains ?y\T\ as the Iberians

in the Caucasus land, and *]E>D as Mafcuea in Cappadocia

(being deceived by the similarity in sound)/

D"V.Tl is mentioned nowhere else, but must, according to

its position, be looked for either east of *]K>E, or in the

west, and more towards the south than "]£>D. Since Josephus

D*vn has been usually identified with the T/iracians, but Di.

questions the suitability of this identification, as DTn = the

Thracians would be already included in the Gomer group.

Other conjectures are Tvprjs, Tvpas, i. e. the Dniester with the

people dwelling on it, the Tvplrai (Her. iv. 51); the TvpoTjvol

(Tuch, Nold., Di.), who belonged to the Pe/asgi, and who

made themselves by their acts of piracy a terror to the islands

and coasts of the Aegean Sea between Greece and Asia

Minor (Her. i. 57. 94; Thuc. iv. 109); see Tuch, p. 171;

Di., p. 175.
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3. The sons of Gomer.

"CDtTN, 'the first son of Gomer, is mentioned in Jer. 51,

27 together with Ararat and Minni, i.e. with North-eastern

and South-eastern Armenia/ Josephus explains by 'Prjylvfs,

who are otherwise unknown. The Ber. Rabba gives Asia

;

and the Jews of the Middle Ages, Germany. ' U3EW

—

whether the ending az was the original ending of patronymics

or not (see Lagarde, Gesammel. Abhand., 255, but cf. Armen.

Stud., § 143; Mittheil, i. 225)—appears to be the old name

of a people who were spread over Mysia and Phrygia.

For Ascanios occurs in Homer (//. ii. 862 ff., xiii. 793, etc.)

as the name of a Mysian and Phrygian prince, and the same

name at a later date was still attached to the lake of Kelaenae

in Phrygia, and to one near Nicaea in Bithynia, and also

to a river, a district and other localities (Strab., 12, 4. 5 fF.,

14, 5. 29; Pliny, 4, § 71. 5, § 121, etc.; Steph. Byz. see

'AaKavla),' Di. In Jeremiah the Western Armenians are

intended, i. e. the Ascanians, who had emigrated from

Phrygia into Western Armenia, and Tuch, Ges., and Schr.

consider this to be the case in the present passage.

JlD^, in 1 Chr. 1, 6 nan. Josephus explains by Ripheam,

i. e. Paphlagonians. Bochart and Lagarde the river 'P^jy,

a river of Bithynia which falls into the Black Sea, and the

district 'PrjfiavTia on the Thracian Bosphorus. Di., however,

thinks that JlD'H cannot be placed so far west. Most ex-

positors, however, prefer the view that nD"n = the fabulous

nprj 'Pijrc&z, which were regarded by the ancients as the

boundary of the northern side of the earth. Saadiah and

the modern Jews apply nQ"H fancifully to France. The

LXX have 'Vi^dB here and in 1 Chr. 1. c.

i"P2""Un, mentioned in Kz. 38. 6 together with Gomer,

H 2
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in the army of Gog; and in Ez. 27, 14 after Javan, Tubal,

and Meshck, as supplying horses and mules for the Tyrian

traders: both times called in Ez. nD""On rVS. Josephus

understood ncrun to mean the Phrygians. But as the

Phrygians are already included in T32KW, the view that
/
D=

the Armenians , is to be preferred; ' according to the oldest

sense of the word, Western Armenia,' Di, With this identifi-

cation, Phrygia, Paphlagonia, and Western Armenia naturally

follow one another in the direction from west to east. The

EXX have the name slightly altered, Gupyapd; Codex A,

Ofpyafid (so Swete); cf. Lagarde, Gen. Graece, p. 34. Whether

the town Tilgarimmu, in Melitene, mentioned in the Cunei-

form inscriptions (see Del., Par.
t p. 296, etc.) is to be

connected with riDlJD, is uncertain.

4. The sons of Javan.

ntty^7W, mentioned in Ez. 27, 7, ''the coastlands ofElishah',

whence purple was obtained. Josephus thinks that n&5*7K

means the Aeolians ; so Del. 5 The Targ. of Jonathan here

takes it to= Hellas. Others, Elis (Boch.). But Di. objects,

firstly, that %w—for the Greek nom. ending s—is incon-

ceivable, and secondly that Greece and the Greeks are already

included in Javan. He suggests Italy and Sicily, citing the

Targ. to Ez. I.e. K^K HiHD. This would not be unsuit-

able here, and would fit in with the statement in Ez. I.e.

('S>N "K). Cf. Sh., G., p. 136. What, however, the name itself

(? lXXvp-ia) means, remains to be explained. Stade considers

that nty^N is Carthage, but it seems doubtful whether Car-

thage was ever called Elissa, and the phrase n^vN "N hardly

suits this identification.

ttTttHn is frequently mentioned in the O. T. Josephus

thinks Tarsus in Cilicia is intended, but the more generally

^e of Med/ae^S^ CAMPBELL
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accepted view is that Tartessus in Spain is meant, which was

celebrated in the east for its abundance of silver, and carried

on an extensive trade with Tyre (cf. Her. i. 163, iv. 152
;

Is. 23). ' Not the town as a Phoenician colony (Stade), but

the land and people is intended,' Di. Tartessus embraced

the coastland from Gibraltar to the mouth of the Baetis or

Guadalquiver. The Tarshish navy, mentioned in the book

of Kings (1 Kings 10, 22. 22, 49), was not a navy that was

intended to traffic with Tarshish, but is a term for large

vessels, just as we speak of East or West-Indiamen ; cf. Ges.,

Thes., p. 1315.

O^rD. Cyprus and its inhabitants, where was an old town

kIttiov (cf. C.I.S., i. 137), the modern Larnaka (Schrader),

which Josephus mentions in his explanation of the namt.

The Assyrian name of the island was 'Jaindna ' or ' Alndna;'

see Schrader, C.O.T., p. 68 f. The name seems at a later

date to have included other islands and coastlands ; cf. Jer.

2, 10. Ez. 27, 6 D SD3 "N. Dan. n, 30.

DTP!. So the Targg., Pesh., and Vulg.; but the LXX
and Sam. give D^Tt, as 1 Chr. 1, 7. The reading D^Tl is

generally accepted as the correct one, as D'O'H cannot be

suitably explained. Conjectural explanations that have been

offered are Dodona, the seat of the famous oracle in Epirus,

which would be unsuitable here; or D^Tr= the AdpSavot

;

Targ. Jon. IMTtfl, Jer. Targ. RJ3Tf*I, i.e. the Trojans.

With the other reading cm Bochart explains the word as

meaning the Rhone, and the people dwelling near it : more

probable, hotvever, is the explanation by which D"OT»=
Rhodes, or in a more general sense the Rhodian Islands, i. e.

tru- islands of the Aegean Sea. In Ez. 27, 15 the LXX give

the correct reading, 'Pdfitot for |TJ *j>3. Cf. Sh., G., p. 135.
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5. In ver. 20 and ver. 31 we find at the conclusion of the

list Dn ^3 n?K and DB* *J3 r6fc* respectively ; and we should

expect here n& *33 M7N. As n?N» cannot refer to nB* *J3 in

ver. 2, but to JV "03 ver. 4 (since Magog, Media, etc. cannot

be spoken of as populating the sea coasts), and as, moreover,

onywa does not agree with D s13n «K, these three words (n?K

na* ^3) must be inserted before DD¥">N3, without its being,

on account of this, necessary to strike out D^n . . . n?ND as

a gloss/ Di. This emendation, proposed by Ilgen, is adopted

also by Ewald, and Del.

Render, '•From these have the sea-lands of the peoples

separated themselves. {These are the sons of Japhet) in their

lands, each according to his language, according to their

families, by their peoples! D^N denotes regularly ' the islands

and coastlands ' of the Mediterranean.

On 3 = ' by, according to,' cf. vers. 20 and 31 and see on

7, 21.

6-20. The Descendants of Ham.

6. UJO, ' called by ancient Egyptians " Fas, Fes," and

used as the name of a people of a reddish-brown colour,

between Egypt and Abyssinia, viz. in the East between the

Nile and the sea.' In the O. T. Cush seems to have had

a wider and narrower signification. In 2, 13 and here it has

a wider meaning, and is used to denote the southern limit of

the known world, including the inhabitants of the coastland

of Southern Arabia. From Isaiah's time and onwards it was

used with a more limited signification, as the special name of

the state Napata situated at the foot of mount Barkal, viz.

Ethiopia. Bha is found on the Assyrian inscriptions ('A'usi')

as the name of Ethiopia ; see Schrader, C. 0. T., p. 68. ' It is
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not very probable that the Kassi of the Inscriptions (Fried.

Del., Die Sprache der Kossaer, 1884), i.e. the KtWtoi in

Susiania, and the Koao-aloi in the neighbourhood of Mt.

Zagros, are connected with the biblical Kits] Di.

Q'H!£?2. Egypt. Assyr. ' Mumr, Musru, Misir' Schrader,

C.O.T., p. 71. The dual form of the word in Hebrew

probably is used with reference to the two parts of Egypt,

upper and lower, which are always mentioned on the oldest

Egyptian monuments when the whole of Egypt is spoken of.

The dual form is used in the Mass. text when only Lower

Egypt is meant, Upper Egypt being expressly excluded, e.g.

Is. 11, 11. Jer. 44, 1. 15. Various etymologies have been

suggested for the name. Bochart thinks that "\2flQ = ' walling

in' and Egypt would then= the land that is shut off or walled

in; but this opinion of Bochart's merely rests on the use of

the name in Is. 19, 6. 37, 25. Another derivation (Ges. in

the Thes., p. 815) is from n^D which occurs in Aram., Assyr.,

and Arab.= c a limit, province,' so DHSB= ' the two lands.'

tOID. This name occurs frequently in the O.T. In Nah.

3, 9 tt^Q is mentioned with Cush, Mizraim, and Lubim; in

Jer. 46, 9 in the Egyptian army, together with Cush and

Ludim ; cf. Ez. 30, 5. In Ez. 27, 10 the soldiers of DID are

found among the Tyrian mercenaries, together with those of

Persia and Lud ; and again in Ez. 38, 5 DID occurs with

Persia and Cush in Gog's army. In the LXX, Is. 66, 19

(Mass. text 713), it is spoken of as a distant nation of the west.

The LXX in Jer. and Ez. translate it by Al@ucs, so Jose-

phus : and this is the view generally adopted. Knobel

(Vblkerla/el, p. 296) points out that the Coptic name for

Libya was Phaiat. Ptol, iv. I. 3, Pliny v. 1 mention a river

<t>dovd or Fut in Libya.
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\V^ (usually derived from J73D ' to be low, depressed ')—' the

low land,' cf. Num. 13, 29 as opposed to the high lands of

Aramea. This, however, Di. disputes, and regards JJJ3D as

the original name of the low land by the sea and the Jordan,

which was afterwards extended to all the country west of the

Jordan ; cf. Sh., G., p. 4 f. Canaan embraced all this district,

exclusive of Philistia, but inclusive of Phoenicia. It is remark-

able that fy33—though the language of the land was Semitic—

should be found among the sons cf Ham. Perhaps this was

due to a sense of their different origin ; it being more or less

certain that they were emigrants from the south, from the

neighbourhood of the Persian Gulf (see Di., p. 180, and the

authorities he cites in favour of the view of the southern origin

of the Canaanites, viz. Her. i. 1, vii. 89 ;
Justin, xviii. 3; Strabo

i. 2. 35, xvi. 3. 4; Dion. per. 906 ; compare The Book of

Jubilees, c. 10 ; see also Schroder, Ph'dn. Gram., p. 4). On
the Assyrian name for Canaan ' mat Aharri,' ' the Westlandl

see Schrader, C.O.T., p. 72. In the Tel-el-Amarna letters

(cir. 1 400 b. c) frequent mention is made of the land Kinahhi

or land of the Kunaha, that is, Canaanites, see Di. I.e., and

authorities cited by him.

7. The sons of Cush.

fr$2D is mentioned in Ps. 72, 10 together with NU^, as a

distant land in the south. In Is. 43, 3. 45, 14 it is spoken

of together with Egypt and Cush; and in 45, 14 the D^fcOD

are described as being very tall. Since Josephus (Ant., ii.

10. 2), KDD has usually been identified with Meroe ; and

possibly this identification is supported by a comparison of

Is. 45, 14 with 18, 2. 7 (Her. iii. 20. 114). Di., however,

prefers to identify K3D with a branch of the Cushites, dwelling

on the Arabian sea, more to the east of Napata ; and he
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conjectures that remains of this proper name are to be found

in Asta-soba and Soda, the capital of the Christian kingdom

of Senadr in the Middle Ages. His reason for objecting to

the identification given by Josephus is that the kingdom of

Cush, even when it reached from Napata to the southern

island of Meroe, was never called by the Egyptians fcOD, and

that its name in the O. T. is always Cush.

HT'^n. Cf. on 2, n. Di. supposes that a trace of this

people is to be found in the name KoXnos Ata\iTr)s or 'A/SaXiV^s-,

and the people
y

A^aXlrai, on the African coast near the Straits

of Bab-el-Mandeb. This would suit the order of the enume-

ration. In ver. 29 iiT'in is mentioned among the sons of

Joqtan on the Persian Gulf; and we must either suppose

that there was more than one HT'in, or that a great Cushite

people were scattered over the east and south coast of

Arabia, who also had penetrated to the west coast of north-

eastern Africa, and there left traces of their name. Possibly,

as Tuch suggests, the difference is due to two different

accounts.

nrDD. Josephus, Ant., i. 6. 2, explains by 'Aa-rd^apot,

i.e. the inhabitants of Astaboras, now Albara, in Abyssinia,

which Gesenius in the Thes. approves. More general is the

view held by Tuch and Del., that nrDD is to be connected

with the old Arabian town 2d/3/3«0a or Sabo/a, the capital of

the Chairamotitae, which had sixty temples, and was a great

emporium of the frankincense trade. Its name was written

in Sabaean HUP.

n^^l, LXX, 'Pcypd, cf. on 4, 18, is mentioned in Ez.

27, 22 in connection with N3^, as a trading people, who

supplied the Tyrians with spices, precious stones, and gold.

Tuch and others identify ncyi with 'Prjypa or 'Pcy/ut, mentioned
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by Ptolemy and Steph. Byz., a town with a harbour on the

Arabian side of the Persian Gulf. Di. prefers to identify it

with the nDsn of the Sabaean inscriptions, in the neighbour-

hood of |S?D Me in, north of Marib. He also compares the

'Pappowrat, mentioned by Strabo, xvi. 4. 24, in connection

with this identification, who dwelt between the Mivalm and

the XaTpafxcoTlrai.

fcOrDD is unknown. Those who consider that noyi is

situated on the Persian Gulf compare Sanvbdicr), a seaport

town and river in Carmania ; so Bochart. The Targ. of Jon.

here, and the Targ. to Chron., give ^231, i.e. Zingis, on the

east coast of Africa.

The sons of Ra'ma.

fcOtL\ ' The Sabaeans' often mentioned in the O. T. as a

distant land and people, whose great wealth in gold, precious

stones, frankincense, and cassia, was brought, partly by them-

selves, and partly by others, to the north. They dwelt in

south-western Arabia, the capital of their empire being

Mariaba or Saba, three days' journey from San'a. Their

language was Semitic. See, further, Di., p. 182 f.

|"T7, mentioned in 25, 3 among the descendants of Ke-

turah. Possibly there were two different accounts of their

origin, both of which have been employed by the narrator.

In Ez. 38, 13 ]11 is mentioned together with NDE>, as a most

important trading nation, and in Ex. 27, 20 as supplying

Tyre with costly coverlets. In Is. 21, 13 the caravans of

Dedan are mentioned, and in Jer. 25, 23. 49, 8 it is spoken of

together with the Edomites and other desert tribes of Arabia.

In Ez. 25, 13 pT is the nation on the frontier of Edom.

The Cushite Dedan, since Boch., has usually been placed

on the Persian Gulf, and a trace of the name is supposed to
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have been found in Daden (^b, Aram. **»!?; see Ges.,

Thes.), one of the Bahrein Islands. Di., however, points out

that it is unnecessary to assume the existence of a Cushite

Dedan, as distinct from the Dedan mentioned in 25, 3. The

Dedanites (according to all the other places where the name

occurs) are to be found in north-western Arabia in the

neighbourhood of Khaibar, el-'Ula, el-Higr, where the trade-

routes from south, east, and central Arabia meet. A trace of

them is probably to be found in the ruins of Daidan, west

of Tema, south-east of Aila. We may assume that they

also had stations on the southern, eastern, and northern

trade-routes. It is, moreover, possible that they were

originally to be found settled still further south, pi occurs

in the Sabaean inscriptions, Di. After the exile the Dedani fes

disappeared, their place being taken by the Gerrheans (on

the west of the Persian Gulf). On this word and X2W in

the Assyrian inscriptions, see Schrader, C.O.T., pp. 74,

131 ff.

8. "T7\ P would use TvW; so in 6, 10.

"H£-. LXX, N6/3pco8. Found once again in Micah 5, 5.

Its derivation is uncertain ; some derive it from TUD Uo revolt;'

so T1DJ ( re5e/kr,' cf. H. W. B., nth ed. The name has not

vet been discovered in the Assyrian inscriptions. The

Assyriologists identify the Nimrod of the Bible with the

Babylonian hero Istubar ; see Schrader, C. 0. T., p. 75; and

Haupt quoted by Schrader, I.e., believes that the name can

mean, as an old Babylonian gentilic,
' he who is of Marad,

1

Marad (also Amarad) being a town of central Babylonia.

See, further, Di., p. 184.

"^12^1='^ mighty man,' cf. Ps. 52, 3; a powerful ruler,

who, by his courage, activity, and the terror he inspired,
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reduced all around him, either voluntarily or involuntarily,

to submission, Del. 4
; cf. ver. 10.

9. Nimrod was also distinguished as a mighty huntsman.

TV "i1M='a hero in (lit. of) the chase!

miT *0D? (cf. Jon. 3, 3 D'r£t6; ™ Ge<», Acts 7, 20).

The expression is doubtless taken from the mouth of the

people, and denotes that he was exceptionally mighty, a

person whom God himself must regard as sui generis; cf.

Pss. 36, 7. 104, 16. Onq. has Tl^ ^ = ( a mighty hero ;'

LXX, ytyas Kvvrjyos tvavriov Kvpiov mv Q(ov.

"V^fcO "p /V. This formula is also used elsewhere in

citing what was well known as a proverb, e.g. Num. 21, 14 ;

cf. 1 Sam. 10, 12. 19, 24, also Gen. 22, 14, and (for Impf.) cf.

Dr->§33 a ; Dav., £., §44a; Ges., § 107. 2 b; M.R., §6. 3.

10. ^nn. cf. n, 9 .

"pN. LXX, 'Ope'x. The Targg. of Jon. and Jer., also

Ephrem Syrus and Jerome, take this to be Odessa (**«>o^),

but incorrectly, as Edessa is a Mesopotamian, not a Baby-

lonian town. Bochart and others identify it with Arecca, on

the lower Tigris, on the frontier of Susiania. More probably

it is 'Opxorj, mentioned by Ptol. v. 20. 7 ; the modern Warka,

on the left bank of the lower Euphrates, south-east of Babylon.

Its name on the inscriptions is
' Arku' or l Urku,' interpreted

by Oppert as meaning 'Moon-town;' but see Schrader.

C.O.T., p. 76 f.

"ON. LXX, 'Apxdd. The position ofTDK was, until recently,

unknown. Knobel explains it by 'Akktjtt}, a district north of

Babylon. In the Assyr. inscriptions not only do we find the

land oiAkkad mentioned, but also the ancient royal title
%King

of the Sumiri and Akkadi,' which was assumed by the later
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Assyrian and Babylonian monarchs. Akkad may be re-

garded as the name for North, or Upper Babylonia. A
town Akkad has now been discovered on an inscription,

of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar I, unearthed by Rassam at

Abu-Habba, but its position has not yet been definitely

ascertained. Cf. Di. and see Schrader, C.O.T., p. 78.

HjTO. LXX, Xakavvrj. In Amos 6, 2 it has the form

npp?, and in Is. 10, 9 w?; but it is uncertain whether n^3

in this verse is identical with these. It has not yet been

found in the Assyrian inscriptions. The Targ. Ps.-Jon. and

Targ. Jer., also Ephrem, Jerome, etc., identify it with Clesi-

phon Seleucia, on the Tigris. G. Rawlinson (Anc. Mon.,

i. p. 20), cited by Di., thinks it is Nippur (NirTer), following

the Talmud.

"^V-^ Y^frO. Shin'ar is Babylonia proper, exclusive of

Mesopotamia, the Bab. Iraq of the Arabs. Shin'ar is com-

monly understood to be a dialectic variation of the Bab.

Assyrian ' Sumer ;' 'Sumer' being the name of the southern

portion of Babylonia, the northern part being Akkad. The

Hebrews would then have applied the original name of south

Babylonia to all Babylonia ; see Schrader, C. 0. T., p. 1 03 f. Di.,

however, now thinks that the comparison of "lyj^ with Sumer

is improbable, and mentions HaleVy's proposal to read "W W,
' the two cities ;* he also points out that in one of the Tel-el-

Amarna letters, from the King of Alasija in Mesopotamia to

Amenophis III, Babylonia is named Sanhar =iy^. Cf.

Hale'vy, /. A., viii. 12, p. 507 f. Onq. has 73T] NV"]iO ' in

the land of Babel! The word occurs besides in Josh. 7, 21.

Is. 11, 11. Dan. 1, 2. Zech. 5, 11.

11. Render, ' From that land he wentforth to Asshur' etc.

This translation is not only demanded by ver. 22, where
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Asshur is enumerated among the sons of Shem, but by ver.

10, *WK here, being opposed to Shinar in that verse. The

versions, however, except Targ. Jon., take "HBW as subject,

as though it were the name of a person, which is never the

case in the O. T. "V|&>K is here taken in its geographical

sense, and denotes the district on the east bank of the Tigris,

as the site of the cities assigned to it shews; cf. 2, 14.

"YltTN is the ace. of motion towards, without the ending

•"•"
j c f- 35> *• 3- 43' *5- Ex. 4, 19, and constantly; see

Ges., § 1 18. 2 ; M. R., § 41 a ; Dav., S.
t § 69 b.

n^S. LXX, Nivevrj, Assyrian *Nmua,' also ' Nind' on

the east bank of the Tigris, opposite the modern Mosul, now

Kujundschik. Cf. Schrader, C. O. T., p. 82.

~W FOTV} = lit.
;
streets of a city', or ' wide places of a

city;
1

unless it be preferred to regard the two words as in

apposition. The LXX have rfjp 'Pog>/3<u5 nokiv. Probably

*vy rom is distinct from "tfUn nnm in 36, 37, though it has

been conjectured that the two are identical, and that it is

Rahaba on the Euphrates; see Tuch, p. 189. Di. supposes

that, according to its name, it formed a sort of suburb of

Nineveh, the position of which is now unknown ; so Del. in

his Paradies, p. 261, comparing * Ri(re)-bit ir Ni-na-a' in

the inscription of Asarhaddon (i. 53), etc.; see Schrader,

C. 0. T., p. 84.

riTO was formerly identified with KaXax^v of Strabo,

perhaps nbn, whither (according to 2 Kings 17, 6. 18, 11)

a portion of the ten tribes was carried away captive by

Shalmaneser. More probably it is the same as Kalhu of the

inscriptions, built about 1300 by Shalmaneser I, and re-

founded by Asurnasirhabal (883-859), and raised to the
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position of a royal residence (see Schrader, C.O.T., p. 81).

Kalhu occupied the site of the present village and hill of

Nimrud, in the most southern angle of the triangle formed

by the Tigris and Zab; see Di., p. 87. It is distinct from

npn mentioned above.

12. 1D"1, LXX, Aao-e/x, cf. Lag., Gen. Graece, p. 36, is

only mentioned here, and is not found on the inscriptions

;

but as it lies between Nineveh and Kelach, it is to be sought

for between Kujundschik and Nimrud. Prof. Sayce identifies

it with Res-eni, i.e. pjj WiC\ ; see Academy, May 1, 1880, and

Schrader, C.O.T., p. 83 f.

rn1"Un "V^n fr^n cannot refer to |D"i alone, as nothing

further is known of the large city of Resen ; and from its

position between Nineveh and Kelach, it must be regarded

as insignificant. We must therefore refer it either to the four

cities, or to Nineveh, together with the other three ; Nineveh

being regarded as forming with the other three a great city

;

cf. Jon. 1, 2. 3, 2. 4, 11.

13. The sons of Mizraim.

D^TH, 1 Chron. 1, 11 D^Tl^ Ktb. We find the DH^ (in

Jer. 46, 9. Ez. 27, 10. 30, 5) mentioned as bow men in the

army of the Egyptians, or Tyrians ; in Jer. and Ez. 30, 5,

with Cush and Phut; in Ez. 27, 10, with Persia, and Phut;

and in Is. 66, 19, among the most distant people. In Is. I.e.

and the two passages in Ez., the sing, form iv is used.

They are identified by Hitzig with the Libyans ; by Movers

(Phoen., ii. 1.377 fT.) with the Berber tribe of Lewd/a dwelling

on the Syrtes ; by Knobel with the Egyptised portion of the

Semitic Ti 7 (cf. ver. 22), who had settled in north-eastern

Egypt. All these identifications are precarious. A people

of western lower Egypt, or on its borders, seems to be
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required to explain DHv. 1y In ver. 22 is different from

the DHli> here mentioned ; cf. further, Di. and Tuch on

this verse.

^D-V. LXX, Alvcfiericip, uncertain. Pesh. has jx!>

which Tuch emends to y^-v> 1, n\. . Kn. and Bunsen connect

it with ' emhit' i.e. ' north,' and explain it as North Egypt.

Ebers explains D^Djy as = ' an-amu' the wandering Amu or

Asiatic herdsmen who had settled on the Bucolic arm of the

Nile, where there was pasture for their cattle.

*Qn7. LXX, Aa/3ie//x—probably identical with the &yb
in Nah. 3, 9. 2 Chron. 12, 3. 16, 8. Dan. n, 43—are the

Libyans, old Egyptian ' Tehennu '
(' Thihenu '), also ' Lebu

'

or 'Rebut Wright compares for the interchange of n and \

DH^>, Sam. Wirh] Bh3, Syr. iob; pi, Syr. ^*. 'The

name here is to be understood of the Libyans on the borders

of Egypt,' Di.

D^nnD^. LXX, Lag. reads NccpOakdn, and Swete gives

Ne$#aAi6tyi, both editions place the word after Aov&eij*, and

not as in Heb. text at the end of the verse. Pesh. has

pL*ok»aJ, with * for j. Bochart identifies D^nnaJ with

Ne<fi6vs, in Plut. de hid., p. 96, the most northern portion

of Egypt on the sea-shore. More probable is the identifica-

tion proposed by Ebers, ' na-ptah,' = ol tov $8a, i. e. those

belonging to Ptah or Hephaestus, the Memphitic Egyptians.

Erman (quoted by Di., p. 189) reads DTlDna, i.e. Northern

Land, as opposed to DinD= Southern Land.

14. D^DIPE, derived from D1J12, which (see Is. 11, 11.

Jer. 44, 1. 15. Ez. 29, 14. 30, 14) signifies Upper Egypt

(Thebais).

DVTTM. LXX, XaiTfiuvicifi ; cf. Lag., Gen. Gratee^ p. 36.
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Since Bochart's time, usually identified with the Colchians

on the Black Sea, because these (according to Herodotus,

Strabo, and others) were descendants of the Egyptians.

Knobel and others identify "i>DD with the dry and salty strip

of land stretching from the eastern mouth of the Nile along

the sea up to the southern frontier of Palestine, with lake

Sirbonis and mount Casius or the KaaiuTis, which, according

to Ptolemy, belonged to Egypt. The name, in this case,

may be = the Coptic kas-lokh, 'hot mountain! But this

identification is doubtful ; see Di. here.

DTH2&D Dttto W!P "tftftf. If tf nS>D3 are the Colchians,

this notice is senseless, and then we must assume that here

and in 1 Chron. 1, 12 the words are out of place, and should

come after DHnB3. Kn. and Del. keep the present order of

the text, and distinguish between earlier Philistines who

came from the DTI7D3, and later Philistines who came from

"VIM; but in Deut. 2, 23. Amos 9, 7. Jer. 47, 4, the

Philistines are spoken of as coming from iiriD3, and no

mention is made of any such double origin. Di. prefers

to assume that the first immigration of the Philistines was

not made directly from Crete, but came by the way of the

Egyptian sea coast, near to the DTPD3. The versions follow

the order of the Mass. text. DTIBvS = probably 'emigrants'

or ' strangers,' from B9S, Eth. falasa, ' to wander! ]"IKvD,

Philislia, is called naAaio-TiVq by Josephus, and this name

afterwards was used as the name of the whole land of

Canaan. In Assyrian it is 'Pala&lav' or ' Piliita ;' see

Schrader, C. O. T., p. 86. For the Philistines, cf. Sh., G.,

p. 169 f. ; Bad., Pal., p. 154 f.

^DlI Not the Cappadocians, as LXX in Deut. 2, 23.

Amos 9, 7; Vulg. (everywhere else, but here ' Caphlorim'),

Targg. Onq., Ps.-Jon., and Jer., and Pesh. ; but more

1
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probably Crete; not only because such an important island

would scarcely be omitted in this table of nations, but also

because Kaflor in Jer. 47, 4 is expressly mentioned as an "'N,

and the Philistines in 1 Sam. 30. 14. Ez. 25, 16. Zeph. 2, 5,

etc. are called DTPD : cf. Tac, Hist., v. 2, who indirectly

testifies to the origin of the Philistines from Crete ; see

Del. 5
, p. 217 f. ; and Sh., G., pp. 135, 170-r, 198.

15. The descendants of Canaan.

pT2 the first-born, perhaps ' the fisher-town ' (from T¥),

the oldest settlement of the Canaanites, and the only one

of all the Phoenician towns known to Homer. In Josh.

ii, 8. 19, 28 it is called M3"l JVPS. Even when Tyre had

gained a reputation, the Phoenicians were still called

Sidonians; Deut. 3, 9. Josh. 13, 6. 1 Kings 11, 5. 16, 31.

The absence of any mention of Tyre in the table is notice-

able ; cf. Di., p. 190 f.

nn. ' The form nn (without "»—
, although DTin, instead

of nn *03, is commonly found in P) points to the name of

a people of wide range/ Di. nn= the ' Cheta of the Egyptian

Monuments, who in the period from the 18th to the 20th

dynasty were the ruling nation in Syria, between the

Orontes and Euphrates, up to Asia Minor. Brought under

the rule of Egypt by Thutmosis II, they soon penetrated

further south and became, as we learn from the Tel-el-

Amarna Letters, in the time of Amenophis III and IV,

dangerous foes of the Phoenician coast towns, up to that

time under the sway of Egypt. Palestine was again brought

entirely under Egyptian control by the campaigns of Seti I

and Ramses II, but in N. Syria the ' Cheta ' maintained their

supremacy. In the Assyrian inscriptions, the Hattil in

this sense, are often mentioned from n 00 onwards, but

from the end of the eighth century, when these territories
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were absorbed by the Assyrian Empire, the name is applied, in

a more limited sense, to the Hittites in Palestine (cf. Schrader,

K.G.F., p. 225 ff. ; C.O.T., p. 91 ff.); and the author of

Gen. x seems to refer mainly, if not exclusively, to the

nn in Canaan. Their chief city was Kadesh on the Orontes.

In 1 Kings 10, 29. 2 Kings 7, 6 Hittite kings are mentioned

in Syria ; and the Hittites in the O. T. may very possibly

be offshoots of these Syrian Hittites, see further, Di. ; Sayce

in the Trans, of the Soc. of Bib. Arch., vii. 2. 248 ff.

;

Cheyne, Enc. Brit, s.v.; Wright, Empire of the Hittites.

16. ^DIUM .
' The febusiles,' who dwelt in and around

Jebus, afterwards called Jerusalem.

"H£Nn. ' The Amorites,' who dwelt in the hill country

of Ephraim and Judah, and spread out far into the south
;

the most powerful and warlike of all the Canaanitish tribes.

In E and D "HENri is the general name for the original

inhabitants of Palestine, before the coming of the Israelites,

while J uses the title *}y33. Cf. Amar, the name of Palestine

in the Egyptian Monuments, and Amurra, in the Tel-el-

Amarna Letters. Deut. 3, 9 is a specimen of the Amorite

language, Di. *HE>N = prob. ' those who dwell on high

ground' (cf. Num. 13, 29), from "lfoN = "W?5*, Is. 17, 9,
l

fop,'

' height.'

^tTTO. ( The Girgashiles,' cf. 15, 21. Deut. 7, 1, their

position is uncertain : possibly they must be sought for in

the west Jordan land; cf. Josh. 24, 1 1.

17. *nnn. ' The HivUesl '•in possibly = ' those who live

in town-communities {Sladfgemeinde?i), rrirV Di. ; cf. 34, 2.

Josh. 9. Later they are found in the Lebanon and Hermon dis-

tricts, perhaps driven thither by the Israelites; Josh. 1 1, 3. Judg.

3, 3. 2 Sam. 24, 7. Cf. Ewald, I/is., i. p. 237 (Eng. Trans.).

1 2
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The T1Q, i. e. ' Perizzites] 'those who dwell in open villagesI

niPD, who are mentioned in 13, 7. 15, 20, are not found in

this table; see Di., p. 192.

"'p"'^'"! are the Phoenicians of "Ap^ (Aram. fUU^H NpiN%),

at the foot of mount Lebanon, about five hours north of

Tripolis, the birth-place of the emperor Alexander Severus.

*ApKT) has been rediscovered in the modern Tell Arqa and

village Arqa. LXX, 'ApovKalos. In Assyrian ' Arka ;' see

Schrader, C.O.T., p. 87.

"0nDi1. 'The Phoenicians of Sin.' Hieron., Quaes/, ed.

Lag., p. 17, mentions a town Sin, not far from Arqa.

Breydenbach (see Di., p. 192) in 1483 found a village Syn,

half a mile from the river Arqa.

18. "HVlNrT. LXX, t6v 'Apddiov. < The A radians,' men-

tioned in Ez. 27, 8. 11 as the sailors and warriors of the

Tyrians, are the inhabitants of
v
Apa8os, a Phoenician city

built on a rocky island north of Tripolis, according to

Strabo, by exiles from Sidon. But this does not prove that

there were no Aradians at an earlier date, see Di., p. 192.

Arvad is frequently found on the Assyrian inscriptions

1 Ar-va-da, Aruada ;' see Schrader, C.O.T., p. 87 f. Cf.

Bad., Pal., p. 382.

^Hft^n .
' The Phoenicians of Simyra/ south of Aradus,

north of Tripolis, mentioned by Strabo. In Assyrian

1 Si-?nir-ra ;' see Schrader, C. O. T, p. 89, and in the

Tel-el-Amarna Letters Sumura and SutJiur. The name

is still preserved in Sumra, a small village, cf. Bad., Pal.,

P- 379-

"'jHftnn. ' The inhabitants of Hamath^l the modern

1 Arab, jjl^a., Ass. Amattu, Del., Par., p. 275 f., Proleg., p. 174.
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Hamd, about thirty-eight hours N. of Damascus, on the

Orontes (cf. Bad., Pal., p. 396 f.), often mentioned in the

O. T., and Assyrian inscriptions up to Sargon's time, ' mat

Hamatti ;' see Schrader, C.O.T., p. 90.

1223 is Nif. of pa ; there is no necessity to take it with

Ewald from pfs.

"\]y]32n, used here and ver. 19 in its narrower sense,

excluding the Phoenicians and Syrians.

20. POND, scriptio plena, for ^*2 • n3N3 here, ver. 30, 13,

10. 25, 18, is to be taken as an adv. ace. for the fuller

1^2 *iy, 19, 22, lit. 'as thou contest /' cf. on 13, 10.

nnm. ' Gerar,' in Philistia, it was more towards the

south than Gaza. On the n of motion towards, see Ges.,

§ 90. 2; Dav., § 17. 3.

(Try. ' Gaza,' the southernmost frontier stronghold in

Philistia; see Sh., G., p. 181 f
.

; Bad., Pal., p. 154 f.

•QTI iTOINI 7TV2W HttlD, the four cities of the

plain, mentioned with Bela in 14, 2. They probably

occupied the ground now covered by the southern portion
1

of the Dead Sea; see Di., p. 237.

ytfH. Hieron. and Targ. Jer. identify it with Callirrhoe,

on the east side of the Dead Sea, in the Wady Zerka Main,

celebrated afterwards for its hot springs. But Di. objects

to this identification, as Callirrhoe lies too far north ; and

points out, that according to the analogy of the preceding

verse, a town on this side of the Dead Sea or of the Ghor

is required.

21-31. The Descendants of Shem.

21. Nin Dn . . . OtZ/71; see the note on 4, 26.

"OV; see the note on 14, 13.
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hmn nD"» TIN. Render, ' The elder brother ofJaphet!

The rendering 'Brother offaphet, the elder,' adopted by the

LXX, Symm., Massoretes, Rashi, and others, is refuted by

the fact that the limitation of P113 to the age would only

then be sufficiently indicated if the text ran pn^n ru p
(9, 24. 27, 1. 15. 42). ^n:in without p or riN cannot =
• natu major! On bnan, as comparative (or superlative),

see on 9, 24; and cf. Dav., S., §§ 27, 34; Ges., § 133. 2. 3.

22. D s*V = ' Elam' and ' ///£ Elamites^ the land and

people on the east of the lower Tigris, south of Assyria and

Media, north of the Persian Gulf; nearly corresponding to

the more modern Susiana and Elymais. ' dW neither here

nor elsewhere in the O. T. included Persia or all the land

up to India/ Di. In Assyrian l 'I/am' or
(t
7lamli;' see

Schrader, C.O.T., p. 96.

YllTN. 'Assyria and the Assyrians', 'for the most part

on the eastern side of the central Tigris, between Armenia,

Susiana, and Media ; its extent cannot be accurately defined

;

so called after its old capital and deity Asur ;' see Schrader,

C.O.T., p. 97, also p. 35. The Assyrians (as their inscrip-

tions testify) spoke a Semitic language.

"TO2E}"1N, since Bochart's time usually explained by

\\ppanaxhis (Ptol. vi. i. 2), the hill country of the upper Zab

(east of Carduchia or Gordyene). The name occurs fre-

quently in the Assyrian inscriptions as Arbaha, or Arabha,

but its meaning is not clear. Ges., Kn., and others explain

it as = ' boundary of the Chaldeans ' from cptf = Arab, ii1.1

' boimdary,' and ibo = Chaldean ; cf. Josephus' statement that

the Chaldeans were descended from 'Apcpa^ad^s. Schrader

and others object to the identification of "ik with Arrapa-

chitis, as the Assyrian inscriptions never mention Chaldeans
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as settled in those districts. Di. thinks, that following the

geographical notices in the inscriptions, the ' land of the

Chaldeans ' must be sought in the south, but not in Accadia

(Neuville) or Babylonia (Fried. Del. and Schr.), as this land

was well known to the Hebrews under other names. He

regards 1BCQ1K as being the territory of the Chaldeans from

the Persian Gulf towards the North. He draws attention

to the fact that Kardunias, the Assyrian name at a later

date for Babylonia in general, was originally the title of

the Babylonian coast lands, and that it signifies ' land of the

Chaldeans! Cf. his Comm., p. 195 f.

TP. Apparently ' the Lydians ' and ' Lydia! It is not,

however, clear why Lydians should be placed among the

Semites. Their language was not Semitic, and they do not

appear to have formed a portion of any Semitic kingdom.

See Di., p. 196, and Del. 5 ad loc. There is no reason to

assume that the narrator here wishes to limit the title to

the Lydians of Asia Minor. In the other passages in the

O. T. where *iv occurs, the African Lydians are probably

meant, though Stade and Fried. Del. question the existence

of African D*Hv : cf. also Schrader, C. 0. T.
y p. 98 f.

"IN. 'Rather the name of a people than a land, and

with a wider meaning than Syria, so that when it is more

accurately spoken of, some addition is made to the name, as

Dnn: D"N, P'wm DIN. D"W = the peoples of Syria and

Mesopotamia, up to the upper plains of the Tigris and the

valley-land within the Taurus, which was at a later date

considered as belonging to Armenia. The explanation of

the name as ' Hi^hlaiid* is very doubtful. In Assyrian

'Aramu,' 'Arumit,' and 'Arimu/ see Schrader, C.O.T.,

p. 100.
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23. The sons of Aram 1
.

yiy is mentioned in 22, 21 as the first son of Nahor; in

36, 28 as a son of Dishan (|C^l) ; in Job 1,1 as a people

north-east of Edom. In Jer. 25, 20 kings of the land of Uz

are spoken of, and in Lam. 4, 21 Edomites are mentioned

as dwelling in the land of Uz. According to Josephus,

Ant., i. 6. 4, Uz founded Trachonitis and Damascus. 'All

this points to a people who were widely scattered in southern

Syria and the Wilderness, viz. in the neighbourhood of

Hauran and Damascus/ Di. Cf. also Robertson Smith,

Kinship, p. 261, and Glaser, Skizzen der Gesch. und Geograph.

Araliens, ii. p. 41 1 f.

,*\T\ is uncertain. Josephus, Ant., i. 6. 4, gives b)H as

the founder of Armenia. Bochart refers it to XdXoporrjur} in

Armenia. It is usually identified (see Di., p. 197) with Hule

(dJ«JJ), a name that still attaches itself to lake Merom in

Galilee and the marshy land around it, but also to a district

between Emesa and Tripolis. A district ' Huli(j)a' near

mount Masius is mentioned in the Assyrian inscriptions ; see

Del., Par., p. 259.

"^.TC is unknown. Josephus 1. c. mentions ")]"IJ as the

founder of the Bactrians. Jerome supposes ina to be the

Carians. Clericus takes it to be ' Karthara ' on the Tigris
;

see Tuch, p. 204.

ttJQ. Heb.-Sam. xvn; LXX, Mo<™x , 1 Chron. 1,17 TJBto;

cf. Ps. 120, 5. Josephus I.e. explains by M^o-avcum, at the

mouths of the Euphrates and Tigris (Syr. ^c). More

probable is Bochart's identification with Mons Masius, north

of Nisibis.

1 These words are wanting in 1 Chron. 1, 17.
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24. The descendants of Arpachshad.

Tl/W and lay the son of ri7t?, also found in n, 12. 14.

25. IT. On the passive, see 4, 18.

37D, the same individual is mentioned in 11, 18.

y^PT n37>D3. ' The earth was divided] i.e. the popu-

lation of the earth; possibly to be referred to 11, 1-9; cf.

Ps, 55, 10; or it may refer to some partition of the soil

amongst distinct nations, in which case we should expect

to find ppn. 372 may have been used here on account of

the proper name 37S.

}Z2p\ 'Joqtan] 'Joqtan, from the notices in the Bible,

was regarded by the Arab genealogists under the name
u Qahldn," as the ancestor of the genuine Arabs in Arabia

proper, from whom the old prehistoric inhabitants, as 'Ad,

Thamdd, Gadis, etc. on the one hand, and the Ishmaelites of

the north (Gen. 25, 12 ff.) on the other, were distinguished,'

Di. The name ' Qahtdn ' is still preserved as the name of

a district and a tribe in northern Yemen.

26. TVift^N. The 7N in this word is usually explained

as the Arabic article, and this is the view evidently adopted

by the punctuators. Other alleged instances of the Arabic

article in Hebrew words, are Bhjjfc, EN?*^, 0^9, and

the p.n. I^V, cf. C. P. Ges., p. 38, and H.W.B., nth

ed. sub voce. It is more probable, however, that 7K, as in

many other Sabaean names, should be read 7N ' God] and

that *niD comes from the root YP, so that the word = + 7N

TWO l God (is) a loving one] or = -HI + D7X ' // loves ' (D is

then the mimation). Cf. D. H. Miiller, Z.D.M. G., xxxviii.

18, and Glaser, Skizzen, ii. p. 280. The identification of

this name is uncertain. Bochart connects it with the 'AXXov-
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paitmu of Ptolemy in the midst of Yemen. Tuch corrects

it into TV1D7K, i.e. ^C«, grandson of Sabas, who, with his

tribe, inhabited the hill country of Yemen, near x^>\.

Pf2to is uncertain. ' Bochart compares the 2a\anT]voi of

Ptolemy, vi. 7. 23 ; Knobel, a district Salfie (i^i-L- in Niebuhr,

Arab., p. 247), south-westward of Hand ; Osiander, Sulaf

or Salt/, the name of a tribe in Yemen/ Di., p. 198 f.

n"lft"*^n, rediscovered on the Sabaean inscriptions as

mroivn, i. e. Hadramaut (u^J-^J-li), is the name of a district

east of Yemen on the sea coast, which is probably identical

with the land of the XaTpoficoTlrm, one of the four chief tribes

dwelling in southern Arabia (Strabo, xvi. 4. 2). Their

capital was 2u/3ara, cf. ver. 7. The name is preserved at the

present day.

rn1 is uncertain. 'As the word means "moon" in Heb.,

Sab., and Geez, Bochart conjectured the JU& ._l>
" sons

of the new moon" or Alilaci in northern Yemen; Michaelis,

the moon-coast and moon-mountain
,
j+l\\ C^s. or J-^ in

eastern Hadramaut,' Di.

27. D"WTn, Heb.-Sam. DTHN, is unknown. The 'Afya-

filrai of Ptolemy, or the Atramitae of Pliny, have been

suggested, but they probably belong to nwwi.

7VlN, Heb.-Sam. ^"N, LXX, Ai&X (Lagarde, A^X, so

Tisch.'s text), according to Arab tradition, was the old

name of the capital of Yemen, called, since the Ethiopic

occupation in the fifth century a. d., Sand («lxJL*). See

further, Di., p. 199.

n .pi is unknown. Perhaps = ' a palm-bearing district'

(Arab. jiS ' a palm tree '). Bochart identified it with the

Minaei of Pliny and Strabo.
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28. blty, 1 Chron. 1, 22 ^y, so Heb.-Sam., Vulg.

' EbaV, LXX, r*/3aX and Ei»aX, is unknown. Swete's edition

of the LXX omits the word.

7N^!N is unknown. Cf. the Sabaean nnnyiDSN = a

father is 'Attar; Hal, Melanges, p. 86. D. H. Miiller,

Z.D.M.G., xxxvii. 18.

N2ti?, see ver. 7. 'The Sabaeansj here as the descendants

of Joqtan, among the Arabs; in 25, 3, among the descendants

of Abraham and Keturah. There is no reason to assume that

there were three distinct Sabaean peoples as Kn. does. Cf.

Schrader, C.O.T., p. 103.

29. 1D1N is mentioned, from Solomon's time onwards,

as the land whence the fleet of Hiram and Solomon, after a

three years' voyage, brought gold, precious stones, sandal-

wood, silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks (1 Kings 9, 28. 10,

11. 22. 2 Chron. 8, 18. 9, 10), and whose gold became

proverbial as fine gold (Ps. 45, 10. Job 22, 24. 28, 16.

Is. 13, 12. 1 Chron. 29, 4). Its position has been disputed,

but as it is mentioned among the sons of Joqtan it must

perhaps be sought for in Arabia (cf. ver. 30), probably

on the southern or south-eastern coast. On the Arabian

coast, however, no suitable place with which Ophir can

be identified is at present known. Ophir has also been

identified with Supara on the coast of Malabar (Ptol. vii.

t. 6); with Sofala on the east coast of Africa, opposite

Madagascar, in the neighbourhood of which the ruins of

Ximbabye have been recently discovered ; and with Abhira

on the coast of the Indus Delta. It has also been supposed

that Ophir must be located somewhere on the west coast of

Arabia, between Hi^az and Yemen, where much gold and

silver were found in former times; so Sprenger and Riehm.

e further, Di., p. 200.
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il/^n. CT. ver. 7, and 2, 11. 'Assuming that there was

a n^in in north-west Arabia, on the Persian Gulf (cf. 25, 18.

1 Sam. 15, 7
l
, and Gen. 2, 11), the XavKoraiot of Strabo (xvi.

4. 2) and J/invaila in Bahrein on the coast may be com-

pared (Niebuhr, A rab., p. 342)/ Di. G laser, Skizzen, ii. pp. 267,

3 2 5 f-> 339 f'i thinks that n^in here= the district of Yemama;

cf. Di., p. 200.

21V is unknown. Bochart compares the 'la>/3aplrat of

Ptol. vi. 7. 24 (which he emends to 'Iw^a^irai) on the coast

of the Indian Ocean ; Halevy and Glaser the tribe 33VP

mentioned in Sabaean inscriptions.

30. N{£72 is uncertain. Bochart, Mot~£a, a seaport town

within the Bab-el-Mandeb ; Knobel, Bischa, in northern

Yemen ; Tuch and others, Mesene, a district at the head of

the Persian Gulf. The LXX read K&O (Mao-o^e), cf. 25, 14.

This is possibly the correct reading here, as Nbto in northern

Arabia would more probably be known to the Hebrews than

Mesene ; cf. Hal., Mel., p. 91 f.

D"lpn "in rnDD. Render, ' Towards Sephar, towards

the mountain ofthe east! D*rpn "in cannot be predicate of the

sentence on account of its position, nor in apposition to

msD, because nothing is known of a mountain bearing this

name, "istp is usually regarded as .Uij, either the Himyaritic

royal city Zaphar near Yerim, in Yemen, or the coast town

Zaphar, situated in eastern Hadramaut (Mahra), near Mirbdt,

called at the present time Is/or. It is not clear which Zaphar

is intended here. Di. thinks that the identification of ^SD ^s

still uncertain, but points out that it should probably be

sought for in southern Arabia, and must have been more or

less known to the Hebrews. Cf. his Comm., p. 201.

1 The reading in 1 Sam. 15, 7 is doubtful. Wei, reads oV^p, cf.

Sam., p. 97 ; Driver, Sam., ad loc.
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Ipn "\TI. Hardly the Arabian hill country (Negd\ as

this would only be suitable if "\>7\ "in could be subject to \T1

MBh». If it is dependant on rDK3 (Km, Del., etc.), it must

be the name of a mountain range in the south, possibly the

so-called 'Incense-mountains' (n33?n in, Ibn-Ezra on Gen. 1,

11), between Hadramaut and Mahra.

11.

1. VP1. The imperf. with waw conv. commencing the

narrative, the chapter being loosely connected with the pre-

ceding one; cf. Ges., § in. 2; Dav., S., § 51.

" L ,

1ZH riDH? Y"^^n yj, 'The whole earth was one tongue.

The predicate in Hebrew, as in Arabic, is often a substan-

tive, where in our idiom an adj. is used, or some such phrase

as ' consists of,'
* contains' This construction is commonly

used in designating the material out of which an object is

made, and in specifying weights or measures, etc.; but an

extension of this usage is also often found in Hebrew, ' when

terms other than material attributes are treated similarly ;

'

Dr., § 189. 2 ; Ewald, § 296b; Ges., § 141. 1. R. 1; Dav., S.,

§ 29 e; M. R., § 125. R. a; cf. 2 Sam. 17, 3 n\T DVH bl

01^; Job 3, 4 "JKTI \T Ninn DVH; Is. 27, 10, and often.

nDto=lit. 'lip' then 'language;' so in Is. 19, 18 \$ft DSP;

33, 19 rHife> *?W, cf. Ez. 3, 5. P uses \)&b in this sense,

10, 5. 20. 31 ; cf. Deut. 28, 49.

^in^ CHD.1 = lit. 'single words,' i.e. ' the same' or

' similar words.' The use of DHns in the phrase DHJ1K D*1^
27, 44. 29, 20. Dan. 11, 20, meaning ' single] i.e. ' a few

days] is different from its use here.

2. V02 does not only mean 'to break up the camp] but

' to strike the tents and move onward on the journey'.
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Tp^. Not 'from the east! but as 13, 11 ' easiivards'

(cf. M. R., § 49. Rem. d. 12, 8), i.e. 'from the standpoint

of the author, in Palestine (29, 1)/ Di.

7V$"p1, prop. 'a split' or 'cleft' but according to the

usage of the language, ' a plain lying in a broad valley' ' a

valley plain ;
' cf. the Syriac )j^,va9> ' campus patens' The dis-

tinction between geographical synonyms should be noted ; see

Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, App., § 5, where the niypD men-

tioned in the O. T. are enumerated, and Sh., G., pp. 384, 654.

ijHtf ^pic. Cf- on Io
'
io -

3. VTCH ?S ttFN .
' One to the other! On this mode of

expressing the reciprocal relation, see Ges., § 139. 1 c ; M. R.,

§ 72. 3. Rem. a; cf. § 94 c. Rem. a; Dav., S., §11. R. c.

712.71 is properly imper. with n cohort. (Ges., § 48. 5

;

Stade, § 592 c) from the root Sfp ' to give,' which, though

common in Aramaic and Arabic (v__a.a.), is confined in Heb.

to the imper. sing, and plural, mn sing, sometimes has the

force of an interjection, so here, 'up,' ' come on;' A. V. 'go

to,' so vers. 4. 7. Ex. 1, 10. For the form, cf. Ges., § 69. 2.

Rem. 2. Other verbal forms used as interjections are nN">

% seeV rob '-come!' cf. Stade, § 380.

H.2,1 'Let us bake;' the imperf. with n cohort., to

express the intention with greater energy; cf. Ges., §§ 48. 3,

108. 1 a; Dav., S., § 61 f. ; M. R., § 9; Driver, § 49 (3.

The verb p? is a denominative from ^J?^.

O*^j? ' bricks' perhaps so called as being baked white by

the heat of the sun. The word occurs in Assyr. under the

form libittu, cstr. state libnat, Schrader, C.O.T., p. 106.

nD^iZ?7. Dat. of the product; cf. 2, 22. Amos 5, 8, lit.

{ into what is burnt', i.e. 'bricks! Render, 'And let us burn
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them into bricks! The bricks here mentioned were different

from those made of a mixture of straw and clay, Ex. 1,14.

5, 7-

4. CTOtth ntifc*"V). Render, ' With its top in the heavens!

The clause is a simple circumstantial one ; cf. 24, 10. 25, 26
;

Dr., § 159 ; Ewald, § 341 a; Dav., S., § 138 a ; so Is. 6, 6 ypm

nam; Zech. 2, 5 mo ^3n Wni. In Deut. 1, 28 we have

the word any qualified by MBO niT^n 'fortified in the

heavens/ i.e. 'z£tf'//£ >fo^ a«</ lofty fortifications ;' cf. Dan.

4, 8. 17.

Gti5 137 nt^VD, lit. '/<?/ us make us a name! i.e. * let us

gain an honourable name;' so Is. 63, 12. Jer. 32, 20. pa3 JD

refers to both halves of the first part of the verse. They

had a double object in view, to found a city, and gain for

themselves an honourable name ; the city being a common

place of assembly for all, and so a means of keeping them

together and preventing their being scattered over the earth.

Others connect paj |Q closely with Dtp, and take that word

in the sense of ' monument'= Arab. !<.— , as in 2 Sam. 8, 13.

This however is doubtful, and here unsuitable.

VlDw ID. LXX, np6 tov hia(nvapr)vcu rjfj.as, and Vulg. ' ante-

quam dividamur', apparently taking ja as though it were "037.

6.
' Behold one people [are they), and one language have they

all! The A.V. 'The people is one,' is scarcely correct, as

that would be rather ayn nnN. The R.V. renders, 'Behold

they are one people', etc.

D^nn is inf. cstr. Ilif'il of 77n, with the n pointed with

pathach instead of a composite sheva, on account of the

following guttural n ; cf. Stade, § 80. 2 b ; Ges., § 67. Rem. 6
;

Ewald, § 199 a. So Esth. 6, 13 ™?nn; i s . 9, 3 nnnn.
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"Ql L]
snn nn= lit. 'and this is their beginning to do* i.e.

• merely the commencement of their plan.'

"TC^sslit. 'zvi'/t be cut off* i.e. ' they will not be debarred

from it ;* so once besides, Job 42, 2 nDTO *\OD ~wy N7.

^lOV1
is a lightened form of *BP from DOT ; so n

??,^, ver. 7,

for n?3J ; cf. 9, 19, and Ges., § 67. Rem. 11; Stade, § 521 a, /3,

who explains the form in question as formed after the analogy

of the third pers. pi. perf., instead ofW orW ; cf. Ewald,

§ 193 c

7. H732. See note on ver. 6; and on the first pers. pi.,

see on 1, 26. The word was probably chosen with reference

to the name ?33
#

"V^TN, expressing the result rather than the aim, = '^ thatI

not ' that;* cf. Ex. 20, 26. Deut. 4, 10. 40. In Gen. 3, 22,

we have |D introducing the negative final clause; see Ges.,

§165. 2; M.R., § 164b; Ewald, § 337 b. 2; Dav., S., § 149.

inyi ilCto tiTN. Cf. on ver. 3. J?tD^= not merely 'to

hear,' but 'to understand* as in Deut. 28, 49. Is. 33, 19.

8. 112117 *1THirl . After verbs of ' ceasing! ' hastening'

etc., two constructions are usually possible; either the inf.

cstr. with 7 as here, or the inf. cstr. alone; cf. Ges., § 120. 1

;

Ewald, § 285. 1 ; Dav., S., § 82 1. With ?*in, \0 may be used,

see Ex. 23, 5. 1 Kings 15, 21.

9. fcOp p *V* ' Therefore they called its name Babel*, i.e.

' they, people called*. On the so-called impersonal use of the

third pers. perf. masc. sing. (=tfpn K"}iJ), cf. Ges., § 144. 3 a;

M, R., § 123. 2 ; Dav., S., § 108 and R. 1.

TQ2, according to the etymology given in the text, is from

773. 732 must then be regarded as contracted from /3?3

;
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cf. p^i? from f&jjj>j?; 5>WJg for W>tt> ; see Ewald, § 158c;

Stade, § 124 a; cf. also the Syriac JJa^ 'confusion of speech
;'

Arab. JllS This is the Hebrew explanation of the name.

For the Babylonian it had another meaning, which is probably

the correct one. Some (Eich., Winer) derive it from Bab

Bel, Jj L_>b
l gateI i.e.

' court of Bel ;' following the ancients,

see Steph. of Byzant.; compare the Aramaic and Talmudic

)k<2k2>, K22='gale,' also the names of the Talmud Tracts

NDp Nin ' the front gate ;' Nim Nnn 'the back gate;' K33

Kjrro 'the middle gale;' others, from i>33=i?3 JV3, so Tuch,

comparing for the contraction mriC'jn, Josh. 21, 27=rP3

nin^V 'Temple of Ashlorelh,' and the Phoen. injn=nny n3

'Temple of 'Athor ;' Inscr. Melitensis, 5, 1. 4 ; Schroder,

Phoen. Gramm., p. 235; cf. p. 108 (see, however, C.I.S., 1.

p. 163); and the Syriac 40mIs=.o*> fc^s; see further, Tuch,

p. 221. The name as given on the Assyrian inscriptions is

Bab-1I— 'Gate of God; or (later) Bdb-Ildni'=' Gate of the

Gods,' which is certainly the most probable meaning; cf.

Schrader, C.O.T., p. 112 ff.; Del., Par., p. 212 ff.; so most

moderns.

In the following verses, 10-32, we have a genealogical

table carrying on the history of the patriarchs from Shem

to Abram—the founder of the house of Israel—and his

two brothers Nahor and Haran. This table is in many

respects very similar to the one found in chap. 5. In both

ten generations are given, Abram closing the list here, and

Noah in chap. 5. In both lists the ages of the persons men-

tioned are considerably higher than those usually reached.

Here, as well as chap. 5, we find the length of each person's

life reckoned, both from his own birth to the birth of his first

son, and from that event to his death. The LXX and the

Samaritan deviate in their methods of reckoning the years

K
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here, as well as in the earlier ehapter, as may be seen from

the following table taken from Dillmann, p. 209.

Hebrew Text. LXX Text. Samaritan Text.

The

years

before

the

birth

of

the

first

son.

V

-C vi

inc
rt .

4) ^i)

a <*_

°
H

The

years

before

the

birth

of

the

first

son.

w

E

3°
H

The

years

before

the

birth

of

the

first

son.

Si
°

E
a .

H

Shem

Arpachshad

IOO

35

500

4°3

600

438

IOO

»35

5OO

4OO

(430)

600

535
(565)

IOO

135

500

3°3

600

438

Kainan ...

Shelach . .

.

Eber

30

34

4°3

430

433

464

130

130

J 34

330

330

270

(370)

460

460

404
(504^

130

!34

303

270

433

404

Peleg

Reu

Serug

Nahor

30

32

3°

29

209

207

200

119

239

239

230

148

130

132

179

(79)

209

207

20O

125

(129)

339

339

33o

304
(208)

130

132

130

79

109

107

IOO

69

2 39

239

230

148

Terach . .

.

70 (135) (205) 70 (135) (205) 70 (75) (145)

In both chapters the Hebrew text has most probably

preserved the more correct lists, though the Samaritan is

perhaps the most consistent of the three tables. The Sa-

maritan list never allows the son to live to a greater age than

the father; so the numbers, e.g. in the cases of Terach and

Eber, have to be lowered in order to carry out this rule.

With the single exception of Terach, the Sam. text increases

the number of years before the birth of the first son, and in

all cases, except that of Shem, decreases the number of

years which each person lived after the birth of the first son.
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The Sam. text in the third column agrees with the Hebrew,

with the exception of the cases of Eber and Terach. The

LXX text, having a large number of variants, is more or less

uncertain. Like the Sam. text, seventy years seem to have

been the limit before which no children were begotten, and

with the exception of Shem,—where all three texts are the

same, and Nahor, where one hundred and fifty years are

added, with a variant, seventy-nine,—the LXX add one

hundred years to the number each person lived before the

birth of the first son. In the second column the readings

are uncertain, but sometimes the numbers are lower than the

corresponding numbers in the Heb. text. In the third

column, the LXX have always higher numbers than the

Hebrew, except in the cases of Shem, of Eber (reading doubt-

ful, variant 504) and Terach ; the LXX in the latter case

agreeing with the Heb. text. The years of Kainan's life are

only given in the LXX text.

The object of this table, as of that in chap. 5, was pro-

bably twofold, to give some account of the period from the

flood to Abram's birth, a period treated as uneventful, and to

draw attention to the gradual decline in the number of years

reached by each patriarch.

12. On the proper names in this chap., cf. Di. and Del.5

28. PHD "^D 7#. ' Coram eo,' i.e. so that he witnessed

it, "during his life-time ;' compare Num. 3, 4. Deut. 21, 16

(Kn.).

D'HiZ.^ "fiN occurs again ver. 31. 15, 7. Neh. 9, 7, but

not elsewhere. It is not quite clear whether 11K is to be

regarded as a proper name or as an appellative = ' district!

The LXX have x^Pa T^v XaXSmW (Acts 7, 4 in y^s XaX8aia>i/),

\<>>pa possibly having arisen from a reading Tin (but the

k 2
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article is against this), unless we suppose that the reading

X^p« has arisen out of x°>p, and was then supplied with the

article, and so eV rjj x^P9- K n - takes "lis as = "tin 'mountain,'

but this is very doubtful.
J.

D. Michaelis, and others, have

identified lis with the castle of Ur, lying within the Persian

frontier, and six days' journey north of Hatra, mentioned by

Amm. Marc. xxv. 8. But the Ur mentioned by Marcellinus

was first founded by the Persians or Parthians (Del. 5
), and

being in an unfruitful and barren district would hardly be

a suitable place for Abram, the shepherd-prince. Besides,

D"HBO points rather to the land about the lower Euphrates

than to Mesopotamia, and most of the ancients (cf. Di.) hold

the view that Ur was in Babylonia (Chaldea or Shinar).

Another identification is that proposed by Sir Henry and

Prof. George Rawlinson, Ur being TpS (which occurs only

in 10, 10), i.e. the present Warka, on the left bank of the

lower Euphrates ; the name being explained by them as mean-

ing ' the moon city' after the Arab. j+S. This view has been

adopted by Loftus, Trav., p. 126. The opinion most current

among modern expositors is thzt^xisMughcir (EI-Mugayyar),

a little south of Warka, on the right bank of the Euphrates,

where ruins are still to be found. The name UK is found

on the inscriptions in the form Uru (seat of the moon-god

worship: cf. Eupolemos in Euseb., Praep. Evang., ix. 17

irokis rr/s Baj3v\(ovias Kafxapivr), rjv rives \eyovcri no\iv Ovpirjv),

one of the oldest of the Babylonian royal towns in Sumer;

see Schrader, C.O.T., p. 114ft.; Del., Par., pp. 200, 226, and

F. Brown,/. B, Z., Dec. 1887, p. 46 fT. D*lfe3 would then

be an addition due to the Jews, and not part of the native

name ; cf. Di., p. 214. Kittel (T/i. St. W.9 vii. p. 215 fT. : cf.

his Gesch., i. p. 163 fT.) considers that Ur Casdim must be

sought for in Armenia or in northern Mesopotamia. He
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does not dispute the existence of an Assyrian Ur, but holds

that the Ur in this passage must 'be distinct from Ur in

south Babylonia.

The Casdim were the inhabitants of south Babylonia and

Babylon; they are not mentioned in the Bible or on the

monuments before the time of Isaiah (see 23, 13). The

name in a wider sense might possibly have included Meso-

potamia. The origin of the Casdim is obscure, but they

seem to have been a tribe which from small beginnings

gradually acquired supremacy over south Babylonia and the

capital ; cf. Sayce, Ency. Brit, art. Babylonia. The Talmud,

Baba Bathra, 91, places Ur Casdim in the neighbourhood

of Babylon. Ur Casdim has also been identified,—but with-

out any great probability,—with Edessa (in Syr. »*©>>o/), by

Hitzig. The Syrian Christians boast of Edessa as being

the Ur Casdim of Abraham. The old interpretation current

among the Jews (also found in the Qoran, Sur. 21) takes

UN as meaning fire, and narrates that Abraham confessed

the true God, and denied the gods of Nimrod, so he was

cast into the fire, but saved in a miraculous manner by God.

Hier. probably had this in view when he translated Neh. 9, 7,

' eduxisti eum de igne Chaldaeorum,' see Del. 5
, p. 242, and

Beer, Das Leben Abrahams nach Auffassung der jildischen

Sage, 1859.

30. i?1, only here and as Ktib in 2 Sam. 6, 23 for 1JJ;

the original 1 of the root, which still exists in Arabic jjj, Uj,

and reappears in the Hif. and Nif . of the verb in Hebrew,

is here preserved.

31. DJIN ^M3J1.
' They went out with them.' The mean-

ing of the text is not clear. DAN may not be rendered ' with

one another,' as the suffix cannot be taken as reciprocal. To
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regard Abraham and Terach as the subj. of in^i, and to

refer DAN to Lot and Sarai or vice versa, is quite arbitrary and

not justified by the Hebrew. Nor can DI"IN be taken as= the

retinue who accompanied Abraham and Terach, as these have

not been mentioned previously. The text seems to be cor-

rupt. Either read with the LXX DPS K¥i*l e&yayev avrovs,

so Sam., Vulg., Del. 5
; or with the Pesh. DflN ran, ^o^h

yCXH-a^L, so Ilg. Ols. Terach would be the subject with

either rendering.

pn, Assyr. Harran, Syr. »£^, Arab. ^Jj^, Gk. Kappal,

Lat. Carrae, was situated in north-west Mesopotamia, nine

hours SSE. of Edessa, on the little river Gullab.

12.

i . "^fcW . A. V. wrongly, ' Now the Lord had said,' more

correctly R.V., 'Now the Lord said' the passage being like

Judg. 17, i. 1 Sam. 9, 1 ; a new narrative is commenced,

amplifying the preceding one which is regarded as a whole,

the association of the two being in thought, not in time

;

cf. Driver, § 767. Whether the imperf. with waw conv. can

denote a pluperfect is very doubtful ; see note on 1, 2. Driver,

1. c. Obs., fully discusses the question, and arrives at the

conclusion that there is not sufficient evidence to justify the

adoption of a pluperfect rendering in the place of the simple

past.

y) \) (once again in Pent., Gen. 22, 2)
l get thee] the

dat. adds an element of feeling to the bald "H.?, implying

a reference to, or a regard for, the person addressed. The

dative is often found similarly after verbs of motion, e. g.

Deut. 1, 7. 40. 5, 27, etc.; see Ges., § 119. 3c. 2; Ewald,

§ 315 a; Dav., S., § 101.R. b; M.R., § 51. 3. R. a. 3.
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"pPNtt, probably Harran ; cf. ver. 4 with 24, 4. 7. 38.

In Acts 7, 2 "JVIND is taken as Ur Casdim ; so Hupfeld.

;J*HN for ^N-jS. Impf. Hif
c

. of HKl with the so-called

J demons.; the verb HNT and other verbs n 7 frequently use

the suffix with J; cf. Stade, §§ 576 c, 127 b; Ges., § 58. 4;

Dav., § 31. 5 ; and see foot-note on 3, 9.

//

2. "U1 "pL^NI 'And I will make thee into a great nation,

and I will bless thee and make thy name great, and be thou

(i. e. that thou mayest be) a blessing.' The imperfects in this

and the following verse are to be taken as cohortatives,

expressing with greater energy the intention of the speaker,

see Driver, § 49 a ; Ges., § 108. 1 a; M. R., § 9; Dav., S.,

§ 62. This rendering is simpler than to translate Y^W and

the other imperfs. ' that I may ' etc., regarding them as de-

pendent on *p -p in ver. 1.

rrpfi
,
pointed according to Ges., § 63. Rem. 5 ; Stade,

§ 592 d. Here the imperative with waw is used where a

voluntative with weak waw would be expected, to express

the intention or purpose with greater energy ; cf. 20, 7 rpro

;

2 Sam. 21, 3 "0121; Driver, § 65; Ges., § no. 2b; M. R.,

§ 10; Ewald, § 347 a; Dav., S.
t § 65 d.

nD""0. 'And be a blessing' LXX, Kai ea-j] evXoyrj/jLevos

(Swete prefers cvXoyrjTos), cf. Ps. 21, 7. Is. 19, 24; God will

bless him, and men will bless him, in that they will use his

name as a formula of blessing, cf. ver. 3, Zech. 8, 13; he

himself too will be a source of blessing to others ; cf. ver. 3 a.

3. *pbpti). LXX, Pesh., Vulg., Sam. read the pi.

1Y?0?V The Mass. reading is the better one, 'God does

not expect that many will so far forget themselves as to

curse him' (Di.).
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ID^HjI. LXX, ( uXoyrjOi'jcromai iv aoi ; EccluS. 44, 2 I . ActS

3, 25. Gal. 3, 8 ; so Onq. and Vulg., rendering as a passive,

1

shall bt blessed:' it is interpreted in the N. T. as meaning

that in Christ all the nations should be blessed. The Nif\

would then be passive, as in 18, 18. 28, 14. But in 22, 18.

26, 4, we find the reflex. Hithp'. "D"Qnrn, which can scarcely

be taken as passive, but must = ' all peoples shall bless them-

selves with thy seed,
1

i. e. wish that they may be as blessed as

Israel; cf. 48, 20. Jer. 29, 22. Is. 65, 16; the Nifal is also

taken as a reflexive here by Del., Di., and most moderns,

after Rashi. Di. remarks that it would not be unreasonable

to expect the Pu'al in these passages if the passive sense

were intended. Tuch slightly alters the meaning, and renders

both Hithp'. and Nif. 'to call oneself happy] i.e. 'to regard

oneself as blessed' (2 = through any one), which is perhaps

not impossible, but at least for the Hithp'. improbable.

5. tt?"01 =' moveable property! LXX, ra virapxovra.

Itoy "TON tt?D3!"T. ' The souls which they had gotten in H.'

B'SSin is used collectively. The meaning of these words is

not the persons whom they had begotten (Luth.), but the

slaves they had acquired during their sojourn in Harran.

W$ occurs again in this sense in 31, 1. Deut. 8, 17. 18. ^23

as in irva TWtt, 36, 6; DTK t?SJ, Ez. 27, 13, etc.; cf. a

similar use of ^vxn, i Mace. 10, 33. Rev. 18, 13. Kb") and

Btoi are characteristic of P, £>£} in this sense is also common

in P, so 17, 14. 36, 6. 46, 15. 18. 22. 25, and often. Onq.

renders, HP? ^OH^ W^ffi. K™2) P|K1. 'And also the

souls which they had subjected to the law in Harran] possibly,

as Tuch suggests, to avoid the suspicion that strangers

accompanied Abram to Canaan.

6. Wyti DpE. ' To the district of Shechem.' DIpD as in
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Ex. 3, 8 ^y:27\ DIpE bit. Di., however, renders l

to the sanc-

tuary (Kuttstdtie) at Shechem,' comparing 22, 3 f. 28, 11, etc.

Shechem (cf. 33, 18) is the modern Nablous (^Jbli), one of

the best known towns of Mid-Canaan, in the hill country

of Ephraim, situated between Mount Ephraim and Mount

Gerizim. Its Roman name was Flavia Neapolis.

mlD \h\* 1^. 'To the terebinth of Moreh! Del.,

and others, regarding "jd as a proper name. Di. renders

' The terebinth of the teacher! miD JvK is probably to be

explained, according to Deut. n, 30 HID WN, as a terebinth

grove, where in ancient times the priests who were seers

or prophets had their dwelling, and gave instruction and

information to those who resorted to them. The fact that

Jacob (35, 4) buried the idols and amulets at Shechem, and

that Joshua— after the address to the tribes at Shechem,

previous to his death, wherein the covenant between them

and God was renewed—raised a stone there as a testimony

(Josh. 24, 26), is not without significance, as pointing to the

religious character belonging to the locality. Perhaps, as

Di. suggests, this grove at Shechem is the same as the

terebinth of the Wizards, Judg. 9, 37. On the question

of sacred trees, cf. Rob. Smith, Relig. of Semites, p. 185.

p?N, to which HTK and ^ belong, was probably 'the

terebinth] while P?N, and prob. also H?K (Josh. 24, 26), was

' the oak! The terebinth, being less common than the oak,

was more suitable for marking out any spot (Di.). The LXX
translate fvK, and (sometimes) p?N, by dpvs, and the Mas-

soretic pointing varies, e. g. cf. Josh. 19, 33 and Judg. 4. 11.

In Aramaic \i\*j means a tree in general (cf. dpvs and

tree), and it is possible that bw and pi>N might be used of

other great trees (Ges., Th., 51 a). The Targg. of Onq. and
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Ps.-Jon. render p^N by *?.^8 'plain' which the Vulg. < cent-

ra /lis illustris' and A. V. follow (R.V. has ' oak,' marg.

terebinth). From this, perhaps, we may infer that they were

acquainted with the idolatrous sense of \bx, for they often

render ?yn in the same way. Pesh. has )£xi:c» l^c^-^N
1 at the oak of Mamre' so also Saadiah.

rn*lto . LXX render by v\jrrj\6s, Vulg. '
illus/ris' prob.

taking rniD as though it were »1N"]» (a confusion between the

sound of the two words).

Y^Nl tM "^MSil. IK points to a time when the

Canaanites should not be in the land as rulers of the same,

this notice was perhaps inserted with reference to the promise

made in ver. 7.

*Oy32n has the article, ' a generic word being used col-

lectively to denote all the individuals belonging to it/ Ges.,

§ 125. 2 ; Ewald, § 277 c ; Dav., S., § 22 a.

8. h ,i~TN tO'H. rbnx, ri for i ; cf. the note on 9, 21.

D^D ' on the wes/, the Mediterranean sea forming the

western boundary of Palestine. This use of & (cf. D33 in

ver. 9) as marking a point of the compass is purely Pales-

tinian.

D"TpD . . . 7fc$rrQ is a simple circ. clause, without any

connecting particle; cf. 32, 12. 31. 1 Sam. 26, 13; Ges.,

§ 156. 2; Driver, § 161. 1; Dav., S., § 140; M.R., § 153.

"•yn. 'At',' lit. * the stone heap' par excellence; cf. for the

article thus used with a pr. name, Ges., § 125. 2 ; M. R.,

§ 66. Rem. a; Dav., S., § 20. R. 1.

9. rion "p^rr, cf. on 8, 3 .

ilSXin. Cf. ver. 8. ' Towards the south! LXX, iv rfj

epT)n(i>; Aq. better, vorovfe; Symm. els vorov. 2ft = l

dryness,

dry land,' with the art., is the name of the southern portion
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of the territory of the Hebrews, to the north of which were

the Shephelah (low country), the mountains, and the wilder-

ness of Judah. The district is partly, land capable of culti-

vation, and partly a waste. South of it lies the wilderness

proper, stretching across to Mount Sinai. Cf. Josh. 1 5, 2 1 ff.

;

and Sh., G., pp. 49 f., 278 f. The use of this \vord=soulh, is

purely Palestinian, cf. on D s
, ver. 8.

10. TV1 . TV is the usual word in the O.T. for a journey

from the high land of Canaan into the valley of the Nile,

e.g. Is. 31, 1; n?V for the journey from Egypt to Palestine;

cf. 13, 1. 44, 23. 24. 46, 4.

11. fc$l!27> Q^prT, lit. ' draw near to cornel i.e. ' came

near ;' cf. on n, 8, and see Ges., § 114, 2. R. 3; Dav., S., § 82.

mfc^?2 riD\ The adj. in the cstr. state is defined by a

following genitive ; cf. D^SD "»pj ' with clean hands,' lit. ' clean

of hands ;' K>DJ *B3N 'sorrowful in spirit;' D*n&fe> b~\V
'

' un-

circumcised of lipsi Ges., § 128. 3; M. R., § 80. 2 b; Ewald,

§ 288 c. 3 ; Dav., S., § 24 d. Render, ' That thou art fair to

look at.'

12. VJT ^jrifcO. *jnK, by being placed first, varies the

two clauses, and is more emphatic.

13. ntt VU1N N3 "HEN. *| is omitted in the oralio

indirecla, as in 41, 15. Is. 48, 8. Hos. 7, 2
; Ges., § 157 a;

Ewald, § 338 a ; M. R., § 162 ; Dav., S., § 146. R. 1.

Pi/Tim . . Itt^ ]ych. The perfect with waw conv.,

after an imperf. with |yoS> ; cf. 18, 19 niDB>1 . . . PIW ")&$ \yvb,

Is. 28, 13 )bv2) O^ ]ynb; cf. Ges., § 112. 3 c. a; Driver,

§ II 5(P- i34); M.R., § 24. 2 a; Dav., S.
} § 53 c.

15. ^^n*1 "! is pointed with a comp. shewa, the dagesh

in the first 7 being omitted, by Ges., § 10. 2. Rem. A ; Stade,

§ 136. 2 (who cites 7 as one of the consonants that frequently
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give up their doubling when pointed with shewa). The shewa

;s here composite instead of simple, by Stade, § 105, Ges. I.e.,

i.e. hateph-pathach is used instead of a simple shewa after

a vowel with Metheg, when two similar sounds follow one

another, so D^vfof Ps. 8, 3, rtjfll Is. 53, 7, *££! Ps. 87, 1.

H^HD JV2, is ace. of place, in answer to the question

1 whither?* see Ges., § 118. 2 ; M. R., §41 a; Ewald, § 281 d;

Dav., S., §6c)b; cf. 24, 16. 27, 3.31, 4.39, 1. 42, 38. 43, 17.

45, 25.

H^HD, Josephus, An/., viii. 6. 2, explains the name as=
'the king,' so Ges., in Thes., p. 11 29. Stern gives as the

hieroglyphic form of the name p-ur-d, i.e. ' the great prince,'
v

1

the greatest of all' a title given, since king Sisaq, to all the

Pharaohs, and which has passed over into Coptic, where

IT-OVpO, H-eppO= '//^ king' (Peyron, Lex., 150). Di.,

p. 227, Lauth, de Rouge, Brugsch, Ebers, and Erman prefer to

explain nyia (from a notice in Horapollo, i. 62 oIkos fieyas)

2LS=per'o (per-aa, per-ao), ' the great house,' a title given to

the reigning monarch, similar to the modern ' Sublime Porte.'

It remained the usual title of the Egyptian kings up to the

time of the Persian conquest. The title njH2 is often found

on the oldest monuments, Ebers, Egypt, und die B.M., p. 264.

16. The presents Abram received from Pharaoh are else-

where mentioned as forming the riches of a nomad prince

;

cf- 24, 35. 32, 15. Job 1, 3. 42, 12.

\) ^m, lit. ' and there was to him,' i.e. he had ; for the

singular, cf. (note on) 1, 14. 13, 5. 30, 43. 32, 6. Num. 9, 6.

1 Kings n, 3.

17. d^zd njna . vxf\. w*, Qai=7<? touch; Pi'ei,

intens. ' to touch heavily,' ' smile.' A verb in Hebrew is fre-

quently followed by a noun, derived from it, in the ace; cf.
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note on 1, 11, and add examples 30, 8. 40, 8. 50, 10. Deut.

7, 23. 2 Sam. 4, 5. Vtt and 933 are often used in this connection,

e.g. 2 Kings 15, 5. 1 Sam. 6, 9. Job 19, 21 (both with T).

Ex. 11, 1.

18. 7172 ;. On the pointing here and ver. 19, cf. Ges.,

§ 102. 2 d ; Stade, § 372 b.

19. Render, ' Why didst thou say, She is my sister, so that

I took her to be my wife (i. e. and so lead me to take, her) ?

'

The second idea being really a consequence of the first, the

waw conv. may be rendered,

'

so that or and so;' see Driver,

§ 74a, and p. 136; Ges., § 111.3b. Rem.; and cf. 20,12.

23, 20. 31, 27.

20. y*;V l^l 'commanded concerning him; 1

cf. Num. 8,

22. 2 Sam. 14, 8.

1P1 •tlT1 *) 'and they brought him on his way or escorted him;'

cf. the N.T. 7rpo7T€fX7r€cv, Acts 15, 3. 21, 5.

13.

2. nrTQI F)M^ rcpftl. The article is generic, being

used with different materials which are generally known ; cf.

note on 2, 11. So in 6, 14. 11,3. 1 Kings 10, 27. 2 Chron.

2, 13. 14. Di. suggests that the Massoretes possibly had the

particular wealth acquired by Abram in Egypt in their mind,

and so inserted the article.

3. VyDft 7 ' by his stations ' (stationenweise), implying

that he proceeded gradually, adapting his speed to the

requirements of the flocks and herds he had with him ; cf.

Ex. 17, 1, where LXX render Kara napfuftoXas clvt&v, Ex. 40,

36. Num. 33, 2. The CyDD are the J^^-I
l day-journeys'

by which they still reckon at the present time in the east

(Tuch). The LXX («ri cVopeiJfy 58(i> JJX&y) and Vulg. (re-
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versus est per ito, quo veneraf) take the D syDO as the places

Abram had halted at on his journey down to Egypt, but this

is not so suitable. ? with the pi. is used distributively here,

as in Ps. 73, 14 CHpS? ' morning-wise;' Job 7, 18; see

Ewald, § 217 d, a; M. R., § 51. 5, who explains the usage

somewhat differently from Ewald; Dav., S., § 101, R. b.

T^rPH TW When the two prepositions 'from . . . to'

are both expressed, a 1 'and' is generally inserted before the

second. ' From the south to Bethel' lit. 'from the south and

[then further} to Bethel ;' cf. M. R., § 49. 1 b; Ges., § 154.

foot-note b; Dav., S., § 101. R. b.

5. tD^TTJN for D yHN, explained incorrectly by Ges., § 23.

3, 2 ; § 93. 1. Rem. 3, as a Syriasm. Stade, § 109, cf.

§ 327 b. 3, rightly points out that the lengthening of the

hateph qamec into holem before the guttural n is due to the

influence of the counter-tone, marked by metheg : other

instances are vJ?3 instead of vVS • vHK. The change is less

frequent with hateph qamec than qamec hatuph.

6. Dntt Nto NT). Cf. 36, 7 nxvb nmutt p« rbx $b

DnN. KfeO, the verb comes first, and is put in the nearer

gender, the masc, though the subj. pNH is fern.; cf. Ewald,

§ 339 c - T
>
and note on i, 14.

THUJA 2W'1 in this connection is characteristic of P, so

ver. 12. 36, 7. 37, 1, also NbO.

7. 2t2}\ Render, 'was dwelling.' On the participle used

of past time, see Driver, § 135, 1 ; cf. 19, 1. 37, 7. 41, 1-3.

42, 23, etc.; and Ges., § 116. 5 b; Dav., S.
y § 100. R. 1.

The plural is more usual when the predicate follows a com-

pound subject ; cf. on 8, 22 and Prov. 27, 9. 2 Sam. 20, 10.

Neh. 6, 12; Ewald, § 339c. 2; Ges., § 146. 2 a; M. R.,

§ 138; Dav., S., § 114. The second noun holds a more
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subordinate position than the first, the waw being almost

' with ' (waw of association), ' The Canaanite with the P!

On *nfij cf. 10, 17.

8. O^nfrS D^1?DN, in apposition; see Ges., § 131. 2a;

Dav., S., § 29 b, and cf. 21, 20. Num. 32, 14. Deut. 22, 28.

D^ntf = ' relatives] not to be taken strictly in the sense

1 brothers ;' cf. 14, 16. 29, 12.

9. ' Is not all the land before thee ? pray separate thyself

from me, if towards the left, then I will go to the right,

and if towards the right, then I will go to the left! The hyp.

sentence is similar in form to *]b na^DNO DJJD DfrO, 2 Sam.

1 2, 8. The simple waw introducing the apod, is very rare
;

cf. Driver, § 136 £*; Dav., S., § 130. R. 2 ; M. R., § 165.

btstiwn and pEYi are ace. of place; cf. on 12, 15; T&F1

being understood with each.

pT^n and ^K»t?n are denominatives from \W and bxDt^

respectively ; on the quad, form of the latter, see Ges., § 56

;

Stade, § 627. Onq. renders fobfe> by WW? 1

? 'to the north]

and pp; by KOfrj!> ' to the south! In Arabic 'til, IVconj.,==
O j »

' to go to Syria ('LlJl), and ]j£\, IV 0011].,= ' /o go to Yemen'

(.^,^1), lit. '/# ^0 to the left and right] respectively; see other

similar instances in Wright, Arab. Gram., i. p. 36.

^T^O 'from my presence] 25, 6. Ex. 10, 28.

10. }TVn "03 recurs 1 Kings 7, 46. Cf. in the N. T.

Matt. 3, 5« Luke 3, 3 rj nfplxcopos tov 'lopddvov ; more fre-

quently we find merely T33H, 19, 17. 25. 28. Deut. 34, 3.

2 Sam. 18, 23. The district (prop, circle) of the Jordan is

the land on both sides of the Jordan, from lake Tiberias to

the Dead Sea, called by Josephus to p.iya ncbiov, Bell, fud.,

iv. 8. 2. Elsewhere in the O.T. it was also called m"»yn (at
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the present nine A'l-Ghor); cf. Sh., G., pp. 47, 482^,505; Bad.,

/W., p. xlvii. The valley of Siddim, 14, 3, also belonged to

the "OS.

ilpV}12 = t weli watered] lit.
' a well-wateredplace ;' it occurs

again Ez. 45, 15 blCW npvn; cf. Is. 58, 11 n)"\ pD.

mn"1 pD, probably referring to the garden of Eden, 2, 8.

LXX, cos 6 nafHideiaos tov Qeov ; Pesh. Jch^I* 0»flP -*; * »•/•

Del.4 and Schumann, however, regard rW as used in a

superlative sense, and render, ' as a beautiful garden ;
' cf.

10, 9 and the note there. This rendering, however, is not

so natural as the other. In Is. 51, 3 we have rW p, and in

Ez « 36, 35 \iy p, used in comparisons.

,

H2ft2 Y^frO is added to tone down the previous py p,

the comparison with the garden of Eden being a somewhat

too lofty conception.

!""ON3. ' On the way to! lit. 'as thou comest ;' for the

second pers. sing, used impersonally, cf. Ges., § 144. 3c;

Dav., S., § 108. R. 3; M. R., § 123. 4. The second pers.

thus used occurs chiefly in this phrase; again 10, 19. 30.

The form of the sufT. ro~ is merely an orthogiaphic variation

for the more usual *J" e.g. 19, 22.

*^!£. LXX, Zo'yopa, also called V?|, 14, 2. A small

town, generally regarded as situated on the south-east end of

the Dead Sea. See on 19, 22. Pesh. reads jyv (tiKxv^j*

^!?), which Ebers, Egypt., p. 272, accepts as the real

reading. With this reading, which however is not necessary,

"iyX <"DN2 would refer to Dnso pN alone, and not to the

whole sentence. Trumbull (quoted by Del.6
) supposes that

"tyx is a name of the eastern border land of Lower Egypt,

but cf. 10, 19.

12. 7HW1. This verb is a denom. from 7HN 'a tent,'=
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' to /en/,' i. e. ' to wander abou/ nomadfashionI hence, perhaps,

the pi. HJQ. Render, 'Moved wi/h his /ents /owards Sodom!

13. "'StOn 'sinners', i.e. 'habi/ual sinners', different from

CNtpn 'people sinning,
7 not necessarily as a habit ; cf. Ges., § 84.

17 ; Barth, N.B., p. 49 f., and Ryssel, De Eloh. Pen/, sermone,

p. 40.

mriv l /owards,' i.e. ' agains/ Yahweh.' Cf. 20, 6. 39, 9.

Or, * to Yahwehl i.e. in his sight, b=^sb 7, 1. So possibly

the Mass. Text.

i4b. Cf. 28, 14 naaji roayi nonpi no\

15. n^Jl^ is impf. Qal of I0J, with the suffix strengthened

by the so-called J demonstra/ivum ; see note on 12, 1 JvH^-

Notice the casus pendens, here marked as the ace. by ritf,

Y~\$n 73 OK *3 lFor all /he land . . . I will give il ;' cf. Driver,

§ 197. 6 ; Dav., -S*., § 106 c; and 21, 13.

16. TOV DN HltfN, either I. 'so thai, if any one could

number,' etc.; cf. 11, 7. 22, 14. 24, 3, so Pesh. v l>, Driver,

p. 183; Ges., § 166. 2; or II. Tuch, 'quern [pulverem] si

quisl "i$K referring to lay in the first half of the verse, and

isy being repeated in the second half, where we would rather

expect iritf. Tuch compares 50, 13 (= 49, 30), where,

however, HN rather means 'wi/h;
!

and Ewald, § 331 c. 3,

cites Num. 26, 64. Jer. 31, 31, which are apparently quite

regular. The LXX have simply d hvvaral ns, not translating

"iBW. Perhaps, however, it is simplest to regard T^N as in

Deut. 3, 24. i Kings 3, 12. 13, as a link which cannot be

literally translated.

14.

1. "Wl 7D1EN ^n. The four kings' names are all

genitives after the construct state *©*3. Hebrew prefers, as

a rule, to repeat the construct state before each genitive

;

L
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cf. Ges., § 128. 1 ; Dav., S., § 28. R. 4; M. R., § 75 c ; Ryssel,

/> Eloh. Pent. scrmone, p. 61. The four kings, the subject

to ib'V in ver. 2, are not given again, as they can easily be

inferred from ver. 1 ; cf. Ewald, § 303 b. 1 ; 9, 6 tb**2 *3

n'try Dv6n 'For in God's image, He {God),' etc., Esth. 2, 21.

The renderings of the LXX, eV 777 fiaaiXfta rfj 'ApapcpaX

/SuaiXecoy 2fwadp, and Vulg. ' factum est in illo tempore ut,'

are probably merely intended to explain the meaning of

the verse, and do not of necessity presuppose any variant.

Clericus' emendation, inserting D"QN before 7S"iDK, adopted

by Ewald in his Komp. der Gen., p. 221, is not necessary.

The meanings of the names in this verse are obscure.

72"tEtf, LXX 'A/Linp0a\ (assuming it is a corruption out of

*£nCK), is identified by Schr. (S.B.A. W., 1887, p. 603), Hal.

(P. B., x. 254) with the great Babylonian king Hammurabi,

cir. 2100, who reigned about fifty-five years, overcame Elam,

and finally succeeded in uniting the various Babylonian prin-

cipalities into one state, with the capital Babylon. Cf. Di.,

p. 236. "JVHN is perhaps Eri-aku or Riv-aku, ' Servant of

the moon-god' [ahi), vassal king of Larsam, under his father

Kudur-mabug, king of Elam, see further Schr., C. O. T., ii.

p. 297 f.; Del. 5
, p. 263 ; Del., Par., p. 224; cf. Judith 1, 6

'Apt&x o Pcun\ fvs 'EXvpciLtov; Dan. 2, 14 K$3B 31 #*")«

'A. chief of the executioners? ^DpX is identified with "fa?'?,

Isi 37, 12, by Targ. Ps.-Jon.; with Pontus, by Symm. and

Vulg.; with Artemita, in south Assyria, by Kn. ; with Kal'ah

Sirgat, by Sayce. More recently (e.g. by Rawl., Del., Sch.)

with the old Babylonian town Larsam or Larsav, the modern

Senkereh, to the south-east of Uruk, cf. Loftus, Chaldaea

and Susiana, p. 240 f. "iEy?"n3, LXX XodoWoyopdp (notice

the 7= y, and cf. on 4, 18). On the Assyr. inscriptions

several kings of Elam have names compounded with Kudur.
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In the inscriptions the name of a deity Lagamar has been

found. The name would perhaps =Croivn of Lagamar

;

cf. Schr., C. O.T.,p. 121 ff. ?jnn, LXX GapyaX, uncertain.

Lenor. makes it=Akk. tar-gal, 'great Son! C13, not a nom.

appel. as A.V., ' King of'nations,' so Onq., for this rendering

is too indefinite, and gives no suitable sense without some

further name to define it; but a proper name, compared

variously with the 'circuit ("Gah'l") of the nations' (Is. 8, 23),

Pamphylia (Symm.), and D^an "K 10, 5 (Ges., Nold.). Others,

as H. Rawl., connect it with the Gulf, Kuti that are frequently

found in the inscriptions; cf. Schr., K.G.F., 258, 271, 294,

45 1 1 473 ; a powerful tribe, dwelling between the Zab and

Dijala (Gyndes), Di., p. 237. R. V. has ' Goiim,' marg.
1 nations!

2. The proper names in this verse are even more uncertain

than those in ver. 1, the readings being possibly corrupt;

cf. the LXX text with the Hebrew. These five towns were,

with the exception of Zoar, according to
4
the narrative in

chap. 19, destroyed.

3. 7fr$ "112n. A pregnant construction; cf. ver. 15.

Render, 'Came allied to the valley of Siddim ;' cf. Josh. 10, 6

WvN tiDpJ *3 lfor they have gathered together [and come] unto

us! Other instances of preg. cstr. are to be found in Ewald,

§ 282 c; Ges., § 119. 4 ; Dav., -5"., § 101.

D'HtoTl p72V. ' Valley of Siddim! i.e. ' Valley of the level

fields; so Onq. H^fH TB^O
j Aq., Symm., Theod. KoCkhs r&v

uh(TU)v
}
so Vulg. The Pesh. takes CHBTI, as= '/^ inhabitants

of Sodom,' and renders )Jj»o'^»? )ox*>cl2>^. Others connect

it with the Arabic j^*> ' stony ground! LXX have here <pdpay£

17 akvKrj, and in ver. 9 koiXus rj aXvur). Cf. Sh., G., p. 503.

On pEJJ, see Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, App
, § 1.

l 2
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nbOPI D\ DJ with qamec. is the construct state. D!

with pathach and maqqeph occurs as cstr. state twenty-three

times, and always of the Red Sea (^DTT). DJ with qamec

occurs as construct state twenty-four times, seventeen times

without maqqeph, and seven times with maqqeph, but never

of the Red Sea. Cf. Del. on Is. 11, 15.

4. itjtf PntojJ D^nttf, ace. of time, in answer to the

question ^ how long ?'

miry t2?7lT\ ace. of time, in answer to the question

'when?' cf. Ges., § 118. 3 a and b; M. R., § 42 a and b
;

Ewald, § 300 a; Dav., 5"., § 68. When a particular point of

time is mentioned, the preps. 2, b, or 2 are used ; so Ols.

and Nold. prefer the reading of the Sam. here, viz. 55655*21

—

cf. M. R., § 42 b—as being more correct ; see the next verse.

5. D^DIH. ' The Refdim] or 'sons of the Rafa,' i.e.

1 Giants,' so LXX and Pesh. here. Partly the ordinary name

of the giant aborigines of Canaan, in the western and eastern

Jordan-land, whose territory was promised Abram's descend-

ants, 15, 20 ;
partly a special name of the giants in Bashan, as

here and Deut. 3, n. Josh. 13, 12. The last traces of them

in the O.T. are in 2 Sam. 21, 15 ff. n2"in *Hv\ where they are

spoken of among the Philistines at the time of David.

DT\p mntry
1

, also simply mntsty, Deut. 1, 4, and

mnB*jn=rnriB'JJ rYO, Josh. 21, 27, was one of the principal

towns of Bashan, identified with the present Tel 'Astere, two

and a half hours from Nawa, nearly between Nawa and

M'zarib ; it is situated on a hill in a rich meadow-land, well

watered, and many ruins are still to be found (Ritter in Di.,

1 The LXX, Codex Vat. reads

'

AarapuO kcli Kapvatv, and Kuenen thinks

it possible that this is the true reading, cf. Rob. Smith, Religion of the

Semites, p. 310.
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p. 238) ; cf. Bad., Pal., p. 198. Wetzstein, however, prefers to

identify it with Bosra, one hour and three quarters from Edrei,

where ruins have been found. The name means ' The two-

homed Ashtoreth} who, as the goddess of the moon, was repre-

sented with two horns. The name T^TWy occurs frequently in

Phoenician inscriptions, e.g. Esmunazar's inscription, line 18,

nin^yi? mi pre byJ? nn (cf. C. I.S., vol. i. p. 14; and Dr.,

Sam., p. 49), ' a templefor the Baal of Sidon, and a templefor

Astarte.' D"Olp by itself is not found in the O. T. It

probably was near mriBty, and the two may have been

regarded as one town, or "p mj"OT may be taken as

meaning Ashtoreth near Karnaim. The town was probably

so called as being devoted to the worship of Ashtoreth.

DPQ tTtlfn PN1, possibly identical, as Ges. supposed,

with the D^DTDT, Deut. 2,20, the name given by the Ammonites

to the CKSi who formerly dwelt in their land. LXX have

here, eOwj Ivxypa apa aim/is, reading DH2 and (?)O^Vry
: so

Pesh. Onq. has IW^W, and gives for Dra, Nrionzn 'who

were in Hamta (?).' It is quite uncertain where DH was.

Tuch conjectures that Ham was perhaps the old name of

the capital Rabbath Ammon.

O^D^Nn, perhaps ' the terrible ones.' The giant abori-

gines of the land of Moab; cf. Deut. 2, 10. n, where they

are expressly mentioned as the original inhabitants of Moab.

DWHp mtlD. = ' in the plain (of) Kiryathaim? .TIP is

found only once again, in ver. 17, both vowels being

unchangeable ; cf. Driver, § 190. Obs. end ; Lag., B.N., p. 43.

In Num. 32,37. Josh. 13, 19 the town Kiryathaim is mentioned

as belonging to the Rcubenites ; in Jer. 48, 23. Ezek. 25, 9 to

the Moabites ; it was situated, according to the Onomas., four

hours south-west of Medeba. The ruins are called at the
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pr< Bent day Kareyfu (east of Makaur (Machaerus) and south

of mount Wttaiiis). DWtp= v

double town (?).'

6. "'^nn nSI. Tlie original inhabitants of Edom, Deut.

2, 12. 22; the hill country between the Dead Sea and the

.Klanitic gulf.

"HPQ ' on their mountain,' for Dn3. LXX, lv ruis

Upcm*; so Sam. reading *TVU, cstr. pi. On the pointing,

compare on 12, 15 (and add to the instances there, v£3f and

v.r;3) ; *Tjn and the other forms of "VI, which resolve the

doubled letter, and write it instead twice, are found in poetry

and higher prose, as Deut. 8, 9 : other instances of a doubled

letter being written twice, instead of having a dagesh, are

DJ^n, inf. cstr. of pn, Is. 30, 18 ; mo for HUD, from n»,

Ez. 43, 10; EPBDg=D,

'D9
J
Neh. 9, 22. 24 [cf. the regular

emph. pi. in Aramaic Njpoy] ; and in poetry, Judg. 5, 14.

See also Ges., § 93. 1. Rem. 7.

pND b^ iy= '/tf the terebinth of P.;
1

cf. on 12, 6. ^N

pKfi is possibly identical with the well-known port Elath, on

the ^Elanitic gulf, variously called n^X, riTW, or H17N*, in the

O.T., which were perhaps abbreviated names of more modern

origin, for the full name pNS T\H.

7. 12EITE yV. 'Well of judgment' i.e. a place where

decisions were given to disputants, perhaps the seat of a

temple or oracle; cf. the other name tylp. The position of

Qadesh, so often mentioned in the Pentateuch, is still un-

certain. Three identifications are given by Di., p. 239 :

I. that it is to be sought for in 'A in el Weibeh, near the

Arabah, 30 42' lat. (Robinson). A view now generally

abandoned. II. Identical with Qddils, about eleven kilo-

meters north of mount Madara, in the neighbourhood of the

Wady-el-Yemen, one day's journey from Hebron (Wetzstein,
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in Del., Gen}, p. 574; cf. Del. 5
, p. 266). 'But this situation

is too far north, and neither suits Gen. 16, 14 nor the history

of Moses/ Di. More probable is III. Prof. E. H. Palmer

and others identify it with Ain Qudes, on the western slope

of the 'Azazimeh (Machra) Plateau, south of Elusa, four and

a half hours east-south-east of the Well of Hagar. See also

Trumbull (Kadesh Barnea, 1884, p. 241 and passim).

"^DH ]^n. Cf. 2 Chron. 20, 2, where it is explained

by "Ha PJJ NM ' En-gedil on the west side of the Dead Sea,

noted for its palm trees. Knobel prefers to identify it with

D-nonn -vy, judg. 1, 16, or TO£, Ez. 47, 19. 48, 28 (as

Engedi lay too far north), on the south-east border of the

Holy Land, the modern Kurnub (Di.). Cf. Sh., G., pp. 269 f.,

507; Bad., Pa/., p. 140. The name perhaps means ' Palm

rows,' or 'cutting ofPalmsJ but this is not certain.

10. 1En m^n m^n, lit. 'pits, pits of asphalt,' i.e.

'full of asphalt pits! On the repetition of the noun to

express plurality, cf. Ges., § 123 d. 3 ; Ewald, § 313 a ; M. R.,

§ 72. 2; Dav., S.j § 29. R. 8. -JDn man mN3; the first

two nouns are both construct states to the genitive iDn, the

first of the two being an instance of the so-called suspended

construct state, cf. Ps. 78, 9 TWj) "'JOh ^O, the second noun

explaining the first, which is in the construct state, its proper

genitive being HB^Jj so Bb^ \?m_ nnj, Job 20, 17, ^m
explaining *"VW, the HfU being really cstr. state before the

genitive W21; cf. Ewald, § 289 c; M. R., § 73, note a. 4;

Ges., § 130. 5 ; Dav., S., § 28. R. 6.

"VT\ mttn D'Hton pWI. Note the form of the

predicate in Hebrew. In English we say, 'The valley of

Siddim wasfull of slime pits,' i.e. we have to use some term

such as, consist of contains, or the like, to express the

relation between the subject and the predicate. In Hebrew
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the predicate is expressed by the simple noun. ' The valley

of Siddim ivas slime pits" Cf. Ex. 9, 31 nnPBm S^N my{?n

h\W ; Ps, 23, 5 mi *D13; so 13, 10. Is. 5, 12. Ps. 45, 9.

Kzr. 10, 13 ; cf. note on 11, 1, and Driver, § 188.

"^n is ' asphalt ' or ' bitumen? found in the neighbour-

hood of the Dead Sea and of Babylon. The Babylonians used

it as mortar; cf. 11,3. See Sh., G.,p. 500 f. ; Bad., Pal., p. 170.

mr^ri DTD "P- . LXX, paaiXevs 2o8o/iG>»/ kiu PacrtXcvs

Tofioppas, so Pesh. and Sam., reading mroy "jtal DID ^19,

which would be the more correct expression; cf. on ver. 1.

The second *]?D might have slipped out by homoioteleuton.

Hfttt? r?ErV Rather the followers of the kings, for the

king of Sodom (ver. 17) at least escaped.

nnn. "ID, with the ace. ending n, implying motion

towards, ' mountainwards? The form is pointed with —
instead of— , because the short a (pathach) before a guttural

with long a (qamec) is changed into 6 (seghol) ; cf. E^nn for

D2nn
?
Ewald, §§ 70 a, 71. Hiri, however, seems to be the

only instance of this with 1. Delitzsch compares I"yD for n?p,

the doubling being resolved, and the — changed into —
;

also nfW 28, 2 and nbo"J3 1 Sam. 25, 5 for ntta and nW]3

respectively, cf. his Comm. on the Psalms, 5th ed., p. 78

(on Ps. 3).

11. Wyy, LXX, rr)v innov, reading the word as though

it were W3~) .

13. tO^Dir ^2^1. 'And the fugitive came? i.e. 'the

fugitive or escaped one, who in such cases is wont to come/

see esp. Ez. 24, 26. 33, 21. 22. Or it may be taken as a

collective. On the article with DvD, see Ewald, § 277 a;

Ges., § 126. 4; Dav., S., § 22 b; M. R., § 68; cf. TO2H,

2 Sam. 15, 13.
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"H^n. ' The Hebrew? *"DJ? means ' one who has come

"OJJD from the other side of a river? If this name was

given to the Israelites by the Canaanites (Reuss, Stade, etc.),

the name being Hebrew, the people who gave it them must

have spoken the same language as they did. It is only used

in O. T. to or by foreigners, or when the Hebrews are men-

tioned in opposition to other nations. The name Israelite

was, on the other hand, a patronymic, and the national name

used by the people themselves (cf, however, Robertson-

Smith, Ency. Brit., 9th edit., art. Hebrew Lang, and Lit).

The river from beyond which the Hebrews came is, accord-

ing to some, the Euphrates, cf. Josh. 24, 2 ff. 14 f. ; so most

commentators. Reuss and Stade prefer the Jordan, on the

ground that the Hebrews on their return from Egypt spent

some time in the land east of Jordan, leaving the Canaanites

in possession of that on the west, which, however, does not

seem very conclusive against the general view. LXX render

it here ru Trepan/, Vulg. ' Transeuphratensis! Another ex-

planation is that '"Dy is a patronymic from "Qy, mentioned

as an ancestor of Abram, 10, 24. 11, 14. 15. Num. 24, 24.

See Di., p. 21

1

1
.

Nl?2tt ^T'fr'O. Cf. on 12, 6. The terebinth grove being

named after the Amorite Mamre, who possibly owned or

planted it.

D"ON TVO ^V2 DTD. 'They being confederates of

Abram,' notice the circ. clause. The text literally translated

is, 'And they {were) owners of a covenant with A.;' 7JD being

1 Robertson-Smith, I.e., mentions a modified form of the usual etymo-

logy of 'efrcr, the word being taken in the Arabic sense = a river bank.

The Hebrews would then be 'dwellers in a land of rivers.' This would

suit \'( leg the water-eourse) as in Arabic we have the district Falag so

called ' because it is furrowed by waters.'
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used to form an adjective here, as in 37, 19 niD^nn i>jn=
'dreamer;' 49, 23 D^n ^yn= ' bow-men (lit. arrow-men); 1 byn

"\^— ' hairy} 2 Kings 1, 8; cp3 bjDss 1 winged} Prov. 1, 17,

etc. Cf. Ges., § 129. 2. Rem. 2 b; Dav., 5., § 24. R. 3; M. R.,

§ 79. 6 d. We have a similar expression to ]V"Q ^JD in

Neh. 6, 18, viz. r\VMp \bj|3. The phrase nnn bjJ3 occurs

nowhere else. In Judg. 8, 33. 9, 4 it is a proper name.

14. p"^"l is the imperf. apoc. Hif\ of pns'Jb empty out,'

e.g. arrows from a quiver, or a sword from the sheath, Ex.

15, 9. Lev. 26, 33. Ps. 35, 3; but only in this passage and

Ps. 18, 43 with a personal object. Render, 'Let loose.
1 LXX

have rjpi6fj.Tja€v,
l mustered} reading p7»i as though it were

PJJ!i which the Heb.-Sam. has, and which seems to have

been the reading of the Sam. text, which has flT ^
1

recensuit} and the Vulg. ' numeravit!

*irVQ "H^"1 VMn. Yyin = 'his tried ones' (-pn is

a anat;. Aey.); cf. the Arab. i»]Ljl>=' experienced ;' LXX, tovs

ISiovs ; who were irP3 Hr ' home-born staves,' as opposed to

*|D3 JiJpE, 17, 12.23, who were purchased slaves (or "% Ex. 23,

12); cf.the similar phrases, IVl-p, 15, 3 ; n&BTp, Ex. 23, 12.

VI, i.e. Laish, on the N. frontier of Canaan, which in the

time of the Judges received the name of Dan, Josh. 19, 47.

Judg. 18, 29; the modern Tell el-Kddi, cf. Bad., Pal.,

p. 264, but Sh., G., p. 480, takes it as = Banias.

15. OiTvy pTTl^^, lit. ' he divided himself against them}

i.e. ' he divided his forces and fell upon them ;' cf. Job 1, 17.

1 Sam. 11, 11, for a similar manoeuvre. For the cstr. praeg-

nans cf. on ver. 3.

niliri is on the left, i.e. north of Damascus, identified by

Wetzstein with Hoba, twenty hours north of Damascus, in the

neighbourhood of Hims and Tadmor; cf. Del., Gen.*, p. 561.
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17. i*fl p'OV NVf mtt? p'OV—mentioned again 2 Sam.

18, 18, as the place where Absalom set up his monument—is

hardly identical with DWip ni£> ver. 5, as it is now mentioned

as though it were not previously known, and its position not

far from Salem is against this identification, cf. ver. 18.

It is usually—following Josephus' notice, An/., vii. 10. 3, that

Absalom's pillar was two stadia distant from Jerusalem

—

supposed to be in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. Cf.

Neubauer, Ge'og. du Talmud, p. 50 f.

18. D/tT. Generally taken as Jerusalem, so Del., Kn.,

Targg., Hieron. (Quaesf.), Joseph., etc. Others, Roed. in Ges.,

Thes., and Tuch, identify it with the 2a\(ifi of John 3, 23, cf.

Judith 4, 4, which, according to Eusebius and Hieron., was

eight Roman miles south of Scythopolis (see, however,

Riehm, H.W.B.. p. 32 f.; Del.5
, p. 269). In Ps. 76, 3 Salem

is certainly Jerusalem. The objections to its being Jeru-

salem are : I. That this city lay too far south. II. That its

old name was Jebus ; cf. Judg. 19, 10. III. That Ps. 76, 3

is late, and the D?E> there is a late poetical abbreviation of

D^B>n\ But as Del. 5

, p. 269, shews, Jerusalem would not

necessarily be too far out of the way—whether Abram

returned down the Jordan valley to Sodom, or took his way

home through Samaria to Hebron—for the king of Sodom to

come and meet him from the south-east, and Melchizedek out

of Jerusalem. Further, the facts (I) that in Josh. 10, 1 there

is a king of Jerusalem bearing the name \>Ti *01N, which is

very similar to pTfwO 1

, and (II) that the comparison of

1 But Well, and Budde (Richter unci Samuel, p. 63) assert that »3TM

plS is a later alteration of pn^iN, which is the reading of the LXX
in Josh. 10, 1 ; cf. Judg. 1, 5. Kittel, however, disputes this, see his Gesch.

i. p. 277 f. It may be remarked that the name Urusalim is found in

the Tel el-Arnarna Letters, i.e. in the year 1400 B.C. Cf. Di., p. 243.
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David, Ps. 1 10, 4 (cf. Heb. c. 7 Melchizedek a type of Christ),

with Melchizedek would be far more suitable if he were king

of Jerusalem, favour the identification with Jerusalem. The

Other two objections are not conclusive ; it is quite uncertain

that D7K> is a poetical abbreviation of D7BTV, and that the

old name of Jerusalem was Jebus is not of necessity fatal,

as the name a?W might have been intentionally chosen

with some hidden significance, just like mio 22, 2. The

name p*l¥ *y?n may= fly/ king is Sidiq, Sidiq being the name

of a deity, see Baudissin, Studien zur Sem. Religionsgesch.,

i. 15, and cf. E. Nestle, Israelii. Eigennamen, p. 175 ff.

]vbv b&O jTO=not 'the priest; as A.V., but 'a priest

of God most high; so R. V.; see Ges., § 129. 1 a; Dav., S.,

§28, R. 5. "y ?K as a proper name (cf. HP ?N) has no

article; so fro might mean ' the priest; or 'a priest;'

but to avoid this ambiguity of meaning, the construction with

the prep. 7, instead of the construct state, is chosen ; cf. M.R.,

§ 76 b; Ewald, § 292 a. 2. \\hv in the O. T. when joined

with mn\ or 7N, never has the article.

19. \?hy b&b . . . yrO. 'blessed by God,' 7 after the

passive denotes the agent: cf. 25, 21. 31, 15. Ex. 12, 16;

Ges., § 121. 3; Dav., S., § 81; Ewald, § 295 c; M. R.,

§ 51. 3. Rem. a.

PI-p combines the double idea of creating and possessing.

HJp is cstr. state, followed by two genitives ; cf. note on

ver. 1. Possibly the two words, heaven and earth, were

conceived of as really forming one idea= *M* world,' and so

construed as though one word stood ; cf. on ver. r.

The phrase pw D"W TOp is only found in this chapter.

i9b to 20a are poetical in form. Notice roj? for N?2 or
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nfcty, ^X for T?^ 3
and J?.*?, which occurs twice again, Hos.

11, 8. Prov. 4, 9; all poetical words, though DHV is also found

in prose writings ; also the poetical sounding }v6y 7K.

22. "T1 Tlft^n. '/ lift up my handI i.e. 'I have, just

at the moment of speaking, lifted up ;

' the perfect is used for

the immediate past; cf. Driver, § 10; Ges., § 106. 2b; Dav., S.,

§ 40 b; M.R., § 2. 1 ; the meaning being, I swear by Yahweh,

etc.; cf. Ex. 6, 8. Num. 14, 30. Deut. 32, 40 bit Kb>K *2

T DW (of God, always Y iW2, Del.); Dan. 12, 7 i:^ D'V'l

DWn bit )bxn\P\; see also Ex. 17, 16.

23. D^. The negative particle &K is often used in the

oath-formulae. The oath-formula would run in full some-

what as follows :
' I swear, if I do so and so, may God,' etc.;

then the second portion being omitted, the first part came to

have a negative force, so DN=7 will not, and mb DX= 7 will

(Num. 14, 28). Render, ' / lift up my hand . . . that 1 will

not take from a thread even to a shoe latchet, of all which is

thine' i. e. 'I will not even take the most trifling thing for

myself.' On this use of DK, see Ges., § 149 a; Dav., S.,

§120; Ewald, § 356 a; M.R., § 168 b.

24. Render, 'Nought for me, only that which the young

men have eaten, and the portion of the men who went

with me: 'Aner, 'Eschoi, and Mamre, let the??i lake their

portion! Note the casus pendens 73KW "OJ/ ... 1£>N pi

tODDK cf. 3, 12.

15.

1. "I^ft H2in ~p2\2}= ' Thy reward shall be very great.'

"U1 *]~OK> can scarcely be taken as a second predicate to *3JN,

as this would rather require 1, and God cannot be regarded

as Himself the reward.
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nZHn, inf. abs. Hif. of H31, see on 3, 16. This inf.

(properly a snhst.), which is generally used as an adverb,

is hen- regarded as an adj.. and used as a predicate; cf. Bytt,

used quite similarly in 47, 9 *fl *& W vn D^jni DVD; and ^»W

in Job 8, 9 i:mN ^?3D »3j Ewald, § 296 d; cf. also Ges.,

§ 141. 1 e; Dav., S., § 29 e. The Sam. has a correction

n2"|X
?
which is easier.

2. "H^V "J7VT "O^NI. Circ. clause; cf. note on 20, 3.

Render, ' Seeing that I am going to die childless! *\)7\
i
e vita

decedere ;' cf. 25, 32. Ps. 39, 14. 2 Chron. 21, 20. *T")S is

ace. of condition; see Dav., S., § 70 ; Ges., § 118. 5 a ; M.R.,

§ 43 a, and cf. 25, 8. 37, 35. 38, 11. 44, 33. nny, lit. =
'dare, naked,' but restricted by usage to one who has no

children; cf. Jer. 22, 30. Lev. 20, 20. 21 (all).

''mi ptTft ]H")= ' and the son of the possession of my

household,'= my heir. p£>D from pE>JD, =*]£>£= ' to draw, to

hold, grasp ' (the form being perhaps chosen on account of

its similarity in sound to pb>D*l) = 'possession;' cf. p^'*?D,

Zeph. 2, 9.

ptPft Vl= vhv in ver. 3, the construction being the same

as in rP"U b]ft 14, 13, which compare. Theod.,Vulg. render

P^D p ' son of the 7iianager' i.e. ' of the steward' pt?D being

from ppW, with the meaning, ' to go about busily', cf. "TJE from

"HD ; which is possible, but forced and unsuitable. The

other VSS. vary. The LXX have 6 de vlos Mao-eK ttjs oiKoyevovs

fiov (their rendering of Tl^ p in the next verse is 6 Se ulKoyev^

fiov), rrjs otKoycvovs being either a mistake for oiKias, or vlbs is

a gloss, and the word should be olicoyevrjs ; see Frankel, Einf,

p. 17. Onq. has "flj^g nN[5pD"I KV1 WETC pnn KD3"1B TM

'this nourisher who is in my house, he is the Damascene, Eliezer!
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The Pesh. has ^ 111 oo» «fcwJ» ;J> \1&£bql2&91 jjjiL^lo

1 Eliezer the Damascene, the son of my house, he will be my

heir'. Aq. has 6 vlos tov ttot'i^ovtos oIkiuv fxov, connecting pt?D

with HpBto l a cup-bearer!

"W'T'N ptoOl N1H cannot be rendered with the Pesh.

I^AnscL^DM >JL^*^!o * Eliezer the Damascene' (so A. V., but

R. V. l Dammesek Eliezer'), for this would either be "WyvN

'pfeDin, or pton e**s -its^n, or pton p iry^K. Hos. 12, 8,

which Gesenius cites in favour of this rendering, is not con-

clusive, the more correct rendering there being ' Canaan !

in his hand are deceitful balances ;' see Cheyne's Hosea,

Cambridge, 1884, p. 115. Besides, VTO p in the next verse

is not compatible with this explanation, see on 14, 14. The

LXX and Vulg. translate the two words as one proper name,
1 Dammesek Eliezer', which is contrary to usage, men never

having double names. Del. considers "UyvN as in apposition

to pto*7, but one would hardly explain the name of a town

by that of a person. Hitzig and Tuch reject pfcw Nin as a

gloss ; but this weakens the sentence, and, as Di. remarks,

leaves the choice of the rare word \>W unexplained. Ewald,

§ 286 c, renders ityvX pKOT 'Damascus of Eliezer,' i.e. the

city of Damascus, regarded as a community with which

Eliezer was associated ; cf. ?)KW riJDJ ; and Di., adopting

Ewald's construction, explains as follows :
' These words

could be well explained if Eliezer not only had a prominent

position in Abram's household, but also was closely con-

nected with Damascus ; then we might expect, failing- other

heirs, that Abram's property would in time fall to him, and

return with him to Damascus when he went back thither.

We certainly do not read of any such relationship between

Damascus and Eliezer, but then this is the only passage
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where Eliezer is mentioned, and the Damascenes still in

k times boasted of their connection with Abram ' (cf.

Del.*, ad loo.). This is perhaps the best explanation of this

passage. The only objection to it is that one would rather

expect Eliezer to be mentioned as P£7J~(?> not me c*ty

Damascus.

3. nnrO N7 v ]n. Observe the emphatic position of v.

4. N")i! is inserted for emphasis, as in 3, 12 "9 runs Nin,

which compare.

6. nin^Q ]?2^ni . The perf. with waw conv. would here

be quite out of place. It could hardly be frequentative, as

believing in a person cannot be conceived of as a frequentative

act. Kautzsch, however, in Ges., § 112. 6/3, describes it as

a kind of frequentative, comparing 34, 5. Num. 21, 20. Cf.

also Dav., S., § 58. R. 1. Like the other instances in 21,

25. 28, 6. 38, 5—cf. Driver, § 133—this is probably not

a perfect with waw conv., but a case of the perfect with

simple waw, where an imperf. with waw conversive would be

expected.

"U1 y? PQtlTPI . Verbs of considering are either con-

strued as here, with two accusatives, or with one ace. and

the prep, b ; see Ges., § 117. 5c; Dav., S., § 76; M. R.,

§ 45. 5 with § 51. 1 end; cf. 38, 15. 50, 20. In Ps. 106, 31

we have npltf^ 1? 2t?nni ; and the LXX of this passage, kq\

iXoyiadrj avT& els diKaioavvqv (as though they read 7 here),

is quoted three times in the N. T., Rom. 4, 3. Gal. 3, 6.

James 2, 23.

8. rTO3. The pathach is not the article, but the preps.

2, 3, b before many short pronouns are pointed with long a

(cf. Ewald, § 243 b; Ges.,. § 102. 2 c and d), but with PB3 the
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union is still closer, the vowel being doubled and the long a

shortened into short a; see also Stade, § 134 f. ; cf. H133.

9. tiJ/ttto, not '

threefold',' i.e. 'three of each kind,' as Onq.

and Rashi, but ' three years old! This is the only passage

where it occurs in this sense, but doubtless the LXX are right

in reading it in 1 Sam. 1, 24 {pbvfo "1B3 for Twfov) D"nQ3).

10. IJlSn PfcOpb "nrQ &&= ' each piece over against

the other/ cf. on 9, 5 vns B^K, and the use of n$N of inani-

mate things in Ex. 26, 3. 5. Ez. 1, 9. 3, 13.

"lj-Q N7 IDS!! n^. 'But the birds he did not divide!

11SV is collective, as in Ps. 8, 9.

"^rG, a rare word; cf. Jer. 34, i8f., possibly an allusion

to this passage.

11. I0^3?n. The generic use of the article, as in 8, 7,

which compare.

D^UCH ' the carcases' always used of dead bodies in

Hebrew. In Syriac Jl^ii is used of a body, whether living

or dead ; cf. Bernstein, Lex. Syr., p. 390 b. So "132 in

Aramaic; cf. Levy, Chald. W. B., p. 254 b sub voce.

DUN ltt?H. HiP. of 3#3. 'And he scared them away!

lit. ' blew them away! The LXX read the consonants as

DnX 2K> b
l avv(Ku8t(T€u avTois.

T ..... -

12. NTcb tttottJTI Wl. Render, 'And it came to pass,

when the sun was about to set! The W1 does not here, com-

bined with NH7, form the predicate to {PD^fl, but stands alone.

NH7 B>CK>n is a complete sentence in itself; N37, the inf.

c str. with 7, being used as a periphrastic future ; cf. Hos.

9, 13 311n7 N^w D"H£N1 ' and J'Jphraim is for bringing

forth,' etc., Is. 10, 32 "lEy7 3133 ' in Nob is he for tarrying ;'

Josh. 2, 5 "\3D 7 "Wn *JT1 ' tf«^ ?'/ <raw^ /<? /wj, /^ gate being

M
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about to be shut;' cf. Driver, § 204 [cf. also § 165], where

numerous instances are cited, Ewald, § 217 d.b; and Dav.,

S., § 94. Ges., § 1 14. 2. Rem. 2, and M. R., § 113, combine

the n\"i with the inf. cstr., which, here at any rate, is quite

unnecessary.

n?2""HJn 'a deep sleep! LXX here, and 2, 21 Iko-too-is,

' a trance!

H^-U PCtrn PWN HST . Render, 'And a very terrible

darkness,' lit. '# terror, great darkness! T]?H i"DE>n being an

explanatory apposition to nDW

.

P/D-. The participle is more graphic than the perfect

n?£0 would be. Render, 'wasfalling!

13. Cnb &h 'p^2. 'In a land not theirs;' cf. Hab.

1, 6 h 16 nuaBto rwrh; Prov. 26, 17 )b nb nn bv- The

relative, which here would stand in the nominative, being

omitted, the antecedent being indefinite; M. R., § 159a;

Ges., § 155. 2 a; Ewald, § 332 a. 1 ; Dav., S., § 143a; see

also Wright, Arab. Gram., ii. p. 343, the construction in

Arabic being the same as in Hebrew.

DVOjn. 'And they [the Hebrews) shall serve them [the

strangers = the Egyptians)! LXX, Kai dov'Kaxruvcriv avrovs,

cited Acts 7, 7, 'and they shall enslave them,' which would

require D3 VlHyi ; cf. Ex. 1, 14. Jer. 22, 13. 12]} with the

ace. is dovXtva ; in Hif\, or Qal with 2, dovXoa.

14. ' The nation which they shall serve am I Judging,'

Driver, § 135. 3. The participle as fulurum instans ; cf.

on 6, 17.

16. Wl mi, ' In the fourth generation! LXX freely,

TerdpTT) de yfvsu. The construction strictly is (Ewald, § 279 d),

'And as a fourth generation, they shall return;' as in Deut. 4,
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27. Zech. 2, 8. Jer. 31,7; ace. of the complement, or con-

dition, cf. Ges., § 118. 5c; Dav., S., § 71. R. 1.

17. ' And it came to pass, the sun having gone doivn! V2'£V7\

7\\Z2, being a circ. clause, by Driver, § 165; Dav., S., § 141,

Wl does not belong to HN3, which is accented on the penult.,

and is thus perfect (see Driver, foot-note, p. 18), and so

incapable of being combined with TT»1 as predicate. Ryssel,

De Eloh. Pent, sermone, p. 59, is surely in error when he

speaks of HN2 as participle (' ubi in participio i"!K2 nihil nisi

notio diuturnitatis inest '). The ordinary editions and that

of Baer have the accent on the penult.

PT^n n!27X*\ The subject in the feminine is followed

by the predicate in the masculine. Perhaps, as Miiller sug-

gests (M. R., § 39. Rem. a), ntt?y was regarded as ace. afte.

n\~l, ' and there became darkness (i. e. it turned to a darkness) ;'

see also Ges., § 145. 7. Rem. 3 ; Dav., S., § 113 a.

18. rV^H . . . J1"0, lit. ' to cut a covenant '= opicia renvctv,

foedera icere ; on the difference between JVQ n~0 and &pr\

JYH3, see on 9, 9. Cf. also Rob. Smith, Religion of the

Semites, p. 480.

VirO 1 1 give,' lit.
1 1 have given;' the act is regarded as

so certain of its fulfilment that it is looked upon as already

accomplished ; hence the use of the perfect in promises,

contracts, etc.; see M. R., § 3. 1 a; Ges., § 106. 3 a ; Dav.,

.V., § 41 a; Driver, § 13; cf. 23, 11. Ruth 4, 3.

Dn~^ft "^n2?2. The southern boundary of the promised

land is elsewhere (Num. 34, 5. Josh. 15, 4. Is. 27, 12) the

Dn^D 7m, the modern Wady el-'Aris, and this has led

Knobel to identify the D^VD in: of this verse with the ?ro

D^D. But even if "iru can be used of smaller rivers and

canals (2 Kings 5, 12. Job 14, 11. 28, 11. Ez. 1, 3. 3, 15),

m 2
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ms more natural to identify the Dnvo ~>H3 here with the

Nile or eastern arm of the Nile. In the time of David and

Solomon (1 Kings 5, 1. 8, 65) the kingdom under their rule

reached from the Euphrates to the Egyptian frontier.

mD "TO . . , TL\ Cf. Ex. 23, 31. Deut. 1, 7. Josh. 1,

4. Is. 27, 12. Notice the difference of idiom. In English

we say ' the river Euphrates] while in Hebrew we find ' the

river of Euphrates ;' cf. Ges., § 128. 2d; Dav., S., § 24 a;

M. R., § 79. 1 ; Ewald, § 287 e. b, who compares the German
* Rheinfluss!

16.

1. "OH probably a Semitic name= '/^/' (Arabic ^s*

'to flee] IJA* 'flight'), and scarcely, as she was an Egyptian,

her real name. Perhaps, as Del. suggests, she was given to

Sarai by Pharaoh, cf. 12, 16; and according to this the

Midrash explains the name fancifully, as = K"WK Nil ' behold,

a reward! The Arab nomad tribe D*"Un, Ps. 83, 7, derive

their name from 13H

.

2. r\"!7^ lit. ' away from bearing] i.e. - so that I cannot

bringforth / cf. 18, 25 r&W, 23, 6 inn "UpD ; 27, 1 DfrOD,

etc.; and see Ges., § 119. 3d. 1; Dav., S., § 101. R. c;

M. R., § 49. 1. R. c.

iT32N as in 30, 3; cf. Ruth 4, 11. Ex. 1, 21. Deut. 25,

9, etc. The form is not a Nifal denominative from J? ' a

son,' but the ordinary imperf. Nifal of H33 to build] used in

a figurative sense.

3. nn\T7 D*Ott) ^to. b in the place of the genitive, as

in 7, 11 (and regularly in dates, Ex. 16, 1. 19, 1, etc.) e;C;

TO "r6 njB> niNE ; cf. the note there.

4. T>pnV cf. 1 Sam. 1, 6 f, is the imperf. Qal (intrans.) of
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a verb y"y with — ; cf. "i»*, !R., etc.; Ges., § 67. Rem. 3;

Stade, § 510 g. The two forms of the imperf. are, I. Sbj,

with the 2 doubled when it ceases to be final. II. 2®) trans,

(intrans. SB?), with the D doubled. In b\X) the doubling has

been given up, and compensation made by lengthening the

— into — , as is usual with gutturals; cf. W!), HIT, DfV.

5. ^D^PI. ' The wrong done to me! Obj. genitive; cf.

on 9, 2. Misunderstood by LXX, ddtKov^ai i< ao£>; and Vulg.

• inique agis contra me;' for *]vy *DDn is an interjectional

clause, ' the wrong done me, be upon thee /'

"J^MI. The point over the second yod (Mass. note,

NirQ "1 bv Tlp3 point on the last yod) probably marks it as

superfluous, because the form elsewhere is ^"r*, in pause

f??; cf- *7> 2 » 7« The other passages where points are

found over words in Genesis are, 18, 9. 19, 33. 33, 4. 37, 12.

7. rW2p^1 (cf. 1 Chron. 20, 2) is the companion form

of •TOJW, which, however, does not occur in this verb; cf.

PTJ*92!j 37, 33; RJWii 2 Chron. 20, 7; the imperf. taking

the affix of the third pers. fern. sing, either in the form

n— or n—

.

D^DH \^V si?, probably the well-known fountain on the

way to "W ; hence the article.

")W -JT72. ' 0« />fe way to Shur ;' cf. 3, 24 py in
D"nn

,

nil!) must have been somewhere on the N. E. frontier

between Palestine and Egypt. Josephus, Ant., vi. 7, 3, er-

roneously supposed that ~\W was Pelusium, which is pp.

Saadiah holds that "up was Gifar, .U^.. 'The Arab, geo-

graphers understand by the wilderness of Gifar (as distinct

from the wilderness of the children of Israel, or Paran), the
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1 1 Btrip of land -which required five or six days' journey

to traverse—bounded on the east by the desert of Paran,

between Rafia in Philistia, up to lake Tennis (Menzaleh),

and from thence to Qulzum or Suez ; in a word, the western

declivity of the desert of Paran towards Egypt' (Dillmann).

The name probably means ' ivall!

8. Pfc'O nt?D ^^j more frequently the imperfect was used

in questions after no?, pND, etc., as being less outspoken and

more courteous than the perfect. The perfect would =
' Win nee hast thou come?' the imperf. ' Whence art thou

coming?' or 'Whence mayest thou be coming?' See Driver,

§397; 42. 7 (all)- Cf. Dav., S., § 45. R. 1.

nT2 ^N. Cf. Ewald, § 326a. pXD = simply 'whence,'

with a verb or substantive, see Gen. 42, 7. Num. n, 13.

riTD "W is used similarly, but admits of being joined with

a substantive, as 2 Sam. 15, 2 nns "Ptf nTD *K; Jon. 1, 8

nnN* Dy n?D *N1 ; but this is not frequent. Ht '•N
=

' where,'

but is used rather of things (e.g. with JV3, TH, DIpD) than

persons; for which ns'W is the common word, as in 37, 16.

11. PPi"! is a fern, part.; cf. 2 Sam. 11, 5 "03K mn; the

masc. would be Kin, like HSJ, nj3 (fern. pi. flftj, Deut.

28, 32).

FH7\ The participle fem. We have here the ground

form of IVJJ^i which has remained unchanged, and not

passed over into the segholate form fl"Jjl\ This ground form

reappears before the suffixes, e.g. Wpl*, ^"1?^, etc.; cf.

Dav., § 29 ; Ges., § 94. 2, and see § 80, 2 b. Ewald, § 188 b,

and Konig, Lehrg., i. 404 f., suppose that as this form is

only found when the second pers. is spoken about, the word

was so pointed on account of its similarity with the second
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pers. fern. sing. It occurs again Judg. 13, 5. 7, but in Is.

7, 14, with the third pers., the pointing is rn* •

fifrOpl. Here (J) the mother names the child, as in

4, 1. 25. 19, 37 f., etc.; in P the father, so 5, 3. 16, 15. 17,

19, etc. nx^pl is pointed in Baer and Del. edition 0^51,

in the common editions riN"^. The second pers. sing. fern.

is, in verbs x"?, usually pointed without the shewa; cf.

Ewald, § 195 b, who mentions the two ways of pointing, and

cites n^n as well.

12. Q1N fcO£. 'A wild ass of a man,' i.e. a man like

the wild ass, who lives in the desert, wanders about at will,

and cannot be tamed; cf. Job 39, 5. N^B is the onager,

Arab. \j3, asinus/erus; Assyr. purivu. The construction is

the same as in Prov. 21, 20 D"tK p^DD ; Is. 29, 19 D"1K ^VSN

;

and probably Is. 9, 5 yyv N7D ,
' the subordinated noun

describing merely the relation of the individual [part] to the

whole [genus]: the figurative to the actual/ Ewald, § 287 g;

cf. M. R., § 79. 2. Rem. a; Ges., § 128. 2 e; Dav., S., § 24 a.

"•-D vV , Tuch renders (

east ofI referring to Ishmael's

geographical position; cf. 23, 19. 25, 18, but this is un-

natural and forced. The text apparently means, Ishmael

shall live close to his brethren, before their face, but shall

not be on friendly terms with them. This meaning seems

to suit 13 i?a Tl b^2 IT better.

13. ^1 yte nn^= ' thou art the God of seeingI i.e. ' the

all-seeing God! Tuch explains, ' the God who appears,

manifests himself;' but this does not suit the explanation

which follows in the second half of the verse.

W n"1T2^ ^?.
l For she said, Have I even here looked

after Him that seelh me?' i.e. Have I even here in the
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wilderness, where I should not expect to see God, seen Him ?

//, saw her, but she did not see Him ; but after He had

gone, she perceived that He had been there.

<

^^T\ is a substantive; out of pause pointed ^ICj, in pause

*R^j cf. Job 33, 21 y^?; Nab. 3, 6 *K*13 (both Baer and

Del.); 1 Sam. 16, 12 *&~\= i

vision? 'seeing.' Cf. *}*, pausal

form of njtj Ez. 27, 17 ; vH, pausal form of vH. Deut. 7, 15.

*VC\ at the end of the verse, pointed *N1, and Job 7, 8 *80

(both Baer and Del. ; ordinary editions have *N1 ; cf. Del.,

Gen.*, p. 321), is the participle act. of rtNi, with the suffix

of the noun= my seer, just as ^yjssfliy word, differing from

*&hi where the suffix is a verbal one and would= '&? who or

one who sees me! The LXX erroneously take *J?^'N as

'JO ?H
}
and render 6 Ocos 6 em8a>v /x(, and paraphrase the

second half of the verse with ko\ yap cvu>mov 'idov 6(p6cvTa /tot.

Pesh. has, &}' )©>? Its© I? ^^^ )oX-^=» )o£L]
r
oo» fco/"

mjJL*9 »J&a ^£ k~*l~ ) Jui = ' thou art God in a vision, for

she said, Lo, indeed a vision I have seen, after that He hath

seen me;' taking '•fcO in a as a substantive, and paraphras-

ing b. Onq. has a paraphrase ^K &&3 \tn KnjN *W1 m

everything; for she said, Here indeed I begin seeing (= living,

so some moderns, Tuch, etc., a sense nfcO does not bear),

after He revealed Himself to me'. The Vulg., with * Profecto

hie vidi posteriora videntis me* takes lnnK, like sin^ in Ex.

33? 2 3) cf- 2 Sam. 2, 23 rvjnn nnxa.

14. 'Therefore they called the well, zvell of the Living one,

who sees me ' (lit. my seer, see above). Nip is the so-called

impersonal 3 per. perf., cf. 11, g= lMan nannte den Brunnenl

The rend. ' Well of the seeing alive (lebendig-sehen),' Tuch.,

Hengstenb., and others (*NH as pausal form of HN?
:

see
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above), i.e. 'where one sees God and remains alive/ is most

improbable, and presupposes a compound (Wortcomposition),

which is impossible in Hebrew (Di.). Wellhausen, Hist, of

Israel, Eng. transl., p. 326, proposes to emend the text thus,

*&0 nnN [^PIKl] WK"1 [DH^k] D:n
l have I seen [Godand remained

alive\ after [my] vision ?' cf. for the popular belief that one

who saw God died, 19, 17. Ex. 3, 6. 19, 21. Mich, emends

W snp 1N3 < well of the jawbone (i.e. rock} Judg. 15, 19) of

vision! With the naming of the well, cf. 22, 14. 28, 19. 32, 31.

The position of the Hagar-well is uncertain, see some

identifications that have been proposed in Del., Gen?, p. 287.

Del. follows Rowlands and Trumbull in regarding the

Hagar-well as identical with Muweilih, south of Beersheba,

a station on the caravan route from Beersheba, along the

Gebel-es-Stir, which stretches from north to south. Cf. Sh.,

G, p. 283.

T^3, position unknown. Cf. Di., p. 256; Z.D.P.V., xiv.

p. 82; Well., Sam., p. 213.

17.

1. *Htt? 7N. 7N. The oldest and most general name of

God, and restricted as a rule to Yahweh, but occasionally

used of other gods. The word is most common in poetry,

elsewhere always with some qualifying word, such as pyJJ

(14, 18), cb)V (21, 33), K}B, nog, 1}, or as here *#: it only takes

the suffix of the first person sing. vK. On ?K, see Appendix.

^'Jfti, according to P the name of God revealed to the

Patriarchs (see Di., Exodus, p. 54), 28, 3. 35, 11 (cf. 43, 14).

48, 3 (cf. 49, 25). Ex. 6, 3 (in all these passages, except 49,

25, with /#). In poetry and the poetical style (Ruth 1, 21) we

find HB* alone, it is very often found in Job. It is explained
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by the Rabbins as= , KJ (•#) and *g lhi who is sufficient'

%
thi all-sufficientI but such compounded names are not found

in Hebrew; so Aq., Symm., and Theod. Possibly the same

explanation underlies the pointing adopted by the Massoretes.

Nold. interprets the name as='1*!^ or *"]#, •' my LoriV (~i&=

Arab. Ill ; cf., however, on 1$, Assyr. Sidu, Schrader,

CO. T.
y p. 148). But Gen. 17, 1 and 35. 11 (God himself

speaks) are against this explanation, also the fact that HK> is

never used when God is addressed. Fried. Del. (Proleg.,

p. 96) takes the word as= ' The high or lofty one} from Ass.

Sadii. But as Di. points out, this assigns to the root T\1W

a meaning it certainly has not in Heb., and only doubtfully

in Ass. Di. connects the name with the root *n^ (Joe ^

1, 15) ' he that exercises authority,' ' the all-powerful',' YW=
l

/o exercise power,' ' to rule ' (cf. LXX and Vulg.). The ending

\ (or >_ if Mass. text be followed) would then be either

an adj. ending (Ewald, § 164), or used to form an abstract

noun =' Omnipotence' (Stade, § 301). Ewald, § 155, pro-

posed a similar explanation, assuming a root mw=HW,
the form would then be an intensive adj. like *}1, ^D; ^W
would probably, in this case, have to be pointed

l|

1H?. (See

above on Mass. points.) The LXX render it always in

Genesis by a pronoun, here 6 Ge6s o-ov ; cf. 49, 25 and Ex. 6, 3

(avTvv). but elsewhere (often in Job) they have sometimes

navTOKparaip, sometimes Uavos. The Vulg. has ' omnipotens

'

here. See further, Di., p. 259 f.

"OE^= '

before me', i.e. under my eyes, in consciousness of

my presence, 24, 40. Is. 38, 3 ; different from nx "pnnn,

5, 22. 6, 9.

2. "TNtt "INft^. Cf. on 7, 19 ; and see Dav., S., § 34.

4. ' As for me, behold my covenant is with thee, and thou
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shall become a father of a multitude of nations! ^ is

prefixed, as in 6, 17. 9, 9, for emphasis: it is opposed to

»"V?^!> m ver - 9-

2N7 JWTl. n^ni, perf. with waw conv., though no

imperfect precedes ; compare the companion construction of

waw conv. with the imperf. when no perfect precedes. So

26, 22 i:nsi; Ex. 6, 6 TOWim; Driver, § 119 a.

UN, cstr. state for ^, is chosen on account of the name

Abraham. This form is also found in proper names, e.g.

Dl5>BQK, "U3N, but not so frequently as the longer form "»1N.

C1^ pOn. ])nn is used here instead of the more usual

?np, 28, 3. 35, n, on account of the etymology of DJTDK,

suggested by the writer in ver. 5.

5. ^ttltf j"lN . . . frDp^ NT1. The ace. after the passive

verb as in 4, 18, which compare.

niTON, D*^N = ' exalted father ;' unless we assume

that it is equivalent to DTQK, when it might= (Di) 'Father of

Ram,' or ' (the) Exalted One is (my) Father ;' cf. the Assyr.

male p. n. Abu-ra-mu, Schrader, C.O.T., p. 190, and see

Bathgen, Beitr. zur Semit. Religionsg., p. 155 ff. The etymo-

logy of the second name DiTON given in the text is really no

etymology, but merely a play on the words ; cf. the etymologies

given for m, fp; the name being changed into Abraham,

because thus pronounced, an assonance was produced between

the Dn of pen and DiVQN. DiTON does not= Father ofa multi-

tude. The etymology is quite unknown. It is also impossible

to decide whether D.TUK is the original form, and D"UK a con-

traction of this (Xwald, Stade), or vice versa DrfDN an expan-

sion of an original D"QX. As there is no proof that a Dm=
EN"i exists in Hebrew, the former conjecture is perhaps more
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probable than the latter. A word Dm,= ' multitude,
1

does not

exist, That the author could have had in view the Arab.

l\Sj , mentioned in the Qamus, is not conceivable.

"pnrO . . . pftPI UN. jnj, wiih two accusatives, in the

sense l
to make any one anything', Ges., § 117. 5 c; Dav., S.,

§ 76; M. R„ § 45, 5; so 1 Kings 14, 7. 16, 2. Jer. 1, 5.

The other construction with 7 in place of the second ace. is

equally common ; cf. ver. 6. 48, 4. Is. 49, 6, etc.

7. Dim? =' throughout their generations' (successively);

the plural suffix is used, 1HT being taken collectively. nnins^D?

would be ' throughout their families ' (contemporaneously).

Formulae of this kind are common in P; so 8, 19. 10, 5.

20. 31. 32. 25, 16. 36, 40.

"plHN . . -|7 nVilv5
, i.e. Abraham's descendants will

stand in a close relationship to God as His servants, and be

under His protection. He will protect and specially favour

them, they will serve and worship Him as their God, Ex.

6, 7. Deut. 26, 17.

8. rTOTO, O^TUO, and pll pN are all marks of P.

Also the phrase, ' Thou and thy seed after thee,' vers. 7-10.

10. *OT bl Dlb blDH. Stel is inf. abs. Nif\ of M>D

or ^\D ; cf. Ges., § 67. Rem. 5. The infinitive abs. is here

emphatically prefixed to indicate a command ; cf. Ewald,

§328 c; Dav., S., § 88 b. c. and R. 5; M. R., § 106. 1 c ;

cf. Ex. 20, 8. Render, 'Every male to be circumcised,'

i.e. ' let every male be circumcised.' See also Ges., § 113. 4 b.

Rem.

11. QfPB^ is NiP. of ^O for Drriko
; a root %i does

not exist; cf. EDfi, Num. 17, 28, for ttiBFl
; IJyttn, where one

would expect pvHW], Ewald, § 234 c; Ges., § 67. Rem. 11;
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cf. on 11, 6. The perf. with waw consec. is in continuation

of the imperative, which is implied in the last verse in the

inf. abs. /S$«7, cf. Ges., § 112. 4b; Dav., S., § 55 a ; Driver,

§ "3- 1.

"1tl?H is ace. of respect or specification, as in 3, 15, which

compare. See also 1 Kings 15, 23 VP3"> HN i*6n.

12. h^TZP is imperf. Nif. of 770 (for 7B)
f
the regular form,

Job 14, 2); cf. '•J-TCJ?, Jer. 48, 2, as though they were from

verbs l"y; cf. Ges., § 67. Rem. 5; Stade, § 504 c, who ap-

parently regards sfo) as from a verb 71D.

//

DH O^ft"1 i""0Ot£> p"l .
' Every male, when eight days old,

shall he circumcised for you throughout your generations!

tPW njOB> p is a secondary predicate ; cf. Is. 65, 20 -iJHfl *3

ni»* rotf nx» p; Job 15, 7 l^in DTK pE^SOn; cf. Driver,

§ 161. 3; Dav., S., § 71. R. 1.

"02 p, a mark of P; so ver. 27. Ex. 12, 43. Lev. 22, 25.

7])pfi and n2? 73 are also characteristic of P.

13. The repetition after ver. 12 is in the legal style of

this writer (P); cf. 26 f.

14. ' The uncircumcised male who shall not be circumcised as

to the flesh of his foreskin—that soul shall be cut offfrom his

people, my covenant he has violated! The subject is placed

first for emphasis, as a casus pendens, and taken up by

Ninn t?B3n, instead of by a pronoun; cf. M. R., § 132a;

Driver, § 197. Obs. 2; Ex. 12, 15 and Deut. 17, 12.

G^fty'
= '

fellow-tribesmen! A peculiar use, found chiefly

in one or two stereotyped phrases.

nn^w-l. Being cut off from one's fellow-tribesmen is

probably to be explained of sudden removal by God, rather
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than death inflicted by man; cf. Di., p. 262 et sq.; Del.5
,

p. 294. Tuch explains it as=n£V mo, but if this were

here intended, it would probably have been added; cf.

Ex. 31, 14.

nrPD^I is perf. with waw consec, after a casus pendens;

cf. Ex. 12, 15 nrron . . . hm bz *a; Deut. 17, 12 -ibw trwrii

Ninn B^«n T\V\ . . . n\W; see Driver, § 123 a; Ges., § 112.

5 a. C ; Dav., S., § 56. K\in Bfejfi nmatt is a phrase

characteristic of P; so Ex. 12, 15. 19. Lev. 7, 20 ff. Num.

9> x 3-

""^n. Pausal form for 1QH, so tflH, Is. 18, 5; Ewald,

§ 93 a. 2; Stade, § 393 b. /3; Ges., § 29. 4, c. note.

15. ""^tr. The name mty,= '

princess,' being the feminine

form of "K5\ The meaning of *!& is not so clear; the LXX
have 2dpa; so Tp 2tva. Possibly the name *~& was an older

form of the name mfc> (with J fem.= H
T) 5

(Di.); cf. Lag., ^.7V.,

p. 92 f. The ending \ is hardly an adjectival ending, as we

should rather expect a fern. form. Another explanation is that
>m
lW is from *?}&, 32, 29; and so

=

' the contentious, disputing one;
'

cf.
,nb>= rnb>, which is quite possible, but cannot be regarded

as certain. (So perhaps LXX.) Other explanations are that

nb> = ' the merry one' mfe> ' one that makes merry, delights

{erfreuende)' fromJL, which Di.says violates both the laws of

sound and form; or from the Arabic 111 ^JL *jZ>
' generosus

fuit] so 'the liberal, generous one!

17. ]u?n. n interrog. pointed with dag., ace. to Ges.,

§ 100. 4; Dav., § 49. 2.

PZin rnil? EN1. The repetition of the interrog. n of

the first member, after the DN1 of the second member of a

double interrogative clause, is uncommon [this seems to be
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the only instance] ; cf. Ges., § 150. 2. Rem. 2 b ; Dav., S.,

§ 126. R. 2 ; M. R., § 145 ; Ewald, § 324 c.

18. ""i:n rPrf WDl^ "h—Hfhhmael may live before

thee', and as no apodosis follows, ' would that Ishmael might

live;' cf. Driver, § 142 ; M. R., § 147 ; Ewald, § 329 b; Ges.,

§ 151. 2; Dav., S., § 134. V is also followed (exceptionally)

by the imperative, 23, 13, or jussive, 30, 34.

19. nfcOp"l . . iYY?V The participle used as future,

followed by the perf. with waw consec; so 6, 17. 48, 4 (cf.

note); Driver, § 113. 1. The accent on n^pl is not thrown

forward on to the last syllable by the waw conv., in accordance

with the rule, that in the perfect Qal of verbs $"? and n"?

the waw conv. does not cause the accent to move forward,

Driver, § no. 4; cf. IVni, ver. 4.

20. ?N^72tT
,l,7l .

iAnd with regard to I.;' cf. 19, 21

Htn "in? D3 ' also with regard to this matter ;' 42,9 U7T\ 1£W

DH7 ' which he dreamt about them ;' cf. M. R., § 51. 5. Rem.

b; Ges., § 119. 3 c. 4; Dav., S., § 101. R. b.

^jVHCm . . VO^Il, the perfect with waw conv., after

a prophetic perfect; so Deut. 15, 6 nD3Jjm . . . *]n2; Num.

24, 17 Dpi. . .2313 711, Is. 2, 11. 43, 14; cf. Driver, § 113.

1 ad fin.; Ges., § 112. 3 c. 5 ; Dav., S., § 41. R. 1; M. R.,

§ 24. 2 b. Rem. b; Ewald, § 342 b. 2.

Dt^il?j. N^ is almost confined to P in the Pent, and

Josh.

^na "nA vnn:n ; cf. 48, 4 o^y bnph twwi, both in p.

23. 7^1 is imperf. Qal of b?V or 5>1B, the form with waw

conv. and retrogression of the tone being the same in both

verbs.

rvin gvh Dsyn. Cf. on 7, 13.
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24. *)7CPQ is either reflexive, ' in his circumcising him-

self,' i.e. 'when he circumcised himself' or better passive (see

ver. 25, where Ishmael could hardly circumcise himself), 'in

his being circumcised','
i. e. ' when he was circumcised!

26. T1S2 ' is the Nif\ of 7VD, formed from the form W>D,

Ewald, § 140,' Di. See also Ges., § 72. Rem. 9; Stade,

§ 397 b- yj c f- n -? from nnn
> "W fr°m "^n

« Stade and

Ges. both regard it, however, as the Nif'al proper of ?1D,

comparing "rip from "fly. So, apparently, Wright, Comp.

Gram., p. 255, who takes ?iE>3 for namdl (namwal).

18.

1. "W JiriD 2^ KITfl, Circ. clause, 'While he was

sitting at the door of the tent! LXX excellently, KaQt)\xkvov

avrov; cf. note on 20, 3. "til nns is ace. of place, in answer

to the question 'where?' Ges., § 118. 2 b; M. R., §4ib;

Dav., S., § 69 a ; and especially Driver, § 191. Obs. 2.

DVH CrO, LXX ^tnj^pias; cf. 1 Sam. n, 9 BWn Dm

;

Neh. 7, 3 EWn Dn iy ; see also on 3, 8 DVH nr6='<i/ «*».'

DVH Dn= '/^ to/ <?/*M<? flfoj>,' i.e. noon.

2. ^PITHI^, in pause VlW^ is the apocopated imperf. of

fiJDp^n, a rare Hithpalel form, from nnt? 'to bow,' formed

by a repetition of the third radical ; cf. D^nttlD in 21, 16, and

Wright, Comp. Gram., p. 219. VVF\& is for ™^, analogous

to the segholate form *nt? for infef- c f. Ges., § 75. Rem. 18
;

Stade, § 502 a.

niT"^ = ' to the ground' lit. ' earihzvards,' n (as the

position of the tone shews) being the n of motion.

3. ^'"7^ is marked by the Massoretes Wlp ' holy* i.e. that

God is here intended; cf. the Mass. note on 19, 2, and Ges.,
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§ 135. 5. R. 3 ; Stade, § 359 e. The Sam. read the word ^HK
1
ffzy lords,' as is clear from the use of the plural suffixes in

m^jd for "pW» and ww for -pny, and the plural royn

for "oyn . Dathe and Tiele correct the text into ^HX ; so

Di., who points out that in this verse Abraham addresses

one of the three men whom he, possibly, recognised as the

leader of the party (contrast ver. 4, where all are addressed).

Di. further considers that Abraham first discovers the divine

character of his guests in the course of the conversation (ver.

13), for if he had perceived it at once, the honour he paid

them would really be no honour, and the offering of food and

drink without meaning ; further, it would have been no trial

of Abraham's faith, had he known that it was Yahweh who

conversed with him. Tuch, Knobel, and Del. follow the

Massoretic punctuation.

^nfr^ft ND EN. NJ is added to shew the precative

nature of the entire sentence; cf. 30, 27. 33, 10. So Ges.

in Th., p. 834 b
;

' si—quod opto magis quam sumere audeo

—

gratiam inveni/

4. ' Let there be taken a little water, and washyourfeet, and

rest yourself under the tree! The feet were washed before

every meal; cf. 19, 2. 24, 32. Luke 7, 44.

Y> H r\V\r\ ' under the tree! It is not necessary to take

pyn collectively, as three people could very well sit down

under one tree.

5. nnpNT. p without dagesh, and pointed with Raphe,

see note on 2, 23; and cf. Stade, § 41. Raphe is only

found in accurate texts. The letters 2, J,H, 3, D(?), n, pointed

with shewa, sometimes (though rarely) omit the dagesh forte,

cf. Ges., § 20. 3 b ; Stade, § 41. Render, 'And let me take

a morsel of bread! tin? D2 'a morsel of bread ;' cf. Judg.

N
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19, 5; a modest way of describing the rieh meal he will

set before them (Di.).

p 7^ *0= ' quandoquidem,' Ewald, § 353 a; 'for as much

as' the reason being adduced the second time by the demon-

strative 'therefore' after the relative [conjunction]; cf. Ges.,

§ 158, foot-note 2.

6. nTTT^n is accented on the penult., as the locative n

does not take the accent, and SlK is a seg. noun : cf. Ges.,

§ 90. 2 a 1
; Dav., § 17, 3. In the ordinary editions of the

text and in B. and D. there is a misprint here (see fesaias,

p. v, note) : read »vj]jm. So nBhn, .13:1 (13, 14).

W tTvtt) *Hn?2. 'Bring quickly three measures of meal;'

•HriB, lit. ' hasten.' Or, as ino with the ace. is rare (cf. 1 Kings

22,9. Is. 5, 19), it may be rendered 'Be quick / three measures

of mealV

n£p is the ace, ' three measures in mealI or ' as to meal'

the ace. perhaps being an ace. of specification, cf. Driver,

§ 194 ; Ges., § 131. 2 c. M.R., § 71. 4, and Dav., S., § 29 d,

regard nEp as in apposition, so apparently Ewald, § 287 i;

cf. Ex. 9, 8 rra D^an tfbr>; Ruth 2, 17 Dniyb> na*K.

]""!7D is in apposition to !"IEp, defining it more closely,

1 meal, fine flour! Three seahs of meal made an ephah,

something over an English bushel. The large quantity was

probably intended as a mark of distinction ; cf. 43, 34.

1 Sam. 9, 22 f.

rYl^i*. 2 without dagesh; cf. B. and D., Gen., p. 77.

The cakes were small round cakes, baked in the hot ashes,

so called from their round form. Greek tyKpv(piai, which

word the LXX use here.

1 The statement in Ges. 1. c. that n— is accented, is incorrect.
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9. V7N, the points above the word probably indicate

a various reading )b; cf. on 16, 5.

10. i"Vn nW = '»a/ spring/ explained, ver. 14, by

lyiEP ; in 2 Kings 4, 16. 17 we have the fuller phrase 1]))D?

iTn n$J3 ntn. LXX have *ara rbv Kaipbv tovtov (from ver. 14)

cts &pas, i. e. ' about this time nextyear! The phrase literally

translated=' about the time (when it is) reviving,' i.e.
' when

this time lives again;' cf. Ges. in Th., p. 470; and Gram.,

§ 118. 6 b. iT»n does not qualify ny, which has the article,

but is predicate; cf. Ex. 9, 18 "inn r$3 ( about the time when

it is to-morrow! The full expression would be ~>nD nyn H^nr,

and rvn nyn n^ro. In 17, 21 we have' the time stated more

clearly, mnKil TX2&2 flff! lynb; cf. 1 Sam. 1, 20 D^OTI rnDlpn^.

Vin^ Mini .
' // (M* door) being behind him (the speaker)

;

'

so the Massoretic text. The LXX, ova-a oma-Oev avrov, took

ffifl here as N1H, cf. on 2, 12, and referred it to Sarah.

11. D^ft'O )Cfi'&!2.=
i well on in days! So 24, 1; Josh. 13,

I, etc.
'

f
cf. npofic&rjKOTCS Iv reus rjpepais in Luke I, 7*

7in, as ver. n is a circumstantial sentence, explanatory

of what takes place in ver. 12, "Hn must be translated ' there

had ceased!

12. 'And Sarah laughed within herself, saying, After

I have grown old, shall I have pleasure, my lord being old?'

LXX, cye\a(T€V Se 2dppa iv eavrfj, Xeyovaa, Ovnat p(P pot ylyovsv

ecu? Tov vvv. 6 be Kvpios pov npeafivTepos ; leaving "HnN untrans-

lated, and apparently taking *r6a = Vy3, and naijf = WTg

= nam».

Contrast the explanation of P in 17, 17.

14. 121 nVTO N7DV?. 'Is anything too hard (lit.

wonderful, extraordinary) for Yahwehr' cf. Jer. 32, 17

n 2
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-in 73 "JED N73s K7, and ver. 27 im 73 N7D S UBBH ; Deut.

17, 8 12T "]ED K7^ *3. Cf. Ges., § 133. 1. Rem. 2; Dav.,

>&, § 34. R. 2.

mH^D. ' pointed with shewa: so B. and D. Ordinary

texts have njrT'Jp, without shewa. The shewa is inserted

according to the Massoretic note, quoted by Del.5
, p. 298,

D^3D 3731 p'BB nvn, i. e. 'Moses leads (Israel) out, and Caleb

leads them in' which is the Massoretic way of saying that

the letters n, W, D make the N of '•JIN—the vowels of which

are always in the text placed under rorp—heard ; while after

the letters 3, 7, 3, the N is not sounded as a consonant, e.g.

flirV3 = WK3 for tfl|« ; the latter part of the rule holds

good for 1. So nirn=^nKi for "Ji'W!; cf. Ges., § 23. 2;

Stade, § 112 b. note, who gives instances, e.g. Mic. 4, 13.

Neh. 8, 10. Gen. 40, 1 (cf. B. and D.'s editions here), where

— does not become —

.

15. PpTO *0 NT* 'nay, (for i.e. but) thou didst laugh,'

"G K7, as in 19, 2. 42, 12. G in antithesis after K7, cf. Dav.,

£., § 118; Ges., § 163. 1.

16. anbtih Way *]hn DPT-QN1 'while Abraham went

with them to escort them, circ. clause, as in vers. 12. 18. 19,

1. 24, 10. 15. 56. 25, 26. 28, 12. 44, 26 ; cf. Driver, § 159;

M. R., § 152; Dav., S., § 138 c; Ges., § 141. 2. R. 2.

Dn^tt&. Cf. on 12, 20.

17-19. 'And Yahweh said (i.e. to Himself), Shall I hide

from Abraham what I am going to do, (18) seeing that

A braham will surely become a great and powerful nation, and

all the nations of the earth will bless themselves in him? (19)

For I have chosen him, to the end that he may charge his sons,

and his house after him, and that they may observe Yahweh'$ way,
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by doing righteousness and right ; so that Yahweh may bring

upon Abraham that which He hath promised concerning him!

17. nD3£Jl, the participle preceding the subject, as in

Num. 11, 29. Ez. 9, 8 ; see Ges., § 141. 4; Dav., S., § 104 c;

cf. note on 3, 5.

18. i"PrP ITF. ^n is for ^, the Holem quiescing in a

Waw, instead of a He; cf. 26, 28 feH; Is. 22, 13 frttP; see

Ges., § 75. Rem. 2 ; Stade, § 623 a.

"iron. Cf. on 12,3.

19. 1\niH\ Cf. Amos 3, 2. Hos. 13, 5, JTP here, and

in the two passages cited,= l

to know a person thoroughly'

and so, after becoming well acquainted with him, ' to choose

or select him,' armost=~i|~Q; cf. a similar use of npoyivaHrKeiv,

Rom. 8, 29.

^tt?N \Vu? , stronger than *3,= ' eo consilio ut,' ' with the

intention of' ' to the end that', R.V., always introduces the

intention; so Lev. 17, 5. Josh. 3, 4. Jer. 42, 6; Ewald,

§ 337 b; Ges., § 165. 2 ; Dav., S., § 149. A.V. is incorrect,

})}ftb always = ut.

•notin . . . TV& "rck* ]yvh. Cf. on 12, 13.

The LXX have fjdeiv yap 6tl ovprdgci, misunderstanding

the text ; so Pesh. and Vulg.

20. 'And Yahweh said, The cry concerning Sodom and

Gomorrah, it is indeed great ; and their sin, it is indeed very

heavy!

Jlp^T in gen. object., as in 9, 2. 16, 5, which compare.

npl^t and DJlNDn are casus abs. rot has the accent on

the penult., and so is third pers. perf. from 331. Wellhausen

renders, ' // is a report about Sodom and Gomorrah, that their

tin is great, that it is very heavy ;'
1 before DriNtin being
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struck out ; which Di. rejects on the grounds that rtpyt does

not mean ( a report] and that God would not listen to a

report.

"O = 'nuked' or ' it is the case thatI as in Is. 7, 9. Ps.

118, 10; cf. Ges., § 148. Rem. 2; Dav., S., § 118; Ewald,

§ 330 b; unless it is assumed, with Lagarde and Olshausen,

that TIJJEB' has fallen out at the beginning of the sentence.

The LXX omit *3.

31. '/ will indeed go down, that I may see whether they

have altogether done according to the cry concerning them, that

has come up to me!
<

n^Dl"! is pointed by the Massoretes as perfect, with the

article, which has apparently the force of the relative; cf.

Ewald, § 331 b. As this usage is rare outside the later

books of the Bible, Ewald, 1. c, and Di. reject it here, and

point as a participle. Cf. Ges., § 138. 3 b; Dav., S., § 22.

R. 4. M. R., § 92. Rem. a, points out (citing cases, e.g.

1 Kings 11, 9 and Gen. 12, 7) that the Massora itself varies

on this point. The participle here is more natural, and only

involves a change in the position of the accent, from the

penult, to the last syllable; so 46, 27. For the various

cases where the art. seems to possess a relative force, the

reader may refer to Driver, Sam., p. 57 f.

HTO *WV , separated by the accents, so to be taken alone,

rb'2= i omnino' as in Ex. 11, 1 D3DN VTW BhJI rta irfo&b.

In other passages n^3 njyy means 'to utterly destroy /' cf.

Nah. 1, 8. Zeph. 1, 18.

22. HliT *xh "TOy 1SJW DrratMI. According to

a tradition found as early as the Mechilta (on Ex. 15, 7) and

often repeated, this verse originally ran *)*b "IDS? 1311V mm
DiTON, but was altered as too anthropomorphic; *2sb *lfcy
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having the notion of serving. But 19, 27 is against this, and

all the versions follow the text as we now have it, and read

rnn* *0S?. This and similar corrections, called Tiqqune

Sopherim, are not to be regarded as real various readings,

but merely as changes proposed by the Massoretes, to avoid

expressing anything in the text that was repugnant to them

;

cf. Strack, Proleg. Crit., p. 87. Geiger, Urschrift, p. 331,

considers that DiTQK V*h Tfty tilty nirV is the real reading,

citing the Talmud and Midrash in support of his view.

There are eighteen such passages in the .0. T., but only

this one in Genesis. Cf. further, Strack, 1. c, who cites

authorities ; also Bleek's Introduction, 4th ed. [Wellhausen],

p. 624. The eighteen instances are given in Levy's Chald.

W. B. uber die Targ., ii. p. 553 b ; the larger Massora, on

Num. 1,1; and in the Dikduke Ha-famim, edit. Baer and

Strack, Leipzig, 1879, § 57.

24. Dlp?27 NilT) NT5 "), b tffett, sc. py or ])&% = ' to take

away the sin for any one' so ' to forgive.'

25. ' Far be it from Thee to do according to this thing, to

slay the righteous with the wicked, and that the righteous should

be as the wicked, far be itfrom Thee ; shall the fudge of all

the earth not executejudgment ?'

n nm . . . i"TOn ;> , the cstr. inf. breaking off into a per-

fect with waw conv. : the perfect is used here, as. a possible

case is stated, and not a fact ; in which case we should find

the imperf. with waw conv., as in 39, 18 NlpNI , . , WVO;
cf. Driver, § 118 (see the preceding section); Ges., § 112.

3 c. 77; Dav., S., § 96 ; so 27, 45 rwi . 3N3* iy, Ex. 1, 16

frVNTi . , , jin^n, 2 Sam. 13, 28 THEM . , ni03.

r\;jJl='pro/anum (lit. in profanuni), nefas tibi sit! Del.

compares the Targ.-Talmud "p Nin JvPI
l

il is unholyfor thee!
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The n is not the feminine ending, as the word is accented on

the penult.; cf. 44, 7 *p^i6 rM>n. See also Barth, N.B.,

P- 136.

niry^, |D as in 16, 2, which compare.

27. ^DNI IDp. Notice the alliteration, and cf. imi inn,

1. 2. m j», 4, 14. -nm tin, Ps. 21, 6.

28. "["nom. See on 3, 3.

"^Dll being one of the verbs of abounding and wanting,

takes the ace; cf. note on 1, 21.

30. "y$\ ^ivk •MV N3 bt*. 'O let not my Lord be

angry, and let me speak! 1H^ is apoc. from itJITJ. The

jussive here expresses an entreaty or request ; cf. 9, 27. 31, 49 ;

Driver, § 50 7; Ges., § 109. 1 a and b; M. R., § 8. 2 ; Dav.,

S., § 63 c. mTliO, the cohortative here and in ver. 32, may

be explained by Driver, §49/3 (used in asking permission),

as in 33, 14. 50, 5. Jer. 18, 18, or by Ges., § 108. 2 a ('that

I may speak'); Dav., S., § 65. R. 1.

19.

1. tyOfcv?ttn ^tt?=not as A.V. 'two angels,' but l two of

the angels', i.e. two of the three mentioned in 18, 2. On the

construction, cf. Ges., § 134. ia; M. R., § 96 b; Dav., S.,

§36b.

IU!^ t3V?1„ Circ. clause, as in 18, 1; cf. also on 13, 7.

Render, ' While Lot was sitting in the gate! The city gate in

the east was usually a vaulted entrance, with large recesses

on either side ; here business matters were settled, and the

affairs of the town and all public matters discussed and

arranged; cf. 23, 10. 18. 34, 20. Deut. ax, 19.
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2. N3 ri3n, with short e (Seghol) (only here; cf. Ewald,

§ 91 d) and dagesh forte conj., is unique; see also Ges.,

§ 20. 2 a. Rem. 1.

*0^ is marked by the Massoretes ^im nnD3 "J (i.e.

' J pointed with pathach andprofane' i.e. ' #0/ used of God').

131 ND I^HD. It was regarded as a neglect of the duties

of hospitality to allow strangers to spend the night in the

street; cf. Judg. 19, 15, and contrast with this inhospitality,

24, 25. Ex. 2, 20. Judg. 13, 15. 'The modern Arabs con-

sider it a privilege to lodge strangers who may come to them,

and often disputes arise as to who shall have this honour.'

Kn. cited by Di.

Dn^rtlTTI. D'wn prop.='/0 shoutder ox place on the

shoulders,' i.e. to put one's baggage on the beasts of burden,

which was done early in the morning, so 'to rise early, to

resume the journey' The verb is a denom. from DI3£>
' a

shoulder/ or rather 'the portion of the back between the

shoulders' where any burden would be carried.

N7, with emphatic or euphonic dagesh; an unusual use

of dagesh, generally considered to be for the purpose of

securing a clear and distinct pronunciation of the consonant

:

cf. Stade, § 40 c; Ges., § 20. 2 a. 2. Rem.; so 1N2? 1E1p,

ver. 14; N? ,PDKV
)

)
1 Sam. 8, 19 ; cf. Ex. 12, 31. Deut. 2, 24.

It is only found in accurate editions and MSS. See also

Del., Commentary on Ps. 94, 12, 5th ed. ; Baer, Liber Prov.,

Pref., p. xiv ; Konig, Lehrg., p. 59.

3. nntTft, prop, 'a drinkingfeast,' then generally ( a meal

or banquet;' cf. 21, 8. 26, 30.

.TH^ft = ' sweet or unsoured,' i.e.* unleavened cakes ' (from

PR3 ' to lap, suck '), and so more quickly prepared.
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4. 1)11 D1I0 ; cf. on 2, 5. Render, 'They had notyet gone

to sleep, when the men of the city, the men of Sodom, surrounded

the house, bothyoung and old, all the people in a body?

12D: is third pcrf. pi. Nif\ of 33D=s«ai?3, Nif'al being

originally NaTa] ; the pathach being thinned down into hireq

;

cf. Dav., § 25. Rem. a; Ges., § 51. 1; and compare the

Arabic vii form JiuJl (in-qatala) and such Heb. forms as

n"^p_, 3Bfa-3PU (Dav., § 9. 1. Rem. b; Ges., § 24. 2 b);

Wright, Gram. Arab., i. p. 42. 3?D3 becomes 3D3, and the

pathach under the nun, standing in an open syllable before

the tone, becomes tone-long qamec : cf. Stade, § 86. 3 ; Dav.,

§ 6. 2 b; see also Ges., § 27. 2 a.

rt!£pft = lit. 'from the end' i. e. including the whole, so in

Jer. 51, 31. Cf. Judg. 18, 2. 1 Kings 12, 31 (not ' of the

lowest', but ' of the whole body of the people'). The full

expression would be n2PjJ""l§1 . . nvgtp, 47, 21. Jer. 12,

12. etc.

5. HT'^T'n = ' to-night,' ' this night', the article, as in DIM,

7\IV7\, has a demonstrative force : Ges., § 126. 1 a; Dav., S.,

§ 21. R. 1 ; Ewald, § 277 a. 3. So in 30, 15.

6. J17H . . nUD. rb^\ — ' the door of the house' nJ1D =
1 the entrance (gale).'

7. ^n^ = ' myfriends ;' cf. 29, 4. Judg. 19, 23.

8. T>fr$ for H7N is found eight times in the Pentateuch and

once besides (1 Chron. 20, 8), and always (except Chron. I.e.)

with the article; see Ges., § 34. 1. Rem.; Dav., § 13. Rem. a;

Stade, § 171 b. It is commonly explained as an archaism,

but this is very doubtful. Robertson-Smith (in Wright, Co/up.

Gram., p. 108 1

) regards it as merely a l

scriptio defectiva*
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Q$\}) as in Phoenician; cf. C.I. S., I. 3. lin. 22 ; 14. lin. 5 ;

93. lin. 3. He considers /NH in any case as younger

than rh$y.

o. nfr$ 7rrtl?3. So in correct editions; the ordinary
t : t v

editions have n?Pj, with metheg, which is wrongly placed,

as the tone is on the penult. LXX, 'Anoara eW. Vulg.

1 recede illuc ;' cf. Is. 49, 20 ^n^a 'stand away! Render,

* Stand back!

tO^DlE1 "THSn. 'This one came in to sojourn and

goes on playing the judge ;' cf. 31, 15 *|JSM ntf ?3X DJ ?3K^

' and goes on to eat up our silver ;' Job 10, 8 ^ypani ' andyet

thou goest on to swallow me up ;'
cf. Driver, § 79, 'The action

or its results continuing into the writer's present;' also Ewald,

§§ 231 b, 342 a. 1 a.

I0lStI\ When the inf. abs. follows the finite verb, it

generally denotes a continued or lasting action ; cf. Ges.,

§ 113. 3 b; Ewald, § 280 b; and Dav., S., § 86. R. 1.

in^n. The n is the article, not the n interrogative.

11. D*m3D3, ' with blindness;
1

not absolute blindness,

but temporary loss of sight; the word only occurs once

again, 2 Kings 6, 18. P"^V, Zech. 12, 4. Deut. 28, 28 is

different=£/zW#m, not merely a temporary affliction. D'H'OD

is from "ttJD [Safel of TO (jy)]— '* make blind! which occurs

in Aramaic ; cited by Levy, Chald. W. B. sub voce, as

occurring in Num. 16, 14 Targ. Ps.-Jon. (TiUDn). On the

causative conjunction of the verb in Semitic, that has v
or D as initial letter, cf. Wright, Comp. Gram., p. 205;

see also Delitzsch, Assyr. Gram., p. 231. The article is

according to Ges., § 126. 3. Rem. c; Dav., S,, § 22. R. 1;
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LXX, aopavla; Onq. *^& 'fatuitas/ Syr. ffcU^U
' illusiones!

*?VU 1W ppV. Cf. i Sam. 5, 9- 30, 2; lit. = '/row

« /////? one even unto a great one' i.e.
' all! every one being

regarded as either small or great, so the two extremes would

embrace all persons.

iyi . . p as in 13, 3. 14, 23, and often.

12. HD y? ^iy = ( W%0 to/ Mow still here?' i.e. 'hast

thou any more belonging to thee in Sodom besides those in

thy house?'

]nn, perhaps collective— ' sons-in-law ;' but the singular

without the suffix is strange, as one would expect T?Cn>

which the Pesh. has, s^o^sL. Di. conjectures that 221 was

inserted between y and inn, as no mention is made else-

where of sons which Lot had before the destruction.

13. ^n:N DTintfO *0. The participle is used of

future time (with the subject following, cf. 3, 5). See note

on 6, 17, and cf. 15, 14. 17, 19. 18, 17. 41, 25. 28. Ex. 9, 3.

OJlpI^ ===* the cry concerning them ;' cf. on 18, 20.

ns

in*' *0D JIN as in ver. 27. 33, 18. Ex. 34, 23. 1 Sam.

1, 22. Ps. 16, 1 1.

14. ^r\ph 'who were to takeI 'the takers of his daughters;'

so Ewald, § 335 b; Ges., § 116. 2 ; better than (LXX, Targ.

Ps.-Jon., Kimchi, Del.) 'who had taken', which would be more

naturally expressed by -\W8 and the perf. ; and Lot would

scarcely leave his married daughters in Sodom without calling

them away.

*1NB 1D")p. V with emphatic dag. (see on ver. 2), to
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ensure the clear pronunciation of the V between the two

u-sounds.

• • 2 n^n = 'io appear as,' for which there is no proper

word in Hebrew; cf. 27, 12. 40, 10.

15. Render, ' And when the morning dawned, the angels

urged Lot, saying, Take thy wife and thy two daughters

that are with thee, lest thou be swept away in the punishment

of the city!

Tlby "intlTf yoy\. 1D3= "iBte3 is rare and poetical,

Is. 26, 18. Ps. 58, 8; cf. M.R., § 60; Ewald, § 337 c; Dav.,

S., § 145 a.

llTfc^ is imperf. Hif. of px. The waw conv. is used

after a time determination : so 22, 4 DmnN KC^l wbtin ttP2,

1 Sam. 21, 6 xm Tixva, Josh. 22, 7 nm:n . . nrta? *D;

cf. Driver, § 127 b; Ges., § in. 1. Rem. 1 ; M. R., § 132 b;

Dav., S., § 50 b.

nN!£0^n, lit. ' who are found,' i.e. who are with thee in

thy house; cf. 1 Sam. 13, 15. 21, 4. The participle may

often be rendered by the present, as in 4, 10. 16, 8. 37, 16,

etc. riK¥EJn probably refers to *]nfc?K HS as well as to

Trim w rm

n^Dn ]D . HDD = ' to be snatched off, carried away ;' so

1 Sam. 12, 25. Num. 16, 26.

p>* =

'

punishment ;' c f. 4 , 13.

16. iTCHE-PPI, imperf. Hithpalpal of PJHD; cf. "1&-H0IV

from "no, Dan. 8, 7 ; Ges., § 55. 4 ; Stade, § 503.

nlPT1 n7£r"Q = ' through YahweKs sparing him' i.e.

' because Yahwch spared him! the subject of the inf. construct

following in the genitive; cf. M. R., § 117; Ges., § 115. 2.
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Rem. 1 ; Dav., S., § 91 a : also Ps. 133, 1 D^nN rQt^, Is. 47,

9 "pan HDVy3. The inf. cstr. ntan has the fern. cstr. ending

;

here intentionally, as rW nPDnn could not be taken as

construct state with a following genitive. The inf. with

fern, ending n is common, especially in particular words,

viz. rnnK, tm*, nwb, occasionally we find nzfjj?, rDWl,

Hgyj, ng}Tj
; c f. Stade, p. 339; Ges., § 45. 1. Rem. b.

17. t^2n 7N. The jussive form B3TI would rather be

expected after bit, but cf. 9, 25. Ps. 121, 3 Dti}"7K, 1 Sam.

2 5> 2 5 dTt • • • H$j see Driver, § 47 ; Ges., § 107. 4 a. 2. Rem.

18. TIN, noted by the Massoretes Wlp; OrDK does not

of necessity imply that Lot did not recognise that Yahweh

was speaking with him, and that y1fc$='jwy lords," pausal

form of yWj; as in ver. 19 we find singular suffixes. The

Pesh. and Saadiah regard "OIK as pin, but the LXX, Onq.,

Vulg., and Sam. as Wlp ; so Del.

19. ^pjHrrlD. Imperf. with the so-called union vowel

pathach instead of tsere; cf. 29, 32 ^^j!.; see Ges., § 60.

Rem. 2 ; Stade, § 636 b, who cites 1 Kings 2, 24 Kri *3M^*1,

Is. 56, 3 4T?C, Job 9, 18 ^TW--
<

TlDl. 1 with pretonic qamec, the tone is not thrown

forward, because the word is in pause; see Driver, § no, 2.

'AD==WID. The perf. with waw conv., as in 3, 22, which

compare.

22. "^I!?, probably one hour south-east of the Dead Sea,

in that portion of the Arabah which is now called Ghor es

Safia, the modern Chirbet es Safia. In 14, 2. 8 its older

name is given, y?2 ; cf. Wetz. in Del., Gen.4
, p. 564, and Di.,

p. 273, who remarks that the name was still in existence at

the time of the Crusades (Segor; cf. LXX s^ycop); the
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Arab geographers call it Soghar or Zoghar, and the Dead

Sea, the Sea of Zoghar. Robinson, Winer, Tuch, and others

think that ijflV was situated in the beautiful oasis El-Mezra'a,

on the neck of land or peninsula which stretched from the

east into the Dead Sea. Cf. Badeker, Palest., p. 145; the

Z.D.P. V., ii. p. 212 f.; and Sh., G., p. 505 f.

23. PPV^ • • ttJQttn. ' The sun had risen over the

earth when Lot came to Zoar;' cf. 29, 9. 44, 3. 4 . INT1 DH

"IDN *pn TJ?n, Judg. 3, 24 1N2 V13jn N^ &ttffl; also 38, 25.

Judg. 18, 3. Time or place determinations are generally

subordinated to the main clause in a sentence ; here and in

the other instances cited, the time determination is co-ordinate,

and placed first for emphasis; cf. Driver, § 169. Cf. also,

Ges., § 164 b; Dav., S., § 141 and R. 2 ; M. R., § 154.

24. C^tLTT ]E HlPP JlNft, the fire and brimstone are

described as proceeding bothfrom Yahweh and out ofheaven,

DWn p and mrp MN» ; cf. 2 Kings 1,12. Job 1,16. Di.

comparing Mic. 5, 6 supposes that mrp DND, like the Greek

e'« Aio'j, was an archaic expression, similar in meaning to

DV2B*n jD, by which it is explained; cf. Ewald, Hist, of Israel

(Eng. trans.), ii. p. 157.

jy&fo = napd with the genitive. \D = <*.

25. *7li""P1. nDDiiD is a technical word, always used of

the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah (to which there is

at least an allusion even in Is. 1, 7), just as s^SD is always

used of the great Deluge.

26. "P^PIND 'from behind him,' i.e. Lot; she was

1 Boer and Delitzsch's reading mri? should be corrected into mss:
/tsaias, p. v, note.
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following Lot, and out of curiosity turned her face away

from him.

28. PI 7^ is pluperfect, 'The smoke had begun to ascend

before Abraham looked.' Driver, § 16 ; Dav., S., § 39 c.

\W23n ^p^- Cf- Ex. 19, 18 : 'Like the smoke of a

smelting furnace! ]W22 = 'a smelting oven! Ton l a baking

oven!

29. D'HVn JIN *|CrO. The subject is omitted as it is

clear from the context : cf. on 24, 30. The inf. cstr. always

puts its object in the same case as the verb does from which

it is derived ; cf. M. R., § 116 ; Ges., § 115. 1 ; Dav., § 91 b.

30. H^V^D.. 'In the cave;
1

either the generic article,

as in 14, 13. 15, 11, or possibly a particular cave was

meant, which the narrator could speak of as 'the cave;'

cf. 16, 7.

33. T^pttJp. Scriptio defectiva for nyjjffa; cf. Ges.,

§ 47. Rem. 3. This defective form is found occasionally,

but by no means uniformly, in the Pent. It occurs also

elsewhere, e. g. in Ezekiel TJJ*Hfl four times, with the full

form also four times.

fcOn n>^71. N1H without the article—which would be

expected, as n?v is defined—-as being in itself definite ; cf.

30, 16. 32, 23. 1 Sam. 19, 10 (all) : see Ges., § 126. 5.

Rem. 1 b ; M. R., § 85. Rem. c ; Dav., S., §§ 6, 32. R. 3.

This is a very rare variation for the more usual MOT1 n?v3,

but we find on the Moabite Stone, 1. 3, riNT nD2if.

fTO^pm with a point on the 1; cf. ver. 35 flop?. Possibly

the point refers to a various reading PlD^a, as in ver. 35.

Hieron., Quaest., ed. Lag., p. 30 (Appendix to the Genesis
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Graece), says :
' Denique Hebraei quod sequitur et nesciuit

cum dormisset cum ea et cum surrexisset ab eo adpungunt

desuper quasi incredibile et quod rerum natura non capiat

coire quempiam nescientem
;

' cf. Strack, p. 88.

34. rnri£D. The ending T)
r
in this word is quite unique,

and apparently without analogy; cf. Stade, § 308 d. Ges.,

§ 80. Rem. 2 b, classes it among nouns with the rarer fern,

ending D
tJ e.g. Canaanitish names of towns, cf. max, r6y3,

DDn, and other names such as njEA, prob. abbreviated for

nrttDR, also njn3, prob. for OT_; cf. Stade, I.e. Olshausen,

Grammar, § 38 c, explains the form by contraction out of

nrjjTHD. Another explanation (cf. Levy, Chald. W. B., i.

p. 330) is that it is contracted out of nntf DV; cf. the Aramaic

word mnD^=mn dv.
t : t t-j

36. ]rTCN?3. \0 is used intentionally instead of 7 (38,

1 8 b), on account of the etymology in ver. 37 ; cf. vers. 32.34.

37. INIft. LXX add the explanation, Xe'yovo-a, 'Ek tov

narpoi /xov, i.e. 2ND 'from the father' (like pp, 113, not a strict

etymology) : another explanation is that the word is com-

pounded of ''to for V? l waterj-=yVb in Aramaic (cf. Is. 25, 10,

and the prop, name NTino, Moab. Stone, 1. 8 = Biblical

$21 ""D, see Schlottmann, Siegessaule Mesas, Halle, 1870,

p. 41 ; and H^Sto, Ktb., Jer. 48, 21 ; Kri, JWD (cf.. 1 Chron.

6, 64), a town of the Levites, in the territory of Reuben,

which afterwards belonged to Moab), and 2K, the meaning

being then ' semen patris.'

38. ^Oy]H = ' w» of my people,' after which the LXX
insert, Ae'youcra, Ylus yt'vovs pov. \^V= l belonging to the people'

(abs. then concrete) bears the same relation to &y as pE3K

to D:« (Del.).

o
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20.

i. 332H n!nN. 'To the land of the south! n locative

and the construct state ; cf. Ges., § 90. 2 a; Stade, § 342 d
;

Dav., S., § 27 : so Ex. 4, 20 Qn^D ftnttj Gen. 43, 17 nrvil

f]DV ; Deut. 4, 41 W12V nmtD ; other instances in Genesis are

(?) 24, 67. 28, 2. 46, 1. On the Negeb, cf. note on 12, 9.

"T"0 is identified by Rowlands, Robinson. Kiepert, and

Badeker, Palest., p. 157, etc., with the modern Umm el-Gerar,

three hours SSE. of Gaza, on a broad and deep torrent

flowing from the SE., the Gurf el-Gerar, the upper portion

of the Wady Gazzeh, which forms a junction with the Wady

es-Seri'a, a little above Gerar. Thomson, Trumbull {Kadesh

Barnea, p. 61 ff.), and Guthe (Z. D.P. V., viii. p. 215) prefer to

place it in or near the Wady Gerur, a branch of the Wady
#

es-Seraif, which enters the Wady el-'Arts, to the SW. of

Kadesh; cf. Di., p. 279 f., who points out that objections may

'be urged against both identifications.

2. ("nto'T^ =' concerning Sarah:' so ver. 13 v HDK;

32, 30 SD£9; cf. Ob. 1. Ps. 3, 3; see Ewald, § 217 c;

Ges., § 119. 3 c. 4; Dav., S.
y § 101. R. b.

3. ;V2 H^>0 Ninl 'she being married ;' so Deut. 22,

22 73D n?V2 TC5>K; cf. Is. 62, 5. On the circumstantial clause

here, cf. Driver, § 160 ; Ges., § 141. 2. R. 2 ; Dav., -5"., §§ 105,

138 a; M. R., § 152 • so in 15, 2. 18, 1. 8. 10. 13. 27. 24,

31. 62. 37, 2. 44, 14.

4. p^l^ 03 ^"UPl. DJ (emphasizing the following p*TC)=

ofxas; cf. Ewald, § 354 a; Ges., § 154. foot-note c: so ver. 5

ton DJ KVn, ver. 6 ^n d: Ybtini ; cf. Dav., S., § 107.
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6. fentt for tfttQDj written according to the sound. Cf.

2 Kings 13, 6 ^njjj
Jer - 3 2

> 35 ^nn. The Kri gives the

ordinary form NDITO. Cf. Stade, §§ 29 and 143c 2,who regards

it as a mistake, like tKJ for Plfe
1

}, TO; for '•JTlKarj, both written

according to their pronunciation. Ges., § 75. Rem. 21 c,

takes itan as an instance of a verb tf"? following the form of

a verb n"S?.

V;07 *pnj"0 vb='I&dnot allow thee; etc. '7b &// or

'allow; is always expressed thus in Heb.; so 31, 7 una N^l

jnni? dv6n; Judg. 1, 34 rrr6 una si? >:>; see Ges., § 114. 2.

Rem. 3 ; Dav., S., § 82 b.

7. Nn22, as under God's protection; cf. Ps. 105, 15. 8*3}

possibly comes from a root X33 = ' to express! i announce' (so

quite commonly in Assyrian). The original meaning of N^a

is active, not passive, ' M* announcer, speakerI i. e. of God, or

of divine mysteries : the form being an intensive form of the

part. act. ; cf. the Arabic ^3 or "Lj , a noun of the form

J-jti, with an active meaning like the Heb. T'Dn. Cf. Wright,

^4r^. Gram., i. p. 151, and Fleischer in Del., (?*«.*, p. 551;

see also Barth, N.B., p. 184. Bleek (Einleitung*:

, p. 306)

thinks that N3J may be connected with ])2)= 'eb'ullire; and so

' to pour forth words; ' to speak; NUi= ' speaker! This how-

ever is doubtful, as N33 does not actually occur with the

meaning ' gush up! See a good note on NUJ in Robertson-

Smith, Prophets, p. 389 f.

rPJTI. Cf. 45, 18, and see note on 12, 2.

UTIOT ^2^^ DfcO. ' And if thou art not going to restore ;'

the affirmative form would be TPO y^ DN ; cf. 43, 5 DN1

n^D "J^N, neg.; and ver. 4 n/P» 1^ DK, affirmative. pK

and $•» are often used thus in hypothetical sentences. Cf.

note on 24, 42.

o 2
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""CD hy\ nn« n^n IWO *3. When the compound

subject is a pronoun and noun (or its equivalent), the pro-

noun must be expressed whether the verb be sing, or plural.

Cf. 7, i. 14, 15. 24, 54. 31, 21; Judg. 7, 10. 11, 38; and

see Dav., S\, § 114 c.

9. Itey &b ntTN D*toVD=' deeds which ought not to be

done ;' cf. 4, 7 U 5>fc
;IDn nnNl ' Mo« shouldest ride over him ;'

34, 7 nbT N^ pi <j0 f'/ j/w«A/ »<?/ be done ;' Ex. 10, 26 HO

13yj '^0Z# zw 0#g^/ to serve;
1

see Driver, § 39 a; M. R.,

7.2b; Ges., § 107. 2 b ; Dav., S., § 44 a.

10. rV^l n^D= ' what hadst thou in view?' so ilKI in

Ps. 66, 18 WO DK ps.

11. VP£N ^, supply VTTO from rvb>y in ver. 10 ' (I did

it) because I thought ;' cf. 27, 20. 31, 31. Ex. 1, 19.

p"1. Knobel and Del. render (I) 'surety ;' cf. Num. 20, 19

"m p« pi; Ps. 32, 6 D>ni CTD *}Db6 pi. (II) Di. prefers to

translate ' only,' ' at least' not considering the two passages

above cited decisive.

••JlTim . . . nfcO*1

f»N,
( There is no fear 0/ God in

this place, and they will kill me ;' cf. 2 Sam. 14, 7 U31 l and

they will quench ;' Gen. 34, 30 "6y 1SDK31 "12DD TO *m Cf.

Dr., § 119 a ; Dav., £., § 57. R. 1 ; Ges., § 112. 4 a; M. R.,

§ 24. 2 b.

12. 'And she is also really my sister, the daughter of my

father, only not the daughter of my mother, so she became my

wife;' cf. on 12, 19. Such marriages, though prevalent

among other nations, e.g. in Canaan, Assyria, Persia, Egypt,

Arabia, were forbidden in the Levitical law, Lev. 18, 9. 11.

20, 17. Deut. 27, 22. From this passage it would seem that
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they were customary also among the Hebrews in pre-Mosaic

times.

13. DVI7N . Win, marked by the Massoretes Wlp,

to shew that the true God is meant, although the verb is

plural; possibly the plural here is used because Abraham

was conversing with a heathen. Cf. 35, 7, where probably

the angels are included under DTIPN ; see Ewald, § 318 a;

Ges., § 145. 3. Rem.; Dav., S., § 116. R. 4; M. R., § 135. 2.

The Heb.-Samaritan text here, and 35, 7, read the singular.

The later books of the Bible also avoid the plural ; cf. Neh.

9, 18 with Ex. 32, 4.

16. F]D!D Fp^= ' a thousand shekels of silver! b\>W omitted

(cf. 8, 5) by Ges., § 134. 3. Rem. 3; Dav., S., § 37. R. 4 ;

M.R., §71. 4-

The thousand shekels of silver could hardly be the value of

the presents given to Abraham, ver. 14, for such a valuation

of these gifts is here quite out of place ; besides the present

here mentioned is given to Abraham for Sarah, and on

account of the insult she had suffered ; whilst the one in

ver. 14 was for Abraham himself.

Nln refers to the gift, not to Abraham ; as in the latter

case, no reason would be assigned for giving the thousand

shekels.

"Til^ "^tijM 73.7. Render, l It is for thee a covering of

the eyesfor all those who are with thee ; *
i. e. it is intended for

Sarah, and given for her sake, and will blind the eyes of all

those that are with her, so that they will be oblivious of what

has happened, and regard the insult, to which she has been

subjected, as though it had never occurred; cf. 32, 21. Job

(j, 24. So Di., who regards 737 as introducing those whose
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eyes are to be covered, and "p as a dat. covim. Tuch and

Kn. under "til 1&H 737 as=-' with regard to all that which

has befallen thee,' a meaning the words will hardly bear.

Del. 4 renders as though the text were
^?J^, which reading

the LXX (ko2 nucrais) and the Sam. follow. In Ed. 5 he

renders, 'Let this be for thee a covering of the eyes for all

those who are with thee,' or ' with reference to all, etc.' Then

*]7= the person whose eyes are to be covered, and the 7 in

737 must be the dat. of reference. This rendering does not

seem to be so natural as that adopted by Di.

TO ilfcO is separated from "]nx by the accents, and

connected with nrooi. Render, 'And among all (or " in

the judgment of all" cf. Is. 59, 12) so art thou justified! J1N1

73 is taken by Tuch in close connection with ^nx lfor all

which has happened {with) unto thee and {with) unto all! But

73 DN1 can hardly mean this, and nothing had happened

73 DK ' with all!

rifDDI probably ought to be pointed JjinDil (in pause

rinp
T
b'i)

)
so Di.; cf. Kdnig, Lehrg., i. p. 423, which is the

usual form of the second pers. fern. perf. in a 7 guttural

verb, as the 1 is difficult before anything but a second perf.

To take the form nn33 as second perf., comparing nnj57,

30, 15, is unsafe, as Dnp7 there is probably infinitive. Del. 5

takes ni"D3 as participle fern, standing for HN nrDJI, and

renders, 'and with all justified} viz. 'thou siandest justified!

The Mass. points seem to intend nnDJI as perf. third

pers. fern., which is pointed without shewa under the n,

to distinguish it from the second pers. fern, perf., which has

shewa. The rendering would then be, 'And with regard

to all—so it is settled ;' but then the feminine would not be

necessary.
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nP03 may here be either pass, of rYOin, with an ace. of

the thing, Job 13, 15. 19, 5 = ' to represent as right;' or

passive of 7 ITain, Is. n, 4. Job 16, 21 '

to procure right

for! Ges. renders nrD31 'and she stood reproved] which is

possible, but unsuitable, as Abimelech is not reproaching

Sarah. It is not improbable that the sentence is corrupt.

D\W JTIDD ; cf. D'OB 1SD in 32, 21. Job 9, 24 rPBBB> ^D

HD3\ and HD3, Ps. 85, 3, of covering sin; 1D3, Jer. 18, 23,

of atoning, lit. covering, guilt; cf. also 1 Sam. 12, 3 DvjjKl

12 wy (if the Mass. text is correct here, but see LXX, and

Driver in loc). The rendering of niD3 by 'veil' is un-

suitable, and not supported by 12, 14. 24, 16. 29, 16. 17,

compared with 24, 65 ; as it is not certain from these passages

that women wore veils first when they were engaged (Tuch).

Besides, a thousand shekels would be rather a high price

to give for a veil, about £100. LXX have ravra eWat aoi eh

Ti^irjv tov Trpocrainov crov, Kal ndaaLs tois fxera crov, kcu navra

aXrjOevcrov : navra aXrjdevaov being, perhaps, a guess on the

part of the translator, who misunderstood the original. Onq.

has : rn Tpn; nrrm Tprrn'i rpr6^j e£n -ip^ ntoa !p{> wn an

nnaiJT'N niDNn SO b byi -P^jn S?3 'Behold, it is unto thee-t •:: - t: t t -:'••: t *

for a covering ofglory, because I sent (and) took thee, and saw

thee, and all that is with thee, and concerning all that thou

hast spoken, thou hast proved thyself right! The Pesh. has :

^.n_^ cuoh 001 s3( )c»o ^r)a«)j Amo) 3.X( Is^ot.-. Jot

'Behold, Igive a thousand of silver to thy brother, and behold

it is also given to thee, because thou hast covered the eyes of all

those ivho are with me, and concerning everything, thou hast

reproved me! Vulg. ' Ecce mille argenleos dedifratri luo ; hoc

erit tibi in velamen oculorum ad omnes qui tecum sunt, el

quocumque perrexeris : memenloque le deprehensam!
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17. VnnfttO possibly — 'concubines ;' nEN (for nnDC>)

occurs frequently in E. nnDK> has sometimes a more servile

sense than ncK; cf. 1 Sam. 25, 41.

^1^} = ' they bare, masc. for fern.; cf. 30, 39; see Ges.,

§ 145. 7. R. 1 ; Dav., *9., § 113b; or as X>'1 is also used of

the male, e.g. Zech. 13, 3. Hos. 9, 16 ' they begat,' Abimelech

being included in the subject.

21.

1. IpD. P uses "DT, not 1pB; so 8, 1. 19, 29.

2. V2pT = 'his old ageJ So—always in the plural—D^n
1

life ;' cmyj 'youth' (all nouns denoting space of time); cf.

D^P, CIKIV, nouns denoting extension of space
J

see note

on 2, 7, and cf. Ewald, § 178 a, b.

3. T?~"7T)in. Participle Nif. of li^, with the qame9

shortened into pathach, on account of the following maqqef.

Others take it as perf. Nif*. with the article 1^3n=l^ TtSfoj
;

cf. on 18, 21.

pTO^ . Other nouns (mostly proper names) formed after

the analogy of the imperfect Qal are 3^1, *!?*]? > 22, 22,

B*2n?, Qto»» *1
v

!

?- ==,
'

1
t'
1
:» according to the pointing usually

adopted by modern scholars (see App.). ^V) (in mtW\n mi)

is possibly an abstract noun of this form ; cf. also HJ^— < a dove'

"tiDrP l a stag;' see Stade, § 259 a; and cf. Barth, IV. B.,

p. 227.

5. v? T^HS. On the construction, cf. on 4, 18. T^na

is accented on the penult, to avoid the concurrence of two

tone-syllables, this shortens the tsere in the last syllable into

seghol ; cf. on 4, 17. Two tone-syllables may however
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come together, if the first word is separated from the second,

by a distinctive accent.

6. ' And Sarah said, Laughter hath God preparedfor me,

every one who hears will laugh at me!

^b preV pl"i¥ with b= 'lo laugh at' (as is clearly shown

by Job 5, 22. 39, 7. 18. 22. Ps. 59, 9), here rather in

astonishment than in derision. A.V. 'will laugh with me ;'

so VSS., but incorrectly.

pra*1 with shewa resolved into hate.ph pathach ; so

even where no guttural follows, cf. 2, 12. 23. Jer. 22, 15

sfenn.

7. W T>T>ft *•£. Render, ' W7̂ f0#/</ ^#z^ jtfz# /#

Abraham?' 'The perfect is used in questions to express

astonishment at what appears to the speaker in the highest

degree improbable,' Driver, § 19; cf. 18, 12 nny v nriM
;

1 Sam. 26, 9 npjl , . nbw ^; Num. 23, 10 nay mo *D;

see also Ges., § 106. 4; Dav., S., § 41. R. 2 ; M. R., § 3. 2.

note a. LXX have ai/ayytAel, ' who shall say.' Tuch renders,

1 who says' which would rather be "W or s?Q), admitting,

however, that the perfect in interrogative sentences usually

refers to a past act.

sOfc is only found in Hebrew three times again, viz. in

Ps. 106, 2. Job 8, 2 and 33, 3. It is a common word in

Aramaic for the Heb. ^SH.

D*02 PTp^PT. ' Sarah will suckle children:' np^T] is

prophetic perfect; cf. Num. 24, 17 3313 "JIT; Is. 5, 13 pp
"•Oj; rhy\ Jer. 2, 26 bttr\W JT3 BtalPl p; and often, and see

note on 1, 29.

C^jI is generic plural, as in Ex. 21, 22 , , , CBOK )W *3
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m^ «flWj Is. 37, 3 "w D^a wa *3j Dav., A, § 17. R. 3

;

., § 1 --4. I. R. 2.

8. 7D^1, pausal form, Ges., § 51. Rem. 2; Stade,

§ 504 b, who gives other instances, viz. P3!?.*!, B^MJI, "WKjl,

- T ••-

9. pTOft. So Baer and Delitzsch, who compare Ex.

32, 6 pyXf, Deut. 32, 11
*||J1*,

where the ordinary editions

point (as they do here) with tsere ; see Ges., § 52. 2. R. 2

;

Stade, § 88. 3 a. pITCO (LXX iratCovra, with the gloss fiera

'laaaic roii vlov iavrrjs ; so Vulg. ' luclentem cum Isaac filio

suo')='playing, sporting ;' cf. Ex. 32, 6. Judg. 16, 25 : pnv

in Pi'el, without a preposition, being always used in a good

sense. A.V. here and 39, 14 render prrc by ' to mock/ so

Kimchi and some moderns, e. g. Baumgarten, Keil. Cf.

Gal. 4, 29, where the apostle speaks of Isaac and Ishmael,

6 Kara aapKa yevvrjOels e'StcoKe tov Kara Trvev/ia.

11. miN T>V = lit. ' on account of the circumstances/ then

simply, 'on account of';' an uncommon expression, found

again in ver. 25. Ex. 18, 8. Num. 12, 1. 13, 24, etc.

12. *p fcnpl
; cf. 48, 16 W Dm fcOp^l. Render, '/«

(or through) Isaac will a seed be calledfor thee,' i.e. 'in the

line of Isaac will those descendants from thee come, wrho

shall bear thy name, and as such be heirs of the divine

promise, viz. the Israelites, who were the offspring of

Abraham, chosen by God/ Kn. in Di. ; cf. Rom. 9, 7. Heb.

11, 18 ; see also 17, 19. 21.

13. Construction as in 47, 21. 13, 15; cf. note on 13, 15,

also Ges., § 143. Rem. 1; M. R., § 132 a.

< <

14. D^D n^m. ripn, cstr. state of riDn, a word which
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only occurs in this chapter, perhaps so pointed (Tuch) to

distinguish it from HPO ' anger!

Ofc? is perfect, ' he placed it,
1

i. e. the skin of water. The

clause is a circumstantial clause, appended without any con-

necting particle; cf. 44, 12 bnn
; 48, 14 bzfo ; Judg. 6, 19

tito; Driver, § 163; Ewald, § 346 a; M. R., § 153; Dav., S.,

§ 41. R- 3; Ges., § 156. 3 a.

*77^n nfcO is ace. after }rV1, not Dfe>, which at any rate

would not suit the present narrative. LXX seem to have

read *7?\1 DX HD3^ ?]} Db^l, Kai iireOrjuev eVt rof aj/uoy airn}? to

naidiov, but badly, as Ishmael, cf. 17, 25, would be about

fourteen years old. Vulg. better,
'

tollens partem et utrem aquae,

imposuit scapulae ejus, tradiditque puerum!

VrsPpi is imperf. Qal apoc. from nyn. n|HT=yir, then
<

with a helping vowel VN, and lengthening hireq into tsere,
<

VT)l; cf. Ges., § 75. Rem. 3; Driver, p. 52. foot-note 1

(where the analogy between the apocopated forms of verbs

n"? and the segholate nouns is noticed) ; Stade, § 545 d

;

cf. § 489 b.

y2.tij IfcO *"Q"P2n, i.e. the southern frontier of Canaan.

16. H; is ethic dative; common with verbs of motion,

esp. in the imperative; cf. "j^ *]?, 12, 1,—and note on that

passage,— 22, 2; D3^> )&, Josh. 22, 4 ; see M. R., § 51. 3.

R. a. 3.

rr

"U1 pH^Tl ='' about a bow-shot off! lit.
l distant like the

shooters with the bow! pmn is inf. abs.= ' makingfar ;
' cf.

Ex - 33> 7- Josh. 3, 16; see Ewald, § 280 a; used here as

an adverb (cf. Ges., § 113. 2; Dav., S., § 87) = '^:/ a

distance!
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^lrTJO is participle plural, cstr. state, Pilel from nnD ; cf.

Ges., § 75. Rem. 18; Stade, § 155 b; also § 279, the word

only occurs here.

HV21 n^l^. nNi with 3, as in 44, 34; see Ges.,

§ "9- 3 b
-
2 -

17. NIPT "WNn^Efc Dipoa. Cf. Ges., § 138. 2 Rem.
;

Dav., S., § 10. Rem. 3, and 2 Sam. 15, 21. Jer. 22, 12,

and often.

18. in "JT flN *jWTil, lit. == * make fast thy hand on

him,' i. e. ' take hold of him/ which is more commonly

expressed without T, 2 p^nn.

19. Q^to "IfcO, 'a spring of water! 183= '# spring! "ill

1 a cisternfor rain-water!

plTFII is apoc. imperf. Hif\ of np^, without a helping

vowel; cf. on ver. 15: so *pni, ver. 16, apoc. imperf. Qal

of n^3.

20. ntPp nn"1 VP1. Two renderings may be noticed :

(I) 'And he became, as he grew tip, an archer ;' cf. Job 39, 4

133 nT DrT03 ID^rP; Zech. 10, 8 111 1IM UiV So the Mass.

and Hieron., but n^i = < growing up' is superfluous after

ojjl- (II) Del. 5 renders, *«<4»d? >fo became a shooter', (viz.) #

bow-man^ fltSfe being a closer definition of nil, and fQ"l=

321 (cf. 49, 23) and HO"i (cf. Jer. 4, 29. Ps. 78, 9) ; cf. 13, 8.

1 Kings 1, 1; see note on 13, 8. LXX render eyevero Be

Togorr)?, but whether they read the text l"l8?j? ni*l or ntsfe

passing over na*!, is quite uncertain. The Vulg. takes rm=
'Juvenis! 'factusque est juvenis Sagittarius! Onq. has njni

Nn$p Kjan, which probably ought to be rendered, 'And the

youth became an archer ' (^T) being Onqelos' translation of

iy:n or *6\n in vers. 8. 14. 15. 16. 17); cf. Levy, Chald.

W. B., ii. pp. 395, 400. Di. adopts the reading of Kn.
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ft$P. ^r?"1 ' cl shooter of the bow,' ' a bow-man
;

' taking PQ"1,

as Del. does= 321 and noi; cf. the rendering of the LXX.

A passage somewhat similar to this is 1 Kings 5, 29 PBp Nfco.

The Itureans and Kedarenes, both descendants of Ishmael,

cf. 25, 13. 15, were celebrated as bow-men; cf. Is. 21, 17.

21. *pNiD 1!11J2!1. The desert-plateau, bounded on the

S. by the Gebel-et-Tih, E. by the Arabah, and the N. end

of the iEIanitic Gulf; W. by the Wilderness of Shur (16, 7).

Northwards it extends to the Negeb and the Wilderness of

Judah; i. e. up to the Wilderness of Zin (Num. 13, 21. 20, 1)

or Kadesh (Ps. 29, 8). The Wady-el-
c

Aris flows through it;

cf. with this ver. (E) 14, 6. Num. 13, 3. 26 (P). Dt. 33, 2.

Hab. 3, 3, and Di. on Num. 10, 12.

22-24.

22. LXX have here and ver. 32, ko\
y

Oxo(a6 6 w/x^ayooyos

avrov, probably a gloss which has crept in from 26, 26.

23. 'And now swear unto me by God here, that thou wilt not

lie unto me or my offspring or offshoot!

7V2T\ is not 'these things? but ' here ;' cf. 15, 16: properly

1 hither ' (German, hier, hierher).

"HDAI 'MTI, only Job 18, 19. Is. 14, 22 : notice the

alliteration, and cf. on 18, 27. The two words always stand

together='/ro/<?j- el soboles.'

25. rOinl. Di. (cf. Dav., S., § 58 b) explains this on

the ground that the conversation took place before the

actual swearing, but one does not quite see why the writer

should have used a perfect with waw (apparently weak waw,

as waw consecutive seems quite out of place here) to express

this, and not the perfect separated from the waw by some

intervening word ; Driver, § 76. Obs. The perfect here
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seems to be the same as pBKm in 15, 6 ; cf. the note there.

The text, however, may be corrupt; cf. Ges., § 112. 6 7.

D^DH INI, on the article, cf. on 16, 7.

26. tfb . . . \DTi . . . &h , . . d^=* neither . . . nor;*

cf. Num. 23, 25 i»-Qn n^ to &a unpn ^ up Da.

29. n^wn nto:D jDtf ron pid. n*oa has no

article, it may perhaps be regarded as defined by the

numeral yap. See Ges., § 126. 5. Rem. 1 a; Dav., S.
t § 32.

R. 2 ; and cf. 41, 26.

H2n, not ' here,' but ' what are they, these seven lambs ;'

cf. Zech. 1, 9. 4, 5 ; and see Driver, § 201, 2; Ewald,

§ 325 a. Compare also Ges., § 141. 3.

TlYtib (for the form jnpbwnjrnab; cf. the rare forms
t,t- :

v . . : / t : |T : /

(nearly all of which occur in pause) fi}J3, 42, 36; Prov. 31,

29, and »"
I

5
i?^?, 1 Kings 7, 37, etc.; PIJn, which as a separate

pronoun is pointed n|H
}
being affixed; cf. Ges. § 91. 1.

Rem. 2; Stade, § 352 b; Wright, Comp. Gram., p. 156 f.

30. ¥2!& Jib* "O. *3, like the on recitantis in Greek,

introduces the words of the speaker.

TTiyb *h lYTTn. flVW does not refer to fifeOS, but

to the whole transaction, 'it shall befor a witness ;' cf. Job

4, 5. Mic. 1, 9.

The number seven had for the ancients a special signifi-

cance as the sacred number; cf. Ex. 37, 23. Lev. 4,6; so

solemn oaths were attested, either by the presence of seven

witnesses (Her. iii. 8) or by the slaughter of seven animals, as

here ; cf. the word V?BO 'to swear' probably a denom. from

yn^ ' seven'= ' to use or call seven,' so the name JDIP 183 may

mean 'well of seven,' or 'well of an oath', JDt?=nyUk?; cf. the

proper names JDB^K, JOtn.T.
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31. yy® "WH is the modern Bir es-Seba
c

(*_^JI ..o),

twelve hours south of Hebron. Ruins are still to be seen

there, in the neighbourhood of which are two cisterns of

excellent water; cf. Sh., G., p. 284 f.

33. ;&&= ' tamarisk,' Arab. JJl ; cf. Low, Aram. Pflan-

zenn., 65. The renderings of the VSS., LXX apovpa,

Aq. $ev8p<av, Sym. (pvreia, Onq. N?^?, were perhaps inten-

tionally adopted for the same reason as N'lB^O in 12, 6 for

p?K, i.e. to avoid any reference to the sacred tree; see the

note there, ad fin.; and on tree worship, Rob. Smith, Relig.

of the Semites, p. 185 ff.

22.

1. Di. and Del. render, ''And it came to pass after these

things, when God proved Abraham, that he said,' etc., regarding

"IBtfl as the apod., and nw DT^KI as a circ. clause. The

ordinary translation which takes "j D^rpao as apodosis is to

be preferred, as being simpler. Cf. Driver, § 78 ; Ges.,

§ in. 2; Dav., S., § 51. R. 1.

2. "7~1TP Pfc$ 'thine only one.' LXX t6v dyanrjrov ; cf.

Prov. 4, 3, LXX. According to Frankel, Einfluss, p. 7, the

rendering of the LXX was intentional, as Abraham had

another son Ishmael. Isaac is called a *prP p, as the son of

Abraham by his own wife Sarah, not as the only remaining

son after Ishmael was sent away; all through the narrative

Isaac and Ishmael are regarded by the writer as standing in

a different relation to Abraham ; cf. chap. 21 with chap. 16.

rTnDPl Y"W. 'To the district of Moriah ;' cf. Num. 32,

1. Josh. 8, 1. 10, 41, where p~iN occurs again in the sense of

'district: .TIE with the article (cf. *yn 'Ai,' pTH 'fordan]

\yi?7\ 'J.cbanon') is the name of the hill on which in later

times the temple stood, 2 Chron. 3, 1. Jos., Ant., i. 13. 1 f.
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This is the view usually adopted by modern expositors, as

Del., Di., but is not without difficulties. Moriah does not

appear to have been commonly used as a name for the

Temple hill, which was generally called Sion. The district

around Moriah could hardly be spoken of as iTTlO pK, and

Moriah itself then described as one of the mountains in this

district. Well. (Comp., p. 20) supposes that the Chronicler,

following Gen. 22, invented the name Moriah, and that in

the Genesis text some other name originally stood ; cf.

Kuenen, Hexatcuch, p. 254, and Di., ad loc. Tuch prefers

the view that rTHD here= the miD in 12, 6, near Shechem,

called Judg. 7, 1 miftn nyaj, on the ground of the LXX
reading els rrjv yrjv tt]u v^rjXr'jv, and in 12, 6 tt)v dpvv rfjv

v>\rrj\r)v. But this Moreh was a place of no significance in the

history of Israel, and too far from Beersheba to be reached

in three days. Further, no great stress can be laid on the

reading of the LXX either here or in 12, 6, their translation

being probably a mere guess, as it can hardly be a rendering

of the Hebrew text. The VSS. render variously, and throw

no light on the question. Vulg. has ' terram visionis! Onq.

Kjn^B $nt£ 'fond of worship! Pesh. )J*a*>!? U*lj=pK
HIDKfl, cf. their rendering of 2 Chron. 3, 1, ' land of the

Amorites ;' also Geiger, Urschrift, p. 278. Di., p. 292, seems

inclined to think that the Pesh. may have preserved the

original reading.

JTHttn . The derivation is unknown, but seems to have

been connected by a play with HfcO; cf. vers. 8 and 14. For

derivations of the word that have been suggested, cf. Ges.,

Thes., p. 819; C. P. Ges., sub voce ; also a note by Cheyne

in the American Journal Hebraica, April, 1885, p. 252.

It cannot mean 'shown of Jah,' which would be n^T)*? (cf.

nyyp).
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4. ^7lCT DIM is connected by the LXX with ^1 in

ver. 3, but incorrectly.

IW1*! is the imperf. with waw consec. after a time deter-

mination; cf. on 19, 15.

5. nDT5 ^. Cohortative, expressing the intention more

strongly than the simple imperf. ; cf. Driver, § 49 a.

HD has here a local force, as Gen. 31, 37 (rare).

<

7. ^2271, also pointed Wl, and in pause *03H ; cf. Dav.,

§ 49 ; Ges., § 100. 5; Stade, § 380. The suffix is a verbal

suffix here with the nun demonstrative; cf. Stade, § 359 b. 4.

8. T? n^'V DVnN = 'GW will provide him' etc.; cf.

4i> 33 nyiD K-p nnjn; 1 Sam. 16, 1 ^ rona viw »a, 17

t^N "6 NJ INI.

12. ' ^4 «^ Zfe said, Stretch not forth thine hand to the boy,

and do not do anything to him ; for now I know that thou art

afearer of God (cf. note on 4, 14) ; for thou hast not withheld

thy son, thine only one, from me.'

rotoTl N71 is a]most= rDBTl vb *3, which would be more

emphatic: ) here expresses a consequence; see M. R.,

§ 148 c ; Ges., § 158 ; cf. its use in the waw conv. in 20, 12,

' and so she became my wife;' 23, 20; Driver, § 74.

H?2lNtt from D1KD ' a spot', 'a dot' then 'anything;' cf.

the French point.

13. "^nX. Sam., LXX, Targ.-Ps. Jon., Pesh., forty-two

Codices (Tuch and Wright) read inN, i. e. ' a single ram'

rams in ordinary cases going about in flocks (Tuch), which is

preferred by some, e.g. Ewald, but which is not so probable,

for nnN looks like an emendation of "iriK, and "inx explains

P
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how it was that Abraham did not see the ram before.

Geiger, Urschrift
% p. 244, reads ^01$, regarding Isaac as the

one lamb (das Opferlamm), and the ram caught in the

thicket as ' the other:'' and thinks, that as this view was

objectionable, the reading was corrected into *inx, which was

again changed into "*DK. This however is improbable. "inN

is not temporal, but local= ' behind ;' cf. Ps. 68, 26 ; so nnn.

as an adv., 49, 25, and a prep.: ?V, as an adv., 2 Sam. 23,

1, and a prep.

^n^2. Perf., so Baer and Del., ' it was caught ;' another

reading is tnw, participle, 'caught;' so Theile.

7JDDS. So Baer and Del.; cf. ^nfi, 2, 12. Ordinary

editions point s|3©a. Render, 'In a thicket!

14. nN"V POPP = ' Yahweh sees,' i.e. 'provides;' cf. ver.

8 ; so LXX, Kupios 'idev.

it

"Ui "Iwfcx. 'So that it is said (i.e. "people are in the habit

of saying"), In the mountain of the Lord provision shall be

made' (cf. 10, 9).

n^^'' =1'provision shall be made', suits the context, but is

a doubtful rendering, as the Nif'al does not occur elsewhere

in this sense. Some render (apparently the Massor.), ' On

the mountain of Yahweh He (Yahzveh) appears ;' but this is

very awkward, and the point to be explained is not so much

Yahweh's appearance (there was no real vision, only a voice

from heaven) as the providing of a substitute, ver. 8. Di.

renders according to Ewald (§ 332 d), ' On the mountain when

Yahweh is seen,' lit. ' 0?i the mountain of'Yahweh*s appearing
;'

cf. Hos. 1, 2. Ps. 4, 8, which however gives no suitable sense;

as one cannot regard it as a proverb to say, ' On the mountain

where Yahweh appeared^ we should rather expect PttO* "* in

'the mountain where Yahweh appeared:' in either ease the
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sentence is very incomplete. The rendering *provision shall

be made ' may perhaps be accepted in lieu of a better transla-

tion ; the Qal clearly means ' to provide] the Nifal may be

regarded as its passive, though no other instance of this use

can be cited. The LXX, eV rw 6pei Kvpios a><p8r], would require

nST1 mrP "iro. The text would be easier of explanation if

nfcfV at the end of the verse were pointed HN"VJ ; so Vulgate.

16. "O introduces the contents of the oath; cf. 2 Sam.

3. 35- Jer. 22, 24.

17. tvW. The imperf. with simple waw used as a jussive,

1 And may thy seed possess the gate of thy enemies ;' cf. 9, 27.

17, 2. 27, 29; Driver, § 134: the ordinary construction would

be the perfect with waw consec. &X\; cf. ver. 18. Here pos-

sibly the imperf. with simple waw was chosen intentionally.

^7J1 would= ' and thy seed shall,' in continuation of ruiK.

18. *kp3. TOO© "TON npy= ' Because thou hast listened

to my voice' lit.
' as a reward for liste?iing to," etc. ~i£>x 3py

recurs in 26, 5. 2 Sam. 12, 6 (all). Spy without "^K is used

similarly, e.g. Deut. 8, 20 ('as a punishment for').

20-24. A short notice of the family of Abraham's brother

Nahor. It is probably inserted here, as Ribqah, Isaac's wife,

was the daughter of BethueL Nahor's son, cf. ver. 23 \ The

families here mentioned can only be partially identified.

21. Y"1I^. Cf. 10, 23, probably to be taken in a more

limited sense here (Di.).

*"Q is mentioned in Jer. 25, 23, together with Dcdan and

Tema, and so must be sought for in the neighbourhood of

1 Di., however, thinks that 23 a np:i n« "lb 1 buimi is an insertion

by R. instead of an original npni n*o pb nni, to harmonize with 25,

20^1';, ef. 28, 2. 7(.P). In 29, 5 (J), Labac is the son of Nahor ; cf. notes

on 24, 15. 24. 47. 50.

1* 2
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Edom. Elihu, Job's fourth adversary, was a Buzite, Job 32, 2.

Del., Par., p. 307, compares the land Bdzu mentioned in

Asarhaddon's inscriptions.

HN *QN TWttp. talCp is otherwise unknown. In

10, 22 D"W is the son of Shem. Perhaps D~iN here, as Di.

suggests, was the name of a single people, D"N in 10, 22 (P)

being the name of a nation in a wider sense.

22. I&'O. It is uncertain whether lEO is to be considered

as the ancestor of the whole family of the DHBO, or of one

tribe of the same.

*ttn is very uncertain ; the Arab geographers (cf. Di.,

p. 295) mention a sj^. in Mesopotamia, between Nisibis and

Ras 'Ain. An Assyrian Chazu is found on Asarhaddon's

inscriptions (cf. Del., Par., p. 306 f.), possibly this is the

same as the l?n in this verse.

tt?~l/D is unknown; Ppl^ is also unknown; vN"irQ

is unknown as the name of a place; in 25, 20. 28, 5 it is

the proper name of a person.

24. "Ufcr^D"!, casus pendens, the narrative being resumed

by waw conv., 'And his concubine, whose name was R'uma,

she bare;
1

cf. 30,30. Ex.9, 21. 1 Sam. 14, 19. 1 Kings n, 26;

Ewald, § 344 b; Driver, § 127 a; M. R., § 132 c; Ges.,

§ in. 2. Rem. 2 ; Dav., S., § 50 b.

"UL^D. ^3, also B^B. The derivation of the word

is doubtful. It may be of foreign origin; cf. Ew., § 106. c 3.

Cf. the Gk. 7ra\Xa£ and Lat. pellex, and see C. P. Ges. sub

voce.

PQtD, CPQ, and {THD are all uncertain; PC^IO, also

rD^O DIN, 1 Ch. 19, 6, a district and kingdom at the foot
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of Mount Hermon, not far from Geshur ; cf. Deut. 3, 14.

Josh. 12, 5. 13, ir. 2 Sam. 10, 6. 8.

23.

i. mil? ^n "OS?. The phrase "a «f1 W is only found

(in the Pent.) in P; so 25, 7. 47, 9. 28.

2. X
S^HN r^p* '

' Arbct city! so called perhaps from

Arba', one of the giants who formed the original inhabitants

of the land; cf. Josh. 14, 15. 15, 13. 21, 11. Others (Ewald,

etc.) explain it as = ' Four town,' i.e. '/own of the four

quarters^ a possible explanation of the name, perhaps

favoured by 35, 27 where ymtf has the art. Here and in

35, 27. Josh. 20, 7. 21,11 (P). 15, 13. (?D 2
) jniKTVnp is also

called Hebron—cf. Num. 13, 22—which seems to have been

the more modern name of the town; cf. Josh. 14, 15. Judg.

1,10. In ver. 19 Mamre is identified with Hebron, and in

35, 27 the town is thrice named, Mamre, Kiryath Arbac

, and

Hebron ; so that Mamre was either another name of

Hebron, or must have formed a portion of it, or have

belonged to it. The LXX have an addition in their text,

?7 €<ttiv (v Tw KotAw/jctTij perhaps a marginal gloss, occasioned

by 37, 14 jron pcyo. The Sam. also insert pny ?K between

ymx and Nin. Hebron, the modern El-IIalii is about

eight hours south of Jerusalem, almost mid-way between that

city and Beersheba. It lies in a narrow, deep valley which

declines from the NW. to the SE., the town being built

on both sides of the valley. The mosque, which is erected

at the S.E. end of the town, encloses the cave of Machpelah.

Cf. Di., p. 299; Bad., Pal, p. 137 f
.

; Sh., G., p. 317 f.

nPDa?, with N"^yT *p, 'small Caph :' there seems to be

no reason for 3 being written smaller than the other letters
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here, see another instance 2, 4, and the note there; cf.

Strack, Proleg., p. 92, who does not, however, mention this

passage or 2, 4.

3. *\Pfc ' his dead:' of common gender here, as in Lev.

21, 11. Num. 6, 6; contrast Zech. 11, 9 nncn ' the dying

one! The distinction of gender in the case of a dead person

being less regarded than in that of a living person (Del.);

cf. Ges., § 122. 2. Rem. 1; M. R., § 62.

Jin "OS ,N. nn s:n is only found in P: in 14, 13 they

are called Amorites, and in Judg. 1, 10 Canaanites.

4. Family graves were not uncommon among the people

of high rank; cf. Judg. 8, 32. 2 Sam. 2, 32. 1 Kings 13, 30.

and Is. 22, 16, where Shebna the scribe hews out of the

rock a sepulchre for himself.

ntTin is characteristic of P.

6. As )b ICn!? (ver. 5) is a very unusual phrase (BiT^N 1BK7

is found once, Lev. 11, 1), Hitzig's conjecture ^V®P v—
wrhich is adopted by most commentators, and brings the text

here in accordance with ver. 13—seems preferable. So in

ver. 15 we must read ^iTN v. v then, here and vers. 13. 15,

will be followed by the imperative (cf. 17, 18 with the imperf.

;

30, 34 with the jussive); see Ges., § 110. 1. Rem. 2 ; Dav.,

S., § 134, 'Pray hear us! 'In accordance with the politeness

which both parties endeavour to shew (Di.)/ LXX and

Sam. understand v as = VO
; then the text ought to be

inverted WJJDtf *HN tib, as in ver. 11.

C^n , fc$ ^11?-= ' prince of God/ i.e. belonging to God,

under God's protection, and blessed by Him, and so a

mighty and distinguished prince; cf. Pss. 36, 7. 80, 11.

"IjHDp "^nQT^Hj lit.= * sin the choice of our sepulchres! i.e.
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'in our choicest sepulchre] cf. Is. 22, 7 "ppDSf "irQD. The usual

order of the words is here abandoned, the noun expressing

the quality preceding, instead of following, the noun which it

qualifies; cf. Ges., § 128. 2. Rem. 1; and see also Dav., S.,

§ 34- R. 5-

JItO^ = *\f9?, a verb tf"? following the conjugation of

a verb n* 7 ; cf. Ges., § 75. Rem. 21 c; Stade, § 143 e,

note 1 a.

7HD ""OpE; cf. on 16, 2 m5>».

8. DDttfe] HN IP Qtt, \\t= ' if it is with your soul] i.e.

• z/* z'/ he your intention;'' cf. 2 Kings 9, 15 D3K>20 B^'DN
;

Ges., § 159. 3. 5.

9. n7D2£i~T. LXX, to o-nT]\aiov to bm^ovv , Vulg. ' speluncam

duplicem] i.e. a cave with two entrances or two compart-

ments, from the root 7SD ; but—as may be seen from vers. 1 7.

19, and 49, 30—rpMBH is a proper name.

fcs5ft ?)CD2. = cfor full money] i.e. for its full value in

money; cf. 1 Chron. 21, 22 N?E PpD3 . . . ]"\yn mp» *6 run,

24 n?d 5]D^n rupa rup *a &6,

10. "w lytti ^1 W?. Cf. on 9, 10 and Ewald,

§ 310 a. "131 »K3 is the shorter form for D*K¥W CMO.

Render as R.V., lEven of all those entering the gate of his

city] i.e. his fellow- citizens. 7 = the German ndmlich,

* I meaii ' or ' that is to say.'

11. ^yOtt? "^ftf NT>. 'Nay, my lord, hear me] Hitzig

and Maurer read VO as Nv— 17; cf. vers. 13. 15, and see

1 Sam. 14, 30. 2 Sam. 18, 12, which is unnecessary, as N?

suits the context better, Ephron refusing at first to receive

anything for the field till Abraham presses it upon him.
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The same politeness and apparent unwillingness to sell any-

thing, but rather to give it, still prevails in the east ; cf. Del. 4

,

p. 553, and 6
, p. 334.

^iirO is perfect of certitude, often used in contracts or

promises; cf. Ruth 4, 3 "»Eyj mao 'No1

omits selling,' 1 Kings

3j 13 i? ^n: nbxv k? ibw dj ;
Is. 43, 20 imon wu *a

DVD; cf. Driver, § 13; M. R., § 3. 1 a; Dav., S., § 41 a;

Ges., § 106. 3 a.

13. ' And he spake unto Ephron in the ears of the people of

the land, saying, If only thou—pray hear vie—Igive the money

for the field, take itfrom me, that I may bury my dead there!

The optative sentence beginning with DX is broken off, and

continued with 17 and the imperative. Olshausen supposes

that some words have dropped out of the text after nnx.
<

Hitzig ingeniously renders nri£ Dx, as perfect Qal of rflN

' if'thou art willing' which is quite suitable; but the Qal of

nix occurs nowhere else, the verb being only found in the

NiPal ; cf. 34, 15- LXX have eVeiS?) npos epov u', irpbs €fxov=
1 on my side,' cf. LXX, 29, 34 and 31, 5, and Dr., p. 182.

15. Cf. on ver. 6. The LXX and Sam. have also read

^7 here.

16. "^PID/ "^3&*. 'Current with the merchants ;' the art.

is according to Ges., § 126. 3 a; M. R., § 68; Dav., S.,

§ 22 b; cf. the shorter phrase in 2 Kings 12, 5 "\2V ^DD

' current money! i. e. such as the merchants would accept.

1 People had at that time no coins issued by the State, but

only bits of metal—which came into use through the require-

ments of trade—of fixed weights, and possibly with the weight

marked on them ; these pieces were weighed to avoid any

fraud,' Knobel, cited by Di., p. 298.

17. Dp^T. ' So the field .... was ensured to Abraham ;'
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cf. Driver, § 74 a; M. R., § 18. Rem. a; Ges., § in. 3 a.

Dip in this sense occurs again in Lev. 25, 30. 27, 14. 17. 19.

This use of Dip is peculiar to P.

N"1£0 ^*y?= (

before,' i. e. 'east of;' so "0D by in ver. 19 ;

cf. 16, 12.

18. "Q1 "'fc-O ?D!2. 2 corresponds to b in ver. 10; it is

distributive here, as in 7, 21, which compare.

19. n7iD2ttn mitt. ni>&:)D is only found in P; so

again 25, 9. 49, 30. 50, 13.

p"1in N1H frO^ft. Observe that P never mentions the

KiED iyk& (13, 18. 14, 13. 18, 1), but calls the place K~OD

;

so 25, 9. 35, 27. 49, 30. 50, 13.

24.

2. "lrP!! "jpT='M<? <?i«i 0«£ of his house' i.e. 'M* oldest
;'

so 42, 13 ppn 4

the young one,' i.e. ' the youngest one;'

2 Chron. 21, 17 VJU flap
'

his youngest son;' cf. M. R.,

§ 81 b, and note on 10, 21. Probably Eliezer is the servant

here intended. The Targ. Ps.-Jon. mentions him here

expressly by name. Each large household had a servant

of this sort; cf. Joseph in 39, 4. 22 (Ps. 105, 21), also

43, 16. 44, 1 1JV3 by 1BW. At a later period the office

was one of the important posts at court ; cf. 1 Kings 4, 6.

Is. 22, 15.

"OT pnn "p"1 **- 0^0= 'place thy hand under my

thigh' i.e. swear to me; cf. 47, 29, which is the only other

passage where this mode of swearing is mentioned. Some

(Tuch, Del.) see a reference to circumcision in these words.

Others (Di.) explain—from 46, 26. Ex. 1, 5. Judg. 8, 30— the

words symbolically, as invoking his descendants to maintain
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the oath and avenge any infraction of it; cf. Di., p. 301,

who cites an instance of a similar form of oath among the

Bedouins in Egypt; also the following extract from the

Journals of Expeditions in North-west and West Australia,

by George Grey, vol. ii, p. 342, London, 1841 : 'Genesis,

ehap. 24, ver. 9/ after quoting the verse from the A.V. the

writer continues, ' this is exactly the form that is observed in

south-western Australia, when the natives swear amity to one

another, or pledge themselves to aid one another in avenging

a death. One native remains seated on the ground with his

heels tucked under him in the eastern manner ; the one who

is about to narrate a death to him approaches slowly and

w^ith averted face, and seats himself cross-legged upon the

thighs of the other ; they are thus placed thigh to thigh, and

squeezing their bodies together they place breast to breast

—

both then avert their faces, their eyes frequently fill with

tears—no single word is spoken, and the one who is seated

uppermost places his hands under the thighs of his friend

;

having remained thus seated for a minute or two, he rises up

and withdraws to a little distance without speaking, but an

inviolate pledge to avenge the death has by this ceremony

passed between the two V Ibn Ezra in his commentary on

the passage has the following: & .W nnn "JT N: D^
Deb vh n^tzn mm jdeo nvi p n\n i^ni rb^b tdi idk

p nnn vp tnx Dife6 nnn nnra ds^d n*rw ^n 2)-\pn\

*an* nnn *jt nj d^ weha nnx dk oyum iniBha mnti sv

ynn rhfyh *\rmh nnn ** n:n nyus vn by jm ivv fnm
.nin p«n Sin pny ttDt^cn nn 'Some say this refers to

circumcision ; but if this were so, he would have sworn by the

1 For this reference I am indebted to Prof. Driver, who kindly sent

me a note he had received on this verse from Dr. Tylor, the Reader

(now Prof.) in Anthropology at Oxford.
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covenant of circumcision, and not by Jehovah. What appears

most probable to me is, that it was a custom in those days for

a man to place his hand under the thigh of him in whose

service he was : the meaning would then be, " if thou art in my

service, place thy hand, I pray, under my thigh;" the master

would thus be silting with his thigh on the {servant's) hand

;

the meaning being, " behold, my hand is under thy authority to

do thy will ;" and this custom still exists in India!

4. *0 = ' but,' after the negative ; cf. 45, 8. 1 Kings 21, 15 ;

see Ewald, § 354 a (who compares the German sondern (not

aber) after nicht) ; Ges., § 163. 1 ; Dav., S., § 155. Fifteen

MSS. and the Heb.-Sam. Codex read EKp3.

pPET /
*
,3H7. When the pr. name follows the subs., the

preposition must be repeated; cf. 4, 2. 21, 10. 48, 13 (an ex-

ception in ver. 12); when it precedes, it only stands with the

pr. name; cf. 11, 31. 12, 5. 14, 16. 16, 3. 20, 14. 22, 20;

see M. R., § 71. 1. Rem. a; Dav., S., § 29 a.

5. Utrnri. PI pointed with seghol before the guttural

with qamec, Ges., § 100. 4; Dav., § 49. 2 d.

7. ' The God of the heavens who took me . . . may He
(emphatic) send His angel before thee, and mayest thou', etc.

L L
T\T\\) A . . . n7tL'n . The perfect with wavv conv. after

the imperfect as a jussive; cf. 1, 14 (note), 28, 3. 43, 14.

47, 29 f, and often ; see Driver, § 113. 2 a, cf. § in.

8. n^p:i , , , rONn $b DNV 'But if she does not

consent, then thou artfree! ?Tj53 for H^?, Ges., § 75. Rem. 7 :

the tone does not advance with 1 conv. as the verb is a n"b

verb; cf. Stade, § 470 b. note.

nst "•TODttto. rm without the article as regularly after
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a word with a pronom. affix; see Evvald, § 293 a; Driver.

§ 209. Obs. ; Ges., § 126. 5. R. r b; Dav., .9., § 32 and R. 3.

Uttfn NT>. Cf. the note on 4, 12.

9. V31N is pluralis excellentiae, referring to Abraham
;

see Ewald, § 178 b; Ges., § 124. 1 c ; Dav., S., § 16 c; cf.

Stade, § 324 a; so 40, 1 "]W> Dn\mx^, of Pharaoh; 42, 30

pNH "OVIN, of Joseph.

10. YO"Tfc$ 2ftt2 vD. LXX, dno 7T(ivTcov ra>v dyciOvv ) SO

45. 18 DnTO ps« mo DN; 2 Kings 8, 9 ptol 31tt fal

C^PO D")N. 'Aram of the two rivers] i.e. Mesopotamia,

Deut. 23, 5. Judg. 3, 8. The two rivers are usually identified

with the Euphrates and Tigris, so Del. 5 HaleVy, cited by

Di., p. 302, takes them to be the Euphrates and Chrysorrhoas.

Di. himself, with greater probability, thinks that the Euphrates

and Chaboras ("^3C) are the two rivers intended.

n. O^ftn 1^2 7N, i.e. the fountain that is usually to

be found near a town ; cf. Ex. 2, 15 ; see Ewald, § 277 a.

12. frO rnpj"1. ' Pray cause it to meet me;' cf. 9, 22

for the omission of the ace, and the note there; see also

27, 20 ^sb yrhx mrp r\^pn "o.

14.
tMay it be that the damsel to whom I shall say, Pray

let down thy pitcher that I may drink, and she ansiver, Drink,

and I will also ivaier thy camels ; {may it be that) her thou

hast adjudged to thy servant Isaac, and thereby I shall kno7V

that thou hast shewn my master kindness!

TV'Tft is the perf. with waw conv., where no imperf.
t t :

r

precedes, used as a precative or mild imperative; cf. 47, 23

nvixn n« Dnjnn; Deut. 7, 9 nsm; Driver, § ii9d; Ges.,

§ 1 12. 4 b. R.
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m^NI . . . "1EN "Mtffc*. m»Nl is perf. with wavv conv.

after an imperf. with new; cf. ver. 43, where the relative is

avoided; so Lev. 21, 10 &&D1 , . . pW 1#K; Is. 56, 4 "^K

nrQI, . 9 YXD& ;
Judg. 1, 12. 1 Sam. 17, 26; see Driver, p. 131.

rrptt!'^ • • ""^2n is a ftz.r#.r pendens, resumed in rPjfc,

which stands before its verb for emphasis ; cf. 26, 15. 28, 13 ;

Driver, § 197. 1 ; Dav., S., § 106 c; Ges., § 143 b. The text

is to be pointed "WIl1

, this word being of common gender in

the Pentateuch, also in Ruth 2, 21; cf. Ges., § 122. 2. Rem. 2

and § 2. 5. Rem.; Dav., S., § 12 c; Ewald, § 175 b; Stade,

§ 309 d, who regards iyj as ' a remnant of an older period of

the language, when the feminine ending did not exist/ The

Kri directs the ordinary form to be read.

F12. is not 'through her,' Ribqah, but 'thereby;' cf. 15, 6. 8.

42, 36. 47, 26. Ex. 10, 11. Num. 14, 41; Dav., S., § 1. R. 2
;

Ges., § 135. 5. R- 2; M. R.,§6 3 .

15. 'And it came to pass before he had done speaking, that,

behold, R. was coming out,' etc. nz3 DID, the perf. after DID

is very rare (Driver, p. 32. foot-note 1), contrast ver. 45 DID

•TON. The perfect after D"iD is found again, 1 Sam. 3, 7

"" DK JTP D^D (if the punctuation is right), but immediately

afterwards njfl* D1D1 ; cf. D1D2, Ps. 90, 2 H^ , . , D1D2 ; Prov.

8, 25 1V3DH Dnn DHD2
J
see Ewald, § 337. 3 c ; Ges., § 107. 1.

Rem. 1.

"iTl bwnn1

? TTh* "MtfN. Possibly p bt^nJ? is a later

addition to the text, which originally may have run n*}??
T
"^K

n3?E. Cf. Di. ad loc, who points out that the passive is

strange and, that to describe Bethuel as 'the son of Milkah,

here and ver. 24 is unusual, men generally being named after

the father. Laban too, in 29, 5 is described as the i son

of Nahor,' cf. 24, 48, not of Bethuel. In ver. 24 Di.
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proposes to read instead of nj?n p \MN ^Kim,—*3JN n^D,

Cf. 34- i-

HMtT hv PTO1. x With her pitcher on her shoulder;

die. clause \ Dav., S., § 138; cf. note on 18, 16.

16. ilS"^ i"QI0. Cf. 12, 11 riN-iD HD\ and the note

there, and add 26, 7. 29, 17. 39, 6. 41, 2-6.

HT^rG = ' a virgin; from 7rQ ' secludere,' Arab. JJLJ

' secuil, separavit; the maiden who lives in seclusion in her

parents' home. nn?y from D/V, Arab. '1c. ' /# ^ strong;

'fully ripe,'= the maiden who had reached a marriageable

age, puella nubilis. In !TO7J7 stress is laid on the fact that the

maiden is of a marriageable age, in \h\T\1 that she is a virgin;

so here we have the addition nyT tff? B*K1

.

19. nntib ^3 D« ~ty. '#*/# /^ *'"*# have finished

drinking; V2 being a future perfect; so VTQT DN ly, ver. 33.

Is. 30, 17 pna Dnini: DN *iy; and with the fuller phrase,

dn ^m ny, Gen. 28, 15 W'cy DX It^N iy; Num. 32, 17

DJNUn CIS "HPK iy ; see Driver, § 17 ; M. R., § 3. 2 ; Ges.,

§ 106. 3 c; Dav., S., § 41c.

2i. ttfnno nS n^niTD t^Nil"). '-4»</ the man was

7uatching her in silence!

n^ntTTD is the construct state before the preposition TV
;

cf. u >Din, Ps. 2, 12 ;
pN2 *3fch\ Is. 9, 1 ; epai? nnfcfo, Job

24, 5; see Ewald, § 289 b; Ges., § 130. 1; Dav., S.,

§ 28. R. 1; M.R, § 73. R. a.

HJ'HrTO defines HOTl^D more clearly; cf. Num. 16, 27

Dura ik^; Judg. 1, 7 &Dpbn vn ttrape on^:ni DiTT nwu;
Jer. 41, 6 rmi . . . 1^.1 . . . K1F1; cf. Ewald, § 341 b. 3 ; Dr.,

§ 161. 2 ; Dav., S., § 70; Ges., §§ 118. 5 ; 120. 1 a; M. R.,

§ 43-
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22. DW is 'a nose ring;' cf. ver. 47, where nDK ?y is

added ; here the Sam. have HSN 7J? Db»1 after li?p^D, which

Di. considers the original reading.

>p2 is '# half-shekel* it occurs once again, Ex. 38, 26.

rnfcjy. 7pK> must be understood here, as in 20, 16.

23. "J^N ITO is ace. of place, as in 18, 1, which

compare.

27. W ^Pft "P"Q ^2DN. *As for me, in the way hath

Y. guided me.' *DJK, ttw»j pendens ; cf. 17, 4. 48, 7. 49, 8;

see Driver, § 197. 4 ; M. R., § 129; and cf. note on ver. 14.

*p"12, i.e. without any mistakes, straight to the house of

his master's kinsmen (or kinsman if the reading of the LXX
"nN be followed ; cf. ver. 48 and Di.'s proposed emendation

in ver. 15) ; cf. ver. 48 HEN 7m.

28. nftfr* r^u?, i.e. to the female members of the

family. Ribqah, as a nTins, would live apart from the men,

among the females of the family.

29^ yVTl h& . . . pS Y"VV Di. regards this half-

verse as out of place here [er greift in unertraglicher (durch

ver. 10 nicht zu rechtfertigender) Weise dem ver. 30 vor],

having been placed here, instead of after ver. 30 s1 (before

NT)), by a copyist's mistake. Knobel regards it as a doublet,

or in ver. 30, N3M may be explained by Driver, § 76 7, as

giving a more detailed account of Laban's running.

30. CCP! .TIN rifrOw. On the inf. cstr. without a subject,

cf. M. R., §§ 1 1 1 b, 1 1 7 ; Dav., S., § 91. R. 1 ; Ewald, § 304 a

;

19, 29. 25, 26 df.k ni/3 ; 1 Sam. 18, 19 did nx nn njn

;

2 Sam. 17, 9 r\bnr\2 Dnn bz:2 ; Ps. 42, 4 ovn 73 *7K "iDN3.

The Sam. read the more correct form inN~D 'when he saw!
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In Ges., § 115. 2. foot-note 1, it is suggested that the text

originally was f?p rrtN")3.

1T2V D2T1. run, placed before the participle, as in 38, 24

H"in nan D^; Is. 29, 8 73K nam, to arrest the attention and

give more liveliness to the narrative ; cf. Ewald, § 306 d

;

Driver, § 135. 3. Obs. 1. The subject to the participle is

omitted as in 37, 15. 41, 1 etc. See on 32, 7.

31. 'And he said, Come in, blessed of the Lord, why dost

thou stand without, seeing I have prepared my house, and a

place for the camels ?* cf. ver. 56 ;
Josh. 17, 14 2"\ Dy "ONI

' seeing I am a great people ;' Judg. 3, 26 "Oy NIDI
' he having

passed ;' see note on 20, 3, and cf. Ges., § 142. R. 1.

32. Laban is probably the subject to nns^ and |JV1, as

one can hardly suppose that Abraham's servant would be

so inhospitably treated that he had to unsaddle his own

camels. It would be easier if the text ran N?>1 (instead of

N3J1), which Dathe and Olsh. prefer, but this again would

require B^«n DN instead of pwi.

33. The Ktb. is D'^H ' he {Laban) set,' imperf. Qal of

Dfe*=D*b; cf. 50, 26 ti&"\ without Kri. But as the root

D'ty does not exist, it is better to follow the Kri here Ob'W

' and there was placed', impf. Hof'al of D^, with pathach not

qamec ; cf. Konig, Lehrg., i. p. 435 f., and see Baer and Del.,

Genesis, p. 77. Stade, § 500 y, reads here Bj?jl, the ordinary

imperf. Qal of 0^. Ewald, § 131 d, considers that the u of

the passive here, 50, 26 and Ex. 30, 32 ("JD" from "pD), has

been sharpened into i.

38. fcO DM, prop.= ' if not' after a negative ' but
;

' cf.

(possibly) Ez. 3, 6 ynrbw Divta tib DN; see Ges., § 149.

Rem. a.
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PFIpTH . . . "pH • • ' ^ ' C^- The imPer^ w^h waw

conv. after DN in an oath. So Ez. 20, 33 f. , K7 Dtt

Tl^pl . . TlNVIiTi , , "jfex; see Driver, § 115.

42-43. mm . . . nkxo . . ,^ dn • cf. Lev. 3 ,
7 dx

nnpm , , , anpo Nin ata
; Judg. 6, 36 f. . , . ypiD 1^ dn

*npn ; hypothetical sentences with a participle, with or

without B* or pK in the protasis, and the perfect with waw

conv. in the apodosis ; see Driver, § 137 a ; Ewald, § 355 b. 1
;

M.R., § 166. 2 ; Ges., § 159. 3. 5; Dav., S., § 130a; cf. 20,

7, and ver. 49, where imperatives take the place of the perfect

with waw conv. in the apodosis; and 43, 4, where the

cohortative stands in the apodosis.

46. /TON 1

! . The short form of the first pers. sing. imperf
.

in H* 7 verbs is not quite so frequent as the long. Bottcher,

cited by Driver [Tenses, p. 74. note 4), mentions forty-nine

instances of the short form, and fifty-three of the long.

In the other persons, on the contrary, the full form is very

exceptional.

47. ]3. TWrQ may be a gloss, cf. on ver. 15.

D\L"W In the first pers. sing, imperf. with waw conv.,

the tone is not drawn back. Cf. Driver, p. 74. foot-note 2.

48. mn/TONI here, and njtKJ, Deut. 1, 16. 18, are the

only instances of the first pers. with n^- in the Pentateuch.

Cf. Ges., § 75. Rem. 3 e.

]TON "P"^
'

in the right way ;' cf. ver. 27.

49. 'And now, ifye are going to deal kindly and straight-

forwardly with my master, tell me ; and if not, tell me ; that J

may turn to the right hand, or to the left
;' cf. ver. 42 f. and

the authorities there cited.

Q
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50. As Bethuel is not mentioned in vers. 53. 55 ff. the

word may, as Di. suggests, be an insertion here ; cf. ver. 1 5.

55. "HILT *)N CW, litzs* days or ten,' i.e. 'a week or

ten days;' cf. 4, 3 D^ ypv \T1 ; LXX, fa^as &etl Se'*a. The

Pesh. has ^Z^ool w*LT ' a month in days! Sam. £hn IN D^D1
;

possibly, as OIs. suggests, Bhn has fallen out before DSDS
j

cf. 29, 14.
m
\)W])= decas, 'a space of ten days!

56. "OT1 ITTSn niTtnr. ' Seeing Yahweh hath pros-

pered my way ;' cf. 18, 16.

57. PPD n« iT?fc*tt&1. 'And let us ask her, herself;

lit. ' ask her mouth! i- e. let her speak for herself; cf. Josh.

9, 14 )hxv t6 mrp •»£) nxi ; Is. 30, 2 i^ks? «b w.

62.
'Now Isaac had come ;' to is pluperf., accounting for

Isaac's presence when Ribqah arrived ; cf. Driver, p. 84.

"^N2 N"DO N3. usually would mean, ' had come from

coming to the well! etc., i.e. had returned from a journey

thither. But HJJ is the more suitable word for a journey.

Del.5 takes «UD as=Ktah?, 1 Kings 8, 65,—cf. Kta^ 35, 16

and fc&p Num. 13, 21,—and explains the sentence as = not

that he was just returning from a visit to the Hagar well, but

from an evening walk in the direction of this his favourite

place, a place hallowed by a manifestation of God. Houbi-

gant reads EiM? for K13D, Lagarde "WSJp. But against Del.,

and against the proposed emendations, it may be urged that

one does not see why the place where he came from should

be noted. One would rather expect to be told where he had

come to, or where he was. Ewald, § 136 b, renders, ' er war

eben gekommen nach' {he had just come to), but how this can

be got out of the Heb. text is not quite clear. Di. offers two

solutions of the question; either (I) to strike out NUD, or
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(II) to read TT1D from "mm, which the Samaritan and

LXX have instead of KfeiD. i Isaac had come to the wilderness

of Beer-lahayroi,for he lived in the south'' (circ. clause; cf. note

on 20, 3 and see Dr., p. 199). Beer-Lahayroi would then be

the place where Isaac met his bride.

63. nlto? variously rendered : I. ' To meditate] either over

his approaching marriage (Del.), or on matters connected

with his flocks (Tuch) ; so LXX, dboXea-xwai, Vulg. ad

meditandum in agro;' nVc6=nW in Ps. 119, 148; cf. Ps.

77, 4. 7. II. The Targg., Sam., etc. render, ' to pray ;' cf.

Ps. 102, 1 1IW, with nPBH in the parallel member of the

verse. III. Aq. 6fn\rja-aL and Sym. XaX^aai take T\W? as=
1
to talk' IV. Knobel and Ewald render, 'to wail or lament]

comparing rv"K> in Pss. 55, 3. 18. 142, 3. Job 7, 11, etc. (see

ver. 67). V. Bott., Neue Heb. Aehr., renders, ' to fetch

brushwood:' the verb being a denom. from D^ but this

denom. cannot be proved to exist from other passages ; cf.

Ibn Ezra, D^ITbM |*n r\X>? ' to walk between the shrubs!

VI. Ges. reads V*fc\ cf. the Pesh., which has *V^**>f
' to walk] and ver. 65 m\&2 J?nn. It is not improbable that

the Pesh. has preserved the original text. If the reading be

not altered to Wy, perhaps rendering IV. * to lament'

should be adopted, as this suits the context (ver. 67) better

than I. ' to meditate!

1~>y rVOD7, i. e. when the Oriental used to go out ; cf.

3, 8 dim rrrb.

64. TOJin 7VE 7Dni; so 2 Kings 5, 21 maion byn b&\*

In Judg. 1,14 (= Josh. 15, 18) we find m¥ 'to spring quickly

from the ass! LXX here KaTtir^aeu.

65. Tllhn tt^HH TO. ' Who is yonder man?' cf. Ges.,

Q 2
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§ 34. 2. R. 2; Dav., § 13; Stade, § 172 b. nbn (only here

and 37, 19), cf. the Arabic {jsS\ = who, which ; and Wright,

Comp. Gram., p. 117.

^3^1 only occurs again in 38, 14. 19. It comes from

the root t|y¥ = Arabic 1—£-x^5, conj. in= duplicavil, ' to lay or

fold together ;' cf. Del. 5

, p. 345, and Dr., p. 223, who points

out that Lagarde, Semili'ca, p. 24, holds that Fj^V is properly

some square garment.

67. miL"1 nTTT^n . S"IK with the article and n of motion.

The presence of the article before the noun, which is (appar-

ently) in the construct state, is explained by Ewald, § 290 d,

as a loose co-ordination of the two words, instead of the

second being subordinate to the first; cf. 1 Kings 14, 24. Di.

rightly regards 1£K mb> as inexplicable, and considers that

the words are a gloss to bring about a closer connection

with chap. 23. See also, Ges., § 127. Rem. 4 a; Dav., S.,

§ 20. R. 4.

25.

1. ntt)N, not in the sense Sarah was, but a concubine;

cf. ver. 6, where she is called a ^3^2, and 1 Chron. 1,32.

rnitDp
,
pr. name= ' incense?

2. Many of the following tribes cannot be identified with

certainty, as they have either disappeared at an early date,

or become merged into other tribes. The genealogy occurs

again in 1 Chron. 1, 32 ff. in an abbreviated form.

Keturah bare Abraham six sons (five if we regard pD and

JHD as one and the same).

11?2T, perhaps from "WJj a species of ' antelope! Knobel

compares pDT with Zafipdfx, the royal town of the Kivaifto-

KoXmrai, to the west of Mecca, on the Red Sea, mentioned in
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Ptol. vi. 7, 5, but whether they are identical is uncertain.

Grotius and Del.4 consider the Zamareni of Pliny vi. 32 as

more probable.

]tipi is identified by Tuch with fBj* (10, 26); by Ewald

with J£
,:0, Hab. 3, 7 ; by Knobel with the Kaaa-avlrai of Ptol.

vi. 7, 6, south of the Kinaedokolpites, on the Red Sea, but

these are the Gassanides (cf. Del. 5 here and Di.).

]"H?2 and lift, the best known of the sons of Keturah.

DW» and D^ID occur again in 37, 28. 36 as names of

the same people, so that probably pD and JHD are but

different forms of the same name. The Midianites are often

mentioned in the O.T. ; in 37, 28. 36 (E) they are spoken of

as carrying on trade with Egypt. In Ex. 2 and 18 we find

them dwelling in the Sinaitic peninsula, and in Num. 22, 4.

7. 25, 6. 17 f. 31, 1 ff. they are mentioned among Israel's

enemies in the land east of the Jordan. In the time of the

Judges (cf. Judg. 6 ff.) hordes of Midianites overran Palestine.

They are also mentioned in Is. 60, 6 as a trading people.

Their territory on the east of the JElanitic Gulf stretched

from the neighbourhood of Sinai northwards to the territory

of the Moabites ; see further, Di., p. 309, who suggests that

the two tribes mentioned here may have been neighbours.

p2tL^ is unknown. Fried. Del. thinks that it is Jasbuq,

mentioned in the Cuneiform inscriptions ; cf. Z. K. S. F.,

ii. 92.

nV»!5 is mentioned in Job 2,11 as a tribe in the neigh-

bourhood of the land of yW, hut otherwise unknown. Del.,

Par., p. 297 f. (see also Schrader, K. G. F., pp. 142 f., 222),

compares the Assyrian Suchu, on the right bank of the

EuphrateSj between the estuary of the Belih and that of the
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t'haboras; apparently accepted by Di., who also mentions

another identification with the 2avrj of Ptol. v. 19, 5; cf.

Di., I.e.

3. On N3E> and pi, see 10, 7. Probably the northern

branches of these two great Arab tribes are here meant,

the genealogy in these verses being more limited in range

than that in chap. 10 (Di.). Of the sons of Dedan nothing

further is known ; see conjectures in Di., p. 309 ; Del.5
,

P. 347-

4. HD^ occurs again in Is. 60, 6, mentioned with Midian

as rich in camels, and as bringing gold and incense from

Sheba. Del., Par., p. 304, compares the Hajapd of the

inscriptions, a North Arabian people between Mecca and

Medina. The other names do not occur elsewhere ; see Di.,

p. 310, for conjectures about them.

8. jMfeTl. Sam., LXX, &w jDfen as in 35, 29.

VfeV 7fc$ f]DNyl.
'And was gathered to his people ;' cf.

the synonymous expressions, "pnUK btt NU, 15, 15; b$ P]DS*3

vmnx, Judg. 2, 10; and *pnUN Dy mp, Deut. 31, 16. The

phrase VOS> bti f)DX3 is peculiar to P; so in 35, 29. 49, 33, etc.

10. rntETT is in apposition to pay rttb> in ver. 9.

nftt!) = not 'thither] but, in a weaker sense, 'there;' so

Jer. 18, 2 nrr ns ijrwN r\tm\ 2 Kings 23, 8 nap t^n

D^rDH nDK> ; see Ges., § 90. 2 b.

13. DJ"n ATy? QrifttTQ. 'With their names, according

to their genealogies! The two words are to be taken closely

together.

rPlD the best known and most important of the descend-

ants of Ishmael, 'the Nabatheans? The Nabatheans dwelt
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in Arabia Petrea. In Is. 60, 7 they are mentioned with

Kedar ; the two names also being found together on the

Assyrian inscriptions of Assurbanipal (Schr., C. O.T., p. 133).

Probably they are identical with the Nabataei and Cedrei,

mentioned together by Pliny, v. 12. The only other notices

about n*3J in the O. T. are that Esau (28, 9. 36, 3) married

Mahalath (called, 36, 3, Basemath), the sister of Nebayoth,

and Is. I.e., that they were rich in cattle. In the history of

Israel, up to the Persian period, the Nabatheans are nowhere

mentioned, but probably their name is found in the Assyrian

inscriptions (Schr., K. G. F., p. 102) Nabaitai. After the

breaking asunder and division of the Macedonian kingdom,

the Nabatheans appear, as an important Arabian people,

occupying the territory of the Idumeans in S. Canaan, their

capital being Petra. After the fall of the Selucidaean kingdom

they gained the supremacy in the land on the east of the

Jordan, and in the Syrian Desert (1 Mace. 5, 25. 9, 35), as

far as the Hauran and Damascus (Jos., Ant., xiii. 15. 2),

and penetrated south, not only to Elath, but for some distance

into Arabia proper (Diod., 3. 43. Steph. Byz.), so that at that

time they were regarded as the Arabians, on the frontier of

the Syrians (Strabo, xvi. 4. 18. 21; Pliny, xii. § 73), and the

whole land from the Euphrates to the Red Sea was called

Nabatene (Jos., An/., i. 12. 4). They had their own kings,

and were of great repute both as warriors and as successful

traders. Their kingdom was destroyed by Trajan, and fresh

hordes of Arabs entered the extensive territories over which

they had previously ruled. Whether these later Nabatheans

are to be connected with the Nebayoth is uncertain. Cf. Di.,

p. 313 (from whom the above paragraph is adapted); Del. 5

,

p. 350 f. ; see further, Di., p. 31 2 ; Sh., G., p. 547, cf. p. 620 f.

;

Bad., Pal., p. lvi.
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Tip, 'The Kedarenesl A nomad tribe in the Syro-

Aiabian desert; they are frequently mentioned in the O. T.

in the time of the kings. In Is. a I, i6f. they are

described as skilled bow-men; Song of Songs 1, 5, as

dwelling in black tents, but Is. 42, 11. Jer. 49, 31, in open

villages. In Is. 60, 7. Jer. 49, 32 they are spoken of as rich

in camels and flocks; and in Ez. 27, 21 as trading with

Tyre. The Rabbis use the name Tip for Arabia in general,

Tip JlEv being the Arabic language.

/NT"TN and DtTQO are unknown names.

14. }??3t2}Q is uncertain; cf. Di., p. 313 f.

nftl"! is probably different from the Duma of Is. 21, IX.

and Josh. 15, 52. Wetzstein identifies non here with the

Duma in East Hauran. Di. and Del. consider it to be the

Aovfiada of Steph. Byz., Domata of Pliny, vi. 32, the modern

JjjJJ i-*« j = ' the rocky Duma,' in the lowest-lying district of

the Syrian Nufud land ; the so-called Gof (Del.), on the

borders of Syria and Arabia.

NiZ?D, usually connected with the Maaavol of Ptol. v. 19.

2, north-east of Duma. In Assurbanipal's inscriptions, Masu
is found together with Nabaitai and Kidri, Schr., K. G. J*

1

.,

p. 102; C. O. T., p. 135.

15. "Tin is unknown. Baer and Del. read Tin, Theile

Tin, with the marg. note, Tin DHflN D"HDD2, i.e. * in other

copies Tin ;' so 1 Chron. 1, 30, Sam., Josephus. The Massora

mentions the reading here as being Tin, not Tin ; cf. Baer

and Del., Gen., p. 77 f.

NftTl is identified by Wetzstein with Taima, three-

quarters of an hour from Duma, in the Hauran ; by Knobel

with Qainol, Ptol. vi. 7. 17, on the Persian Gulf, or the Banu

Taim (^ ^u) also on the Persian Gulf; by Di. and Del.

with NOTl, a tribe mentioned in Jer. 25, 23. Job 6, 19, as
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traders (cf. Is. 21, i4)= £l^j, on the western border of the

Negd, S. E. of the northern end of the ^Elanitic Gulf; also

found on the inscriptions, together with the Mas'ai (Schr.,

C. O. T., p. 135 f.). On the inscriptions discovered at Tema

by Huber and Euting, see S.B.A. W.
t 1884, p. 813 f.

"^110^ and 12TDD are mentioned (1 Chron. 5, 18 ff.) as

neighbours of the tribes east of the Jordan, who made war

against them and partially subdued them ; £»aj is otherwise

unknown. ~))Q\ ' the ItureansJ are frequently mentioned

from 105 b.c. as a wild and rapacious people dwelling in

mountains which were difficult of access and full of caves.

In the Roman period they seem to have been located in the

hill country of Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, but may, at an

earlier date, have possessed territories further south. They

were famous bow-men ; cf. Di., p. 314 ; Sh., G., p. 544 f.

Tliyip , not mentioned elsewhere.

16. OrP^m CrPl!£rQ. ' In their villages and in their

encampments' i.e. who dwelt partly in unwalled villages (Lev.

25, 31. Is. 42, n) and partly in moveable camps (Num.

31, 10. Ez. 25, 4). * iVPD is from tie, and means "a camp,"

the tents being pitched in the form of a circle ; cf. the

modern \'A ; see Burckh., Bed. 26,' Kn. in Di., p. 315. LXX,
ev reus aicrjvcus uvtu>v

}
Kai iv reus enavXeaiu avrtov.

n^fcO. 'According to their tribes! HEN only occurs

here and in Num. 25, 15 (both P), and is used of an Arab

tribe : the word is more an Arabic than a Hebrew word, and

its use here and Num. 25, 15 is perhaps, as Di. suggests,

intentional. Ryssel, De Eloh. Pent, sermone, p. 71, says of

niON, ' quae vox ad sermonem populi Midianitici spectat

(eodem sensu dictum atque apud Scotos clan apud Arabes
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1 8. HTin. See 10, 29 '. It is not the Indian Havila, but

the hind of the XovXoratoi (cf. iJb..». in Niebuhr, Beschreibung

von Aralien, p. 342) of Strabo, xvi. 4. 2, between the

Nabatheans and the Agroeans. Thus the Ishmaelites spread

themselves over the country between the Persian Gulf to the

wilderness of Shur, on the confines of Egypt.

CnSE *& hv 1 . . Tltf. See on 16, 7.

iTYltiJN (IDSn. 'In the direction 0/ A shur: rOK3, cf.

on 13, 10. fTWN is explained by Del. 5 as meaning 'up to

the lands under the Assyrian rule (bis nach den Landern

assyrischer Herrschaft)/ He admits, however, that a com-

parison with 1 Sam. 27, 8 arouses a suspicion that these

words are a gloss, erroneously explaining "W, although the

statement itself that the Ishmaelites' territories extended right

up to the Euphrates, is quite correct ; cf. Jos., Ant., i. 12, 4.

Noldeke (Unters., p. 26) considers that miBW is the name of

an Egyptian place, which has been corrupted in the Heb.

text. According to Hupfeld it has arisen out of mit? i"DNn

(1 Sam. 15, 7) by corruption. Well. (Comp., p. 22) and Del.

(Par., p. 131) think that it is an instance of dittography for

£B by =' east of;' cf. 16, 12.

7DD=' settled ;' in 16, 12 pt? is used of Ishmael ; cf.

Judg. 7, 12 pDyn D"5>SM Dip *» fal.

19-34.

20. 0"^N pD==D!N nib in Hos. 12, 13,
'Mesopotamia:

1 ps in Aramaic =

"

a yoke" and in Arabic (where it is a

1 Del., Par., pp. 12 ff., 57 ff., identifies n'rin in all passages with

N.E. part of Syrian desert; so E. Meyer, Gesch. Alterth., i. 224; Glases,

Skizzen, ii. 323 ff., with Central and N.E. Arabia.
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Nabathean foreign word, Gawdliqi, 112. 2) = "ploughing

oxen" and then their "plough,
1
' so a fixed measure of land,

like jugum, jugerum (Lane, p. 2353 ; Z. D. P. V., ix. 54),

and is regarded by Lagarde (Proph. Chald., p. xliii) as

Persian. But II. Raw., 62. 33, padanu (which as paddnu

means elsewhere, according to Schrader, C. O.T., ii. p. 295,

" way, path") is equivalent to ginu (garden) and iklu (field),

(compare Del., Par., p. 135), and so it might have meant

"field" or "plain" in Assyrian (cf. [j+7.2> "depression, plain''

Ges., Thes., p. 1092). It is most probable that D"iK ms?

in Hos. 1. c. is the Hebrew translation of the word. In

24, 10 (J) we have Dnn: DTK for DTK pa (P). The LXX
and Vulg. render it Mesopotamia Syriae or Mesopotamia; cf.

the campos Mesopotamiae in Curt. iii. 2. 3; v. 1. 15. From

this it by no means follows that the two ideas are completely

identical, still less that Paddan Aram was the district round

Harran. " Still it is worth noticing that the name p2 (cf.

48, 7) attaches to a place Paddan, and a Tell Paddan, in the

neighbourhood of Harran (see authorities in Di., p. 318).

That the neighbourhood of Edessa and Harran is a plain

surrounded by mountains is evident from Edrisi p. Jaub. ii.

1 53 ; Wilh. of Tyrus, 10. 29. Buckingham, Mesopotamia,

1 1 1
" ' (Kn. in Di.). DIN pD is only found in P as the name

of Mesopotamia; so 28, 2. 6 f. 31, 18. 33, 18. 35, 9. 26.

46, 15.

21. PfliT 17 Hnyn, lit. 'And K suffered himself to be

prayed to' i. e. 'hearkened to him! The Nifal= ' to let or cause

a thing to be done to one ' (the so-called Nif'al lolerativum)
;

cf. Is. 53, 7 my: torn ; 65, 1 tinvdj . . . Vienna ; Jer. 6, 8 noin

;

Ez. 33, 4. 5. 6 inw ; see Ges., § 51. 2 ; Cheyne, crit. note

on Is. 53, 7.
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21. 1L*!nrH is imperf. Ilithpo'. of pnj see Ges.,

§ 55. 1; Stade, § 532 a. y; cf. nTUV from Ttt, l^nrv

from fei.

"W HT n^7 p DN= ' if thus, why am I r' i.e. ' if it be

thus, why do I live?' cf. D"n *b Txd? in 27, 46; so Pesh.

The LXX, ft ouruis \fJ-oi /ie'XXft •yi'i/for^iij, tva t'l jjloi tovto ; and

so Vulg. ; hence it has been rendered, ' if it be so, why am

1 thus?' i.e. pregnant; but HI cannot be predicate, as

the LXX have taken it; HT merely strengthens the 7iu?
t
as

in 18, 13 ; cf. note on 3, 13.

23. («) 'Two nations are in thy womb,

(/3) And two peoples shall separate themselvesfrom thy lap:

(a) A nd one people shall overpower the other,

(/3) And the elder shall serve theyounger!

The answer given to Ribqah's prayer is poetical in form.

2~\ and "Vyv in prose would require the article ; cf. Ewald,

§ 294 a.

frOtt DN7. On |D used in comparison, see Ges.,

§ 133. 1 ; Dav., S.
} § 33 ; M. R., § 49. 2, and cf. 19, 9. 29,

1 9- 3°- 37? 4- 4 X
> 4°- 48, 19. Dtfi> is only found once

again in the Pentateuch, 27, 29.

24. PPD^ IfcwQ^l. ' And her days werefull ;' so 29, 21.

50, 3-

DO*tn is contracted from D^DNfl; So nbc' from njfc$#

1 Sam. 1, 17 ;
D*DH| from B^X"] ps . 22, 22 ; cf. Ges., § 23.

2 and 3; Stade, §111; Barth, N.B., p. 289.

25. *T)ft~TN, probably referring to the colour of his skin,

rather than the hair; so David in 1 Sam. 16, 12. 17, 42 (all);

cf. 19, 13.
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iyfe?« Probably an allusion to Tjb (cf. 27, ir. 23),

where (36, 8) Esau's descendants dwelt.

1toy . ' -£Vtf« '=
' hairy one.'

26. npIP the author takes from 3J5JJ, a denom. of Spy

1 heeV =.' heel-holder ;' cf. Hos. 12, 4. Reuss, Gesch. des A.T?,

p. 52, explains Jacob as = ' successor

;

' taking the root Spy

as='/<? be behind' 'to follow after! In 27, 36 another

explanation is given ; see the note there.

DJ1N JT771; cf. on 24, 30.

27. "PS JTP. 'TV is ace. after pf, not gen., for then VT

would be necessary,' Wright: the form VT, however, does

not occur in the O. T. Cf. 2 Chron. 2, 1 1 nrm bdb VT ;

Ps. 44, 22 3? rnbvJJn vy, which are parallel to this passage.

The pi. cstr. is used in 1 Kings 9, 27. Amos 5, 16.

mtt) ttTN = ' a field man' one who spends his time

in the fields hunting; but PllDTKn B»K, 9, 20,= ' an agri-

culturist.'

Qfi to'W. 'A quiet, domestic man.' 'An upright man'

does not suit the context here, and hardly fits in with the

later accounts of Jacob's dealings with his brother. Else-

where On always= ' upright] except Ex. 26, 24. Dfl is here

the German 'fromm,' which also means ruhig (quiet), thus

' ein frommes Pferd,' a quiet horse.

C^bn^ for Eyi"1? ; see Gcs., § 23. 3. Rem. 2 ; Stade,
• T l

T
"

§ 109.

28. VED. "P2 "O. 'For venison was in his mouth,' i.e.

was according to his taste ; cf. 27, 5-7.

30. TVs7\ GlNi! D"7Nn p. 'From the red (stuff), this
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1 td stuff
;

' the words Htfl DIKn being epexegetical ; cf.

M. R., § 72. 3-

31. DVD JTCD. ' &// «^ first of all' etc.; see M. R.,

§ 56. 2. Rem. a, who points out the different shades of

meaning in Bl*3 and DtotjJj and cf. Driver, Sam., pp. 24, 55.

32. riyob ip^Tl "03N n:n. 'Behold, 1 am going to die;

i. e. Esau's life was a dangerous one, and he might meet his

death at any moment. Tuch prefers the rendering, */ am

at the point of death? i. e. from hunger, which is not so

natural (so A.V. and R. V.), and would be better expressed

by no ^::n

.

26.

3. 7Sn n!TWn TO nt*, i.e. Canaan and the ad-

joining districts, nviK being used of the different portions

of what was afterwards the land of Israel, only here and

ver. 4 ; cf. 1 Chron. 13, 2. 2 Chron. 11, 23. ?Nn, cf. note

on 19, 8.

7. iniL^7 = ' concerning his wife;' cf. 32, 30 n? no?

*DEv ?Wn 'why dost thou then ask about my name?' 43, 7

um/ID^ xb K^Nn S>KB* i>WB> ' /A* man asked indeed about us

and about our birth-place.'

8. npIP r»N pTISC* 'Sporting with R! n« prtt =
DJ? pn¥, of mutual playing or caressing, and so distinct from

1 pn¥, where the action is not mutual; see 39, 14 (Luzz.

cited by Del.4
).

10. "vi Qyn nnN nDttf tsyM. c 0«* e/"^ W*
might have lain with thy wife, and so thou hadst brought' etc.,

lit. 'almost had one of the people ;' cf. Ps. 119, 87 ^3 DVC3

pfcO; Prov. 5, 14 WTI DyES. nftOffl is the perf. with waw

conv., after Dy£3 ; cf. Ges., § 112. 3 a, 7; Dav., £., § 57.
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R. i ; Driver, p. 133 : the tone being thrown forward on to

the last syllable. Del.5
, p. 361, explains the position of the

tone on nS3m as due to the y following, which would other-

wise be scarcely audible, comparing Is. 11, 2 nHj] (where,

however, the tone on the last syllable may be due to the waw

conv.; cf. Driver, §110. 5). See also ver. 22 ilvj? )2~)
}
and

cf. Ewald, §§ 63 c, 193 b ; so 40, 15 *W, before K.

12. O^J'tt? HNft. lA hundred measures,' 'a hundred-

fold! "iys? in Biblical Hebrew does not occur again in this

sense. In Aramaic and the language of the Mishna, "W,

Pa'el of "Wp = ' to reckon, estimate ' (cf. Targ. Onq. here,

WflHfia HKD in by= < the hundredfold of that which they had

estimated it {the field) ;' cf. Levy, Chald. W. B., ii. p. 504),

and iT\yw subst.= l

interest, price ;' see Levy, I.e., and cf. the

Arabic Jjl-j
'pretium annonae' and Genesis Rabba, § 64

' ^4 hundred measures. This shews that they had estimated it,

and it yielded a hundred times as much as they had estimated'

LXX and Pesh. incorrectly read D >
")V^ 'barley! 'A hundred

measures ' would imply that the harvest was very abundant.

The neighbourhood of Gerar was very fruitful, and at the

present day the Arabs have grain magazines at Nuttar Abu

Sumar, a little north-west of Elusa; Rob., Pal., i. p. 562.

13. ,"TJn "p>>n. Cf. the note on 8, 3. 7T1, the participle,

here takes the place of the more common inf. abs.; so Judg.

4, 24 n#J1 -pSl ?tnb" 03 T "J7711; 2 Sam. 16, 5. 18, 25 -jh

n^pi i^n; cf. Ewald, § 280 b; M. R., § 108; Ges., § 113.

3 b. Rem. 2 ; Dav., S., § 86. R. 4.

14. miy only here and in Job 1,3; "y is abstract for

concrete, serijilium= servi; cf. rnna Is. 3, 25, and dfpuntla,

Matt. 24, 45.
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15. 01N7>tt*H . . . DlftnD. Notice the masc. suffixes

referring to feminine nouns; so ver. 18. 31,9. 32, 16. 33, 13.

41, 23 ; see Ewald, § 249 b ; Dav., S., § 1. R. 3 ; Ges., § 135.

5. Rem. 1 ; cf. also, for the instances in this verse, § 60.

Rem. 6.

DINTW) with double ace, according to Ges., § 117. 5a;

Dav., 5*., J 75 b 1 M. R., § 45. 2.

18. DrmN *GF2. LXX, o! nmdes; so Sam. and Vulg.,

reading "H3V, possibly from priW H2JJ in ver. 19.

01?2]lDvl is imperf. with waw conv. in continuation

of nan.

19. D^n O^ft . 'Living, i.e. flowing water? as con-

trasted with still water; so Lev. 14, 5. Jer. 2, 13.

20. ptoy= ' strife ;' the word only occurs here.

21. relator' hostility:

22. T^\1TT\-=' wide spaces! Probably the modern Ruhaibe,

about three hours south of Elusa, eight hours south of Beer-

sheba, where remains of fountains are still to be found ; cf.

Robins., i. p. 2891!.

*0, not = on recitativum, but as in 29, 32. 33. Ex. 3, 12,

affirmative, 'surely,' 'indeed.'

l-'Hd is perf. with waw conv. without a preceding imperf.;

cf. 17, 4, and the note on 20, n.

26. inSHB rWlNV nrnK is a pr. n. with the fern,

ending 1W, like IVpa, fiDbja, ver. 34; r&ne 28, 9; cf. Dr.,

p. 236 : so LXX, Pesh., Vulg., Saad. Onq., who renders

"•ntorn njppj, Berl. (some texts ^DITID), seems to have

taken ntntf as fern. cons, state of ntnx, in the sense of
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1 a troop,' ' crowd] a meaning nTflN never has : and injTO as

compounded of jD and jn (if we follow the reading VltorTlD,

and not Berliner's VltolTT). IHViD , only here in the Penta-

teuch, = l

friend,'
l

confidant] one who advised him, and

rendered him other services ; cf. 1 Kings 4, 5. 1 Chron.

2 7> 33- ^JH.?? has a firm unchangeable tsere in the first

syllable. The LXX translate injTO by w(i<paya>y6s ; sup-

posing that to be the capacity in which he acted as his

'friend;' cf. Judg. 14, 20, LXX (Codex Alex.). Translate,

1 With Ahuzzalh, his counsellor.'

//

27. VH DnWl. Render, 'Seeing that (or since)ye hated

me, and sent me awayfrom you.'

28. ifcO, inf. abs. Qal of HN1 for HJO; so \T\f, Is. 22, 13

;

and see Ges., § 75- Rem. 2.

HT5^ N3 Vm. The jussive is here used in making a

request; cf. 9, 27. 13, 8. 18, 30. 19, 7. 30, 24. 31, 49. 44,

33- 45) 5> and see note on 18, 30.

n7^ = here a compact ratified by a solemn oath; so

Deut. 29, 11. Ez. 16, 59.

29. niZ^n is pointed with tsere, instead of seghol, under

the n; so in three other places, Josh. 7, 9. 2 Sam. 13, 12.

Jer. 40, 16 (Kri). In the last two instances and here, 'in

order to avoid, by emphasizing the final sound of the first

word, any confusion in sound with the initial sound of the

next' (Del.). Cf. also Ges., § 75. Rem. 17; Konig, Lehrg.,

p. 531 ; Stade, § 143 e. Rem. 3, who gives other instances,

e.g. Josh. 9, 24 nbj|31; Lev. 5, 9 nifB); Nah. 1, 3 nggj (but

not Baer and Del. in their edition, who point njJJJ with

seghol).

R
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HIE p"V ' Only good,' 'nothing but good ;' cf. 6, 5 VI pi

;

I Km. 28, 33 pwi pitry pi.

31. VnN7 ttjTO. Cf. the note on 13, 11.

33. nyntr = ' oath! The author takes it as equivalent

to nV?F- The word is a ana£ \ey6fjL. Two accounts of the

origin of the name Beersheba are given in Genesis in this

ver. (J), in the time of Isaac, and in 21, 31 (E) in the time

of Abraham. These are probably merely different accounts

of one and the same event.

34. Cf. 36, 2 foil.

35. ^flpftscriptw defective for HJ^nri^ cf. 19, 33 T pp.^l;

27, 1 »prar«.

Pill mQ, cf. Prov. 14, 10 I^d: VT\^, — ' bitterness of

spirit! LXX, rja-av epifavo-ai, but incorrectly ; so Onq. HKjni

IJ? -9^ J?1^9 = ' they were disobedient and provoking to anger
'

etc.; connecting it with HID = ' to rebel!

27.

1. JHfcOD = lit. ' away from seeing,' i.e.
'
so that he could

not see / cf. 23, 6, and the note on 16, 2.

3. ""pTTI. yH, a arrag \ey6fi., is from l?fi 'to hang / just

as ^3 is from r6|, ^1 from rfrj. The LXX, Vulg., Targ.

Ps.-Jon., Ibn Ezra, etc. render ' quiver! Onq., Pesh., Rashi,

1 sword! The former rendering is preferable, being more in

accordance with the context (bow and quiver are more

naturally mentioned together than bow and sword) ; cf.

Is. 7, 24. 2 Kings 13, 15: and the root rpn, l

to hang!

suits the rendering 'quiver' better than 'sword;' as a sword

would be girded on, while a quiver was hung on the
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shoulders. y?r\ = the later word nafcyx, which occurs first

in Is. 22, 6.

ni''^. The Ktb. is nTO, feminine of TO ; being what is

called by the Arab grammarians a nomen unitalis, meaning
l a single head of game /' while T¥ would be ' game'' in

general; cf. Wright, Arab. Gram., i. § 246; see also Ges.,

§ 122. 4d; Ewald, § 176a; Dav., S., § 14. 3. The Kri is

TS (p W, n is redundant), which was probably chosen by

the Massoretes, as !TTO usually means 'provisions for a

journey', e.g. 42, 25. 45, 21; or they might have pointed

it TO here, as this word stands again so pointed in vers.

5- 7- 33- HT'V, 'a single head of gameI is quite suitable

here—as Isaac would not require more—and is in no wise

against vers. 5. 7. 33.

4. Ht^^I ^s nfe^Hm. 'And bring it to me, and let me

eat,' i.e.
c and bring it to me that I may eat ;' so ver. 21. 19,

20. 30, 25. 28. 42, 2. 20 ; see Driver, § 60 ; Dav., S., § 65 a

;

Ges., § 108. 2 a; M. R., § 10.

5. N*Qnb. LXX read V2i6, ™ narpl avroO; but K"ar6

is justified by vers. 4 and 7.

6. HjII 2p>^ T5^. * To facob her son,' i.e. her favourite

child, Esau being the father's favourite; cf. 25, 28. The

LXX, however, have rbu vlbv avrrjs rbv iKdaaa, reading

JDpn ro3, cf. vers. 15. 42, perhaps on account of Esau's

being called 7Ti:n 133 in ver. 1 ; cf. ver. 42.

8. "fPN mSQ *3N iXdtiO = ' in regard to that which

I am charging thee ;' cf. note on 17, 20 ?NyEE>v1 ' and with

regard to Ishmael.' "Vj'N includes the demonstrative pronoun

;

cf. note on 7, 23.

R 2
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9. ^~I*. So V.np : the pretonic _ in the construct state

is unusual ; cf. Stade, § 332 d. 2 ; Ewald, § 212 b.

OWEE Dn^ PltoyMI . That I may make them [into]

dainty dishes' nb>y with a double ace; comp. the note on

6, 14.

1 2. 'Perchance myfather willfeel me, and I shall be as one

that mocks in his sight' etc.; cf. Driver, § 115; Dav., S.,

§ 53 b.

VnynO is part. Pilpel, from yyn; cf. Ges., § 55. 4; Stade,

§ 281. yjTI, like the Arab. Jtixj, means 'to stammer* 'stutter'

and then ' to mock ;' cf. yb and jj?!>.

13. "jn^/p. l Thy curse," i.e. the curse that shall come

upon thee; cf. the note on 9, 2. Render, 'On me be thy

curse!' For the omission of the verb in the optative

sentence, see Ges., § 141, 3 (cf. § 116. 5. R. 2. note); M. R.,

§ 147; Dav., S., § 133; so ver. 29. 3, 14. 9, 26. 14, 19.

43. 23.

14. fcO"^ . Plp^V The object is omitted, cf. note on

9, 22, and add to references given there Dav., S., § 73. R. 5

;

M.R., § 34. R. b; 2, 19. 12, 19. 18, 7. 38, 18 etc.

15. ,Tn?2nn= lit. 'costlinesses,' 'costly things,' ' desidera-

bilia,' so HJ3 must be understood before it. Esau's best

clothes are intended, which he wore on any festive occasions

;

cf. Judg. 14, 12 ff. See Rob. Smith, Pelig. of Sem., p. 452 f.,

and cf. 35> 2.

20. NED7 mm PIT TO. tHow then hast thou found

it so quickly?' lit. ' how then hast thou made haste to find ifr'

cf. Ges., §§114. 2. Rem. 3. note, 120. 2 a; M. R., § 114 ; Dav.,

S., § 82. mnD corresponds to the adverb in English.

24. "^N^l is really in point of time before ifDl^l in
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ver. 23. In ver. 23 the transaction is briefly described by

the single word irD"QM, the particulars of the blessing being

added by 1 conv. ; cf. Driver, § 75 /3; so in 37, 6. 42, 21 ff.

45, 21-24. 48> 17. Cf., however, Di., p. 329, who regards

vers. 24-2 7
a

(J) as a doublet to 21-23 (according to

Di. E).

Itoy ^D, nt njlN. 'T/iou art then my son Esau','= ' art

thou then my son Esau?' An interrogative sentence without

the interrogative particle n; cf. 18, 12. 1 Sam. 21, 16. 2 Sam.

11, 11; Ewald, § 324 a; Ges., § 150. 1; Dav., S., § 121;

M. R., § 143. HJ is added to give emphasis to the question.

26. nplbl. Cf. on 2, 12.

27^-29 are the words of the blessing. The blessing is

poetical in form : observe the parallelism in the verses, and

the poetical words and forms, e.g. HfiO for rt3n
j
JHKrj ^Dtp,

nin for n^n, "TCM (masc. only here, and ver. 37), D^lEtoO.

27^. 'Behold, the smell of my son is as the smell of a field

which Yahweh has blessed

:

28. (a) And may God give thee of the dew of the heavens,

and of thefatnesses of the earth,

(/3) And abundance of corn and wine.

29. (a) May nations serve thee, andpeoples bow down to thee

;

Be a prince over thy brethren, and may thy mother s

sons bow down to thee :

(/3) Cursed be those that curse thee,

And blessed be those that bless thee.'

28. "SOtBD, the V is undageshed (cf. D*fH?, Jon. 4, 11;

DITTOED, Ez. 32, 30), as it is pointed with shewa. The word

is compounded of p partitive, and "»JBB>, corresponding to

i?DD just before. *H9J* is plural cstr. from fOg*, like D^Bp
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from ftpi?, D^E3 from 5>»3, not from f»^. The A.V. takes it

as pi. of flffi?, but the sense and the parallelism are against

this. On |E> part., see on 4, 3, and cf. 28, n. 30, 14. Cf.

the rendering of the R.V. in these verses. On the great

fertility of the land of Canaan, cf. Ex. 3, 8. The dew is here

mentioned instead of the rain; as in summer, in Palestine,

there is very little rain, and the dew takes its place ; cf. 49,

25. Deut. 33, 13. Hos. 14, 6. Zech. 8, 12 ; Sh., G., p. 65.

tt?"Vn from etv '
to take possession;' so called as taking

possession of the head or mind; cf. Hos. 4, 11.

29. ^inm^ Ktb.; Kri HHflft. The Kri is preferable,

as the plural precedes (jJV"DiT). The Ktb. is possibly—as in

43, 28—an incorrect way of writing the word. The sing,

might perhaps stand by Ewald, § 316a; Ges., § 145. 7 a;

Dav., S., § 113 b.

POtl for HVi. The verb Hlft for nyr\ is North Palestinian

and late; cf. the Aramaic njn and Joo*. The imper. occurs

again in Is. 16, 4 and Job 37, 6 (with tf for n).

"|?3N ^2 . . . "pnN7; cf. Ps. 50, 20, where they are

again rhythmically interchanged.

"J"H2 . , -VTW. The singular for plural; cf. Ex. 31,

14 nDV mo rv^no; Lev. 19, 8 Nb» wy pfcjW ; Num. 24, 9

"VPN 711S1 *]VO "J^mo; see Ewald, § 319 a ; Ges., § 145. 5 ;

M.R, §135. 4 b; Dav., A, § 116. R. 1.

30. UpV N2P NST *"[N. 'Jacob having only just gone

'

out,' circ. clause prefixed, not appended, and preceded by

the introductory formula \T1. See Dr., § 165, and cf. 15,

17. 24, 15. 42, 35 ;
Josh. 4, 18 D\3i"On *bl mSD IpriJ " the

soles of the feet of the priest having been withdrawn ;' 2 Kings

12, 7
b rvan p*n nx D^ron Ipm *6 (

the priests not having
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repaired the breach in the house f Ges., § 1 11. 2. R. 1, cf.

§ 164. 1 b. note ; M. R., § 154 ; Ewald, § 341 c; Dav., S., § 141.

31. VwN'1! is imperf. with weak waw in a jussive sense;

so inn^1, ver. 29; see Driver, § 134.

33. in m~)n . . . -nm, so ver. 34 "iai npy* ww,
the verb being followed by a substantive derived from it in

the ace.; cf. Matt. 2, 10, and see note on 1, n.

llftl N")H fcTlDN ^='who then is he, the one that

hunted?' cf. Ps. 24, 10 "lUDH "]S?D ."IT N1H *» 'who then is this

one—the king of glory ?' Zech. 1, 9 rvK ncn no 'what are

they— these?
1

Nin K12K *ft anticipating the subject; see

Driver, § 201. 2, and note on 21, 29.

NT1 "! ~PI£ T2£!"T. ' Who hunted game and brought it;'

cf. 35, 3 TO . TIK n:j;n; 49, 17 h&*\ . . , lisbn. The par-

ticiple breaks off into the imperf. with waw consec.; a fact

being stated, not a possibility, in which case we should find

the perf. with waw consec; cf. Driver, § 117; M. R., § 15;

Ges., § 116. 5. Rem. 7; Dav., S., §§ 50 a, 100 e.

34. pV^I • . yDtt?D is either to be explained as 19, 15

by Driver, § 127 b, the imperf. with waw conv. after a time-

determination, or the word Wl must be supplied with the

LXX, Sam.; so Tuch, Di. TO might easily have fallen out

after .TiT at the end of ver. 33. Hitzig emends as follows

(his emendation being accepted by Geiger, Urschnft, p. 377),

TO :7]nn D; tftt-aw. Cf. also Dav., S., § 51. R. 1.

^N C2 WO. Cf. 4, 26 Kin DJ nt$>; Num. 14, 32

DnN DD*"0B1 ; see Ges., § 135. 2 a, and the note on 4, 26.

36. ' Is it that they have catted his ?iame Jacob ? for he hath

supplanted me now twice,
1

etc.; cf. 29, 15 nnH 'nx *3n. LXX,

AiKuluis eKXr'jdq
; Vulg. '

juste vocatum est nomen ejus ;' cf. Ges.,
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§150.2. Rem. 1; Dav., S., § 126. R.3; M.R., § 143. Rem. b;

Ewald, § 324 b, who remarks that *3n ' is used when the

reason is unknown '= the Lat. numquid, Ger. ehva. In 25,

26 another explanation of the name is given.

D^tt^D I~tt; so 31, 38. 41. 43, 10. 45, 6. Deut. 8, 2 ; cf.

Ges., § 136. Rem. 3; Dav., S., § 6. R. 2; M. R., § 91.

37. Vi"0£D, with a double ace.; see Ps. 51, 14 nrvi

^DEDn mHJ; so nyD, Judg. 19, 5 Dr6 na ^J? iyo; cf.

Ewald, § 283 b (2); Ges., § 1 17. 5 b./3 ; Dav., S., § 75 b.

rO/ , scriptio plena for Vi only occurs here in the Penta-

teuch ; cf. rO*K in 3, 9 for ""pK ; Ps. 141, 8.

38. n^^Hn, see on 34, 31 ; and cf. Ges., § 16. 2. 2.
t t : 1

39. ^fttTft, not D partitive as the A.V. margin, nor cstr.

plural of I9fB as A.V. and M. R., § 136. Rem. a ; cf. ver. 28,

because ?DD in the second half of the verse is against this,

but privative (so most modern scholars). ' Away from the

fatnesses ;' cf. vers. 37. 40, and see Dav., S., § 101. R. 2.

Render,

1 Farfrom thefatnesses of the earth be thy dwelling-place.

Andfarfrom the dew of heavenfrom above!

Other instances of JD privative are Num. 15, 24 rnjjM WE
' out of sight of the congregation;' Prov. 20, 3 y~\lD 'away

from strife /' Job 11, 15 DIED 'without blemish!

The sterility of Edom is here contrasted with the fertility

of Palestine; so ver. 40,

''And by thy sword shall thou live, and thy brother shall thou

serve ;

And it will be, when thou rebellest, that thou will break his

yokefrom off thy neck!
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40. ~p,")n vJJ, i.e. the sword is conceived of as the

means of procuring the necessities of life, or as the basis on

which Esau's life will rest ; cf. by in Deut. 8, 3 VD^ Dr6n by
',

Is. 38, 16 vrr» D.T^y.

"TIP. The root *vn occurs four times in the Old Test.,

twice in Qal, Jer. 2, 31. Hos. 12, i, and twice in Hif., here

and Ps. 55, 3. TH is the Arab. A, conj. I. 'to go to andfro;'

III. and IV. 'to desire, long for;' 'to strive after, wish' In

Hebrew the root means ' to wander about unrestrained] a

meaning which suits Hos. and Jer., loc. cit.; Judah being

described (Hos. 12, 1 Yl ly) as still wandering about with

regard to God, i.e. independently, of his own free will, with-

drawing himself from God; so Jer. 2, 31 \YT\ 'we have

wandered about' i. e. abandoned God. In Ps. 55, 3 TiK

"ITbO (where the HiPil is used) the meaning is slightly

different, '7 wander to andfro in my meditation] 'I am tossed

about by anxiety and care? Del. and Kn. render here, 'when

thou roamest about] but this is unsuitable, as a yoke would

not be broken by roaming about, nor could a person under

a yoke be well conceived of as roaming about at will. 1BW3

in this case would be like Num. 27, 14. Tuch renders,

' when thou rebellest ' (cf. Jer. and Hos., 1. a), to which Di.

objects that, every one who is under a yoke rebels, but does

not get free ; but this is not conclusive against Tuch's

rendering. Di. prefers the rendering, ' when thou makest

efforts or strivesl ;' cf. jl. IV, the meaning being, 'when

thou, though in bondage, strivest to become free, thou shalt

break off the yoke from thy neck, and attain thy desire.'

The A.V. renders, 'when thou shalt have dominion' (so

Kimchi ; cf. Ges., Thes., p. 1269 a), as though T»in were

from mi, but this is impossible. Other renderings are,
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'when thou shall wish;' 'when Ihou shall bewail,' both

extremely doubtful. The Versions seem to have misunder-

stood the word. Onq. renders it by "131 »rfaa piZPjT "1?

' when his sons I/, ///stress * etc., probably a paraphrase. Pesh.

has ooli . io 'and if thou repentest /' but how they get

this out of Tin is not clear. LXX have fjpUa iav KaOfXys,

probably connecting it with TV, Hif. TTO. The Vulg. has

a free paraphrase, ' tempusque veniel cum excutias, el solvas

jugum ejus,' etc. The Heb.-Sam. has TiND, Nif. of "HK

('when Ihou bccomest great'), for Tin, so' the Book of

Jubilees (Di.). The best rendering seems to be either

Tuch's or Dillmann's. The R.V. renders, 'break loose.' For

the fulfilment of the blessing, cf. 2 Kings 8, 20 ff. 16, 6.

41. 'ON 7QNW ")mp\ Render, 'The days of mourn-

ing for my father ,' etc., i.e. Isaac would soon die (cf. ver. 4

and ver. 7), and then Esau contemplated taking vengeance

on Jacob; ^K being obj. genit. Others, e.g. Luther, Kalisch,

render as genit. of the subject, 'days of grieffor my father
;'

i. e. Isaac would grieve when he heard of Jacob's death.

But the genitive after ?2K is always obj. genit. See on 9, 2.

42. 'And they told (lit. it was told) Ribqah the words of

Esau ;' on the construction, cf. the note on 4, 18.

Cn2n?,2 .
' Will revenge himself upon thee,' lit. 'procurefor

himself satisfaction, or ease (viz. by taking revenge);' cf. the

Nif. Dms* in Is. 1,24.

44. D*HnN 0^ft\ 'A few days? lit. ' some days ;' cf. 29,

20 DHns* DW3 ; Dan. 11, 20 DHnN W2). 'Ribqah

mentions a short time in order to persuade Jacob more

easily,' Di. D shins D*D* is ace. of time in answer to the

question 'how many?' cf. 7, 4. 24. 14, 4. 15, 13. 21, 34,

and see Dav., S., § 68 b ; Ges., § 118. 3 b ; M. R., § 42 a.
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45. nQtt,^l . mttf "ty. ' #»/// //$>> brother s anger turn

. . . and heforget ;' cf. Dr., p. 134 ; 18, 25 nVTl , . , )VEr6, and

the note there. *p» , , 3!£> *7V may be a doublet to 44k

Cf. Di., p. 332. These words certainly seem superfluous.

M^ti? D3; cf. Prov. 17, 15. They would both perish,

as the murderer would (9, 6) be put to death.

28.

2. 0"W rdS?. The construct state with n local ; cf. on
t-: itjv-

20, i. The syllable n_ is pointed with orthophonic Ga'ya

(cf. Ges., § 16, 3), so that its sound may be kept distinct

from that of the following X in D"IN; cf. 44, 2 *lD2n V>23 •

n, 25 niK>y-y£n (Baer and Del. ed.) ; see also Stade, § 56.

nj'JBrriWaj cf.n^D=n^D; and see Del., Comm., Ps. 3; 5th

ed., p. 78.

3. rWTl , . . ~[n^ *"P^- The perf. with waw con-

secutive, after the imperf. as a jussive; cf. on 1, 14.

5. Cf. Hos. 12, 13 nix mfe> 3py rrai.

6. n^tTH. We should expect here rvBh ; no adequate

reason can be given for the use of the perfect with waw here,

where the imperf. with waw cons, would be expected : pos-

sibly the present reading has arisen through *» having dropped

out between 1 and k\ See Driver, § 133. Di. explains it on

account of its being dependent on "'3
, but this would require

the waw conv. with the imperf. when another perfect had

preceded, as already ))12W) in ver. 7.

IITI . . 13^22. The imperf. with waw conv. continuing

an inf. cstr., a fact being stated; cf. Driver, § 118 ad fin. So
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39, 18 mpMI . . . to^ina; see also Ges., § 115. 3. Rem. 1
;

Dav., S., § 96. R. 2; M.R., § 120.

9. r\7riQ. In 36, 3 H©^a (cf. the note there) is the

name of the daughter of Ishmael whom Esau married.

W22 VV = (

in addition to his wives} i.e. the wives men-

tioned 26, 34; so 31, 50 >nm by DHSfc.

Verse 9 forms the apodosis to ver. 6 ; yOBfy, ver. 7, being

dependent on *3 • • . N"W, ver. 6, and N"W, ver. 8, resuming

the NTl of ver. 6.

11. DIpOH l^D*1*). DIpD with the article = ' the place,'

i.e. the place that was suitable for passing the night. Di.

renders, ' the sanctuary ;' cf. on 12, 6; but see Dav., S.,

§ 21. R. 2. Ges., § 126. 4, mentions both ways.

D1p£!"7 "^2ND. 'Some of the stones ;' \Q partitive as in

4, 3-

*Pntrfrn?2 = ' at his head! VrWSiD for VrrtB*OD
j c f.

Vniy^riD for WrtW-lbe. The plural is the plural used to mark

extension of space (as here) or time; see Ges., § 124. ia;

Dav., S., § 16; Stade, § 313 b. The feminine plural being

used, according to Stade, § 322 c ('single things in which a

definite quality appears '), JWJOD = ' that which is at the

head} just as ni^HD^' that which is at the feet ;' cf. TOyttO

and nuiyo 'dainties ;' mK?S3 'wondrous deeds.'

12. Q ?D from bbo, with the ending D— , as in DJW from

htf, D33; cf. Stade, § 293 ; Ges., § 87. 1 d. This ending is

more frequent in proper names, e.g. DJ??> Ojns
, tDTIg, BVp2,

Qy&. Cf. Barth, N. £., p. 353. cbo is a &na$ \ey6fi. It

may perhaps occur in Phoen., cf. C.I.S., i. p. 103 (Inscrip. of

Idalion 88). Barth, however, N.B., p. 23 f., cps. the Arabic

"Jul, and maintains the D is a radical and not an afformative
;
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he also thinks that E in D3D is radical, and that B^IN is a

technical word of foreign origin; cf. p. 352.

iT^EtlTT . . . Itf*m .
' With its top reaching heaven-

wards ;' cf. ii
3 4, and see note on 18, 16.

13. vby 3S3. ' Standing on it ' (the ladder). LXX, eV

avTTjs; so Vulg., Pesh. Tuch, Del. and Di. render, 'standing

by him ' (Jacob), which perhaps is better (cf. 18, 2), as one

does not see why it should be said that Yahweh stood on the

ladder, while the thought, ' Yahweh stood by Jacob,' is more

natural ; and if V9V referred to D?D, we should expect V, or

3pr5>, after nDWI.

14. rG3D") • . ("TOTpl ; cf. on 1, 2.
T ' T

15. ""CII DN "W& ll\ ' Until that I shall have done; lit.

' until that when ;' cf. on 24, 19 and Num. 32, 17 DN ~\Wi< iy

D3IP3n; Is. 6, 11 &-\y )W dn ififc ny.

16. V"!}?"!'1 ^ v5 "02N1 = 'without my knowing it] circ. cl.;

cf. Driver, § 160; see on 24, 31.

17. NTi: HO. 'How dreadful!' cf. Ps. 8, 2 -VHK HD

' ^z(y glorious I' Num. 24, 5 TvHK *QD HD ' how goodly are

thy tents,' etc.; see M. R., § 93. Rem. c; Dav., -5*., § 7 b
;

Ges., § 148.

19. T^JTPQ is situated to the north of Jerusalem, in the

Judean plateau, which continues about ten miles to the north

of Jerusalem, before it breaks into the valleys and mountains

of Samaria. It stands about three miles from the end of the

plateau, where three roads concentrate : a highway from the

west by Goplma, the great north road from Shechem, and a

road from the Jordan Valley through the passes of Mount

Ephraim. Sh., G., p. 290. The statement that the former
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name of Bethel was Luz (35, 6. 48, 3. Judg. 1, 23 ; cf. Jos.

18, 13), probably only implies that the more modern Bethel

was situated near the ancient Luz; cf. Di., p. 337. See also

Bad., Pal., p. 213, where it is suggested that Bethel may be

identified with the modern Betin.

20-22. The apodosis commences with "9 ilVT fPffl at the

end of ver. 2 1 . Render, ' If God be with me, and keep me on

this jour?iey which I am going, and give me bread to eat, and

raiment to wear, and I return safe and sound to my father s

house, then shall Yahweh be my God, and this stone* etc.;

so LXX, Pesh., Vulg., Di., Del., Dav., S., § 130c; and

this division is more natural than that proposed by Tuch,

who commences the apodosis with ver. 22. Cf. Driver,

p. 130, on the perfect with waw conv. after an imperf.

with DK.

29.

1. The LXX add after Dip *)2 rttHK, npos Aapav rbv vlov

BaBoi'T]\ tov ~2vpnv, a8eA(£6i/ be 'PefieKKas, prjTpos 'laKco/3 kol 'Haav,

probably a gloss to harmonise this passage with 28, 5; the

expression Dip *)2 nxiN for Mesopotamia—which is only

found here—being in itself more or less indefinite.

2. 'And he looked up, and behold a zvell in the field, and

behold there, three flocks of sheep were lying by it; for out of

that well they used to water the flocks/ etc. 3. 'And all the

flocks used to be gathered thither, and they used to roll away

the stone from off the mouth of the well, and water the sheep,

and bring back the stone upon the mouth of the well to its

place.*

Observe the tenses, which are instructive. The participle

D^, ' were lying,' describing the condition at the particular
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occasion, the frequentative imperfect lp$», and this followed

by four perfects with waw conversive, 1BDN31, v?ai, IpBTtt,

U^ni , describing what used habitually to be done ; cf.

Driver, §§ 31; 113. 4/3; M. R., § 25; Ges.
5 § 112. 3 a. a

;

Dav., S., § 54 b, and note on 2, 6.

^pttT. The indefinite, unnamed subject expressed by the

3rd person pi. of the verb. See Ges., § 144. 3 b; Dav., S.,

§ 108 b; M.R., § 123, and cf. 26, 18. 35, 5. 41, 14. 49, 31.

PlbTl^ "pfc^m. *And the stone on the mouth of the well

was great' lit. ' and the stone was great on the mouth of the

well;' rpna without the article, and therefore predicate; so

in ver. 7 b)~tt DVn Try [Tl ; cf. Ges., § 126. 2 i ; Dav., S., §§ 19,

103; M.R.,5 125.

lNin ^ *?? ifaYfi pttm, i.e. 'the stone on the

mouth of the well,' etc., which in the more common con-

struction would be -wan s
e> by "\w pan Fibrin ; cf. Mic. 6, 1

2

D?PB3 Wl DW5>1

.

With these two verses cf. 24, 11 ff. Ex. 2, 15 ff. (where,

however, the tenses are different, a single occasion only being

described).

4. ^rifrS =' myfriends V cf. 19, 7.

<

6. nSD^V-f coming] participle not perfect; in ver. 9
<

HK3 is accented on the penult., and is therefore the perfect.

7. rtipttn ?lDSn py N~>. '7/ w «<?/ time for the cattle

to be gathered together' lit. ' it is not the lime of the being

gathered together of the cattle] i.e. for the cattle to be collected

and put up for the night. On the construction of the inf.

cstr. with a subj. following and a construct state preceding,

cf. Ges., §§ 115. 2 ; 114. 1 b; M.R., §§ in, 117, 118; Dav.,

&, S§ 9ob > 9 1 -
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8. D^T^n vD. The LXX have mwTat tovs noiptvas,

reading EPj'HT"'?! an easier reading than that of the text; so

the Sam. here and ver. 3.

irptrm . . . *hbx\ . . . vros"* "VvTn iv. The impf.

continued by the pft. with waw conv., as in Ex. 23, 30 ly

psn n« nbnn men i&tej Hos. 5, 15 *jb l^pni ioc%r> "tiPN ny,

and often; cf. Driver, p. 135; Dav., S., § 53 b ; Ges.,

§ 112. 3 c. a.

9 . nan bmi . . . -u-ra nmy. Cf. on 19, 23, and

see also Ges., § 116. 5. Rem. 4.

i""P2fcO "MTS . 7 "t£;N to express the genitive, as in 40, 5

dhvd i^ nK ;« na«ni rtpBton; 47, 4 ynvb "wk \$&i see

Ges., § 129. 2 ; M. R., § 83 ; Dav., S., § 28. R. 5.

11. IpV ptiTl. P^3 (ver. 13) Pi'el = ' to kiss fondty,' or

' ^wr with kisses,' as distinguished from the Qal p^'J (here)

' to kiss ;' cf. 0iX('a) and /caru^tXeco in Greek.

13. np^ yDti? n«. LXX, ™ cUjua 'WS; so LXX in

Num. 14, 15. 1 Kings 10, 1, possibly confusing yes? with DE>,

which was very similar in sound.

14. C1^ UHn. 'A month, days' i.e. a whole month; cf.

41, 1 D^ DTOB>
( two years;' Num. 11, 20 D^ B^n : D^

being in apposition to cnn ; see Driver, § 192. 1 ; Ewald,

§ 287 h; Ges., § 131. 2 c ; M. R., § 71. 4 ; Dav., S., § 29 d.

15. ""CO ^n^ OH. Cf. 27, 36. '^r/ /te, at a brother, to

serve mefor nothing ?' lit. ' is it the case that thou art my brother,

and shouldest serve mefor nothing ?' cf. the Vulg. ' ;////// quia

frater meus es, gratis servies mihi?' On ^ni2yi, perf. with

waw conv. after *3, without an imperf. preceding, cf. Driver,

§ 123 y ; Ges., § 112. 4 c; Dav., S., § 56; M. R., § 26.
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17. JTO! nfcO TV"). The predicate in the plural with

the subject in the dual, as the dual in Hebrew only occurs in

a few nouns, never in the verb or adj. (contrast the Arabic)

;

see M. R., § 134 ; Ges., § 145. 6 ; Dav.
5
S., § 31.

•TVOT ' Weak,' lit. 'tender] neither bright nor clear. So

LXX and Pesh. But Onq. and Saadiah take JTD1 as meaning

' beautiful] as though Leah had fine eyes, but otherwise was

not so handsome as Rachel. Good eyes were considered by

the Orientals one of the essentials of beauty; cf. 1 Sam. 16,

12. Song of Songs 4, 1.

18. D^Dtt? W87. Jacob wished to purchase his wife by

seven years' service without hire, the seven years' service

taking the place of the ordinary price (iJID) paid the wife's

relatives before marriage; cf. 24, 53. 34, 12. 1 Sam. 18,

23 ff. Hos. 3, 2.

ft

19. ")2n ^HP H^tD. ' // is better for me to give her to thee,

thanfor me to give her to another man ;' cf. Ex. 14,12 )y? 2)12 \D

tnoa i:n»» &-yo nx 1357; Pro v. 21, 9 aa naa bv msr? ma
"W D\3flD fiBWD : see note on 25, 23, and for inf. cstr. as

subj. in nominal sentence the note on 2, 18. So Judg. 18,

19. 1 Sam. 29, 6. Ps. 118, 9. etc.

"VIM CPN/, i.e. a stranger; cf. Jer. 6, 12. 8, 10. At the

present day in Arabia the cousin is preferred as a husband

to a stranger ; cf. Lane, Manners and Customs, vol. i. p. 167.
<

21. W£N HN nun. pQfl is accented on the last syllable,

on account of the light consonant N in n«, that both n and S

may have their full sound; cf. HDJ, 27, 45.

22. nntTft, i.e. the wedding banquet; cf. Judg. 14, 12.

Tobit 11, 19.

23. The bride was brought to her husband veiled (cf. 24,

s
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65), and so the deception practised by Laban could easily be

a< 1 omplished.

26. "U*) nU^V1 $s?= (

1/ is not customary in our land,' lit.

' it is not wont thus to be done ;
' imperf. as in 10, 9 ; see note

on that passage, and cf. 50, 3. Ex. 13, 15. 33, 11. Judg. 14,

10. 2 Sam. 13, 12.

27. ilST JQttJ. The wedding festivities usually lasted a

week; cf. Judg. and Tobit, I.e.

H^rOl, i.e. Laban and his relatives; cf. 24, 50. The

LXX and Sam. read }]"IW.

30. 7m 7tt D3. DJ — 'also ;' the second DJ in riN DJ

•m may either emphasize Rachel only (see Ges., Thes.,

p. 294), or may be taken with }D = ' etiam' 'still more than,'

which is perhaps a little forced. Di. condemns both ways as

against the usage of the language, and following the LXX
and Vulg., rejects the second M. Knobel takes the second

DJ with an^l, i.e. did not only go in to her, but also loved

her: but this would require 3HN DJ 3nxv
i ; cf. 31, 15. 46, 4.

nfr^tt . . . ^Hfr^l . On the comparative, see note on

25, 23.

31. nfc^to, not absolutely 'haled,
1

but relatively ' less

loved;' cf. Deut. 21, 15. Matt. 6, 24.

32. *0 n"V2N. *3 as in 26, 22; cf. the note there; so

ver. 33.

^31Q . . . HfcO. 2 • , • PRO= 70 look upon with compas-

sion ;' so 1 Sam. 1, 11 "jnOK *Jjn SWttl PWTI DN; Ps. 106,

44 nrb 1X3 «^n.

^DH^; c f- *9> *9 anc* ^e note tnere -

33. \W2W=z' hearing.'
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34. ^N . . . nib*1
.

' Will become attached to me;' cf.

Num. 1 8, 2. 4. *VP as though= ' attachment' or 'dependent!

fcOp. As the mother in the case of the other three sons,

Simeon, Reuben, and Judah, gives them their names, so

probably the reading of the LXX (Lagarde), iKaheae (but

Swete reads eicX^), Pesh. LVo=nK"lp, is correct. Nnp would
=

' one called him', 'people called him!

35. niln*' = 'praise/ ' a subject of praise! A Hofal

derivative ; cf. Pss. 28, 7. 45, 18. Neh. 11, 17, where the n

of the HiP. of fiT (mi) is irregularly retained.

For proposed explanations of the proper names at the end

of this chapter and in the first part of chap. 30, cf. Di.,

P. 342 f.

30.

<

1. nn?3 ; cf. on 29, 6.

2. ^OM DM^N nnnn. 'Am I in God's stead?' i.e.

am I all powerful, so that I might give you children? so

again 50, 19 ("ON); cf. 2 Kings 5, 7 TW\h *JN DTiiwn

nvnn^i.

3. *OT2 by; so 50, 23 P)DV p"Q bv\ cf. Job 3, 12.

Rachel follows Sarah's example (16, 2), and gives her maid

Bilhah to Jacob, so that she might rear up her (Bilhah's) child

as her own, and in some measure escape the reproach of

childlessness; cf. Stade, Z.A. T. W., vi. p. 143 ff.

6. *2yi with the tone-syllable doubled; so ^lOS^n, Job 7,

14; cf. Stade, § 71. 3.

lp = 'judge! God heard Rachel's prayer, and decided

(jn) according tc her wish.

s 2
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8. G^rOtt *?1JlD2sslit 'struggles of God! i.e. struggles

or wrestlings for God's favour; cf. ver. 6. 29, 31. 30, 2.

The R. V. renders, ' with mighty wrestlings' i.e. for the

husband's love : but the sisters were never rivals for the

husband's love (cf. 29, 33 and ver. 15 of this chapter), as

Rachel was always the favourite wife of Jacob. *^naJ is

a anag Xfyo'/i. and the only noun of this form ; see Stade,

§ 251; Barth, N. £., p. 156. "bfttt = ' one obtained by

struggling '
(?). Di. Kampfmann (' man of combat ' or

4 struggling ').

11. T)Q = the Kri 13 N2 'goodfortune comes;' so Onq.

and the Pesh. (***^ Ui 'myfortune comeih '): but this reading

of the Kri is unnecessary. The Ktb. 1JQ, pointed *1J2 (LXX,

eV tvxd\ Vulg. feliciter')—the pausal form of ^3—yields

a good sense, l I am in luck;' cf. news, ver. 13. i: (cf.

Is. 65, 11, where it is the Babylonian god of good fortune,

identified with Bel, and later with the planet Jupiter) was the

name of an old Phoenician and Canaanitish god. Traces of

the name are still preserved in the proper name "M 7jn, Josh.

11, 17, and the Phoenician proper names nyn, DJJJ1J ; see

Euting, Sechs Phonizische Inschriften aus Idalion, p. 14

(1875); and cf. C./.S., i. p. no, line 3, and Bloch,

Phoenisch. Glossar, p. 25. •

The A. V. (but not the R. V., see Driver's paper on the

Revised Version in The Expositor, July, 1885) and Gr. Ven.

(fJKd (TTfjarfvua) give 1) the meaning of ITU; cf. 49, 19. But

li never means ( a troop' and 49, 19 is not decisive on the

meaning here.

13. "Ht^NIl = ' In my prosperity V i.e. I am in luck; cf.

ver. n.

^*l"Wfc$ *C . For the daughters are sure to call me lucky

;

'
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cf. Is. 11, 9 nyn pan nxfe *d; Jer. 25, 14 on nay '•a. The

perfect of certitude or prophetic perfect; cf. Dr., § 14 13;

Ges., § 106. 3 b ; Dav., 5., § 41 a; M. R., § 3. 1.

"MTN = 'the happy one;' cf. mBW ? 'M* goddess of good

fortune'

14. D^TH is pi. of HWj obsolete; cf. nfotjj], from an obso-

lete singular vv, *— of the singular being softened into X in

the plural; so £n, pi. wfej; *??, pi. nw?? and 0*10* ; '0?,

pi. TO 1
; c f. Stade, §§ 122, 301a. DWfl = ' love apples',

i. e. the fruit of the Mandragora vernalis, or mandrake, of a

yellow colour, and similar in shape to an apple ; found in

Palestine, especially in Galilee. There seem to have been

two kinds of DWH, the Mandragora vernalis and autumnalis

(Song of Songs 7, 14), unless we suppose with Tuch that in

this passage the fruit is intended (at the time of the wheat

harvest, i.e. May to June), while in Song of Songs the

blossom is meant (cf. the LXX rendering in Song of Songs,

01 fxavbpayopai, with their translation here, /x^Xa pavbpayopov).

On the supposed efficacy of the DWH as love potions, see

Tuch, p. 385 f., and the authorities cited by him.

15. 'Is thy taking away my husband a little thing, and (art

thou) for taking away the love apples of my son too ?' cf. Esth.

7, 8 rotan riN vftxb djh; 2 Chron. 19, 2 -irj& wrbn.

nnpT) is not perf., so Tuch, but inf. cstr. used as a peri-

phrastic future; see Driver, § 204 end, and cf. Dav., S., § 94.

There is no reason to alter the rinpTJ into the 2 sing. fern.

perf. with waw consec. as is suggested in Ges., § 114. 2.

Rem. 5. Di. remarks that 'the inf. nnpTI ('' and to iake"=
' and thou will take" ?) expresses the intention more forcibly

1 But cf. Bacr and DeL, Liber Psalmorum, Lipsiae, 18S0, p. 115.
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than the more natural construction with the perfect finj^

;

see 20, 1
6.'

16. "prrOiT "Oft?. These words evidently contain an

allusion to the name "Wb>\

NIPT H T^TQ ; cf. 19, 33 and the note there.

18. ""OITtr. The reading given in Baer and Del/s edition

is pointed "U^jPI, with the Kri perpetuum "^^, i.e. wherever

Otpfe* occurs in the O.T. it is always pointed ^?fr?, as though

there were no second s? : this is the reading of Ben Asher

(the Tiberian or Occidental punctuation). Ben Naftali reads

"9VT? (
tne Babylonian or Oriental punctuation); cf. Baer and

Del., Gen., p. 84. On the readings of Ben Asher and Ben

Naftali, see Bleek-Wellhausen, Einl., pp. 563, 614 f.; Bleek,

Introduction, Eng. trans., ii. p. 463 ; Strack, Proleg., p. 36 f.,

De codicibns Orient, el Occident. Ben Asher's reading "O^

is perhaps a derivative from the Nifal of "OB> = 'gotfor hire

'

(Wright); so apparently the LXX, 'io-o-a^ap ; Vulg. Issachar ;

Pesh. ;ami/ ; Saad. SJLVLj
;

Josephus, £k picrOov yevu^vos.

The reading of Ben Naftali,
"
1?fe^, is the same as that of

Ben Asher, but written differently. Some think that Ben

Naftali read 1?^ (< affert proemium
y)-=r^O Kj£; see Baer

and Del., loc. cit., 'At certe de Ben Naf. falluntur! Mose

ben Mocha read "D^fc* l

est proemium* after Jer. 31, 16.

2 Chron. 15, 7. So Di.

20. T3THT and *j?2V are both ana£ Xeyo/i.

1*1 ;Qt (of the same form as jnwJ1
)
perhaps = ' habitation!

In this verse two explanations of the name are given,

probably derived from two different documents (a) from E,

-QT . . "013T 'presented me with a goodly present! and (b) from

J, ^blV (^3T with the ace. like ptf and to) ' will dwell with me.'
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The meaning l dwell^ however, generally assigned to ?2T, seems

to be very doubtful, cf. Cheyne, crit. note on Is. 63, 15. It

is, therefore, perhaps better to render ' will exalt ' or ' honour

me ' (cf. LXX, alpetirf). 72T= Assyr. zabdlu, to bear, lift up. See

Del., Proleg., p. 62, Del.5
, ad loc. This meaning of ?2\ is,

however, questioned by Hale'vy, R. E.J., 1885, p. 299, and

Nold., Z. D.M. G., xl. p. 729.

21. n^l = ' vindicatio ;* the daughter's name is here

given, as necessary to explain chap. 34. Jacob's daughters

are elsewhere presupposed (37, 35. 46, 7), but not mentioned

by name.

24. rpV explained from ver. 23^ (E) nK D\"6tf c]DN

TlSTin , as though it were PpK* = ' taker away] i. e. of my
reproach of childlessness. In 24^ (J) the name is ex

plained differently, "inK p v //,,,,
f]DV ' may Yahweh add to

me another son' so =

'

multiplier ;' see on ver. 20, and

cf. 35, 18.

27. "U^ V1N2JD N3 uts. ' If now I havefoundfavour in

thine eyes,—/ have observed the omens, that (lit. and) Yahweh

has blessed mefor thy sake! Dav., S., § 146. R. 4, takes these

words, / have divined and Yahweh, etc' as a clause with

and in the place of an object, sentence ; cf. 47, 6 ; Driver,

p. 207 ; Ges., § 120. 2. R. 2 (cf. § in. 2. R. 2. foot-note,

which apparently contradicts Ges., 1. a). The apodosis to

"W YWro N3 DK is suppressed; cf. 38, 17. 50, 15; Ges.,

§ 159. Rem. 2; the apodosis would perhaps run N3 bn

^JJD "Uyn, as in 18, 3. The words cannot be translated

' Would that I hadfound favour in thy eyes'
1

(Ges. in Thes),

as this wouldrequire the imperf., not the perfect; cf. Pss. 81,

9. 139, 19. VIBTI3 ; see on 44, 15. The LXX have olovt-

(Tufxrjv uv, making ^n^m into the apodosis to TiKSO DK; the

Vulgate ' cxfterimcnto didici!
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28. ^yV = lit. ' upon me! 7V because it will be as a burden

to him ; cf. 34, 12.

-M).
k Thou knowest how I have served /hee, and what thy

cattle has become with me! ymny *it?tf DN and .TH ISTN DNl

"131 are both accusatives after njTP ; cf. Ges., § 157 c; Dav.,

S., § 146 ; M. R., §§ 158. R. b, 161 b. nnK is emphatic,

1 thou with whom I have been in service shouldest know.'

TN ' with ?ne,' i. e. under my care.

30. y^D^I. Waw conv., as in 22, 24, which compare.

"
17^7, lit. ' at my steps,

1

i. e. wherever I went; cf. Is. 41, 2

v3"v inNnp"1 plV ' whom righteousness meeteth wherever he

goeth ;' Job 18, 11 vbrb liWBm.

"•DIN DA. Emphatic, ' I loo! You have been prosperous,

when shall I begin prospering ?

31. n^n^ nrmTN. ' 7zw7/ again feed;' so 26, 18 3Bh

"\DfT1 priV
Land Isaac dug again! Two verbs to express one

idea (here without 1 cop.) where in English an adverb is

used; so Ps. 7, 13 tjto^ , , , 31^ ' will again sharpen ;' see

Ges., § 120. 2 b. Rem.; M. R., § 30 a; Dav., S., § 83 c.

32-43. These twelve verses are very obscure, possibly

corrupt. In ver. 31, Jacob, in answer to Laban's request to

tell him what reward he desires, replies that Laban is to

give him nothing if he will accede to a proposal he has

to make. In ver. 32, Jacob proposes to go through Laban's

flock, and separate the particoloured and black sheep, and

all the particoloured goats. The normal colour of the goats

is black, or at least dark-brown ; that of the sheep, on the

contrary, white ; see Song of Songs 4, 1. 2. 6, 5. 6. Dan. 7, 9 ;

cf. Song of Songs 1, 5. The greater number of the sheep

and goats would naturally be of normal colour, white and
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black respectively. Jacob proposes that the abnormal cattle

shall be his hire. Laban, vers. 34-36, consents to Jacob's

proposal, and separates the normal and abnormal coloured

sheep and goats, and sends the latter off, under the charge

of his sons, three days' journey distant from the remainder of

his flock of normal coloured animals, left in Jacob's charge.

Jacob, in order that the animals left with him may bring

forth a greater number of abnormal coloured offspring than

they would usually produce, has recourse to the stratagem of

the peeled rods in the drinking-troughs (37-39). Ver. 40

seems to contain a second contrivance on the part of Jacob

to increase his flock, but the text is very obscure and almost

certainly corrupt (see the note there). Vers. 41. 42 either

contain a third stratagem, or refer to the previous two (the

frequentative tenses perhaps supporting the latter view), 41.

42 being a more detailed account of the contrivance prac-

tised in vers. 38. 39.

32. DVn seems to imply that the cattle separated that day,

if of abnormal colour, were to belong to Jacob ; but against this

is firstly ver. 31, where Jacob declines any hire, and secondly

vers. 35. 36b , where Laban, not Jacob, separates and drives

off the abnormal coloured cattle, which seem, according to

ver. 32, to belong to Jacob, but here are apparently regarded

as Laban's. To avoid this difficulty, some, e.g. Tuch, sup-

pose that Jacob's hire is to be the abnormal coloured cattle

that would be born, cf. ver. 37 ff.; but nothing is said of this

in ver. 32, and it is questionable whether »"bfe> n\T) would fit

in with this view. Well., Comp., p. 40 f., attempts to remove

the difficulty by inserting, after ver. 34, a statement to the

effect that Laban, after the abnormal coloured animals had

\r en separated by Jacob, found the promised reward too

liberal, and so proposed to Jacob another arrangement
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(31, 7 f.). Di. rejects this on the ground that such a lacuna

would be inconceivable, and the contradiction with v"fnn~N^>

HE1ND would be too marked. Di. proposes two solutions of

the difficulty : (i) that before or after >"ob> rMll several words

have dropped out of the text, or (ii) to alter the accentuation

of ver. 32, and point the first Nl^D with Alhnach ; then the

meaning would be l every black sheep among the sheep, and

spotted and patched among the goats, shall be my hire,' i.e. you

are to give me nothing now, but the abnormal coloured cattle

born after the division, in ver. 32, has taken place will be

mine; cf. inE, ver. 33. This seems the simplest solution of

the difficulties.

"^DH is inf. abs.; cf. note on 21, 16. Others prefer taking

")DH as imperative ; addressed to ]2?, which suits ver. 35, but

not "OyK. Nltal IpJ 'spotted and patched.' Nlta is not found

again outside this chapter, except in Ez. 16, 16, pi. fern.

rrifcOD.
,H-b> JWI 'and (these) shall be my hire,' i.e. the sheep

and goats of abnormal colour that shall be born after the

division mentioned in this verse has been carried out; see

above. 7W is used here of both sheep and goats, being

further defined by D^BO and D^y. Ver. 35 is a more minute

description of this verse. The LXX have napeXOdrco, reading

the easier reading
-
?3 "V3y! ; Vulg. ' gyra omnes greges tnos'

(?22 ""Oy), both regarding "iDH as imper.

D^toD. A form peculiar to the Pent., for which we find

elsewhere D^M.

33. rnpiS M nJWh MuhlauandVolcl^Ges.^jr.^.,

nth ed.) render here and 1 Sam. 12, 3, 'bear witnessfor me;'

but as 2 , . . njy always elsewhere means to bear ivitness

against,' and as this meaning is not unsuitable in 1 Sam. 1 2, 3,

it is preferable to follow Del. and render ' my righteousness
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shall testify against me' i. e. I shall be self-condemned

(Wright).

"inO \2^2 = ' hereafter ;' cf. Ex. 13, 14. Deut. 6, 20.

Josh. 4, 6.

"|^D7 . . fcOD *D. * When thou comest about my hire,

before thee' i.e. when thou comest to inspect the cattle (my

hire) which will be before thee ; or yisb may be connected

with inpltf "Q nfWI, in the sense l my righteousness will testify

against me . . . before thee;' but the position of "p3D?j at some

distance from Tlp"T¥ *3 nnJJTi, is against this.

Dlnl = Din U^fcO, as the black sheep, being Jacob's hire,

could not be regarded as stolen.

35. "^p"1

,
imperf. Hif., not Qal, although the shortened

imperf. third pers. masc. sing. Qal and Hif. are the same, the

context alone deciding the conjugation intended. Laban is

here the subject, as is clear from V33 at the end of the verse,

and 3py p31 tt*3 in the next verse. The cattle left with

Jacob were of normal colour, white sheep and dark-coloured

goats.

36. 1^1 ' between him! LXX and Sam. Dm (DIW3) ' be-

tween them' i. e. his sons.

37. 7pO doubtless collective, hence the fern, (as jrn

shews) ; elsewhere it is masculine.

H227 = ' Storax ' (S/yrax officinalis). Arabic ^JlS ; cf.

Low, Aram. P/lanzenn., 153. The noun n:X> is of the same

form as PIW^B, H^IC, n__. = >^_ (cf. the Arabic name ending

in i3 = ''^, and sec Stade, § 301 b), from p^, so called on

account of the milk-like gum that flows from it when its

bark is cut. Others, following the Vulg. here and the LXX
in IIos. 4, 13, render 'poplar ;' so R.V. here.
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ti? as

'

almond* Arabic JJ.J, Aram. )icu^. Del. remarks

that Tv is the more Aramaic-Arabic word for *1\$; cf. Low,

l-C< 49, 69, 374.

p'D""^ bb 'plane tree ' (Platanus orientalis), from D"W ' to

strip? so called because the bark peels off from year to year,

and the tree becomes as it were naked.

F|tLTTO = Sjfen, inf. abs. 'exposing the white;' one of the

very few instances in Hebrew of an abstract form with the

force of an infinitive; so ^"JPP, VDO (as inf. cstr.) from VpJ,

TWO (Neh. 12, 45, with ace); cf. Ryssel, De Eloh. Pent, semi.,

p. 50; Ges., § 45, I.e.; Ewald, § 239a. In Aramaic the inf.

of the first conjugation (= Qal) is formed by prefixing D.

38. D^Ern, rare and Aramaising, here explained by

&n rnnpt?.

mnptr> is pi. of n^, like nVTOK, Ps. 12, 7, from "»K;

cf. Ges., § 95. Rem. i; Stade, § 187 b; Ewald, § 212 b, who

cites *3?9 from sj^b.

POD • ' over against'

X&2.T\ in this verse, and D^B* in verse 42 are used in a
T l T

frequentative sense.

rOQITI from Don (cf. Deut. 19, 6), instead of njorvn, so

1 Sam. 6, 12 r\pm
;
Dan. 8, 22 HJl'W (all). In Arabic

the third fern. pi. form is J^bLflj, and in Aramaic [?B|?!;

cf. Wright, Comp. Gram., p. 185 ; see Ges., § 47. 3. Rem. 3 ;

Stade, § 534. 1. H. W.B., nth ed., gives the root as DIT,

not D^n, rti»rp= ri:»rp»
; cf. 3B* from 3«?J, but admits that it

is possible to derive the form from Dsn. If it is from Dpn

it follows the analogy of "Iffi , *T2

.

39. Ittn^l, = *PQ£j plural masc, because the male animals

are included. 1EIT is either imperf. from DDn^arv, Hos.
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7, 7, or imperf. Qal of &DJ, for torp r *PQJ; c ^- JU(^o- 5' 28

rins for r»HK- Ps. si, 7 ^non"" for *3TOT: see Ges., SS 64.

3. Rem. 3; 67. 5. Rem.; 69. 1 b; cf. Stade, § 523 d, who

regards ^BTP as lightened from *DHJ, for *B[J, after the analogy

of verbs n"7 ; and Konig, Lehrg., pp. 365, 417 ff., who derives

both words from DrP; comparing the inf. Pi'el in ver. 41.

niSpOn 7N. Cf. 24, 11 DVOn 1X1 5>K '0/ /^ well of

water!

Ll^ipV = - striped.'

40. D^IL^m are the particoloured animals, goats and

sheep ; these Jacob separated from the normally coloured

animals in Laban's flock. He then turns Laban's normal

coloured animals in the direction of the D'O'd, so that they

might have these before their eyes. But these abnormal

coloured animals belong to Jacob, according to his agree-

ment with Laban, and so cannot be spoken of as Din 731 npy

]lb [M¥3. If the text were emended as follows, the difficulty

would disappear, 13KV3 Din i>31 *lpV btt [J? ,KS 'OS) |1V1, i.e.

' he set theface of Laban s flock towards what was striped and

{towards) everything dark in his own flock! p7 has fallen out

of its place after }N¥, which then received the article, and the

waw of 13KV2 disappeared before the waw of JIB^I, Otherwise

we must assume with Del., Di., and others that \S> * , « jn*1

are a later addition to the text. Knobel emends by reading

npy ^5, with Onq., Ps.-Jon., and takes >Jfi for OS)!? ' before' as

Ex. 23, 15. Ps. 42, 3 ; but then Jacob's dark and parti-

coloured cattle are described as Laban's. Wright adopts

Knobel's emendation, but avoids the above-mentioned diffi-

culty by deleting p7 and reading JNV3. p7 might certainly

have crept in, from the p7 JN¥ in the next line.

41, 42. The old translators explain these verses by the
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fact that the strong cattle bring forth their young in winter,

and the weak cattle theirs in the spring : thus nWpEH would

he the winter cattle, and D^DOJjn the spring cattle.

41. Dtn . , , Prm, perfs. with waw conv. in a frequen-

tative sense; see Driver, § 120. nSDrv? is inf. Pi'el of DFT,

with the third pi. fern, suffix n3___ for ]-T~; cf. 41, 21 nj^li?,

and see Ges., § 91. 1. Rem. 2; Stade, § 352 b. 2, who re-

marks that the dagesh should be struck out.

43. nl21 ]N!£, the collective being construed with a

plural adjective; cf. 1 Sam. 13, 15 ltoy DHWtMH Dyn nN,

1 Sam. 17, 28 ronn f&ren oyo; see Ges., § 132. Rem. 5 b;

M, R., § 85. Rem. b; Dav., S„ § 31.

31.

1. niTI "T23H = ' this wealth ;' cf. Is. 10, 3. Ps. 49, 17.

4. HI vLVJ is ace. of place ; see note on 12, 15.

5. i:rN "O • . , •OD'JIN . . . Tim. The logical sub-

ject of the object sentence attracted as object into the

governing clause; see note on 1, 4. and Ex. 2, 2. 2 Sam. 17,

8. 1 Kings 5, 17. 133^ refers to MS ; cf. Lam. 4, 16, where

*3JD is followed by a singular verb.

6. n5nS1 for JfiK, also pointed H3ns ( c f. the Arabic

^.il), is only found again in Ez. 13, 11. 20. 34, 17; see

Ges., § 32. Rem. 5; Stade, § 178c; Wright, Comp. Gram.,

p. 102.

7. •JHH for Pnn, with retrogression of the tone by Ges.,

§29. 3 b; Stade, § 88. 2 b. hr\T\ is Hif. of ^n ; cf. the

Lexic. and Ewald, § 127 d. The n of the Hif. is retained,

as though it were a radical letter, in the forms *?J)nri (notice
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the dag. in b), Job 13, 9 ; ^D??, Jer. 9, 4 ; ^Pm t 1 Kings 18,

27 : see Stade, § 145 e, and Wright, Arab. Gram., i. p. 37.

rpnm . . ?nn. I. Either like Num. 11,8 )Upb) . . 1DK>,

1 the fact being stated summarily by the perfect, and this

tense being followed by the perfect with waw conv.;' see

Driver, § 114 a; Ges., § 112. 3 a,y. II. Or like 1 Sam. 12,

2 TQ^l TlJpr ; Is. 1, 2 etc.: f)vnni not being subordinate to

*>nn (the imperf. with waw conv. would be required then) but

co-ordinate ; see Driver, § 132 ; Dav., S., § 58 a.

lTOIQ mtry. '7#* //raw;' LXX, Soca dppw, possibly

corrupted out of a reading \lv<*v. The translators, not under-

standing D"01E>, wrote the Hebrew word in Greek, and this

passed over into dfxvuv; cf. Frankel, Einf, p. 18, and ver.

41. The word D^1E> is peculiar to this chapter, elsewhere

t^cya is used, e.g. Num. 14, 22, or By5"!> Ex. 23, 14. Aq.

has SeVa dpiBfj-ovs, Symm. Sexd/a? dpWyno.

8. The account of the agreement made between Jacob

and Laban in this chapter differs from that in chap. 30, and

is derived from a different source; 30, 25-31, 1 being

mainly from J ; 31, 2-1

8

a mainly from E. Cf. Dr., Introd.,

p. 15; Di., pp. 338 f. and 349 f.

ITrP tT7p3. nW, the singular is perhaps due to the

following yofe>; see Ges., § 145. 7. Rem. 3.

1 If he were to say thus, The spotted shall be thy hire; then

all the flock used to bringforth spoiled : and if he were to say

thus, The striped shall be thy hire ; lhe?i all the flock used to

bring forth striped! Cf. Num. 9, 19-21. Ex. 40, 37 N^ DX1

ty& N/1 \:yr\ r6jT (the apod, being in the imperf., as the waw

is separated from the verb by tib) ; see Driver, § 136 d. Obs.,

tf. § 1 23 (i ; Dav., S.
t

§ 1 30 b ; Ges., §§ 1 1 2. 5 «, ; 1 59. 3. 2 e.
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9, W2N for \y»2H ; cf. Ges., § 135. 5. Rem. 1.

10. D^TOsrKTO, in 30, 32 ; it is found twice again in

Zech. 6, 3. 6 (of horses), and = ' speckled! DH"D probably=
1 covered as it were with hailstones '

pi?), so ' white spots on a

dark ground' (Tuch).

13. T'NjYQ Ssn. '/ am the God at Bethel; i.e. the

God who appeared to thee at Bethel. So Dr., § 191. Obs. 2,

who compares 2 Kings 23, 17 S>NrV2 rQTDn 'the altar in

Bethel,' also Num. 22, 5. 2 Sam. 17, 26. Others regard /Nn

as construct state with the article, see Ewald, 290 d (3\

who cites other instances, e.g. Jer. 48, 32, etc.; see also

Is. 36, 8. 16 ; and cf. M. R., § 76. R. b ; Dav., S., § 20. R. 4 ;

Ges., § 127. Rem. 4 a (="2 !>« S>KPI).

14. n]1C^m . . . pm. On the first verb with a

compound subject in the singular and the second in the

plural, see references in note on 7, 7, and cf. 9, 23. 21, 32.

24, 50- 33, 7- 44, H.

15. /ON D3 /2NV).
'And goes on to eat up ;' cf.—for

force of imperf. with waw conv.—note on 19, 9. Here ?3N

inf. abs. comes after the verb for emphasis, and the inf. abs.

is further strengthened by adding DJ as in 46, 4 (cf. note).

Num. 16, 13. See also note on 29, 30.

16. ^D. Not 'so that;' Del. and Kn., neither here nor

in Job 10, 6. Deut. 14, 24; but Di. ' rather,' or ' nay, rather
;

'

c r
. Pss. 37, 20. 49, 11. 130, 4.

19. iU; j?n. In 38, 13 we find ub, the shorter form
;

cf. 33D^, Num. 21,4, and the short form 3D, Deut. 2, 3 ; see

Stade, § 619 e; Ges., § 67. Rem. 10. "]?n is pluperfect, 'had

gone.'

^^iin =
' The Teraphim,' Laban's household gods.
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LXX here to. eiSa>Aa, but the word is variously rendered by

them in the other passages where it occurs. The Teraphim

were of human form (1 Sam. 19, 13), and were worshipped

as gods (ver. 30. Judg. 18, 24). Their worship was not

recognised as legitimate (see 2 Kings 23, 24 ; cf. Gen. 35, 4

and Hos. 3, 4), yet they were at all times regarded as house-

hold oracles (Judg. 18, 5. Zech. io
?

2. Ez. 21, 26), and

(possibly) as bringing prosperity; therefore Rachel takes

them with her, to avoid bringing misfortune or ill luck on

her household; cf. Judg. 18, 17, where the Danites take

Micha's household gods. The pi. form may here only denote

a single image, as in 1 Sam. 19, 13 (see Ges., § 124c; Dav.,

S.
t § 16 c); cf. DWK and D^jn, both used as intensive

plurals ; the pi. suf. in ver. 34, and Vli>K in ver. 30, not being

decisive in favour of taking D^QTl as a real plural ; cf. Ewald,

§ 318 a. No certain etymology has yet been found. The

one most commonly given is from the Arabic v_J,j
' commode

vivere,' which would agree with the idea that the D^Sin were

the gods who were supposed to bring good fortune to those

who worshipped them ; but it is not certain that v_^j does

not rather mean 'to be soft;' cf. Tuch, p. 395 ; Del. 4
, p. 555,

who also suggests a comparison with the Sanskrit larp> ' to

be full! The word has also been connected with CNE")

(Neubauer, Academy, No. 756, p. 297), and Assyr. tarpu,

= dimma, 'a shade' (Sayce, Z. A., ii. 95), the meaning

being, ' shades of the dead' but this explanation is very

improbable, and cannot be supported by the usage of CEnn

in the O. T. The D^Qin stood in no connection with the

20. H7 UN . . . '222P') = ' deceived ;'
cf. 2 Sam. 15, 6

2? DK DvJSQN 3?J?1, but in the sense '

to win over secretly
;'

Cf. K\t7TT(LV VUOV and k\€UT€IV TIVU (Del.).

T
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^73 7^ is only found here. ^2 = vh with the finite verb,

occurs in Job 41, 18. Hos. 8, 7. 9, 16 (Ktb.). Is. 14, 6 ; see

Ewald, § 322 a. Render, ' /// that he did not tell! On b]},

cf. Ges., § 158.

21. "in2n. 'The river' par excellence, i.e. the Euphrates;

see Ges., § 126. 2d; Dav., S., § 21 c. So often, e.g. Is. 27,

12. Ps. 72, 8.

23. TnN ]"!&$. i His friends and fellow-lribesi7ien ;' cf.

Lev. 10, 4. 2 Sam. 19, 13.

24. JT^ "U? n,"ft2D. ' Either good or bad,' i.e. anything

at all : cf. ver. 29. 24, 50. Num. 24, 13. 2 Sam. 13, 22.

25. lyTTin 1i~Q . . . "inn. From a comparison of

vers. 21 and 23 with this verse, Jacob and Laban apparently

encamped in the same place (so Vulg.); yet the narrative

evidently implies that Laban encamped in one place and

Jacob in another. Probably something has been omitted

after irQ. Di.'s explanation of the text is ingenious, if not

convincing. He assumes that in in J was followed by a

proper name (Lag. suggests na^ft inn, cf. ver. 49). R
omitted this, as it did not suit the text of E. Or J did not

mention the name of the hill, as he wished to reserve his

account of its origin, until ver. 48 (then 2 5
b comes

from R).

26. H2Hm rV^l*. The imperf. with waw conv. used to

define or explain nb>y ; so in 1 Sam. 8, 8. 1 Kings 2,5;

see Driver, § 76 a; Dav., S., § 47.

27. mn 1

? nUnm nnS .
' Why didst thou fly in secret?'

see on 27, 20.

'"jrPlTNI. ' And so I could have sent thee away;' see

on 12, 19. On the -^- in ^ryW), see Ges., § 65. 2. note ;

also Stade. § 633 a.
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28. WV n^DOn = 'thou hast acted foolishly: V^J? for

nV^
;

cf. n*q, 48, n: flbg, 50, 20; Vlfcg, Ex. 18, 18; and

see Ges., § 75. Rem. 2 ; Stade, § 619 k. In ifcty n^DJl the

construction is the same as in 8, 10 xhv) ^D^.

29. T 7N7 ttT. Cf. Mic. 2, 1. Prov. 3, 27; the neg.

is "JT S>&6 pN, Deut. 28, 32. Neh. 5, 5. Hitzig explains

the phrase as meaning 'My hand is for God,' which would

be suitable if the meaning intended were, '/ am capable or

able to do everything} but scarcely suitable when the meaning

is, as here, 'I have the power /' lit. ' it is according to the

power of my hand! ?$ is a noun= strength, cf. Barth, N.B.,

p. 79. R. Ges., Del., Tuch, Di. render, '// is in the power

of my hand!

OD^N. The plural suffix refers to Jacob and those who

were with him.

30. * And flow (when) thou art going right away, for thou

longest sore for thy fathers house, why hast thou stolen my

gods?" *pn and 5|DD: are infs. abs., prefixed to the finite

verb for emphasis; see the note on 2, 16; and cf. 16, 10.

18, 10. 2 Sam. 5,19. P]D3J. on the form, cf. Ges., § 51. Rem. 1.

The word is only found here in the Pent.

31. ^nNH"1

"O. Cf. the note on 20, n.

32. "IttJfc* UV 'with whomsoever,' for l»y , » , "tBW ; the

phrase is unusual, yet imitated here by the Pesh. * ^.i Lo^
;

see Ewald, § 333 a; Ges., § 138. 1. foot-note 2; M. R.,

§ 158. Rem. a; Dav., S., § 10. R. 1. In 44, 9. 10 we have

the regular construction inN . . . IBfa

.

33. JinO^n is pi. of PICK, with the insertion of a PI ;

Stade, § 188; Ges., § 96; and cf. the Arabic ij\, pi.

\1Z\, with j instead of the Heb. n. The Aram. U*>!\ pi. )<*-W^

T 2
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and NEK, pi. N^v^' navc n as *n Hebrew. Cf. also Lag.,

B. N., p. 82, and Barth, N. B., p. 8.

34. "O is ana£ Ae-yo'/x. LXX, els ra adyfiara=- 1
saddle.' "O,

so called from its round basket-shaped form (root TD), was

protected by a cover or tent, in which the women sat,

something like a modern palanquin ; see Di., p. 354.

35. *pDDD D^pv . Cf. Lev. 19, 32. Rachel's plan was

ingenious, as any attempt to examine the camel's saddle

would involve contact with an unclean thing.

36. *HnN npTT. nnK pbl= 'lo burn after one;' i.e. to

hotly pursue one; so 1 Sam. 17, 53 DYlfc^D "nntf pblft.

39. TiNnm xb n^nta. Cf. Ex. 22, 12.

n^tOn^, for njStpnx, as though from a verb Tfb; see

Ges., § 74. Rem. 4 ; cf. § 75. Rem. 21c; Stade, §111. N^n

here is synonymous with D?E>, Ex. 22, 12.

DI*1 *\TG33 with the old binding vowel *— ; cf. on 1, 24.

It always has the tone with the exception of two places, Lam.

1, 1 and Hos. 10, 11, in the former of which the accent is on

the penult., on account of a word of one syllable following;

cf. Ges., § 90. 3 a ; Stade, § 343 d ; Wright, Comp. Gram.,

p. 141 f. The two imperfs. rOEnN, nJCTpnn are frequentative.

40. Cf. Jer. 36, 30. In the East the cold at night is quite

as intense as the heat by day. Cf. Sh., G., p. 69 f. ; Bad.,

Pal., p. xlvii.

41. D^O rnil/^. Cf. ver. 7. Ten here, and ver. 7, is

a round number = ' often.'

42. "FTO. So ver. 53 ; cf. fcTOD, Is. 8, 12. ins is abstract

for concrete ; so aefias = ae^aafxa. The Pesh. uses )l&^~f

here and Is. 8, 12 in a similar way. In the Jer.-Targ. on

Deut. 32, 15, and the Targ. on Hos. 8, 6, and often else-
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where, we find &VCH used, as ^ns here, and KTlO in Is., 1. c.

;

compare also a similar use of nNT" in the Talmud, Sank., 64 a

"w ipw into* K"^n '&? /afo* &j god (i.e. zV&/) 00/ 0/M
bosom, etc.' Render, ' //*" the God of my father . . . had not

beenfor me . . .for then ;' an aposiopesis : or nnjj *3 may be

regarded as an apodosis and rendered, 'indeed then thou hadst,'

etc.; cf. 43, 10 133^ nny *a unornann vb*b *a; Num. 22, 29

nny *3 . . 3^n B* A; 2 Sam. 2, 27 (TK Q); and see Driver,

§ 141. Cf. Ewald, § 358 a; Ges., § 159. Rem. 3; Dav., £".,

§ 131. and R. 2.

43. n^N*? ntosw no. 'To*/ ^^ / ^«^ to do to

these?' i. e. how am I going to harm them ? For h ii&y in a

bad sense, see 22, 12. 27, 45. Ex. 14, 11.

44. rrm . . , nrn^D. Cf. on i, 14. The subj. to rvn

cannot be JVC, as this is fern., and the action itself (the

making a covenant) cannot be regarded as a witness, and so

cannot be subject. Di. therefore deletes the ? before IV,

which then becomes the subject,= land lei there be a witness
;'

otherwise we must suppose with Olshausen that something

has fallen out of the text.

45. i"Q!£?3 rTO^'Vl, lit.
l and he set it up (so that it became)

a pillar ;' cf. i Kings 18, 32 rQTD D^axn DX r\:2 ; Gen. 28,

18 mro nnN Db*l; see note on 6, 14.

47. NiTnnJZ? "VP = Heb. nyba, the first occurrence of

Aramaic words in the O.T. KnnnP, cf. Job 16, 19 HntP1=
' my witness' after the form of the Aramaic participle. The

naming of the place with an Aramaic and Hebrew name was

probably occasioned by its position on the frontier, between

Aramaic and Hebrew-speaking people; see Di., p. 356.

yblj\ "\r\ or iy!«n pjK is in the O.T. the name of the stretch

of territory (chiefly mountain and hill country) which extended
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from the edge of the plateau of Moab up to the Yarmuk,

being cut into two parts by the Wady Jabbok. The northern

portion between the Jabbok and Yarmuk (Deut. 3, 13. Josh.

12, 5. cf. 1 Kings 4, 19) coincides with the modern district

of 'Ajlun ; and the southern portion, with that part of the

Belka', which stretches from Mount Heshbon to the Jabbok

(Deut. 3, 12. Josh. 12, 2). At the present day the long ridge

south of the Jabbok is still called Jebel Jela'ad. Cf. Sh., G.,

p. 583 f.; Bad., Pa/., p. 176. The identification of the sites

of the various places in Gilead is very uncertain ; cf. Di.,

p. 358, and Sh., G., I.e. Mizpeh, the scene of Jacob's covenant

with Laban, has been placed by Conder at Suf, a place of

dolmens and stone-circles between 'Ajlun and Jerash (cf. Sh.,

G., p. 586). This identification, however, is uncertain, as

several Mizpehs are mentioned in the O. T. in different

localities, and we have no certainty that these were the same,

and even if they were identical, one site, which would suit all

of them, can hardly be discovered ; cf. Sh., 1. c; Di., 1. c.

49. As the text stands, ver. 49 must be closely connected

with 48, ' and Mizpah (he called the place) because he said,'

etc.; so Kn., Keil ; but nBVCrn is strange, as nothing has

been said about a HBi'lp ' a look-out' ' watch-tower.' Ewald

emends, nSiVDn rnvcm ' and the pillar (he called) Hammizpah'

(Komp. der Gen., p. 64), which is supported by Saadiah. The

Vs's. vary, and do not give any clue to solve the difficulty.

Di., p. 356, suggests that ver. 49 in its present form does

not come from J, but has been revised and modified by R
;

as at his time a Mizpah in Gilead was better known than a

Masseba, but expresses some doubt as to whether R freely

inserted all from *|2P to injTV?, and 5ob, which belongs to

this, or made use of information derived from J.

50. ON in an oath, as in 14, 23, which compare.
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52. DfcS with a following titt)= sive . . . sive ; so Del. and

Dav., S., § 152, who compare Ex. 19, 13 B^N DN HEra DX

iTr? K? ' whether beast or man, he shall not live.'' Di. prefers

to take them as the Dtf in ver. 50, and renders, ' surely not /,

/ will not pass ;
' the DK and then tfi> expressing a strong

negative ; but this seems unnecessary.

53. *1Z3DU?\ Perhaps the plural is used as the gods of

Nahor are mentioned, the narrator supposing that Nahor

worshipped idols, as Laban did (cf. the D sDin); see Josh.

24, 2. The words E'^tf » vi
may> however, be a gloss.

They are wanting in the LXX, and some Hebrew codices.

They are rejected by Kennic, Olsh., Welh., Geiger, Urschrift,

p. 284, and Di. LXX, Pesh., Sam., Vulg. give the sing.

54. Cf. 26, 30. Ex. 24, 11. 2 Sam. 3, 20.

32.

1. CnPN is rare; cf. Ex. 18, 20. Num. 21,3. Ez. 34, 12.

1 Chron. 6, 50 (all), and once &™?^> Ez. 23, 45. The usual

form is DAN. In the fern., on the contrary, the usual form is

]7\m (]m only in Ez. 16, 54).

3. C^nft = 'two camps! LXX have nap(n&o\al, as though

"D were a plural from ^DJD. The dual, however, suits vers.

8~i 1 better than a plural. The two camps were his own,

and the angel host he had just met. On the proper names

in Hebrew which are apparently duals see the note on 37,

17. D^riD was situated on the borders of the territory of

Gad, Josh. 13, 26. 30. It lay probably to the north of the

Jabbok, and was one of the most important towns in Gilead

(cf. 2 Sam. 2, 8. 12. 29. 17, 24. 27. 1 Kings 4, 14). Its

identification has not yet been determined. ' Conder places
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Mahanaim near Bukei'a to the east of Salt, a region not

likely to contain so important a town, and hardly on the

border of Gad (Josh. 1. c.). Merrill suggests Khurbet

Suleikhat, 300 feet above the Ghor, in the Wady 'Ajlun/ Sh.

G., p. 586. Kiepert places it provisionally between the

Jordan and the Jabbok, a little south of Amathus.

5. pittNil. Cf. Ges., § 47. Rem. 4; Stade, §52oa;

see on 3, 4.

nnSI is imperf. Qal, by syncope, for "*nXN}; so 2nx for

3
H^u-' Prov - 8, 17 : see Ges., § 68. 1. note; Stade, § 112 c.

6. nnW^. Cf. on 41, 11.

7. "]n^p7 "pH Cm. The participle without any

subject expressed; so 22r\ *|K, Deut. 33, 3; wrhwo DN.

1 Sam. 6, 3; cf. Gen. 24, 30. 37, 15. 38, 24. 41, 1 (all with

run): see Driver, § 135. 6. 2; Ewald, § 303 b; Ges., § 116.

5. Rem. 3; Dav., S., § 100 a.

<

8. H!p1 is imperf. Qal from TWf, Ewald, § 232 c; Stade,

§ 510 g. The — in the last syllable is due to the tone being

drawn back to the penult., as in Job 20, 22 i/ T3p.

9. iin^n n^n^n 7>N. n:riE, usually masc, is here

fern., as in Ps. 27, 3 ; as the masc. immediately follows, the

fern, is strange; the Heb.-Sam. reads ^9?? 5 which is probably

the correct reading.

VOm . . . Nlir Dtf. Cf. 18, 26. 24, 8. 28, 20, and

ver. 18 of this chapter, where "O takes the place of DS; see

Driver, § 136 a, and cf. p. 130; M. R., § 24. 2 a; Dav., £.,

§ 130, and R. 1 ; Ges., § 112. 5 a, a.

ntO^/D is abstract, ' escape,' and then concrete, l escaped ones!

11. vDQ V^tOp, render as a present, pp being a stative
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verb, 'lam unworthy] lit. 'too small;' see Driver, §11; M.R.,

§ 2. 1; Ges., § 106. 2 a; Dav., S.
} § 40.

vOtt . On the (comparative) |» here = the positive with

'too,' see M. R., § 49. 2. Rem. a; cf. notes on 18, 14 NPS'TI

in mra; 4, 13 kVbodw ^ro*

^•p?23. *5. 2 is pointed with dag. lene, although the

preceding word ends in a vowel, and has a conjunctive accent,

because the aspirate in the connected sounds E2 is hardened

(i.e. removed), just as in 22, 33, B3, 33, 23; see Ges., § 21. 1.

Rem. 2, and Del.4
, p. 416.

mjPltt ^tt)7> ^iT^H .

c I have become {and still am) two

camps ;' see Driver, § 8.

12. ins . . . fcO\ Cf. 22, 12 and note on 4, 14.

^3, 7^ EN. The phrase occurs again in Hos. 10, 14

(cf. Deut. 22, 6), and is a proverbial expression, by depicts

the mother hovering over her children, and vainly trying to

defend them: or by may be taken as in Job 38, 32. Ex. 35,

22 D^KOil by D*B^Nn ' the men together with the women! The

first explanation is perhaps preferable. The clause is a

circumstantial clause, so ver. 31; cf. note on 12, 8.

14. YT3 N2n ]J2 — l

of what he had] lit. ' of that which

had come into his hand;' cf. 35, 4 DT2 ItPK. R.V. '

of that

which he had with him!

15. D"Hto Q^ttrrYl. The numeral after the noun, in

apposition, is rare in the earlier books of the O.T.; cf. ver. 16,

and see Dav., S., §§ 36 c, 37 b.

16. CiTjII. The masc. suff. for the fern., as in 31, 9;

cf. 26, i,-, and the note there.

D"HE =5 *young bullocks', standing in the same relation to
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rrna as Dn^y 'foals
1

(here * asses' foals') to the rtOTlN.

tWJfl is for D^SJJL; cf. Ges., § 28. 2.

17. VOT *ny "Ml*, lit. '>r/C', /<?^ fl/fl«; i.e. * by herds

or flocks,' so that each flock had one servant ; cf. Ges.,

§ 123 d. 2; M. R., §72. 2; Dav., S., §29. R. 8.

18. ?JtyjD\ So pointed in Baer and Del.'s edition, fol-

lowing Ben Asher's reading. Ben Naftali reads, however,

^?S?r • -^en Asher's reading was pronouncedyifgha-shacha,

Ben Naftali's yifgosh-cha ; cf. Baer and Del., Gen., p. 85.

The imperf. &&) would be a by-form of B^B?; cf. 1 Sam. 25,

20. On the Hatef-pathach under &>, cf. on 2, 12 ^nn.

20. MNSbS, for B?*t??2i; see Ewald, § 63. 1, and Ges.,

§ 74. Rem. 2; and cf. W'n, for ^Jjjpj and Stade, § 109.

DDNVD3 = ' when you findI lit. ' in your finding'.

23. Nin H ;^72. Cf. 19, 33 and the note there.

py* is the present Wady Zerka, which divides the districts

of 'Ajlun and Belka', and falls into the Jordan in the

latitude of Shechem, N. of the Dead Sea. The modern

name Zerka.= 'blue food/ is derived from the clear blue

colour of the water. Cf. Bad., Pal., p. 178; Sh., G.,

p. 583 f. The name pls is probably to be derived from p\)2

'to pour out;' here it is brought into connection with the

root p3K, as though pSC= P&lijJL= 'striver,' ' wrestler ;' cf. Ges.,

Thes., p. 233 a.

25. p^N^l = l he wrestled] is found only here and ver. 26.

p2H is possibly connected with pan, or perhaps is only

a dialectic variation of the same ; the word is probably chosen

on account of the pr. n. pn\ In Hos. 12, 4 p3W) is explained

by rnb\ Tuch and H. W. B., nth ed., propose a derivation,

as Niph. denom., from P^K ' dust] i. e. ' to scatter oneself with
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dust;' as KovUadat, from kouis, the powder with which wrestlers

were sprinkled after being oiled. In C. P. Ges. the word is

explained as a denominative, '

to wrestle' = get dusty; cf.

Strack, Pirke Aboth, i. 4, Dn\bjl "^3 pSSHD *im = sit at

their feet.

26. Vpni, imperf. Qal from yp\

27. "^rCO DN ^3. ' Except thou bless me;' cf. 2 Kings 4,

24. Ruth 3, 18; and see Driver, § 17; Dav., S., § 154;

Ges., § 163. 2; M. R., § 168 c.

29. 7^$ltD', = 'God's slriver,' 'he who strives with God,'

in this passage and Hos. 12, 4 (hence the choice of the rare

verb mb in both places), as though *?tr\W = b$ Dy mfc* "i$K

(Wright). The name perhaps really means—as distinct from

the meaning given in the text— ' God strives, fights,' ?N '"H*^
•

cf. 'Xyv&l; so Robertson-Smith, Proph. in Isr., p. 36, who

compares Hisn^ nirr. Ges. in Thes., p. 1338 b, Tuch, Reuss,

and others explain it as meaning 'Soldier of God,' i.e. he

who fights for and with God's help. In 35, 10 (P) we have

another account of the alteration of Jacob's name.

TCmJT), (I) an imperf. Hof. of bl\ used as the imperf.

Qal ; so Ewald, § 127b: (II) Stade, § 486, and Ges., § 69. 2.

Rem. 3, regard it as an imperf. Qal OT = 5>3V = blV = b?V
;

cf. the Arabic imperf. J-^5 fr°m J-^Jj and Wright, Arab.

Gram., i. pp. 89-90.

30. Cf. Judg. 13, 17.

^£tl)

T

5
. 'About my name;' cf. 20, 2 and the note there.

31. ^tTDS •I£2n*l. Cf. Ex. 33, 20; also Judg. 13, 22.

Dcut. 4, 33; and the note on 16, 14. *! = and yet; see

Driver, § 74 [1) Ges., f hi. i. R. 4; cf. M. R., § 18. 2; another

'.. Dav., .S'., § 48. R. 1.
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7W3D, or ^NUB in ver. 32,='fact of God;' cf. on 4, 18

PNChno. In i?N^a the * is the old binding vowel ; see on

'fUM, 31, 39. The position of iwOQ cannot be ascertained.

Kiepert provisionally locates it on the south of the Jabbok to

the NW. of Ramoth Gilead. ' Merrill suggests the Tulul

edh-Dhahab, round and between which the Jabbok forces its

way into the Jordan ; Conder puts Penuel on the ridge of the

Jebel 'Osha/ Sh., G., p. 586.

rr

33. "U1 ntt?3rT Tu il^ = ' the hip-sinew, which is on the

hollow of the thigh' iifiwn Y3 = the Arabic CLI, the nerve or

tendon which goes through the thigh and leg to the ancle,

the nervus ischiadicus ; see Ges., Thes., p. 921 a. The law

forbidding the children of Israel to eat the nBOn YJ is not

mentioned in the O. T. It is to be found in the Talmud,

Tract. Chullin, chap. 7.

33.

3. fc^m is emphatic, he. Jacob, as opposed to the persons

mentioned in ver. 2 ; see Driver, § 160. Obs.; Dav., S., § 107.

4. inptf'H. Mas. note, 11pJ "ta
t
\npvh)= ' with points on

every letter'. The Mid. Bern., cited by Strack, ProL Cril.,

p. 89, has iJ? S?a» ip^j vbw by vby iipa inp^i, i. e. 'vpvfa

with points over it, because he did not kiss him with all his

heart;' cf. the Ber. Rab. in Strack, 1. c, where Rabbi Yanai,

answering Rabbi Simeon ben Eleazar, explains the points on

VlpBh thus : "DCoS? *6t< )p&£> Nn fc6t? ' because he did not come

to kiss him (facob), but to bite him,' and goes on to say that

Jacob's neck was turned into marble ; an account hardly in

keeping with what we are told of Esau, who is never depicted

in the O. T. as an inhuman person. The points probably

here, as in the other cases where they occur, mark the word
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as suspicious ; cf. Ewald, § 19 d. The Targ. Ps.-Jon. explains

that Jacob wept because his neck was painful, and Esau

because the effort gave him the toothache !! In 45, 14. 46,

29 'falling on the neck ' is immediately followed by ' weepingI

and in the several MSS. of the LXX (Lag., Gen. Graece,

p. 134) the trans, of inp^l is wanting. It, therefore, seems

best to omit the word.

5. ""p H?N TO. 'Who are these to thee?' ^ is dat. of

reference; cf. Ex. 12, 26. Josh. 4, 6. 2 Sam, 16, 2.

pn with double ace. So "p3 49, 25. 28; see Ges., § 117.

5 b,/3; M.R., §45. 3; Dav., £, § 78. R. 1.

6, 7. |tTZirn, agreeing with the subj. immediately follow-

ing; so twni, ver. 7. On the gender and construction of

the verbs in these verses, see M. R., § 138 and Rem.; Ges.,

§ 146. 2 b; Ewald, § 339 c ; Dav., S., §§113, 114.

8. "")X\ n:n?^n 73 "p ^3 .
' What to thee is all this camp ?

'

i.e. the cattle (32, 14-22) which Esau had already met; cf.

riB&a IW. ^ by attraction = TO, so Judg. 13, 17 "pp SD

;

cf. 32, 28 "pfc> no. Ewald. § 325 a, and Di. prefer the ren-

dering, 'Who to thee is the camp ?' i.e. 'what dost thou wish to

do with them?' 'because he brings the people into the fore-

ground.' Cf. Dav., S., §8. R. 1.

10. nnpTH = '/rqy lake;' cf. 40, 14 rV'W lpray shew

mercy;* Judg. 6, 17 niK v JVtPJJl 'pray give me a sign;' see

Driver, § 119 d; and cf. Ges., § 1 12. 5 a, j3.

DVt?N ^32 JWC. 'As one sees the face of God] i.e.

Jacob sees that Esau's face wears a friendly (lit. divine) aspect,

'it is a divine friendliness with which he came to meet him,'

Di. WO, the subject to the infinitive, is here indefinite, as

i.x. 30, 12 ; see Dav., *S'., § 91. R. 1.
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1 1. P^in is third pers. fem. sing. Hof. from Nn, with the

old feminine ending n (instead of n), which is preserved as

the usual ending of the third fem. perf. in Arabic, Aramaic,

and Ethiopic, and appears in Hebrew before the suffixes,

and sporadically elsewhere; cf. Wright, Arab. Gram., i. p. 60;

Comp. Gram., p. 167 f.; Ges., § 74. Rem. 1 ; Stade, §407 b;

Dr., p. 236. Other instances of the fem. ending are JWJiJ,

IH^Ba, nat£ n?|K (the only case with the strong verb). LXX
have here as fjveyKa aoi,= HNSn

t
possibly not understanding

the anomalous form.

1r0^3= 'present/ so Josh. 15, 19. Judg. 1, 15. 1 Sam. 25,

27. 30, 26. 2 Kings 5, 15. rD"U= ' a present] i.e. as a proof

of favour, and often accompanied with a blessing. Knobel

compares the presents paid the clergy in the middle ages,

called Benedictiones.

s5 ^s tiT "01. 'And because I have everything! *2\ as

in Judg. 6, 30. 1 Sam. 19, 4. Is. 65, 16 ; see Ewald, § 353 a.

Esau has 21 'an abundance/ Jacob, being under especial

divine protection, can say he has 73 ' everything.'

13. ^/V ri"i7y= ' lactantes] i.e. ' with young/ so Is. 40,

11. y?V
=t upon me/ cf. 48, 7. 1 Sam. 21, 16; i.e. the

cattle who were with young were a burden and responsibility

to Jacob. The R. V. ' with me ' does not sufficiently express

the by.

IJliCfi . . . Q^pDm , lit.=' and they over-drive them . . . and

they die] i.e.
i

if they over-drive them . . . they will die] the

death of the cattle being conditional on their being over-

driven ; cf. 42, 38 Dmnro . . . PDK VHnpls= ( a«rf if trouble

befall him . . .ye will bring down/ 44, 4. 22 HOI TOM HN 2TV1

;

cf. 29. See, on two perfs. with waw conv. forming a con-
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ditional sentence, Driver, § 149; also Ges., § 112. 5 a, e
;

Ewald, § 357 a; M. R., § 28 ; Dav., S., § 132.

DIpDTl, the masc. suffix for the fern. ; cf. on 26, 15 ; and

on the third pers. pi. used indefinitely, see note on 29, 2.

14. ^tDNT>, lit.= ' according to my gentleness? i.e. gently.

7 is the b of ' norm' or condition, cf. 2 Sam. 15, n. Is. 11, 3.

32, 1 ; see Ew., § 217 d; Dav., S., § 10 1. R. b : so ^n?.

rOfrS^ftn ?2T\;= l according to the pace of the cattle!

nDN7E = 'property ' (cf. ^Ji?'?), here, from the context, in-

cluding cattle; cf. Ex. 22, 7 with vers. 9 and 10; 1 Sam.

i5, 9-

17. T^l = perhaps, as Del.4 suggests, 'a house' i.e. not

a tent, 7HN 27, 15, but 'a building;' here opposed to HDD

' booths', ' tents! Hence the name of the place, ]"DD.

rVCD was probably on the eastern side of Jordan, in a

valley, a little further west than Peniel ; cf. Josh. 13, 27.

Judg. 8, 5. 8. Ps. 60, 8. Its exact position is uncertain ; but

it must probably be sought for S. of the Jabbok, near the ford

of Damie, on the road from es-Salt to Nablous (Kohler,

Geschichle, i. p. 147, Keil, Del., Di.). Sh., G., p. 585,

however, thinks Succoth may be the present Tell Deir 'Alia,

a high mound in the Jordan valley, about 1 mile N. of the

Jabbok. At the present day a Sakut (udIjII) exists, south

of Bethshan, on the western side of Jordan, which is appar-

ently distinct from the J13D of this verse ; at any rate, it can

hardly be the Succoth mentioned here, as it would be too far

away from the line of Jacob's journey; see Di., p. 367 ; Del.8
,

p. 409; also cf. Bad., Pal., p. 167.

18. C7tr=Qv^3, 28, 21, 'safe and sound? after his late

meeting with Esau, and the danger there might possibly have
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been in encountering him. The LXX, Pesh., Hier. take D^
as a proper name. The Heb.-Sam. reads Dlfe here ; cf.

43> 2 7-

Mttf, cf. note on 12, 6, and see Sh., G., pp. 332, 368 ff.

;

Bad., Pal., p. 216 f.

*0D nN= ' before;' cf. on 19, 13.

19. Mti pM Tinn ^3 T»D. 'From the sons of Hamor,

the father of S.,' i.e. the father of Shechem (34, 2), after

whom the city was called Shechem; cf. 4, 17. The LXX
omit 03, ' in order to agree with 34, 1 ff./ Di.

ntFtop. LXX, Onq., Hier. render, 'lambs;
1

cf. Ber.

Rabba, c. 79 ; Targg. Ps.-Jon. and Jer. 'pearls! Rabbi

Akiba, in the Talmud, Tract. Rosh ha-shana, 26 a, relates

that in Africa he heard a coin (^V9) called nt3 ,|b,p. Probably

the word= 'that which is weighed] from Bt?p= Arab. kJU=
'to divide] 'fix;' cf. W.° j 'a weight] lpair of scales] then

' afixed weight] equally used with the shekel by the patriarchs.

From a comparison with 23, 15. 16 some have supposed the

"p to be equivalent to four shekels, but this is quite uncertain.

ilDHPp occurs twice again, Josh. 24, 32. Job 42, n, but neither

passage throws any additional light on the word. Cf. also

Madden, fewish Coinage, p. 6.

34.

1. zpyb mb* ntfa nth nn (cf. 16, 15 f. 25, 12),

an instance of P's circumstantial style.

2. P1HN 13OT. 33^ with the ace, as in Lev. 15, 18.

24. Num. 5,13. 19. 2 Sam. 13, 14. Deut. 28, 30. Kri; cf.

bw, which is construed with an ace. and always has a Kri
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33£\ The Mass. punctuation regards nx in these passages

as sign of ace., the analogy of 33£; with DJJ, and ?¥K, favours

the reading HfiK, cf. Geiger, Urschrift, p. 407 f.

3. "^2n. Cf. the note on 24, 14.

ny^n 2.7 ;V ~)2.1^*\= ' and he spake kindly to the damsel;'

cf. 50, 21 D37 by "Wl; Is. 40, 2. Hos. 2, 16.

5. 'Now Jacob had heard that he (Shechem) had defiled

Dinah his daughter, while his sons were with his cattle in the

field, andJacob was silent until they came! Bhnni probably,

as in 37, 3 T\IT\2 V nt?yi, frequentative; cf. Driver, p. 162.

foot-note 1 ; Ges., § 112. 6 b. /3. Dav., S., § 58 b, takes it as

simple waw.

7. nrh irm. Cf. on 4 ,
5.

Wira ntoy nV^ ^ = c

J?r he had wrought Jolly

in Israel! np33 nfety is the constant expression for any carnal

offence; cf. Deut. 22, 21. Judg. 20, 6. 10. 2 Sam. 13, 12.

-3tp 7. See Ges., § 45. 1 a; Stade, § 619 a. If the second

radical of the inf. constr. Qal is one of the six letters

n, B, 3, 1, i, 3, when 7 is prefixed, it usually is pointed with

dag. lene (but not when 3 and 2 are attached), e.g. 33£>

with b = (by Ges., § 28. 1; Dav., § 6. 2 d) 330, and with the

dag. lene 22pb
; cf. Dav., § 6 end. foot-note (where a list of

the so-called half-open syllables is given which is useful for

reference), and Ges., § 45. 2. note.

ntoJP N7 pi. Cf. 4, 7 ; and see note on 20, 9.

8. ltfD3 nptrn "03 MttJ. ' Shechem my son, his soul

cleaves' etc. "^3 D3B>, a casus pendens ; cf. Deut. 32, 4 "ii^n

ibys DVsn, Is. n, 10 N3hT D^: V7K , ..H5* Bhtf ; see Driver,

§ 197. 2 ; Ges., § 140. 3 ; M. R., § 132 ; Dav., S., § 106.

u
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D3rQ2. The pi. suffix includes the brothers with the

father; cf. 17 )2T)2; 24, 59 f.

9. "OnN 1-nnjin. So Deut. 7, 3. Josh. 23, 12 (both

with 2) = to ijitermarry. ^nk (cf. ver. 2) might possibly be

pointed tifiN
; cf. the construction 2 fnnnn. DK jnnnn is found

again in 1 Kings 3, 1, but whether nK in this passage is a

prep, or the sign of the ace. is uncertain ; cf. Ewald, § 124 b.

10. rrnriDI. nnD is construed with an ace. like a verb=
going; cf. 42, 34 Virion pKH nN1 = '

traffic in the land',

i.e. go to and fro in the land for the purpose of trading.

!"Q Itn^n = ' settle down therein' lit. ' hold yourselves

fast therein! The word is peculiar to P; so again 47, 27.

12. "jriftl irTO. "ino = the price paid to the parents

for their daughter; cf. Ex. 22, 15. 1 Sam. 18, 25: jnD=
the gifts given to the bride ; cf. 24, 53, where a like distinction

is made.

13. N^tt ntTN 1"QT1. LXX, <a\ i\d\r)<Tav afro*, ort

e/jLiavav, which would mean, l and spoke, because they had defiled]

or, (?)
' and said, that they had defiled,

1

which would be better

expressed by kdb \3 ViENv
i. The first meaning being very

lame and the second doubtful, it has been conjectured that

"\21 here must = the Arabic ~"3, and mean, ' to act craftily

behind one's back] l lay snares for ;' cf. 2 Chron. 22, 10 (but

see Bertheau); so Ges. in Thes., p. 315 a, Kn. This,

however, is not certain (see Di., p. 373); so perhaps it is

simpler to read HDIDI ravi instead of VOI*! n&TOXl; so

Pesh. )lal?> o»^ ojj&io. Kuenen emends, uniriN for DTIinN,

but then VGT1 would have to mean VTIK W B*K nDN%s
1

.

15. ]"lfcWn = '0« this condition,' 2 being the 2 of price;

cf. ver. 22. 1 Sam. 11, 2.
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HIND, imperf. Nif\ of mx; it occurs again in vers. 22. 23,

and 2 Kings 12, 9, but nowhere else. In Rabb. the part. Nif.

DIKJ is found,= < suitable! Hitzig and Stade, § 585 a, prefer

to take it as imperf. Qal, like WW; cf. on 23, 13. where

Hitzig reads nriK DK as perf. Qal from niN.

T'ftn;' . The subject of the inf. cstr. is here in the

nominative, see Ges., § 115. 2. Rem. 2; Dav., S., § 91 a;

M. R., § 117. "O? bl Gib hon is a phrase characteristic of P;

so 17, 10. Ex. 12, 48.

16. "^r^V Then we will give! The perf. with waw

conv.; the apodosis to UD3 vnn DK in ver. 15; cf. vers. 17.

18. 26, and often.

x 9- ^O^ 113
"

1-^ cf- Wrl* the vowel being lengthened by

way of compensation for the non-doubling of n ; see Stade,

§ 386 d. 2 ; Ges., § 64. 3.

20. D"Y»# nytf *?N. Cf. 23, 10. 18. Is. 29, 21. Am. 5, 10.

"Vyn ~\yw was the oriental Forum.

21. ' These me?i, they are peaceably disposed towards us!

Casus pendens; cf. on ver. 8; see Driver, § 198; and Ges.,

§ 143 a; Dav., &\, §§ 104 b, 106 a. Cf. also 40, 12. 18.

41, 25-27. 42, 11. 45, 20. 47, 6. 48, 5 (on »?).

^72711? 'peaceable! Geiger, Urschrift, p. 76, proposes

the curious rendering 'Salemiies,' also taking D?E>, 33, 18,

as the name of a city belonging to Shechem.

D'I~P .TQrn. ' FFi& on both sides;' so Judg. 18, 10.

Is. 22, 18; also Ps. 104, 25 (DH'1 3m . . . DM).

*Ct!TH. LXX, Sam., Pcsh., Vulg. omit the 1 and connect

DC* with una.

24. nytf *H!f! hi. Cf. 23, 10. 18, and the note on

ver. 10. On the verbs N^ and to with the accusative, and

u 2
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so capable of the genitive construction with the participle,

see Ges., § 116. 3. Rem.; Dav., S., § 98. R. 1.

25. OMfeO DnVrQ, i.e. when they were attacked with

the fever that appears on the third day after circumcision in

the case of adults. The third day was the most critical time

for the circumcised person ; cf. Tuch, p. 409.

^T>1 py^tT, i.e. Simeon and Levi with their fellow-

tribesmen.

*H^n tft^N. ' Each one his sword;' see Ges., § 139. 1;

M. R., § 72. 3. Rem. a; Dav., S., § 11. R. d; and cf. 42, 25

niDD, elsewhere usually n&2b,= ' in security' a circum-

stantial accusative, as in 1 Sam. 12, 11 nOD 13^TI1J Ez. 30, 9

nan Bta nx Tinr6; cf. Ges., § 118. 5; Dav., S., § 70 b.

26. IPn ^27, not l with the edge' but 'according to the

mouth of etc., i.e. according to its ability to devour; cf.

2 Sam. 2, 26. 11, 25 annn bmn pidi ma *a Usually mn ^
is connected with H3H 'to smite' but it is also found with

other verbs, though only here with nn (Di.).

27. Spy m. LXX, Pesh., Saadiah, Sam., and two

MSS. (Wright) read *321, which is not so abrupt
;
possibly

waw originally stood before ^22, and dropped out on account

of the final ) of 1X^1, ver. 26 ; o*r the Vss. might have added

it, to remove the abrupt commencement of the verse. The
i)2 are probably only Simeon and Levi, not the other sons of

Jacob ; cf. ver. 30, where only Simeon and Levi are blamed.

30. ^ttTNnriT', lit. 'by making me stink,' i.e. bringing me

into evil repute; so Ex. 5, 21. 1 Sam. 13, 4. 2 Sam. 10, 6.

Cf. the English phrase, ' To be in bad odour with any one."
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"^DDft Tift, lit.
' men of number! i.e. so few that they

might easily be counted; cf. Ges., § 128. 2 g; M. R., § 79. 4.

Rem. a : so Deut. 4, 27. Ps. 105, 12; cf. Is. 10, 19. For

T1*?, see on 4, 18 ; cf. Barth, N.B., p. 5. It is only found in

the plural; see Ewald, § 178 d; Stade, § 183.

"»TlDm . . . lEDNDI. Cf. on 33, 13 in»1 . . . mpffll.

31. HDit^n, so Baer and Del., with 3 aspirated; cf. 27,

38. Job 15, 8. 22, 13; and the metheg (Ga'ya) before the

pathach, to distinguish the n interrog. from the n of the

article (Del.). The ordinary text has T majusculum.

ntoy\ Cf. Lev. 16, 15 \cn nx nfe^n.

35.

1. 7NJV3. ri75\ Bethel was situated on a hill; cf.

ver. 8 tarva^ nnnD ; i Sam. 10, 3.

2. ""C2H ^H^N nt$, especially the Teraphim (31, 19)

which Rachel had taken with her. "U3 *n/K=' strange gods,'

lit. '^Wj- of strangeness ;' cf. Josh. 24, 23. Judg. 10, 16. So

"OJ P '.sw* of strangeness'= l stranger' (17, 12. Ex. 12, 43).

nnt3Pl for rinonn, by Ges., § 54. 2 b; Dav., § 26. 3.

3. ^PPI . ^i"lN n^H. The participle continued by

an imperf. with waw conv., a fact being stated; so 49, 17.

Num. 22, 11 py nN Dm onvoo Wfilj cf. on 27, 33.

4. ETftTIH, i.e. the earrings that were worn as talismans

and amulets, and so belonging to the heathen practices, which

Jacob required them to give up.

HT'Nn nnn. 'Under the terebinth] i.e. the well-known

terebinth, which would be familiar to the reader; hence

the artiele ; cf. 1 2, 6. Possibly, as Tuch suggests, the tree
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mentioned here is the same as the one in Judg. 9, 6, where

Abimelech was made king. H7X always= a single tree, and

usually has the article.

The LXX insert here, Kai dncoXccrev avra e<os Tijs arj/iepov

Tjfxe'pas ; which Frankel, Einf, p. 56, explains as a marginal

gloss, added by a pious reader who objected to \OW).

5. QTl^N Jinn, not 'a 7)iighty terror,' but ' a terror of

God,' i.e. one caused or sent by Him ; cf. B^rvK ins, 2 Chron.

20, 29; rttiT *in2, 2 Chron. 14, 13. T)T\H is a anag Xeyop.

The genitive is an objective genitive; cf. on 9, 2.

7. D^n/Nn WN ")7>3] plural, perhaps because BVitan

here includes the angels; cf. 28, 12; see also 20, 13. Josh.

24, 19. Onq. here has
*J*1

K^MpD 'angels of Y.;' but

Berliner in his edition gives " ftv v|Wf, i.e. '-K appeared

to him;' cf. note on 20, 13.

8. JTDD, "p/N, probably identical with the palm tree of

Deborah, Judg. 4, 5, and perhaps with the Terebinth of

Tabor, mentioned in 1 Sam. 10, 3. Cf. Well., Comp., p. 215

(connects D^n, Judg. 2, 1, with m33 pi's).

10. Cf. 32, 29.

11. "pTTro. In 46, 26 we have CV 'fcW; D^JID is

never used in this connexion.

14. pN rQ2E . . . S122D. pN nnvo is epexegetical

;

cf. 15, 18. 25, 30; and see M. R., § 72. 3.

-[D3 IT7y *[D"H. Cf. 28, 18 J»B> plW. ID: was probably

a libation of wine (Targ. Ps.-Jon., wine and water). Some

(Km, Well.) take \0& , , , pT\ as epexegetical to ^1.

15. DttJ VIN in 11TN. Contrast ver. 13 and ver. 14,

where Dfc? is omitted, as no confusion can arise in the sentence

through its absence ; seeM.R., §§ 156 d, 157 c; Dav.,S., § 9 d.
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7NJ"VO. The narrative in this ver. is from P. The other

account in 28, 19 is probably from J.

16. Y"^n niHlD occurs again 48, 7 and 2 Kings 5, 19 ;

but neither of these passages throws any light on the word

rn22 ; however, from 2 Kings, 1. c, it could not have been

a very great distance. LXX have here Xafipada, but in 48, 7

t6v InnoSponov Xa(Spa6d (a double translation), i. e. either

a stadium, or like the Arabic ^JlW \>yi (i.e. as far as a horse

can run), a measure common among the Arabs ; see

H.W.B., nth ed., p. 373. Pesh. \LxoJb, a 'flarasang,'=
eighteen thousand paces or three German miles ; cf. Bernst.,

Syr. Lex., p. 408 b. Onq. has KJHK 2)13 =' about an acreI

etc. ; cf. Levy, Chald. W. B., i. 384 a. Del. and Tuch take

it as=' about an hour sjourney! Cf. Ges., Thes., p. 658 b.

17. m^ftil, 'the midwife' who would naturally be

present. The article by Dav., S., § 21 d, cf. on 14, 13 :

and see 18, 7. 22, 6. 24, 20. 26, 8. 38, 28. Ex. 2, 15.

"p ~y? Pit D3 *0. Cf. 30, 24, where Rachel wishes that

she may have another son.

18. "O^N \2 = 'son of my sorrow ;' inasmuch as giving

birth to him cost her her life. His father, however, instead of

this ill-omened name, called him po^3 ' son ofthe right hand,'

i.e. son of good luck, the right side being considered by the

ancients as the lucky side; cf. Ges. in Thes., p. 599, and

he^tos and apitrrtpos in Greek. \2 is pointed with hireq like

the pr. n. lp* [3 in Prov. 30, 1 ;
pJ f?, Num. n, 28, etc.; cf.

rvv [3, Jon. 4, 10. Del. gives two other explanations of the

name 'son ofgoodfortune! I. He might have been so named

because he was born when Jacob was free, his other children

having been born when he was in Laban's service. II. Because
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he completed the lucky number (twelve) of his sons. In

Ps. 89, 13 \vy = l

ihe south' so Rashi explains the name

as meaning the ' south son' as opposed to the others, who

were ' north sons! being born in Aramea ; but Canaan is

nowhere called ' the south land!

19. Urh iTO NVI nmDN. So 48, 7, i.e. Bethlehem,

two hours south of Jerusalem; cf. Sh., G., p. 318 f. ; Mic. 5, 1

nniSN Dr6 IV3; 1 Chron. 4, 4. Matt. 2, 16-18. Di., Thenius,

and others, from 1 Sam. 10, 2 ff. (cf. Jer. 31, 14), consider

that Rachel's grave must be sought for much further north,

in the territory of Benjamin, or on the boundary between

Benjamin and Ephraim, on the way between Ramah of

Samuel and Gibeah of Saul, not far from Bethel. Di. points

out that this would be more natural, as Rachel was the

mother ofJoseph and Benjamin; and as ancestress of the great

northern tribes, we should hardly expect to find the site of

her grave in the territory of Judah; cf. Bad., Palest., p. 121.

An Ephrath, however, on the frontier between Ephraim and

Benjamin has not yet been discovered. The writer here

clearly means Ephrath, i.e. Bethlehem, and we must assume

with Nold. and Del. 5
, that side by side with the Ephraimitic

tradition, there existed a Judaic, according to which the

grave was situated near the Judaic Ephrath. Otherwise we

must suppose that here and 48, 7 D("6 IV2 NV1 is a gloss.

21. Tiy blttk HN^r-IO. *On the other side ofMigdal

'Ederf so Amos 5, 27 pbDT? Ttt&nft 'on the other side of

Damascus' beyond Damascus.

"Viy bl^O = ( Berd's tower;' cf. 2 Kings 17, 9. 18, 8.

2 Chron. 26, 10. The narrative fixes its position between

Ephrath and Hebron. Knobel places it at Jerusalem (cf.

Mic. 4, 8); so the LXX, who place ver. 21 after ^NJT3D
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in ver. 16 and read instead of iyDvi ver. 16, Spy yD\ and

omit btiSw J7D^ from the beginning of ver. 2 1 . Del. considers

that it was near Bethlehem.

22. ptZD, with 3 with dag., an exception to the rule given

in the note on 34, 7.

"U1 nSUTV Cf. 2 Sam. 16, 22. 1 Kings 2, 22.

The Massoretes here have a note, ?^0B VXCSn KpDB, i.e.

' a gap in the middle of the Terse! There are three of these

rriN^pQ in the Pent., and twenty-eight in. the books from

Joshua to Ezekiel. They are not mentioned in the Talmud

or Midrash (Del.). Verse 22 down to 7Nib" has a double

accentuation, according as it is read as a complete verse or

as a half-verse. Geiger, Urschri/t, p. 373, points out that in

the public reading of the text the two verses 22 and 23 were

read as one, so that the passage might be passed over in

reading as quickly as possible, and the attention of the

audience diverted from the evil deed of Reuben. The correct

accentuation makes ver. 22 end at ?Nife^, and ver. 23 begin

at ViTl, one section ending at ver. 22, and a fresh one begin-

ning with ver. 23. The first way of accenting the verses

here (viz. making 22 end at ?N~i£>\ and 23 begin with ViTl)

is called pnnn DVL3 {'lower accentuation'}) the second way

(viz. making the two verses one), jlvy Dyt3 (' upper accentua-

tion'). Cf. the double set of accents in the Decalogue in

Exodus and Deut., and cf. Num. 25, 19 and Dcut. 2, 8,

where there is a gap in the middle of the verse. The LXX
have the addition, *ai noui/pov icpdvr) ivavriov uutov = V^JD y~Pi

,

possibly added to avoid the abrupt ending, which is regarded

by Di. as intentional, to draw attention to 49, 3 f.

26. T?}. Sam. and Ileb. MSS. (Di.) rff> , as in 36, 5.

"wM, as the text stands, is ace. case, cf. note on 4, 18.
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36.

The Toledoth Esau follow in this chapter, preceding those

of Jacob, just as Ishmael's preceded Isaac's ; the object of

the chapter, and its position before the account of Jacob's

family, being to dispose of Esau, and leave the course of the

narrative entirely free for Jacob's history. The Edomites,

Esau's descendants, first appear again in Num. 20, 14 ff.

Such a detailed account of the history of Edom can be

explained sufficiently from the fact that Edom always passed

as Israel's brother (cf. Num., I.e.), and occupied an important

position in the history of Israel. A partial list of the

descendants of Esau is given in 1 Chron. 1, 35-54.

2. In 26, 34 (P) Esau married Yehudith the daughter of

Beeri the Hittite, and Basemath the daughter of Elon the

Hittite. In 28, 9 (P) he takes, in addition to his other wives

(VtW by)—i.e. those of 26, 34—Mahalath, Ishmael's daughter.

Thus, according to 26, 34. 28, 9 (P), Esau's three wives

were, 1. Yehudith, Beeri the Hittite's daughter ; 2. Basemath,

Elon the Hittite's daughter; and 3. Mahalath, Ishmael's

daughter. Here Esau's wives are given, 1. Adah the daughter

of Elon the Hittite; 2. Oholibamah 1 the daughter of Anah,

the daughter of Tsibeon the Hivite
; 3. Basemath the daughter

of Ishmael, the sister of Nebayoth. There are three serious

discrepancies in the two accounts : 1. The Basemath of 26, 34

is here called Adah ; 2. the Oholibamah the daughter of Anah,

the daughter of Tsibeon the Hivite (cf. below)= (apparently)

Yehudith the daughter of Beeri the Hittite of 26, 34; and

3. Ishmael's daughter Mahalath, 28, 9, is here called Basemath.

1 Names compounded with bnx (cf. Ex. 31, 6. Ez. 23, 4. 5) are also

found in Phoenician, cf. C.I.S., i. p. 72 I'JD^ns, p. 74 ^r^nN; Bloch,

Phoen. Glossar, p. 11.
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With regard to ver. 2 vinn pysv m we must read (i) for

^n, *"jh, as ver. 25 (cf. ver. 20) shews; and (ii) either render

nn 'granddaughter' cf. ver. 39 (?) and 29, 5 (where p must=

'grandson'); or emend and read p, so Sam., LXX, Pesh.

In vers. 20. 25 Anah is described as the son of Seir the

Horite, in this verse and ver. 24 he is the son of Tsibeon.

The difficulty as regards Anah may be solved by assuming

that there were two different persons of that name. In

ver. 2 5
b Oholibamah is the daughter of Anah son of Seir, but

in this verse and ver. to she is the daughter of Anah the son

of Tsibeon. To remove this discrepancy, Del. has proposed

to place 25 13
(? a gloss) after 24b. Its present position may

be due to the fact, that only a single name follows the

formula, ruy "03 HpfcO ver. 25. Various hypotheses have

been adopted to reconcile the different accounts of Esau's

wives. Some have held that Esau had five wives ; others

(Hengst., Ros.) that the wives had two names, or had their

names changed. Kn. and Ewald suppose that the names

have been corrupted by copyists. If this is the case, the

corruption must have been, as Di. points out, very great.

Others (Del., Tuch, Nold.) explain the difference in the two

accounts as arising from two different traditions. This

seems the most natural solution. We must then, however,

assume that R, either in this chapter, or in 26, 34 f. 28, 9,

has inserted into the text of P, the names of Esau's wives,

from some other source. The former view is perhaps more

probable. Although c. 36 belongs to P in the main, there

are evident traces of revision by R from other sources, in

vers. 2-5. 9-28. Cf. Driver, In/rod., p. 10, Di. and Del. ad loc.

6. Esau takes his wives and children, and all his property,

and leaves Canaan for the land of Seir, out of the way of his

brother Jacob.
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Y^N ,N as it stands yields no suitable sense. The

Targums and Vulg. read mnK ps ta. Ges. renders the

text, ' to a land east of'(lit. before) Jacob ;' but "ODD can hardly

mean this. LXX and Sam. read }yjD pNE, possibly a cor-

rection. The Pesh. has ^-Vi»f l-^'ljj cf. vers. 8. 9, which

is probably the correct reading, so DL, Tuch.

7. rQttJO. Cf. 4, 13 knwo.

8. "V^to, at a later date, included (cf. Deut. 2. Ez. 35, 15)

the hill country of Edom, east of the Arabah, between the

Dead Sea and the ^Elanitic Gulf. The northern half= the

modern Gebal, and the southern half= the modern es-Sera.

Originally (Judg. 5, 4. Deut. 33, 2, cf. Num. 20, 16. Josh.

ii, 17. 12, 7. 15. 1), the name Mount Seir was applied to

the hill country west of the Arabah ; which rises to a

considerable height to the south of the ' bald mountain
'

(P?C ;?
"

1

V
,

C
i

)j me southern limit of the hill country of Judah

;

a wild and desolate region now inhabited by the Arab tribe,

the 'Azazime.

11. The Canaanitish line.

VOPD is the name of a district of Edom (Jer. 49, 20. Amos

1, 12. Hab. 3, 3) celebrated for its wise men (Jer. 49, 7. Bar.

3, 22 f.); the home of Eliphaz, Job 2, 11.

"Ift*)^, 1D2, and DJiy^ are quite unknown.

"Cp. Cf. 15, 19, where the Kenizites are mentioned among

other tribes dwelling in the south of Canaan.

12. pvDVi not identical with the great Amalekite people

mentioned in 14, 7, who dwelt in the south of Canaan; but

probably only a portion of those, who attached themselves

to the families of Eliphaz, or were subject to them (Di.)

;

cf. ver. 22.
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13. The Ishmaelitish line.

The names are not further known.

14. The Horite line.

Nothing further is known about the names here given.

15-19. The tribal princes of Edom.

15. Fp7N, a denom. from *]J?
l a thousand '=chiliarch or

phylarch, mostly used of the tribal princes of Edom, more

rarely of those of Judah, Zech. 9, 7. 12, 5. 6; see Driver,

The Expositor, July, 1885.

16. Tyyp fpv^, mentioned in ver. 18 as the son of Esau

by Oholibamah, is wanting in the Sam. Codex and Vs.,

and one Heb. MS. (Wright), and is rejected as spurious by

Tuch, Knobel, Del. Di. considers that it either crept in

here by the oversight of a copyist from ver. 18, or is a gloss

assigning Korah, according to another theory, to the family

of Eliphaz.

20-30. The tribes of the Horites.

The inhabitants of the land, as opposed to the descendants

of Esau, who took possession of it (Deut. 2, 12).

20. ^Pin from "inn
( a hole,' so l a dweller in a hole or

cave,' * a troglodyte! ' The land of Edom abounds in holes

or caves' (Di.). The identification of the names in the

following verses is uncertain; cf. Di., p. 386 f.

24. rPfc^l. Most commentators read rPX with 1 Chron.

1, 40, LXX, Pesh., and Vulg. ; the text as it stands yields no

suitable sense.

C^n. Targ. Jer., Saad., Kimchi, Luther, ' mules ;' so

the A. V.; more probably ' hot water springs' (R. V. l

the

hot springs'), which Del. identifies with the hot springs of

C'allirrhoe, beneath Zerka Ma in, on the east side of the Dead
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Sea, about two hours distant from it ; cf. Hieron., Quaes/, ed.

Lag., p. 56 ; Bad., Pal., p. 190 ; Sh., G., pp. 562, 571. Onq.

and Ps.-Jon. seem either to have read D^DWi, 'the giant race

'

mentioned in Deut. 2, 10, or to have taken DEM as meaning

this. Pesh. gives D^D, and one Heb. MS. (Wright).

26. \&*1. LXX, Pesh., Vulg., 1 Chron. 1, 41, and most

commentators read |fc^.

30. DrTDvfrO. ' According to their tribal princes.' LXX,

iv reus rjyenoviais, reading DiTD?fcO
;
possibly the correct reading,

as this is the only place in this chapter where fjvK is written

without the 1. It is worthy of notice that many of the names

in this list, vers. 20-30, are names of animals, e.g. ?ll^ = in

Arabic 'young lion;' jb>h pygarg, a kind of antelope or

gazelle, Deut. 14, 5 ; cf. Di. on Lev. 11, 2 f.; |1JD¥= in Arabic

' hyena' etc. ; cf. Il33y = mouse, ver. 38. Di. remarks, ' that

it is a natural thing for peoples amongst whom the arts

and trades were not developed to be fond of choosing their

family names from the names of animals.' Cf. Rob. Smith,

Journ. Phil., ix. 75 ff.

31-39. The names of the kings who ruled in the land of

Edom. The names in this list are also doubtful; cf. Di.,

p. 388 ff.

33. m^2?2, now a little village in Gebal, Busera, four

miles south of the south end of the Dead Sea ; cf. Bad., Pal.,

p. 151.

37. HPOn JYOrnft. Several places in the O. T. are

called Rehoboth. The one mentioned here has been identified

with Rahba, a-I^J, on the western bank of the Euphrates (imn

elsewhere being the river par excellence, i.e. the Euphrates),

south of the spot where the Chaboras enters the river. But

this identification is not certain.
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40-43. A brief review of the tribal princes of Esau.

The list contains partly names of individuals, e. g. TJp,

nDSviiN, and partly names of districts, e. g. p^a, n^K . Most

of the names of places in this list are uncertain.

n ^N, perhaps the seaport DTW ; cf. on 14, 6.

p^D, also called in Num. 33, 42 pis, in Idumea, between

Petra and Zoar, well known through its mines.

37.

2 . Joseph, being seventeen years old, was tending the flock

with his brethren, whileyet a lad, with the sons ofBilhah, and

with the sons of Zilpah, hisfather s wives, andfoseph brought

an evil report about them to theirfather?

H^H 7V71. Cf. the note on 4, 17.

^Vl ^im. LXX, u)v veos. A. V. renders incorrectly,

' and the lad was with the sons of Bilhah' for the clause is

a circumstantial one; cf. note on 20, 3. Pesh. and Onq.

seem to have misunderstood the words; the Pesh. has o©»o

ula o \ Joo» \s>9 'and he was growing up with' etc.; and

Onq. ^2 Dy *?] fr^ni ' and he was growing up with the

sons of etc. *J2 HK has been rendered variously. Knobel

and Del.8 give the following meaning to the words. Joseph

was feeding the flock with his brethren, as servant to the

sons of Bilhah, etc.; i.e. he was handed over to their charge

to learn, or to help them in their business; comparing, for

this use of "W?, Judg. 7, n. 9, 54. 19, 13, but this is giving

the words of the text a very forced meaning, and it is

questionable whether 1J73 can be used in this way. The

lering of the LXX, * being yet a lad, with the sons'—
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T\H in the same sense as the DN in JNV3 vnK MN, just before

—is unobjectionable. V!1N . . 1J» Nini is perhaps a doublet

to jnv3 . . . jw m\w yiv p &pv.

HJH DJ111. M« «;// report about them ;' njn is inten-

tionally indefinite, Pljnn DfOT would mean, '/£*!> «/// report;'

cf. Ges., § 126. 5. Rem. 1 b. Possibly the words should be

rendered, ' the report ofthem (as) an evil one! a sort of tertiary

predicate; cf. Num. 14, 37 ny\ y\xr\ nai ; 1 Sam. 2, 23

D»JH Mnm HK. See also Dav., S., § 32. R. 2. nm in the

Pent, only occurs in P.

3. -h NVT D'OpI p "O. Cf. 2i, 2. 44, 20.

*)• nt^iH. Either a case of the perf. with simple waw

;

or, possibly, with waw conv. in a freq. sense (29, 3); cf.

1 Sam. 2, 19.

Q^DD H3nD only in this chapter and 2 Sam. 13, 18 (of

Tamar's garment as the clothing of a king's daughter).

DD = ' an end] ' extremityI used of the hands and feet ; so

D^DS n3rD=* a coat of extremities' i.e. one reaching to the

wrists and ancles; and, as is apparent from 2 Sam. I.e., worn

by the upper classes. The ordinary rorD only reached to

the knees, and had no sleeves. Cf. DD in Aramaic (e.g.

Dan. 5, 5. 24), of the extremities of the hand and foot, and

)l£fl&3 used in a similar way. This meaning is supported

by the Pesh. here, and the Vulg., LXX, and Aquila in

2 Sam. 1. c. The LXX and Vulg. here, and the Pesh. in

2 Sam., and A.V. here and 2 Sam., ''a coat of' (many) colours!

margin
(

l

pieces'), but this meaning of &*>=.' a piece' or 'patchy

and so "a "3 ' a variegated garment,' is very doubtful. The

R. V. retains the rendering, ' a coat of many colours,' though

it gives in the margin, ' a long garment with sleeves'
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4. 37125/ 1"0"T. 'To speak peaceably to him* or ' to

address him in greetingI i.e. to greet him and answer his

inquiries after their health (Del.). There is only one other

instance of in with the person addressed, in the ace. case,

viz. Num. 26, 3; but the text in this passage seems to be

corrupt. Cf. Di. ad loc. Deut. 18, 21 f. quoted by Di. does

not seem to be parallel, the suffix in each verse not being

personal.

5. N3to TO 1QDV1. Cf. on 8, 10.

7. ' And behold we were binding sheaves (partic.) in the

midst 0/ the field, and behold my sheaf rose, and also stood up;

and behold your sheaves were moving round (imperf.), and

bowed down (imperf. with waw conv., denoting a single action)

to my sheaf.' D*DsKB ' were binding] participle, as in 13, 7;

cf. the note there, and Dav., S., § 100 f. rW20T)='began to

move rowid.' ' Joseph represents the sheaves as being in

motion' (Driver, § 27 7).

rinjUlTn, T | scriptio defectiva for HJ, ' and they did bow

down', i.e. once, and not more ; the imperf. with waw conv.

describing a fact that happened once only in the past : con-

trast nr2Dn, where the action has begun, and is still going

on to completion.

8. CN . . . f^CPl . The disjunctive or alternative question

is put with n in the first clause and DX or DN1 in the second,

see Dav., S., § 124; Ges., § 150. 2 andR.b; M.R., §145; and

cf. Josh. 5, 13. Judg. 9, 2. 2 Sam. 24, 13. 1 Kings 22, 15.

10. Nil] N1ZH. See note on 2, 16. and for the inf. abs.

emphasizing the verb in a question, ver. 8. 24, 5. 43,7. Num.

22, 30. Judg. 11, 25.

11. nznn nN nctij raHl& Cf. Luke 2, 19. 51.

x
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12. "JN2 riN. riN with two dots over it, probably because

it was regarded as a doubtful reading. The Bereshith Rabba,

cited by Strack, p. 89, explains the points as follows, *T)p31

[tap n« m$r6 *&« vbn vb& wb ns* by, i.e. ' With points

on the HN, meaning that they only went to feed themselves (not

the flocks) !
' So the Midr. Bern., cited by Strack at the

same place.

14. DY?125 = ' well-being* applied to the flocks and to

Joseph's brethren.

"Q"T "OntfHI . Note the phrase nm 3^T1 = ' bring back

word' 2 accus., by Ges., § 117. 5. R. y; Dav., S., § 75 d

;

M. R., § 45- 4.

15. r\vn n^ni for nyn ian = nyn sin mm ; cf. on 32, 7.

17. LmnN Tiyottf. Cf. 27, 6 -qto faa ns <nyEK>;

Dav., S., § 78 ; M. R., § 46. 2 ; Ew., § 284 b. The obj. of

DHDN is omitted, cf. Ges., § 117. 1. R. 4. Sam. Ver. reads

n^JTl ' towards Dothan.' Dothan or Dothain,= ' twofoun-

tains (?)/ or perhaps '

cisterns' was about five hours north of

Samaria. In Judith 3, 9 f. 4, 6. 7, 3. 8, 3, it is called Aornta or

AoOatfi, and is described as on the south side of the plain of

Jezreel, between Scythopolis and Geba, near the ancient

Ginnaea (Genin). Ruins, which still exist at Tell Dothan

1 J hrs. S.W. of Genin, mark the site of the place, cf. Bad.,

Pal., p. 226; Sh., G., pp. 151, 356. Through the plain

of Tell Dothan, south of Genin, the road from Bethshan and

Jezreel to Ramleh and Egypt passes (Di.) ; cf. ver. 25 and

Ebers, Egypten und die B. Mose's, p. 288. The form fTfil

is apparently the Aramaic dual, of which |rvn is a con-

traction ; cf. I9TE and D$}1i?i DJ^ and D^tf, and see Ges.,
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§88. 1. Rem. 1, and the forms found on the Moabite stone,

e.g. jmp= D*nnp, line 10; ;riKD = D snND {'two hundred'),

line 20; jnkn = DTlkn, line 30; jmn=DWin, line 31.

Cf. Wright, Comp. Gram., p. 150. Others consider that all

the proper names ending in £— and EP— are not duals, but

merely diphthongal pronunciations of the endings j— and D—

.

Cf. Well., Comp., p. 45. Barth, N.B., p. 319, regards the D?—

in proper names in Hebrew not as a dual, but as an ancient

termination found in proper names of places, which was

afterwards replaced by the endings J—, ]'-— , and D—. Thus

he considers the dual ending D?_ as older than the endings

1—, I—, and Q_.

18. 'Ao^Itn . . . 2ip^ 0103!.. Cf. the note on 2, 5 ;

also Driver, § 1273; Dav., S., §§ 50 b, 145 c ; Ges., §§ 107. 1.

R. 1, in. 2. R. 1.

iriN r^j/V). 'They plotted against him! Hithpa'el

with the ace. as in 1 Chron. 29, 17 !"6n ?2 Tinjnn ; see

Ewald, § 124 b; Ges., § 54. 3 c, and § 117. 4. Rem. 2;

Dav., S., § 73. R. 4 ; cf. Ps. 105, 25, where ba^nn takes the

prep. 3.

19. rnftbnn bvz. Cf. on 14, 13. npn as in 24, 65;

cf. the note there.

21. \TCj "1-32 b$; = l

let us not smite him as to life', i.e.

mortally; so Deut. 22, 26 £>d: lfflnij see the note on 3, 15.

//

23. ul 1t£viTEvl. Verbs of clothing with,' and 'stripping

off,' take 2 accusatives, see Dav., S., § 75 c ; Ges., §117. 5a;

M.R., §45- 1.

24. n^nn. Cf. Jer. 38, 6 (where Jeremiah is cast into

a pit with no water in it, but mud); Lam. 3, 53.

x 2
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25. Orn bmb = (

/o lake their meal* lit.
(

to eat bread,'

the meal being so called from the chief article of food ; cf.

3 1
. 54- 43, 25. Matt. 15, 2.

C^bWEBF nmtt. So Is. 21, 13 tfm mmKj Job 6,

19 Ken mma. nmN is the part. Qal fern, of mN, used

in a collective sense. rnk = ' a j/'«o-/^ traveller,' ^ft'lR

i a company of travellersi ' a caravan! Other feminines used

collectively are ninN < brotherhood',' from nx < brother;' HJjy

1 # ZW(2JJ of clouds,' from JJJJ
' a cloud; ' HJfe ' # band of exiles

;'

see Ges., § 122. 4 c; Stade, § 312 b; Dav., £., § 14. 2.

nfcOD = ' tragacanth gum,' the resinous gum of the

astragalus giwimifer : "n¥ = ' balsam' (*")¥ for **}¥, like W
for W, Job 37,18; W for Wj I s - 3 8 >

IO
)

: not rea^ balsam,

but the gum of the pistacia lenliscus, the mastic-tree : D7 =
' ladanum;' the aromatic gum of the cistus rose, or cislus

crelicus, three articles which even at the present day form

the chief trade of the Arab-Egyptian caravans. Ebers,

Egypten, etc., p. 292, has found DfcOJ and H¥ on the Egyptian

inscriptions, but not v?\ he also (p. 293) mentions that gum,

balsam, and incense are the chief imports from the East to

Egypt at the present day, and—with the exception of a short

distance by rail—are brought by the same method, i. e.

caravans, as in the days of the patriarchs. The caravan

road from Damascus to Egypt is the same now as in the

time of Joseph.

26. VS2, T*\72 = ' what gain, that we kill?' on the con-

struction, cf. M. R., § 93. Rem. b ; Dav., S., §§ 8. R. 2, 53 b

;

see also Ewald, § 326 a.

28. nrrntt. cf. on 25, 2.

In this chapter there are two distinct parallel accounts of the
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way in which Joseph was taken to Egypt. In 37, 19-21.

25-27. 28b (to silver). 31-35. 39, 1 etc. J, Joseph is sold

by his brethren to the Ishmaelites, cf. 45, 4
b

. In 37, 22-24.

28. 29-30. 36 E, his brethren cast him into a pit, from

which he is stolen by the Midianites, without their know-

ledge, cf. 40, 15. In J the leading part is taken by Judah,

so 43, 4 f. 44, 16 ff. ; in E by Reuben, so 42, 22. 37, cf. Driver,

Introd., p. 16. f
.

; Di. p. 392.

P)M "HtTiD. fe> omitted; see note on 20, 16. The

LXX have cluon-i xpvcrcbv, so in 45, 22. The price of a slave

between five and twenty years was twenty shekels ; see

Lev. 27, 5. On slavery in Egypt, see Ebers' note, Egypten

und die Biicher Mose's, p. 293 ff., where he shews that the

narrative in this chapter is quite in accordance with what

used to take place at the time of the Pharaoh whose

favourite Joseph became.

32. *"p2 rCrOn. As rorD is in the cstr. state n cannot

be the article, but n interrog. Cf. Ges., § 100. 4. Rem.; Dav.,

S., § 49 end.

33. rpiO rpE. Inf. abs. Qal, with perf. Pu'a! ; cf. Ges.,

§ 113. 3. Rem. 4; Dav., S., § 86. R. 2, and see Job 6, 2

te# *P£ the inf. abs. Qal and imperf. Nif\, Gen. 46, 4

n'by D: ^by«, inf. Qal and imperf. Hif\

35. *D, either (1) introducing the words of the speaker,

or (2) the Latin imo, 'no.'

s'lbS . . . ~HN / shall go down as one mourning ' etc.

Circ. clause, so Driver, p. 203, who cps. Lev. 20, 20. Dt. 4, 27.

9, 3, etc. Cf. Driver, I.e. note 2, and note on 15, 2.

nbWQ? = l

/o Sheoi; ' Ihc underworld;' always without the

article. The word probably= ' l/ie hollow place,' from 7N5?=
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^yc\ Another derivation, now almost obsolete, is from 7NK>

1
to ask" with reference to the inexorable demand made by

death on all mortals, and then transferred to the place of

death, to which all mortals must come, ' the house of meeting

for all living,' Job 30, 23 ; cf. Is. 5, 14. Hab. 2, 5.

36. O^lftn either abbreviated or corrupted from DWD,
which is the reading of all the versions here.

"^tOIET5
. iS^LrtD is the same as jna '•DID, 41, 45. 46, 20,

the former name being abbreviated from the latter. LXX
have both Uerecpprjs and Ueurecpprj^ see Lagarde, Gen. Gracce,

pref, p. 20, but Swete reads neither, preferring tg> Ucrpt^j).

The name is the Egyptian Pelepre, ' whom Ra or the sun god

hath given' i. e. a gift of the sun ; cf. Ebers, p. 296. Ra is

the Egyptian sun god, the chief place of his worship being

Heliopolis. Brugsch, Gesch., p. 248, explains the name as

— puli-par, ' Gift of him that has appeared!

D"HD, either to be taken in its literal sense, cf. Ebers,

p. 299, or merely equivalent to '
officer',

' official;' see further,

Ebers, pp. 297, 300, who renders D^ID i co*ttier;
i

remarking

that D"HD, among the Orientals, had much the same meaning

as ' Schranz' in German (' parasite] 'courtier').

QTOtSH "TO = ' captain of the executioners'. The captain

of the executioners was also chief of the body-guard and

superintendent of the state prison (40, 3 f.), see Ebers, p. 301,

who describes Potiphar's office as that of chief minister

of police. A similar office existed among the Babylonians,

2 Kings 25, 8 ff. Jer. 39, 9. 52, 12. Dan. 2, 14. See further,

Ebers, p. 300 ff. The LXX have dpx^aya-pos, which render-

ing is perhaps due to 39, 6.
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38.

1. t^l * turned aside',' Keil renders, 'removed his dwelling',

sc. vnx; but D*1 without 17HN is not found in this sense,

and further, no pr. name of a place follows *ry.

*iy?7V. Adullam was in the plain (n^S^) of Judah

(Josh. 15, 33. 35. Mic. 1, 15. Neh. 11, 30. 2 Chron. ir, 7, cf.

2 Mace. 12, 38), presumably north-west of Hebron. The

identification with Deir Dubban, north of Eleutheropolis, is

very uncertain. Sh., G., p. 229 f., thinks that the most

probable site is 'Aid-el- ma, about midway between Achzib

and Ke'ilah, a little to the west of Rabbah. Bad., Pal., p. 161,

identifies it with a spot one hour to the south of Shochoh

;

near the hill Shekh Madkur. On the etymology of the name,

cf. Lagarde, B. N., p. 54.

2. ^W3 ttTN. Onq. renders Nfjjg T31 (cf. Is. 23, 8.

Prov. 31, 24)
l a merchant,' possibly finding Judah's marriage

with a daughter of Canaan objectionable. Berliner, however,

in his edition has ^y^a "Q3
t
but mentions the other reading

in his notes, p. 14 of part ii. Cf. Levy, Chald. W. B.
}

ii.

p. 528.

3. mpH. Sam., Targ. Ps -Jon., Heb. Codd. (Di.) read

(probably correctly) JOpJYl, see 29, 34 and vers. 3. 4.

5. irm, see Driver, § 133. LXX has aurr) de fju
t
i.e. N\*n,

this reading gives a suitable sense and is doubtless the correct

form of the text; see Dav., S., § 58 c; Ges., § 112. 6 y;

Dr. 1. c. ; and cf. 1 Sam. 23, 15. 24. 2 Chron. 10, 2 ; see also

Geiger, Urschrift, p. 462. As the text stands it must be

rendered, ' he {Judah) was' but the perf. with waw is very

harsh, and a reference to Judah is not what we should

expect.
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ITT3S= the 3%DH of Josh. 15, 44. Mic. 1,14; it was also

in the low country (n^SB>) of Judah. Sh., G., Map iv, places

it a short distance N.E. of Shochoh, giving as its modern

name Ain-el-Kezbeh.

8. D2^ = to perform the duty of marrying the deceased

brother's widow when he left no son ; see Deut. 25, 5. The

brother-in-law in this case was called D3J.

9. nnU)"l . . iT^m. The perfect with waw conv. in

a frequentative sense, see Driver, §§ 120, 121; Dav., S.,

§ 57; Ges., § 112. 4 d. R. ; also Ewald, §§ 342 b, 345 b.

Other examples are Num. 21, 9 ... t^mn Ifcfo ON rWH

tti . . . B*am; Judg. 6, 3 nby) . . . jnt dk mm; Ex. 33, 9

TV . . . rrm, with a simple impf. following. Other instances

of DN in a temporal sense with the perf. are Is. 4, 4. Amos 7, 2.

Ps. 41, 7; compare Ges., § 164. 2; Dav., £., § 130 b;

Ewald, § 355 b.

H^HS nn\l?1 ; a pregnant construction, cf. note on 14, 3 ;

so 19, 27. 42, 28. 43, 33. jnj must be understood after nn&'l.

trC. Cf. the note on kbo, 4, 13.

11. "p!2fc$ IY2. is ace. of place, see note on 18, 1.

12. W ^HJ! T'V /P^lj lit.
l he went up about the shearers

of hisflock' i.e. to see after them ; cf. the use of 7V in 30, 33

na'p by*

^Ul^H .
' His companion! LXX and Vulg. read the con-

sonants as ¥tf\ * his shepherd;" so Luther.

nUDDn is probably the Timnah mentioned with Gibeah

in Josh. 15, 57, between Shochoh and Bethshemesh, the

modern Tibneh, Bad., Pal., p. 161 ; and not identical with

the Timnah belonging to the Danites (Josh. 19, 43), on
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account of rbv ',
Di. after Kn. and Del. 5 Tuch (cf. Merx's

note however) considers that there was only one Timnah.

The name is found on the inscriptions in the form Tamnaa,

Schrader, C.O.T., p. 159. Rob., Pales., ii. 343, mentions

three Timnahs, and considers the one occurring here to be

in the hill country of Judah.

14. nm^a ^tcq -cm. cf. Judith 10, 3 .

D^nl, i.e. the face; cf. Deut. 22, 12. Jon. 3, 6, where the

object of nM is omitted.

Fpyrifil. 'And veiled herself;' cf. Prov. 7, 10. LXX,

Pesh., Onq. render, ' adorned herself
r.'

\y*Ty nnDl = ' at the gate of Enaim! &?$. is the same

as DJ*$J (cf. on 37, 17 iOTVl), Josh. 15, 34 (with the article),

and &?¥. in ver. 21a city of Judah, in the Shephelah. Its

position is not known. So most modern commentators.

The Vss. took the word as a nom. appell., contrary to ver. 21,

excepting the LXX who give Alvdv. The Pesh. has fesj>^4

ItOJLfo! 'dividing of roads' Onq. D^JJ FfiSH?, lit.
l division of

eyes,' i.e. cross-way; cf. Levy, Chald. W.B., ii. pp. 212 d, 304.

Targ. Ps.-Jon. pbnw? f7*r^ flTff HBhS, i.e. 'the cross-

ways whither every one's eyes look !
' Vulg. ' in bivio itineris.'

Saad. ijjal* ' a watch tower'. The A. V. has, ' in an open

place', margin, ' The door ofeyes ;' R. V. 'in the gate ofEnaim!

TV^^h \1 t!2K \s~> NIPP = l without her being given

him to wife;' circ. cl.

15. tlTilb rQtiJrPI . Cf. i Sam. 1,13 niwi? «bv rnt^n

;

Dav., S., § 78. R. 5.

PPDD nnD^ *D, LXX and Vulg. add nvr *&1 ' and

he did not know her,' to explain "d "3 *3, which gives the
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reason why Judah did not recognise her, and not why he

took her for a harlot.

17. "JTI s\ti iy . , . ]PH DN . The apodosis is suppressed,

cf. on 30, 27.

18. "fftnn. ' The signet ring' which was worn round

the neck on a chain (^DD). As these were always worn by

their owners, they would be easily identified again by them
;

cf. Song of Songs 8, 6.

"|t£ft1. ' And thy staff.
1

HDD was a carved or ornamented

staff, and so different from bpV, a stick in its natural con-

dition. Among the Babylonians every man carried a stick

with an ornamented top, and wore a signet ring ; see Herod,

i. 195. The Versions render ^ns differently. LXX have

opfxio-Kov, ' a necklet? Hieron. ' armillam! Onq. Tja^i^ ' thy

cloak! Pesh. ysJlcx.*, 'thy cloak?

21. N1H rjttHpn. Cf. the note on 19, 33. n^lp =
1 a religious prostitute] lit. ' one dedicated' (^?!P ' to set apart]

'dedicate') to the goddess Ashtoreth (mnBty). Cf. Deut. 23,

18 for the law forbidding this dedication to Ashtoreth in

Israel; and see Movers, Phonizier, i. 680.

24. D^ttHn tfSttJM Vm. 'And it happened after about

three months;' the double preposition is exceedingly rare,

but cf. 1 Sam. 10, 27 LXX KHriDD ; 1 Sam. 14, 14 Wia ;

Lev. 26, 37 mn ^SM, also Is. 1, 26 rUBferOD, and see

Driver, Sam., p. 82. KHn is here fern., but nowhere else;

the Heb.-Sam. reads the more correct T\vbv).

Fpil?m. This punishment in the Levitical law was

applicable only to the daughters of a priest; see Lev. 21, 9.

In other cases the offender was stoned, Lev. 20, 10. Deut. 22,

23 ff. John 8, 5.
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25. ' She was being brought out, and she sent to her father-

in-law, saying, By a man to whom these belong am I ivith child;

'

a more expressive way of saying, 'As she was being brought

forth, she sent' etc.; so Judg. 18, 3 mDffl . • 1V3 DV T^n

TOil; 1 Sam. 20, 36 .TV Rim p TJW1; see Ewald, § 341 c,

and the note on 19, 23. Cf. also Ges., § 142. 1. R. 2.

JlfeWlB is fern, partic. Hof. of N^ for HKSTO • cf. "fo*6

for "*{(£, Dv6«b for ^n'^
; see Stade, § 112 c; Ges.,

§ 23. 2 b.

28. ~P 1JTT. M;?^ c«^ stretched out a hand,' i.e. a hand

appeared; cf. f]V in Job 37, 10 mp [TV bit DD^D; Prov.

13, 10 ri¥B fJV plD pi. Di. prefers to render, 'then he

(sc. p^L1

) stretched out' etc., i.e. there was stretched out; see

Ges., § 144. 3 a and Rem.; Dav.
}
S., § 108; M. R., § 123. 3 ;

and cf. Cheyne's crit. note on Is. 14, 30; and Dr., Sa?n.,

p. 102 f. Del. 5 mentions both renderings as possible.

^tT, i.e. 'a thread coloured with crimson! *3B> is the

crimson colour derived from the cochineal ; called in Heb.

either »JBf
3
or more fully *2V nyhn.

29. ^IDOD TPT, hardly, 'and he was as one drawing

back his hand' i.e. made an attempt to draw back (Del. 4

);

but rather equivalent to 3*B>» fallen?, or to^rffl 'and it came

to pass when he drew back

;

' so Di., who compares 40, 10 (?).

Jer. 2, 17; Ewald, § 337 c; Dav., S., § 100. R. 6; Ges.,

§ 164. 2. R. 3 (the emendation S^rG is also mentioned).

Driver, § 135. 6. Obs. 2, suggests the emendation 3^n3

as more in accordance with Biblical analogy, but Di. questions

this, as being not sufficiently definite.

Y"tD "P*?y nmD TVSzz'Why hast thou made a rentfor

thyself?
1

(20, 3) yby for thyself! 'on thy account;' so LXX,
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Aquila, Luther, Di., Del. Others (Ges., Kn.) render, ' Why

hast thou made a breach?' 'Upon thee a breach!' cf. 16, 5

Ivy "'DEn : i.e. either (Ges.) ' thou must bear the guilt of this

breach; ' or Knobel, ' may a breach come upon thee;' but this

is not so natural, and would rather require pDH.

39.

1. D^WBttfrT 'Ishmaeliles,' cf. 37, 28^
(J).

2. IT72tt tt?1 **. 'A prosperous man;' rxbvD in the next

verse is slightly different = ' to cause to prosper.'

3. ntatf ^H TON 721. 'All that he was doing,' almost

equivalent to n'W Kin ">PK ^31 J so ver. 6 bin, ver. 22

DTO; 1 Kings 3, 2 DTDTD; see Driver, § 135. 2. Obs., 'the

participle denoting not a continuous stale, but a fact liable

to recur.'

The position Joseph held in Potiphar's household was that

of steward, somewhat similar to the post Eliezer occupied in

Abraham's family (15, 2 f.) ; cf. Ebers, p. 303, who speaks

of the position of steward as ' a dignity which we meet with

at the earliest times in every great Egyptian household.'

4. T? tiP TOT for )b W -\Vi< !>31 ; cf. ver. 5. Ex. 9, 4.

18, 20. On the omission of the relative, see note on 15, 13

and cf. M. R., § 160 ; Ewald, § 333 b, who remarks that ' the

omission of the relative in prose is almost entirely confined

to the books of Chronicles.'

5. "PpEil TNE. TXD with the perfect, as in Ex. 5, 23

nviQ b$ SDN3 TKDl; 9, 24 ^ iWn TKD; cf. Ges., § 164. 2;

Dav., S., § 145 d; M. R., § 164 c. In Ex. 4, 10 the inf.

follows TND.
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6 ff. On the history of Joseph and Potiphar's wife, cf. the

Egyptian tale, contained in the Papyrus d' Orbiney, translated

by Ebers, p. 311 ff., and Erman, Aegyplen, p. 505 ff.

intf $TP nS"I. Sm referring to Joseph; cf. ver. 8 WK;
* and he did not know anything with him [Joseph)'= he did

not trouble himself about anything that was with him, i.e.

he left everything to Joseph's care, except his food, which

could not be entrusted to him on account of the strictness

of the Egyptian laws as to cleanness and uncleanness ; see

43, 32. 46, 34; so Kn., Ebers. Del., however, explains

differently. Potiphar left everything he could to Joseph's care,

except eating his food, which naturally could not be done by

deputy. iflK may also be taken reflexively, and referred to

Potiphar = ' with himself,' i.e. in his own mind; cf. note

on 3, 7. The A. V. offers a third rendering, also regarding

1DK as reflexive,
'And he knew not aught he had. 1

8. il^21 HO. ' What is in the house;' or i"lE= 'anything'

as in Prov. 9, 13. Job 13, 13. The Heb.-Sam. has nDWD.

9. ^00 mil TV11 hrft Wtt= 'fc it not greater

in this house than I am,' i.e. I hold the same position in this

house that he does. These words are taken differently by

Maurer, 'There is nothing in this house too great for me;'

and by the R. V., ' There is none greater in this house than T
(the more correct rendering, in the margin). But U^x

cannot be translated indefinitely, as it would be in these two

renderings.

10. CV ^2^ = 'day by day' 'daily;' so Ex. 16, 5. Prov.

8, 30; see Ges., § 123 d. 1; Dav., S., § 29. R. 8; Ewald,

§ 3'3 a; M.R., § 72. 2.

11. flirt U^fl2 *TW 'And it came to pass, just about

thai lime;' cf. Deut. 6, 24 nm DVrD UJVnS> ; Neh. 5, 11
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D1\"D on? NJ U^TI. In 50, 20 we find the more usual form

ntn ova. See note on 25, 31.

12. 11323. In the singular we should—from the analogy

of other words of the same kind, e.g. ^?1? from ^p, ^"H

from !"}!—expect fap3; cf ^jT from
3|JJ,

in Deut. 15, 14;

H33,Ezr.9,3J Tbj, Dan. 8, 17; andseeGes.,§93. Rem. 1 D;

Stade, § 345 b. In the plural the aspirate has no dagesh.

14. n2V IPN 13^ MtSils'Jk {Potiphar) hath brought

unto us a Hebrew man;' or impersonally, ' one has brought,'

i.e. 'there has been brought.' s"Qy B^K, i.e. one whom the

Egyptians would regard with little favour; cf. 43, 32. 46, 34.

On s"Dy, cf. on 14, 13; the name has been supposed to be

found in the Egyptian inscriptions, in the form 'apuriu;' see

Ebers, p. 316, but the / for b is a difficulty, and this opinion

is now generally given up. It is also doubtful whether the

Chabiri, so often mentioned in the Tel-el-Amarna Letters, are

to be identified with the Hebrews.

133 pn^V* Retrogression of the tone, cf. on 4, 17. See

also Ges., § 64. Rem. 2; Stade, § 88. 2 b; so in ver. 17.

1331 pnvi>, as in Prov. 1, 26 = 'to ivanton with us,' different

from nx pro?, 26, 8. The LXX have efinalCeiv; cf. Ewald,

§ 217. f. 2 8.

1-2. Potiphar's wife wishes to imply that the other females

of the household had been similarly treated by Joseph.

15. "^^frS. Sam. has ST3, but, as Del. points out, she

would then betray herself.

18. fcoptfl . . . 'WirD. So Lev. 16, 1 mm . . . wunpaj

Josh. 8, 24 &B1 . , , ntaa ; 1 Kings 18, 18 ^m , , , D33?jn ;

see Driver, § 118; Ges., § 114. 3. R. 1 ; Dav., S., § 96. The
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inf. is continued by waw conv. and the imperf., because a fact

is stated; cf. the note on 18, 25. Render, ' When I lifted

up my voice and cried.
1

20. F|DV n3"T^. So 42, 30. 33. Pluralis excellentiae,

see Ges., § 124. 1 c; M. R., § 135. 2; Dav., S., § 16 c.

"^nDn rPH = perhaps ' the house of surrounding/ or

'shutting in' i.e. a prison surrounded by a wall, if ino be

related to nnD, "0D ; cf. the Syriac JLVloo. Ebers, p. 317 f.,

compares the fortress at Memphis called 'White walV (a name

found on many inscriptions), with which he identifies the

inon JV3 of this chapter, and 40, 3. 5. The LXX have

dxi>po3fxa. The name for prison better known to the Hebrews

was either tun JYQ, Ex. 12, 29; k^3 JV3, Is. 42, 7; or

"ODD, Is. 42, 7.

ItiW DIpO. The sentence commencing with "IKW is a

genitive after the construct state DIpD ; see Ges., § 130. 3;

M. R., § 82 c ; Dav., S., § 25 ; so 40, 3 TiDN v\DV "i^N DlpD

;

2 Sam. 15, 21 D£> rWP 1PK D1pE3.

*mDN, Kri *?DK, the Ktb. being the part. pass. Qal, the

Kri the adj. of the form qatil ; cf. Ges, § 84. 8; Barth,

N.B., p. 186.

D^TlDN. DW is omitted after DniDN, as in 35, 13; con-

trast 40, 3, and see Ewald, § 331 c 3 ; cf. ver. 22, where the

ordinary editions have Ktb. DniDNil, with the Kri DTDNI1,

as here, while Baer and Del. have cn^DNn in their text.

21. *^n "jrvi, lit. 'gave his (Joseph's)favour in the eyes ofI

i.e. and gave him favour in the eyes of, etc.; cf. Ex. 3, 21.

". 3- I2
> 36 (

al0-

HIlDn J"P2 hD. In this chapter, which is mainly from J,

Joseph is apparently confined in the royal prison, the governor
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of which is not mentioned by name, but is merely described

as inon JV2 'iff. In 40, 2-4 E, the governor of the prison

is Potiphar, and the prison is in his own house, cf. Di. p. 403.

Ebers, however, regards the person mentioned in this verse

as the special governor of the prison for state prisoners.

Potiphar was, as police minister, in control over all the

prisons ; but not an actual prison governor, but cf. Di. 1. c.

22. D^try is intentionally indefinite in contrast to PrYl Nin

nb>y at the end of the verse, see Driver, p. 171, and cf. Ges.,

§§ 116. 5. R. 3, 144. 3 d; Dav., S.
s § 108 c.

ntry n*TT. Cf. the note on 4, 17.

23. Render, ' There was no governor of the prison over-

looking (lit. seeing) anything that he did (lit. anything in his

hand), in that Yahweh was with him, and that which he was

doing Yahweh made to prosper?

40.

1. iNton . . .^m. So 14, 1. 2 tey.*,ny:j w; Ex.

12, 4i b 1N^ mn DIM DVJD Wl; where instead of the perfect

in the second half of the clause, the impejfect with waiv

conversive might stand, and most frequently does stand ; see

Driver, § 78 ; Dav., S., § 51. R. 1; Ges., § in. 2.

ntDNiTl D*n2£ *]Sc npttfa = '/>&* cupbearer and baker

of the king of Egypt! Notice the difference in the idiom in

English and Hebrew. English says, ' the cupbearer and baker

of the king;' Hebrew, ' the cupbearer of the king and the baker1

or more commonly with the third pers. suffix, ' his baker;'

cf. 41, 8, and see Ewald, § 339 b; M. R., § 75. 2. Rem. a;

Ges., § 128. 1 ; Dav., S., § 27 b. The nsx has been discovered

on the Egyptian inscriptions, but not the ftp&D; see Ebers,

P. 321.
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2. VD'HD with firm qamec, as in nn3
}

though the

more usual form with simple shewa under the D is also

found. The form with qamec is explained by Stade, § 209,

either from a by-form qattil, i.e. for D^D, and as 1 cannot

be doubled, DHp, so D^a • or through the influence of the

counter-tone on the first syllable ; for this he compares

D^btf for tf&ty?, from &hf. Cf. also *Xn? and T"!?,

Ges. in the Thes. s.v., and Barth, N.B., p. 197.

3. "NTH Dlpft. Cf. the note on 39, 20.

4. IDtttoS D^tt'1 VSTI, lit.
l and they were days' etc.,

i.e. some time; cf. 4, 3 WW ppD = ' after some time;' so we

find cd^ used indefinitely in 1 Sam. 29, 3. Dan. 8, 27.

Neh. i, 4. Cf. Dav., S., § 11. R. 1 ; Ges., § 139. 4 ; contract

27, 44. 29, 20.

5. iD^n plJTlDD tt^N. 'Each according to the inter-

pretation of his dream] i.e. each one dreamt a dream that had

its special reference to himself, and its own interpretation.

onro ^>rh "rttfN ns^m nptrbn. cf. the note

on 29, 9. This construction is closer to the English idiom

than the one noticed in ver. 1, and must be used if the two

words that should be in the construct state are to stand

together ; the construction "O "ptt HDN"! npipD hardly occurs

(two construct states and one genitive), so we must, if we

wish to keep HDN and npK>D together, use 7 i^N or 7, as

in 7, 1 1 ; otherwise the alternative construction followed in

ver. 1 must be adopted.

6. O^yt^'of a sad connteiiance] ' cast down; 1

so Dan.

1, 10; cf. Cioyw D^D in Prov. 25, 23. Symm. has <TKu6p<onol

here. On the importance attached to dreams among the

Egyptians, see Ebers, p. 321.

Y
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7. DTI D70D PVUD. Cf. Neh. 2, 2 D'jn T« V"» =
' ze/^j' ^^ ^" ^^ J troubled?'

8. 1J1N J^N "^HD^ = ' #//</ there is no one to interpret it;'

cf. 41, 8 DniN "M11B pttj on p«, see Ges., § 152. 1. c. 4;

M.R., § 128. 2 b; Dav., S., § 127 b.

9. "U1 HDm ^OYTrQ. * In my dream, behold a vine

was be/ore me;' the apodosis without a verb being introduced

by waw; so ver, 16 (cf. 41, 17, where waw is omitted);

2 Sam. 15, 34. Prov. 10, 25*; see Driver, § 125. Obs.

;

M. R., § 132 b; Ges., § 143. R. 2. run is inserted to attract

the attention of the reader to the nature of the dream ; con-

trast 41, 22 ^?H2 K"M, where no especial stress is laid.

10. "vh nrhy nms£ aim. i. The a. v., Knobei,

Tuch, Driver render, l And it was as though it budded, and its

blossoms shotforth;' cf. the analogous use of 3 IWl in 19, 14,

in the sense ' to appear' ' to seem.' II. Di. and apparently

Del. prefer taking a in a temporal sense, and render, iAnd
it, as it budded, its blossoms shot forth' comparing 38, 29

TBta ; cf. the note there, and Driver, p. 172, who points

out that this usage of the participle, though common in the

Mishna (see Geiger, Lehr- und Lesebuch zur Sp. der Mishna,

p. 52), is without analogy in Biblical Hebrew.

rl5M ' its blossom.' P?. occurs nowhere else in the Bible

in the sense ' blossom,' but is common in the Mishna j the

feminine nw being used in Biblical Hebrew (as a nomen

unitatis, see note on 27, 3). The masc. here may be explained

as a collective, and so construed with the fern, nrvy (Wright).

Others take mt3 as abbreviated from nr.Jtt ; see Ewald,

§ 257 d; Stade, § 347 c. 2 (and Del. on Ps. 27, 5), who gives

as other examples, n?3, rW$, Af?, WJP. nv3 may be taken,
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cf. Ewald, § 281 b, as accus. to nrvy = 'and it {the vine)

went up into blossoms;' cf. rpy in Is. 5, 6. 34, 13. Prov.

24, 31 ; so v^BOfl in the second half of this verse. Possibly

the text ought to be pointed njf3, the fem. ending n_ being

altered into H__ (the suffix), to conform with n'!&38ta in

the second half of the verse. Prov. 7, 8 (rwa), Job 11, 9

(mo). Zech. 4, 2 (n?a), cited by Stade above, are similar to

HV3 in this verse, and may possibly be mistakes for the fem.

forms.

nTTOtTN = ' its clusters' 2:]} = ' the ripe grape' On
the use of wine in Egypt, see Ebers, p. 322 f.

12. O^^nton PfflsXD , casus pendens. ' The three branches,

they are three days;
7

cf. on 34, 21.

13. "Jtrtn J"!**. . . Nto\ l Shall lift up thy head; i.e.

shall take thee from prison; cf. 2 Kings 25, 27.

ptTfr-nn ISEtfcD, lit. ' according to theformer custom, i.e.

as thou wert accustomed to do.

14. *0rrOt DM "0. Di., following Ewald, § 356 b, cf.

§ 342 b. 2, renders, ' only that thou rememberest me, with

thee (i.e. thyself), when it is well with thee, and wilt shew me

kindness', comparing 2 Sam. 5, 6. 2 Kings 5, 20. 23, 9 (see

also Ges., §§ 106. 3 b. note 2, 163. 2. R.), which are different

from this passage, as the DN "O is dependent on a previous

verb. Wellhausen emends to *"JK, cf. 23, 13; and see Driver,

§ 119 8. foot-note 2, who points out that there is no justifi-

cation for rendering the bare perf. either as an imperf. or

modal future. This reading would remove any difficulty,

rV55>Jfl . . "ornDT DK being a conditional sentence, exactly like

43. 9- 47) (>
I
see Driver, § 138. 1 a; M. R., § 26; Dav., S.,

§ 130 b; Gcs., § 159. 3d.

Y 2
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-jriN. cr. job 12, 3 . 14, 5.

15. "van vin loto ^D. 7%*/ ///^ j^«/^ &»•« put me

in prison ;' cf. Ruth I, 12 THEN *3 ' Iha1 1 should have said;
7

1 Sam. 17, 26b cpn *3 '///#/ //* should have defied;' see

Driver, § 39. S. Obs.; Dav., £., §§ 39 c, 150; Ges., § 166. 2.

16. "HP! ^7D. 'Baskets of white bread! nn from Tin

' /# be whiteI properly an adj. = ' what is while,' and then

applied to what is baked ; so the Arab. \jSy»- (Del.). Vulg. has

* canistrafarinae' LXX <avd xovSpirtov; cf. ver. 17 IIJPB ?3ND.

The baker carried his wares on his head, an exceptional

mode of carrying things among the Egyptians ; see Ebers,

P- 33i f-

17. mnD SOKE hm. 'Of all kinds of food for

Pharaoh', cf. Dan. 1, 5 -jtan aiTIS ; Gen. 49, 20 "jta »r?J».

73D, |D partitive ; cf. on 4, 3.

19. yhw • . Nto"1
. '-S&*// lift up thy headfrom off

thee,' i.e. shall behead thee. There is a play on the words

here, the phrase being the same as in ver. 13. Wright com-

pares John 12, 32. The punishment of the chief baker was

one of the heaviest that could befall an Egyptian. The

exposure of the body was intended to make the sentence

more severe, and was especially repugnant to the superstitious

Egyptians, who regarded the life after death as dependent on

the body remaining unmutilated ; see Ebers, p. 334.

20. HjnD JIN ni^n D"P. The construction is the

same as in 4, 18; see the note there. n*J?n is inf. Hof. of

lb\ for the ordinary form rnjVl; cf. Ez. 16, 4 JVJJW, and

TEM3, Is. 28, 16 (see Ges., § 69. 2. Rem. 7; Stade, §§ 29,

246), the ? being doubled to compensate for the shortened

vowel.

21. inptW vV = ' to his butlership,' or ' cupbearership?
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41.

1. DW. Cf. on 29, 14.

"TQ5J H^m. Cf. note on 32, 7.

"lS^n. Always with * without the dagesh. i&on ' /#*

river' par excellence, the Nile, is the Hebrew form of the

Egyptian aur-da, i.e. ' the great stream,' Ebers, p. 338, which

became in the mouth of the people iar-d, iaro.

On the participle in this and the two following verses, cf.

on 13, 7.

2. "inNH. 1PIN, LXX axei, 'Nile-grass' is the Hebrew

form of the Egyptian axu or a\uu, ' reeds' or l grass' grow-

ing in marshy ground; see Ebers, p. 338 ; and Wiedemann,

Samml. altaegypt. Wdrter, p. 16 ; also notice Hieron. ad Jes.

19, 7, who describes it as 'omne quod in palude virens

nascitur;' and Ecclus. 40, 16.

2-4. The number of the cows, seven (cf. the same

number in the next dream), was a sacred number among

the Egyptians, as among other Oriental nations (Ebers,

p. 337); cf. 21, 28. 30. On the dreams Kn. remarks, ' Both

dreams were suitably interpreted by Joseph. The Nile floods

are what the fruitfulness of Egypt chiefly depends on, therefore

the cows in the dream come up out of the Nile. The ox

was the symbol of the Nile (Diod. i. 51), and especially

sacred to Osiris, the discoverer of agriculture (Diod. i. 21).

The cow was, in the Egyptian hieroglyphic writing, the

sign for the earth (Macrob., Sal., i. 19), agriculture, and

food (Clem. Alex., Strom., v. p. 567). At the same time

Isis was the goddess of the earth, that nourishes everything

(Macrob., Sat., i. 20), and is rendered fruitful by the Nile

(Plut., de Is., 38) ; the cow was especially sacred to her
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(Her. ii. 41 j Aelian., h. an., x. 27). She was also goddess

of the moon (Diod. i. n), and her picture serves in the

hieroglyphics as a sign for the year (Ilorapollo, i. 3); there-

fore the seven fat cows mean seven fruitful, and the seven

lean cows seven unfruitful years; the seven lean cows

coming closely upon the seven fat ones, point to the close

succession of the unfruitful years to the fruitful years. The

meaning of the second dream (the ears of corn) is self-evident.

That the ears grow on one stalk, indicates that the seven

years are regarded as following one immediately after the

other.'

6. Cip nDlltf. 'Blasted by the east wind! The

narrator here mentions the wind that was most destructive in

Palestine; cf. Hos. 13, 15. Jon. 4, 8. Ez. 17, 10. The winds

in Egypt that were most hurtful came usually from the N. \Y.

or S.E.; see Ebers, p. 340. Del. understands DHp here as

the destructive Chamsin, which blew, in the spring months,

from the S.E. quarter; see Ebers, I.e.

7. Knobel remarks on the dreams, 'The order in which

they come is well chosen. First the Nile, which causes the

fruitfulness, then the cows representing fruitfulness, and lastly

the ears, as an evidence of fruitfulness/

8. D'HSO iBBin, only here and Ex. 7-9 P in Pent.

The word is also found in Daniel, probably borrowed from

the Pent. LXX i^yrjras. * The lettered men of Egypt! The

D^DD^n are. the Egyptian Upoypanfiareh, represented on the

inscriptions with writing materials in their hands, and a pen

on their temples (Ebers, p. 345). They belonged to the

Egyptian priesthood, and employed themselves in the study

of the hieroglyphic writing and astronomy, and were also

noted as seers or foretellers of future events ; see Ebers,
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p. 344 f.; Di., p. 412. They also had a great reputation as

magicians, as it is clear from Ex. 7, 11. 22. 8, 3, etc. The

word DDin is taken by Harkavy (fourn. Asiatigue, 1870,

p. 168 f.) as equivalent to the Egyptian ' Cher-tum! ' Revealer

of secrets! It may, however, be equally well derived from

Bin '

to grave' or V)J) 'a stylus' with the formative ending Di,

like Di"n from TJ, DVVj;, Dina
;

see Ewald, § 163 g; Stade,

§ 295. Tuch gives another derivation (Comm., p. 443 f),

according to which DDin is a quadriliteral form from D~in

1
/0 z#r*'/(? with a stylus' and Din 'to be sacred;' cf. 731n from

73n, and ?:n ; this, however, is doubtful; see Stade, §§ 149,

150, on the formation of qaadriliterals.

X^YSyn — 1

the wise men! identified by Ebers, p. 345, with

the rexxal~u of the inscriptions, ' those who know things ' (die

wissenden der Dinge), probably a wide term, embracing all

the higher classes of priests, especially the aypoa-KoiroL of

Clement, who were astrologers, calendar makers, and inter-

preters of signs or omens.

CiTiN . . . "ItoTTf. DniN, the plural suffix, may be used

with reference to the double nature of the dream, or the

reading may be a scriptio defectiva, ^?D for Wpibrij which

the Sam. gives ; so Pesh. and Saadiah.

9. "VOtft "W, not '/ remember,' A.V.— for n^rn means

' to cause another to remember
•'—but 'I make mentioji of! On

the order of the words obj. subj. verb, see Dav., S., §111.

R. 1 ; Ges., § 142. 2 d ; Driver, § 208. 2 ; M.R., § 131. 2. R. b;

and cf. 37, 16. Judg. 9, 36. 2 Kings 5, 13. 6, 22. Is. 5, 17.

This order of words is the usual one in nominal sentences

with a participial pred. In other cases it is very rare.

10. ^JIN, so Sam.Ver. LXX, and Pesh., more correctly,

Wile. The Ileb.-Sam. reads Dnx.
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11. nDTTim. The first person imperf. with waw conv.

and the n cohortative is rare ; there are two other instances

in Gen., viz. 32, 6 nrPKM, and 43, 21 nnn2J1 ; see other

instances in Driver, § 69. Obs.; Ewald, § 232 g; Ges., § 49. 2
;

Dav., S.t § 51. R. 7.

12. VD^rD ttfat. See on 9, 5.

14. "IH^'H'H. 'And they brought him quickly' lit. 'made

him run;' cf. 1 Sam. 17, 17 yni6 mnEH prfl; 2 Chron. 35,

13 oyn *jn bi? ww.

VrDftto ^plTI riv^H. No one was allowed to appear

before the king of Egypt unless he was quite clean ; see

Ebers, p. 350. Del.4 and Tuch explain the verse from the

Egyptian custom of regarding a prisoner as a mourner. He

would then wear his beard and hair; see Ebers, p. 350. foot-

note, against this view.

15. "W V&flDtiJ "Wl. 'And I have heard about thee,

saying thou canst understand a dream,' or 'thou hearest a dream,'

i.e. hast only to hear it, and can interpret it.

Thy, as in 1 Kings 10, 6 "]n»3n by) ^HBtl ^
On the construction

—

oralio indirecta without "O to intro-

duce it— see note on 12, 13.

16. "Hy^n. 'Not I* as in 14, 24. The LXX have &cv

tov Qeov ovk d7TOKpi6rjo-€Tot, which means really the same as

the Mass. text, and does not of necessity suppose a reading

QTPK *T2J?,. and the addition of N7. The Sam.Ver. renders,

1 Without me God will not answer the welfare ofP!

01 /tirnN nD^, lit. 'answer the welfare,' i.e. give such

an answer as will be most conducive to Pharaoh's welfare.

19. iHp"^, so vers. 20. 27, possibly a mistake for nipl,

which occurs in ver. 3.
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*)Z0 nDrO ^XVN'') N7 = 'such as I have not seen in all

the land of Egypt for badness? lit.
'I have not seen like these'

etc.; see ver. 38, and cf. M.R., § 56.

21. i"lD2Hp. Cf. the fuller forms in 21, 29 T\WS>
; 31, 6

HjriN (both E) ; the _ , defective for "»— , has arisen out of

the diphthong »_; see Stade, § 352 b; cf. § 99. 2; Ges.,

§ 91. 1. Rem. 2.

"jrPfrS")^. The form is singular, not plural, the *— being

the ending »_, nK"]» = »*nD ; see Stade, § 353 a. 1 £; cf.

§ 99. 2; Ges., § 93. 3. Rem. 3.

23. Dn^n^. Masc. suffix for fern.; cf. on 26, 15; in

ver. 27 we find the fern, suffix used.

25. Nin ins* runs on^n. cf. on 34 , 21.

26. rQIOn J"PD 3EHB. See the notes on 21, 29. JOP

"til DID is a casus pendens, as in ver. 25.

32. '^4tz<5? zt7//£ respect to the repetition of the dream unto

Pharaoh twice, (it is) because the matter is resolved on by God,

and God hastens to do it! TMV7\ by) ; cf. Ruth 4, 7 T\bm7\ by

mionn by) ' with respect to ransoming, and with respect to

exchanging' nWn is the Nif\ inf. cstr. of FW. The Nifal

of this verb is not found elsewhere.

33. WV. So the ordinary editions; but Baer and Del.

in the text have Kj£, and in the notes to their edition, p. 78,

they refer to Ibn Ezra in favour of the reading with —

.

On rj|—for *X—, c f. Zech. 9, 5 K^fl (Baer and Del. K^
in text and notes, p. 83), and see Ewald, § 63 d ; cf. Stade,

§ 489 b. 1. On IH!!, as an abnormal form, see Stade, I.e.,

and Ges., § 75. Rem. 3 b; Konig, Lehrg., p. 561. The

jussive is used in making a suggestion, see Driver, § 50 #

(cf. Ex. 8, 2 5. 1 Kings 1,2); M.R., § 8. 2 ; Dav., S., § 63 b.
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34. Tpci njnc nto*1 = let p. ut up and appoint ' etc.;

cf. the use of nb>y in 1 Sam. 8, 16. 1 Kings 12, 31. Ges. in

TAes.j p. 1077, renders, 'facia/ (hoc) P. (sequatur consilium

meum) et praeficiat!

tTTDn, a denom. from &V7}, is a ana£ Xfyo/n.= <

let him exact

the fifth part;' cf. the Arab. JUL «/a^ a yz/?/$ part,' "»fr?rs

' ft /V/Xv //;<? tenth part of anything!

35. nVID T /inn = ' ««<&r Pharaotis control! T used

as in 2 Kings 13, 5. Is. 3, 6.

39. "w hi n« fm« dviSw ymn nn«. on

the construction, see Ges., § 115. 1; M. R., § 116; Dav.,

S., § 91 c.

40. *72y bl pttJ1 7»B *?& I. Gesenius and Knobel

render, 'And all my people shall kiss thy mouth;' cf. 1 Sam.

10, 1. r Kings 19, 18. Hos. 13, 2. But the kiss of homage

was not given on the mouth ; and that Joseph had to receive

the kiss from all the people would be a very unnatural

thought ; further, bv pBO is not used in the sense 'to kiss,'

for which we find the ace. or 7. II. The LXX, Sam. Ver.,

Vulg., and most moderns, e.g. Del., Tuch, Di., prefer taking

*]*a by, as in 45, 21. Ex. 17, 1. Num. 3, 16, etc. = ' according

to thy mouth' i. e.
' command ' etc., and render pBO ' dispose

themselves,' taking it intransitively. Cf. the Arabic ,j~~j

' ordinare et disponere rem! III. Siegfried and Stade (I/edr.

JV'o'rlerd., p. 446) regard it as Impf. of p?^ 'to arm,' a denom.

from P^O 'armour,' so ' at thy command all my people shall arm

themselves!

*ptt 7TIN NDDH pi. 'Only with respect to the throne

will I be greater than thou! NDDn, accus. of respect; see

Ges., § 118. 2 c; and cf. note on 3, 15.
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41. ^nj""^. See on 1, 29.

42. *in^2I0. Cf. Esther 3, 10. 8, 2, where the Persian

monarch gives his signet first to Haman, and then to

Mordecai.

t^ty= 'byssus,' 'fine white cotton;' here WW HH = ' clothing

made of byssus ;' cf. Del.5
, p. 468. The priests' clothing

was of byssus; cf. Her. ii. 37. For WW, at a later period

of the language, p2 was used, e. g. in the books of Chronicles

and Esther. WW probably = Egypt, schenti, schens, ' something

woven,' from root shent, plectere, conserere. The Hebrews

seem to have connected it with &&, album esse, see Di.,

on Ex. 25, 4.

43. n^H^n nH5"1lQ=='a carriage of the second rank;'

cf. rwron ffd ' a priest of the second rank.' n?3"]E is probably

a nomen unilatis, cf. note on 27, 3.

"h ntftf. Cf. on 40, 5.

*!?pn^. Most probably the Hebrew form of an Egyptian

word, cf. Brugsch, Geschichte, p. 247, who renders ' bow the

knee! De Rossi explains it as = ape-rek, ' bow the head.'

Harkavy (in the Berlin Aegyptological Journal, 1869, p. 132)

as the Egyptian ap-rex-u, ' head of the wise! Benfey ( Ver-

hdllniss der Agypt. Sprache, p. 302 f.) takes it as equivalent

to a, the sign of the imper., bor = l
proJicere,' and k the

sign of the second person ; so ' prostrate thyself! Jablonskt

(Opusc, i. p. 6) explains it as meaning ouberek, ' bow towards'

(Joseph) ; Cook, Speaker's Comm., i. p. 482, as ab-rek, '

rejoice

thou I' and Lepage Renoulf (Proc. Soc. Bib. Archceol., 1888,

xi. 1 , p. 5 ff.) as ab[u)rek, ' thy command is our desire,' we are

at thy service. The Versions give various renderings. The

TAX have ica\ eKrjpv^v ifnrpoirBfv avTov ktj()v£, apparently taking
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-p3N* as % a heralds* so Sam.Ver., which has A^x^iJ. The

Targums of Onq. and Jer. give N3ppp K3g, as though "p3K

were compounded of nx 'father} and T)1 = the Latin rex /

(cf. 45, 8). The Pesh. paraphrases ch^o ^oL j^^Xo \k\
Y

^-j-ao? \JL'*{ ' Father and rider over all the land of Egypt ;'

and the Vulgate, which has ' Ut omnes coram eo genu fleeterent!

A possible explanation from the Hebrew is to take "J~QN as

inf. abs. Af'el for Hifil, instead of the imperative; cf. ver. 51

WJ, Pael for Pi'el, and accordingly Jose b. Dormaskith,

quoted by Del. 5
, p. 468, explains it by D?313?

\ cf. the Vulg.

rendering, and Aquila's rendering cited by Hieron. (Quaes/.,

ed. Lag., p. 60), ' et clamavit in conspectu ejus ad genicula-

tionem.' Hieron. himself follows the Targ. Ps.-Jon., and

renders, ' lender father ;' cf. "p, 18, 7. Fried. Del. (Par.,

p. 225, Proleg., p. 145) compares 1~\2X with the Assyrian

abarraku, a title= possibly 'grand vizier.' Sayce, Relig. Bab.

(Hibbert Lecture), p. 183, mentions Assyr. Abrikkw=. Akk.

abrik, ' vizier,' from an unpublished tablet. Against this view,

cf. Schrader, C. 0. T., p. 139 ; Nold., Z.D.M.G., xl. p. 734.

firOV The inf. abs. continuing the narrative instead of

ftMj cf. the inf. abs. again in Ex. 8, 11 13^ HN 133211; Judg.

7, 19 D*13n pan; and see Ges,, § 113. 4 a ; M. R., § 106. 2 ;

Ewald, § 351 c; Dav., S., § 88 and R. 1. Probably the inf.

abs. is used instead of the ordinary construction of the imperf.

with waw conv., to shew that the appointment of Joseph over

the land of Egypt was contemporaneous with the announce-

ment of the herald, and the setting him in the second

chariot ; not subsequent (as it would be with waw conv.

and the impf.) ; we might therefore render pDJI ' thus setting

him! To connect \\Tfi\ with *]"UK is against the accents, besides

giving an improbable sense, as the people would not have

the appointment of vizier in their hands ; cf. the next verse.
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45. FTO7Q rCD!£. LXX, ^ovOo^av^x- This name, as

given in LXX, is, according to the testimony of Hieron., to be

explained as = Salvator mundi, in Coptic, p-sot-om-ph-eneh,

i.e. from sot, sole, redemptio, salus, and eneh, saeculum. The

n, however, in p-sont for p-sot, in ^ovdofi(f)avrjx, cannot be

explained, cf. Ges., Thes., p. 11 81. It is better therefore to

follow the rendering of Bunsen, Lepsius, and others suslenlatio,

or concrete, sustentator vitae, from the Aegypto-Coptic sdnl,

l
io support, maintain,'' and anh, 'life' D32¥ in the Hebrew form

being transposed for nJVS by Ewald, § 78 b. Brugsch, Gesch.,

p. 248, explains the word as equivalent to za-p-u-nt-p-a-ankh,

i.e. 'guardian (Landpfleger) of the district of place of life!

Cook, Speaker s Comm., i. p. 481, renders it

'

food of the living
;'

Steindorff, Z.A.S.A., xxvii. 41 f., 'God speaks and he lives.'

The Jewish interpreters, Onq., Pesh., Saad., make it mean
' revealer of secrets' taking JJJD as equivalent to (paivco ! Cf. Di.,

p. 414 f.

ilDDN = 'she who belongs to Neith '(Pallas). LXX, 'Ao-ftWtf.

Brugsch, Gesch., p. 248, makes it= Snal or Sani, the name of

a woman ; Cook, Speaker's Comm., i. p. 479, proposes A s-Neit,

'favourite of Neith', or Isis Neil.

|N. LXX, 'HXiovnoXts, situated on the eastern bank of the

Nile, the modern Malariye, about seven miles east of the Nile

from Cairo, and about eighteen from Memphis, see Ebers,

Durch Gosen zum Sinai, pp. 75 and 507 ; Wiedemann, 1. c,

p. 46. In Coptic the name of |K is Un or On, meaning ' light'

or l sun(?);' cf. the Hebrew WW rV2 'house of the sun'

Hieroglyphically it was Anu or An, more closely Anu-mhit

(Brugsch and Ebers). Heliopolis was the chief seat of the

worship of the sun-god Ra ; cf. its name in Is. 19, 18 Dinn "Vjj

(* city of destruction'"), a play on the words for Dinn "Vy; cf.

Jer. 43, 13, where it is called ' £>DE> 1V2 in the land ofEgypt!
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48. D^DU? JOtT, as the text stands, quite indefinite, seems

hardly correct. Del. and 01s. read Vtyn ')p JD^. Cf.

ver. 53. The LXX and Sam. read for Vil—D^,^ D^tfn

mfrn iTn.
T T - T T

5 1

.

*3t£2 *0 )"TO3E = ' Manasseh, for he hath made me

forget! The form *flft, for "OBfa, is used on account of its

similarity in sound with the name rTOD; cf. Ges., § 52. 2.

Rem. 1 ; Stade, § 387 a. In Arabic and Aramaic the a

sound is regular, e.g. Heb. ?tt|5, Arab, jls, Aramaic ^io,
and 7tSj3 ; and that a was once the original sound in

Hebrew is proved from the imperf. and partic. of the Pi'el

;

cf. Wright, Arab. Gram., i. pp. 32, 33. The Pi'el with a

double ace. may possibly, as Tuch and Di. suggest, have

been chosen instead of the commoner Hifil on account of

the name PltMD.

52. D'HDfrS, meaning perhaps ' double fruitfulness /' cf.

Hos. 13, 15. Other dual names are DW, Hos. 1,3; 0W3^
(in DTOTl 1Y0, Jer. 48, 22; called on the Moabite stone,

1. 30, \phTl n*3; cf. Gen. 37, 17 |rh?); also QW"5 and

D^ih {ibid., lines 10, 31 JJV"ip and fmn); see Schlottmann's

monograph, p. 48, and the proper names of places, as &?$,

E^Dp, etc. All these names, however, may not be duals,

cf. on 37, 17.

53. n^n is neuter, 'which there mas' (Germ, die es gab);

contrast ver. 48 ; or iTfl may be referred to jnfen.

56. QJ""Q *"ltt?W 'D nt^. LXX, irdvTas tovs aiToftoXcovas,

Pesh. fi.oK Vulg. ' universa horrea,' Onq. frTfl KJ1#« 5>| H!

fen^3^ == ' all the storehouses wherein was grain,' which point

to a reading "Q nrrXIN. The true reading here seems to

have been lost.
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"OtlTI is probably to be emended to
"

l?^!l, cf. 42, 6, as

"QB>, Qal, always means, when a denom. from "9^, 'to buy,'

not ' to sell!

57. INI yiNn ^1. The plural verb as Y^* = ' the

inhabitants ofthe land;' see Ges., § 145. 2c; M. R., § 135. 2
;

Dav., £., § 115 ; so 48, 6. 1 Sam. 14, 25. 2 Sam. 15, 23.

42.

1. "OtD. In all the passages where "£$ occurs it means
1 grain' as an article of merchandise, hence its frequent use

from this chapter onwards. It is usually derived from "O^

' to break^ from the corn being crushed in the mill ; see the

Lexica.

Ifc^ilJl. 'Look at one anotherI i.e. look helplessly, one

to the other, expecting aid and advice. It is not found else-

where in this sense.

4. pDN Wip"* ]D. 'Lest harm be/all him.' K"»p is

here equivalent to mp, as in ver. 38. 49, 1. Ex. 1,10.

pDN is only found again in ver. 38. 44, 29. Ex. 21,

22. 23.

6. tOvt^n Nin FpVI. bjdVI is a casus pendens ; so 9,

18 •as Kin cm; 15, 2 pb>m nvi W3 pKto pi; see 44, 17,

note on 3, 12, and cf. M. R., § 127.

l&hWH = bwiDn in 45, 8. D^£> is a word common in

Aramaic, and occasionally found in late Hebrew, e.g. Eccl.

7, 19 (pi.). 8, 8. 10, 5; and in the fem. sing. r\o?W, Ez. 16,

30 (all). Di. suggests that it is a technical word here, that

has come over with tradition, as it agrees remarkably with
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Sulatis, or Silitis, the name of the first ruler of the Hyksos

in Egypt, Jos., Contra Ap., i. 14; so Tuch and Del. in their

commentaries; cf. the Assyrian salat, 'viceroy!

7. In this chap., vers. 7-13, 30--32 E, Joseph accuses his

brethren of being spies, in reply they volunteer the information

that they have a younger brother. In chap. 43 J there is no

allusion to the charge preferred by Joseph, and it is expressly

stated that Joseph asked them if they had a brother (vers. 6-7,

cf. 44, 19 J). Cf. Driver, fnlrod., p. 17.

J"V)\rp OnN "QTV niBfo the fern, pi., is here used as

neuter; so ntip, fern. sing, in Ps. 60, 5 nvp *]Dy n^in,

and 1 Kings 12, 13 nvp DJ>n HK ^CH \p\; other instances

of the pi. fern, as neuter are Ps. 12, 4 rnvVU ; Ps. 16, n
IWJtf ; Zech. 4, 10 ntittp; see Ewald, § 172 b; M.R., § 63 ;

Ges., § 122. 4; Dav., S., § 14.

8. DJll is emphatic, they, as opposed to Joseph; see on

33> 3*

9. QH/. 'About them;* see on 17, 20.

Y^Nn TVTW /"IN. 'The bareness of the land;' cf. a

similar use of the Arabic Vfjz, Qor. 33, 13. Knobel further

compares yv^vovaOai (Homer, Iliad, 12. 339) and nudari

(Caesar, Gallic War, vii. 70), and points out that the Hyksos

were in constant dread of attacks from the Assyrians, who

were at that time very powerful, and therefore fortified the

eastern portion of the land of Egypt (Jos., Contra Ap., i. 14).

10. "pl^W 1 is here used after the negative, after

which *3 usually stands; so 17, 5 rWTI, for the more usual

n\T '•D; see Ewald, § 354 a; Ges., § 163. 1 ; cf. Deut. 11,

10 f. ; 2 Sam. 23, 7.

n. 12P0 for the longer form urUN is only found here.
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Ex. 16, 7. 8. Num. 32, 32. Lam. 3, 42
l

; see Ges., § 32.

Rem. 2 ; Stade, § 179 b; Dav., § 12. Rem. a. ^nj is the

pausal form.

0^3 in the sense of ' upright',' 'honest' (masc), is only

found in this chapter; p occurs, Num. 27, 7. Is. 16, 6. Prov.

11, 19, and elsewhere, in the neuter sense of 'right'

TIT is here a stative verb = ' thy servants have not been,

nor are they now, spies;' so Is. 15, 6; see Driver, § 11.

D^^HE. 'Spies' Del. remarks that the term D^aiD

(' those who go about with the object of spying ') was a more

insulting term than D^n (' those who go about with the object

of exploring ').

12. xy^rh an^n yiNn rmy "o. The obj. is in

tentionally emphasized by being placed first.

13. "lwrCN seems superfluous; possibly, as Olshausen

suggests, it is a gloss from ver. 32, and should be rejected.

Del.4 renders, against the accents, ' Twelve are thy servants,

brothers are we, the sons of etc.

)ppH = ' theyoungest;' see on 9, 24, and cf. M.R., § 86
;

Dav., § 47. 2, and S., § 34; Ges., § 133. 3.

I^fc*, as in 5, 24.

14. frOn is here neuter, as in 20, 16. Job 13, 16.

15. H^HD ^n. The Mass. pointed *n with a created

object, but ^n with God; so Lev. 25, 36 ?]»y T™ *£1; see

Ges., § 93. 1. Rem. 7 note; Dav., S., § 119. Cf. 1 Sam. 17,

55 (Saul). 2 Sam. 11, 11 (David). Di. remarks 'that this

oath is very suitable here, as the Egyptians honoured their

kings, ois 7rpo9 a\r)6ti(iv ovras Oeovs (Diod. i. 90)/

1 "on:, 2 Sam. 17, 12, quoted by Ges. I.e., is pcrf. Qal of m:. LXX
and Pesh. take it as a verb ; ef. Dr., Sam., p. 250.

Z
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DN. On this use of DN, cf. on 1 4, 23.

Render, 'As sure as P. lives \ ye shall not go hence, except

your youngest brother come hither.'

16. *0 (introducing the oath) = 'surely;
1

see Ewald,

§ 330 b, and cf. 1 Sam. 14, 44. 20, 3. 2 Kings 3, 14.

17. fpfrm. Cf. Josh. 2, 18. Is. 24, 22.

18. Vni Itoy HNT, lit. 'Do this andlivel i.e. ' if ye do

this ye shall live ;
' see Ges., § 110.2 a; M.R., § 10; Driver,

§ 152 i; Daw, S.
t § 132 b; cf. § 64; Amos 5, 4 Vni *JH5h*i;

Prov. 3, 3 f. KVD1 . . . D2rD.

19. In vers. 19-24. 34-37 E, the detention of Simeon is

a necessary feature in the narrative, but in 42, 38-43, 10, and

44, 18-34 J, there is no allusion made to him at all; cf.

Driver, Introd., p. 17.

in** CD^nN. Cf. ver. 33 IrWI DDTIX. On the absence

of the art. here, see Ges., § 126. 5. Rem. 1 b, and § 134. 1.

Rem.; M. R., § 76. Rem. c; Ewald, § 290 f
.

; Dav., S.,

§ 32. R. 2; so in 43, 14 ")!"IN D^TIK.

crpm jinsn -ntf. cf. is. 3 o, 23 ^? -idd.

21 ff. give 'the details of the compendious p l'Wl ver. 20/

.

Dr., § 75 fr

23. Pfttt?. Cf. on 13, 7.

Y^^^n *0
3

i.e. the interpreter that was usually present

in such cases ; hence the article.

dWS. Cf. WftM in 26, 28.

25. This verse seems to be connected with ver. 35.

Special provision having been given them for the journey,

ver. 25, the brethren would naturally only have discovered

the money in their sacks at the end of the journey, ver. 35.
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On the other hand, ver. 27 f. agrees with 43, 19 f., where the

discovery is made at the lodging-place. The former account

is probably from E, the latter from
J.

Cf. Driver, In/rod.,

p. 17; Di., p. 421 f.

DIT^CM here, and ver. 35, the plural is used, because the

silver of more than one is intended, Ewald, § 176 c; Ges.,

§ 124. 1. Rem. 1 a, explains the plural differently; cf. note

on 6, 14. The dag. in the s is unusual, though it is found

in the sing, and dual, the aspiration is generally preserved in

the pi.; so W">, W, *TO*, etc.; see Ges., § 93. Rem. 1 F;

Stade, § 71. 2.

Ipto ^N ttTN, so ver. 35. Cf. the note on 9, 5.

to^l. The sing, is harsh; after )$bw) a plural would be

natural. The Pesh. and Vulg. read the pi., while the Sam.

and Onq. have the sing.; the LXX have cycvrjOrj avro7s ovrcos.

If b'yi (sing.) is read it must be rendered impersonally, ' one

did,' i.e.
%
it was done;' the implied subj. being '~lb>yn.

27. in^n, i.e. the one who, as it were, made a begin-

ning, and opened his bag (the others naturally opening theirs

afterwards), so =' the first;' cf. 2, 11. 4,19.

inPin^N. The word is only found in Gen., chaps.

42-44 in
J.

E uses the commoner word pfc>, 42, 25. 35.

28. in") W^rPi. A pregnant construction; see note

on 14, 3, and cf. 43, 33 "w 0*031(21 Vmni.

30. yiNn *0"TN. Sec on 39, 20.

Q^iPCS is Ben Asher's reading. Ben Naftali reads

Dv^lM (with the article), see Baer and Del., Gen., p. 86

[where, in note 3, Judg. 21, 29 should be Judg. 21, 19].

35. W C'p'Hft QH VP\ 'And it came to pass, as they

z 2
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were emptying their sacks, that they found' etc. A circum-

stantial clause; so 2 Kings 2, 11 rum . . . ti^bn non \T"i

;

cf. note on 27, 30.

36. n2TO. See on 21, 29. ru^3 occurs again, Prov.

3*. 29.

37. rPftfi = ' thou mayest kill!

38. DM-mm . . . VTtnpV Cf. the note on 33, 13.

43.

2. tONT5 ItO. n?3 with 7 frequently occurs in J, e.g.

18, 33. 24, 15. 19. 22. 45.

3. *W7 *iyn ' protested strongly! Cf. note on 2, 16 and

add to references there M. R., § 37 a.

D^PI« TlVa. Cf. ver. 5, Ex. 22, 19 m? mri^ >rhl

(Del.), see Ewald, § 322 a; and cf. the note on 12, 8.

4. nbtlto "JUT ON. Cf. the neg. in ver. 5 ^N DN1

rvE>E>, and the note on 24, 42 ; here a cohortative alone follows

the participle with W* DN, in 24, 42 a perf. with waw conv.

6. PlTO/, here pointed, with two qamecs and no dag.,

and the tone on the last syllable, as the next word begins

with a guttural ; see Ges., § 102. 2 d.

7. ' The man ashed particularly about us, and our kindred,

etc., so we told him according to these words; how ivere

we to know that he would say?' etc. SD 7y, as in Ex. 34, 27.

Lev. 27, 8, and often.

yi2 WPJl. On the inf. abs. see above on ver. 3, and

for this (potential) use of the imperf., cf. Driver, § 39 [3
;
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Ewald, § 136 d; M. R., § 7. 2. Rem. c; Ges., § 107. 4 b. 2
;

Dav., S., § 43 b; so ver. 25 )b2W tiW 'O; 2 Sam. 3, 33

"un« rw bni nioan, etc.

9 . inborn . . . Y»n*ran «S dw. Cf. 47, 6 dm
DnDbn , . , TlffV; 2 Sam. 15, 33 n*m • « • niay DK; and see

Driver, § 138 i. (a) ; M. R., § 3. 1 c ; Dav., 5., § 130 b ; Ges.,

§ 159. 3. A. d. *]b TiKDin. Cf. 1 Kings 1, 21 *m "ON

10. *jF(?r Azrf we not tarried, surely now we had returned''

etc. nny ID, as in 31, 42 ; cf. the note on that passage.

1 1. yiNH mfttft is usually rendered, 'from the song of

the land' i.e. of the products of the land of Canaan that are

celebrated and praised in song; cf. Jer. 51, 41. But Kn.

and Del. point out that such a highly poetical expression

would be very strange in this passage, and further that "1E>T

and its derivatives are only used of songs in divine service.

Del. derives mo? here from nor (cf. mETD) in the sense ' to

cut off,' so niDT would mean 'produce' or 'portion' But, as

Di. remarks, ' lEf is only used of cutting off what is useless,

or in the way/ Di. renders 'fruits' LXX, KapnoL Better

is the explanation of D. H. Mtiller, in B.W.B. 10
, p. 983,

' choice products] from a root list of doubtful meaning ; but

cf. in Arabic *\S± ' a thing to be protected, sacred, inviolate'

Lane, p. 978; Sab. 1EH 'protect' Aram. <£>\ 'to wonder at',

and )^o? 'wonderful, admirable' so ft"1*?!, die Merkwiirdig-

keiten des Landes ; cf. C. P. Ges., sub voce, and on "\Dt 111.

vk, nt03, "HS, see on 37, 25.

\Tin, here probably not the honey of bees, but a syrup

prepared by boiling from the juice of the grape, Arab, dibs,

which is at the present day brought to Egypt from the

neighbourhood of Hebron.
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t3^3t01. 'Pistachio mils' — Pistacia terebinlhus, see C. P.

Ges., sub voce ; Low, Aram. Pjlanzenn., No. 44, Pis/acid vera.

^TpH)*!. 'And almonds,
1

the fruit of the Amygdalus com-

munis. Almonds are found in Egypt, but only very rarely.

12. POtTO F|M1. PUfcto is here either an abverbial ace.,

or in apposition to f]D3 ; cf. ver. 15 F]D3 PI3BH3 'double in

silver;' Ex. 16, 22 m&Dbrb\ Deut. 15, i8"^fen3knjBta »3-

Jer. 17, 18 P"0# na^DI. See Ges., § 131. 2d, and Rem. 5a;

also Driver, § 194; Dav., S., § 38. R. 5; M. R., § 71. 4;

Ewald, § 286 d.

14. "uHN WHIN fiN. See the note on 42, 19. LXX
and Heb.-Sam. read inxn here.

^phlXD ^rhbW Hti*0 "ONI . 'And I, if I am bereaved,
• : t t •

: t

Iam bereaved;' cf. Esther 4, 16 VTOK WI3K "iBto ; 2 Kings

7, 4 un»l urW DN1. In **!??? notice the -_- in pause

for -1-, and cf. 49, 3 TV for TV; 49, 27 *T}B? for *pt>*j see

Ges., § 29. 4 c; Ewald, § 93. 3; Stade, § 459 c. 1 (who

accounts for the use of the pausal form with — here, ' der

Euphonie wegen,' for euphony).

16. PHIS is imperative for the usual form rno, but only

in this passage, possibly, as Bottcher suggests, on account of

the following nnp, to produce a change in the sound of the

final syllable of the first word (DiO).

18. ntLVT, 'because how it came there was unknown to

them and inconceivable/ Del. 4

, v^nriT1

, lit. ' fo roll oneself upon a?iy one;' cf. Job 30, 14

iWann n\x& nnn. bbmrh is inf. cstr. Hithpo'al from bb:.

20. "O is a precative particle, always followed by "01N or

tflK =pray! Some suppose that *3 = ^? fr°m nV? = 'f° &V
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and so lit. ' a petition;' cf. the precative particles W??, and

ckJLs, in Aramaic, and for the contraction, ?3 from ?V2;

also Wright, Comp. Gram., p. 48. Nold., however (Wright,

I.e., p. 287), thinks this improbable. It is, perhaps, better to

derive ^ from a root^ 13= «
to entreat',' cf. Arab. *S 'to come

as a suppliant, entreat:'' so "OIK *1 would = l a supplication of

(i.e. to) my lord! Cf. C. P. Ges., sub voce.

23. 0D7 0*Ptt?. Cf. Judg. 6, 23. 1 Sam. 20, 21. ' Di^
DD? in the O. T. is always a formula of encouragement or

congratulation, later in Hebrew, as in Aramaic and Arabic,

a formula of greeting,' Del.

25. DnS ITOfrO Qtij 'O. 'That they were to eat bread

there! Imperf., as in ver. 7. 44, 8. 34. 47, 15. 48, 17; Dr.,

§ 39 and y; Dav., S., § 43 b ; Ges., § 107. 3 b; M. R.,

§ 7. 2 b.

26. IfrO^V N with mappiq, perhaps to mark that it is

a consonant; cf. Lev. 23, 17 NOan
; Job 33, 21 INI ('cum N

dagessato teste Masora, vide Michlol, 63 b;' note in Baer

and Del.'s ed. ofJot, p. 52); Ezra 8, 18 W31 (' K dagessa-

tum auctore Masora ;

' note in Baer and Del.'s ed. of Daniel,

Ezra, and Neh., p. 108). It appears (cf. Ginsburg, Verhandl.

des 5 intern. Orient. Congr., II. 1. 136 ff.) that the four

examples of a mappiq in X mobile are only remains of a

much wider system of pointing the X mobile with mappiq,

which was once more consistently carried out in MSS. See

further, Ewald, § 21 e; Ges., § 14. 1. R. 2; Stade, § 42 b;

Strack, Prolog. Critica, p. 19.

27. uD^2N DV^ttJn. D1^ is here used as an adj.; cf.

1 Sam. 25, 6. 2 Sam. 20, 9.

28. Vlpv'), impf. Qal of Tip ; sec Ges., § 67. 5 end ; Dav.,
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§ 42. 6. foot-note 2. Yip and mnn^n occur together again

in 24, 26. 48.

29. ^prV. So again Is. 30, 19 for IJC^J c ^- Ges., § 67.

Rem. 2 ; Ewald, § 251. 2d.

30. VOm inM3 "0. Cf. 1 Kings 3, 26. Hos. 11, 8

(with D*oro for CDn).

32. pTOV N7 "0. Cf. Num. 9, 6. Deut. 12, 17. 22,19,

of legal and moral incapability. Kn. remarks on this verse :

' The predilection of the Egyptians for their own people and

land, and their exclusiveness towards strangers (Diod. i. 67 ;

Strabo, xvii. 1. 6), is well known. The priests neither ate

nor drank anything that came from a foreign land (Porph.

iv. 7); the Egyptian would use no eating utensils belonging

to a Greek (Her. ii. 41). In a similar way they conducted

themselves towards the Hebrews, especially as they were a

nomad people, " tenders of flocks and herds " (see 46, 34

;

and cf. also 39, 6)/

33. VJOrPV Cf. on 42, 28.

34. fcW1^ is impersonal, the implied subject being N^3n

;

cf. 42, 25 ; Deut. 22, 8 bttn b& *3; 2 Sam. 17, 9 yDPil JttMh.

The LXX and Syr. have the plural here.

mT1 tZton. Knobel calls attention to the frequency of

the number five in matters relating to Egypt, e.g. 41, 34.

45, 22. 47, 2. 24. Is. 19, 18. For Y in the sense oil
1portion}

cf. 47, 24. 2 Sam. 19, 44. 2 Kings 11, 7.

VDWI 'to be understood according to Hagg. 1, 6/ Del.

44.

1, ttTN pD3. See Ges., § 139. 1; M.R., § 94 b.

3. "VE\ D^:«m "YIN "pun. 'The morning dawmd,
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and the men were sent away' The construction is the same

as in 38, 25 7\rbv KT11 HNV1D fcon, so in the next verse,

"IDN S|DW . . . IN^1 Dn. See note on 19, 23.

"YlfrS, intrans. perf. like Bh2, 210 (all); see Ges., § 72.

Rem. 1; Stade, § 385 f.

4. IpTlin ts7, 'Without having gonefar ;' so Ex. 34,

28 nnsy N? Ml ,>2K K? En? ( without eating bread, or drinking

water;' Lev. 13, 23 nnfe>3 N7 ' without having spread.' The

perfect is here equivalent to our past part. act. ; see Driver,

§ 162; Ges., § 156. 3 b; Dav., S., § 41- R. 3; M. R,

§ 153. R. b.

5. The LXX (cf. the Pesh. and Vulg.) insert at the end of

ver. 4, Iva t'l e/cAeS^are fxov to kovBv to apyvpovv
;
perhaps an

explanatory gloss.

* Is not this that wherein my lord is wont to drink, and he

(emphatic) l would surely practise divination therewith ' etc. ?

On 12, cf. Ges., § 119. 3 b. 4. and foot-note; and M. R.,

§ 52. 1. Rem. a, who compares irivciv h xov<T<?> bibere in

ossibus, and boire dans un verre, with the use of the prep,

here. 2 r\r\w occurs again in Amos 6, 6 p ^piT£2 DTI5?n.

Tuch takes the sentence slightly differently, supplying D2T2

after spn. But this seems unnecessary.

12 tl}rO^ l!?n^. Cf. 30, 27. This species of divination

with cups, called KuXiKOfxavrda or vSpofiavTeia, was much prac-

tised in Egypt; cf. Jamblich., Mysl., 3. 14, and Varro in

Augustine's Civ. dei, 7. 35, Kn. cited by Di., p. 427. Km, I.e.,

says : Water was poured into a glass or some other vessel,

or pieces of gold, silver, or precious stones were thrown into

1 Joseph had probably been admitted to the priests' caste, and would

consequently practise divination, cf. 41, 45.
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the water, and the figures or rings that appeared, when this

was done, were supposed to give information about the future,

or what was obscure to the inquirer.' The LXX have here

avTos be olu>i>t(Tfui> (iloivl(fTai iu avru). So the Pesh. and Vulg.

Onq. has FPg P?DO KJTja WT\ 'and he makes discoveries

through it! sc. the cup. Saadiah, quoted by Wright {Genesis,

p, 109), has »j Ixli2-*! U-3], ^.aj
f
tf«d? ^<? only proved you

by it! ' Wishing to screen Joseph from such practices.'

tl'lir = properly 'to whisperI viz. magic formulae or oracles.

7. ""QT Ttob. 'Afternrfj, yno,TN>rmDW, the imperfect,

as more courteous and adapted to a tone of entreaty, is often

preferred to the perfect/ Driver, § 39 y; so ver. 34. Ex. 2, 13

nan nth; 1 Sam. 21, 15 m« wan PIO^; cf. the note on

16, 8, and contrast the perf. in 26, 9. 2 Sam. 1,14.

rntoo , . . nWn. cf. on is, 25.

9. n^l . . N!^ *lttft*. The perf. with waw conv. to

introduce the apodosis; contrast ver. 10, where the simple

imperf. follows ; cf. ver. 1 7 (where ' the subject is reinforced

by the personal pronoun' KVl); Judg. S, 7. 9; and see

Driver, § 123 y. Obs.; M. R., § 26; Ges., § 112. 5 afi;

Dav., S., § 56.

12. iT?D ]I5pl1 /Pin 7TO, circ. clause; see on 21,

14. LXX, apgdfKvos; so 48, 14 FT ntf blV. Render,

1 Beginning with the eldest, andfinishing with theyoungest!

yO^n is a cup shaped like the bell or calix of a flower

;

cf. Ex. 25, 31, where the word is used of the cup of a flower

used in the workmanship of the golden candlestick.

" L
15. ui Ony"P frO^n. 4 Did ye not know that a man

like me would be certain to practise divination' and so at once
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discover the thief? 'ODD "iD'N E;,N, i.e. one of the wise men

of Egypt; cf. Is. 19, 11 ; Kn.

16. rTOl= nttn, as in Ps. 116, 12.

18. H^IDD "pED, lit. '//& thee, like Pharaoh; i.e. <>r

thou art as P.;' cf. 18, 25. Is. 24, 2. Hos. 4, 9. Ps. 139, 12
;

and see M. R., § 56. 1. Rem. a ; Ges., § 161. 2. Rem.; Dav.,

£.,§ 151. R. 2.

21. "PTV ^j*^ iTQ^toWl, i.e. take him under my pro-

tection; cf. Jer. 39, 12. 40, 4. Pss. 33, 18. 34, 16. LXX, ku\

22. n£l . . . 3Wj and ver. 29 Dimim . , . impl. See

the note on 33, 13; and cf. Ges., § 159. 2 e. HEJ ; cf. the

note on 3, 22.

31. rPiT) introduces the apodosis to *S33 nnyi in ver. 30

;

and riEl is apodosis to iro&03.

33. sV^ . . . 3ti5\ The jussive is here used in making

a request, as often; cf. the note on 26, 28.

45.

1. vky D"Q!OT b^b. 'Before all those thai stood by

him^ lit. 'with regard to all those' etc. 7 as in 17, 20

^NyEE'"1

? ; cf. the note on that passage.

jmnPQ. l When he made himself known! jmnn, cf.

Num. 12, 6 (all), is the inf. Hithp\ of JH\ a verb s"d, really

*)"d ; in the Nif., Hif\, and Hof. the waw reappears,

jn<3= JTO, ^n= lTW, jn^n= ynVT; but in Hithpa'el

the < usually remains, as 3¥*
3
3V(nn, )T, JTnn > *i7"»nn (den.
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from 1JJ), tewnn (den. from brv), etc. With jmnn, cf. minn

and riDinn, Wright, Comp. Gram., p. 241 ; Ges., § 69. 2.

4. TIN Urr\20 ntfM. See Ges., § 138. 1. Rem. 1;

M. R., § 156. Rem. c; Dav., S., § 9 b.

5. J"rnO/ *0. ' For for the preservation of life' i.e. for

the preservation of your life and that of other people; cf.

Ezra 9, 8. 9.

6. OMl^tl? fit. On this use of HT, see note on 27, 36.

Render, (Now twoyears has thefamine'* etc.

"W tynn ]^ "TON. Render, ' When there shall be neither

ploughing nor harvest! 1#N after words of time without the

prep, and suffix is virtually =' zvhen,' so 6, 4. 40, 13; see

Dav., S., § 9 c, and cf. Ges., § 138. 1.

7. ^rDtlT*) is connected only in thought, and not chrono-

logically, with ver. 6; so l?r\), 36, 14. 46, 18. 25. See

Driver, § 76 a.

JTHNII? D2p DIlD?. ' To give you a remnant' etc., i.e.

that your descendants may live and your family not be

destroyed from off the earth; cf. 2 Sam. 14, 7. Jer. 44, 7.

To take nHKB> as the residue of the corn which the earth has

brought forth is unsuitable, as riHNt? is never used of things.

tlbl* TTtphsh DDS nVnn*n. Del. renders 'to pro-

long for you life (nVTTO = r^riD ni"6, Ezra 9, 8 f.), to a great

(numerous) deliverance] i. e. that you may be preserved, and

become a numerous body of people, the second 7 being

the dat. of the product. iTnn everywhere else is con-

strued with the ace, but, as Del. on Is. 53, 11 shews, verbs

in Hif. are sometimes construed with a dative. Others

(Schumann, Wright) take "a "*h as in apposition to W2p,

and render, ' to keepyou alive, a great body offugitives.' LXX
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and Heb.-Sam. strike out the 7 before nt^7S7. On ntD^S,

cf. Lag., B. N., p. 85 ; Barth, N.B., p. 314, who denies that

the form (as some assume) is a diminutive.

8. WOT ivh. Cf. 1 Mace. 11, 32. A title bestowed

on the first minister in the kingdom; see Ges., Thes., p. 7.

Di., referring to Brugsch, Gesch., 207, 248, 252, 592, says

ab en pirao was, in documents of the nineteenth dynasty, the

official title of the first (domestic) minister, and that * adon

of the whole land ' occurs in a similar sense in a document

of the eighteenth dynasty.

7ttto is either ace. after ^W), or, possibly, the force

of the prep, 7 (before piN?) extends to this word also ; cf. Ges.,

§ 119. 5; Dav., S., § 101; M.R., § 59.

10. ]ttfa Y"W1, called in P DDDjn ptf, 47, 11 (cf. Ex.

12, 37. Num. 33, 5) ; the LXX also, in 46, 28, render ffi by

els yrju 'Pafxea-arj. JBO must, probably, be sought for on the

eastern side of the Nile. From Ex. 2, 3 f. Num. 11, 5,

the Israelites seem to have dwelt near the Nile, and there is

no reason to suppose that they ever crossed that river, as

neither when they enter, nor when they leave Egypt is any

mention made of their crossing the Nile. The LXX render

]W} here, and 46, 34 TeVe/x 'Apafiias. In the Grecian and

Roman periods Arabia was one of the twenty-three vopoi

into which the Delta land was at that time divided,

the capital being QaKovaaa (Ptol., iv. 5. 23 ; cf. Strabo,

xvii. 1. 26). At the time of the eighteen and nineteen

dynasties, the number of vofiol appears to have been

fifteen, and the later i/o/ioi of Arabia and Bubastis were

included in the large district of On (Heliopolis), which was

bounded on the east by what was afterwards the vo/jl6s of

Heroonpolis (Pithom). The district two or three hours east
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of Bubastis was called by the Egyptians Kesem or Kes. It

has been conjectured (Brugsch, Ebers, etc.) that Kes= Pa A'ts,

i.e. Phacusa, the capital of the i/o/uos- of Arabia, and the word

has been brought into connection with JKO, which possibly

is a Hebraized form of Kesem, See Di., p. 431 f.; Naville,

Land of Goshen, Lond. 1887, pp. 15 ff. and 26 ; but cf. Groff,

fourn. As/a/., xiv. 527. Naville has discovered that the

religious capital of this district was Sopl (the present Sopi

d-HenncK) ; and he identifies the land around Sopl, eastwards

of the Abu-l-Miinagge Canal, between Belbeis in the south,

and Abbaseh in the east, with Kesem. \W of the O. T. may

therefore be the district stretching eastwards from Bubastis

(Zagazig) towards Tel-el-Kebir, and southwards beyond

Belbeis. The Israelites, of course, in time may have spread

out further eastwards. The ' /and of'Ramses ' (P) is practically

equivalent to Goshen, but probably covered a wider area,

including that part of the Delta, east of the Tanitic arm

of the Nile, and corresponding to the present province of

Sharkieh, one of the most fertile parts of Egypt; see Nav.,

1. c, p. 20.

11. vW^m. The Pilpel of b'Q; see Ges., § 55. 4;

Dav., § 26. 3. Rem. c; Stade, § 157 b. The pass. ^???1

occurs in 1 Kings 20, 27.

ttrnn |D.
(Zw/ thou be brought to poverty', Nif. of Bh*=

ETt ; so most of the Vss. Another rendering, which is less

natural, is ' test thou be taken possess/on of' from $1* poss/dere,

i. e. through poverty became the property of some one else;

cf. 47, 19 f.

12. ""Dl^n *Q ^D, lit. ^ that my mouth is /he one speaking'

etc., i.e. '/ha/ i/ ?s I myse/f that speaketh! Cf. the note on

2, ii, and add 'on the participle as direct predicate with the
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article becoming co-extensive with the subject/ Dav., S.,

§ 99. R. 3; and cf. 42, 6. Deut. 3, 21. 22. 1 Sam. 4, 16.

17. 12^13 'toad,' a dnai \ey6fi.; cf. 44, 1 3 (J), where D^y

occurs.

18. "S31 2VJ. ' 7%<? <kr/ g/7&? 7<zW of Egypt; i.e. its best

products; cf. vers. 20. 23, also 24, 10. 2 Kings 8, 9, etc.; so

LXX, Vulg., Tuch, Del., Di. Rashi and others take

31B as = * the best portionI i.e. Goshen; but this is 3BVD,

47, 6. n.

19. 131 nn*1^ nil^T must mean, 'And thou (Joseph)

art charged, do ye (the brethren) this,' which is very harsh.

Possibly the text is corrupt. The Pesh. inserts after n*1¥,

T™"^ ">b.K; while the LXX, ai> de 3We*X«, and the Vulg.,

'praecipe etiam' etc., read the text EriN \V*t.

20. Compare the note in 34, 21 for the casus pendens,

"131 21B SD, taken up by the pronoun Sin.

22. 1177212} mS^n, i.e. ' changes ofraiment] costly robes,

which would be worn on special occasions, cf. 27, 15; see

Judg. 14, 12 f. 19. 2 Kings 5, 5. 22 f. The brothers received

a complete outfit, while Benjamin has five times as much,

and three hundred shekels besides.

23. nNtD ' as follows! Usually pointed J"1N!3, and only

here with no pretonic —

.

"ptO occurs only once again in the O.T., 2 Chron. n, 23.

The word is frequent in Aramaic.

24. ITinn /N, scarcely 'do not fear] for such a warning

would be superfluous in the case of persons who had already

made the journey more than once, but rather ' do not quarrel]

i.e. do not dispute about your conduct to me; cf. 42, 22,

also Prov. 29, 9. Is. 28, 21.
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26. ^ —:

' and thatI introducing the oratio obliqua.

"07 2©^. 'And his heart grew cold!

27. npV mi TUT! . • • NTT, lit. ' and he saw . . . a**/

M* j^iriV ^/*y. revived;
1

almost as 'when he saw . .
.' etc. (46,

29. 1 Sam. 10, 14. 17, 5- b); cf. Driver, p. 187; Ges., § in. 1.

R. 3. mi Tim; cf. Pss. 22, 27 iyh d_i__6 tp; 69, 33

28. __H. 'It is enough;' so Num. 16, 3. 7. 2 Sam. 24, 16.

46.

3. imo. pit; for nnn, like run for njn, Ex. 2, 4 ; rHb

for JVJJ, Is. 37, 3 ; see Ges., § 69. Rem. 1; Stade, § 619 b.

4. rhv 03 -]hy& '.BUI. On the inf. Qal and imperf.

Hif*., see the note on 37, 33. The emphatic inf. abs. usually

precedes the finite verb; see Ges., § 113. 3 a and b; Dav.,

S., § 86 c; M.R., § 37 a; Ewald, § 312 b, who remarks that

Qal after Hif. is very rare; cf. Is. 31, 5. The inf. abs. is

here further emphasized by DJ, as in 31, 15 71_S Da bliV).

6. dn^DpT-l, sing, not plural ; see the note on 41, 21.

8-27. A list of the family of Jacob who went down into

Egypt with him. The names in this list are found again,

with several variations, in Num. 26. 1 Chron. 2-8 (cf. also

Ex. 6, 14-16), the variations being most numerous in the

case of the sons of Benjamin.

Jacob's sons are classified according to his wives, the list

falling under four heads : Leah, Zilpah, Rachel, Bilhah. Under

the first head, Leah, come Reuben, with four sons ; Simeon,

with six ; Levi, with three
; Judah, with five ; Perez and Zerah

being regarded as his sons, though they really were his grand-

sons ; Perez has two sons, and as Er and Onan died in
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Canaan, Judah's sons and grandsons amount to five ; Issachar

has four sons ; Zebulun, three ; Leah's daughter Dinah is

also mentioned : thus Leah's children and grandchildren

amount to 26; and these 26 + Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah,

Issachar, and Zebulun = 32, and with Jacob himself, 33.

Under the second head, Zilpah, come Gad, with seven sons

;

Asher, with four sons, a daughter (Serah), and two grand-

sons (7) : thus 7 + 7 + 2 (Gad and Asher) = 16. Under the

third head, Rachel, come Joseph and Benjamin
; Joseph has

two sons, Ephraim and Manasseh ; and Benjamin, ten

:

thus 2 + 2+10=14. Under the fourth head, Bilhah, come

Dan, with one son ; and Naphtali, with four sons : in all,

1 + 4 + 2 (Dan and Naphtali) = 7. Thus all the family of

Jacob including himself, was (33 + 16 + 14 + 7) 70. The

LXX here (ver. 27), cf. Acts 7, 14, make the total number

75, counting (ver. 20) three grandchildren and two great-

grandchildren among Joseph's descendants, from 50, 23.

Num. 26, 28 ff. 1 Chron. 7, 14 f. The number 70 is men-

tioned again in Ex. 1, 5. Deut. 10, 22 (LXX in Ex. 75, but

in Deut. 70). On the variations in the lists given in this

chapter, Num., I.e., and 1 Chron., I.e., cf. the larger com-

mentaries, i.e. Del. 5
, p. 492 f

.
; Di., p. 437 f.; also on the

difficulty that arises in the case of Perez, who, being born after

the sale of Joseph into Egypt, and before Jacob came to Egypt,

had, according to our list, two sons. Thus, as the time

between Joseph's sale into Egypt and the coming of Jacob

is only twenty-two years, the birth of Perez and his sons

must have occurred within twenty-two years, which, of course,

is not impossible, but not very probable. Another difficulty

is also discussed by Di. and Del., viz. that Benjamin, the

youth (43, 8. 44, 20, J), is represented here (ver. 21 P)

as the father of ten sons.

a a
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15. nyi IlfrO . If the nx is not corrupt, we must render,

1 and also Dinah ' (governed by ni?i).

20. 1ITN refers to the object that is implied in cpv6 "17P1,

viz. D^3.
<

27. HbOn. See the note on 18, 21.

28. W JVY^n?. 'To shew the way before him into

Goshen! This can hardly mean that Judah should act as

guide from Palestine to Egypt, but rather that he should

in Egypt either acquire the necessary information about the

way to Goshen, or make all preparations to facilitate Jacob's

entry into that district with his flocks and herds. As we

should expect to find Joseph doing this it seems simpler

to make Joseph subject to min? = ' that he (Joseph) should

give him (Judah) instructions be/ore his (Jacob's) arrival?

so Ges., Kn., Di. Del. 5 regards Judah as the subj. to min?,

and explains that he was sent on before the others, to announce

the impending arrival of Jacob. The Sam.Ver., LXX, Pesh.

apparently read rnirp, as inf. Nif.= rriN")np (which is found

in the Heb.-Sam.), or had this word in their text, which

reading was accepted by Di. 5
, who considered it was confirmed

by IvK N"W in ver. 29, and rendered, ' That he (Joseph)

should appear before him (i.e. come to meet him) to Goshen.'

VDD7, i.e. 'before his (Jacob's) arrival!

29. T>V^, i.e. from the Nile land to Goshen, which lay on

higher ground, Di.

I^^ 1 again and again;' cf. Ruth 1, 14.

30. Qyan, as m 2, 23. 18, 32. 29, 34.

31. PI /#N, possibly used with reference to the ideal, or

real high position of Pharaoh's royal residence, Di. ; cf. Ges.,

Thes.y 1022.
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33. M^TSJft, singular; cf. on 41, 21.

34. J"!}?! 72. Cf. on 4 ;
2. The Sam. has the pi. ^1.

47.

2. Vn^ n^ptDI .
' Out ofthe whole number ofhis brethren;

'

so 1 Kings 12, 31 Djjn nitfpB (not as A.V., ' of the lowest of the

people')] Ez. 33, 2 DrPtfpO nnK ^K; 19, 4 is different, cf.

the note on that passage.

3. ]fc$2£ H^H. On the predicate in the sing., see M. R.,

§133. Dav., S., §§ 17, 116. R. 3, takes njn as collective. Di.,

however, considers that njn is miswritten for '•jn, comparing

46, 32; Ges., § 145. 7 b; Ewald, § 16 b. The Sam. and

several codices (Wright) read the plural.

5 and 6. In the LXX text the arrangement of these two

verses is different; 5
a is followed by 6 b

, with the insertion

rj\6ov be els AiyvnTov irpbs IccxrrjCf) Ia*co)/3 teal oi viol avrov' Kal

rJKovcrev Qapaco ftaaikevs Alyvnrov, xal evnev Qapaio npos
y

l(oar)(f)

Xeycoi/, then 5^ and 6 a follow. Di., p. 441, prefers LXX to

Mass. text ; cf. Driver, Introd., p. 1 o.

6. NIP! yith DnSO Y"1^- Casus pendens; see on

34, 21.

^n itf:** en ttfn rum aw. And f thou lowest

that there are capable men among them,' lit. ' and if thou

knowesl, and there are ' etc. On this union of the subordinate

clause by waw, see note on 30, 27, and cf. Job 23, 3 ('knew

so that I might find him ').

v^n Itfefc*. 'Able or worthy men;' cf. Ex. 18, 21. 25, and

1 Kings 1, 52 (^n p).

CrP2tt.*
,

1, the perf. with waw conv. used in making a

suggestion; see on 24, 14.

a a 2
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H3pO 'Hfe Cf. 1 Sam. 21, 8, where Doeg the Edomite

is called 7INP7 ~\VK D^jnn T3K.

7. im^yV Cf. YEyn in P with 3*VT1 in ver. 2 in J.

^"^H',

1, as in 2 Kings 4, 29, used of greeting any one;

cf. 2 Sam. 16, 16.

11. DDttlH. Cf. on 45, 10. DDCJP (only here and

LXX, 46, 28) is the name of the district, so called from the

town DDEjn mentioned in Ex. 1, 11 (built by the children

of Israel). 12, 37. Num. 33, 3. 5 (the starting-point of the

Exodus). The position of the town is uncertain, possibly it

was situated near Phacusa, not far from the modern Tel-

el-Kebir. Cf. Naville, Goshen, p. 20 ; Exodus, p. 7.

12. Dnb . . . V2N JIN . • • SAyi. On 7:573 with a

double ace, see Ewald, § 283 b, and note on 26, 15.

FjtOn ^T1

, lit. 'according to the little children' i.e. ' accord-

ing to their number and wants,' ' little children being mentioned

because they would require much food, and also because

people would be less willing to see them in want,' Del. "
,D7

as in Lev. 25, 16. 27, 16.

13. nvTD, anag \ey6fx. Imperf. apoc. Qal of nub for iiN7;

on the form of the imperf. apoc, see Ges., § 75. Rem. 3 b.

14. N^ftin. Cf. nttttun, 19, 15.

15. D3N occurs only in this and the next verse in the

Pent.; it is also found in Is. 16, 4. 29, 20. Ps. 77, 9 (all).

16. After DD7 insert Bnj, with LXX, Sam.,Vulg., as rUTlKI

requires an obj.

17. OtTT^I. 'And he sustained them! ??} is only used

in this passage in the sense, 'sustain,'
c nourish;' cf. Ps. 23, -\

LXX (eKTpefaiv). Elsewhere it means 'to lead' or 'guide;'

so Is. 40, 11. Ps. 23, 2, and Cheyne, crit. note.
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1 8. "Wl T1W2 ir\H $b. 'We will not hide it from

my lord, thai if the money is spent, and the cattle we own he my

lord's, there is fioihing left' etc.; DX *3 being taken separately,

according to the accentuation. Del. prefers to render, ' We

cannot conceal itfrom my lord, but [must say), the money and

the cattle we own are all my lord's, there is left' etc., taking

DK *3 together and comparing 2 Sam. 15, 21. 1 Kings 20, 6,

2 Kings 5, 20 (where DN *3 is preceded by a protestation),

which are not quite parallel to this passage. Others (Kn.,

Ges.) render DN "0 ' but, since,' or ' but, because,'- which render-

ings assign to DX a meaning it can hardly bear. Di., following

Kn., renders the words from DX *3 down to "01N slightly

differently, 'that if our money, and the cattle we own, are

entirely at an end, {and come) to my lord,' comparing for the

pregnant construction 14, 15. 42, 28. 43, 33, a rendering

that seems somewhat harsh and unnatural. 'OTK is used

here, as in Num. 32, 25. 27. 36, 2, where more than one

person is speaking. Del. compares the French ' Monsieur!

l^rP'U = ' our bodies^ i. e. ' ourselves! ITU being used of

living beings, as in Ez. 1, 11. 23. Dan. 10, 6. Neh. 9, 37;

elsewhere it is only used of a corpse.

19. Notice that HIEO is zeugmatically connected with

wnonw , cf. 4, 20 rup»i bnx np\

12JTO1N E} ITCH 09. W . • . W = ' both . . . and,' as

in vers. 3 and 19. 24, 25. 44. 43, 8. 44, 16. 45, 34; Dav.,

S*t § 1 36 ; Ges., § 154. foot-note c; M. R., § 148. R. b.

OUT!, impf. Qal (intrans.) from tivw ; cf. Ges., § 67. Rem.

3; Stade, § 509. 2; see on 16, 4 (/&B\). With this use of

dek>, cf. Ez. 12, 19 nrtK dbti ;yoi>; 19, 7 natal px dbtii.

21. "VTl 1HN T3OT1 D^n MM, usually rendered, 'and

the people, lie removed them into the towns;' but such a removal
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of all the people Into the towns would be scarcely possible,

and it is very doubtful whether "vayn can mean this. It is

better, if the text is left unchanged, to render, ' and the people

he caused to pass over to the towns' Dyn nNI being a casus

pendens; cf. the notes on 13, 15. 21, 13. The meaning

being, the people were brought to the towns so that they

might be fed from the stores of grain that were there

;

cf. 41, 48. Tuch interprets the Mass. text as meaning,

' he moved the people from one city into another throughout

the whole land;
1

possibly to remove them from the districts

in which the land they formerly owned lay. But this

Mould require "Vy? "VyD; cf. 2 Chron. 30, 10. The LXX,

Kai tov Xaov KaTcbovXaxraTo clvtko (Is naibas, SO the Sam.

^srrr^svz . ^v . ^sv? . ^v . Anr*, and Vulg.

' Subjecitque earn (omnem lerram) Pharaoni, et cunctos populos

ejus,' which point to a reading D^Iiyi? 1DN Tnyn Dyn nNl

(cf. Jer. 17, 4) = ' the people he made serve him (the king) as

slaves! Di. adopts this reading, following Knobel ; so Del. 5

Onq. has^ '!?*? WBJ ~&W *®$ W\, and the Pesh. U<\o
)ls£L )l& ^& \c£j( woi, both = 'and th° people, he removed

them from town to town', a meaning which (see above) the

Heb. text cannot bear. Di. remarks, in favour of the ren-

dering of the text adopted by him, that the purchase of

the people, corresponding to the purchase of the land, is

demanded by the emphatic position of Dyn ntO ; cf. vers. 1

9

and 23.

22. pTl 'O. pn as in Ez. 16, 27. Prov. 30, 8. 31, 15.

1?3NV The perf. with waw conv. is frequentative; see

Driver, § 120; Ges., § 112. 3 a. (; Daw, S., § 54. R. 1.

23. t^n = n3n occurs only once again in Heb., Ez. 16, 43.

It corresponds with the Arab. La, Syr. )o».
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DWin. Cf. on 24, 14.

24. M? iTTP fiTTf JOINT. 'And four portions ye

shall have.
1

riTH yaiKI must be regarded as object after n\T

Uj?, which is nearly equivalent to
lye have! Cf. Ex. 12, 49

mra5> nw nn« min; Num. 9, 14 dd^ rv.T nnK npn; see

Ewald, § 295 d; Ges., § 145. 7. Rem. 3, and cf. Dav.,

S., § 116.

JlTn. See 43, 34.

MEET5 TONTI is omitted in LXX. These words are

possibly a gloss, or they may, as Ols. suggests, originally have

come after DD73K71

.

26. Wftrh HV^D^. 'For P. with regard to the fifth

part! It would be less harsh if the text were read £>E>n njnai>,

with the Pesh., as an explanation of nntf. The LXX have

t« Qapaw d7ro7refinTovv, as though the text were ^£>D? **w,

27. "ttriN^T. See on 34, 10.

29. *3T nnn ta

J"P N2 D^to. See the note on 24, 2.

31. HEOn tfbn hv bfcO&P TUWn. 'And Israel

bowed down towards the head of the bed; ' so Di., Del. The

aged patriarch sat upright while speaking with Joseph, and

as he was too weak to rise, turned and inclined himself

towards the upper end of the bed, and offered up thanks to

God that his request was granted; cf. the Vulg., ' adoravit

Israel Deum, conversus ad lecluli caput, and 1 Kings 1, 47.

Tuch renders, ' leant back upon the head of the bed! The

LXX, Pesh., and Itala read nstpn as npn, the LXX being

quoted thus in Heb. II, 2 1 (eVi to aKpov ri]s pdfidov avrov),

Jacob being represented as bowing over the top of his staff,

or, as others suppose, over the staff of Joseph (which he
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carried as a token of his authority) as a mark of homage to

him ; cf. 37, 7. liut this reading is not so natural as '"ItiEn,

and a suffix would be required (WWW?), which the Vss.

express.

48.

1. tpvh "V3N*»1. 'And one toldJoseph' (sc. "^fen). The

third pers. sing, being here used like the impersonal, ' man

sagle,' ' on dit' Ewald, § 294 b; cf. note on 11, 9. In 22, 20

we find *JS*1 used ; but here the active is employed by the

narrator, although the pass. *H?N*1 occurs in Josh. 2,2; and

would perhaps be more natural here. Cf. ver. 2 *fl£1 and

again ^WW. See also Ges., § 144. 3. foot-note 3, where the

editor suggests that the original reading may have been

"VDfc01
}
the final u not being indicated by 1, as in the Moabite

stone, and Siloam inscription, cf. Ges., § 7. 2 a. Rem. and

foot-note 2.

4. "jrPirim "pDft ^n. The perf. with waw conv.

after a word pointing to the future, see Driver, § 113. 1;

M. R., § 24. 2 a; Ges., § 112. 3 c. e; Dav., S., § 100 e; and cf.

6, 17. 7, 4. 17, 19. Is. 7, 14.

^""IDTS. On the part. z.$>fuiurum instans, see on 6, 17.

5. DH *h . . ^pSl ^ttf liny"). On the casus pendens,

see on 34, 21.

6. "pTTTfltfl. 'And thy offspring;' rrb\0, as in Lev. 18,

9. n. For construction cf. note on 41, 57.

*U") DiTTT^ Dttj hV . 'According to the name of their

brethren shall they be called in their inheritance] i.e. their

descendants shall dwell among the posterity of Ephraim and

Manasseh, and be reckoned as belonging to them, and not

as separate tribes.
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7. VIBE. Everywhere else P calls Mesopotamia DIN pS;

cf. on 25, 20. Possibly the omission of DIN is due to a copyist's

mistake. The Sam. has DIN pa.

*•T5^ Tir\t2 .
' i?z<?<f, /# my sorrow! For this use of by, cf.

Eccl. 2. 17 nbtyftn ^y jn *3- See also 33, 13 and the note

on that passage.

Y^tt JVC!}. Cf. the note on 35, 16.

9. J1T3. l
/iere;' so 38, 21.

^ QJlp. Ewald, § 253 a, and Stade, § 631 e, compare
<

DnjJ here with DVS2 (Amos 9, 1), the suffix being attached to

the word ending in a guttural, the tone being placed on the

penult. DHp, however, here has no accent at all, as it is con-

nected with NJ by Maqqef, and so deprived of its accent

;

and the — of D— is consequently shortened into D— : and
<

in Amos 1. c. the tone on Bys3 is drawn back on to the

penult, to avoid two tone-syllables coming together, the next

word being B*tfl3.

DIT^NI. For the pausal seghol, cf. 21, 9 pfTCD and the

note there ; also the frequent TJJJ Cipiyp, Ges., § 58. 3. Rem. 1;

Konig, Lehrg., p. 232. In Num. 6, 27 we find B?~]?^ in pause,

also in ordinary editions in this passage.

11. H^"l for niNl, like Vb>JJ for nVPJJ in 31, 28 (see the

note on that passage), and nfe>JJ for Hife^, 50, 20.

VT? v3. According to Ben Asher in the Dikduke Hat ea-
•

: AT •

mim, ed. Baer and Strack, Leipzig, 1879, § 49, the — in the

first person perf. Pi'el is always preserved in pause, except in

this word; *D£n, ps. 38, 7; ^£m, Ps. 119, 43. etc.; W^,
Ps. 119, 128.

12. VDN7, as in Num. 22, 31. In 19, 1. 42, 6 we find

D N£N alone used after innBh and linn^l respectively.
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14. VT JIN vDtt?. ''Crossing his hands;' the construc-

tion is the same as in 44, 12 ; cf. the note on 21, 14. This

rendering is the same as that of the LXX, Pesh., Vulg.,

and most moderns, and is suitable to the context; cf.

ver. 13. Cf. the Arab. Jjo, 'plexuit,'
'
ligavil.' Onq. and

Saadiah render, ' he made his hands wise,
1

i.e. 'he placed

them so intentionally,' which assigns a doubtful meaning to

?3b> (=7*5fc?TI); moreover with this rendering VT3 would be

more natural, as Di. points out. With this verse cf. Matt.

19, 13 f. Mark 10, 16, where Christ in blessing lays His

hands on those whom He blessed.

15. mn D1TT IV "H^E. This phrase is only found

once again in the O.T., viz. Num. 22, 30 fltf! DVn ny TTIJJD.

16. ''Ettf DTO Nlp^l. Cf. a 1, 12 and the note there.

' In them let my name be namedJ i.e. ' be made famous through

their offspring.' Del.4 renders, ' On them let my name be called!

DfQ= DiT9y, i.e. 'let them be regarded as my children, and

sharers of the promises made to me and mine.'

*Q*7\ nn is only found in this passage in the O.T.

17. ri^U^^. Notice the tense, ' was placing ;' Jacob had

not actually placed his hands on the heads of Ephraim and

Manasseh, but was in the act of placing them ; cf. Driver,

§39/3, and note on 43, 25. The imperfects with waw conv.

give details of Jacob's blessing which have been omitted,

though the actual blessing is given in the preceding verses;

cf. note on 27, 24.

19. CPW! N?D (cf. Is. 31, 4) = D*U ])Vn in 17, 5.

22. "pnN by nriN nsw ^b wu wi. iAnd i

give thee one mountain slope above thy brethren.* D3t^=

'shoulder' then applied to the slope of a mountain, like 5jnD,
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Num. 34, 11. Josh. 15, 8. 10. 18. 12. 13. Is. 11, 14; see

Ges., Thes., 1407. The word D2K> is chosen with an obvious

allusion to the well-known town of Shechem (cf. on 12, 6)

in the territory of Ephraim (Josh. 24, 1. 25. 32. Judg. 9, 1.

1 Kings 12, 1. 25). Cf. the LXX rendering aUtfia egaiperov.

This Shechem Jacob gives to Joseph, in preference to his

other sons. Joseph would therefore take precedence of his

brethren ; as the possessor of a mountain tract, in addition

to his other territory, he would, as it were, be a c shoulder

'

above them. "intf is status absolutus with the vocalisation

of the status constructus, the shorter pronunciation being

sometimes chosen in the flow of speech; see note on 3, 22,

and cf. Ewald, § 276b; Ges., § 130. 6 ; and Is. 27, 12

in« in*6- Zech. 11, 7 "nxr\p ina^ . . . *nar»p nn*6. ddk>

is taken by Onq. and Pesh. in the sense 'portion,' a translation

that is too indefinite. Tuch and others consider that TriN EDS?

means that two portions of territory should be assigned to

Ephraim and Manasseh (cf. ver. 5), as contrasted with the

one portion that the other tribes were to receive. But DD£>

1I1N can hardly mean ' one portion,
1

as one portion of land

would embrace more than one mountain slope, and inx DDK*

cannot = a district in which Shechem was situated, Di., p. 452.

*>nnpb nttfN, Tuch, Km, Keil, and Del. take «»nnp5> as

prophetic perfect; butcf. Di., I.e., who points out that ifa future

capture of Shechem is referred to, there is no reason why

this particular town should have been selected by Jacob, and

that we would rather expect n^Ijl or Vljpljl. The account of

the acquisition of Shechem in this chapter is probably from E.

It varies from that given in chap. 34 P and J (Driver, Introd.,

p. 15; Di., p. 452). In 33, 19 and Josh. 24, 32, both E,

Jacob is reported to have purchased the plot of ground at

Shechem.
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^ntTpin *0"irQ are curiously rendered in some Vss., cf.

Onq. WVJ? *?vf?
l with my prayer and entreaty' (Berliner's

text follows the Mass. text, see the notes in his edition,

part ii, p. 17). Another curious paraphrase is proposed by

Ilieron. (Quaest., ed. Lagarde, p. 66), ' dabo tibi Sicimam,

quam emi in fortitudine mea, hoc est in pecunia quam multo

labore et sudore quaesivi.' In his translation, however, he

follows the Heb. text.

49.

In this chapter is contained the so-called ' Blessing of

Jacob/ a name which owes its origin to ver. 2 8 b ,
which

however probably belongs, not to the ' Blessing,' but to the

following narrative 28^-33, which comes from P. This

designation cannot be regarded as a suitable one, as in point

of fact only two of the tribes are really blessed, viz. Judah

and Joseph, the utterances of the patriarch in the case of

Reuben, Simeon, and Levi being full of reproach, and a

future predicted for them the reverse of prosperous. It would

be better designated by the title Del. gives it, ' The prophetic

sayings of Jacob concerning the Twelve.' The six sons of

Leah are first mentioned, then Bilhah's eldest son, Zilpah's

two sons (the eldest first), Bilhah's second son, and Rachel's

two sons, Joseph the eldest first. The order in which they

occur is partly that in which they were born, and partly that

in which the territories represented by them geographically

stand, starting from the south of Canaan and going northwards

(Ewald, Hist. 3
, ii. p. 435 ; Eng. trans., ii. p. 308). Thus the

four elder sons come first, Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah

;

but then the order of birth is abandoned, and Leah's other

two sons, Zebulun (Jacob's tenth son) and Issachar (Jacob's
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ninth son), are inserted, Zebulun being placed before Issachar,

as the future that Jacob predicts for him is more prosperous

and honourable than that of Issachar (Di.). Cf. Deut. 33, 18,

where Zebulun and Issachar come together, but Zebulun

first, as here. The four last sons are cited according to their

geographical position; Benjamin, Joseph, Naphtali, Asher

(from south to north), Joseph and Benjamin also being in

the proper order of their birth. Dan is probably placed after

Issachar, as being the first son of Jacob by his wives' hand-

maidens (in order of birth he follows Judah, but as the order

of birth is abandoned to enumerate Leah's six sons, Dan, the

fifth, is mentioned first, after the six sons of Leah). Gad

would then be placed after Dan, and before Naphtali, who was

born before him, so as not to disturb the geographical arrange-

ment—Benjamin, Joseph, Naphtali, Asher—and possibly to

keep Zilpah's two sons together. In Deut. 33, the ' Blessing

of Moses,'—which has many points of contact with this

chapter, both in the figures it employs and the language

used,—the order is varied; viz. Reuben, Judah, Levi (whose

blessing contrasts strangely with Jacob's words in ver. 5),

Benjamin, Joseph (Ephraim and Manasseh are mentioned by

name), Zebulun, Issachar, Gad, Dan, Naphtali, Asher, while

Simeon in the text as we now have it is not mentioned at all.

The language of this chapter should be noticed. In its

elevated tone, in vigour and force, and in the numerous

figurative expressions employed, it surpasses the other poetical

passages in Genesis (9, 25 ff. 14, 19 ff. 24, 60. 25, 23. 27,

27 ff. 39 f.). Many of the expressions employed are rare, and

unusual in the later stages of the language, e.g. THIS («7ra£ Aey.)

and TTttn, ver. 4; ni3D, ver. g (a cn™£ Aey. of uncertain

meaning) ;
ppnD, ver. 10 (occurring again in the poetical

fragment Num. 21, 18. Deut. 33, 21. Judg. 5, 14. Ps. 60, 9)

;
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mD, ver. 11 (ana£ Xry.)
; ^i>Dn, ver. 12 (<37ra£ Aey.); D^nS^D,

ver. 14 (only found once again, Judg. 5, 16); jD^D^, ver. 17

(anag Aey.) ; m/K> (only used thus in this passage), and ">S^

(ana£ Aey.) ver. 21 ; mD, ver. 22 (observe the archaic fern,

ending), only in this passage for H"}Bj 121, ver. 23 (3m is

perhaps found again in Ps. 18, 15 m &p~\2, see the note on

ver. 23); lHB'P . . 3BTri, ver. 24, etc.; also the archaic

ending \ (the old binding vowel) in }q:6 'HDN, uriK *J3j the

suffix ri for f, in rfVJ and rirfiD, and possibly in n'T'B' (cf. the

note on this word) ; the poetical vV for ?y ; T)33, poetical for

S^B3, with which it is here parallel, ver. 6; "HON, ver. 21,

poetical for nm (but cf. note); the poetical VT '•iHT, ver.

24, etc. Probably this chapter is the oldest portion of the

book of Genesis, being incorporated into one of the original

documents (possibly J), out of which the present book grew,

from a still older source. On the special literature of this

chapter, see Tuch, p. 479 f., and Di., p. 456.

1. D3fiN &Op\ SOp = mp, as in 42. 4; cf. the note

on that passage.

D^D^n rPinND. '/# days to come,' lit.
l in the end of

days' nnntf is used here as in Num. 24, 14. Deut. 4, 30.

Jer. 23, 20, etc., denoting the end of the period which the

prophet sees, or which he has in view. The LXX have eV

ea^aTav tcou rjnep&v ; cf. Heb. I, 2 and I Pet. I, 20 (eV eV^arcov

tuv XP6vcov)', Pesh. Ils^d!? )L'«£»; Onq. NW ^03; Vulg.

' in diebus novissimis? The formula is also common in pro-

phecy in a somewhat different sense, e.g. Hos. 3, 5. Mic. 4, 1.

Ez. 38, 16.

2. ' Gatheryourselves and hear, sons ofJacob;

And hearken unto Israelyourfather.

3. Reuben—my firstborn art thou, my strength and the

firsfruits of my vigour.
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Excelling in dignity and excelling in might.

Boiling over like water, excel not thou;

For thou didst go up to thyfather s bed:

There thou didst pollute it; he went up to my couch/'

Reuben, Jacob's firstborn, excels his brethren in dignity

and power, but loses his privileges through his sin. In the

post-Mosaic time the tribe of Reuben sinks into obscurity.

With the exception of one successful campaign against the

Hagarenes (1 Chron. 5, 8-10), nothing more is known of

the doings of this tribe.

TOMS "HDH might be rendered, ' my firstborn, thou' re-

garding nnx as a vocative; the rendering given above is,

however, better.

^rD = ' my manly strength! "OIK, }1N, as in Deut. 21, 17.

Pss. 78, 51. 105, 36, of genital power. LXX, av lo-xvs pov

<a\ apxn T(Kva>v fiov; Vulg. * el principium doloris mei' (as

though pN were JJN), following (as often) Aq. KecpdXaiov Xvnrjs

fjLov, and Symm. apx*} odvvrjs pov.

YJ HJTT n&W 1JT , lit. ' excellence of dignity and excel-

lence of power' 1)V both times being abstract for concrete.

nNtP as in Hab. 1, 7. Ps. 62, 5. Job 13, 11. 31, 23. W not

an adj. but pausal form of TJJ, see on 43, 14; so *\~}®) in

ver. 27 in pause for T1 *??. The LXX render aKkripbsfopeodai,

Km oKkrjpbs (ivOdbiis. while Onq. renders as follows :
\tn n)n

7]

J

KTftaiflM KTIftia KTTto? PI?Wl r\rbr\ Dp^rob 'for thee it was

provided to receive three portions, the right offirstborn, priest-

hood, and the kingdom} in accordance with the Jewish tradi-

tion, which assigned these three privileges to Reuben as the

firstborn.

4. D^2D tllD, lit.' a bubbling over like water'. The root

THD in Arabic (li-* I, V) = *
to boast;' in Aramaic the subs.
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Jlo*~3 occurs in the Pesh. Vers., 2 Cor. 12, 21. Eph. 4,

1 9 = uaeXyaa. The root properly = ' to exceed bounds, be

inordinate ;' LXX well, et-vfipio-as. Only the comparison gives

the idea of boiling or bubbling. tn?3, like VJJ in the preceding

verse, is abstract for concrete; cf. Ewald, § 296b; Driver,

§189. Obs. The words may be taken as vocative, or (with

Del.) as a descriptive apposition to the subject p1N~i. The

Heb.-Sam. has ^IC1?, and the other Vss. render as though

JHinS) stood instead of tns but it is not necessary to suppose

that the text they translated from actually had the second

pers. of the verb, their renderings are probably chosen to

express tns with greater clearness. D^nJS, part, of ID?, occurs

twice in the O. T., Judg. 9, 4. Zeph. 3, 4 ; in the sense of

'wan/on' in Judg. I.e., and ' boasting' in Zeph. I.e., of false

prophets. Other renderings are suggested in Ges., § 147. 3,

' a bubbling up like water wast thou' HJJIK being understood as

subject ; or as an exclamation, ' a bubbling up like water
!

'

the predicate being suppressed.

Hj*nn 7>N, i.e. with reference to the 1]V mentioned in

ver. 3. Render, 4Do not thou excel' (the jussive, with a nega-

tive, expressing a desire or wish, Driver, § 50 7), i.e. ' mayest

thou lose the privileges that belong to thee as firstborn/ viz.

those mentioned in ver. 3. LXX, fxfj ck&otjs (cf. Lagarde's

Genesis Graece, p. 202, notes), which Geiger, Urschrift,

p. 373, regards, not as indicating a different reading, but as

a paraphrase on the part of the LXX, who refer imn back

to tns, the paraphrase being due to a desire to mitigate the

effects of Reuben's sin. The Pesh. has j^asl JJ, reading

the text as "irnn.
.. T .

"P2N '03180 irky "0. rbv is here construed with

the ace, as in Num. 13, 17 ~\nr\ ns Dn^yi. »3Mto, Di.
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explains the plural as meaning a double bed ; Del. explains

it by Ges., § 124. 1 a (nouns denoting extension of space or

time, used in the plural) ; Dav., S., § 17. R. 2, as a poetical

usage. With the plural here, V3K 'TO* of 1 Chron. 5, 1 may

be compared, Reuben also being referred to.

HT^ ^^HIT . These words are addressed, in astonishment

at Reuben's sin, by Jacob to his other sons; therefore the

third pers.; cf. Is. 42, 20. 51, 18. 52, 14. The LXX, Pesh.,

Onq. render as though the text had OrV> possibly an attempt

to amend the Heb. text, which is not necessary, while the

Vulg. leaves nby untranslated, and makes tyltf the obj. of

nbbn. Geiger, Urschrift, p. 374, supposes that these words

were not the real text, but that niTO 'TO* was written

originally, which afterwards was changed into i"6y tyttP, as

being too clear. He objects to our present text because

everywhere else yiy is used in the plural, and only in this

passage in the singular. Di. describes his emendation, which

is very needless, as 'the purest prose/ Ewald, History*,

i- P- 535> Eng. trans., i. p. 373, foot-note, renders, 'my couch

of highness' ' my lofty couch] pointing nby as njty = ' a step]

a rendering that can scarcely be justified. In 1 Chron. 1. c.

the right of firstborn, which Reuben lost, is given to Joseph,

while Judah received his (Reuben's) privilege of royalty. In

Deut. 33, 6 Reuben's blessing is as follows: biO p1N~i *rp

"1DDD VniD Ml T\W ' Let R. live and not die, so that his nun

become few.'

5-7. ' Simeon and Levi, brethren;

Weapons of violence are their shepherds staves.

Into their council, let not my soul come

;

With their assembly, let not my honour be united;

For in their anger they slew men,

A nd in their wantonness houghed oxen.

b b
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Cursed be Iheir anger,for it was fierce

;

And their wrath
%for it was cruel

:

I will divide them in Jacob,

And scatter them in Israel!

5. D^n^, Kn. and Del. take DT1K as predicate, better as

in apposition to ^71 pyEE\ Simeon and Levi are brothers,

not only as sons of the same parents, but as being alike in

their dispositions.

OrPJVOft. The meaning of this word, which only

occurs in this passage, is very uncertain. (1) It is commonly

rendered 'sword,
7

a meaning which was first hinted at by the

Jews, who compared ni3E> fancifully with the Greek pdxaipa
;

see Bereshith Rabba, c. 99 W pe6 pnv W 1DK .DrPnVOO

jirrniso moix eh pi-oD nmr6 pip "*a pT30 Nin

:*pnvAuM Tn<>"n3D idn nan noa Divnmao lRabbi joka?ian

says the word mi3D w a Greek word, as they {the Greeks)

call swords pi'OD (pdxaipai). Others think that rrV13D =
mittD, comparing Ez. 16, 3.' Hieron. and Rashi also render

' sword" cf. Ges., 7>fer., p. 672. But, as Del. points out, niDD

is no more pdxaipa, than the Assyr. pilakku the Gk. n-eXcxvs.

He derives it (after the analogy of ""H^?, ""H?.*?,
n^fprp) from

113 = ' to dig ' and ' to be round; ' so a weapon which makes

a round gaping wound. But it is very doubtful whether

113 can combine the two meanings that Del. assigns to it.

Del., Proleg., p. 121 f., thinks it comes from 113 = Assyr. kdru,

a synonym of D13, Assyr. kardtu = 'lo cut,' so 'a sword.'

(2) Tuch explains the word as meaning 'plot ' or 'con-

trivance,' lit.
' windings,' from 113 = '

to wind', but, as Del.

points out, 113 does not mean ' to wind! but ' to be round
;

'

while L. de Dieu and Maurer also render ''plots! but get

this meaning from 13D = makara in Ethiopic and j$S in
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Arabic, * to plant '

contrive' We must then, however, point

the form tan*(toD, not atftfttB . see Ewald, § 260 a. (3) Kn.,

Bottcher, § 791 (though he adheres to the Mass. pointing),

and others render, ' marriage contracts] as though "DO= the

Aramaic JLso * desponsavit;' "DD in Heb., however, means
1
to sell,' and if "DE> can = JL» (which in Heb. would usually

be rendered by "inK>), the reference to Dinah's brethren would

be hardly suitable—though the next verse certainly refers

to the incident narrated in chap. 34—and ' marriage contracts

'

could scarcely be called D^2. Knobel alters the reading into

BiWrOD. (4) Di. derives the word from TO '
to be round'

and says it means a ' round curved instrument] perhaps

a 'curved knife'' or ' sickle.' Ewald, Hist. 3
, ii. p. 493, Eng.

trans., ii. p. 349, and Wellhausen, History of Israel, Eng.

trans., p. 144, render (also from "TD), ' shepherds' staves] or

as we should say in English, ' shepherds' crooks'. The LXX
have crvvereXeo-av ahiKiav e£ alptaeus avrcov, as though the text

were Dn^nilDp Dpn }?3 i they ended the violence oftheir nature ;'

so Geiger translates, Urschrift, p. 374 f., regarding this

translation of the LXX as intended to tone down the violence

of Simeon and Levi's conduct. The Pesh. has )j^o»* UJl»

»ochi*o » v> 'instruments of violence from their nature;'

possibly they connected «"H?P with n"VOft ' birth] * descent.'

Onq. renders KTO| *13? prirnarnn 5T1K2I pl^2 |nns 'mighty

men, in the land they dwelt in they did a mighty deed] as

though DH'TTDD = Dnn^D ; so Kimchi and the A. V., who

supply ' in] which is wanting in the Heb. text. Onq.'s

rendering seems an endeavour to transform Simeon and

Levi's cruel deed into a noble one. The Vulg. gives ' vasa

inujuilalis bellantia.'

6. The first portion of this verse is rendered as follows in

the A.V. and R. V. : 'O my soul, come not thou into their

b b 2
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secret (R. V. "council," marg. "secret"); unto their assembly,

mine honour (R. V. "my glory"), be not thou united,' taking

N'3D and inn as second pers. sing. masc. (though k>Q3 is

more commonly fern.), and ^M and 'H33 as vocatives. The

rendering given above is that adopted by Di. and Del.

"inn is imperf. Qal of TfTJ, The Heb.-Sam. reads

ms b$.

nTHD, 'my honour' or 'glory,' is rhythmically interchanged

with $?bj here. In Ps. 7, 6 *133 is parallel to %
£>s:, and in

Pss. 16, 9. 108, 2 to *3?J cf. also Pss. 30, 13. 57, 9, where

it is used in the sense of B«M. 1123 is here fern, by Ewald,

§ 174 b (names of invisible active powers are fern.; so E>3J is

usually fern., and "'133 being parallel to it, is also regarded as

fern.). The LXX render *T23 inn bit with pig ep/o-at ra

^7rara pov, as though the text were "H33 "HE"^ ; see Geiger,

Urschrift, p. 319, who regards the rendering of the LXX as

intentional, to avoid the possibility of confounding the human

133 (Doxa) with the divine, the word 133, when equivalent

to B?M, having 'both the idea of divine majesty and the idea

of the higher human nature.' Di. points out that in Assyr.

kabidtu p?3) is rhythmically interchanged with napistu ($33),

he thinks, therefore, that ^l?3 , ' my liver,' i.e. 'my heart or soul,'

is intended here, cf. Del., Assyr. Gram., § 68 end.

ttTN may be either collective'— cf. the rendering given

above— or the sing, may be used poetically for the plural.

D3!T"Q1. 'In their wanton wrath? pvi, here parallel to

p,N, means 'unrestrained passion;' cf. Esther 9, 5 ib'JH

lit!!? VI p3?. 'They houghed oxen,' i.e. severed the sinews

of the thigh and so rendered the animals useless: so LXX,
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ivevpoKoirrjvav rovpov ; cf. Josh. II, 6. 9. 2 Sam. 8, 4. Onq.,

Pesh., Aq., Symm., Hieron., Vulg., and A.V. (but not R.V.)

take "lit? as "MS*, and render, 'a z£/#//' (this reading,

according to Wright, being found in three MSS.), point-

ing rijpy, npy
(cf. Zeph. 2, 4), and taking T\pV in the

sense, ' they destroyed] a meaning of the root which is

common in Aramaic. Kn. points out that in 34, 28 f.

Jacob's sons carried off the cattle as spoil, and Di., p. 459,

suggests that the rendering ' wall ' may have been adopted to

avoid a discrepancy in the narrative here and in chap. 34.

Schumann and others consider that ~\)W = '

hero', or ^prifice,'

refers to MB>, the son of IIDn, comparing Ps. 68, 31. Deut.

33, 17, also Ps. 22, 13. Is. 14, 9, but this reference to D3E>

is very doubtful, and seems hardly justified by the passages

cited in its defence.

7. TV is the pausal form of IV ; so ^ pausal form of *D,

25, 7, and P"J pausal form of P% Ex. 32, 20.

rrrKTp *0
. . TV "O. Cf. a similar change in Song of

Songs 8, 6 nKJ? htfBb T\v\> ran** niED n?y s3.

D!TD&$1 . Ej7?nN. The use of the imperf. followed

by the same tense with simple waw is more vivid and

forcible than the ordinary prose usage of waw conver. with

perf. Cf. Dav., S., § 59; Dr -> § J 34-

The Heb.-Sam. text has "V!* for "WW, and B>™™ for

DTnajfl, probably an intentional change, so that Jacob should

not be represented as cursing them. The Sam.Version renders

in the same way as the Heb.-Sam. text; cf. Targ. Ps.-Jon.

In Deut. 33, 8 f. Levi's blessing is entirely different in its

tone from the severe language used by Jacob in this chapter;

while Simeon is not mentioned in Deut. 33, at least in our

' nt text.
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The Simeonites received as their portion several cities in

the 333, i.e. the southern portion of Palestine, in the midst of

the territory of Judah (cf. Josh. 15, 26-32. 42 with Josh. 19,

1-9. 1 Chron. 4, 28-32); while Levi, according to Num.

35. Josh. 21, receives no special portion of territory, but

has forty-eight cities assigned to him to dwell in by the other

tribes.

8-12. 'Judah, thou, may thy brethren praise thee:

May thy hand be on the neck of thyfoes

;

May thyfather's sons bow down to thee.

A lions ivhelp is Judah;

From the prey, my son, art thou gone up

:

He couched, he lay down like a lion,

And like a lioness; who can rouse him?

The marshall's staff shall not departfrom Judah,

Nor the leader s stafffrom between hisfeet,

Until he come to Shiloh;

And may the obedience of the peoples be his.

Binding to the vine hisfoal,

And to the Sorek vine his ass's colt:

He washes in wine his garments

;

And in the blood ofgrapes his raiment:

Dark are his eyes with wine,

And white his teeth with milk!

8. The name here suggests the form of the blessing; cf.

2 9> 35> as though it were, 'Praise . . . thy brethren shall

praise thee.'

T\T\&. On the pronoun, as casus pendens, cf. note on

"•33N in 24, 27 ; also Ewald, § 309 b.

"tyi *pyi "p\ cf. job 16, 12 *mNSF\ *Bijn into,

"JMN *»33. Not ym or -pa 03, but -px >:n; for all
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Jacob's sons—not only those Leah bore him—shall praise

Judah.

9. nTffT PP"^ TU. The comparison with a lion is

not uncommon; see Deut. 33, 20 (where Gad is compared

with a lioness), and 22 (where Dan is spoken of as a lion's

whelp); cf. also Num. 23, 24. 24, 9 (which bears a striking

resemblance to this passage, Wp •>» tVlbyi "HiO 22W JTO),

Mic. 5, 7.

iTvV "03. PpZOft. 'From the prey, my son, art thou gone

up,' i.e. Judah is like a lion reascending to the mountain (cf.

Song of Songs 4, 8) after having devoured his prey. LXX
render nvy with dve(3r)s, and spDID with e#e ftXaarov, taking it

as in Ez. 17, 9 nntplSP *S*1B"73 ' all its fresh springing leaves!

rpy Hif. is found in Ez. 19, 3, meaning 'to bring up (of a

lion)
;

' but as npy is generally only used of vegetation in the

sense to 'grow up,' the rendering, 'From the prey, my son,

art thou gone up,' is preferable. If Judah were compared

to a lion growing up, the addition of N S27D1 iiHK3 would be

hardly necessary.

&Vj?3. The lioness, defending her young, is fiercer than

the lion (Herod, iii. 108).

10. D^D^ . . IID'1 \*0. The rendering given above

is that adopted by Di. and Del. The text as it stands can

only have this meaning, but as will be shewn below it cannot

be satisfactorily explained. The same may indeed be said

of all the explanations that have been proposed. First of all

let us examine the rendering of the A. V. and R. V., ' until

Shiloh come'. TO %

p x
is here taken as a personal name, possibly

1 The word ribtf is pointed ib'tr?, rib' to, ri^
5
and ibti. The first

punctuation with the scriplio plena, being of a later date than rf bu3 , Sbvi
,

is only found a few times. It is worthy of notice that the scriptio plena

is not found on the Moabite stone, nor do the Versions have it in nbxd.
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meaning '"peaceful', or 4peace-bringer' But, as is generally

admitted (see Driver, in the Cambridge Journal of Philology,

xiv. 2, and in The Expositor, July, 1885), there are serious

philological difficulties in the way of this view. As pointed

in our present texts, the ending ri must either stand for the

suffix of the third pers. masc. sing., or mark the word as

a pr. n. ; cf. V">n\ ny, Wl, T\w?W, etc. From these examples

the word might, as far as its form goes, be a personal pr. n.

If it be a pr. n., it must obviously, in a passage like the

present, have some special significance. !"P^ apparently

must be connected with row, which denotes 'to be at ease,'

or 'quiet.' The only exact parallel is riba, the name of a

place. But neither n?: nor n^t? can be derived from rhl

and Thw respectively, after the analogy of "rtB^5, niLD^p

;

for—as Tuch argues, and Del. allows—they would,, if derived

from T\"h verbs, following analogy, be Wl and *pH£ But

the Gentile names *Jv*| and W*B> (2 Sam. 15, 12. 1 Kings

11, 29) shew that \\yv) and rOT are really apocopated from

ft?& and |*S (
c f. Lag., B. N., p. 187), and have to be

regarded as coming from the roots *5>1K> or 7^, and *7U

or ?*a; cf. however, Barth., N.B., p. 363. Further, if fvH0

could possibly be derived from rptP, ' n^K' is not a full and

significant word like tbv (Zech. 9, 10); at the most it

denotes mere rest (Ps. 122, 6. 7), and is often associated with

the idea of careless worldly ease (e.g. Job 12, 6. Ez. 16, 49)/

So the rendering, 'peaceful one', or 'peace-bringer,' can hardly

be got out of the root n?fc\ Further, there is no allusion in

any other part of the O. T. to Shiloh as a personal name.

Del. and Di. adopt the rendering given in the translation

of vers. 8-12, above, arguing that the philological difficulty

just mentioned, the absence of any allusion in subsequent

parts of the O. T. to Shiloh as a personal name, and the fact
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that riT^ everywhere else in the O. T. is the name of a

place, favour the rendering, ' until he come to Shiloh;' ace.

loci; cf. i Sam. 4, 12 TOW Wl l he came to Shiloh! They

then, following the course of history, suppose that the prophecy

was fulfilled in Josh. 18, 1, where the settlement of the land

is described, pointing out that at an early date pre-eminence

was assigned to Judah,—e.g. Num. 10, 14, the tribe marched

first in the wilderness; Judg. 1, 2, advanced first to battle

(cf. Judg. 20, 18); Josh. 15, was the first to receive its share

when the land was divided,—and urge that the arrival of the

Israelites at Shiloh was really a turning-point in their history,

—the period of wandering was ended, the period of rest

began,—a turning-point of sufficient importance to be noticed

in the blessing; cf. Josh. 21, 42. 22, 4. The position

Judah had gained was in subsequent years confirmed; the

1 obedience of the peoples ' was realised in the victories of

David (2 Sam. 8), while it also included the ideal relation

of Israel to the heathen, which is more distinctly spoken

of by the prophets. The Messianic idea is thus not excluded

in this view, though it cannot be attached to the word Shiloh.

This view is also adopted by Herder
(
Vom Geist der Hebr.

Poesie, ii. 6); Ewald, Jahrbucher^ ii. 51; Hist., ii. 283 f.

(Eng. trans.), and others. It is objected to by Schultz

(Alllesl. Theologie, 1878, pp. 668-672), Cheyne {Isaiah,

vol. ii [eds. 1, 2 J, Essay iv), and Driver, who points out that

Judah is represented as possessing not only supremacy, but

royalty; for V2W standing in ver. 10 alone, without any

qualification, suggests rather a sceptre than a ' com?nander s

staff' (in Judg. 5, 14 1SD 122W may = ' a commander's staff;'

cf. "\QDn in 2 Kings 25, 19, but here B3B> has no such

qualification). The TvD }UD ppriD represents rather a king

sitting on his throne than a commander on active service,
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and the view that Judah will have not only supremacy, but

royalty, is confirmed by a comparison of 8 b with 37, 7 f.

(* Wilt thou be ki?ig over us, or wilt thou rule over usr'). Judah

clearly enjoyed no royal power till long after Josh. 18, the

passages in Num. and Josh, attributing only supremacy, not

royalty, to him ; and if &2W can bear the meaning assigned

to it by Di. and Del., the context contains indications that

the picture is one of royalty, and not mere supremacy.

Bearing these facts in mind, it appears that the rendering

1
till he come to Shiloh,' must be abandoned. ' Judah is

designated as the royal tribe : and the sceptre is confirmed

to it D*Dy nnp* ih rbw NT *S ly. The parallelism is so

carefully observed throughout that there is a presumption

that in clause c. some person is designated to which 171 in d.

may be referred, that we must render, therefore, either " until

he—Judah, comes to . .
." or u

until . . . comes, having the

submission of the nations." Now the CDJJ T\\\\P, in one form

or another, is a constant feature of the ideal future as depicted

by the prophets—the relation being sometimes one of force

(as 22, 17. 27, 29. Ps. 18, 43 f. Amos 9, n f.), sometimes

one of spontaneous homage to the spiritual pre-eminence

of Israel (Is. 2, 2 f. Jer. 3, 17. Is. 45, 14, etc.)/ Driver,

I.e., p. 26 f.

As Driver has shewn in his two articles already referred

to, the word n?£> is first connected with the Messiah in a

passage in the Talmud, Sanh. 98 b, where the pupils of

Rabbi Shila compliment their master by connecting his

name with a title of the Messiah, calling him ' Shiloh,' on

the ground of the present passage. The versions, as will be

seen, have not interpreted it in this way, and it is doubtful

whether the rendering, i
until Shiloh come,'' appears at all

before the sixteenth century. The LXX render the verse,
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Ovk f/cXet^ei apx<ov e£ 'louSa, Kai fjyovfifvos ck t&v fxrjpcov uvtov, eW

av TkBrj ra aTTOKfificva aira' Kai avrbs TTpoahoKia cOvoav. Variants

are o> dnoKeiTai
',

o diroKarat avra and 6 divoKdTai, see Joum.

Phil., 1. a, p. 4. The last two variants are unimportant.

ra dnoneifxeva avra is a paraphrastic rendering, which takes

rbw as = ri?fc? = 17 "IB>K (see 2 Kings 6, 11. Song of Songs

1, 7; and cf. the note on 6, 3). iav '4X6$ a> diroKeiTai, this

rendering is not a faithful reproduction of the Heb., as it

supplies the subject (' until he comes, whose [it is] '), which

is wanting in the Hebrew. ck t&v wpcov avrov = yyy\ plE

;

cf. DeUt. 28, 57 Hv31 p2ft : LXX Sia. tcov p.r)peov avTrjs. ivpoo--

BoKia for nnp^ seems to connect it with njj?, njjJR. Pesh. has

\^ vi-^L »aaaL> oC\o wo< ©>^-.?? ^£> )Uj? ' T
7^ sceptrt

(D3K>) j^// #0/ depart from fudah, nor an interpreter from

between hisfeet, until he come whose it is, and him the nations

expectJ \\ r>, *> v> — ' an interpreter' i announcer.' The Pesh.

in Deut. 33, 21. Judg. 5, 14. Is. 33, 22 uses the same word

again for ppriD. Possibly this is a free translation on the

part of the Pesh. Vers. ; in the two passages in the Psalms

(60, 9. 108, 9) where ppnD occurs, the Pesh. gives w>iN,v>

' my king.' The ppnD in both the Psalms is Judah. ^_»

»,©» o£L?>, the Pesh. renders rbv, like the LXX,= Sw.

In the present text the Pesh. has nothing to explain the

fern. w»o». Possibly the original form of the text has been pre-

served by Aphraates (c. 330-350 a. d.), who gives )laS\Y>,

= ' kingdom,' after »«. This version also connects nnp'1 with

njP, mp? in its rendering vq^. Onq. has T3J ^ **?

nrpefo ,,n\H ny xvby ny vto »3ao otbdi nw n sn^?p jpi>v^

K*po$f fWDnj* n^ WTOfe ton F»\^"n '^ r»/*r (lit. <?«*

exercising authority) shall not depart from those of the house

ofJudah, nor a scribefrom among his sons' sonsfor ever, until
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Messiah comes, whose is the kingdom, and him the peoples

shall obey! Onq. takes D3K> as '

rider,' and ppnD as ' scribe'

V?y\ p3D is interpreted similarly to the LXX, 'from his

descendants,' 'for ever,' and l Messiah' arc insertions, and TOW

is taken as ii?&\ following the construction of <a dnoKtiTai,

' kingdom * being inserted after it. For traces of a various

reading in Onq., see Berliner, Targum Onk., ii. p. 18. The

Targ. Jerus. is substantially the same as Onqelos ; but the

Targ. Ps.-Jon. takes rbv as nfoa TJJ] WWD \&)fo=z lKing

Messiah, his youngest son' TO^W being connected with nnjp^,

Deut. 28, 57, where Onq. has NHJH "VJft ' her youngest son,'

and Rashi D^Djpn D^Sl. This interpretation afterwards found

considerable favour, and is perhaps embodied in the Massoretic

punctuation T\r& (= ' his son'). The Old Latin has 'donee

veniant quae reposita sunt ei,' with the variants ' donee ve?iiat

cui repositum est ' (or ' cui reposita sunt ') ; cf. the LXX trans-

lations. The Vulgate has ' donee venial qui mittendus est,'

reading T\bw as though it were ™?W. The Sam. Vers, has

^nT^?-^ for vhn 'his ranks.' The Heb.-Sam. has p3D

V^H 'from between his banners', ^ for bj\. It retains the

word nyw, and renders ppnD e leader ' with the LXX (rjyov-

nevos) and Vulg. (' dux ').

Thus it will be seen that most of the versions took TOW as

tv?W\ which would be a poetical equivalent of v HB>N (see

above, on the LXX translation); the sentence being then

rendered, (1) 'until there come that which (or he that) is his,'

or (2) ' until there come he to ivhom (or he whose) is! In the

second case the sentence is without a subject, and requires

some word, e.g. N1H or nW, referring back to &2W, or some

expression denoting 'dominion;' cf. the renderings of Onq.

and (possibly) the Pesh. The suffix ri for i does not occur

with b elsewhere; but n'3 is only found once (Jer. 17, 24),
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and we have rirflD and rrVJ m ver - IX « Possibly Ez. 21, 32

BSBton li> "IBW XI IV may be a reference to this passage;

if so, it favours the punctuation adopted by most of the Vss.

As regards the reading implied by these versions, it may

be noted that of all the conflicting views, this is the only

one that is based on any definite evidence, and it may

perhaps be provisionally accepted in lieu of a more probable

interpretation. As may be seen from the extracts given

by Driver, the rendering of the Targ. Ps.-Jon. ('fa's son')

is adopted by Yepheth Ben Ali (c. 950-990), Abulwalid

(nth cent), David Kimchi (d. 1235), etc. If ?*& means

' son ' in this verse, it is the only passage in the O. T.

where the word occurs. The verse was interpreted in

ancient times, by both Christian and Jewish writers, as

Messianic ; but this Messianic idea was derived, not from

the word n?K>, but from the context of the verse, especially

from the promise of supremacy and success which is held

out to Judah.

Other renderings of the passage that have been proposed

are: (1) 'Till peace or tranquillity cometh:' Ges. (Lex.),

Reuss, Knobel, reading njt? or nx>
}
as fiTW is always a

proper name. But neither of these words exists, and there

is nothing in clause c. to refer to 171. (2) ' Until he comes to

peacefulness! Kurtz, Oehler ; cf. Hale'vy, Rev. Crit., 1883,

p. 290, who reads Bib^, Is. 57, 2, and renders similarly.

(3) 'So long as one comes (= people come) to Shiloh] i.e. as

long as the worship at Shiloh is continued shall Judah retain

his supremacy, i.e. for ever; so Tuch and others, comparing

the use of V iy in Song of Songs 1, 12 =' as long as.'

(4) Lagarde conjectures n'^N^ 'his desired one,' anticipated

by Matthew Hiller (Onom. Sacra, 1706). (5) Reading

rb (D)KV ) or (n)^(V) NT »3 ny. This is the reading
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suggested by Cheyne {Isaiah, ii. Essay iv), who thinks that

the LXX rendering presupposes a fuller text than rbw.

The rendering with this reading would be, 'for whom it

{the dominion) is appointed' Cf. Judg. 5, 14 t^iDK ^O

P?fcV2 DBHB> ' out of Ephraim [came down] they whose root

is in A! (6) '7)71 he come to that which is his' or (
his own;'

cf. Deut. 33, 7, the rendering adopted by C. von Orelli,

O. T. Prophecy, § 15; see further, Di., Del, and Tuch in

their commentaries, Driver, 1. c, and the various authorities

cited by them l
.

ISntT. In the rendering adopted by Del., Di., and others,

D2W means 'the leaders' or ' commander's staff.' In Judg. 5,

14 it certainly has this meaning, but in that passage it is

qualified by 1QD. Di. remarks that the term 122W is not

exclusively applied to a king, and points out that it is used

here, as ppno in Ps. 60, 9. Num. 21, 18, of the leader's or

chief's staff. ppnD, Di. and Del. ' leader s staff; ' cf. ppnD in

Num. 21, 18. Ps. 60, 9 (Del.). If the view be adopted, that

the description is one of Judah's royal supremacy, cf. p- 377 f.,

as 122W must then mean 'sceptre,' ppnD must in the parallel

clause = ' ruler s staff.' The Pesh. has |J»o
?
^ v>, which

perhaps favours the rendering ' law-giver' and which could

be applied to a ' leader' or 'ruler;' LXX r^yov^vos ; Onq.,

Targ. Ps.-Jon. (of actual 'scribes' [teachers of law]), Jer.

Targ. 'scribe;
9

Vulg. 'dux;' Sam. Ver. ^1^ = ' leader;'

all (excepting perhaps the Targums) renderings that could

be used of a commander or a king. The meaning of ppnD

must be similar to that assigned to I22W, whether D3^

1 See also the two articles by the Dean of Peterborough in The

Churchman, Oct. and Dec, 1886, who, after pointing out the difficulties

of the rendering ' till Shiloh come,' adopts the rendering (2) of Kurt, and

Oehler, Theology ofthe 0. T, § 229, 'tintit he come to rest or tranquillity'
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be rendered ' sceptre ' or ' leader's staffs as the two portions

of the verse are parallel.

V7^n ]^2ft. 'From between his feet,' the picture repre-

senting the leader, standing or sitting with his staff of office

between his feet (Di., who compares the figures on the old

Persian and Assyrian monuments), or the king on his throne,

with the sceptre between his feet. The meaning, 'from

among his descendants', is favoured by the LXX, Onq., Targg.

Ps.-Jon., Jer., Vulg. (' de femore ejus'), but depends on a

comparison with Deut. 28, 57, and is unsuitable here. Tuch

renders lyH as the plural of "9JH a 'foot soldier;* cf. the

Heb.-Sam. text, and the Sam. Vers, referred to above, a

meaning which would suit the word if the picture is that

of a military commander. Di. condemns this rendering as

devoid of taste and ungrammatical, as ly?! cannot stand for

^I?f5; cf. Bottcher, Heb. Gram., § 827. Di. also rejects

the Heb.-Sam. rendering, 'banners] as incompatible with

the pprtD.

N2n "O iy. On \D"ny in a temporal sentence, cf. Dav.,

S., § 145 f; Ges., § 155. 2 c; 26, 13 ha »3 IV, 41, 49 ^ *W

hn; 2 Sam. 23, 10 ITW »3 *iy; and new ly in 27, 44.

U^V rinp^ "OV nnjp^ with the dag. forte dirimens

;

see Ges., § 20. 2 b; Dav., § 7. 4. note; Stade, § 138 a;

so *?\?V, ver. 17; »3JV, Deut. 32, 32; Vnh^, Is. 5, 28;

5>nn£n, Is. 57, 6.

nnp\ The meaning 'obedience', which is also adopted

by Onq. (see above), agrees with Prov. 30, 17 (where it also

has dag. dirimens), the only other passage where the word

occurs, and is corroborated by the Arabic tlj^ 'to obey' The

A.V. renders^gathering ofthepeople' (but RN .' obedience'), fol-

lowing Aq. (av(TTt]fxa), Tanchuma (9th cent.), and Rashi (D^yn
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ns NDK). The Sam. Vers., Heb.-Sam., and Saadiah render nnp"1

similarly, possibly connecting the word with ™i??, 'T.i?*?.

11. H^V \Dlb 'HDN. nDN, the construct state with the

binding vowel *—, so *33; cf. 31, 39 and the note on that

passage. On the cstr. state before a prep., see note on

24, 21 ; so (with the archaic connecting vowel s— ) Is. 22, 16

l£M ^ph; Obad. 3 ^D-^ra *Mfcf; Mic. 7, 14 Yl3^3fe>;

Ps. 12Q, 1 d*»#2 »3#*n.

JTVJ7. On the archaic orthography ri (for i), see the note

on 9, 21. HTJJ is for fh^ (the abs. state is "»$); cf. n*3, irva,

•y, and 7*2 \ so ITO* in Is. 10, 17 makes faVB>, not \TF&\ see

Stade, § 100; Ewald, § 255 b, who also cites W*1

*, Deut. 25, 4,

as though from V?)**
; but te^ may be inf. cstr. of B^. Onq.

and the Sam. Vers, and Heb.-Sam. take Wy a.s = ' his ciiyT

np^l^. ' The sorek vine' so called from the red colour

(Kl£) of the grapes. Both the grapes and the wine were of

a specially choice kind. In the territory of Judah the vine

flourished; cf. Joel 1, 7 ff. 4, 18. 2 Chron. 26, 10, and Num.

13, 23 f., where the vineyards near Hebron, and Song of

Songs 1, 14, where those of En-gedi, are mentioned.

DID. Cf. the use of pm in Job 29, 6. Di. considers

this a continuation of the part. "nDK ; cf. Ges., § 116. 5. Rem.

7; Driver, § 117. In this construction the second verb is

usually connected with the part, by waw conv., or simple

waw and the perfect, the perfect being separated from the

waw by some word or words : cf. ver. 17 7D*1 » , "HOT. It

seems more natural to disconnect D3D and *nDK, following

the accents, and to render as above. For the perfect, cf.

Driver, § 12; Dav., S., § 40 c; M.R., § 2. 2 ; Ges., § 106. 2 c.

(a perfect of experience, or gnomic aorist) ; so Pss. 9, II.

10, 3, etc.
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nmD. This word only occurs in this passage; on the

suffix n, see on HTy. The Heb.-Sam. reads M11D3, which is

possibly the correct reading. But as there seems to be no

authority for the elision of the 3 (Jfi for JH3 is not parallel), it

will be better to derive the word from a root HID l
to envelop'

' wrap up,' HID being contracted for rMD ; cf. the noun rTIDD,

which comes from the same verb HID. H1D may = the Arab.

(^JJ"
(the D in Heb. corresponding exceptionally to an Arabic;)

= abdi'dit, celavit, conj.VII, abdiditse.

12. G^y ^7 v^n. The * is not the binding vowel, as in

HDK, *33, but 'hh'2T\ is an adj. from ^n (see Ewald, § 164 a),

with a repetition of the last letter of the root (see Stade,

§ 149; Barth, N.B., p. 215). Del. compares "'TW, but

this word does not actually occur, though the fern, form

nnviyc'j Hos. 6, 10, is found in the Ktb., and might pre-

suppose a masc. ""l^S?. The adjectival ending *— is common,

e. g. $J1, *n&, *£?, ^bS. The root bin (which, however, is

not found) corresponds (apparently) with jii IV, 'to be obscure

and doubtful;' cf. C. P. Ges., sub voce. Del. on Ps. 10, 8

compares also the Arab. &!l!L ' to bejet black'

DTy ^Son. Cf. Prov. 23, 29 D'o-y niWan n& The

construction is the same as in "ixn DD\ 29, 17; see on

12, 11.

IMBj"p7*. ")^> cstr. state of f^>, from an abs. state ]^h

;

so 3?n cstr. state of 3pn, from an abs. state 2?n, which

with Maqqef would be 3J£J; so
m
'2$.

f
Ps. 35, 14, from /3K;

see Stade, § 202 a; Ges., § 93. 2. Rem. 1. With this verse,

cf. Joel 4, 18. Amos 9, 13. The pasture lands of Judah

were celebrated; see 1 Sam. 25, 2. Amos 1,1. 2 Chron.

26, 10.

c c
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13. ' Zebulun—on the shore of the sea shall he dwell:

And he himself shall be on a shore of ships,

With his border by Sidon!

There is possibly an allusion here to the meaning of the

name Zebulun (' dweller ') given in 30, 20 ; but cf. note on

that passage.

ptIP D*1?^ FprD. In Judg. 5, 17 Asher is spoken of

thus, &&! ^ n? 3^!, and in Deut. 33, 19 Zebulun and

Issachar ' suck the abundance of the seas ' (lp3" D" 1^ )!%&)•

Zebulun's territory apparently did not lie on the seashore

(cf. Josh. 19, 10-16), so perhaps we ought to render "v by

with Del.4 'towards Sidon,
}

i.e. his border lay in the direction

of Sidon, but was not actually on the seashore, only towards

the coast district. The Sam.Ver., Heb.-Sam., LXX, Pesh.,

Vulg., and apparently Onq. py '•BE) read "iy = ' up to S.,'

which would express the meaning ' in the direction of' more

clearly than ?y. According to Jos. (Ant., v. 1. 22 ; Bel.fud.,

iii. 3. 1) Zebulun inhabited the district from the lake of

Gennesareth to Mount Carmel on the Mediterranean, and

in support of this Tuch compares Josh. 19, 11 with Matt.

4, 13. Di. also conjectures that as the boundary between

Asher and Zebulun in Josh. 19, 14 f. is not very clearly

defined, it is not impossible that Zebulun might have possessed

a strip of land, bordering on the Mediterranean Sea.

]"P3W FfirD NWl. On the rendering * he himself see

Ewald, § 314 b (Nim added in a new proposition, with special

force, as the subject). Cf. 2 Sam. 17, 10, where further

emphasis is produced by the addition of DJ.

14, 15. 'Issachar is a strong ass,

Lying down between the sheep-folds

:

And he saw a resting-place, that it was good,
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And the land, that it was pleasant

;

So he bowed his back to bear,

And became a servant in bondage!

14. XT\^ "Iftn, lit. 'an ass of'bone;' i.e. a strongly built,

powerful ass ; so Aq. 6W oo-tcoSt/s, Vulg. ' asinusfortis! The

Sam. Vers, has ^[Tt^A'KA, reading EH.3 (' sojourners'), which

Geiger defends as the correct reading (Urschrift, p. 360),

Issachar being l an ass of strangers', i.e. bearing the burdens

of strangers, and subject to them. But Del. 4 points out that

this rendering destroys the force of the figurative expression

1DI1, and some other word, such as Cif or D'rO}, would be

expected rather than D*"H. The Heb.-Sam. has D"Ha, which

Tuch punctuates B^]2,= the Arab. %h^> 'bony.' The LXX
have to koKov i-neOvwo-ev, which presupposes some such read-

ing as D*}3 "ion (Geiger) ; see Ps. 119, 20, LXX.

O^riDttton . This word is only found once again, Judg.

5, 16, though we find &$%& in Ps. 68, 14 = ' sheep-folds.'

DTIDK>D is probably from r\£W= l
to fix! Ewald, § 180 a,

explains the word as = ' double pen,' with reference to the

cattle being usually separated into two portions in the pen

;

while Stade, § 340 b, classes the word with those that denote

' instruments or other things consisting of two parts belong-

ing to one another, or standing in pairs, one opposite to the

other; so DTlEn;' see also Ges., Thes., 147 1 f. The word in

this verse, and Judg. 5, 16, is used as a proverbial expression

for the easy life of the agriculturist. Onq. renders N^nn pa

' between the boundaries! so Vulg. ' inter lerminos,' while the

LXX have dva fxeaov Twv Kkr}pa>v (but in Judg. dva /xeaov rrjs

diyofiias), and the Pesh. ]LJLm, fcJ^> 'between the paths!

15. JirCft, either 'rest' or 'a resting-place,' as the word

occurs with both meanings.

c c 2
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y)lD must be taken as a neuter subs. = 'a good thing! The

Heb.-Sam. has rnitt (fern, adj.), which perhaps suits the

parallelism better (HDyj).

*QV C72; ^iTI, lit.

'

and was [reduced) to theforced service

ofa labourer! The phrase 12V DD? rWl recurs Josh. 16, 10;

and DE7 HM (without Hy) is found in Deut. 20, 11. Judg. 1,

30. 33. Is. 31. 8, both expressions always meaning the com-

pulsory service rendered by slaves, prisoners, or conquered

nations. DE7 . . . fro is also found Josh. 17, 13 ;
DD7 nbyn,

1 Kings 9, 21; and On? csp, Judg. 1, 28. The derivation

of DD is uncertain. Fleischer, in Ges., H W.B. n
, derives it

from DD3, as a contraction out of DJE (cf. "O? from "HD and

Olsh., Gram., § 198 h) = quod alicui impositum est. The

pi. D^DD perhaps favours this view. Del. 4 points out that

Tssachar is not a ^3, i. e. ' a wild ass ' wandering about at

will, but a "^£n, i.e. 'a beast of burden! and sees in the

last clause of the verse an allusion to the meaning of

the name "OPfe* (="Ofc KB* or "OP fe*; cf. 30, 16. 18).

Issachar, though strong and active, prefers a life of ease and

indolence, sinking even into the condition of a bond-slave.

Cf. Judg. 5, 16, where Reuben is reproached in similar

language for his inactivity and aversion from active exertion.

The LXX render the words *ny DE7 W <a\ eyevr/dr] dvrjp

yeopyos, an attempt to do away with the reproach contained

in the verse, and Onq. completely changes the meaning of

the last clause of the verse in his paraphrase, (He will subdue

the provinces of the peoples, destroy their inhabitants, and those

who are left among them shall be servants unto him, and

bringers of tribute;' cf. Geiger, I.e., p. 360.

16, 17. ' Dan shalljudge his people,

As one of the tribes of Israel.
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Let Dan be a serpent in the way,

A horned adder in the path :

That biteth the horse's heels,

So that his rider falleth backwards!

16. Dan, though a tribe by no means powerful, and pos-

sessing only a small territory, will maintain the cause of

Israel, in its conflicts with the heathen nations, as valiantly

as the other tribes; cf. Judg. 13-16.

r"P |*7. Notice the play upon the name p in the choice

of the verb pT.

^"P = ' will judge,' i.e. plead the cause of. render help to;

fj always has this meaning, cf. 30, 6. Deut. 32, 36. Jer. 22,

1 6, and not the meaning ' rule ' or ' govern.'

tf2y = the people of Israel, as in Deut. 33, 7. Others

(Vatablus, Rosenmiiller, etc.) understand ioy as the people

belonging to the tribe of Dan, and explain the verse as

meaning the small tribe of Dan will have its own administra-

tion and its own jurisdiction ; or Dan, though a small tribe,

will maintain its own independence (Tuch, Wellh.). But

both these views take pT = 'will rule' or 'govern' a meaning

which, as above remarked, p does not have.

17. 'pi "by, so mN ^y, \^> being the poetical form

for ?y ; cf. v|f, poetical for ?N (but only in the book of Job);

"IV., poetical for "W.

fE^EtT, a ana£ \*y6fi.; perhaps the ending p- is diminutive

in this word (see Ewald, § 167 a; Stade, § 296 c), the word

being probably from the root *\£W= (

to crawl! |Q
S£E> is

probably the cerastes or horned adder, a small and very

dangerous species of snake, of a bluish yellow or sand colour.

Ilieronymus renders it by ' regulus ' in his Quaesl., ed. Lagarde,

p, 69; the Pes}]. \ I ao j - — ' n basilisk', the Vulg. 'cerastes!
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Onq. N^rVS =
' an adder' The LXX, not understanding the

word lasts', render it, in harmony with the context, iy<a81)-

news. In Arabic c__a.~» = ' a serpent with black and tvhile

spots! In Deut. 33, 22 Dan is compared with ' a lions whelp

that sprifigeth out of Bashan!

T'D*'') . . '"p&n. Cf. the note on 27, 33.

The meaning of the verse is, Dan, like the serpent lurking

in the path, attacks his foes, not in open fight, but with

stratagem; cf. Judg. 18, 27, and the history of Samson.

18. ' For thy help I wait, Yahweh!

This verse breaks the connection of the poem, hence it

is regarded by some (Maurer, Olshausen, etc.) as an interpo-

lation ; but if this is the case it must have been added at a

later date by the redactor of the book, as a protest against

Dan's idolatrous devices. It is found in all the Vss. Tuch

explains it as ' an exclamation from the patriarch Jacob, who

is exhausted and nerving himself for another effort before his

death/ Kn., whom Di. follows, says, ' The patriarch here

speaks in prayer, in the name of his descendants, who must,

in the wars with the nations, e.g. the Philistines, put their

trust in Yahweh, and look for His assistance/ So the Targg.

Ps.-Jon. and Jer., Wright, Del., and Driver.

19. ' Gad—a troop shall press upon him,

Yet he shall press upon their heel!

Gad, who was settled in Gilead, though exposed to the

attacks of his foes (cf. Josh. 13, 25. Judg. n, 15), and

probably often engaged in border warfare with marauding

bands (cf. 2 Kings 5, 2. 6, 23), successfully defends himself

and puts his enemies to flight (cf. Judg. 10 f. 12. 1 Chron. 5,

18 ff. 12, 8 f.); cf. Deut. 33, 20. 21. The name "ft is here

connected by the writer with 1U ' to assail,' and "7Via =
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• a marauding band' (see 2 Kings, I.e.), in the sense ' assailer

'

or ' attacker! In 30, n another explanation of the name is

suggested.

irw -ma -a cf. Hab. 3 , 16 ww dj£ nW.
2pl*, the rendering given above, follows the reading EJpV

,

which is adopted by Bleek, Knobel, 01s., Wright, and others,

the D of "i^ND being taken away and appended to 3py. Other

instances of incorrect division of words are given in Dr.,

Sam., p. xxx. The LXX, Pesh., Vulg., and Saad. in

a measure support this reading, as they do not translate

the commencement of the next verse "tfcto, but "IEW. Hpy

by itself, as Di. remarks, is sufficient, but, as Del. points out,

with the rendering ' their heeV (R.V. margin), 19b and 20a

alike gain in clearness. All the other ' blessings/ except

Joseph's in ver. 22, begin with the name of the person

blessed, without any preceding word or particle.

The rendering 'heel' is more forcible than 'rearguard?

Gad is depicted as pressing hotly on his foes, almost on the

heels of the retreating enemy, npy cannot = mnK 'back-

wards' (Vulg. ' relrorsum'), nor 'at the last' A.V. The

R. V. renders correctly, ' upon their heel?

20.
l Asher—/at is his bread,

And he shallyield kingly dainties.*

This rendering follows the reading new, the pr. name

being a casus pendens, like Tl in ver. 19; cf. Deut. 32, 4.

Ps. 11, 4, etc.

If the reading "i^ko be adopted (so the Sam. Ver.), the

rendering will be either, 'From Asher (comes)fat—his bread!

so Tuch ; cf. D"OW, Is. 25, 6; or, 'For Asher—his bread is

too fat', Ewald. With the first rendering, 1BMD = "n p«»,

which is perhaps not quite suitable to the context, and ri3DB>
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h in. is not found as a noun; with the second, V2TV must be

taken as feminine; see Bott., § 657, who distinguishes be-

tween &nj = ' bread' masc, and ^f> = ' abundance of bread'

(Brotfulle), fern. The Sam. Vers., according to one reading,

has pw masc.

"|^n Tiyn. 'Dainties jitfor kings! Cf. D*V3H nrb,

Ps. 78, 25. It is not necessary to think of a king of Israel in

the term "£».

The fertility and productiveness of Asher are again alluded

to in Deut. 33, 24 f. Di. suggests that as the Phoenicians

procured all sorts of country produce from the Hebrews

(Ez. 27, 17. Acts 12, 20; Jos., Anliq., xiv. 10. 6), Asher,

from his geographical position, would participate largely in

this traffic.

21. ' Naphtali is a slender terebinth

That putsforth beautiful branches!

nrbti rk^ = l a hind let loose', so A. V., R.V.; Aq.

ZXacfios dTreaToKfxevos, Vulg. ' cervus emissus,' Del. 5 The Pesh.

paraphrases, but with the same meaning, JilNo )^J^»/

'a swift messenger;' cf. Job 39, 5 "til *Bfcn N"Q r6t? *V-

Tuch and others take nn?5? in the sense 'stretched out',

so '

graceful', but there seems to be no authority for this

rendering in the case of living beings. Knobel, comparing

Is. 16,2 (
np^9 i£), renders, ' a scared hind; but this thought

is very unsuitable, and quite out of harmony with the context.

The allusion in this part of the verse (following the reading

of the text) is probably to the swiftness of the heroes and

men of the tribe of Naphtali (cf. for the expression, Ps. 18, 34.

Hab. 3, 19. Is. 35, 6 ; also 2 Sam. 2, 18. Song of Songs 2, 9).

The Pesh. seems to interpret the first half of the verse as

meaning that Naphtali is specially adapted for the duties of
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a messenger, while Christian writers see an allusion in nn?B>

to the apostles (Aramaic JlH^jw) !

IDE? *nttN ]n:n. The allusion here is to the poets of

the tribe, Barak, however, being the only one of whom we

hear anything (Judg. 5, 1). jron naturally refers to VDDJ,

and not to n? sN, which is fern.

The verse is explained as above by those who follow

the Massoretic text. It is probable that the LXX has

preserved the original text. The reading in that Version is

'Sf<f)da\ei
i
areXe^os dueifievov enididovs iv t<o yepf)/j.a.Ti koXXos, which

seems to be equivalent to "ID^T^ \rfcn nnbf nb*H \!>fiB3

,

i.e. n^N = <

terebinth; for Tlh% and ST»« (cf. Is. 17, 6. 9)=
'topmost branches', for the poetical Vffi. This reading is

accepted by Ewald, Ols., Di., C. P. Ges., etc., endorsing

the opinion of numerous earlier scholars; cf. Di., p. 468.

For the epithet nrbti, cf. Jer. 17, 8. Ez. 17, 6. Ps. 80, 12,

and the noun rw 'shoot,
1

'blossom/ Song of Songs 4, 13,

and for the figure, ver. 22; the n^DK are then the leaders

produced by the tribe of Naphtali; cf. Judg. 4, 6. 5, 18.

6> 35- 7) 23. With this reading the rendering would be as

adopted above. Onq. has HUiy HDTTP NriD.yiKa "6plM

Pn\h? r?T?^ ITD P'T PT# WW? >;™ PJ^pnKI 'Naphtali,

in a goodly land shall his lot be cast, and his possession shall be

yielding fruits, they shall praise and bless over them', which

apparently supports this reading.

22-26. l A son of afruit tree is foseph,

A son of afruit tree by afountain;

His branches run over the wall.

The archers harassed him,

And shot at him, and lay in waitfor him;

But his how remains firm,
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And the hands of his arms are strong

:

From the hands of the mighty One offacob,

From thence, {from) the shepherd, the stone of Israel:

From the God of thyfathers—so may he keep thee,

And with the Almighty—so may he bless thee,

With blessings of heaven above,

Blessings of the deep, that lieth beneath,

Blessings of the breasts and womb.

The blessings of thyfather have prevailed over the blessings

of the ancient mountains

,

The desire of the eternal hills

:

May they be upon the head offoseph,

On the crown of the prince among his brethren?

22. r)DV mD p. l Son of a fruit tree is /./ i.e.
l a

young fruit tree;' cf. p, Ps. 80, 16. p—though elsewhere

pointed "p or "P, with Maqqef—must be taken as construct

state, cf. DB>, cstr. state, 12, 8, and "&£?, 16, 15, or we must

read p with Di. The Massoretes may, as Del. suggests,

have taken p as sing. abs. fem., pi. ni33, with the meaning

' branch' and ma as an adj. qualifying it =

'

a fruitful

branch; ' cf. Ges., § 96. sub voce p.

J-pD with the archaic ending fi
T
(see Stade, §§ 213 c, 308 d

;

Lag., B.N., p. 81; Ges., § 80. Rem. 2 b; Ewald, § 173 d)

is not equivalent to )LVa 'a lamb' (Ilgen, etc.), with an allusion

to Rachel ; nor to rns « a heifer ' (Schumann, Wright). It

= the later rna
?
meaning 'a fruit tree;' cf. HJ^B, Is. 17, 6 (of

the olive tree); probably a vine, cf. rFTfi fM in Is. 32, 12. Ez.

19, 10. Ps. 128, 3; so Onq., Tuch, Ewald, Di. Possibly

there is an allusion here to the name EH?? (perhaps ' double

fruitfulness'), 41, 52.

T*V *Oy. The moisture would promote the growth of the

vine; cf. Ps. 1, 3. Jer. 17, 8.
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rn#2 fii33. The nt32 are the branches of the vine that
t-:it T

grow over the wall (TO> ze/<z//, cf. Ps. 18, 30, not ' ambuscade/

Wright: Ps. 92, 12 it = l

tier in wait'), which also protects

the vine. On the construction of the plural, where inanimate

objects are spoken of, with the sing. fem. expressing (as in

Arabic) the collective, see Ges., § 145. 4; Dav., S\, § 116;

M.R., § 135. 1; Ewald, § 317 a; cf. Joel 1, 20 mb> mom M
:nyn; Zech. 6, 14 zbnb !T»nn miDVni, and the construction,

common in Greek, of the neuter pi. with a sing, verb, as

tci 6r)pla dvafi\e7r€i. Ewald reads the text here 'TJlfV Di32

! daughters of ascent' but this alteration is unnecessary. The

verse appears to have been entirely misunderstood by the

Vss., and by Peters (Hebraica, iii. in and v. 190), who

proposes the extraordinary rendering ' daughters have marched

in procession to a bull

'

!

23. inH^E'n, lit. = ' they treated him bitterly! i.e. acted in

a hostile manner towards him.

^"Y! with pretonic qamec, as in ifUi inn, 1, 2; see the

note there. On the perf. with weak waw, cf. Driver, p. 160.

El*l is from 22~\, with the intransitive punctuation (see Stade,

§ 385 b. 2 ; Ges., § 67. Rem. 1), meaning (

to shoot,•' so Ps.

18, 15 DD.Tl T\ D*jT01; related to mi and n»i ; cf. PJl,

Job 16, 13. Jer. 50, 29 (all). The LXX, Sam., Onq., and

Vulg. seem to have read ffTl, but D^n *bvi does not suit this.

D^n *hyi. So rrn^nn ^>jn, 37, 19; rmn ^jd, 14, 13.

and the note on that passage. Compare with this verse the

narrative in Judg. 6 ff. 1 Chron. 5, 18 f., of the hostility shewn

to Ephraim and Manasseh by the neighbouring Arab tribes

;

and Josh. 17, 16 f., where the children of Joseph are com-

manded to drive out the Canaanites from the territory Joshua

assigns them.
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24. intljp IJ1*
1SI 2tt?m. % Yit his bow remains in

firmness? On the adversative force of the waw conv., see

Ewald, § 231 b, and note on 32, 31 ; and cf. Deut. 4, 33.

2 Sam. 19, 29. On the action of the imperf. continuing into

the writer's present, see Driver, § 79, and cf. the note on 19, 9.

|rPNZl. Del. explains JJVN as a subst. = frPN DipD3;

Ewald, § 299 b (cf. § 172 b), considers that the adj. here

must be taken as neuter, ' in or with firmness;' and the 2 con-

ceived as forming the predicate, comparing Ex. 32, 22

KYI inn. The form }rVN, cf. n?nN, "tDK, in Hebrew cor-

responds to the Arabic formation for adjectives JjUI, with

the signification of our comparative and superlative, and so

called ' the noun ofpre-eminence ' or ' elative'. In Hebrew the

forms have lost their original significance and are used as

simple adjectives; see Wright, Arab. Gram., i. p. 159;

Ewald, § 162 b. Cf. also Barth, N.B., p. 221 ; Ges.,§ 133. 1.

foot-note 3. fJVK seems to have been an old Canaanitish

word; cf. C.I.S., i. p. 93. lin. 1 and 2.

The LXX have Kcii avv€Tpij3r) fiera Kpdrovs ra To£a avriov,

reading ">?Kfrri, and the Pesh. o»&l*J5 1 1. »,o\ a J^JLs©*

' his bow turned in strength,' reading 3B^n ; so apparently

Onqelos.

ItD^l. Tffi means * to be nimble,' 'pliant;' cf. the Arabic

Ji ' to be nimble.' The root only occurs once again, in the

Pi'el in 2 Sam. 6, 16 "in"D1D1 TT2D ' skipping and dancing

'

(cf. Ges. in Thes. s.v.). The LXX have kcu i^eXvdrj, Pesh.

o>Isl(, Vulg. ' dissoluta sunt [vinculo],' reading perhaps

BTB*}, from p3.

2pV^ "VON ^*PD, i.e. Joseph's strength comes from the

hands of the mighty One of Jacob, which support him.

3FJT TON, cf. Is. I, 24 ptr& T3«). 49, 26. 60, 16. Ps. 132,
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2. 5, where the phrase is borrowed from this passage. "^X

is only found in the cstr. state; Barth, N.B., p. 51, regards

it as cstr. state of "V3K, comparing P")?, cstr. state J*"}B.

W HJH OCto. In the rendering given above, which

seems relatively the best in this difficult clause, nyi is taken

as explaining DBto, which probably means lfrom heaven]

cf. Eccl. 3, 17 (?), and "ty px is a second name for God, in

apposition to njn. For the term n$H applied to God, cf.

48, 15. Pss. 23, 1. 80, 2. f9? must be taken as equivalent to

the common title of God iiv (Deut. 32, 4. 1 Sam. 2, 2. Is. 30,

29. Ps. 18, 32); pK, however, never has this meaning

anywhere else. Another rendering which is possible is that

adopted by Tuch (cf. Ewald, § 332 d), 'whence is the Shepherd

the Stone of Israel:' UW'0='inde ubi;' cf. TND = '^ quo

tempore,' 39, 5. Ps. 76, 8; and the Vulgate/ inde pastor egressus

est lapis' etc. Ewald renders similarly, but reads ?9? •"'JP

?NHfc^ ({Shepherd of the Stone of Israel') , the allusion being

to 28, 18 f. 22. 35, 14, the phrase practically= the God of

Bethel, 31, 13. Di. approves of this reading as njp without

the art. or 7N^K^ following is awkward, and God is never

elsewhere called px. Rosenmiiller renders, ' From that time

he (foseph) was the shepherd and stone of Israel;' cf. B$*?

in Hos. 2, 17 (Heb.) ; R. V. renders, ' From thence is the

Shepherd, the Stone ' etc., which may be explained as meaning,

1 From thence] i.e. from God, Joseph became a guardian and

defence of his people, viz. in Egypt. The Pesh. and Onq.

(apparently) read DB>D, instead of E$P; cf. Ps. 20, 2, but this,

though removing the awkward expression Dtpp, does not stand

very appropriately in parallelism with '•TD. In all probability

the text, as it stands at present, is corrupt.

25. "p2N 7HD. The JO continues the thought con-
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tabled in vet, 24, connecting ver. 25 with the preceding

verse ; but in this verse two blessings are inserted. The

same God, who has hitherto helped him, will also give him

the following blessings,' Di. *p3K ^no, cf. 31, 5. 42. 48, 15.

Ex. 15, 2. 18, 4.

T"^V_^ =
,?

in!V-!> tne suffix being strengthened by the

energetic nun; cf. note on 3, 9. Render, 'So may He help

Ihee;' cf. Ex. 12, 3. Num. 16, 5. Is. 43, 4. Ps. 69, 33. The

weak waw with the imperf. (voluntative) takes the place of

the perf. with waw conv., after words standing alone, in

language of an excited and impassioned character ; see Ewald,

§ 347 a; Driver, § 125; so "p'CI in the next clause.

*ntf flfeft.
l And with the Almighty' i.e. with the help

of the Almighty. The Pesh., Sam. Ver., and Heb.-Sam., and

a few MSS. read 7N1, a reading which is perhaps supported

by the LXX 1

, Vulg., Saadiah. Bleek, Hitzig, Tuch, and

Ewald adopt this reading, as being more suitable, the shorter

title "HB> being as a rule (it occurs however twice, Num. 24,

4 and 16) used without 7N at a later period of the language

(it is very common in the book of Job). If this reading be

preferred, the force of p in ^2K ^>ND extends to *1B? btt ; so

Judg. 5, 9. Is. 15, 8. Hab. 3, 15; see Ewald, § 351 a.

"W CttttJ rCD. rOTO is the ace. after prQ*1= < may

he bless the blessings ofI i.e. with the blessings of. Cf. on 33, 5.

byte. Cf. 27, 39 bv® DWH 5>tt»1. The DW nrfQ are

the dew, rain, sunshine; cf. 27, 28. 39. The Dtfin rD*i2 are

the springs, rivers, brooks, which are regarded as springing

1 The LXX render 6 Qebs 6 epos, which corresponds with their render-

ing of nMJ bn in 17, 1 6 0eos aov (see the note on that passage). 28, 3

(/*ov)- 35> ll (ffou)- 43> J4 0*°»0« 48 > 3 (/*<>«)• Ex. 6, 3 ^&eos wv avrwv).
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from the subterranean Dinn, and fertilizing the ground. The

Dmi D"H£> rD"Q are every kind of animal fruitfulness ; contrast

Hos. 9, 14. Compare Joseph's blessing in Deut. 33, 13 ff.

with this verse, where the similarity in thought and language

is most striking.

26. The translation given above follows the reading *iy *$n

,

or perhaps better "W ^."111
, as Tin only occurs as a proper

name, and gives to mxn its ordinary meaning ' desire! This

rendering suits the parallelism (D71JJ nV2}), and is supported

by Deut. 33, 15 (Dnjrnin). Hab. 3, 6 p^TH"), and the

rendering of the LXX, opi&v ^ovl/jlcov, and is adopted by Ges.,

Ewald, Tuch, Kn., Wright, Di., C. P. Ges., sub voce, and

R. V. (margin). The Massoretic text is supported by the

Pesh., Onq.,Vulg., Saadiah, the Jewish commentators, A.V.,

and R. V. (text). The rendering then must be, ' The blessings

of thy father have prevailed over the blessings of my parents,

up to the boundary of the eternal hills! *l1n must be separated

from "iy, following the accents, and taken in the sense

'parents', while niND must be translated ' boundary' from

HNri =z l

to mark,' (

limit;' cf. Num. 34, 7 f
.

; also <"ljri in

1 Sam. 21, 14. Ez. 9, 4; see Ewald, § 186 b. The word

tnn, however, = ' my parents,' seems very doubtful. Neither

the plural D^n, nor dual D^n occurs with this meaning, and

though the fern. rnin= < mother' is found in Song of Songs 3, 4.

Hos. 2, 7, the original meaning of the root, i.e.
'

to conceive'

is still present in this word in both of the passages where

it occurs. The reading of the Sam. Vers, is uncertain,

but the Sam. Codex (Heb.-Sam.) has ^V Hrl. The later

Samaritans, however, pronounced the words ^V *)fl ' my

mountain, up to' etc., and understood it of Mount Gerizim,

which was situated in the territory of the tribe of Joseph

;

see Tuch, p. 501. The LXX and Sam. Vers, read in the
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first clause of the verse "|DN1 y3H ri3"i3, while the Jer. Targ.

exhibits traces of both the renderings discussed above,

vil. ' my parentsI and 'everlasting mountains;' see Geiger,

Urschrift^ p. 250.

ytih t*ei ipijhi tpt* titorh. cr. Deut. 33 , i6,

where these words recur. vnN "VTJ = ' the prince of his

brethren! The Vulg. and Saadiah take "WJ in the sense

' Nazirite', a meaning which is unsuitable here. Onqelos

takes "VTJ ' /& separated one' in the sense of l
pri?ice ' or

4

fczt&r.' His rendering is Vrfrlfcn NtrnB fcTOa 'the man {who is)

separated among his brethren;' so Saadiah. This is the view

adopted by most moderns, who, however, generally (following

the Pesh.) connect "VJJ with the noun 1J3 'diadem' cf. Lam.

4, 7, and wtrb, though with no allusion to a kingdom in the

tribe of Joseph. The meaning cannot, however, be regarded

as certain.

Del. remarks that £>N"v is chosen intentionally, as BW"Q is

the usual expression for a curse coming upon any one, while

Wtrb is used for a blessing; cf. Deut. 33, 16. Prov. 10, 6.

11, 26.

Joseph receives not only the blessings of the eternal hills,

i.e. the rich and fruitful hill country of Ephraim and Manasseh

(cf. Jer. 50, 19. Deut. 32, 14), but the blessings that surpass

these, viz. the promises made by God to his forefathers.

27. ' Benjamin is a ravening wolf:

In the morning he devoureth the prey,

And at even divideth the spoil.'

That Benjamin was a most warlike tribe is shewn by the

share it took in the struggle for freedom under Deborah

(Judg. 5, 14), and by the war it carried on with the other

tribes (Judg. 19 ff.) after the outrage committed at Gibeah.

Ehud, Saul, and Jonathan were also Benjamites.
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FptD 11
2fr$T , lit. ' a wolf that ravens', the relative pronoun

being omitted. Cf. Is. 51, 12 nift
11 Bh2N = * mortal man;' Hos.

4, 14 pzp K? Dy 'a people without understanding ;' and see

Ges., §§ 107. 2 b. and 155. 2 b; M. R., § 159 a; Ewald,

§ 332 a; Driver, § 34; Dav., S., §§ 44. R. 3. and 142.

FptD^, pausal for *pl??; see on ver. 3, TV. Kn. remarks on

the comparison of Benjamin with a wolf, ' The figure of the

wolf occurs elsewhere in the O. T., only in a bad sense

(Zeph. 3, 3. Hab. 1, 8. Jer. 5, 6. Ez. 22, 27); hence in

this passage it does not signify a full measure of praise,

though it recognises Benjamin's warlike capabilities/ Di.

supplements this remark by pointing out, ' that the lion has

already been used in ver. 9, and that only a comparison with

some small beast of prey would be fitting in the case of

Benjamin, the smallest of the tribes. The wolf was used in

comparisons by non-Semitic peoples of antiquity in a good

sense/

IV 72N\ Cf. Num. 23, 24 PpD ^>3fcO IV-

28. QriN *pn irO"D3 lltito ttfW. 'Each one with

that which was according to his blessing he blessed them/ ?p3

being construed with a double ace, as in Deut. 12, 7. 15, 14;

cf. ver. 25. The LXX, Pesh., and Sam. omit "ik>k. As the

text is very awkward, Del. emends to "H3 B^K B^N ; cf. 2 Sam.

23, 21, where the Kri directs that b^n is to be read instead

of "i£>N, and Num. 21, 30, where the Kri marks the 1 of 1#K

with a point, as suspicious. With this emendation, the verse

may be compared with Ex. 36, 4 irDN^ED B*K £»K; Lev. 15,

2 TOP »3 B*K B^IC; Lev. 24, 15 ^p> *a b^K b»k, and often.

Perhaps, however, it is better simply to omit 1B>N.

30. rntn ntf . . . nop ittJH. «wte& a purchased

. . . zw'M /^ /<?/7/,' so 50, 13, Del. 5 Kautzsch (see Ges.,

o d
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§ i ;S. i. note i) and Di. prefer to connect n^K here and

50, 13, with the ace. mbNvnK=' which field';' but with this

construction, a suffix would be sufficient. The former way

seems simpler. Abraham's object was not so much to buy

the field, as to get possession of the grave which happened

to be in the field.

32. *U1 n^pft. This verse does not seem to have any

connection with the rest of the narrative. Tuch regards

it as a parenthesis, referring to ver. 30 ; cf. Ps. 72, 14. Del. 5

and Di. consider it a gloss on 30k

50.

2. YON JIN Vfirh. 'To embalm his father! Embalm-

ing the dead was an Egyptian custom, which was due to the

popular belief in a permanent union of the body and the

soul. The art was practised by a special class named rapi-

xevrai; see Herod, ii. 86 ff.; Diod. i. 91 ; Ebers in Riehm's

//. W.B., 352 f. The TctpixevTai are here called D^ann.

Joseph probably had his own special body of physicians.

3. O^l^nn. The plural is used according to Ges., § 124.

1 a; Ewald, § 179 a ('to embrace the scattered units into a

higher idea, thus to form the meaning of an abstract ').

OV D^IDUX For a king the Egyptians used to mourn

seventy-two days (Diod. i. 72). Jacob's death was mourned

for by the Egyptians out of respect to Joseph. On the

mourning customs of the Egyptians, see Herod, ii. 85 ; Diod.

i. 91 ; Wilkinson, Manners and Customs (1878 ed., iii. c. 16).

4. 1JT02. Object, gen.; see on 9, 2. rV32 is formed like

n^n, rV3E>, by adding the ending D to the third radical *; see

Ewald, § 186 b; Stade, § 192 b.
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5. ^b \TP"0. LXX copvga, so the Vulg. and most moderns

;

cf. 26, 25. 2 Chron. 16, 14, a rendering which suits *Up3

better than that adopted by Onq. and Pesh., ' I bought',' with

which Deut. 2, 6 DnNE TOD O^D 031 may be compared.

10. "112 fr$n p} IV- ' 7b /& threshing-floor of thorns
;'

probably not '

the threshing-floor ofAtad! The locality is not

further known.

JTVn "O^H, i.e. on the eastern side of Jordan, the nar-

rator being in Palestine.

QW I1V2W. Cf. 1 Sam. 31, 13. Judith 16, 24. Ecclus.

22, 12.

11. CHIftS '?^« '3? may be taken either as a verb,

' Egypt mourns,' or as a noun, ' the meadow of EgyptJ cf. the

proper names, roy» ITU $>3K, CD ^N, OWH i?3K, nhno S?3N,

OWa ?3X ; but this rendering ' meadow of Egypt ' merely

expresses the views of the punctuators. Tuch and Kn.

explain the name as a meadow, as fertile as Egypt ; cf.

13, 10. Di. thinks this unnecessary, pointing out that plenty

of historical reasons can be conjectured for the origin of such

a name, from the fact that the Egyptians for a long period

were the rulers of Palestine before the time of Moses ; as we

now know from the Tel-el-Amarna Letters. The narrator

evidently means that the words should be read 0*1X0 ?3K

' mourning of the Egyptians', so the LXX have here TlevOos

Alyi/nrov, and the Vulg. ' Planctus Egypti! The position of

O^tXft ?2K is not known. It has been identified by some

(Knobel, Ritter, etc.) with n^n rvn, on the southern boundary

of Benjamin, the modern 'Ain Hajla, a little north of the

Dead Sea (cf. Rob., Bibl. Researches, i. p. 544 ; Bad., Pat.,

p. 170), following Hieron., who in the Onom. identifies Area

Alad with T01T\ JV3. But this identification is precarious,

d d 2
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as 1 lieron.'s account is not trustworthy ; and rtan JVn is

also on the western, and not the eastern side of Jordan ; see

further, Di., p. 476; Del. 5
, p. 535.

13. rnirn nw. With the field;' cf. 49, 30.

15. F|DV 'OEttto'1 V?. ' IfJoseph were to hate us!' cf. Ez.

14, 15. Ex. 4, 1 ^ WDW tib |m 'and ifthey will not believe me I'

LXX here, pr) ttotc pv^a-iKaK^a-rj rjfiiv 'lonrrjcf). The imperf. in the

protasis, where no apodosis follows, denoting either a wish or

(as here) a fear; see Driver, § 142; Ewald, § 358 a, who

compares a similar aposiopesis in Ps. 27, 13 ; see also M. R.,

§ 165; Ges., § 159. 3. C. 2; Dav., S., § 131. R. 1.

16. 11^1 .
' And they sent a message! LXX Ka\ napayeuovro,

Pesh. co^oo, possibly a free translation, the translators not

understanding tt^V

17. N2N is only found once again in the Pent., viz. Ex.

32, 31 N3j$. Ewald, § 262 a,-—cf. Stade, § 373,—remarks

that the Massora regards NJK always as consisting of two

words (NJ'rlN) ; hence the double accents here and in Ex. I.e.

The tone is on the penult.

wteb w Nto . . . ytib n: Nto. n^ = < to forgive' (cf.

18, 24) is here construed, for the sake of variety, with the

ace. and dat.; so with dat. of offence in Ex. 23, 21. Josh. 24,

19 (all E) ; see Ewald, § 282 d.

19. "ON DVl^N nnnn ^. 'For ami in God's place?'

so in 30, 2 ; see the note there. Del. proposes a slightly

different meaning here as an alternative, ' Am I authorised to

interfere in what God does, am I not obliged to submit myself

to Him ? Aq. on prj Q(6s eyco ; Symm. prj yap dvTi Oeov iyut

dpi ; Onq. renders KJK £1 &6fn *TK 'for afearer ofF. am I,'

possibly reading "?& nrin (from fWH), or more probably

rendering freely; so Saadiah, l\}\ * »\J»»I
'

Ifear God!
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20. Hto. See on 48, 11.

21. DI*? hv ^11^. See on 34, 3.

23. 0*nDN7 P]DV NTH. The 5? as in 44, 20 Nin nnvi

1Dn5> ra5>.

D^ttHt!} *0H = ' .r^j of the third degree,
1

i.e. not great-

grandchildren, but great-great-grandchildren, wvhw—cf. Ex.

20, 5. 34, 7. Num. 14, 18. Deut. 5, 9—are the children of

the third generation, cf. Ex. 34, 7 ; the first ancestor not

being counted; "w "02= great-great-grandchildren. Elsewhere

D^B* HX1 are called ^VTl ; so Di. and Ewald (Antiq?, p. 225 ;

Eng. trans., p. 169). LXX, Vulg., Pesh., Targg., Tuch, and

Del. understand 'great-grandchildren;' but then either D"03

must be read (so Sam.), or the cstr. "OS be taken according

to Ewald, § 287 e (the cstr. state used where there is really

only an appositional relation between the two words, and =
' consisting of').

F)DV *0"*Q~7>y. Cf. 30, 3. Sam. Ver. reads W2 for

"0"D"?y, possibly the correct reading.

26. Oti^l. See on 24, 33. Render, '

they put him', 3rd

pers. sing, imperf.

VHfcO= here {
in the coffin;' so in Phoenician piK, pi. nyiN,

= sarcophagus ; cf. Bloch, Phoen. Glossar, p. 15. For the

article in piK2 cf. the note on 35, 17. 'The Egyptians

used to place the embalmed body in a wooden coffin, and

carefully preserve it in the vault (Her. ii. 86)/ Kn. in Di.,

p. 479. With these verses, cf. Ex. 13, 19. Josh. 24, 32.
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bit and Q*rfbjj, nin\

The first two names of God, but and Q»riV«, as may be seen from

the Concordance, are of frequent occurrence in the Old Testament. The

plural of b$ and the sing, of D'rf^Ni on the contrary, are rare; the

plural forms of but occurring about five times, and the sing, of D^ribN

about 57 times. b« (sing.), on the other hand, occurs (including

proper names of people and of places compounded with btt) over 300

times, and Q'ii
1

?^ over 2500 times 1
. It will be found, on a closer

examination of the various passages, that but, though of common occur-

rence, is essentially a poetical word, being very common in the poetical

part of Job (about a quarter of the passages where but is found are in

Job). It is also found in the Psalms (but not so frequently as

O'ribw) and in other poetical passages, and is used by the prophets

from Hosea to Deutero-Isaiah and his contemporaries, but is found in

the Pentateuch in certain special phrases, such as ^itf'bN, NSp/bM, but

otherwise the less poetical parts of the Pentateuch and Prophets avoid

it. but apparently formed no part of the ordinary spoken language, as

it is never used in Judges, Samuel, or Kings, and even in Chronicles

only occurs in poetical passages. In proper names of persons and of

places it is found from the earliest times. Thus from the O.T. it may

be inferred that bi* was a very old name of God, which, however, at a

tolerably early date ceased to be used, and was only preserved in poetry,

elevated prose, and in a few special phrases. D , n !

?N was the common

name of God, the word being used for the sing, and plural. The

singular T\but is most common in the book of Job, and it is found else-

where in only a few poetical passages. In pure prose it occurs only in

two very late passages (2 Chron. 32, 15 and Dan. II, 37-39) ; and even

in the prose parts of Job is replaced by Q'ribw. tibut may thus be

1 Cf. Nestle, Th. S. W„ 1882, p. 243 f.
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ded us an artificial sing, of D'ribN 1
. So in the Hebrew the ordinary

word for God was O'ribN, without a real singular, bis* and nbw being

m uly entirely confined to poetry.

In the other Semitic dialects bi* is common, being found in Assyrian,

Phoenician, and Ilimyaritic, but whether it is found in Northern Arabic

and Aramaic is a disputed point 9
, nbtf is found, on the contrary, only in

Aramaic and Arabic, the word both in Aramaic and Arabic being probably

indigenous and not borrowed from the Hebrew 3
. In Sabean by and rpN

occur, both words being used in much the same way as in Hebrew 4
.

Various explanations of these names by and nrriby have been offered

by different scholars, but no certain derivation for either appears yet to

have been obtained.

Fleischer 5
, whom Delitzsch and others 6 follow, takes OMbw as the

plural of riby (a noun of the form bitop = J&j), deriving nby from an

unused root nb_N=the Arabic 5JI (»-M> which has the notion of

' wandering about? 'going hither and thither ' in perplexity or fear, and

followed by J! ' to betake oneself to a person, by reason of fright or

fear, seeking protection 7
. nb« would thus, it is argued, = lfear? and

then 'the object offear ' (cf. oi^aafxa in Greek, and the Heb. N"nn,

inE, see Gen. 31, 42. 53), and so 'God.' This derivation would appear,

however, to be questionable. For in the verb the idea of • fear ' is

altogether subordinate, and though in a particular case it may express

the idea of seeking protection with a person, in fear (of course) of other

things, it is difficult to understand how a substantive derived from it

could be used to denote God as the direct object of fear. It might, con-

ceivably, denote Him as a refuge, but hardly as fear, or the object of

fear. b« is regarded by these scholars as belonging to a root biN, with

the primary meaning ' strengthV

1 Noldeke, £. B. A. IV., 1882, p. 1177 ; cf. Nestle, I.e., p. 249.
2 Lagarde, Orientalia, ii. p. 3 f. (cf. Nestle, I.e., p. 251), denies the

existence of by as a real Aramaic and Arabic word : Noldeke disputes this,

and appears to have shewn that Lagarde is in error. See M. B.A. W.,

1880, p. 768 f., and S.B.A. IV., 1882, p. 1182.
3 See Noldeke, S.B. A. W., 1882, p. 1189 ; but cf. Nestle, I.e., p. 252.

4 See t/berba tend nba im Sabdischen, by Prof. D. H. Miiller, Leyden,

1884.
5 Del., Comm. 5

, p. 47 f.

6 Oehler, Schultz, Miihlau, Volck.
7 See Lane, Arabic Lex., p. 82.

8 Cf. Ges., Thes., pp. 42, 48.
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Ewald 1 connects by and niby, regarding by as abbreviated from rjb«,

and holding nba ' to be strong'' to be the root of both.

Lagarde 2 has proposed an entirely different derivation for by (the

origin of riby he does not discuss). He regards 'ba (nba) as the root of

by, and compares the form by with 13 (from ma), Is. 50, 6, D*TpD = D>TDtp

(from mo to), and D'bs (but cstr. state *b3). 'ba (nba) he conjectures

had the meaning 'to stretch out to] and God he considers called by, as

'one whom men strive after.'' The vowel in by Lagarde regards as

originally short, evading the analogy of words like *\a, ~n, np, by the

remark that such a word as by, ' God,' can hardly be, what its vowel —
would indicate that it is, a neuter passive participle (see more fully

Mitteilungen (1884), p. 103 f.).

Noldeke 3 holds that by is a noun with a long vowel like J3, P|3, "ftt?,

etc., almost all of which belong to verbs i"y and y"y, and refers it to a

root bM* = to be in front, so b$ = the leader, Lord. He expresses no

decided opinion as to the connection between by and D'riby, but thinks

a connection may be possible 4
.

Dillmann 5 regards by and DMby as inseparable. D'liby he considers

to be a plural formed from by after the analogy of rhnoy from TVOH, and

)o».scia, from via., Ic*:>( from \j*( , and nrray from 2N, in Aramaic,

and »ULi« from i-flJL in Arabic : by (with an original short i), however,

probably comes from nbtt, and = l might.' From D^nbN he derives the

sing. nby. In the 6th edition he suggests that it may be due to the

development of a Vi'"5 or '"b into a Vn"b, comparing in Arabic g^L
and Ll~j, &JS and 'Jo, and 5^0 and i^..&o.

Nestle 6
, lastly, has proposed another explanation of the relationship

between by and D^by. He infers from the usage of language that

D'ribN is the real plural of by, and that riby is a secondary derivation

from D'rib.N. D'ribN he thinks has arisen out of by, just as ninny
out of HON.

T T

The above is a brief account of the various views that are held as to

the origin of by and D'riby, but none appears to be entirely free from

objection.

1 fahrbuch, x. n, and Lchrbuch, § 178 b.
2 Orientalia, ii. p. 3 ff

.

3 M. B, A. W., 1880, pp. 760-776.
4 Noldeke's view, as far as the derivation of by from blN is concerned, is

the same as Gesenius' referred to in note 8, p. 408, differing only as to the

meaning borne by biN.

' 'tmesis 6
, p. 18.

• In his article in the Th. S. W., 1882, Heft iv.
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That nSa comes from a root n^N, as Fleischer and Delitzsch main-

tain, is, as has been already shewn, doubtful. In favour of Ewald's

view may be urged the fact that it connects both bt* and D'ribN, by

deriving them from a root nbw, and the existence of proper names

compounded with bw exhibiting traces of *, e.g. N-irvbN, Tjbn^N, and

Others 1
] though it is only fair to admit that the evidence from proper

names ought not to be pressed, as the ' may be the suffix of the first

person and not the third radical. But it does not account for the presence

of the n in ErribN, and if btt is abridged from D'ribMi it is not clear why

"?N is found chiefly in poetical passages where we should naturally

expect antique forms.

Lagarde, in so far as he derives bst from a root rrbtf, agrees with

Ewald, though he assigns to this root a different meaning, viz. ' to

stretch out to.' Apart from the fact that the meaning thus assigned to

nbtt is conjectural, he can hardly be said to have proved against

Noldeke that the e of bst is short, and that it does not belong to a root

i"y. The evidence Noldeke adduces from the occurrence of Semitic

proper names in Greek inscriptions, in favour of a long e in bN 2
, does

not seem to have been met by Lagarde, and in failing to observe the

Aramaic use of b« 3
, he has exposed himself to Noldeke's objection,

supported by the Syriac, that formations like |3, f]3, etc., point to j?"y

or V'y stems*. Noldeke's own view of b$ (which is in the main the

same as Gesenius held 5
) does not appear adequately to account for the

shortening of the e in hi* in the proper names rnp^N, Nirpb«, etc.
6

,

nor for the » in the latter name, which would seem to imply a root n'V.

It also does not take into account the Assyrian ilu, which has always a

short i, and which never appears as elu or ilu %
.

Nestle's view has been examined by Noldeke 9
, who points out that

the usage of language is against it, that the explanation of D ,
ri

t

?N as an

extended form of bx is precarious, for only one clear case of this occurs

in Hebrew (viz. ninn« from no»; cf. Barth, N.B., p. 8), and the cases

that are found in the other Semitic dialects always have, in the expanded

1 This also applies to Dillmann's view.

2 See M. B.A. W„ 1880, p. 760 f.
3 See M. B. A. W„ p. 772.

4 See M, B. A. W., p. 773.
5 Cf. note 4 on p. 409.

6 Noldeke accounts for this on the ground that an unusual shortening of

vowels is often found in proper names.
7 Though, as has been just said, this might be the pronom. affix.

8 Del., Par., pp. 163-165. Brown in The Presbyterian Peview(New York).

1882, p. 407.
9 In the S.B.A. W., 1882, pp. 1175-1192.
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form, the plural feminine ending, whether the word itself be masc. or

fem. 1 Noldeke also remarks that long o for long a is difficult (the long

a in ninnN goes back to short a 2
), and that if the e of bx is long, the

— in Q , rt'?« is difficult to explain.

The following points seem to require a satisfactory explanation before

the derivation of btt and D ,
ri

t

7« can be definitely fixed, (i) Are the two

words really connected one with the other, and derived from the same

root ? (ii) Does bx really come from bin, or from a root nb« (i.e. '•bx) ?

(iii) How is the n of D'ribN to be accounted for? (iv) Can the evidence

which Noldeke brings forward to prove that the — in b« is long be

accepted as conclusive in the face of the fact that the vowel in the cor-

responding word in Assyrian {ilu) is short? (v) If the — is really long,

is Noldeke's explanation of the shortening of — in H3pb«, ttfTrtai

and other similar proper names adequate 3
?

The above is a brief sketch of the views held by scholars as to the

derivation of bi* and D , rib«. Both b$ and D»rib« (nb«) are old words

in Semitic, and, primafacie, would appear to be distinct : their original

derivation, however, is at present obscure 4
.

niiT

It is well known that the vowels with which the Tetragrammaton is

punctuated in the ordinary editions of the Massoretic text do not really

belong to it, but have been supplied from the word »3s!g, with the

composite shewa changed into a simple shewa, unless this word precedes

mm, when the points ofD^w are used, e.g. Is. 28, 16. 30, 15. 49, 22.

Ez. 2,4. 7, 2. Amos 5, 3, etc. This is clear from the following con-

siderations : (1) With the prefixes a, b, o, 1 we find mm* (e.g. Ps. II,

1. 32, 10. 11. 64, 11); mmb (e.g. Ps. 7, 1. 16, 2. 24, 1); nirvo (e.g.

Ps 33, 8. 37, 39. Is. 40, 27); rrtfij! (Gen. 13, 14. 1 Sam. 12, 12. Is. 53,

10), i.e. >:iN3, *3/w£i »5
>

*lMp , and 3*!M2 (cf. Ges., § 23. 2). (2) If the

word that follows mm begins with one of the letters 2, :, 1, 3, D, n,

the dagesh lene is inserted, e.g. Gen. 13, 10. Ex. 15, 6. Num. II, 25.

1 Cf. S. B. A. IV., p. n8of. The masc. forms that occur in Syriac are,

as Noldeke points out, late. Noldeke's remarks on this point also apply to

Dillmann's explanation.
2 Noldeke, S. B. A. W„ p. 1181. 3 See note 6, p. 410.
4 It may be noted that bn as the name of a god occurs four times in the

Sendschirli inscriptions always with two other gods ^N33i and 111 ; see

inscript. of I'annamu, line 22, and inscript. of Hadad, lines 2, 11, 18. Cf.

Die altsemit. Inschriften von Sendschirli, D. II. Miiller, Wien, 1893.
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Judg. 21,15. 1 Sam. 28, 19. 2 Sam. 23, 2. (3) Evvakl in his Lehrbuch,

\ b, ilraws attention to the fact that in Num. 10, 35, cf. ver. 36, rrq^

is accented on the last syllable, though the n is n cohortative, because

the next following word mm begins with a guttural, e.g. n, mm = ^iw,

cf. Ps. 3, 8 rrnip; 6, 5 ninij; 7, 7. 10, 12, etc. (4) The abbreviations

*fl£i BJ 5
^n» cannot come from mm. The objection to using the real

punctuation of mrr arises from an old misconception of the two passages,

Ex. 20, 7 (Nitfj
1

? yn^N nin' on? n« Nton n 1

?) and Lev. 24, 16 (q\d npsi

nov niD mm), which were interpreted as meaning that the divine name
was to be treated as a nomen ineffabile. This interpretation of these

two verses is mentioned by Philo, De vita Mosis, iii. pp. 519, 529;
Josephus, Archaeol., ii. 12, § 4; Talmud, Sanhedrin, chap. 2, fol. 90;
Maimonides, Yadh Chasaka, chap. 14, § 10; Theodoret, Quaest. 13 in

Exod. ; Eusebius, Praep. Evang., ii. p. 305 ; the passages (excepting

that from Eusebius) being quoted by Gesenius, Thes., p. 575 f. The
LXX render the Tetragrammaton always by 6 Kvpios (their ordinary

translation of ma), and the Samaritans used xo , \r ('name'), and the

Jews D$rr for mm, when they had to pronounce the word. The pro-

nunciation Jehovah seems to have been first introduced by Galatinus in

1520 ; but was objected to by Le Mercier, J. Drusius, and L. Capellus,

as being against grammar and historical propriety. Cf. Bott., Heb.

Gram., § 88, and C. P. Ges., sub voce.

There is every reason to assume that the punctuation adopted by

modern scholars for fllPP is correct, viz. mm, the form being an im-

perfect Qal (according to another view Hif'il) of mrr, which is an

archaic and North Palestinian form of the verb mn (cf. the note on 27,

29) ; compare the other proper names formed after the analogy of the

imperf. of the verb, e.g. aj?_&l, V«», "PV^-f etc * That this assumption

is correct is proved by the fact that the abbreviations im (out of "ini),

in} and v (out of in^im) in compound proper names, and m (mm=
^m =m) can easily be derived from m^P, and by the statement of

Theodoret that the pronunciation of the Samaritans was IABE, while

Epiphanius, Adv. Haer. 20 (40), cites IABE as one of the names of God,

explaining it (from Ex. 3, 14) as 6s r\v naX can ical del wv, see Ges., I.e.

If this punctuation be conceded it will next be necessary to explain the

meaning of the name. The class of words to which mm belongs is not

very wide in Heb., and is practically limited to a few proper names (see

Stade, Lehrbuch, § 259). The form mm, as far as the punctuation is

concerned, may be the imperf. Qal or Hif'il of mrr ; and the meaning

we must assign to the word will obviously depend on which of these two

conjugations we consider the form to come from. If it be imperf. Qal,
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it may mean, 'he that is;' if it be imperf. Hif'il, 'he that causes to be."
1

If the former view be adopted, the word being taken as imperf. Qal, we

must, in interpreting the meaning of the name, be guided by the passage

in Exodus, viz. 3, 14; for though the name mm may have been known

to the Hebrews prior to the time of Moses—cf. the name of Moses'

mother, Ex. 6, 20 Tlpv, and the formula ' God of thy father,' Ex. 3, 6 1—
it was through him that it received its first explanation. The name has

been considered by various modern scholars 2
, reviving the view held by

Le Clerc, and thrown out as a suggestion by Gesenius, as a Hif'il

derivative, although the interpretations differ ; e. g. Kuenen interprets

the name as 'the giver of existence,' 'creator ;' Schrader and Schultz, as

'the giver of life and deliverance' (cf. rnn Gen. 3, 20) ; Lagarde and

Nestle, who follow Le Clerc, as 'he who brings to pass' i.e. ' the per-

former of his promises ;' Land, as 'life giver] 'creator] so Ges. in Thes.

The objection to the derivation of the word from the Hif'il stem is that

though mn is used of the fulfilment of a promise or prediction (e.g. in

1 Kings 13, 32), it requires the object of the promise to be at least

indicated in the context, and further, that scarcely any Semitic language

uses the causative form of mn 3
. The latter part of the objection applies

also to Robertson Smith's view 4
, that the name originally was intended

to have some other causative force, such as, 'he who causes to fall' (rain

or lightning). This apparently seems to have been the primitive meaning

of the root (cf. the Arabic) before it was spiritualized as in Exodus, and

it occurs once in this sense in Job 37, 6 yiN *on -ion> sbvuS >3. But

whether the causal form, used absolutely, without any definite object being

expressed, would convey this special sense, is very questionable, cf. Well.,

Shizzen, iii. 175. If this derivation be regarded as too uncertain, the

alternative one, in which the word mm is treated as a neuter (Qal),

must be adopted.

In the passage in Exodus (3, 14) God, in His answer to Moses, says

rvrm -itdn mrm, then calls Himself mnN, and finally mm. It is clear

from this that mn (see above) is presupposed to be equivalent to mn,
and that n;™, the shorter expression, must be explained by ->ir)« rprrN

mna. Then mnn -\\rn mnn must not be taken as a refusal to answer

Moses' question ' I am just who I am] i.e. it is a matter of indifference

to you who I am, and you should not seek to know, Le Clerc, Lagarde

(/'salt. Hieron., p. 156) ; as the following mnn cannot bear this sense, and

1 See Nestle, Eigennamen, p. 80 ff.

2 Comp. Driver, in Studia Diblica, i. Oxford, 1885.
3 Comp. Diivcr, I.e., p. 14, foot-note.
* Old Test, in the Jewish Church, p. 423; cf. Driver, I.e., p. 14.
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rrnN -i\rn n'n« more naturally gives an explanation of the name. An
explanation of the name is certainly found in the rendering adopted by

Wellhautt D ( 'omf., p. 72), following Ibn Ezra, ( I am, since I am* rrnx

being regarded as the name, and rrnN "|*JH as its explanation ; but TaJN

for ^3 in this context is hardly probable, and Moses did not ask ' What is

thy name V but ' What shall I tell them ?' Therefore "nu;n n'n« must

be taken as a simple sentence, which has been variously rendered. The

LXX and Knobel translate, ' I am he %uho exists* i.e. 'he who is;* but it

is doubtful whether rvnN -ih?n can = &v. Rashi renders ri'ns as future,

'/ will be with them in this affliction, what I will be with them in the

subjection of theirfuture captivities' Ewald 1 explains similarly, 'I will

be it,* namely the performer of his promises ; cf. ver. 12 top rrriN with

ver. 14 rprTH'vaJH TTTTN ' I will be it, I who will be it,' i.e. what I have

promised to be. Robertson Smith 2 renders, ' I will be what I will be* i.e.

your God and Helper. Di., Ex., p. 35, takes it as = ' the existing,* * ever-

living,' 'self-consistent,* and 'unchangeable? The objection to this view

is that what Jehovah will prove Himself to be is not expressed, but must

be understood (see Di. on Ex. 3, 14). But it may be (as Del. 3 and Oehler 4

suggest) that mrr is to be understood in a pregnant sense, 'give evidence

of being* The most probable view is that the passage means, ' I am that

1 am* not that which fate or caprice may determine, but what my own

character determines, rpn has the idea not of fixity, but of change; not

a capricious change, but a conscious one. The verb means properly not

' to be,* but ' to come into being* (cf. Del., Comm}, pp. 26, 60); so mrr
is a living active God, not a God of the past only, but also of the future,

who cannot be named or defined, but whose divine nature is ever

expressing itself, and manifesting itself under fresh aspects ; a God who

enters into personal relations with His worshippers, who is consistent

with Himself, true to His promises, and unchangeable in His purposes

(comp. Del., I.e.; Oehler, I.e.; Driver, I.e., p. 17; Di. on Ex. 3, 14)
5
.

1 Die Lehre der Bibel von Gott (1873), ii. p. 337 f.

2 British and Foreign Evangelical Review, 1876; Proph., p. 385.
8 Comm.*, pp. 26, 60.
4 Theology ofthe Old Testament, § 39.

5 On the various views held by scholars concerning the origin of the

Tetragrammaton, the reader may be referred for further particulars to

the paper by Driver, and to Konig's Hauplprobleme der a ItIsrael. Reli-

gionsgeschichte, 1884, pp. 29-33 (translated in Hebraica, April, 1885,

pp. 255-257).
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ADDENDA.

Page 29, last line, add, See also Bloch, Phoen. Glossar, p. 27.

,, 45, line 4 from bottom, add after (Di.). This explanation is pre-

ferable to that given by Wellhausen, Proleg, 1886, p. 322
;

Skizzen, iii. p. 217, after Noldeke, who suggests serpent

as possible meaning, cf. Arab, a-vj*.. .Robertson Smith,

Kinship and Marriage, pp. 36-40, renders ' mother of every

hayy ;' T< = kinsfolk, Arab. ^, a group of families united

by vital ties; cf. Driver, Sam., p. 119.

,, 122, line 9 from top, add after m^nim (cf. Osiander, Z.D.M.G.,

1865, p. 239 ff. 1 ; D. H. Miiller, Z.D.M.G., 1883, pp. 18

and 412).

,, 138, ""JM, add following: '2n Gen. 12, 8 etc. probably the same

place as w$ Neh. 11, 31, rrs 1 Chron. 7, 28; cf. rvy Is.

10, 28, and Josh. 18, 23. The position of >$n was probably

to the E. of Bethel (Gen. 12, 8), N. of Michmash, by the

side of a deep valley. The name has not survived, but it

ought perhaps to be located in the neighbourhood of the

present Der-Diwan, forty-five minutes S.E. of Betin

(Bethel) in Tell-el-Hajar (cf. bn Josh. 8, 28), on the S.

side of the deep Wady Matya, through which at the present

day the road from Jericho to the hill country passes, cf.

Bad., Pal., p. 119.

,, 149, add after Astarte, line 9, Bloch, Phoen. Glossar, p. 51.

,, 196, On 'daughter of my father] cf. Robertson Smith, Kinship

and Marriage, etc., ch. vi.

,, 208, add after (cf. rvium). The word may be equivalent to

rr 'kio 'chosen of God] or better n> 'nid = nion =
T • ! T J ' T — ;|r ~:T

appearance ofVahweh, cf. Bottcher, Gram., § 45.

,, 240, ver. 21, n::cto identified by Palmer with Wady Sutnet er-

Ruheibe, which is probably the same as Wady Sutein in

Rob., Pal., i. p. 332.
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CORRIGENDA.

Page ix,

>> xxxi,

>> xxxii,

j> 7°.

55 97,

55
i'4,

55 123,

5' 128,

55 151,

55 I5 2
5

55 I5 2
5

55 1545

55 168,

55 204,

55 220,

55 227,

5, 2345

J J 236,

55 255,

:> 267,

55 2795

55 280,

55 2975

55 35°>

55 3995

line 10 from bottom, for 10,

55 lO 55 55 5) "^1^

,, 1 from top, ,, Ilithpael

,, 7 from bottom, read ]i"P

55 3 55 5, for Tablet

,, 7 from top, ,, i7of

5, 5 55 55 ,, Melanges

,, 8 from bottom, ,, § 82 f

55 2 ,, „ „ consist

,, 5 from top, readMin

„ 8 from bottom, „ UJ3T

„ 6 from top, „ *bvi

,,
12 from bottom, ,, N^ft

,,
1 from top, for Pilel

55 1 55 55 55 arnx

,, 6 from top, read mto 1

?

,, 2 from bottom, for Glases

,, 2 from top, „ HUH'

„ 6 „ „ „ Ipti'

last line on page, omit * here.'

line 1 2 from top, y^r Welh.

,, 1 ,, ,, ,, Mahanaim

,, 2 from bottom, „ ii^

,, 13 from top, ,, Tel-el-Kebir

„ 10 „ „ read Dip

read 10.

55 inN

,, Hithpa'el

read Tablets

,, 170 f.

,, Melanges

„ §82f.

„ consists

read Pil'el

,, suffix

read Glaser

,, man*
„ IpttT

read Well.

,, Mahanaim

55 "|
x

„ Tell-el-Kebir
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